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PREFACE 

TIris study discusses the way Arabic grammarians analyse Turkic lan-
guages, or the application of the Arabic linguistic model and concepts 
to a foreign language. The first part is a thorough revision of my Ph.D. 
dissertation, which was financed with a four-year's grant from the 
Netherlands' Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO), and which I 
defended at the University of Nijmegen in 1995. Part Two contains a 
translation of one of the most important sources, i.e. ) Abü l:Iayyän al-
) Andalusi's Kitäb al-)Idräk li-Lisän al-)Aträk. 

The subject and the outline of the present study are discussed in 
Chapter One. Chapter Two contains a sketch of the sources, their con-
tents and internal arrangement and references to the most important 
relevant publications. In this chapter statements are made about the 
author and the Turkic language which is the subject of the description, 
and presents my assumptions in regard to mutual relations of the 
sources, and the way they are related to their basic material. 

Chapter Three gives an account of the way morpho(no )logical fea-
tures ofTurkic are discussed. Most ofthe sources contain a short sec-
tion with indications regarding the 'correct' pronunciation of Turkic. 
It shall be seen how these descriptions are related to Arabic phonetic 
and phonologie terminology. Moreover, it will be shown that in many 
cases the remarks and labels that are usually understood as referring to 
the phonetie qualities of Turkic words are intended as instruments to 
determine which type of sufflxes the verbal stern takes, Le., sufflxes 
with either 'velar' or 'palatal' consonants. 

Chapter Four, Cases and Markers, is intended as an introductory 
chapter to Chapters Five and Six. It discusses the Arabic concept of 
case and dec1ension ei ~räb) and the possible consequences of the ap-
plication of this concept to Turkic languages. My assumption is that 
the Arabic analytical method of dividing speech into separate elements 
could, to some extent, be suitable for a segmentable language like 
Turkic. The application of the concept of )i ~räb to Turkic is the main 
theme of Chapters Five and Six. 

Chapter Four gives a preliminary study of the ways to express 
synonymy between Arabie and Turkic on different levels. Chapter Five 
discusses how various Arabic constructions that involve a genitive case 
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(garr) were translated and analysed into Turkic; it deals with the Turkic 
equivalents of Arabic prepositional and possessive constructions. 

Chapter Six treats instances in which in Arabic the accusative case is 
used. Unlike Arabic, objects in Turkic may be marked with several 
types of markers. In some instances there is no marker at all, in others 
it is not the accusative case but the dative case that is used. This chapter 
analyses how Arabic grammarians dealt with these features ofTurkic. 
Finally, Chapter Seven summarises the findings of the research. 

It is impossible to write a study like this all by oneself, especially if one 
is still in the process of forming one's own scholarly concepts and 
opinions, and apart from the scholarly feedback one also needs moral 
support. Ern. Prof. Dr Barbara Flemming, Dr Everhard Ditters and 
Prof. Dr Erik-Tan Zürcher were involved in this study when it was still a 
Ph. D. project; Dr Tames Kelly kindly sent me copies of microfIlms in 
his possession that were very important for my research. I am very 
much indebted to Mr Ane Nauta, Mr Hans Nugteren and Ms Marti 
Roos who provided much of the turcological feedback which was neces-
sary for this book. I feIt inspired by discussions with Michel Limpens 
on Arabic linguistics, and the fine atmosphere among the collegues at 
TCMO, Nijmegen. 

Prof. Dr Kees Versteegh's enthousiasm for, and thorough knowledge 
of the Arabic linguistic tradition induced me in the first place to en-
gage in this fascinating subject. Later on, as a very inspiring supervisor 
and mentor, he carefully guided my research activities which culmi-
nated in the completion of my Ph. D. dissertation. I am very grateful 
to him for all the time and energy he has invested in my formation as a 
scholar. A special word of gratitude is due to Prof. Dr Rafael Talmon, 
who not only most cordially hosted me as a post-doc researcher at the 
Department of Arabic of the University of Haifa, but also gave me 
ample opportunity to work on the present book, for which I feel much 
indebted. I wish to thank the anonymous reader for his elaborate and 
constructive comments to an earlier version of the manuscript, and 
publishing house Brill for accepting it in their series of Studies in 
Semitic Languages and Linguistics. 

In the period I was preparing my Ph.D. dissertation, my friends 
Nanneke, Turan & Zöhre, Karin, Mark & Madeleine were always there 
when I most needed them. My brothers and unc1es and aunts sup-
ported me mo rally when we all went through very difficult days, thus 
giving extra dimensions to our family ties. 
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As fate wants it, I found myself separated from my beloved wife 
Zifa and our daughters Tanel and Rianne both while working on my 
Ph.D. dissertation and the present revision. Despite the distance that 
separated us I feit a magie inspiration radiate from them whieh has 
never ceased to reach me. 





PARTONE 

ARABIC GRAMMARS OF TURKIC 

THE ARABIC LINGUISTIC MODEL 
APPLIED TO FOREIGN LANGUAGES 





CHAPTERONE 

SUBJECT AND OUTLINE 

INTRODUCI10N 

The subject of the present study is the method used by Arab grammari -
ans to describe Turkic languages. I shall use concepts from traditional 
Western grammar to describe how Arabic grammarians applied their 
grammatical system to a language other than Arabic. Here I outline the 
subject of this studyand the way I in tend to deal with it. 

1. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS IN REGARD TO 
THE SUBJECT OF THIS SroDY 

This study deals with the application of a foreign linguistic model to 
the description of language. In the course of history, many languages 
have been described with a linguistic model that had been developed on 
the base of another, even a typologically very different language. In this 
way, the Greek model formed the basis for a description of Latin, 
which, in its turn, served as the base for the description of many 1an-
guages. With some major adaptations and alterations this model is still 
used as the main descriptive linguistic tool for people in the Western 
world. As examples one may refer to so-called missionaries' grammars 
of the languages of African and American peoples, set up according to 
the rules and concepts that their compilers knew from Greek and Latin 
grammar (cf. Auroux and Queixalos 1984). Notions and concepts 
originally inherent in the descriptive model were taken over and 
applied to the language in question in order to clarify its rules with the 
use of a familiar model. Similarly, the grammatical principles of the 
GreeklLatin tradition were, with some adaptations, applied by early 
orientalists to both Arabic and Turkish/Ottoman in order to elucidate 
the rules of these languages to learners and students in the West. As a 
result, even the oldest Western grammars of Arabic and Turkish I 
Ottoman do not differ significantly from modern manuals. 

There cannot be such a thing as one ultimate descriptive model for 
alllanguages. Apart from advantages, each model will have its short-
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comings. Ideally, the advantages and shortcomings of several descrip-
tive models should be analysed objectively. In practice, however, such a 
comparison is not an easy task. One has to understand fully the no-
tions and concepts of all models involved, in addition to having a 
thorough knowledge of the language that is the subject of description. 
In this respect, it is obviously wide of the mark to assume that certain 
concepts of the model one is most familiar with are universal or basi-
cally obvious to anyone confronted with a certain language. It seems 
equally wrong to consider a certain categorisation of phonemes or ele-
ments as, objectively speaking, the most suitable. 

Of course, there are manyexamples of this. If, for instance, the ver-
bal form r;laraba 'he hit' according to the Arabic model contains a hid-
den (mustatir) agent, this does not mean that it does so objectively 
speaking. In the Arabic model this is only assumed in order to facilitate 
the analysis of certain features related to word order in Arabic. 
According to the GreeklLatin model, for example, there is no implica-
tion of an agent included in this form whatsoever. Similarly, the inter-
pretation of the Turkic ending -dan as an ablative is no better or worse 
than regarding it as a particle or a postposition. 

To give yet another example, in Russian manuals Turkic languages 
usually have seven cases. This seventh case, the instrumental, consists 
ofvarious versions of the word bilä 'with' (see for example Kazakh: 
SKJa 1962: 176ff). In Western grammatical practice, however, all 
Turkic languages have six cases only, and here one finds bilä ranged 
among the category of 'postpositions' . One could argue that the 
Russian analysis is 'wrong', because bilä is not a case ending. On the 
other hand, this analysis very wen serves the needs of Russian students 
of Turkic languages, who are accustomed to the concept of an instru-
mental case. In all instances, thus, each explanation is satisfying for 
those who can place it in an overalllinguistic concept, and the result of 
any analysis depends on the extent to which one is familiar with this 
type of analysis. 1 

Many traps He in wait when giving a survey of adescription of a lan-
guage one is familiar with by means of an unfamiliar model. This is es-
pecially true if the model that is the object of analysis has not been 

1 The same holds for the application of the Arabic system of verbal patterns along 
with their associated meanings to modem Arabic languages, e.g. Egyptian. Although the 
patterns may show a resemblance, the meanings associated with them may differ (the 
Vth verbal pattern, Itafa"alaJ, for example, frequently used to denote a reflexive action in 
Classical grammar, often denotes a passive in modem Arabic languages). Furthermore, 
new patterns have developed in these modem Arabic languages, which do not exist in 
Classical grammar. 
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fullyadapted to the language that is being described. In such a case one 
would compare his own fully developed method with a partially unde-
veloped system; one that is as yet incapable of giving a satisfying analy-
sis ofthe new language's features. In this respect one could also com-
pare a modern description of Turkish by, e.g., Lewis (1984 [1967]), 
with one of the ancient eighteenth century Western grammars of Ot-
toman. 

Although both descriptions are based on the same principles, mod-
ern turcology has developed an innovative terminology derived from 
existing concepts (e.g., the terms 'aorist' and 'gerund' stand in original 
GreeklLatin terminology for similar, but different notions, and in the 
Fundamenta the new term 'Konverb' is proposed to replace 'gerund') 
in order to match certain features of Turkish. In the study of linguistic 
concepts the terminology is only one aspect, 

If one were to base a study of the feasibility of describing Turkic 
with the Western model solelyon ancient grammars of Ottoman, the 
conc1usion would be obvious: the model is not particularly adequate 
for such a description. But, in doing so, one would disregard the 
possibility that at a later stage the same model could yield a more 
adequate description. In this sense, it is important to note that in 
regard to the de scriptions of Turkic with the Arabic model, the 
grammarians, too, probably stood at the beginning of a tradition in 
which certain unfamiliar concepts had not yet been thoroughly worked 
OUt,2 

Another trap is the possibility that one could find concepts that are 
apparently similar to concepts in his own system, and attribute them 
in this way to the second descriptive model. An example of this is the 
attribution of the concept of, for example, 'preposition' to Arabic 
grammatical theory, although the merefact that Arabic linguistics 
recognises a group of elements that resemble in their syntactical posi-

2 In this respect it is perhaps interesting to refer to Kerslake' s (1994) analysis of two 
19th century Ottoman grammars of Turkish. In her article Kerslake takes Western con -
cepts of case, mood, and certain specific verbal endings like gerunds in their special 
context for Turkic linguistics as starting points for her analysis. Although she recog-
nises the fact that both grammars were in essence set up according to the principles of 
Arabic linguistic theory, her article reflects a feeling of dissatisfaction with the way the 
grammar ofTurkish is elucidated. Typical of this attitude is the following passage: "The 
corresponding discussion in the Mi~yäs is much more ambitious, but basically mis-
guided. In one of the most tortuous, opaque passages of the book, Fevzi Efendi struggles 
desperately to force Turkish sentence structure into an Arabic straitjacket" (158). In this 
context the expression' basically misguided' is especially striking, for it seems to convey 
the opinion that, whatever the efforts of the grammarians, it is per se impossible to give 
an accurate description of Ottoman using the Arabic linguistic model. 
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tions and effects the dass of prepositions in the sense of Western 
grammar does not mean that the two concepts are essentially the same 
in all aspects. 

A different issue is whether it is legitimate to ca1l those elements 
prepositions, or to consider certain verbs, such as kana, copula. I think 
that it is legitimate to do so, if it helps understanding aspects of Arabic, 
but one should of course not argue that Arabic theory had the same 
concept of preposition or copula.3 

2. THE SUBJECT OF THIS STUDY 

Usually studies of the Arabic linguistic system concern themselves -
quite legitimately, of course - with the description of the Arabic lan-
guage by the Arabic grammarians. The metalanguage used in- these 
studies is based on the traditional GreekJLatin linguistic system. In this 
sense they deal with two descriptive models and one language that is 
subject ofboth descriptions. 

The subject of the present study is to give an insight into the way 
Arabic grammarians applied their model to Turkic. In order to ac-
complish this task, two steps are required. First, some aspects of Arabic 
and Arabic terminology must be described within the frame of the tra-
ditional Western grammatical system. Second, it is necessary to 
explain in 'Western' terms the grammatical features of the language 
that is described by the Arabic grammarians. Only then is it possible to 
give a de scription of the way Arabic grammarians approached Turkic 
languages. 

Schematica1ly the subject of the present study can be reflected as 
follows: 

3 Here we may refer to the translation of the Arabic term istiqbal (e.g, MS 366,16) 
with 'aorist' instead of' future tense' in Dankoff and Kelly's translation (1982-5) of 
Diwan Lugatat-Turk. The term 'aorist' is a turcological term for the verbal ending -Ir, 
and therefore a direct interpretation of the Turkic material rather than a translation of 
the term istiqbal (or its synonym gabir) (This is recognised by Dankoff and Kelly 1985 
III: 313). The term istiqbal in Diwan alternates with gabir (MS 18,14) - Dankoff and 
Kelly' s emendation for <abir 'past tense' is probably correct; cf. Versteegh 1993:24; also 
Biesterfeldt 1990; Talmon 1997]). 
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GreeklLatin Linguistic System 
I I 

serves to describe serves to describe 
I 

Arabic Linguistic System 

I 
serves to describe 

I 
Arabic I Turkic 

It follows from the discussion in the previous section that the fact that 
I have chosen the Western grammatical system as an instrument to de-
scribe Arabic grammatical theory, Arabic, and Turkic languages does 
not imply that I consider it the best or most suitable model for such a 
description. The reason for this choice is merely the fact that the meta-
language and the concepts of the GreeklLatin system are familiar both 
to the reader and myself. As a matter of fact, a similar study could be 
carried out by putting another linguistic system in the place of the 
GreeklLatin model. 

3. RELATION TO OTHER DISCIPLINES 

Two disciplines are directly involved in the present study - i.e. the 
study of the Arabic grammatical theory and, to some extent, Turkic 
linguistics. Furthermore, its results may be also be of interest from the 
perspective of generallinguistics. I propose to sketch out below the im-
portance of these disciplines in regard to this study. 

3.1 Relation to Arabic linguistics 

The relationship of the present study and Arabic linguistics is obvious. 
The descriptions of Turkic are based on Arabic linguistics and stand 
firmly in this tradition. However, since this study is an analysis of the 
application of Arabic concepts to Turkic languages, there will be rela-
tively little possibility for a discussion of details. Moreover, the sources 
themselves seem to stand quite isolated within Arabic linguistics and 
there are no traces of discussion of certain topics related to Turkic 
grammar between the authors. Therefore, the aim of the study cannot 
be to give surveys of different opposing opinions: instead, it will be 
limited to general sketches of the theoretical background of certain 
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ideas, in order to understand the analyses the authors of our sources 
give of the Turkie data. 

Sinee most of the sources - the exceptions being Diwän Lugät at-
Turk (469/1077) and Sugür (1028/1619) -were eompiled in or about 
the 14th eentury, the discussion of subjeets related to Arabic linguisties 
will be limited to the opinion of so-called 'late grammarians' in the 
Arabic linguistie tradition, with special interest in the views of ) Abü 
l:Iayyän al-)Andalusi, the author of Kitäb al-Jldräk li-Lisän al-JAträk, 
whieh will be one of the major sources for this study. 

The study will point out how flexible the Arabic system is for a de-
scription of Turkie. In some instances the grammarians seem to get 
eonfused4 by some unfamiliar aspects ofTurkie, whereas in others they 
find apparent agreements with Arabic which they do not fail to inter-
pret in a similar way. In Chapters Five and Six I intend to give an ae-
count of this based on the statements the Arabic grammarians make 
on declensional endings in Arabic and Turkie. 

In his studies on Arabic linguistics, Owens (1988 and 1990) argues 
that Arabic grammatical theory is a type of dependency grammar. In a 
dependency grammar the elements of speech are hierarchically strue -
tured within a senten ce and ean govern eaeh other. Aceording to 
Arabic grammar the governed elements show by means of a set of 
markers ei ~räb) both the fact that theyare governed and, further, by 
which type of governor. The results of this study will give more evi-
denee for the assumption that the Arabic grammatical theory is a de-
pendency grammar based on characteristics of Arabic itself. (Further 
diseussion in Seetion 3.3.) 

3.2 The contribution of turcological studies 

As I have pointed out above, this study relates in the first plaee to 
Arabic linguistics. In view of the fact that it deals with Turkie as weIl, it 
is related to turcological research. 

The interest of tureologists in regard to the sources used in this study 
has been eoncentrated on the eompilation of the language material 
and the reconstruction of the languages described in the sources, rather 
than on their methodological eontext and the model with which the 

4 This ' confusion' is illustrated in Chapters Five and Six, in which I point out that, for 
example, the dative case ending ~/gä is analysed in two ways. In the first place it is 
regarded as an equivalent to the Arabic particle (barf) )j/ä' to', and in the second place it 
is a 'marker ofthe object' (aläma al-mafül). To my opinion, this' confusion' is not the 
result of being 'basically misguided' (see quotation from Kerslake [1994) in note 2 
above). 
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language in question is described. This may be illustrated by statements 
ofTelegdi, who, in his article on Qawänin (1938:282), criticises the 
anonymous author for his erroneous categorisation of the material: 

An einer ... Stelle erfahren wir, dass ähnliche Werke schon vor dem seinen 
vorhanden waren ... In diesen älteren Schriften mögen die irrigen Regeln 
und Beobachtungen über türkische Grammatik gestanden haben, die im 
Qawänin mehrmals erwähnt und berichtigt werden. 

Although a generation later Dankoff and Kel1y display quite a different 
approach in their thorough and valuable studies on KäsgarI's Diwän, 
they, too, limit themselves to occasional references to Western studies 
on Arabic grammar. 

In this study the analysis of the Turkic language material will be of 
secondary importance. Instead, the starting point is to consider the 
sources in the first place as documents of Arabic linguistic thinking, 
written by specialists, who had a profound insight into the rules of the 
Arabic language and Arabic linguistic theory. In spite of possible mis-
takes and, perhaps, an occasional case of imperfect knowledge of 
Turkic, there is no reason to doubt their scientific accuracy or their 
good intentions. They depended, like every scholar, on the reliability of 
their sources and their own intellectual capacities. 

Within this framework I shall not attempt to verify all statements of 
the grammarians in regard to the features of the Turkic languages they 
describe in contemporary studies on Turkic languages, nor elaborate 
on questions concerning the type oflanguage (Qipeaq-Oguz),5 the 
possible Turkic provenance of the authors, or engage in a discussion on 
specific features such as vowellength in Turkic. Likewise, apart from 
occasional references in Chapter Two, the historical context of this 
type of sources included in this study can only in a very general sense 
be the subject of our discussion. In regard to the Turkic language 
material, our principle is that it is basically sound, leaving the historical 
reconstruction to others. 

In each chapter of this study the relevant aspects of Turkic languages 
will be analysed in a general sense, but based specifically on data pro -
vided bythe sources. These analyses are meant to give non-turcologists 
an insight into the morphologica1 and syntactic structure of the Turkic 
data. In this respect, all Turkic and Arabic examples alike will be fol-
lowed by a word-by-word analysis. I shall concentrate on the descrip-
tions ofTurkic rather than on the Turkic data itself. In Chapter Three, 

5 For a discussion and a bibliography of Qiptaq and Oguz manuscripts see Flemming 
(1977a and 1977b). 
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for example, I make some suggestions as to the interpretation of the 
labels for velarisation and palatalisation. The distribution of these 
labels can be explained with the aid of principles that were elaborated 
in Arabic linguistics. Chapter Three also deals with the question of why 
the Arabic grammarians regarded it as necessary to label Turkic words 
for either velarisation or palatalisation, and shows that the markers are 
put in in the first place for morphological and semantic reasons, rather 
than for purely phonetic purposes, and my interpretations are indica-
tions rather than attempts to give an exact phonetic reflection in each 
instance 

I have opted for a rather basic transcription/transliteration of 
Turkic, which is sufficient for the description of morphological and 
syntactic features. This transcription system is based on the informa-
tion given in the sources themselves, and remains elose to the way the 
consonants and vowels are reflected in Arabic script. For example, the 
sources use the same grapheme for both [g] and [k]; they are occasion-
ally distinguished with three diacritical dots.6 In the basic transcription 
used in this study [k] is represented by k, and [g] by ~ respectively. 

The limited scope of this study does not allow for discussions in re-
gard to the respective places of the sources and the data they contain in 
other studies. References to philological works will be made as indica-
tions for further study to the reader, and will only occasionally be in-
eluded in discussions in the present framework. 

3.3 General Linguistics 

Since two languages and two descriptive systems are involved in our 
study, it may also yields some results in regard to generallinguistics. My 
main hypothesis is that some concepts of the Arabic linguistic theory 
are based on the perception of some features of Arabic itself, in partic-
ular their conception of case and deelension. Furthermore, this study 
discusses the distinction between semantic and syntactic case which 
was formulated earlier for Russian and its results for Arabic and Turkic. 

3.3.1 Phonology and phonetics 

Chapter Three deals with phonological and phonetic descriptions of 
Turkic as perceived by the Arab grammarians. It consists of two main 
parts, the first part discusses the vowels, the second deals with the con-

6 This approach is similar to that of Devereux in his articles on Nawä'i's Mu~akama 
al-Iugatayni (1964 and 1965). 
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sonants. The discussion of the vowels is quite complicated, since in 
Arabic theory the quality of the vowel is to a large extent made depen-
dent of the neighbouring consonants. 

The main subject in the first part of this chapter is how the Arab 
grammarians distinguished between back and front vowels, and why 
they did so. The latter of these questions is of interest too, for what 
seem reasonable or obvious points, such as, e.g., vowel harmony, in 
modern western linguistic thinking might not have been so in the 
framework of Arabic theory. 

In general my conclusion is that the Arab grammarians apply the 
phonetic and phonological concepts they had elaborated for Arabic, 
which in itself is not surprising. The range of 'standard' phonemes the 
Arab grammarians posit for Turkic include, apart from the regular 
Arabic consonantal phonemes, some allophones they find in non-
standard pronunciations of Arabic. To this range theyadd a number of 
phonemes that they produced by elaborating on notions - such as ve-
larisation - which they for Arabic applied in a very limited phonologi-
cal context. Chapter Two further gives an interpretation of labels the 
Arab grammarians use for indicating velarisation and palatalisation of 
consonants. The Arab grammarians applied these labels in the same 
way they were used for Arabic, which has consequences for the pho-
netic interpretation ofTurkic words that contain r, 1- and, possibly, 
z - written in Arabic script. The principles the Arab grammarians give 
with regard to the pronuciation of words, in particular the distinction 
between front and back words, were probably not meant as an accu-
rate describe Turkic phonemes, but rather intended as a set of criteria 
for the morphological problem of selecting the right verbal and nomi-
nal suffixes whose shape differs according to the phonological context. 

Topics that relate to vowels, such as vowel harmony, are only 
marginally touched upon. The phonetic descriptions of vowels, such as 
[ö] and [0] are mainly given in terms of the consonantal context. 

3.3.2 Syntax: A functional or a formal approach? 

The Chapters Four, Five and Six deal with the question why five of the 
seven endings of Turkic case are not incorporated in the Arabic con -
cept of case, whereas two others seem to fit their criteria. In order to 
give an impression of the direction which my argumentation takes in 
those chapters, I shall summarise the main hypotheses here. 

It shall be seen that the Arab grammarians treat Turkic case endings 
in two ways. In the first place, the accusative is dealt with in more or 
less the same wayas Arabic case. The Turkic accusative suffix is consid-
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ered to have the same or a very similar function as its Arabic equiva-
lent, Le. a 'marker'. Second, Turkic genitive, dative, locative and abla-
tive are interpreted as particles, i.e. governing elements. The only case 
that is not explicity described is the nominative (which in Turkic takes 
zero ending and in Arabic -u; my hypothesis is that it is treated similar 
to Arabic nominative). 

One could conceive of this approach as a functional one. This point 
of departure correlates quite naturally with the respective functions of 
the Turkic case endings, and appears to elude any association with 
Arabic case. One could assurne, therefore, that the Arab grammarians 
took in account only the superficial functional resemblances between 
Turkic case and Arabic particles, considering the Arabic model merely 
partlyapplicable to Turkic. 

The choice for a functional approach rather than a formal one, how-
ever, presupposes three conditions which, I believe, are not pertinent 
here. In the first place, it demands the availability of different ap-
proaches, paired to an awareness that it is at all possible to choose or 
shift between them. Secondly, it presupposes the possibility to see the 
formal aspects of grammar, Le. the hierarchical relationships between 
the syntactic elements, detached from their functions. In the third 
place, and related to the former two conditions, it presupposes that 
certain key concepts, such as that of underlying structure and gover-
nance, which dominate Arabic linguistic thinking, for some reason 
should not apply to Turkic. 

It is my contention that the approach of the Arab grammarians is 
not based on a free scholarly choice between a formal or a functional 
approach, but the consequence of their perception of certain features 
of the Arabic language which inevitably are incorporated in their con-
cept of how a language should be analysed. In this respect I intend to 
show that the Arab grammarians considered their concepts basically 
universallyapplicable. In concrete terms this means that on theoretical 
level they posited the same hierarchical relationships of governance for 
the Turkic phrases as the ones they had worked out for Arabic. 
An important lead in my hypothesis is the distinction between seman-
tic and syntactic case and the typology of Turkic and Arabic case. In 
Western theory case covers both types of case. This broad concept not 
surprisingly matches the typological characteristics of Greek and Latin 
which have a mixture of semantic and syntactic case. From these two, 
semantic case contributes to the sentence's semantic load, whereas 
syntactic case only serves to indicate the function of a word in asen-
tence. More specifically, syntactic case only occurs if the appropriate 
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governor is also present in the phrase. Syntactic case may drop out due 
to prosodie or morphonological reasons; it even can be posited on a 
theoreticallevel for languages that normally do not have case in surface 
structure, such as English. Semantic case, on the other hand, does not 
need a governor in order to appear. It only occurs in languages with 
case in surface structure and cannot be omitted without an inevitable 
distortion in the meaning of the sentence. 

It makes therefore sense to assume that the traditional western the-
ory does not distinguish between the two types of case because Greek 
and Latin case is ofboth types. Western theory, therefore, developed a 
rather broad concept of case. 

Let us suppose that a given language only, or basically posesses syn-
tactic case and other declensional endings that can be accounted for in 
a similar way. If scholars would develop a theory of case solely based o~ 
that language, their concept of case is likely to cover syntactic case 
only. If such a theory subsequently is applied to a language with seman-
tic case, it would not recognise that as 'case'. 

In this way many features of Arabie theory can be accounted for. As 
their theory is built upon the syntactie cases of Arabic, the Arab gram-
marians' concept onlyadmits syntactie case. Arabic case is basically 
syntactic, and the most suitable way to account for syntactic case is by 
means of a theory in whieh governance plays a role. The Arabic theory 
of case (and verbal inflection) explains all occurrences of case, includ-
ing the nominative, in terms of hierarchical relationships of governing 
elements, and case endings are basically conceived of as markers of 
governance. In essence, Ji ~räb is set up around a concept of declen-
sional endings as a sort of syntactie case. 

Quite naturally, the five semantie cases of Turkic (GEN, DAT, LOC 

and ABL) hardly match this particular concept of case. In most in-
stances, though, their functions neatly agree with those of the Arabic 
'partides', and they are assigned similar governing functions. 

For these reasons, I do not think that the Arab grammarians had a 
functional rather than formal approach toward Turkic. This does not 
mean, though, that they never had to adapt their describing system 
when they applied it to Turkic. There is a number of instances in 
whieh they do, and three of them are discussed in this book. We shall 
see, for example, that issues such as whether a the Turkic equivalent of 
'with' (ma C"a) should be regarded as a noun or a partide, Turkic case + 
postposition, and the indirect object cannot entirely be solved within 
the Arabic concept. In these instances one could, perhaps, speak of an 
innovating and, in some respects, a functional approach. 
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4. TRANSLATION OF TERMINOLOGY 

The translation of Arabic linguistic terminology shouId, like any trans-
1ation, follow the original as elosely as possible. In practice this is not 
always possible. There are two basic options. First, one may use terms 
already existing in Western grammar. The use of an existing term as a 
translation for notions and concepts from Arabic linguistics carries 
with it the danger, apart from being imprecise, of identifiying the 
translation with the translated term, which .may lead to confusion and 
misinterpretations (I have already touched upon this above). The ad-
vantage of this approach is that the translation immediately engenders 
a desired association with an existing concept. As long as the translat-
ing term is incorporated in an analytic context, the advantages will 
outweigh the disadvantages. 

The other option, the introduction of new terms (such as, for ex-
ample, 'operates on' for ya"malu [cf. Carter 1981]), has the advantage 
ofbeing eloser to the text, but the disadvantage ofbeing more opaque. 
There is also a third option, Le. refraining from a translation, giving a 
description instead. This option, however, is possible in a few instances 
only, e.g., a-inf for 'a-inflection', Le. accusative or subjunctive mood, 
bothofwhichendin a(Owens 1990). 

In this study I have chosen the former option and adopt existing 
terms to express Arabic notions. In this way, I translate the Arabic 
term ya "malu as 'governs' and ~rf as 'locative'. Further, I have chosen 
to translate taqdir as 'underlying level', by which I mean to express 
similarity to, rather than equivalence with the term 'deep structure' in 
Generative Linguistics. I am, on the other hand, reluctant to use the 
Western term 'preposition' as a translation for ~arf garr, because this 
might entail the inelusion of ~urüf'locatives'. The terms rar, na~b and 
garr are translated as 'nominative case', 'accusative case' and 'genitive 
case', respectively, as far as theyare applied to nouns. 

In this book the term 'Turkic' will be used frequentIy as an indis-
criminate reference to the languages described in our sources. In this 
study it translates the term turkiyya, the term used in the sources for 
their particular variant of Turkic. As a term, Turkic comprises all 
Turkic languages, old and modern alike, covering both a long period in 
time and a large geographical area. The languages range from the eighth 
century Runic inscriptions, to modern languages such as, for example, 
Turkish, Saryg Yugur and Tuva. In regard to the sources used for this 
study, the term turkiyya, covers 11th century ljaqänI-Turkic, variants 
of Qipeaq and Oguz, and also early 17th century OUoman. (One couId 
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assert that the modern term 'Turkic' comprises all Turkic languages 
and none in particular, and that as such 'Turkic' cannot be described.) 
In this sense the application of the term turkiyya in the sources is 
much like that of "arabiyya. This term refers to an ideal, in some ways 
perhaps an artificial language, i.e. Arabic or Classical Arabic, but 
nevertheless one single language which can be described and for which 
rules have been elaborated. 

5. NOTES ON TRANSCRIPTION 

For both Arabic and Turkic the following transcription is used: 

hamza ) 

if t;läd <.1 Non-standard ~ 

"':"' 
bä) b .J., tä) t consonants: 

.::.. tä) t J.; ~ä) ~ ~ C 

.!J lä) t "ayn ( 

... p t 
[. fim g t gayn g 
(. 

bä) l}. ..J fä) f 

t bä) b J qäf q 
.) däl d ..J käf k 
.:, #1 9 J läm 1 

J 
rä) r i mim m 

j zäy z u nün n 

V" sin s /) hä) h 
A §in S wäw w V" -' 

U'" ~äd ~ ~ 
yä) y 

I )alif " 
Vowe1s: 

fatba a 
~ 

t;lamma u 

Jcasra i 

The Arabic hamza al-qa( is reflected in the transcription, e.g., )i "räb; 
whereas the phonological hamza (hamza al-wa~l) is not, e.g., a~ and 
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ism. The Arabic article al- assimilates in transcription with the so-called 
~urüf samsiyya in both nouns and proper names, e.g., az-Zama\J.sari. 

The sequence luwl is transcribed as Ü, liy/, as t, and la"l as ä, respec-
tively. 

In Chapter Three Turkic words from the sources are always in bold-
face, Arabic in italics. Other Turkic items are plain. Phonetic transcrip -
tions are put between square brackets []. Phonetic vowellength is oc-
casionally indicated with a semicolon [:]. Morpho(no)logical recon-
structions are put between slashes 11. Capitals refer to (archi)phonemes 
with different phonetic realisations. For example, in Turkic languages 
the (archi)phoneme G can be realised as [g] or [g], respectively. 

For further details on transcription and the interpretation of the 
Arabic alphabet for Turkic, the reader is referred to Chapter Three. 
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THE SOURCES 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the ten sources upon which this study is based. In 
the first section I attempt to shed some light upon such matters as the 
date of compilation, author, size, content, the edition used in this 
study, other editions of the text, primary sources and the Turkic lan-
guage that is described. In the second section I develop the data on the 
works that served as primary material for the sources. In this respect, I 
distinguish between a. direct evidence, i.e. references to both primary 
Turkic material and primary Arabic material, and b. indirect evidence, 
i.e. the internal structure of the sources. Finally, in the third section, I 
evaluate the fmdings of the preceding sections and decide which of the 
sources fit best within the framework of the present research. In this 
respect I point out that it is important to determine the tradition to 
which each source belongs, i.e. the Arabic grammatical or the lexico -
graphical tradition. In order to be able to study the way Arabic gram-
marians described Turkic languages, it is essential that the works on 
which I have based this study belong to the same tradition. 

1. THE SOURCES 

Arabic linguistic treatises on Turkic languages have long been the sub-
ject ofTurcological studies. This type of study, however, is often associ-
ated with grammars and glossaries of Qipeaq-Turkic that date from 
Mamlak times. Here I wish to approach the subject from a different 
angle: I intend to analyse the way grammarians who were educated in 
the Arabic linguistic tradition described Turkic languages. For this 
study I have examined ten treatises compiled at different times and 
under different circumstances, ranging from a large lexicon compiled 
in 11 th century Bagdäd down to a word list compiled in the Ottoman 
Empire at the beginning of the 17th century. The ten works which 
form the core of this studyare: 
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1 D'iwän Lugät at-Turk 
2 Kitäb Ifilya al-Insän wa-Ifalaba al-Lisän 
3 Kitäb al-)Idräk li-Lisän al-)Aträk 
4 Kitäb at-Tu~fa az-Zakiyya fi l-Luga at-Turkiyya 
5 al-Qawän'in al-Kulliyya li-pabt al-Luga at-Turkiyya 
6 Kitäb Targumän Turk'i wa- ~rab'i wa-Mugal'i 
7 aS-Suf/ür af/-pahabiyya wa-l-Qita C al-)A~madiyya fi l-Luga at-

Turkiyya 
8 Kitäb Bulga al-Mustäq fi Luga at-Turk wa-l-Qiftäq 
9 ad-Durra al-Mu(;1'i)a fi l-Luga at-Turkiyya 
10 The Margin Grammar. 
The sources are described in greater detail below. 

1.1 Diwän lugät at-turk 

D'iwän Lugät at-Turk, compiled by Ma1:tmüd bn al-l;Iusayn bn 
MuI:tammad al-KäSgarI between 464/1072 and 469/1077, is the oldest 
known and most famous dictionary of Turkic. The unique manuscript 
of D'iwän, a copy made from the autograph by Mu1:tammad bn ) AbI 
Bakr (Damascus 664-5/1266), is kept in Istanbul in the Millet Genel 
Kütüphanesi (Fatih - Ali Emiri No. 4189). Apart from numerous lexi-
cal entries, it contains much ethnological and geographical informa-
tion about the world as KaSgari knew it and, moreover, it contains the 
oldest map known of Central Asia. 

üf the numerous publications on D'iwän I mention only a few. 
D'iwän was first edited in print by Kilisli Mu'allim Rif'at (Bilge) (1917-
1919). Brockelmann based his Mitteltürkischer Wortschatz (1928) on 
this edition. In 1939-1941 Atalay published a translation into Turkish 
which was followed in 1942 by a barely legible facsimile edition of the 
MS. In the Soviet Union, Mutallibov published a translation into 
Uzbek (1960-1963). Clauson's Etymological Dictionary of Pre-Thir-
teenth-Century Turkish (1972; hereafter EDT) depends to a large 
extent on Rif'at's edition of D'iwän. Between 1982 and 1985, 
Dankoff and KeHy edited an elaborate translation of the manuscript 
into English. Finally, in 1990 the Turkish Ministry of Culture 
published a new, fuH colour facsimile edition of the MS, which has 
contributed very much to the accessibility of the work. All references 
to D'iwän in the present studyare based on this edition. 
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Käsgari was of QaralJänid descent, the ruling dass in Central Asia 
and Transoxania at the time. l He was born in Barsgän2, near Isstk-kul, 
but lived in Bagdäd. Pritsak (1953), who attempted to reconstruct 
Käsgari's genealogy, condudes that the year of his birth would have 
been some time between 420/1029 and 429/1038. With regard to 
Käsgari's position between his Islamic education and Turkic roots \\t! 

cite Dankoff and Kelly (1982 1:4): 

Being a Turk of noble stock and a Muslim deeply educated in the Arabic 
humanities, he was able to understand both the native tribal tradition and 
the court Islamic tradition; his aim, indeed, was to interpret the former in 
terms ofthe latter ... Since Diwan is dedicated to the caliph al-Muqtadi 
([467-487 AH]1075-94) [cf. Dtwän 3,10-17], its immediate purpose was 
perhaps to explain to the Abbasid court at Baghdad the language and 
customs of their Seljuk overlords. 

In Diwan (18,10) Käsgari refers to a work he wrote on Turkic gram-
mar, entitled Gawahir an-Nabw fi Zugat at-Turk which, unfortunately, 
has not been preserved. He teIls us that before compiling Diwan he bad 
already treated morphological subjects like the plural (gam), the elative 
form (ta#tl), and diminution (ta~gir) in this work. 

Käsgari's aim in writing Diwan is dear enough; he intends to show 
that the Turkic languages deserve to be studied properly. He even com-
pares Turkic and Arabic metaphorically to two racehorses that try to 
keep up with each other (cf. Diwan 595). 

Further Käsgari teIls us he travelled among the Turkic peoples and 
learned their languages and dialects (Diwan 3,2-3). Diwan's immense 
vocabulary has inspired the language reformers of the thirties and for-
ties of the present century in the Turkish Republic in their search for 
new Turkish equivalents for Arabic and Persian loan-words. 3 

Diwan's internal structure resembles the structure of an Arabic 
lexicon rather than a grammar. Käsgari mentions al-Ijalil's famous 
dictionary Kitab aZ- 'Ayn: 4 

1 Cf. Hazai "KäSgan "in a 2• 

2 An indication for this may be the fact that he situated Barsgän and not KäSgar in the 
middle ofthe famous map in Dtwän (22-23). At the same time KäsgarI depicts the 
Turks ofBarsgän in quite negative terms (cf. Dankoff 1972: 26). 

3 The respect for Diwän has led many scholars, especially in Turkey, to suppose that 
Diwän has been the basis for later Arabic grammars of Turkic languages (Cf. üIkü~lr 
1946: 28; Tomanov 1965). In fact, there is no evidence to sustain this assumption. I shall 
discuss this topic in Section 2 of this chapter. 

4 Al-IJalii orIbn ' Al].mad cAbd ar-RaJ:tmän al-IJalii al-FarähldI (d. 175/791) who is 
said to have compiled the first dictionary of Arabic (cf. Wild 1965; Talmon 1997). The 
entries in Kitäb al- 'Ayn are arranged according to the respective places of articulation of 
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"It was in my mind to arrange my book like al-ljalll arranged Kitäb al-
(Ayn ... ". (wa-laqad tabiilaga fi ~ad1i Jan Jabniya l-kitiib kamii banii I-balil 
Kitiib al- 'Ayn ... , Diwiin 4,17). 

Neverthe1ess, there is no doubt that KäsgarI based the structure of his 
work on the Arabic lexicon Diwän al-JAdab fi Bayän Luga al- Cf1rab 
compiled by)Abü )IbrähIm )Is!:täq bn )IbrähIm al-FäräbI (d. 3501961).5 
The influence of Diwän al-JAdab on Diwän Lugät at-Turk is so over-
whe1ming that the impact of Kitäb al- Cf1yn, if any, must be considered 
as secondary. We discuss this point in the second section of this chap-
ter. 

Diwän Lugät at-Turk consists of eight parts, each of which bears the 
title 'book' (kitäb), the first six bear the same titles as their equivalent 
parts in FäräbI's work. The titles of the eight 'books' are as folIows: 1.. 
Kitäb al-hamz (MS 29-91): words with initial hamza (i.e. the glottal 
stop 1'1); 2. Kitäb as-sälim (159-406): words having sound consonants; 
3. Kitäb al-MUt;lä('aJ (406-445): words containing a geminate conso-
nant or two identical consonants; 4. Kitäb al-M#äl (445-493): words 
having an initial weak consonant, i.e. wäw or yäJ; 5. Kitäb dawät al-
Taläla (493-535): words having a medial weak consonant, Le. wäw, 
yäJ or Jalif, 6. Kitäb dawät al-JArba ('a: (535-599): words having a final 
weak consonant.6 Finally, Käsgari adds two titles to the existing struc-
ture, namely 7. Kitäb al-gunna (599-622): words with lul or InCl 
(78,8: al-gunna al-gtmiyya) and 8. Kitäb al-gam (' bayn as-säkinayn 
(622-638): words containing clusters of consonantal sounds that do 
not exist in Arabic. 7 

The titles of the chapters 4. Kitäb al-mitäl, 5. Kitäb dawät al-laläla 
and 6. Kitäb dawät al- J arba ('a, seem incomplete. The term al-mitäl 
originally means 'example', 'model' or perhaps 'pattern'. The term 
dawät (plural of dät fern. of dü--meaning both 'self and 'owner') can 
theoretically be conceived as a term for 'radicals' in general but in itself 
none of these terms expresses anything with regard to weak conso-
nants. 

the consonants of the root pattern. According to this structure the <ayn is the first conso-
nant in the sequence, because it is pronounced in the back part of the troat 

5 Bergsträsser (1921) was the first to point out that Käsgari had applied Färäbi's 
system. 

6 In Färäbi's work the sequence of the cbooks' is: 1. Kitäb as-sälim; 2. Kitäb al-
mu4ä<af; 3. Kitäb al-mitäl; 4. Kitäb gawäta!-!alä!a; 5. Kitäb gawät al-Jarba<a; 6. Kitäb 
al-mahmüz 

7 For a detailed discussion of each chapter see Dankoff & Kelly (1982: 31-40) and 
KeHy (1976). 
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Färäbi explains the meaning of these terms (Diwän al-JAdab I 
76,10 8): mitäl: mä känat fi Jawwalihi wäw Jaw yäJ "that ofwhich the 
first radical is wäw or yä»'; dü at-taläta: "that of which the middle rad-
ical is a weak consonant" (mä känat al- (ayn min-hu ~arfan min ~urüJ 
al-madd wa-l-lin) and, finally, dü 1-Jarba (a: "that of which the third 
radical is likewise" [viz. a weak consonantl (mä känat al-läm min-hu 
kadälika). This calls for further explanation. The terms dawät at-
taläta and dawät al-Jarba (a are Küfan synonyms for the known terms 
JagwaJ and näqi~, respective1y. tJawät at-taläta is applied to the so-
called 'hollow' verbs (Jagwaf) in which the middle weak consonant is 
reduced to a short reflex of the original glide when the verb is 
conjugated for the first person singular. An example of this is the verb 
qäma 'he stood up' (>*qawama) - qumtu 'I stood up'. The middle 
short vowel u is a reflex of a supposed wäw in the underlying structure 
(cf. Bohas 1982:430). The other term, dawät al-Jarba (a, is applied to 
verbs whose last radical is weak (näqi~ 'lacking'). An example of this 
category is the verb ~akä 'he told' - ~akaytu 'I told'. 

Like Diwän al-JAdab, each book-except book eight-in Diwän 
Lugät at-Turk consists of two parts; the first part treats the nouns 
easmäJ) and the second part the verbs eafäl). The Turkic entries are 
further divided into uniradical, biradical, triradical words and so on, up 
to septiradical.9 Within each book the lexical stock is arranged accord-
ing to the Arabic system of consonant and vowe1 patterns, e.g. Ja (I, 
fu 1, ji(I, Ja (al, Ja (ul, fu (al (in which the consonants f, (and I stand for 
any consonant). Within each chapter, words are arranged by the final 
consonant. Within the group of words with the same final consonant, 
theyare arranged according to the first and following consonants. 

We can illustrate this with an example. Let us try to fmd, for ex-
ample, the word kumus (kümüs) al-jitJtJa "silver" . Kumus consists of 
three consonants and follows the pattern Ju (ul. Hs final consonant is 
s. Since its structure is not subject to irregularities, kumus is most 
likely to be found in the chapter Kitäb as-Sälim, the sound words. 
Within Kitäb as-Sälim, the heading JAbwäb al-muta~arrika al-~asw 
(178,7) intro duces words with a vocalised middle consonant (~aSw), 
for which there are three main patterns: Ja (al, Ja (ul and Ja (il. I find 
kumus, on 186,10 after the entry kalis. We shall deal with this in 
greater detail in Section 2.2.2. 

8 References in this book to Diwän al-JAdab are based on '~mad MulJtär 'Umar's 
1984 edition. 

9 For more details see Dankoff & Kelly (1982 I: 33). 
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In his work, Käsgari mentions as many as twenty Turkic peoples 
(20,16-21) that neighbour (tugäri) the Arabs (516,5). He states where 
each tribe lives and he adds a map of Central Asia to illustrate the in -
formation. Käsgari even discusses the marks the Oguz used to brand 
their animals (40-41).10 

As for the language variety, Käsgari seems to have had a preference 
for one particular dialect: 

The language described is called 'Turkiyya' (here translated 'Turkic'); it is 
basically the dialect of the important Cigil tribe, belonging to the 
Qarakhanid confederation .... In particular, Käsgari gives equal weight to 
two main dialect groups: that of the 'Turks' (including Cigil, Tuxsi, etc.) 
and that ofthe 'Turkmän' or Oguz CGhuzziyya', often including the dialect 
ofQifCäq, etc.) ... (Dankoff & Kelly 1982 I: 4-5). 

A reason for his preference for the Oguz dialect may have been the fact 
that the Selguq sultan in Bagdäd at that time was of Oguz descent. 
Further, Käsgari considered the language of people who remained unaf-
fected by other languages (Persian) and who kept away from the eities 
to be the purest eafoa~, Diwän 24,1-27).1l 

1.2 Kitäb Qilya al-insän wa-l,1alaba al-lisän 

ijilya was written by Gamäl ad-Din Ibn al-Muhannä in the fourteenth 
century AD. It consists of three parts: Arabic-Persian, Arabic-Turkic 
and Arabic-Mongolian. It was first edited in 1900 12 by Melioranski 
and based on five different manuscripts, three of which were kept in 
Oxford (Bodleian Library), one in Berlin (Royal Library) and one in 
Paris (Bibliotheque Nationale), respectively. One of the manuscripts 
lacked the Persian, and a second the Mongolian part. Kilisli Mu'allirn 
Rif'at (Bilge) found a sixth manuscript at the Müze-i Hümayün Library 
in Istanbul which contains all three parts, and which he edited in 1921. 
All references in this book to the text of ijilya are based on the Rif'at 
edition. In an article about the origins of Ibn al-Muhannä, the author 
of ijilya, Doerfer (1976) refers to Serge i Malov, who showed that 

10 Dankoff (1972) discusses the tribal organisation of the Turkic peoples based on 
data from Dlwän. 

11 For a discussion see Dankoff and KeHy (1982: 120-21 and 44-48). Interesting to 
note is that KäSgari does not mention mingling with speakers of Arabic as a negative in-
fluence. This may be due to the fact that he did not consider the influence of Arabic as 
'bad', or that he was not aware of such an influence. 

12 Arab Filolog 0 Turetskom Jazyke, St. Petersburg. 
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Rifat's copy is the oldest and therefore the most original one. 13 Accor-
ding to Rifat, the manuscripts Melioranski used for his edition were 
poorly legible, and contained no mention of the author; they even 
have different titles, like Targumän Turki wa- ~rabi and Targumän 
Mugali wa- ~rabi. 14 

Rifat, in the preface to his edition of Ifilya (p. bä\ suggests that 
Ibn al-Muhannä be identified as ) A1}.mad bn (Ali bn I:Iusayn bn (Ali 
bn Muhannä bn (Anba al-) A~gar, also known as Gamäl al-Milla wa-d-
Din, who died at Karmän in 825/1424 (cf. GAL 11 199). This Ibn al-
Muhannä was known as the author of a work entitled ~Umda at-Tälib 
fi JAnsäb JÄl JAbi Tälib. 

With regard to Ibn al-Muhannä's origins, Doerfer (1976: 251) 
concludes that he must have originated from "dem Zentrum des alten 
Chorasan ... " 15 rather than Azerbaijan. In the same article Doerfer 
summarises S. Sirvani Yusif-Zia's earlier findings with regard to the pe-
riod the work was compiled. Led by aremark in the text with regard to 
the existence of the Mongolian Empire (736/1336 - 758/1357) at the 
time of its compilation, Yusif-Zia came to the same conclusion as 
Melioranski, namely that Ifilya must have been compiled in the 13th 
century or the first half of the 14th century.16 Doerfer agrees with this 
assumption: "Nun hat aber die Mongolenherrschaft im vorderasiatis-
chen Raum nur bis 1336 bestanden bzw., die letzten Ausläufer, die 
aber keineswegs mehr einen so «unwiderstehlichen» Eindruck mach-
ten, mitgerechnet, bis 1357" (Doerfer 1976:243). 

There is another interesting point of discussion with regard to Ifilya 
and its author, namely the fact that Ibn al-Muhannä knew the Uygur 
alphabet, at least two centuries after it had become obsolete for most 
western Turkiclanguages (cf. Ifilya 72). Other sources from the same 
period do not mention the existence of the Uygur alphabet. 17 One 
wonders why Ibn al-Muhannä would have taken the trouble to learn it 

13 Doerfer (1976:244) refers to 'Ibn-Muchanna 0 tureckom jazyke' Zapiski Kollegii 
Vostokovedov pri Aziatskom Muzee, III, Leningrad [St. Petersburg] 1928: 221-248. 

14 These titles suggest a resemblance with Targumän Turki wa- <Agami wa-Mugali, 
the Houtsma MS, see Section 1.6. 

15 Another indication ofIbn Muhannä's origin may be the fact that the names ofIraq 
and lJuräsän occur in some exemplary sentences: "from lraq to lJuräsän" (min al- <Iräq 
~ilä Quräsän, 91,13); "Our chiefwent to lJuräsän" (~amirunä maSä ~ilä Quräsän,92,5). 

16 Doerfer refers to S. Sirvani Yusif-Zia: "Nekotorye zameamija otnositel'no Ibn-
Muxannyi ego sOÖIlenija"in: Struktura i istorija tiurkskich jazykov Moskwa 1971. The 
passage itself is as folIows: hägihi d-dawla I-muguliyya al-qähira "this strong Mongoi 
Emgire" (I;lilya 186). 

The only other source that does is Diwän which dates from the fifthJeleventh cen-
tury. 
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and dedicate so much space to it. There may be two reasons for this. In 
the first place one might suppose that the work was written in an area 
in which the Uygur alphabet was still known. This may have been 
somewhere near Anatolia, where the Uygur alphabet remained in use 
until the sixteenth century (cf. Sertkaya 1973; 1975).18 A second op-
tion is to suppose that Ibn al-Muhannä was a scholar, probably of 
Turkic descent, originating from Khurasän, who lived somewhere out-
side Anatolia, and who had learned the Uygur alphabet for scholarly 
reasons only. 

Ifilya's Turkic part in Rif'at's edition comprises 120 pages (71-191). 
Ibn al-Muhannä divided his work into two parts (naw): Part one 
tamhid "introduction" (72), which also contains an elaborate phonetic 
introduction to the sounds ofTurkic. It contains the following chap-
ters: "declensions of the nouns" (t~rif al-)asmä), 81); "particles" (al-
)adawät al-barfiyya, 91); "verbs in the past tense" (al-)afäl al-mätjiya, 
98); and, finally, a list ofTurkic words (102-116). Part two deals with 
the "simple meanings" (al-musammayät as-sädiga, 127). It is divided 
into twenty-four sections; an Arabic-Turkic word list with the entries 
arranged according to semantic categories. Of special interest are sec-
tion 21, on history (185), and a short Turkic-Arabic word list (188-
191). 

Ibn al-Muhannä had used several primary sources for his work: in 
one instance he refers to the author of Kitäb Nädir ad-Dahr ~alä Luga 
Malik al- C'A~r (78,13). On two occasions Ibn al-Muhannä quotes 
MuJ:tammad bn Qays, the author of a work on Turkic dedicated to 
GaläI ad-Dln Ijwärezm-säh (cf. 93,16-94,2 and 101,15), who was the 
last ruler ofthe Ijwärezm dynasties (d. 628/1231).19 MuJ:tammad bn 
Qays may be the author of either one of the three works mentioned in 
Ifilya or, perhaps, of a fourth one, since we do not know the title of 
the work he wrote (this may have been Tibyän al-Lugät at-Turkt [sie! J 
C'alä Lisän al-Qanqli; cf. Wittek 1928:174). Further, Ibn al-Muhannä 
mentions a work on Turkic entitled Kitäb Yabyä al-Malik (96,5). In 
his foreword to the edition of Ifilya Rif'at notes that in Melioranski's 
earlier edition the title Yabyä al-Malik was read Ifilä al-Malik instead. 
In our view, an argument in favour of reading Ifilä al-malik instead of 
Yabyä al-Malik would be the fact that Ibn al-Muhannä cal1ed his work 

18 For abrief history of the use of the Uygur alphabet, see Clauson (l962:175ff). 
Sertkaya (1973:5) transcribes and translates some poems composed in the 16th century 
by Ottoman poets who wrote in Cagatay Turkic in both the Uygur and the Arabic alpha-
bets. See also MansurogIu 1954:256 and art. 'Turks' by Samoylovitch in EIl VIII 911. 

19 Cf. art. Djaläl ad-Din Kh wärazm-§häh in EI2 (Boyle). 
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Kitab !filya al-Jlnsan wa-!falba al-Lisan, literally "The jewel of man 
and the racehorse of the language". In this sense !filya can be under-
stood as a reference to !fila, since bilya 'jewel' is the singular of bila 
'jewels'. 

On 129,3 Ibn al-Muhannä refers to the author of a work on Turkic 
entitled Tubfa al-Malik20 as saying: "The author of the book Tubfa al-
Malik said: I asked the Turkic CulamaJ ... but they did not answer any-
thing" (qala ~abib kitab tubfa al-malik saJaltu CulamaJ at-Turk ... fa-
lam yugibü bi-sal).21 From the passage quoted above it is possible to 
deduce that, although there were scholars of Turkic des cent in the re -
gion in which Tubfa al-Malik was compiled, they did not seem to oc-
cupy themselves very intensively with their language, at least not in the 
way the Arabic language was studied. 

Further, Ibn al-Muhannä, when explaining the Turkic animal cal-
endar (185,13), refers to Kitab TabaJi C al-!fayawan, compiled by Saraf 
az-Zamän at-Tablb al-MarwazI (for which see Iskandar [1981]). 

Ibn al-Muhannä refers to the Turkic language as al-Iuga at-turkiyya 
(cf. 72,12; 73,12; 91,12; 119,1,3) or luga at-Turk (118,9) but also 
quite frequently as al-Iuga at-turkistaniyya "the Turkestanian 
language" (73,16). Ibn al-Muhannä often describes the people whose 
language he describes as Jahl biladina "the people of our country" or 
JAtrakuna "our Turks". This expression may lead to the assumption 
that he was ofTurkic origin himself. The esteem with which he writes 
about Turkic and the way he compares it with Arabic, much like 
KäsgarI did before him, sustain this suggestion : 

«know that its origin is directly from the people of Turkestan like Arabic 
[comes] from the l:ligäz" enam Janna l-luga t-turkiyya mansaJuhä bi-l-
Ji~äla can Jahli turkistän kamä 1- Carabiyya can al-~igäz ... , Ifilya 73,12) 

Similarly, in agreement with the term turkistaniyya which he uses for 
the Turkic language, Ibn al-Muhannä calls the Turks Turkistaniyyün 
"Turkestanians" (cf. 78,17, 79,16 and 135,6). Although this seems very 
precise at first sight, it is in fact not easy to determine the geographical 
situation of Turkistan; its exact place seems to have been subject to 
changes related to the various perceptions people had of political and 

20 The exact transcription of m-l-k is unclear, since it was left unvocalised in the 
printed text. The use of the word malik in the tide may refer to a Ijwärazmi-ruler: 
"Khwarazmi, Glaznawid and SalQjüq rulers called themselves malik, usually in com-
bination with honorific adjectives, e.g. al-kämil, al-~äli~ al- cädif' (Ayalon EI 2, malik). 

21 The question referred to was why gil and kil were both used with the imperative 
form and why gil sometimes means 'possessor' (not equivalent to the suffix -liq of 
equipment; cf. Fundamenta I). 
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social circumstances in history. Summarising Barthold's findings (in 
EIl), in the sixth century AD Turkistän was thought to begin immedi-
ately north of the Oxus. Later on, in the fourth/ninth century, when 
the Turks were driven far back to the north, Arab geographers situated 
Turkistän north of the area of Arab culture, i.e. north of the Sir Daryä. 

l.3 Kitäb al-)idräk li-lisän al-)aträk 

There are three extant manuscripts of ~dräk. The first is preserved in 
the Beyazlt National Library (Istanbul), registered Veli ed-Din No. 
2896. It consists of 132 pages, and bears the date Thursday, Rama4än 
20th, 712/January 15th, 1313. In the Veli ed-Din MS, the Turkic 
words are not always vocalised and the reader is handicapped by many 
poorly legible glosses both in the margin and between the lines of the 
text.22 The glosses of this MS were edited by izbudak (1936) but 
unfortunately in transcription only. A second MS is at the Library of 
the University of Istanbul, registered Hälis Efendi No. 6597. This MS 
consists of 194 pages and was copied in the city of Lagiqiyya by 
) A1;tmad as-5äfi<i on Gumädä I-JAwwal 4th, 80S/November 30th, 
1402. A third manuscript is kept in the Där al-Kutub Library at Cairo 
(cf. al-I;Iaditi 1967: 176ff and 552).23 

~dräk was first edited in 1892 by Mustafa Beg, but based solely 
upon the Veli ed-Din MS. Mustafa Beg's edition was severely criticised 
by Huart (1892) and Bouvat (1906). In 1931, Ahmet Caferoglu pub-
lished a new edition of the text, this time based on bOth Istanbul MSs, 
along with a translation into Turkish. He dedicated much space to the 
word list, which he both transcribed and elaborated. 

Much detailed information is available about the author of ~dräk. It 
was compiled by the Andalusian grammarian and theologian ) Abü 
I;Iayyän al-) Andalusi (654/1256 - 745/1345) 24 who lived and worked in 
Cairo. Before compiling Jldräk, ) Abü I;Iayyän had already devoted at 
least three other studies to Turkic entitled Kitäb al-Jafäl fi lisän at-
Turk (cf. Jldräk 120,19), Zahw al-mulk fi na~w at-Turk and a book 

22 The text in the margins of Idräk contains an additional grammar of a Turkic lan-
guage, whose exact contents have not been published previously. Some features of this 
work are discussed in Section 1.10 and further througout this book. 

23 Al-I:Iadj1i (1967) describes the contents of' Idräk based on the Cairo MS. For the 
present study and the translation in Part Two, I had access to the two Istanbul 
manuscripts. 

24 Cf. art. ) Abü I:Iayyän in EI2 by Glazer. 
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about the Turks: Tubfa al-musk fi sira at-Turk. 25 'Abu l;Iayyän must 
have been very interested in the phenomenon oflanguage since he was 
one of the few Arabic grammarians ever to refer to private knowledge 
of other languages than Arabic, as he did in in his Manhag as-Sälik li-
)A1fiyya Ibn Mälik (Cf. Manhag 230). 'Abu l;Iayyän also wrote treatises 
about Persian, Ethiopian, and Coptic (BaSmür), but his fame rests 
mainly on a large number of treatises on linguistic and theological sub-
jects, which were not limited to the Islamic sciences only but also 
comprised a study of the Torah. 71i 

'Abu l;Iayyän's views on Arabic were well-known in his time; his 
reverence for the principles of Sibawayh, written down in his Kitäb, 
the oldest known grammar of Arabic and the ultimate reference for all 
Arabic grammarians, became proverbial among Arabic linguists. 'Abu 
l;Iayyän was also known for his interest in languages other than Arabic, 
which was quite an exceptional phenomenon in his day. The following 
fragment from ~dräk is an example of his views on language in gen-
eral, at the same time revealing the basis for the structure of both 
~dräk and IrtiSäf 

"The certainty of every language is obtained by knowledge of three things: 
the first is the meanings of all simple words, which is called 'lexicology'. 
The second one is the rules of those simple words before their 
construction, which is called 'morphology'. The third is the rules in case of 
a construction, which is called by those that speak about the Arabic 
language: 'syntax'." (fa- Jinna tjabta kullluga yab~ilu bi-ma rrifati !alä!at 
JasyäJ Jabaduhä madlül mufradät al-kalim wa-yusamma rilm al-Iuga, wa-
!-tani Jabkämu tilka l-mufradät qabla t-tarkib wa-yusammä rilm at-t~rif 
wa-!-!ali! Jabkamuhu bala t-tarkib wa-yusamma rinda l-mutakallimin 
rala l-lisän al- rarabi rilm an-nabw, JIdrak 5,9-12.) 

~dräk consists of two large parts, the first part being a large Turkic-
Arabic word list and the second part a large grammatical seetion in 
which most aspects of a specific Turkic language are discussedP In 
Caferoglu's edition, the Turkic-Arabic word list consists of exactly 100 
pages, whereas the grammatical section takes up pages 101-155.28 See 

25 Cf. Caferoglu's (1931: X) attribution of ad-Durra al-murjea fi l-luga t-turkiyya to 
'Abü I;Iayyän cannot be verified, since he does not mention the sources upon which it is 
based. However, no such work is mentioned in the Arabic biographicalliterature on 
, Abü I;Iayyän. 

71i Al-I;Iadi!i (1967) lists a total of 65 works, most ofwhich are lost. Famous are 'Abü 
I;Iayyän's Manhag as-sälik li-)Alfiyya Ibn Mälik and his exegesis to the Qur'än, al-Ba~r 
al-mu~ft. Also a work on the Torah is mentioned (68). 

Zl Dfwän and )Idräk are the only ones of our sources to contain a Turkic-Arabic word 
list instead of the usual Arabic-Turkic lists. 

28 In the Veli ed-Din MS this is 2'16-32'. 
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also the outline of the contents of the sources in the appendix to this 
chapter (55 ff). 

'Abü l;Iayyän conducted his own research, in which he was helped 
by native speakers (cf. 6). In his word list he mentions a number of 
times his master Sayg. FaQ.r ad-Din (cf. 14; 27; 57), probably 'Abü 
Tähir 'Ismäcil bn 'A1;tmad bn 'Ismacil bn Burtuq bn Buzgus al-Mi~ri 
(also Galäl ad-Din, d. 715/1315; in ~afadi [IX No. 4001] mentioned as 
an acquaintance of 'Abü l;Iayyän; cf. also Suyüp: I No. 906) from 
whom he learned the seven readings of the Qur'än (cf. l;Iaditi 
1967:69). Sayg. FaQ.r ad-Din seems to have known Turkic, since he is 
always referred to in the context of the meaning of a Turkic word, e.g. 
at, )iSkik 'oar' (al-migdäf) "our master FaQ.r ad-Din did not know this 
word" (wa-Iam ya 'rilsaybunä Fabr ad-Din hädihi l-laft.a, tdräk 14). 

Apart from this living source, ) Abü l;Iayyän used a written source 
compiled by a certain Baylik, to which he refers in both the grammati-
ca! section eIdräk 133,13 and 146,11) and in numerous instances in 
the word-list. 29 Pritsak (1959:75) attempts to identify this Baylik: 

... Besonders wichtig muß al-JAnwär al-mutJt<a des Kiptschaken (Alä ad-
Din Beilik al-Qifgäqi gewesen sein, das eine der Hauptquellen folgender, 
uns erhaltener späterer Werke war: ) Abü 1:faiyän (bei ihm heißt es schlicht 
al-kitäb "Buch"), TuMat az-zakiyya und Bulgat al-muStäq.3o Der Verfasser 
ist m. E. mit dem bei Brockelmann (GAL 12, 652) genannten Beilik (Beilaq 
b. cAbdalläh al-Qibgäq) identisch, der ca. 1250 bis nach 1282 in Kairo tätig 
gewesen war.31 

Another possibility is Billk al-Ijaznadär (d. 676/1277) who was known 
for his knowledge of foreign languages, apart from being a student of 
history and badi! (cf. Haarmann 1988:99. This same Baylik is also 
mentioned in Bulga [see below Section 1.8]). 

'Abü l;Iayyän refers once to al-mawlä Täg ad-Din (tdräk 136,4), 
probablyTäg ad-Din bn Maktüm who lived between 682/1284 and 
749/1348 (cf. l;Iadi!i 1967: 502). 

The name sangar, which occurs in numerous exemplifying sen-
tences throughout the work, may not be a random choice but rather 
intended as a reference to Sangar ad-Dawädäri (d. 699/1299-1300) 
who was famous for his knowledge of the science of tradition, and 

29 CL 1dräk27j32j39j46j57j62j67j69j72j73j75j82j85j86j90j92j95j 98j 99. 
~ I couId not find any reference to Baylik in Tu~fa. See the respective remarks about 

Tu~fa and Bulga in the following sections. 
31 For Bulga, see Zaj~czkowski (1958: XI). 
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who was the superintendent ofthe Ibn Tulün mosque (where-from 
698/1298-'Abü I;Iayyän taught grammar; cf. Haarmann 1988:97).32 

The Turkic language that ' Abü I;Iayyän describes in 1dräk is called 
turkiyya. ' Abü I;Iayyän sometimes distinguishes it from Qibgäqiyya 
'Qipcaq' (cf. 105, 138, 147) and Turkmäniyya, here interpreted as 
Oguz (on this see also Doerfer 1976:246) (cf. 105, 128, 129, 130, 132, 
135, 144, 147, 154).33 Under the entry Turk in Idräk one finds the 
following definition: "a tribe of the non-Arabs; theyare the people of 
this language" (qabila min al-Ja ~ägim wa-hum Jahl hä{}.ä l-lisän, Idräk 
37). Turkmän is defined as follows: "a tribe of the non-Arabs too" 
(qabila min al-Ja~ägim Jayq.an, 38), as ifhe considers them aseparate 
tribe. Apart from numerous references to both Oguz (Turkmänt) and 
Qipeaq, he also refers to Tatar (63), BulgärM (9), Tuq~ubä35 (15), 
Capni (41),36 "the Ijwarezm language" (luga bwärizmiyya, 91), and 
finally, to "the language of Turkistän" (luga Turkistän, 26), which is, of 
course, a rather vague indication (see remarks in Section 1.2). The 
Uygur (37; 67) are described as a people living in Turkistän and so is 
the tribe of the Bulgär (9). A characteristic of the speech of this tribe 
seems to have been the change of y into 4. An example of this is 
'a4aq 'foot' instead of more common 'ayaq and further "'uyi-di 'he 
siept' and the change of the y for a 4 is a Turkestanian variant. They 
say 'u4idi." (Juyidi näma wa-Jibdäl al-yäJ f/älan luga Turkistäniyya 
qälü Jugidi, 1dräk 26). 

Apart from these references to Turkic peoples, earlier research on 
the language material of Jldräk has indicated that it deals with a mix -
ture ofOguz and Qipeaq (on this see also Flemming 1977a). There are 
indications that the language in Jldräk is dose to the Western-Qipeaq 

32 Another possibility is that the name Sangar refers to the Salgüq (Oguz) ruIer 
Sangar bn MälikSäh. Sangar govemed IJuräsän and the north eastem provinces of the 
Selgüq Empire between 512/1118 and 55211157 (cf. Eil art. Saljü~). The occurrence of 
the name Sangar in )Idrak, therefore, may be an indication of Oguz influence during its 
compilation. (See also Part Two, Translation n. 37). I thank Dr Erica Gilson for drawing 
my attention to the possibility that this name probably was not a random choice. 

33 In his word list to 1"drak (29), ) Abü l;Iayyän refers to a small Qiptaq tribe or clan 
badi qablla min al-qibgaq "a tribe of the QipCäq". 

34 Cf. art. 'BuIgh är' in EI2 by Hrbek. 
35 The ethnonym Tuq~ubä may be interpreted as toquz opa 'nine villages' and hence 

as a reference to a conglomerate of nine different tribes, perhaps Oguz, since it is an 
Oguz word (Diwan MS 55,17). I thank Prof. Dr Talät Tekin for this suggestion. 
Kudayberdy-uIi (1990:71) mentions a Qiptaq tribe called toksaba in works ofthe Arab 
historiographers 'Amir ad-Dln and Ibn IJaldün. (I checked Ibn IJaldün's Muqaddima m 
this but couId not find this reference.) 

36 "Tribe from the Turks" (qabila min at-turk). In Diwan (MS 41,2; also Dankoff and 
Kelly I 102) listed as a clan of the Oguz. 
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languages (such as, e.g., Karaim, Karacay-Balkhar), but especially 
Crimean-Tatar, which I shall point out here briefly. 

In the first place the Qipeaq language in 1dräk does not show the 
typical g-/ z- instead of y-, like Kazakh, Karakalpak, Nogai and certain 
Tatar dialects (Berta 1989). This phenomenon is described by KäsgarI 
(MS 26,4) for Oguz [sic]/Qipcaq tribes (e.g. gmgä for yingä 'pearl'). 
This implies that the phenomenon of initial y- < g-/z- was already 
existent in the 11th century, about two centuries before Jldräk, with 
which the possibility that it was due to a later development is ruled out 
Secondly, the ending -mayin 'without .. .ing' eldräk 138,12) seems to 
survive in Karaimian (dialects of Troki and Halicz) and Karacay-
Balkhar only (Fundamenta 1335 and 362; also Musaev 1964, 22, 302). 
In the third place, the ending -kingä/-gmgä (Idräk 150-1) survives in 
Qipeaq languages (cf. Fundamenta I). This form is especially prevalent 
in Karaim GlncA (cf. Musaev, 1964,301), whereas other Turkic lan-
guages have -günce/-gunca (also Karaeay-Balkhar, -gmc14 ; cf. K-B 
-Russkiy slovar' 1989:823). Two of the three above-mentioned fea-
tures--except -mayin- are also described for Crimean Tatar by 
Doerfer (1959), and with the meanings given by) Abü I:layyän. 

In the last place we could add, albeit not without a firm caveat in 
regard to the known problems related to Turkic ethnonyms, Ibn 
Mul).ammad Sälil).s seventeenth century witness report of the language 
described by ) Abü I:layyän as similar to that spoken by the inhabitants 
ofthe Crimea. To this language Sälil). refers as tatariyya (cf. below 1.7). 

Other scholars also pointed to the possibility that the language in 
the 14 century manuscripts could be a form ofTatar (e.g., Von Gabain 
[1959:48], Hattori [1979-80] and Mahmutova [1982]). In all in-
stances, though, they refer to the Turkic language in the 14th century 
Codex Comanicus rather than the Arabic sources. 

1.4 Kitäb at-tul).fa az-zakiyya fi: l-luga at-turkiyya 

Tu1;lfa is an anonymous grammatical treatise on Turkic, preserved in 
only one MS which is kept in Istanbul, at the Beyazlt Library, coded 
Veli ed-Din No. 3092. It consists of90 folios, written down in a single 
hand. The Turkic words are written in red ink. Tu1;lfa has never been 
edited in print so far, apart from a legible facsimile published in 1942 
by Tibor Halasi Kun, which forms the basis for the present study. It 
was fol1owed in 1945 by Besim Atalay's translation into Turkish along 
with an edition of quite poorly legible facsimile copies of the text. In 
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his translation, Atalay transcribes the Turkic words in such a manner 
that the original spelling cannot be retrieved. ~ 

There is little information about the place and time Tu~fa was 
compiled. Mamlük-ruled Egypt or Syria is generally taken as its place 
of compilation. 38 It must have been written before 829/1426, which is 
the date of a gloss on the tide page (Cf. Atalay 1945: xxiü). FazI1ov, in 
an artic1e on Tu~fa (1976: 335), made some suggestions as to the 
meaning of the word zakiyya in the tide, according to which it may 
have referred to someone called Zaki, perhaps the author himse1f, or to 
the word zak"i 'intelligent' in a poem on the last page ofthe MS (90V).39 

Tu~fa, like most other grammars of Turkic, contains an Arabic-
Turkic word list (3r9-38v l1) starting with hamza. Each section is di-
vided into two subsections, the first ofwhich treats nouns and the sec-
ond one verbs. The second part of Tu~fa (38V 12-90V 13) contains 
grammatical information, which is divided into two sections: ~arf 
"Morphology" (38V 12) and al-)a~käm at-tarkibiyya "The rules of 
construction" (65V5). «l 

The author of Tu~fa does not refer to any direct sources for his 
work, but he mentions the name of > Abü I;Iayyän al-> Andalusl, and he 
quotes his principles (see 1.3) with regard to the three basic compo-
nents of the study of language, name1y lexicology, morphology and 
syntax (2r 12-rl-6).41 Apart from this passage, there are many other 
resemblances between Tu~fa and )Idräk as far as the general structure 
is concerned, and to a far lesser extent in terms of the content. I shall 
discuss this in greater detail in the second part of this chapter. 

The language described in Tubfa is gene rally called turkiyya or, 
sometimes, qibgäqiyya.42 It is occasionally opposed to tatariyya43 and, 
more especially, to turkmäniyya, mostly introduced by the expression 

~ Atalay' s translation was a severely criticised by Tibor Halasi Kun, at the time liv-
ing and working in Ankara, who apparently had had the idea of a similar publication (cf. 
Halasi Kun 1947, 1948, and Atalay 1948). 

38 Fazylov (1976: 335) asserts that Tu~fa's author had spent some time in Syria or 
was born there. 

39 Fazylov (1976) deciphered the meaning of some other lines on the last page that 
announced the death of Nä~ir Mul}ammad Qaytbay, the son of 'Asraf Qaytbay on 
Wednesday Rabt< al-)AwwaI15th, 904 (=October 31th, 1498). He further succeeded in 
reading a name on the tide page, i.e. )Abü I-Qäsim bn 'Al).mad bn Mul).ammad bn 
Muhannä al-Hanäfi. 

«l For a list of contents, see the Appendix. 
41 ) Abü I:Iayyän's name is rendered somewhat differently: Sam ad-Din instead of' A1ir 

ad-Din, but his kunya is right. Thereare no direct references to Baylik, a main source for 
~dräk, in spite ofPritsak's (1959: 75) re marks quoted above. 

42 Cf. 2r2; 47r 1; 62r 12. 
43 Cf. 43v12; 5P1; 63v13; 71 r13. 
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qUa only: 'I have not referred to TurkmänI [Oguz 1 unless there was a 
need; [in that casel I say 'it is also said'" (wa-qila) (wa-lam )adkur at-
turkmäniyya )illä (inda lj-ljarüra fa-)aqülu wa-qila 2r2). 44 

1.5 al-Qawanln al-kulliyya li-Qabt al-Iuga at-turkiyya 

Qawänin is another grammar of Turkic. It was eompiled about the 
14th or 15th eentury AD, most likely in a Mamlük-Turkie dominated 
region, probably Cairo. An indieation for this may be found at 71,1, 
where the author refers to Turkie soldiers who had eome to Cairo after 
having served in Tamerlane's armies. 

The only existing eopy of Qawänin, registered ~ehid Ali P~a 2659 
in the Süleymaniyye Library at Istanbul, is a well-preserved MS eonsist-
ing of 169 pages (l-85r ), written in a very neat and legible hand. On 
the introduetory page the work is attributed to ' Abü I:Iayyän. 45 In 
1928, Kilisli Mu(allim Rifat (Bilge) edited the text with an introdue-
tion by Mehmet Fuat Köprülüzade. Ten years later, in 1938, Szigmund 
Te1egdi published an article about Qawänin in which he rearranged 
both the Turkie grammatical material and the word list of approxi-
mate1y 500 entries. 

The printed edition of Qawänin eonsists of 76 pages (3-79). The 
largest part is dedicated to grammatical subjeets, after abrief introdue-
tion (3-58). The author divided Qawänin into three large ehapters: I 
"the verb and what is attaehed to it" (al-fn wa-muta(alliqätuhu wa-
lawäbiquhu, 6,11); 11 "the noun and what is attaehed to it" (al-)ism 
wa-muta (alliqätuhu, 25,16) and, finally, III "the particles" (al-burnf, 
68,6). The Arabic-Turkie word list, arranged aeeording to semantie cat-
ego ries, takes up about six pages (58-64) within the ehapter on the 
nouns.46 

In regard to his ehapter division, the author of Qawänin refers to a 
work ofIbn al-ljabbäz an-Nal}.wI, probably Sams ad-DIn bn al-I:Iusayn 
al-'lrbilI al-Maw~ilI (d. 637/1239; cf. Suyütt Bugya 1,304; also in ' Abü 
l:!ayyäll's IrtisäfIII 657 [index]): 

"Ibn al-ljabbäz an-Na}:lwl said: 'The limitation ofthe word to three cate-
gories is not restricted to the language of the Arabs, since the argument for 

44 QUa is used in the following places: 2'2; 7v5; 8'10; 9'3; 47'4; 65'11; 677 69'9; 73'12; 
77'S; 81'1; 88'2; 88v ll;13; 89'1 and numerous occurrences in the word list. Wa-qlla is 
the usual way to indicate alternative expressions. 

45 Karamanhoglu (1962) remarks that 'Abü I:Jayyän cannot have been Qawantn's 
author, because he was not alive (d. 765/1345) by Tamerlane's time. 

46 In fact, the word list is longer , but ends with a discussion of the numerals (pp. 64-
68), which is a part of the grammatical section. For a fulliist of contents, see Appendix. 
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it is rational and rational matters do not differ with the difference oflan-
guages'." (qäla ibn al-lJabbäz an-nabwi: lä yaIJta~~u inhi~är al-kalima fi 1-
Janwä < at-taläta bi-luga al- <arab li-Janna d-daltl alla4t dalla <alä 4älika 
<aqli wa-l-Jumür al- <aqliyya lä yaIJtalifu bi-IJtiläf al-lugät, Qawänin 6,1.) 

In accordance with this principle the author of Qawänin divided his 
work into three parts, as explained before. 

Although the MS contains a reference to ) Abü I:Iayyän aV AndalusI 
on the preliminary pages, it is gene rally accepted that he is not 
Qawänin's author. The anonymous authorwas most likely not ofTur-
kic origin himse1f (cf. 3,11-4,1-2). He tells us he wrote Qawänin 
because many ofhis friends had asked hirn to do so (cf. 1,6-7). He 
must have done some research hirnself among people of Turkic de-
scent. Indications for this assumption may be found in the use of the 
first person sg. in sentences like: "I did not hear it from them other-
wise" (wa-lam )asma<-hu min-hum )illä ka-gälika, 14,19; 30,5; 49,11). 

The Turkic language that is described in Qawänin is ca11ed turkiyya, 
as in most ofthe other sources or, occasionally, luga al-)Aträk (7,16). 
It is opposed to Turkmäni (Oguz), against the use of which the author 
wams severely: 

"The language of the Oguz is not Turkic ... it is held in contempt by them 
and whoever speaks it, is despised by them." (luga Turkmän laysat 
turkiyya ... fa-)innahä mustahgana <indahum wa-l-mutakallim bihä 
mubtaqar ladayhim, Qawänin 7,15; cf. also Telegdi 1938.) 

In this fragment the Arabic -hum 'them' refers to the Turks who spoke 
pure Turkic, the same way hum in grammars of Arabic refers to the 
Arabs, the Bedouins, of the Arabic Peninsula who were said to speak 
thepurestArabic (cf. Ditters 1992). On 20,21 the author specifies this 
in a particular context: "the pure speakers among them" (al-fu~a1;zä) 
minhum). 

With regard to the Turkic material, the author had access to certain 
written sources he does not specify. With regard to Oguz influence, he 
calls for careful use of this material: 

"Most of those who compiled a targumän on this language depend on it 
[sc. on Oguz- Turkmäntl and they occupy themselves very little with the 
language of the Turks" (wa-gälib man ~annafa fi häfjihi l-luga targumänan 
Jinnamä ya <tamidu <alayhä wa-lä yu <arrig <alä luga al-Jaträk Jillä fi n-
nazar al-qalil, Qawäntn 7,16.) 

Of course, it is not known which sources the author may have meant. 
With regard to the Arabic primary material he used, he quotes Ibn al-
I)abbäz an-Nal;1wI, to whom I have already referred above. 
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1.6 Kitäb targumän turki wa-'arabi wa-mugali 

Targumän is an anonymous work of which only one copy exists in the 
library of Leiden University (the Netherlands), cod. 517 Warner. It 
consists of 76 folios. Its date of compilation is known exact1y due to a 
registration in the epilogue of the text: Sunday, Sa C"bän 27th, 
743/January 25th, 1343. Houtsma (1894) had read this date as Sa C"bän 
27th, 643 which he converted to January 28th, 1245. This unfortunate 
mistake was copied by all referents to Targumän, until Flemming 
proved convincingly in an artic1e that the date Houtsma proposes can-
not possibly be correct (cf. Flemming 1968).47 In the same artic1e 
Flemming also proposes ljalil bn MUQammad bn Yüsuf al-Qunawi as 
the author of Targumän, rather than its copyist. 

Targumän consists oftwo parts: 62 folios ofTurkic-Arabic text and 
14 folios Mongolian-Persian. According to Houtsma, these texts were 
compiled by the same person who, accordingly, must have had a fair 
knowledge of at least three languages. In the printed edition, the 
Turkic part takes up 57 pages. After an introduction (2-4), the author 
divides the material into four main parts: I "the nouns" (al-Jasmä~ 
5,1), which contains an Arabic-Turkic list of nouns, arranged accord-
ing to semantic categories; 11 "the verbal nouns and the imperative [of 
the verbs 1", which is an Arabic-Turkic list of verbs (ma~ädir al-Jafäl 
wa-l-Jamr bihä, 33,8); III "conjugation of the speech and the verbs" 
(ta~rif al-kaläm wa-l-Jafäl, 44,11) and, finally, IV "Basic rules of the 
speech and obligatory elements" (tjawäbit al-kaläm wa-mä lä budd 
min-hu, 50,4), in which both Turkic and Arabic partic1es are treated.48 

Like most other sources, the author ca11s the language he describes 
turH 'Turkic', "the pure Turkic langugage" (al-luga at-turkiyya al-
bäli~a, 2,15) or "the Turkic-Qipcaq language" (al-lisän at-turH al-
qifgäq'i, 2,11) and he c1early distinguishes it from turkmänt e.g.: 

"I specified in which [elements] the difference occurs between the pure 
Turkic language and the Oguz (turkmäni) language and what is borrowed 
now from Persian and other [languages] by the people" (wa-qad <ayyantu 
mä waqa <a al-bult fihi bayn al-Iuga at-turkiyya al-bäli~a wa-bayna l-luga 
t-turkmäniyya wa-mä huwa musta<är bayn an-näs al-Jän min al-Iuga al-
tärisiyya wa-gayrihä, Targumän 2,15).49 

47 When Flemming wrote her article she did not have access to Dozy's catalogue of 
Leiden Manuscripts (1851: I 109; no. ccxii), in which the correct date, 743, was already 
given (p.c. ]uly 1995). 

48 E.g. laft.a mü, the particle of interrogation; laft.a dä the locative suffix but also 
some Arabic locatives, e.g. fawqa 'above'; bayna 'between'; al-wasat'middle'. 

49 See also 21,14; 23,12; 41,19 and numerous other places. 
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This proves that the author not only distinguishes between 'pure 
Turkic' and its variants (e.g. Turkmänt - Oguz) but that he is also aware 
of the existence of Persian loan-words. 

In Targumän no direct references are made to its primary sourcesj 
the author only quite vaguely mentions the existence of some works 
on Turkic: 

"But I present my book, following with it the traU of those who preceded 
me in presenting the books on the translation ofthe Turkic language ... " 
eammä ba<d !a-)inni wa4a<tu kitäbi hä4ä muqtafiyan bihi )atara man 
taqaddamani mimman wa4a <a l-kutub fi ·targama al-Iuga at-turkiyya ... 
2,5-7.) 

The nature of these unspecified sources is, of course, not known. 

1.7 aS-Sugür ag-dahabiyya wa-l-qita( al-)alpnadiyya fi l-luga at-turkiyya 

5udür is an Arabic-Turkic word list of which several MSs of various 
lengths exist. There are six manuscripts with this title in the 
Biblioth~que Nationale de Paris (Supplement Arabe No. 4329, 
4330/31132/33/34j cf. Blochet 1932) and two in the Süleymaniye 
Library at Istanbul (KdHy Ali Pa~a 1021/2 and Laleli 3539). Further, 
Zaj~czkowski (1965: 41) mentions a MS in Uppsala. Rossi (1935) and 
Rieu (1888) mention several MSs in the Vatican and the British 
Museum in London, respectively. In this studyall references to 5udür 
are based on the Parisian MS Supplement Arabe No. 4333 (old code: 
1385), which consists of 33 folios. In 1949 5udür was translated into 
Turkish by Besim Atalay, who based his translation on two 
manuscripts from his private library.50 

5ugür was composed by Mawläh Ibn Mu~ammad ~äli~ in 
1029/1619.51 According to Atalay, in his preface to the Turkish trans-
lation of 5udür, ~äli~ was of Turkic descent and a professor at the 
Madrasa of al-Mälik al-) Asraf at Cairo. Ibn Mu~ammad ~äli~ states 
that he wrote the book in the first place to teach Turkic to ) ~mad, 
the son of an Egyptian qärjt (cf. 5ugürr4 and 26V I8)52, which is 
reflected in the tide of the book by the expression )a~madiyya. The 

50 Both Nissman (1969:5) and Pritsak (1959) range as-SurJür arJ-rJahabiyya, a 
source that dates from 1619 and that describes Ottoman Turkic, among the Qipeaq 
glossaries. 

51 This date is taken from Atalay (1949) who based it on a secondary source, which is 
unavailable to me. According to the dates of ~ä1i1].'s sourees, which I shall discuss below, 
this date may be right. 
)t.. 52 This qä/;lI was, according to Atalay, a certain Sarlf Mul:tammad al-I;IusaynI al-
uumäQä. 
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second reason for writing his book was the fact that many of his 
friends and rela tives had asked hirn many times to write a book about 
Turkic: 

"Por a long time I have had it in mind to write a treatise on the Turkic lan-
guage; I was asked many times and my relatives and friends kept repeating 
it [their requestl to me all the time." (täla mä gäla fi baladt )an )a4a~a 
risäla fi l-luga at-turkiyya wa-su)iltu bi-gälika miräran wa-takarrara 
~alayya min )aqribäJ; wa-)a~diqäJ; tikräran, Sugür 2"10.) 

As for the internal structure of the work, ~älil}. divided it into four 
'bases' earkän, sg. rukn). The first 'base' deals with "as many deriva-
tions as possible" (ar-rukn al-Jawwal fi bayän al-mustaqqät bi-qadr al-
Jimkän, 5f ) and it is divided into eight chapters: 1. the verbal noun 
(bayän al-ma~dar, 7V); 2. the imperative (bayän al-Jamr, 7f ); 3. the 
prohibition (n-nahy, SV); 4. the past tense (bayän al-mä(j:i, lOV); 5. the 
present tense (bayän al-murjäri~ Ir); 6. the active participle (bayän 
Jism al-färil, 14f ); 7. the marker ofthe negation (bayän raläma al-nafy, 
15V ); S. the marker of the plural (bayän raläma al-gam r, 16f ); II the 
nouns (bayän al-JasmäJ, 20f 4); III the pronouns ( bayän arj-rjamäJir, 
25 f I6); IV words that occur in both Arabic and Turkic (bayän al-
kalimät al-mustarika bayn al- rarabiyya wa-t-turkiyya, 2S f 2). The 
fourth rukn is followed by an additional chapter, bätima (29 f 20), in 
which one fmds a number of Arabic sentences translated into Turkic. 

Although these chapter headings may suggest that a large body of 
grammatical data is given, each rukn and bäb consists of no more than 
a mere list of words of the category mentioned, the only exception be-
ing the eighth bäb of the first chapter about the marker of the plural 
form, in which the author explains the different ways to indicate plu-
rality in Turkic. 

With regard to the sources he used, ~älil}. teIls us he possesses a large 
number of books in severallanguages of which he also mentions the 
languages in which they were compiled. In the MS at our disposal, the 
name of each language is separated from the next one by a thick dot, 
but since some languages-especially turki-are mentioned twice or 
even three times, the list most likely contains combinations of lan-
guages: rarabi wa-turki 'Arabic-Turkic'; rarabi wa-färisi 'Arabic-
Persian'; turki wa-färisi 'Turkic-Persian'; turki wa-nawä-1 'Turkic-
Nawä)I' and, fmally, turki wa-bahlawi 'Turkic-Pahlawl'. With regard to 
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Turki, ~äli1;l defined it explicitly as Ottoman Turkic; I shall return to 
this point below. Pahlawi is a term used to denote Middle-Persian. 53 

Things are different for nawä~ since this is not a term used to de-
note a language but rather the nisba of the Turkic poet 'Ali Sir Nawä'i 
(845/1441-906/1501), the outstanding 15th century Cagatay poet who 
had a great impact on all Turkic literary languages. Proof of the 
tremendous interest in his words are the many specialised dictionaries 
that were compiled on the basis ofhis works. 54 

After having listed the languages used in his sources, on pages 3r_4v, 

~äliQ. mentions as many as 25 authors and works. Among them are 
two Arabic sources. First, ~äliQ. tells us he has a copy of ad-Durra al-
Mu(j'ea ft l-Luga at-Turkiyya which he attributes to ) Abü J:layyän. ~äli1;l 
quotes ) Abü J:layyän from Durra as saying: 

"I arranged it according to the principles of Arabic and called it ad-durra 
al-mUljea ft l-luga at-turkiyya." C •• • ga caltuhu calä qawä cid al- Carabiyya 
wa-sammaytuhu bi-d-durra al-mUljea ft l-luga at-turkiyya, Sugür 3v15.) 

However, I found no utterance of this kind in my copy of Durra. 
Moreover, ) Abü J:layyan did not compile any work entitled ad-Durra 
al-MUtj.iJa fi l-Luga at-Turkiyya. We shall discuss this point in Section 
2.1. 

In the second place he refers several times (e.g. on MS 3V27) to Sa'd 
ad-Din at-Taftazäni (722/1322-793/1390; cf. Suyüti Bugya 11, 285; 
GAL I 354 and 11 278), author of Sar~ at- Talbt~, who was a 
"ce1ebrated authority on rhetoric, logic, metaphysics, theology, lawand 
other subjects" (Storey on Taftazäni in EIl). Sarb at-Talbt$, compiled 
in 748/1347, also known as Mubta~ar Sar~ Talbt~ al-Miftä~, is a com-
mentary on al-Qazwini's work on rhetoric, Talbt~ al-Miftä~. Taftazäni 
was not unfamiliar with foreign languages, and he seems to have 
known Turkic. ~äliQ. had access to a manuscript of Sar~ at- Talbt~, the 
margins ofwhich were full ofTurkic words: 

" ... 1 am pleased with the commentaryto at-Talbi~ by sayb Sa'd ad-DIn at-
Taftazäni ofwhich the margins were filled in Turkic from the first [page] 
until the last [page] in the writing of a teacher." C ... yasurru li [sic!] sarb 
at-talbi~ li-s-saYb sa cd ad-din at-taJtazäni mubassan min Jawwali-hi Jilä 
Jäbiri-hi bi-t-turki bi-bart mawlä min al-mawäli, Sugür MS Paris No. 
4334,4v13-5r3.) 

~äli1;l (Sugür 3r 19ff) lists further the following works in this sequence: 

53 See Henning (1958) and Boyre (1968). Bythe term 'middle Persian' is meant pre-
islamic Persian. 

54 See art. 'Mir 'All 9J.ir Nawä'!' by M.E. Subtelnyin EI 2; also Devereux (1964) and 
(1965) on Mubäkama al-Lugatayni. 
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1. JAbteri al-Kebir, (also called Lugat-i Abteri) that is the Arabic-
Turkish dictionary compiled in Ragab 952/May 1545 at Kütahya by 
M~lil). ad-DIn Mu~taIa bn Sams ad-DIn al-QaraJ:ti~ärI al-> Al].terI (d. 
968/1559-1560).55 

2. Mirqät,56 by which may be meant Mirqät al-Luga, an anony-
mous Arabic-Turkic dictionary compiled between 796/1394 and 
936/1530. 57 

3. Ni(mat Alläh (d. 969/1561), who compiled Lugat-i Ni~matulläh, 
a Persian-Turkish dictionary.58 

4. I:IalImI CelebI, that is Lutf Alläh bn AbI Yüsuf I:IalImI (d. 
951/1544) the author of Lugat-i färisi wa-turki (also: Lugat-i I;Ialimt), a 
Persian-Turkish dictionary, written or completed in 981/1573/4.!'J} 

5. ~i1:zä1:z al- ~Agam, a Persian grammar in Arabic, attributed to 
Ni(mat Alläh bn > Al).mad bn Mubärak bn Mu~ammad ar-RümI. 6l 

6. ~i~~ al-Bayän. 
7. Gawähir al- ~Uqüd, that is, probably, the small Arabic-Persian 

dictionary in verse entiteld ~Uqüd al-Gawähir by > Al).mad-i Dä'I, dedi-
cated to Sultan Muräd 11 (1421-1451). This manuscript is described in 
Blaskovic (1961:401-2; no. 551). For Dä)I see Alpay (1973:19). 

8. Ibn Melek, the Arabic form of the name (Abd al-LatIf (Izz ad-
Dm FiristeogII (d. 795/1392) who wrote Lugat-i Firisteoglu, a rhyming 
Arabic-Turkish dictionary.61 

9. Tu1:zfa al-)Adab. 
10. Silsila ad-ejahab, attributed to Nür ad-Dln (Abd ar-RaJ:tmän bn 

>Al).madal-GämI (d. 898/1493).62 

55 See Sohrweide (1974: no. 220), where more MSs are listed; Götz (1979: no.466); 
Cf. TOYATOK I (Antalya) p. 225, no. 391; also Abteri-i KebirTOYATOK II Merzifonlu Kara 
Mustafa p~ Library (Ist.) p. 157, no. 384. 

56 The tekst reads m-r-q-~-t. 
57 Cf. Dozy 1851: 9l. The Leiden MS, cod. 237 Seal., was copied in 955/1548. 

Sohrweide (1974: no. 194) describes the work as folIows: "Arabisch-türkisches 
Wörterbuch, vermutlich aus dem frühen 16. Jahrhundert." 

58 Cf. Götz (1979: no. 473); TTS II xxxviii; Karatay (1961: II, 27 no. 2063). 
!'J} Cf. Götz (1979: no. 471) and Sohrweide (1981: TüYATOK I Ali Nihat Tarlan 

Dermesi Istanbul p. 55, no. 142; and Karatay (1961: II 20 no. 2039). 
6l It may also be identical with $i~ä~ al- Cagamiyya by MuJ:tarnmad bn P-rr cAii MuJ:tyi 

ad-DIn al-Birkawi (Birgili) 929/1523-981/1573 (Cf. GAL II 442, GAL Suppl. II 657; cf. 
also I:IäggI Ijallfa VI, 362 and Karatay (1961: II p. 22, no. 2045 and no. 2046), who lists 
the same tide but another author: Hindusäh NalJgawänI (900/1494). Also Leiden 
U niversity Library: cod. 781 Warner. 

61 Cf. Akün EI2 II 423; and TS II xxiv and TTS I xxix. There exists also a MS in the li-
bra:;r ofLeiden University, no. 857 Warner. 

Silsila ad-dahab fi s-sulük wa-l- )adab cf. l:!äggI Ijallfa III, 607 and GAL II, 446. 
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11. Dänistan, a Persian-Turkic word list composed by Mul}.ammad 
bn HäggI 'nyäs.63 

12. Ni~äb a~-$ibyän, an Arabic-Persian vocabulary in 350 verses by 
Badr ad-Din 'Abü N~r Mas'üd bn 'AbI Bakr bn I:Iusayn bn Ga'far al-
Farähi (VI11th century). 64 

13. A commentary to Ni~äb ~-$ibyän byal-Gurgätü.65 

14. Ni~äb al-Fityän, by which may be meant Na~ib al-Fityän by 
I:Iusäm ad-DIn I:Iasan bn 'Abd al-Mu'min 'AbIl-Ijawabbi the poet, 
that consists of350 verses in Persian (cf. I:Iäggi Ijallfa VI 350). 

15. A copy of Sähidi, probably Tu~fa-i Sähidi, a rhyming Persian-
Turkish dictionary written in 921/1515 by 'IbrähIm Dede SähidI (d. 
957/1550). 

16. Tu~fa Ifusäm, perhaps Tu~fa-i Ifusämi, an anonymous Persian -
Turkish dictionary.66 According to Dozy (1851: 1 02) it formed the basis 
for Lugat-i Sähidi. 

17. The Gulistän 6J in several translations and studies, even in 
Arabic. 

18. Luga Turkiyya wa-NawäJiyya (3V l). This may be understood as a 
reference to a work called JAbüSqa or al-Lugät an-NawäJiyya, a 
Cagatay-Ottoman Turkish wordlist based on Nawä'I's works.68 

19. Lugät al-Matnawi li-Mawlä Ijunkär al- 'Arabiyya "The Arabic 
word lists to the Matnawi by master Ijunkär", one of the many ex-
planatory lists of words to the Matnawi, which was written by Galäl 
ad-DIn ar-RÜffiI, who lived between 604/1207 and 672/1273-4.69 ~äl~ 

possibly refers to the commentaries by SüdI, Bosnall (d. 1005/1596-
97) and by Surur'i (see below). 

20. Commentaries on Gulistän, one by Sayyidl 'All, Mu~tafä bn 
'Al}.mad bn 'Abd al-Mawlä Ceiebl (948/1541-1008/1600). 

63 Cf. Dozy 1851: 97. One ofthe MSS is preserved in the library ofLeiden University, 
cod. 167 Golius. 

64 Cf. GAL H, 193 (p. 246) GAL Suppl. 258. MS extant in Leiden 112/3. Cf. Sohrweide 
(VOHDXIII,3 1974: 301, no. 345). 

65 Cf. GAL S I 342. 
66 Cf. Götz (1979: 447, no. 472). Cf. also to 'fOYATOK III (07) p. 11 no. 1632. 
6J The Gulistan, 'Rosegarden' was originally composed in Persian by Sa'di bn 

'Abdalläh aS-Siräzi (d. 69111291) in 656/1258. Cf. art. Sa'di by Davis in EI 2. 

68 Nawä'i also wrote Mubäkama al-Lugatayn (904/1499), a treatise in which Persian 
is compared to Cagatay-Turkic. Cf. Devereux (1964 and 1965). Mubäkama al-Lugatayn 
has been edited by Quatrem~re, E. Chrestomathie en Turc oriental Paris 1841. Cf. also 
Menges (1963: 238) and Karatay (1961: II no. 2103). 

(9 Mawlä Hunkär is another name for Mawläna Galäl ad-Din ar-Rümi (Cf. art. 
Mollä Hünk!~ in iA). For a list of Turkish commentaries on the Matnawi, see N. 
Pekolcay (1967: 109-110), ls1ß mi Türk Edebiyatl, istanbul. 
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21. "and the other by Surüri Celebi,7° the teacher ofPrince Mu~tafä, 
the son of Sultän Sulaymän, peace be on them", 71 meaning the poet 
Surüri, Mu~lil;t ad-Din Mu~tafä bn Sa(bän (d. 969/1561) au thor of 
commentaries on the Matnawi, I:Jäf4, Gulistän, and Bustän. 

22. A commentary to Sayl]. Sa(di's (d. 691/1291-2)72 Dibäga-i 
Gulistän, probably referring to the commentary written in 917/1511-
12 by Mul;tammad bn (Utmän bn (Ali, also called Lämi(i (d. 
938/1531-2).73 This Lämi(i was the author of TulJ.fa )äl ~Utmän tjü an-
Nür as-Säti~ to which ~älih refers twice (cf . .sugür4V 4 and 4V 11). 

And other books. 
Further references in .sugür: 
23. ~älil;t (25V I7) refers to a work which he calls the Targama of 

Kamäl Päsä (targama kamäl päSä) by whom he probably means the 
well-known Ottoman scholar Ibn Kamäl Päsä (d. 940/1533).74 The 
term targama may refer to any lexicographical work compiled by this 
scholar. 

Ibn Mul;tammad ~älil;t is very explicit about the language he de-
scribes in .sugür. He calls it turkiyya (5r2) and specifies the area where 
it is spoken as "the lands of Ottoman Turkic" (biläd at-turkiyya al-
~utmäniyya, 3V22) and "the state of our time is the Ottoman state and 
their language is the sultanic Turkic language" ( dawla zamäninä hä{1ä 
d-dawla al- ~u.tmäniyya wa-Iugatuhum at-turkiyya as-sultäniyya, 2r7). 

At the same time he considers the language described in Durra a 
form of Tatar: "The Turkic ofhis [sc. ) Abü I:Jayyän's] time was Tatar, 
it is not used anymore in our time in the lands of Ottoman Turkic" 
(wa-)aytjan turkt zamäni-hi tatari matrük fi zamäni-nä fi biläd at-
turkiyya al- ~utmäniyya, 3V 23-24). ~älil;t says that he went to Kafa75 

himself and had found its people speaking like ) Abü I:Jayyän had de -
scribed (cf. 3V26). 

70 Cf. I:IäggI Ijallfa V 230 and art. 'Surüri' by Babinger in Eil. Berthels described 
Surüri's vocabulary as following: "[Surüri'sl work ... is divided into three parts: verbs, 
particles and inflection, no uns. His sources were ... $*äb-i (agam" (Berthels, art. 
'Surüri' EIl; cf. also art by Akün in iA). There is also a MS of this work in the library of 
Leiden University, cod. 164 Golius. 

71 Mu~tafii was sultan Sulaymän's (93611530 - 97311566) eldest son. He died at 
Konya in 96011553. 

72 Cf. also Haig and Kramer's article on Sa'di in EI2• 

73 ~äli~ calls this Sa'di: "sayl]. Sa'd ad-Din". Karatay (1961: II no. 2203), lists Sa'di as 
M~müd bn 'Utmän instead ofM~d bn 'U1män. See Flemming on Lämi'i in EI2. 

74 Cf. art. 'KemälpaSazäde' by V.L. Menage in EI2, and GAL II 597. See also Sawaie 
1991. 

75 Kafa or Kefe lies at the south eastem coast of the Crimea. It was called 'Theodosia' 
in Roman and 'Feodosia' in Russian times (cf., for example, art. Kefe by Orhonlu in EI2). 
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Although ~äli1;t's reference is made to Durra, whose material is not 
sufficient as to permit far-reaching conclusions, there is some evidence 
for thls in at least tdräk and Qawänin. Abrief comparison with Tatar 
as described in Doerfer's article on Crimean Tatar (1959) yields evi-
dence that the language described in Jldräk and Qawänin may be re-
lated to Turkic languages spoken on the Crimea. The closeness of the 
Crimea to the Ottoman Turks and the fact that in that place also 
Ottoman was spoken would account for the many instances in which 
both Qipeaq and Oguz features appear in the language material. The 
language in 1dräk and Qawänin may be characterised as Western 
Qipeaq, whieh could verywell match 14th centuryTatar. Furthermore, 
the Crimea may have been a strategie place for the tradesmen who 
shipped boys to Cairo. However, the exact determination of the origin 
of the languages in the sources is outside the scope of the present 
study, and must be left to further research (see also Section 1.3). 

Sugür was written in Ottoman times and based mainly on 
Ottoman sources. 

1.8 Kitäb bulga al-mustäq fi luga at-turk wa-I-qifgäq 

Bulga is an Arabie-Turkic vocabulary, of whieh only one MS exists in 
the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, registered as Suppl. Turc No. 293. It 
consists of 71 folios, of whieh are missing (viz. after 12 verso, 13 verso 
and at the end). The lexical material is not put side-by-side, but ar-
ranged quite awkwardly in slanting lines. Bulga was written in the 14th 
century AD by Gamäl ad-Din )Abü Mul}.ammad 'Abdulläh at-Turki, 
probably in Mamlük-ruled Egypt. This Gamäl ad-DIn at-TurkI could 
not be identified further. 

Zaj~czkowski edited the text of Bulga in two separate publications. 
In 1954 he published Part II on the verbs, and Part I, on the nouns, in 
1958. Both editions were provided with quite poor facsimile copies of 
the relevant parts of the MS, and with a fuH edition of the text in 
print. 76 

After a briefintroduction (7'-7V ) the lexical material is divided into 
four parts, which are categorised according to semantic category: I "the 
name of God and [his] servants in the sky and others" (ft ismi lläh 
ta cälä wa-mä fi s-samäJ min musabbarin wa-gayrihi, 8'3), II "chapter 
about the earth, the minerals and other [elements]", with several sec-
tions (al-Jan! wa-mä fi-hä min al-ma cädin wa-gayrihä, 9'1); III "the 
locative" (bäb a~-~arf, 17'), including a section about the pronoun; 

76 Reviewed by Pritsak (1957). 
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and finally, IV "the verbs" (bäb fi I-Jafäl, 20V). Bulga contains alrnost 
no grammatical information. 

The tide ofthe work, Kitäb Bulga al-MuStäq fi Luga at-Turk wa-l-
Qifläq, suggests that the author distinguishes between Turkic on the 
one band and Qipeaq on the other, but he does not give any details. 

The author of Bulga mentions several of the sources he used, among 
which are a work called al-)Anwär al-mut;lea written by 'Alä) ad-Din 
Bayllk al-Qibgäqj and one called a~-$a~t~ Min ad-Durra al-Mut;ltJa by 
'Imädad-Dm Däwad77 bn 'Aljbn Mul)ammadal-Warräq al-Mi~ri (MS 
7V ) (cf. Pritsak 1959:75). Thus Bulga, along with ~dräk and, perhaps 
some other works, forms apart of the chain of which the afore-
mentioned Bayllk (Section 1.3) was the initiator. 

1.9 ad-Durra al-muQi:'a fi: l-luga at-turkiyya 

In 1963 Ananiasz Zaj~czkowski discovered the manuscript of an 
Arabic-Turkic vocabulary in the Medicea Laurenziana Library of 
Florence, registered under No. Orient l31. 78 The manuscript consists 
of 24 folios and probably originates from a MamlUk-governed area, 
most likely 14th century Syria79 In the sixties of this century 
Zaj~czkowski published four articles in which he edited and discussed 
most of the lexical material he found in DurralJ) (cf. Zaj~czkowski 
1965, 1968 and 1969). 

The lexical material in Durra is divided into 24 chapters (the terms 
qism 'part', Mb 'chapter', fa~l 'section' seem to reflect the same level) 
that are arranged according to semantic subject, traditionally 
beginning with the names of God and Heaven and ending with a 
chapter containing colloquiallanguage material (19r5-24r 17). Durra 
contains no grammatical information. 

As is clear from its tide, the Turkic language in Durra is called 
turkiyya but no further information is given. 

77 The text in the MS is c1early vocalised Däwad and not Däwud as might be ex-
pected. 

78 Karatay (1961 H, 19 no. 2036; MS Hazine 1088). Although the introduction is the 
same as in the Florentine MS, it deals with Anatolian Turkic, rather than Qip01q. 

79 Zaj~czkowski based this assurnption on the Arabic language material in Bulga (Cf. 
Zaj~czkowski 1954 H: 67). 

Although ~äli1]. attributes Durra to ) Abü I;Iayyän al-' AndalusI (cf. Sugür 1.7), in 
Durra itselfI couId not find any indications with regard to its author (cf. Section 1.6). 
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1.10 An anonymous work in the margins ofVeli ed-Din MS 2896 

The existence of yet another Turkic grammar written in the margins of 
the Veli ed-DIn Ms. of Kitäb al-Idräk has been known since the thir-
ties of this century. Thusfar neither its exact title nor the name of the 
author have been retraced yet and the text itself, too, still remains to 
be thoroughly analysed. 

This Margin Grammar (henceforth in references as MG) consists of 
a long word list and a large grammatical part. The word list is scribbled 
in the margins and between the lines of the lexicographical part of 
Jldräk (2r_32r); indeed, there are so many glosses that the original text 
has become barely legible. The glosses were compiled and edited in 
Roman script by izbudak and Rif'at in 1936. In addition to the 
glosses, there is a grammatical text in the margins of the sections on 
morphology and syntax (3r-65r ) of Jldräk, which seems to stand 
independently of the latter. The handwriting on these pages is much 
more legible than that in the word list, and there are only a few glosses 
between the lines of the main text. The manuscript has yet to be 
carefullyexamined in order to determine which fragments are in the 
same hand as the body text of Jldräk and which ones are not, but there 
are enough data to make the following observations. 81 

First, one would expect that this grammar, being written in the 
margins of Jldräk, shows many resemblances to the latter. This is only 
partially true, for only one chapter heading starts with al-Qawl fi ... 
(41"bm), which is typical of -1dräk and can be translated by 'Chapter 
on ... '. Some passages are identical with some in 1dräk, albeit theyare 
not always found on the same folio. 82 

Second, most chapter and section headings are introduced by Bäb 
("Chapter") or F~l ("Section"), Tanbih ("Remark"), an-Naw r al-
Jawwal ("The first type is ... "), atJ-parb al-Jawwal ("The first kind 
is ... ") and al-Qärida fi ... ("The rule with regard to ... "). These 
headings are also typically found in Qawänin. Indeed, there are more 
points of resemblance with Qawänin. Apart from an explicit reference 
and a quotation (33\ cf. Qawänin 4,5-15) there are also numerous 
other passages that-in some cases with only minor changes-are also 
found in Qawänin.S3 

81 The last pages of the volume (65V -66r), after the manuscript of Idriik, are dedicated 
solely to this, or perhaps yet another grammar. 

82 E.g., 34Vrt = Idriik 105,12; 35'bmJrt = Idriik 107,15; 56r top = Idriik 135,18f 
83 Cf. 37Vrt = Qaw.12,9-1O; 38rtop = Qaw.ll,7-8; 38'1t=Qaw.l0, 21-3; 4Prt = 

Qaw.23,5-15; 43Vtop = Qaw. 49-50; 44VJt/uit = Qaw. 8,4-5; 59vrt/ult. = Qaw.44,5-9 
(with minor change); 64rtop = Qaw. 21,14-7; 64VJt/uit = Qaw. 21,18. 
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Thirdly, other fragments are identical with passages found in 
Targumän, e.g. lafta Jidi at-turkiyya ("the Turkic word )idi", MG 46'1t 
= Targumän 50,11). This typical style of Targumän is found further in 
passages like la!~a dakiil at-turkiyya ("the Turkic word dakiil," MG 
47f ) which, however (with other examples in the same style on 39'1t 
and 64Vrt; 50'1t = Targ. 50,6-10), is not found in the latter. From this 
it is possible to infer that the author of the Margin Grammar had a dif-
ferent copy of Targumän at his disposal than the one Houtsma used 
for his famous edition. 

In the fourth place, some passages are literally copied from Diwän, 
e.g., the fragment on the consonants of Turkic (33'1t) is exactly the 
same as Diwän (6,6-7,6), albeit without reference. There are more pas-
sages copied from Diwän, for example the fragment on (40Vrt) is a lit-
eral copy of Diwän (538,5-8); MG (45'1t) resembles to a large extent 
Diwän (301,13-16), and MG (39Vrt) is identical with Diwän 536,13ff. 
The resemblance always indudes the Arabic versions of the examples, 
although the Turkic language is in most cases probablyanother one. 

Five, the fragments are generally not related to the subjects dealt 
with in the corresponding pages of main text of Jldräk. In most cases 
the same issue is dealt with in different ways in several passages on a 
given page (e.g. partides of the genitive (~urü! al-garT) 58'1t; 58f top; 
58f rt; 58Vrt). Fragments from different manuscripts are in a few in-
stances introduced with the phrase wa-ft nusba (occasionally nusabin) 
Jubrä ("and in another manuscript[sJ", cf. 50~m; 64'1t/ml; 50f lt; 
51vrtlbm). 

Finally, apart from Qawänin, Targumän, tdräk and Diwän, there 
must have been at least one, and perhaps more than one, other main 
source that the copyist/author used for his compilation. This is, for ex-
ample, evident from the approach in MG to linguistic matters, such as 
the analysis of the possesssive and the accusative case endings which, as 
will be shown in Chapters Four and Five, differs considerably from the 
way these issues are dealt with in the other sources. There is also an-
other reference to a name or a title, Le. al- 'Alläma baqiyyat as-sala! 
wa-qudrat al-bala! targumän al-Jadab ... (?) .. . lisän al- 'arab (1 V). 

The author of some of the fragments may have been of Turkic de -
scent himself, since he refers to the Turks as "we" (e.g., 'itldanä "with 
us", 34Vtop) and to Turkic as "our language" (lugatunä, 34Vtop). In the 
body of the text Oguz forms are given quite often, indicated as such 
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with the term Turkmän or Turkmäni, as opposed to Turkor Turkt.84 No 
other ethnonyms are found. 

Summarising, the Margin Grammar in both style, set up and con-
tents has more in common with, and contains passages from Diwän, 
Qawänin and Targumän, rather than 1dräk. Furthermore, many p1T 

sages display an entirely new, as yet unknown source. Therefore, the 
Margin Grammar is best characterised as a compilation of several 
sources, based on other and, perhaps, more extended manuscripts of 
Qawänin, Targumän and Diwän. In this sense the whole grammar 
cannot be ascribed to one single author. 

2. THE SOURCES AND THEIR PRIMARY MATERIAL 

The references in the sources first of all allow us to draw conclusions in 
regard to the Turkic and Arabic material on which they were based. In 
this respect I use the term primary sources. In most cases this means an 
evaluation of the importance of texts that are no longer available to uso 
Second, under the heading 'indirect evidence', in which I continue the 
discussion of the Arabic primary sources, I present my findings with re-
gard to the respective internal structures of the sources. 

2.1 Direct evidence: references 

In the first sections of this chapter I pointed out that each of the 
sources was based on previously compiled material. This primary mate-
rial can be divided into two categories. The first category comprises 
Turkic sources that provided the lexical and syntactic material, i.e. pre-
vious studies of Turkic in Arabic or in other languages, Turkic texts 
and, of course, native speakers. 85 The second category of primary ma-
terial comprises Arabic sources on which the model of the work was 
based, i.e. studies of Arabic grammar (or lexicography, for that matter) 
and, of course, the author's teachers. As a result, treatises that describe 
very different Turkic languages, or even unrelated ones like Mongolian 
or Persian, may show a high degree of resemblance in regard to the ar-
rangement and interpretation of the lexical and syntactic material. 86 

84 The ethnonym Turkmäni - Turkmän occurs on: 59rrt; 44'1t/ult; 5I rrt; 5Irrt; 
53'bm/lt; 5 IVrt; 42'brn; 45Vtop; 59vrnd; 49Vrt; 58Vtop/ult; 58Vrt. 

85 Indications for a common Turkic basic source might be found after careful analysis 
of the lexical and syntactic material, but this is beyond the scope of the present study. 

86 I alreadyestablished this for Dlwän lugät at-Turk. 
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2.1.1 Turkic primary material 

The best indication for a direct dependence on primary material is, of 
course, a reference to a work or an author, like the references I found 
for each of the sources. Based on the available data, at least two differ-
ent groups of works with common primary material can be distin -
guished. To the first group belong Jldräk, Tubfa, Bulga, Durra and 
SUf!ür. To the second group belongs ijilya with its primary material. 
Diwan, Qawanin and Targuman cannot be incorporated into either 
group, since none of them mentions any Turkic sources. 

This is illustrated in Figure 1 (direct references are indicated with a 
black line, indirect references with a dotted line): 

Gulistän 
$*ä~ al- <agam 
$i~ä~ al-Bayän 
Sar~ Gulistän by Surüri 
'Ahteri-i Kebir 
Tu~fa al-'Adab 
Ni5äb al-Fityän 
Gawähir al- <Uqüd 
Silsila a(j-l)ahab 
Dänistän 
Tu~fa 'AI <Utmän 
Dü an-Nür al-Säti< 
Tu~fa Sähidi . 
Luga al-Matnawi 
Mirqät 
Nawä'i 

? 
------------;>--------

/,,,,,;: -- - - -- --4- - --- ? -- ___ -:>_0 __ -

Du"a FalJr ad-Din al-'.ktwär ~-~i~ min 

Halimi CeIebi 
Ni(mat Alläh 
Surüri Celebi 
'Ahteri 
SayYidJ (Ali 

~m-t~t~ 

~ : _ ~Idrläk Bulga 
, 

1 ~-----------
Su(jür Tu~fa 

Figure 1 Turkic primary sources of 
Durra, Sudür, Jldrak, Bulga and Tubfa 

The author of Sudür lists a number of works, most of which do not 
originate from the Arabic tradition but rather from the Ottoman. To 
this tradition belong word lists and texts in Arabic, Ottoman Turkish, 
Persian and Cagatay. Most of these were compiled in the fourteenth 
and fifteenth century AD by well-known Ottoman writers, namely 
AlJ.terI, l:lallmI, Ni'mat Alläh, SurürI and SayyidI 'All. The only con-
nection of Sudür with the other sources mentioned in Figure 1 is the 
author's reference to the work ad-Durra al-MUtjJJa fi l-Luga at-
Turkiyya, at the same time attributing it to ) Abü l:layyän, the author of 
~drak. ) Abü l:layyän's farne for his Turkic grammars may have become 
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so widespread that works whose author's name had been forgotten, 
were attributed to him. I have already pointed out a similar attribution 
of Qawiintn to ) Abü l;Iayyän; below (3.2) it is shown that ) Abü l;Iayyän 
is not likely to have been its author. frl 

In 1driik ) Abü l;Iayyän often refers to saYbunii ("our master") Fal].r 
ad-Dm; he always does so in the context of a Turkic word. Therefore I 
assume that his 'master' Fal].r ad-DIn knew Turkic, although the fact 
that ) Abü l;Iayyän studied with hirn the seven readings of the Qur'än 
would not indicate this (see Section 1.3). As a consequence, Fal].r ad-
Dm must be taken as a source for Turkic primary material rather than 
Arabic. Furthermore, ) Abü l;Iayyän mentions the name of Baylik al-
QiIgäqI, who is the author of al-JAnwiir al-mUlj'iJa, a work whose con-
tents are not exactly known. 

Bulga mentions two direct sources: a~-Sah'i~ min ad-Durra al-
mutj'iJa (Clmäd ad-DIn) and al-JAnwiir al-mutj,Ja. Although I do not 
know the contents of these works, the resemblance of their titles to 
ad-Durra al-mutjea fi l-luga at-turkiyya is in my view no coincidence: 
the titles are meant to refer to some mutual link; Durra was either 
based on al-JAnwiir al-mutj'iJa or formed the basis for it itself. The 
work a~-Sa~'i~ min ad-durra al-mutj'iJa, likewise on the basis of its title, 
may have been based on Durra. Further research on both Durra's and 
Bulga's Turkic language material and their structure has to be done in 
order to show whether anY more common features exist. 

A nice example of direct reference is TuMa's reference to ) Abü 
l;Iayyän's 1driik. Since we find in TuMa not only) Abü l;Iayyän's name 
but also a literal copy of the passage in which ) Abü J:Iayyän explains 
the principles for the description of a language, it seems reasonable to 
assume that Jldriik forms a direct source for Tu~fa. In the scope of the 
present study, however, we shall not attempt to determine the extent 
to which Turkic language material has been transmitted from 1driik to 
Tu~fa, but concentrate on the way the Arabic model was applied in 
both works. The findings with regard to !filya are summarised in 
Figure 2 (see page 46). In the first place we find a reference to 
Mul,1ammad bn Qays, who may have been the author of one or more 
of the works mentioned. As a result, the link between the name 
Mul,1ammad bn Qays and !filya may have to be replaced byany one of 
the other links. As for the title Kitiib Ya~yii al-Malik, it may be a false 
reading Kitiib !filii al-Malik (see Section 1.2). The findings with regard 
to the Margin Grammar are summarised in Figure 3 (see page 46). 

frl Because of this misunderstanding Qawänin is registered under ) Abü I:Iayyän' s 
name in the library of the Süleymaniye in Istanbul. 
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MuJ:tammad bn Qays 

TuQfa al-Malik Kitäb Nädir ad-Dahr 

~\, / Kitäb Yafiyä 
.. al-Malik 

\ ----I __ --

... .------
ljilya 

Figure 2 Ifilya and its Turkic primary sources 

Qawänin Targumän JIdräk Diwän 

\ 
Margin Grammar 

Figure 3 The Margin Grammar and its Turkic primary sources. 

As is shown in Section 1.10, there is ample direct and indirect evi-
dence for the Margin Grammar's relations to Qawäntn, and 
convincing indirect evidence for relations with Targumän, )Idräk, and 
Dtwän. 

2.1.2 Arabic primary sources 

The second category of primary material, the Arabic sources, is not easy 
to point out for each work separately. The authors of most of the 
sources do not make reference to their teachers, nor to the Arabic 
works they used. In most cases they probably saw no need to stress a 
link between grammars of Arabic and the work on Turkic they were 
compiling. As a consequence, they considered it superfluous to refer to 
their Arabic primary material. Nevertheless, some of the authors do 
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mention so me of their teachers and the Arabic primary works they 
used. The data are summarised in figure 4: 

Täg ad-Din 

'Idräk at -Taftazäni Ibn al-Ijabbäz e Abü 1;Iayyän) 

Tu~fa Sugür Qawänin 

Figure 4 Arabic primary sourees. 

Kitäb al- <Arn 
(al-lJalil) 

Diwän 

The few names they mention-Diwan refers to al-Ijalil, ->rdrak to Täg 
ad-Din, Qawanin to Ibn al-Ijabbäz, Sugür to both > Abü I:Jayyän 
(implying Durra) and at-TaftazänI and, finally, Tubfa to >Abü 
I:Jayyän-show that the authors had had a general education in Arabic 
linguistics. The direct influence of any of this primary material, how-
ever, is impossible to measure. So me relationships are even uncertain, 
for instance, Sugür's dependence on > Abü I:Jayyän. 

A very sound dependency relation is the link between Tubfa and 
> Abü I:Jayyän's ->rdrak. Tubfa's dependence on ->rdrak is reflected in 
both the direct reference to >Abü I:Jayyän's principles and in its adop-
tion of the same structure as ~Idrak, which I discuss in Section 2.2. In 
this respect, > Abü I:Jayyän--or perhaps just ->rdrak-may be interpreted 
as Tubfa's main source for the Arabic linguistic model and perhaps also 
for apart of the Turkic language material. 

Targuman does not mention any Arabic primary sourees, therefore 
it cannot be incorporated in either one of the figures. 

2.2 Indirect evidence: internal structure 

In Section 2.1. I showed evidence for direct relations between the 
sourees, let us now define the place of each one of the sources within 
the Arabic linguistic tradition based on the findings with regard to the 
internal structure of the primary sources (See Appendix to chapter 
Two, page 55 ff.). 

Before proceeding, it is appropriate to say something about the im-
portance of the way the grammatica1 data are structured in the sourees. 
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In the first section (1.1-10) it is shown that some of them (namely 
Diwän, ijilya, Jldräk, Tubfa, Qawänin, Targumän, the Margin Gram-
mar and Sugür) contain grammatical information on a Turkic lan-
guage -or even more than one, for that matter. Other works (Bulga 
and Durra) just consist of a word list. Let us consider again the subject 
of this study: the way Arabic grammarians described Turkic lan guages. 
In this respect I must obviously concentrate on treatises that contain 
grammatical rather than lexical data data. But, apart from the amount 
of the data, for this study it is equally important that the grammatical 
data upon which it is based are structured coherently. In other words, 
it is not only the body of data itself that is of importance, but also its 
typological context. 

It is possible to divide some of the sources into two 'traditions', 
based on a common internal structure that already existed within the 
Arabic grammatical tradition, namely one that follows )Abü l:!ayyän's 
Irtisäf and a second one that follows the traditional pattern of Arabic 
grammar works, for which Zama\}.Sari' s M ufa~~al is taken as an exam-
pIe. The onlywork that stands beyond this division is Käsgari's Diwän, 
which belongs to the lexicographical rather than the grammatical tradi-
tion. 

2.2.1 Jldräkand Tubfa 

In the first place, as has already been noted, there seem to exist some 
connections between Jldräk and Tubfa. I have already referred to the 
fact that Tubfa's anonymous author quotes ) Abü l:!ayyän. When com-
paring the structure of both works, the consequences of his adherence 
to ) Abü l:!ayyän's principles are evident. Both works are divided into 
four parts: 1. a word list (lexicology); 2. abrief introduction into 
phonological matters, 3. morphology and 4. syntax. Even the names of 
the chapter headings are in many cases literally the same. Thus, etymo-
logical, morphological and syntactic subjects are treated separately. 

1:dräk's organisation is only slightly different from that of another 
work of) Abü l:!ayyän's, namely Irtisäf atj-tjarb fi lisän al- ~rab. IrtiSäf 
consists ofthree parts: first, phonology (I 4-12), second, morphology 
eabkäm al-kalim qabla t-tarkib) and third syntax eabkäm al-kalim 
bälata t-tarkib). To the second part belong, for example, the patterns 
of the word (14-162); the diminutive form (I 169); feminine form (I 
179); the broken plural (192); regular plural forms (I 262), etc. The 
third part deals with all aspects of nouns, verbs and particles; in the 
first place the nouns: declension (I 411); pronouns (I 481); proper 
names (1496); the relative (I 523); topic and predicate (11 3); locatives 
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and genitives as predicate (11 54); the verb käna 'he was' (11 72); the 
verbs of the heart ()afäl al-qulüb; 11 118); verb-like particles )inna and 
)anna (11 128); words with the ending -a (al-man~übät; 11 201): (a) 
nouns (11 202), i.e. different kinds of objects; (b) verbs (11 387); words, 
i.e. nouns, with the ending -i (11 426); discussion of the partides of the 
genitive (11 426) and annexation (11 501); words, i.e. verbs, with zero-
ending (11 541). After this follow various issues such as the attribute 
(na ct, 11 579); corroborative (11 613); substitution (11 619) the con-
junction (11 629). Volume III starts the discussion oftopics related to 
verbs (III 3); transitive to more than one object (III 56); the verbal 
noun (III 170); active participle (III 181); and finally the partides (III 
255), such as the partide of interrogation (hai, III 257). 

This division has some points of similarity with that of SIbawayhi' S88 

Kitäb. The contents of the 574 )abwäb (chapters) the Kitäb can be 
roughly divided into three parts, i.e. syntax (1-284), morphology (285-
476) and phonology (477-574) (cf. also Versteegh 1987:154). 

In Irtisäf the division of speech into the three main categories, i.e. 
noun, verb and partide, plays a role on a different level than in other 
works of grammar, such as Zamag.sarI's MufaHal. In works like 
Mufa~~al, as is pointed out below, the tripartite division according to 
word dass (nouns, verbs and partides) is the principal basis. 

2.2.2 Ifilya, Qawänin, Targumän, Margin Grammar and Sugür 

As has been briefly touched upon in the previous section, the other 
sources, namely lfilya, Qawänin, Margin Grammar and Targumän 
(while there are indications for this in Sugür as well) show an entirely 
distinct division. This division is based on the tripartite dassification of 
the elements of speech in Arabic grammar, i.e. 1. noun, 2. verb and 3. 
particle. Inasfar as they contain word lists, the different items are di-
vided among the three main sections. 

This lay-out very much resembles that of the traditional organisa tion 
of Arabic grammar that started with Ibn Sarräg's ~~ül (for which see 
Owens 1988:28f.). As an illustration I take Zamag.sarI's (467/1075 -
538/1144) al-Mufa~~al fi n-na~w. After an introduction, Mufa~~al is 
divided into three main parts, and an additional fourth part: 1. )asmä) 
"nouns" (4-108); 2. )afäl "verbs" (108-130); 3. ~urüf"partides" (130-

88 ) Abü Bisr 'Amr (d. 177/793), whose Kitäb was the first known grammar of Arabic. 
SIbawayh's master was al-ljalii Ibn ) Al,lmad (d. 175/791) who is said to have compiled 
the first dictionaryof Arabic: Kitäb al- 'ayn (cf. Wild 1965 and Talmon 1997). Bohas et 
al. (1990) claim that SIbawayhi' s Kitäb was not intended as a coherent 'book' on Arabic 
grammar, but rather as a bundle of case studies of different grammatical subjects. 
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158) and 4. al-muStarik "common" (158-197). The fourth part deals 
with features that occur in nouns as weIl as verbs and particles, such as 
phonological issues among which assimilation of consonants (cf. also 
Versteegh 1987:154). 

All this of course does not imply that I believe these works are liter-
ally based on Mufa~~a~ it merely indicates the fact that they are organ-
ised much in a similar way. Indeed, it was the standard organisation of 
grammar works. For Bulga and Durra it is hardly possible to discern 
any overall main division since both are mere wordlists. 

2.2.3 Diwän lugät at-turk 

With regard to KäsgarI's Diwän, we can discern a similar division into 
nouns and verbs. However, this is not enough to add it to the second 
group. More important is the fact that Diwän's structure is very much 
different, for it was based on FäräbI's lexicon Diwän al-)adab fi bayän 
luga al- C'arab, in spite of the fact that no direct reference to it is found. 
I have already given some examples of Diwän's structure in Section 
1.1. In the present section further details about the structure of both 
works are provided, and some statements as to the aptness of this 
structure for Turkic languages.89 

To start with, as MulJ.tär, the editor of Diwän al-)Adab, points out, 
its principle of arranging entries is not very practical (18). The user has 
to know the structure of a word-and to know whether it is either 
sälim, mutJäC'af, )agwafor näqi~ etc.-before looking it up. Such a sys-
tem can be of use to people who are looking for rhyming words, like 
poets. On the other hand, MulJ.tär admits, it is true that the last conso-
nant of a root is subject to very few changes, unlike its first consonant, 
which can be preceded or followed by additional consonants for se-
mantic reasons; in this way the original consonant pattern of a word 
can become blurred. An example of this is: (lf- '_1/ 'write') Ik-t-bl can 
be changed into Ik-t-t-bl 'to make (someone) write, to write intensive-
Iy', I' -k-t-bl "to make (someone) write", Ik-"-t-bl 'to write someone', 
Iy-k-t-bl 'he writes' Im-k-t-bl 'place to write' etc. The last consonant 
is affected only when the root gets pronominal suffIxes, e.g. Ik-t-b-t/ 
(katabtu 'I wrote', katabta 'you wrote', katabti 'you (f) wrote', katabat 
'she wrote') or Ik-t-b-n-"I (katabnä 'I wrote') etc., and in some pat-

89 Another striking feature which sets Diwän apart from the other sources is its 
terminology. KäSgan uses an unusual, i.e. non-canonical, set of terms for describing ob-
jects in constructions with causative verbs (Chapter Six, 3.3.2), and some terms which 
remind ofthe Kufan tradition, e.g., ga~d'negation', gäbir 'present tense' and mubärä 
'reciprocity' . 
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terns in whieh the last consonant is doubled, e.g. the pattern I'-f-c-I-V 
e.g. ibyat!4a 'to become white'. 

With this in mind, KäSgari's choice of Färäbi's system is quite sur-
prising, since in Turkic languages all semantie changes affect the last 
part of the root, never the first. On the other hand, though, his system 
allows the reader to have a quiek view on roots with the same type of 
ending (such as, e.g., vowel, voieeless, or voieed consonant) whieh de-
termine the choiee of suffixes the root takes. 

Let us consider an example: The stern biti- means 'to write' (427,9); 
bitikbiti-t-ö )anna-hu )aktaba l-kitäba ("he made [someonel write the 
book", 415,10) under the heading Bäb at-tulät'i-Bäb faC'aldimu~ar
rak al-~asw fi ~arakäti-hi ("Chapter of triradieal words-Chapter on 
fa~ald'i, with the middle radical vocalised", 415,2). The pattern fa~ald'i 
is adapted to Turkic verbs, which are conjugated for the imperfect 
form of the third person singular byadding the ending -ru to the stern. 
The word biti-k means "anything written" (193,9), bitik-ci "scribe", 
biti-k-lik "something prepired to be written on" (254,1), biti-k-~ "its 
owner [sc. of writing material]" (254,1-2). Of course, the stern can 
receive pronominal suffixes too, hence: biti-ru (427,9) 'he wrote' and 
biti-di-k ewe wrote'. We see that most of these words are listed in 
D'iwän, but scattered throughout the work. 

In other vocabularies, in whieh the first consonant of the root is the 
main listing criterion, words of the same stern are neatly put together. 
An example of this is the word biti-k in ) Abü J:!ayyäll's )Idräk (28). 
The main entry is bili while biti-k is given as an alternative. The fact 
that al ternatives can be found relatively easily can be even more 
important for at least one reason: it is not likely that all potential users 
ofthe dietionarywould spell a word in the same way, since there were 
no ortho graphie conventions for Turkic. With the entries rigidly listed 
according to the last radical, as in D'iwän, a user looking for a dialectal 
or regional variant would not be able to fmd this word. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

In the preceding section I have shown that the data found in the ten 
sources can be divided into two groups: direct evidence and indirect 
evidence. With regard to the direct evidence, a distinction was drawn 
between references to Turkic primary material on the one hand and 
Arabic primary material on the other. Since direct references to the 
Arabie primary material are very scarce, the internal structure of the 
sources was taken as additional 'indirect evidence'. There are two types 
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of internal structure: the first (A) is similar to the traditional orga-
nisation, illustrated by ZamaQ.sarI's Mufa~~al, whereas the second (B) 
to ) Abü I;Iayyän's Irtisaf 

This is illustrated in Figure 5: 

A B 
" " 

" 
1" 1," 

" 
~' '" J.:' 

~u!Jür Qawänin Bulga 'Idräk 
Ifilya Durra Tu1;rfa 
Targumän 
Margin Grammar 

Figure 5 The sources in the context of the Arabic 
grammatical tradition 

There remains one work which has not been placed in either group, 
namely KäsgarI's Diwan Lugat at-Turko The reason for this lies in the 
fact that it was based on FäräbI's Diwan al-)Adab and, perhaps, to 
some extent on al-I)alIl's Kitab al- ~yn. From the structure of Diwan 
al-)Adab, Kitab al- ~yn and Diwan Lugat at-Turk, it becomes obvious 
that none of them was meant as agrammar, but rather as a lexico-
graphical work. 

It is difficult to decide which place Kitab al- ~yn occupies with re-
gard to Diwan Lugat at-Turk, since in the first place it is mentioned as 
a direct source-although its influence cannot be measured-and sec-
ond it must have been a basis for Diwan al-)Adab, since Kitab al-~n 
was the first lexicographical work in the Arabic linguistic tradition (Cf. 
Wild 1965, Haywood 1965). In other words, Kitab al- ~yn has served 
as a direct primary source for Diwan Lugat at-Turk and simultaneously 
stands at the head of a tradition of lexicographical works of which 
Diwan Lugat at-Turk also is apart, illustrated in figure 6 (page 53). 
Diwan deserves aseparate study with regard to its position within the 
Arabic lexicographical tradition-which stands more or less indepen-
dently of the grammatical tradition-and, further, the way KäsgarI in-
terprets the system FäräbI used to arrange the Arabic roots and the ex-
tent to which Diwan shows the influence of al-ljalIl's Kitab al- ~yn. 
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Diwiin al-'Adab 

Kitiib al- CAyn 
(al-l)alil ) 

(Faräbi) ~ 

Diwiin Lugiit at-Turk 
(Käsgari) 

Figure 6 Diwän Lugät at-Turk and its place 
in Arabic lexicography 

53 

As to the relations between the sources with regard to the Turkic 
language material, there is reliable evidence for dependency relations 
between two of them (Tu~fa-Jldräk). There are also references to a 
number of primary sources (-'Idräk-Fal].r ad-Din and JAnwär, Bulget-
JAnwär and $a~i~; Ifilya- TuMa al-Malik, MuJ:iammad bn Qays, 
Kitäb Nädir ad-Dahr and Ifilä al-Malik). ~ In so me other cases, in 
which the evidence was not that strong, some claims were made with 
regard to possible relations (e.g. regarding Sugür vs. both -'Idräk and 
Durra and Durra vs. JAnwär and $a~i~). 

As for the place in the Arabic linguistic tradition, there are in the 
first place direct references to Arabic scholars (al-lJaltl, ) Abü I:fayyän, 
at-TaftazänI, Ibn al-lJabbäz, Fal].r ad-Din, Täg ad-DIn). In the second 
place evidence has been found for the existence of at least two 
'traditions' within the Arabic - Turkic linguistic grammatical tradition. 
The first 'tradition', which comprises both -'Idräk and Tu~fa, largely 
follows the pattern of SIbawayhi's Kitäb. The second 'tradition', to 
which belong Ifilya, Qawänin, Targumän and, perhaps, Sugür, is the 
traditional organisation. The fact that Qawänin has a structure which 
is quite different from that of Jldräk proves that it is not likely to have 
been compiled by ) Abü I:fayyän, for the latter generally adhered to his 
own linguistic principles, even when he wrote his grammar of Turkic. 
The same goes for Durra, although its contents are, admittedly, not 
sufficiently elaborate as to sustain this assumption in full. As a matter 

~ I propose to read /filä al-Malik instead of Ya~yä al-Malik (cf. Section 1.2). 
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of fact, neither Durra nor Bulga nor Sugür can be incorporated with 
certainty in either of the two 'traditions'. 

D'iwän, in spite of its length and the abundance of information that 
it presents, belongs to an entirely different dass. This can be deduced 
from both its own structure as wen as from the typology of its sources, 
namely Kitäb al- ~yn and D'iwän al-JAdab. Therefore, D'iwän belongs 
to the Arabic lexicographical rather than to the grammatical tradition. 

The fmdings with regard to the different structure of our respective 
sources have consequences for the way they can be used in an analysis 
of the way Arabic grammarians described Turkic languages. In my 
view, the best method to accomplish this is to compare those of the 
sources that were compiled with a similar goal: to explain grammatical 
features of Turkic in terms of Arabic grammar. As long as all or the 
most im portant grammatical data are given, it is not necessary that all 
sources have a similar structure. It is obvious, however, that those 
sources that only contain a word list, and none or very few 
grammatical data, namely Bulga, Durra and to a certain extent Sugür, 
cannot meet this criterion. Similarly, a source that to some extent 
does contain the desired data but within an entirely different context, 
namely KäsgarI's D'iwän, does not fit entirely within the frame of this 
studyeither. In some cases the data that these sources provide may be 
useful, e.g. when the structural context is not relevant. For this reason, 
we shall concen trate on the representatives of the two streams, i.e. 
Ifilya, Qawän'in, Targumän, the Margin Grammar, )Idräkand Tu1:zfa, 
and on the other sources as far as they provide grammatical analyses. 



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 1WO: CONTENTS OF THE SOURCES 

The following gives an overview of the most important sources in this 
study. These are Tu1;fa, J:li1ra, Qawäntn, Targumän and the Margin 
Grammar. An overview of Jldräk is given in Part Two of this book. 

Kitäb at-Tu~fa az-Zakiyya fi I-Luga at-Turkiyya page 

[Introductionl l' 

The letters on which the Language of Bäb al-~urüf al- 2',2 

the Qibgäq is based mugma <a <alarhä luga 
al-Qibgäq 

Arabic-Turkic word list arranged 3'-38V 

according to alphabetical sequence 
(~arf al-bä) - ~arf al-yä~ Each 
paragraph is divided into two 
separate parts one for the nouns 
easmä~ and the verbs ea{äl) 
respectively 

Grammatical Part: 
11 The Undeterrnined and the Bäb an-nakira wa-l- 38V12 

Determined [Word] ma<rifa 
2 The Pronouns Bäb al-mUtJmarät 39'6 

3 Indicative Pronouns Bäb )asmä) al-)isära 41V6 

4 The Relative Pronoun Bäb al-maw~ül 42'9 

5 The Diminutive Bäb at-ta~gir 54V l 

6 The Active Participle Bäb ism al-fä eil 46'8 

7 The Passive Participle and [the Verb Bäb ism al-ma{ül wa- 47"5 

that 1 is formed as [a Verb 1 whose l-mabni li-mä lam 
Agent is not Mentioned yusamma fä <iluhu 

8 The Noun ofPlace Bäb ism al-makän 481'2 

9 The Instrument Bäb al-)äla 48V4 

10 TheManner Bäb al-ha/a 48v I0; 

11 The Verbal Noun Bäb al-ma~dar 49'3 

12 The Imperative Verb Bäb fi <1 al- )amr 49"11 

l3 The Prohibition Bäb an-nahy 51'3 

14 The Negation Bäb an-nafy 517 

15 The Negation with lä Bäb an-nafy bi-lä 51"11 

16 The Past Tense Bäb al-mätJi 52V9 
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17 The Circumstantial Expression Biib al-~iil 53r5 

18 The Future Tense Biib al-istiqbiil 53VS 

19 The Transitive [Verb] Biib al-muta radd'i 54r4 

20 )aral of the Superlative Biib )aral at-taJ4'il 45V12 

21 The Interrogation Biib al-istifhiim 55V7 

22 The Plural Biib al-gam r 56"13 

23 The Substitute of the Agent Biib an-nii)ib ran al- 5SrS. 

fiiril 
24 The Reciprocity Biib al-mufii <ala 5SVll 

25 The Undeclinable [Verbs] Biib al-mabniyiit 59'10 

26 The Reference Biib an-nasab 62r9 

27 The Particles of Condition Biib ~urüf ai-satt 6ZVS 

n The Rules of Construction Biib al-)a~kiim at- 65V5 

tarkibiyya 
28 The Copulative verbs ['idi, kükä, Biib an-nawiisib 65V12 

~ändil 
29 The Topic and the Predicate Biib al-mubtada) wa-l- 66'"10 

babar 
30 The Copulative Verbs [kiina 1 Biib an-nawiisifJ 67'4 

31 Layta Biiblayta 69'1 

32 Kim Biib kim 69V12 

33 )Uranladi, ~ändi and bildi Biib )uranladi - ~andi 69Vll 

- bildi 
34 The Verb and the Agent Biib al-fi rz wa-I-fii <il 70V3 

m The Verb's Requirements with Biib muqtatjayiit al-fi <I 72r5 

Regard to Optional Parts of the min al-fatjaliit 
Sentence 

35 The locative ofTime Biib ~arf az-zamiin 72rS 

36 The locative ofPlace Biib ~arf al-makiin 73r5 

37 The Circumstantial Expression Biib al-~iil 74r l 

38 The Direct Object Biib al-marül bi-hi 77'6 

39 Connection of the Agent to the Direct Biib ta <alluq ism al- 7Sr l0 

Object fiiril bi-I-marül bihi 
40 Connection ofthe Verbal Noun to the Biib ta ralluq al-m~dar 7SV13 

Direct Object bi-I-marül bi-hi 
41 The Coordination [Biib al- raif] SOVI 

42 The Corroborative Biib at-tawkid S1r6 

43 The Substitution Biib al-badal SIVIO 

44 The Assimilation Biib al-)idgiim SP12 

45 The Second Person Biib al-mubiitab S2r2 

46 The Quotation Biib al-bikiiya S27 

47 The Elision Biib al-badf SZV2 
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48 The Derivation Bäb al-istiqäq 83'1 

49 The Vocative Bäb an-nidäJ 84'2 

50 The Admiration Bäb at-ta °aggub 84'4 

51 Ni oma and biJsa Bäb na'ima wa-ba'isa 84'9 

52 The Request for Help Bäb al-istigäta 85'6 

53 Plural of the Plural Bäb gam ° al-gam ° 85'9 

54 The Particles of the Apocopate Bäb burüf al-gazm 85'2 

IV Chapter that Comprises Pronouns Bäb gäm( li-4- 86'6 

55 andMarkers 4amaJir wa-l- °alämät 
End 90' 

Kitäb lfilya al-Insän wa-lfalaba al-Lisän 

I an-Nawo al-Jawwal 
Introduction (with an elaborate Tamhid 72 

section on Turkic phonetics) 
Morphology of nouns Ta~rif al-JasmäJ 

1 Plural al-Fa~l al-Jawwal fi I-gam' 81 

2 Diminutive al-F~l at-täni fi t-t~gzr 82 

3 The Meaning of gü al-Fa~l at-tälitfi ma °nä gü 83 

4 The Negation al-Fa~l ar-räbiofi n-nafy 83 

5 The Relational Adjective al-F~l al-lJämis fi n-nasab 84 

6 The Annexation al-F~l as-sädis fi I-Ji4äfa 84 

7 The Adjective al-F~l as-säbiofi ~-~ifa 87 

8 The Active Participle al-Fa~l at-tämin fi I-fä eil 87 

9 The Direct Object al-F~l at-täsiOfi I-mafül 88 

bihi 
10 The Verbal Noun al-F~l al- °äsir fi al-m~dar 89 

11 The Circumstantial Expression al-F~l al-bädi °aSar fi I-bäl 89 

12 Locatives ofTime al-Fa~l at-täni °aSar fi ~urüf 90 

az-zamän 
13 Locatives ofPlace al-F~l at-tälit °aSar fi ~urüf 90 

al-makän 
14 Particles al-F~l ar-räbio °aSar fi 1- 91 

Jadawät al-barfiyya 
15 Condition al-Fa~l al-lJämis raSar fi s- 94 

sart 
16 Interrogation al-Fa~l as-sädis °aSar fi 1- 94 

Jistifhäm 
17 Admiration al-Fa~l as-säbio °asar fi at- 96 

taOaggub 
18 Particles of Comparison al-F~l at-tämin °aSar fi 96 

burüf at-tasbih 
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19 Particles of the Comparative and al-F~l at-täsi < <aJar fi 1- 97 
the Superlative mubälaga wa-t-taJt!il 

20 Exception al-Fa~l <aJTÜna fi I-JistipräJ 97 

[11] Morphology of the Verb T~ärif al-)afäl 98 
I Verbs ofthe Past Tense al-Bäb al-Jawwal fi l-)afäl 98 

al-mätjiya 
[List ofTurkic verbs 102-116] 

1 The Verb of the Future Tense al-F~l al-)awwal fi al-fi1 al- 116 

mustaqbal 
2 The Verbal Noun al-F~l a!-!äni fi al-m~dar 118 

The Verbal Noun ofBiradical al-M~dar <an a!-tunäJiyya 119 

Verbs li-l-Jafäl 
ii The Verbal Noun ofTriradical al-M~dar <an al-fi1 a!- 121 

Verbs tuläfi al-)~li 
iii The Verbal Noun ofQuadriradical al-Ma~dar <an ar-TUbä <i al- 123 

Verbs )~l 

iv The Verbal Noun of al-M~dar <an al-1:Jumäsi al- [124] 
Quinquiradical Verbs )a~li 

v The Verbal Noun Emerging from [al-Ma~dar an-ntiSe <an al- [125] 
aNoun ism] 

m Imperative And Prohibition al-Bäb a!-!äli! fi fiel al-Jamr 126 

wa-n-nahy 
IV The Verb whose Agent is not al-Bäb ar-räbi< ft fiOZ mä 129 

mentioned, the Passive-Reflexive lam yusamma fä <iluhu wa-l-
form and the Reciprocative Form )infi <äl wa-t-tafa «ul 

V Jafaltu for Transitivity, al-Bäb al-1:Jämis fi Jafaltu 130 
Reciprocity and Wishing li-t-ta <addt wa-tafä <ul wa-

stafala 
VI Prohibition, Negation And Refusal al-Bäb as-sädis fi n-nahy 134 

wa-n-nafy wa-l-ga~d 

Pt The Simple Meanings [Arabic- al-Qism (an-naw<) a!-!äni 137-

TI Turkic word list arranged fi al-musammayät as-sädiga 191 

according to semantic categories 
(on page 185 Fa~l fi t-täri1:J Section 
about the time: turkic calendar 
with the 12-animal cyde and on p 
188 a short Turkic-Arabic word 
list) ] 
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al-Qawiintn al-Kulliya li-J;>abt al-luga at-turkiyya 

Introduction 3 
Introduction Muqadimma 4,4 

I Chapter One on the verb and al-Bäb al-)awwal fi l-fi<l wa- 6,11 
what is connected and muta <alliqätihi wa-Iawä~iqihi 
attached to it 

1 The Imperative al-Qism al-)awwal fi l-)amr 6,15 
2 The Past Tense al-Qism aj-jäni fi l-mätf,i 8,18 
3 The Imperfect al-Qism aj-jälij fi l-mUtJäri < 11,18 
4 The Negation al-Kaläm <alä n-nahy 12,20 
5 The Interrogation al-Kaläm <alä l-istifhäm 14,9 
6 ThePrayer al-Kaläm <alä d-du <ä) 18,1 
7 TheWish [al-Kaläm <alä] t-tamannä 18,8 
8 The Potentiality [al-Kaläm <alä] t-taraggä 18,11 
9 The Incitement* [al-Kaläm <alä] ta~4i4 19,1 
10 The Condition [al-Kaläm <alä] s-satt 19,3 
11 The Verbal Noun F~l ran al-m~dar] 22,9 
12 The Verbal Noun of M~dar al-ma <äni 23,5 

Meanings 
13 The Active Participle 1sm al-fä eil 23,20 
14 The Passive Participle 1sm al-mafül 24,5 
15 The Superlative with [the )Afalli-t-taJ4il 24,5 

pattern] )afal 
16 TheManner al-Ha/a 24,20 
17 The Instrument al-)Ala 25,5 
18 The Locative of Place 1sm al-makän 25,11 
19 The Locative ofTime 1sm az-zamän 25,15 

11 The Noun and what is al-Bäb aj-jäni fi l-ism wa- 25,16 
dependent from it muta <alliqäti-hi 

1 TheAgent al-Fä<il 25,19 
2 Substitute of the Agent an-Nä)ib <an al-fä<il 26,9 
3 The Topic and the Predicate al-Mubtada) wa-l-babar 26,22 
4 The Copulative Verbs an-Nawäsib 27,17] 

Words governed in the n~b al-Man~übät 30,15 
(Accusative) 

1 The Object al-Mafül 30,17 
2 The Direct Object al-Mafül bihi 31,1 
3 The Object for Which al-Mafüllahu 33,1 
4 The Concomitate Object al-Mafül ma <ahu 34,3 
5 The Object in Which al-Mafül fihi 34,9 

(locative) 
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6 The Absolute Object al-Mafül al-mutlaq 37,3 
7 The Circumstantial al-Ifäl 37,8 

Condition 
8 The Specification at-Tamyiz 38,14 
9 The Exception al-1stitnäJ 39,17 

Words governed in the al-Magrürät 40,15 
genitive 

1 The Overt Noun governed in al-Qism al-Jawwal al-ism ~- 41,1 
the genitive by a Particle ~ähir al-magrür bi-l-~arf 

2 The Overt Noun governed in al-Qism at-tänt al-ism ~- 44,1 
the genitive by the ~ähir al-magrür bi-l-JifJ.äfa 
Annexation 

3 The Suffixed Pronoun al-Qism at-tälit al-ism al- 45,1 
governed in the genitive by a mu4mar magrür bi-l-~arf 
Particle 

4 The Suffixed Pronoun al-Qism ar-räbi< al-ism al- 46,1 
Governed in the genitive by mu4mar al-magmr bi-l-Ji4äfa 
Annexation 
The Undeclinable [Noun] al-Mabnt 47,3 

1 Suffixed Pronouns al-Mu4marät 47,6 
2 The Indicative Pronoun ism al-Jisära 49,6 
3 The relative Pronoun al-Maw?ül 49,14 
4 Thenumber ism al- <adad 51,13 
5 The verbal noun ism al-fi<l 51,17 
6 Some locatives Ba <4 ~-~umf 52,5 
7 The vocative al-Munädt 52,10 
8 Adverbials separated from al-Gäyät al-maqtü <a <an al- 53,1 

Annexation Ji4äfa 
9 What is negated by lä al-Manfi bi-Iä 53,8 
10 compound [words] al-Murakkabät 53,15 

Completion ofthe [Chapter Bäb mutammim li-I-ism wa- 54,3 
on the] noun and what is lawä~iqi-hi 

attached to it 
1 The active participIe 15m al-fä <il 54,5 
2 The reference an-Nisba 54,11 
3 The diminution at-Ta?gtr 55,15 
4 Plural and dual al-Gam< wa-t-tatniya 56,11 
5 Concrete Nouns JAsmäJ al- Ja Yän 57,13 

m The Particles al-Bäb at-tälit fi l-~urüf 68,6 
1 The Particle of transitivity Ifarf at-ta <diya 68,7 
2 The Particle of Involvement Ifarf al-musäraka wa-l- 70,1 

and Cooperation mufä<ala 
3 The Particle of the Answer Ifarf al-gawäb 70,13 
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12 
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The Particle of the Imperfect Ifarf al-mu4ära <a 
The Particle of the Past Ifarf al-mätji 
Tense 
The Particle ofNegation and Ifarf an-nafy wa-n-nahy 
Prohibition 
The Particle of Interrogation Ifarf al-istifhäm 
The Particle of the Ifarf al-Jamr 
Imperative 
The Particle of Condition Ifarf aI-sart 
The Particle of the Verbal Ifarf al-m~dar 
Noun 
The Particle of the Reason Ifarf at-ta <m 
The Particle ofWishing Ifarf at-tamanni 
The Particle of Annexation Ifarf al-Ji4äfa 
The Particle of Alerting Ifarf at-tanbih 
Epilogue al-Ijätima 
End of the Book JAljir al-kitäb 

Targumän 

Introduction 
TheNouns 
Word list 
arranged 
according 
to subject 

al-Qism al-Jawwal fi I-JasmäJ 
I al-F~l al-Jawwal fi JasmäJ al- <alawiyät wa-mä 
qäraba-hä (5); 11 fi I-JartJ wa-mä fi-hä min al-
Jamäkin (5); III fi I-miyäh wa-mä yuläJimu-hä (6); 
IV fi I-Jasgär wa-l-fawäkih wa-n-nabät (7); V fi 1-
zirä<ät wa-l-bubüb (9); VI fi t-puyür (9); VII fi 1-
wab§ (11); VIII fi I-baIarät (11); IX fi l-Ijayl (12); X 
fi s-siläb wa- <adad al-Ijayl wa-l-barb (13); XI fi 1-
gamäl wa-l-baqar (14); XII fi l-ganam wa-I-ma <z 
(14); XIII fi I-Ja(ima wa-I-malcül wa-I-masrüb 
wa-I-Jalbän (15); XIV fi Jatät al-bayt wa-I-faraI 
wa-mä yaljU?~u bi-n-nisäJ min al-malbüs (16); XV 
fi l-malbüs wa-Janwä < al-qumäs (18); XVI fi haya 
al-Jinsän wa-fi Ja <tjäJi-hi a?-?ähira (19); XVIIfi 1-
Ja <däd wa-l-bisäb (22); XVIII fi marätib an-näs 
wa-Jarbäb a?-?anäJi< wa- <adad kull ?an <a (23); XIX 
fi ?ifät an-näs (24); XX fi ism kull sayJin wa-tjiddi-
hi (25); XXI fi Jawqät ad-dahr wa-z-zamän (28); 
XXII fi taftir al-JasmäJ at-turkiyya min al-mamälik 
wa-l-gawäri (29); XXIII fi I-Jalwän (31); XXIV fi 1-
ma <ädin (31); XXV fi I-Jaqärib wa-l-Jagänib wa-l-
ma <ärif wa-l-mamlük wa-s-sitt wa-l-gäriya (31) 
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71,9 
72,1 

72,3 
72,5 

72,8 
72,10 
73,1 
73,3 
73,11 
79,1 
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5-31 
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n The Imperative [form] ofthe al-Qism at-täni fi 1-Jamr bi-l- 33-44 
Verbs and the Particle of Jafäl wa-laft.a al-istirä~a fi 1-
Pausality in the Address of the mubätaba li-l-wä~id al-~äcJir 
2nd Person Singular ~arf al-Jalif(33) - ~arf al-häJ 

(44) 
m Declension of Speech and al-Qism at-tälit fi t~rif al- 44 

Verbs kaläm wa-l-Jafäl 
The Past Tense F~l fi I-mäcJi 46 

2 The Future Tense of the Verbs F~l fi I-mustaqbal min al- 47 
Jafäl 

3 Inflection of the Present Tense F~l fi t~n1 al-~äl [= fi 7 ~äli] 49 

N Rules of Speech and Number of al-Qism ar-räbi < fi cJawäbit 50 

the Words and Utterances with al-kaläm wa- <adad kalimät 
which the Future Tense is wa-Jalf~ bihinna yukmal al-
Completed qa~d min al-mustaqbal 

1 The Turkic Word mu Laft.a mü at-turkiyya 50 

2 The Turkic Word 'idi Laft.a Jidi at-turkiyya 50 

3 The Turkic Word Ci Laft.a Ci at-turkiyya 50 

4 The Turkic Word däS Laft.a däS at-turkiyya 50 
5 The Turkic Word kim Laft.a kim at-turkiyya 51 

6 dan dan 51 

7 The Turkic Word da Laft.a da at-turkiyya 51 

8 The Turkic Word lu Laf.za lü at-turkiyya 51 
9 Tbe Turkic Word siz Laf:;a siz at-turkiyya 
10 The two Turkic [sie] Words Laft.a laka al-milkiyya wa- 52 

laka for possession and laka laka al-qawliyya at-
for address turkiyyatäni [sie] 

11 The Turkic Word ni Laft.a ni at-turkiyya 52 
12 The Two Arabic Words fawqa Laf:?a fawqa wa-taJ:.tta al- 53 

and tabta <arabiyyatäni [sie] 
l3 The Arabie Word bayna Laft.a bayna al- <arabiyya 53 

14 The Arabic Word wasat Laf~a al-wasat al- <arabiyya 53 

15 The Arabic Word ma <a Laft.a ma'a 1- <arabiyya 54 

16 The Arabic Word ma <a Laft.a 'inda al- <arabiyya 54 

17 The Arabie Word gayr Laft.a gayr al- <arabiyya 54 

18 The Arabie Word li-Jagli Laft.a li-'agIi al- <arabiyya 54 

19 The Two Arabie Words kam Laft.a kam wa-bi-kam al- 55 

and bi-kam <arabiyyatäni [sie] 
20 The Arabie Word kayfa Laft.a kayfa al- <arabiyya 55 

21 The Arabic Word matä Laft.a matä al- <arabiyya 55 

22 The Arabie Word tumma Laf~a !umma al- <arabiyya 56 

23 The Arabie Word JaycJan Laft.a 'ay<;fan al- <arabiyya 56 

24 The Arabie Words hägä and Laft.a hada wa-huwa wa-'iS 56 

huwa and -15 and sal wa-s-Say' al- <arabiyät 
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25 The Two Arabie Words al-
Jadnäand al-Jaq~ä 

26 The Two Arabie Words hunä 
and hunäka 
Epilogue 

Laftatä al-Jadnä wa-I-Jaq~ä 56 

al- <arabiyyatäni [sie] 
Laftatä hunä wa-hunäka al- 57 

<arabiyyatäni [sie] 
57 
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(The fragments are given in the sequence in whieh they occur in the manuscript 
Since their sequence has not yet been established, the numbers in the ultimate 
left column do not necessarily indicate separate sections Abbreviations: bm = 
bottom; md = middle; 1t = left; rt = right) 
1 The Plural Bäb al-gam< 
2 The Active Partieipie al-JAmr a!-!änt: ism al-fä<il 

34Ytop 

35'1t 

3 Jafala for the Superlative al-JAmr ar-räbi<: Jafala at- 35'bm/rt 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

13 
14 

The Passive Participle 

The Instrument 
Themanner 
The Passive-reflexive Form 
The Future [Tense] 
The läm for transitivity 

Transitivity of verbs 
The Corroborative 
The Verbal Noun ofMeanings 

Suffixed Pronouns 
Rules of the Words with 
whieh the Phrase is 
Completed 

taf4tl 
al-JAmr a!-!äli!: ism al-
mafül 
al-JAmr as-sädis: al-Jäla 
al-JAmr al-bämis: al-haya 
Bäb al-inJi <äl 
Bäb al-Ji '1 al-mustaqbal 
Bäb al-Iäm bi-manzila bäb 
at-taftl 
Bäb ta <diya al-Jafäl 
al-Qawl fi t-ta1ctd 

36"top 

36'1t 

37'1t 

37'1t 

38rrt 

38Ytop 

38Yrt 

41'bm 

an-Naw< a!-!änt M~dar al- 41Ytop/rt 

ma<änt 
Bäb al-mUl!marät fi I-JasmäJ 42'bm 

al-Qism ar-räbi < fi tjawäbit 42'bm 

kalimät bihinna yukmal al-
qa~d 

15 Relative Pronouns Bäb al-maw~ülät 42'1t!bm 

16 Undeclinable Words: al-Gins a!-!änt min al- 43rrt 

Unspecified [words] mabntyät: binäJan läziman 
mubhamät 

17 Undeclinable Words: Relative al-Gins a!-!äli! min al- 43'1t 

Pronouns mabntyät binäJan läziman al-
maw~ülät 

18 Indicative Pronouns Bäb JasmäJ al-Jisära 43'bm 

19 Suffixed Nouns and an-Naw< a!-!änt fi I_JasmäJ 44rtop 

Unspecified [Nouns] al-mutjmara wa-I-mubhama 
20 The Imperative Bäb al-Jamr 44Ytop 
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21 Declension of the F~l ft t~rif al-~äl 44'1t 

Circumstantial expression 
22 Kay Bäb kay 45Vtop/rt 

23 Words F~l ft l-kalimät 50"top 

24 The Interrogation Bäb al-istifhäm SO"brn 

25 The Negation Bäb an-nahy 52'top 

26 [The Verb whose] agent is not Bäb mä lam yusamma 52'rt 

Mentioned fä~iluhu 

27 The Circumstantial al-JAwwal al-~äl 53"brn 

Expression 
28 The Circumstantial al-Ifäl 54'top 

Expression 
29 The Circumstantial Qä ~ida ft l-~äl 54'rt 

Expression 
30 The Nouns Govemed in the Wa-min al-man~üb al-~äl 54'rt/ult 

na~b: the Circumstantial 
Expression 

31 The Circumstantial Bäb al-~äl 54"brnJlt 

Expression 
32 The Direct Object Qä ~ida ft I-mafül bihi 55'top 

33 The Direct Object an-Naw~ al-Jawwal: al- 55'rt/rnd 

mafül bihi 
34 The Marker of Objectivity ~läma al-mafüliyya 55'brn 

35 The Object in Which: the atJ-tJarab al-biimis min al- 55Vrt!bm 

Locative mafül: ~-~arf 
36 The Locative a~-tJarf 56'top 

37 The Object for Which atJ-tJarab a!-!äni: al-mafül 57Vrt 

lahu 
38 The Excepted atj-tjarab a!-!äli!: al- 57'1t 

mustatnä 
39 The Specification atj-tjarab at-täni: at-tamytz 5~rt 

40 The Particles of the genitive Bäb ~urüf al-garr 58'1t 
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CHAPTER THREE 

PERCEPTION AND DESCRIPTION OF PHONOLOGICAL 
AND PHONETIC FEATURES OF TURKIC 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter aims at shedding light on the way the Arabic sources per-
ceived and described the phonetic and phonologica1 features ofTurkic. 
It deals with matters such as the quantity and quality of Turkic conso-
nants and vowels, vowel harmony and consonant assimilation. The 
present survey is a study of concepts and perceptions. It does therefore 
not give a description of the phonetics and phonology of 'medieval 
Turkic'. 

The study of perceptions and concepts is not related to just one is-
sue, but two. The first issue is how the Arab authors perceived Turkic 
phonetics and phonology. The second issue is how they formulated 
their perceptions by means of the concepts which they had acquired 
within the Arabic linguistic tradition. One would expect the descrip -
tions to be fairly similar, if not uniform, since theyeventually derive 
from the same model. The present study shows that they are not; at 
least there are more discrepancies than one would expect, even allow-
ing for differences in the Turkic languages, and it appears that the au-
thors had various phonetic and phonologica1 concepts of Arabic as 
wen. 

Although studies by Cantineau (1960), Fleisch (1961) and Roman 
(1983) have shed some light on the interpretation ofphonetic descrip-
tions in Arabic source material (al-ljalIl, SIbawayh, Ibn Ginni), there 
still is no general agreement as to the exact phonetic characteristics of 
the classical Arabic language of their times. However, for the purposes 
of this study the exact characteristics of classica1 Arabic are, in fact, of 
minor importance. It suffices as a starting point that there indeed was 
agreement among the Arab grammarians and phoneticians themselves 
on the quantity and quality of consonants and vowels, regardless of 
whether we comprehend the descriptions they provided in full detail. 

This brings us to a foHowing problem, namely that of accuracy of 
the descriptions. Without a fuH understanding the Arabic descriptions 
and knowledge of the phonetic features of 'medieval Turkic', judging 
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their accuracy would be, indeed, a very complex matter. However, a 
number of features can safely be postulated for all Turkic languages. 
In this respect one should think of vowel harmony, consonant assimi -
lation and the occurrence of certain consonants and vowels, such as, 
e.g., [ö, 01 and [nl. It shall be seen that basic principles from Arabic 
theory on velarisation and palatalisation play an important role in the 
description of Turkic vowels. These principles suffice for the rather 
rough distinction between back and front vowels, but they lack much 
of the precision which is needed for a clear distinction between 
rounded and unrounded vowels. Nevertheless, my intention is to show 
that with these instruments it is possible to accurately describe Turkic 
vowels. 

The descriptions of Turkic are interesting from yet another point of 
view. As is generally know, the Arab grammarians as a rule hardly de-
scribe dialectal features. Such descriptions could be instructive for both 
the historical development of dialectal phonology, and for better assess-
ing their concepts of phonetics. The study of how they applied their 
phonetic and phonological concepts on foreign languages provides a 
good opportunity for this. In this chapter I shall show that the per-
ceived phonetic qualities of dialectal pronunciation is more likely to be 
the basis for those concepts than the traditional prescriptions of 
Classical Arabic. 

In this chapter, section I gives an outline of Arabic thinking on 
phonetics and morphonology, followed by a study ofTurkic phonemes 
in Section 2. Further, sections 3 provides an extensive discussion of the 
Arab grammarians' perception of the phonetical and morphonological 
aspects ofTurkic. 

1. ARABIC THINKING ON PHONETICS AND MORPHONOLOGY 

Although the main interest of the Arab grammarians was the descrip-
tion of syntactic and morphological issues, theyalso described the pro-
nunciation of Arabic. They based their discussions on speech examples 
of Bedouin tribes living on the Arabian Peninsula. Although the di-
alects of those tribes also differed considerably from each other and 
from the Classical Arabic language, their status was very much higher 
than that of the vernaculars of the people in the cities. For a long time 
after the Islamic conquests, Arab scholars continued to refer to the old 
speech examples taken from the speech of so-called unspoilt Bedouin 
tribes, which were supposed to have preserved the Arabic language from 
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external influences. The Bedouins were considered 'native speakers' of 
the language ofthe holy Qur'än (cf. Levin 1994). 

Arab grammarians, in their treatises on Arabic grammar, discussed 
the speech and poetry of a small number of Bedouin tribes living on 
the Arabian Peninsula. Although they were principally not interested 
in phonetics, they did not fall to notice the variations in use and pro-
nunciation of the Arabic language, especially among the Bedouin 
tribes. 1 Studying the speech examples they obtained from selected 
tribes, the grammarians found themselves confronted with different 
ways of pronouncing so me consonants and vowels, consonant and 
vowel exchange, and assimilation of consonants. These subjects had to 
be described and explained, since some of them could affect the form 
and, hence, the meaning. 

The first Arabic work on grammar was SIbawayh's Kitäb, compiled 
in the eighth century AD, which became the ultimate reference source 
for all grammarians throughout for many centuries to follow. A rela-
tively small number of pages at the end of Kitäb are dedicated to 
phonology and phonetics. Most later grammarians also treated phonet-
ics at the end oftheir works (Owens 1988:28-9). An exception to this 
convention is 'Abü l:Iayyän's Irtisäf, in which the first sections are 
dedicated to phonological matters such as the places of articulation, the 
substitution of consonants and assimilation. 

Before discussing how exactly Arab grammarians perceived and de-
scribed Turkic phonemes, it is necessary to give abrief outline of 
Arabic theory on phonology and phonetics, with special attention for 
the description of consonants and allophones, and those of vowels and 
vowel harmony.2 

1.1 The Arabic consonant system 

In the Arabic tradition the concept of phoneme in the modem sense 
did not exist. What did exist, though, was a basic list of consonantal 
sounds, each of which was associated with a (prescribed) pronunciation 
and a unique grapheme. The grammarians knew that the basic con-
sonants were occasionally realised in a non-standard manner, in some 
instances those changes could be related to laws of an apparent 
phonological nature, such as ~ before d be comes :?, s before d> g, etc. 

1 For a discussion about the pre-Islamic dialects on the Arabian Peninsula, see Rabin 
(1951). 

2 Research on Arabic phonological theory started with Schaade (1911), Bravrnann 
(1934) and Cantineau (1960). 
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In Kitäb (11 404-407; also Ibn Ginni, Sirr I 436ff), the sounds of 
speech are 29 'basic consonants' ~urur~liyya 3 and the three vowels, 
~arakät, literally 'movements', a (fatba), u (q.amma) and i (kasra). 

1 J 8 k 15 r 22 s 29 w 4 

2 Jalif 9 q 16 n 23 ~ 
3 h 10 q. 17 t 24 rj 
4 <" 11 g 18 d 25 t 
5 ~ 125 19 t 26 f 
6 g 13 Y 20 ~ 27 b 
7 b 141 21 z 28 m 

These consonants are produced on 16 'places of articulation' (mabrag 
pt mabärig), 5 ranging from the back of the throat up to the lips, here 
summarised in nine main areas: 

1 ~alqiyya (laryngal): J h Jalif6 <" ~ g b 
2 lahwiyya (uvular): q k 
3 sagariyya ("consonnes de l'ouverture de la bouche" [Cantineau 

1960:20]): g 5 q. Y 
4 rjawlaqiyya (liquids): r 1 n7 

5 Jasaliyya (sibilants): ~ s z 
6 ni(iyya (dental): t d t 
7 litawiyya (alveolar): ~ rj t 
8 safawiyya (labial): fb m w 
9 baysumiyya (nasal): 1) ('soft n' [nun bafifaj). 

Consonants that share the same place of articulation or whose places 
of articulation are dose may assimilate, or be substituted with each 
other, and a new (allophonic) sound mayarise from the combination. 
The allophones are discussed below in 1.2. 8 

3 Some later grammarians, however, did not share this opinion. ) Abü l:fayyän al-
'Andalusi mentions some of the opposing grammarians by name and diseusses their 
views. Points of disagreement are e.g. the question whether or not the hamza should be 
um sidered a phoneme, sinee according to some Arab grammarians the glottal stop 
(hamza) should not be eonsidered a phoneme (cf. Irtisäf I 4). A further point of 
discussion is the exact number of the places of articulation. 

4 This sequence is aceording to Sibawayh. Cf. Kitäb ed. Büläq 11 404 in: Bäb al-Jidgäm 
'Chapter about the assimilation', at the end of the second volume. There are indications 
that Jidgäm, usually translated as 'assimilation', in fact means something like 
'pronouncing simultaneously'. (Mr Michel Limpens, pe. April 1995). 

5 The exact number of the places of articulation, however, always remained a subject 
of diseussion among the grammarians. In Irtisäf it is 16. 

6 Jalifis posited here theoretically, since in reality it cannot have asound; it is an or-
tho rraphical device only. 

This categorisation does not necessarilyagree with the one used in western analysis 
ofconsonants (see 2.1 below). 

8 Roman (1983: 148) 'zone d'emission'. 
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The consonants are subcategorised according to a total of seventeen 
criteria based on some characteristics they have in common, such as 
sadtda 'occlusive' vs. rivwa 'spirant', and mahmüsa vs. maghüra. 9 The 
latter pair is generally understood as as 'voiceless' and 'voiced', respec-
tively. The consonants listed as mahmüsa are: Ih 1). b k s s t ~ 1 f/. 
Maghüra are I)" < q gy 41 n r t d z ~ g b m wl (Irtisäfl 10,5; for fur-
ther discussion see Cantineau 1960:22 and Fleisch 1961).10 

1.1.1 Classification of consonants: velarisation and palatalisation 

Apart from a classification according to their inherent qualities, the 
consonants are divided into several subcategories, in which to their ef-
fect on neighbouring vowels is the main criterion. 

One such categorisation of the consonants is that in ~urüf 
musta~liya 'elevated consonants' and mutasaffil 'depressed'. The for-
mer category includes the four 'covered consonants' (~urüf mutbaqa) , 
i.e. ~, t, 4 and ~ also called 'emphatic' (discussed below 1.1.2), along 
with the guttural consonants, Le., q, V, gand, occasionally, ~ and ~ayn. 
Ibn Ginni describes istnä) as an 'elevation' to the 'palate' (Sirr I 
26,4f), which is not identical with 'covering' eitbäq). 

The main effect of the so-called 'elevated consonants' on the neigh-
boring vowels, is that )imäla, the inclination of a toward i, does not 
occur. This distinction between elevated and depressed consonants is 
important for our study since sources use this as the main instrument 
for describing front and back vowels in Turkic words. This common 
feature of all 'elevated' consonants is called tafbtm 'velarisation' (also 
taglt?) With tafbtm a is pronounced [a], [ä], or even [0]. The result is a 
neutral, or a 'back' pronunciation of the preceding and following 
vowels, especially evident in the realisation of a as [al, [ä] or [0]. For 
example, the word kalb 'dog' is pronounced [kälb], whereas qalb 
'heart' is [qalb]. Ibn Ginni posits the latter lat "between a and t/' (see 
further descriptions ofvowels in 1.4.2). 

9 Cantineau (1960:22) mentions the confusion that exists with relation to the mean-
ings of these terms. An adequate interpretation has not yet been found. Roman (1983: I 
54) proposes for mahmüsa 'chuchote' (whispered) and for maghüra '~clatant' (shrill). 
Interesting in this context is al-Kindi's reference to musical terminology when dis-
cussing these terms: al-Kindi's category nagma 'melody' almost completely covers the 
~uTÜf maghüra (cf. Celentano 1979:71). 

10 If mahmüsa and maghüra indeed stand for voiceless and voiced, respectively, then 
the la belling of hamza 1'1 as maghüra is surprising. The lalJelling of q and tas 'voiced' is 
surprising only within our perception of the Arabic phonetic system, which is based on 
modem Arabic lan guages. 
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In some ancient dialectal variants of Arabic velarisation is reported 
to occur independently, Le. without being conditioned by the occur-
rence of a preceding or following elevated consonant. In the dialect of 
the l;Iigäz, for example, the the word lzaka"t/ 'charity' is pronounced 
[zako:t]. Ibn GinnI calls the Jalifin this word which he uses to express 
ä, "the Jalifofvelarisation" ealifat-taflfim), which he explains as "the 
Jalif inclines to w" (al-Jalif mälat natJwa l-wäw, Sirr I 50,5). In order 
to illustrate this, zakät is occasionally written with Iwl instead of Jalif, 
viz., lzakawt/; and in fact Ibn GinnI is using here the diphthong lawl 
as a device for indicating [0:]. 

It is interesting to note that although in the preceding quotations 
fattJa is compared to 4amma, and Jalifto wäw, Jalif and wäw them-
selves do not expresses a vowel sound, being orthographie devices only. 

1.1.2 The 'covered consonants' 

A subcategory of the elevated consonants are the four 'covered conso-
nants' (tJurüf mutbaqa) , Le. ~, 4, t, ~ (allother consonants are consid-
ered tJurüf munfatitJa, 'opened consonants').l1 The tJurüf mutbaqa 
share a common position of the tongue in the mouth while being pro-
nounced, namely "from their points of articulation until the part of 
the tongue that is in 'front' ofthe palate" (min mawätj.i%inna Jilä mä 
~ä4ä l-~anak al-Ja rlä min al-lisän, Kitäb 11 406). 

Three of the four 'covered consonants' have an 'opened' counter-
part, i.e., ~ - s, ~ - d, and t - d (cf. also ar-RäzI Tafsir I 104,6 f). This last 
pair is surprising at first sight; although t is nowadays regarded as a 
mere velarised t, historically it goes back to a velarised d (see however, 
Ibn SIna on t - t 1.1.4; also Cantineau 1960:18). 

üf special interest is J" traditionally transcribed as 4, which has no 
counterpart. It was probably lateralised, and Cantineau (1960:55) in-
terprets it as 191/. Roman, on the other hand, prefers lil (Roman 
1983:162-206). For the purposes ofthis study it suffices to conc1ude 
that whatever its exact historical pronunciation was like, it was cer-
tainly not a mere velarised d, and, as a result, 4 cannot form a pair 
with d (cf. also Sirr I 61,16ff). (The value of 4 is important in regard to 
its status in Turkic; two sourees, Le., Qawänin and Durra use this 
grapheme for expressing a velarised d; cf. 3.1) 

11 Al-ljalil (d. 160/776), SIbawayh's teacher, reserves the tenn mutbaq for the m In 
Kitäb al- 'Ayn "al-ljalil calls the mim 'covered', because it covers the mouth when it is 
pronounced." (wa-käna 1-1Jalil yusammi I-mim mutbaqa li-)annahä tutbiq al-fam )igä 
nutiqa bihä, Kitäb al- 'Ayn 58,16.) This statement is related to a different, probably older, 
concept of the tenn mutbaq (Michel Limpens, p.c. April 1995). 
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l.l.3 Effects on other consonants 

The covered consonants may also have an effect on neighboring other 
consonants. This occurs, for example, when Itl is inserted after the 
first consonant of the root Ifacala! in the pattern liftacala/. If the first 
consonant of the root is a 'covered consonant', the inserted It/ 
changes into t, e.g., i~täda 'he hunted' from ~äda 'he hunted'. In 
Arabic theory, this is not considered a phonetic phenomenon, but 
rather an instance of substitution eibdäl) (cf. below 1.3; cf. Zamal].sari 
Mufa~~a/l72ff; cf. Fleisch 1961:95). 

l.l.4 rand 1 

In addition to the elevated consonants, rand I, too, may cause a 
conditioned 'back' realisation of accompanying vowels. This back reali-
sation is conditioned by the occurrence of u and a. In Arabic grammar, 
these allophones are called läm mufabbama and rä) mufabbama, 
velarised 1 m and r [rl, respectively. I discuss these the underlying prin-
ciples in some detail as they are important for the interpretation of r 
and 1 in Turkic. 

The default position of 1 and r is palatalisation (tarqiq). In Irtisäf (I 
249,5; I 20f) this term is applied to r, when it is not pronounced ve-
larised (also in ar-Räzi's Tafsir for the default I, I 104,4). The percep-
tion of 1 and r as velarised in certain conditions plays an important 
role in the perception ofTurkic words with rand 1 (3.l.2). These con-
ditions are outlined in works by) Abü J:Iayyän, ar-Räzi and Ibn Sinä. It 
should be stressed that for the present study the importance of Arabic 
descriptions lies not in the question whether or not r and 1 are ve-
larised, but rather in the observation that the Arab grammarians per -
ceived them as such. For this reason I quite extensively deal with the 
question ofhow, in their opinion, the velarisation of 1 and ris condi-
tioned.12 

l.l.4.1 Velarised r 
In Irtisäf (I 248,20ff) ) Abü J:Iayyän gives a detailed account of the in-
stances in which r has a conditioned velarised pronunciation, i.e. when 
the following and/or preceding vowels are pronounced 'back'. 
Velarisation of r is permitted in the following instances: 

12 Studies of dialectal Arabic (Grotzfeld 1965:7, Blau 1977:23, Mitchell 1993 and 
Younes 1994) also point to a velarised realisation of r elose to a or u. There seems a 
similar tendency for z, which in similar instances becomes ; e.g., zaJfara > ~Jfar "fettig 
machen" ... zunnar> ?::lnnär"Gürte!" (Grotzfe!d 1965:8). 
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1 if r is followed by y, e.g., [qaryal 'village', [maryaml 'Mary' 
2 if r is followed (?) by an elevated consonant that is vocalised 

with i, e.g., [farqil 'difference', [mirfaqanl 'elbow' (ACC) 
3 if r is vocalised with a, e.g., [gIränl 'neighbours' 
4 if r is vocalised with u, while preceded by y, e.g., [.g.ayrunl 

'blessing', [qadirun 1 'powerful' 
5 if r is preceded bya basic i (kasra läzima), e.g., [.g.asiral 'he suf-

fered', [.g.asifÜ 1 'they suffered' 
6 if r is followed by another r that is vocalised with i, e.g., [bi-

sararin 1 'with evil' 
7 if r occurs in an Arabic word between i and a (bayna I-maftü~a 

wa-l-kasr qablahä), not being followed byanother r nor an el-
evated consonant, e.g., [dikrl 'remembrance' (for g.ikr) 

Velarisation of r is obligatory, 
8 if the preceding i is non-basic (ärifJ.) (i.e. short), e.g., [bi-rasüll 

'with a messenger', [bi-rül:tl 'with a spirit' 
9 if r follows a consonant vocalised with i, e.g., [sircU;till 'wolves' 

(ern. for sarä~il [sing. sir~äl]) 
10 if r is followed bya second r, e.g., [midrärl 'abundant with 

rain' 
11 if r is followed by an elevated consonant, e.g., ['a(rä<;ll 

'honour' (pI) 
12 if r occurs in foreign words ['ibrähIml 'Ibrähün' 
13 if r is preceded by an accidental i and followed by an elevated 

consonant, e.g., ['ir~ädl 'to provide'. 
, Abü l:!ayyän's account is not very illuminating in the sense that he 
does not give overall rules; instead, one loses track because of the de-
tails and exceptions (discussed by Zama.l].sarl in Muf~§al [159,20ff] in 
similar terms). The clear tendency, though, is that r is velarised if pre-
ceded or followed by an elevated consonant, or a or u. This is true even 
in ' Abü I:Iayyän's examples in which the velarisation is reportedlyas -
sociated with the occurrence of i-distinguishing between accidental 
and basic i-the two other vowels a and u playa roJe. (cf. also 
Cantineau 1960:48f; 98; 182). 

1.1.4.2 Velarised 1 
The 1 is velarised when it is preceded or followed by one of the four 
'covered consonants' (~urüf mutbaqa), e.g., [natlubul for natlubu 'we 
demand', ['i~läl:tl 'reparation', [ya~lubul 'he is firm', [a~-~aläl 'the 
prayer', [iQ.taJatal 'he mingled' and [istag!~l 'he became emde' (Irtisäf 
I 248,1 Off). In fact, the examples show that velarisation of 1 too can 
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easily be related to either the effect of neighbouring elevated conso-
nants, or the occurrence of a or u. (cf. Cantineau 1960:50ff). 

The most frequent and only non-allophonical-example of velarisa-
tion of the I, as far as it is mentioned by the Arab grammarians, occurs 
in the word [)a.!!a:hj 'God' (cf. Kitäb II 267-270). The double 1 is pro-
nounced velarised when the word )alläh is preceded by u or a, After ; 
the velarisation is lifted, which results in pronuciation with )imäla of 
the following a, e.g., [bi-smillä:hij 'In the name ofGod'.13 

1.1.4.3 Descriptions of the velarised 1 and its status 
Since the velarised I occupies a special position in Arabic phonetics, 
which may be enhanced by its occurrence in the word )alläh, its status 
is more detailedly described than that of other velarised consonants. In 
Irtisäf, for example, ) Abu I:Iayyän describes the regular, or neutral, real-
isation of the 1 as « 1 between velarisation and palatalisation" (al-läm al-
mutawassita bayna t-taf1fim wa-t-tarqtq, IrtisäfI 8; also I 248,1Of). In 
ar-RäzI's (d. 543/1149) Tafttr (I 103,22) the läm mufabbama is re-
garded as an 'elevated consonant' (~arfmustarzinp4 The relation be-
tween the two variants of 1 is described as follows: 

"The palatal 1 is pronounced with the side of the tongue, whereas this ve-
larised 1 is pronounced with the whole tongue, which requires more ef-
fort." (fanna] l-läm ar-raqtqa Jinnamä turJkaru bi-taraf al-lisän wa-
Jammä härJ,ihi l-läm al-mugallCl?a fa-Jinnamä turJkar bi-kull al-lisän fa-
käna 1- <amal fihi Jaktar, ar-Räzi Tafttr I 104,2.)15 

The relation between the palatall (al-läm ar-raqtqa) and the velarised 1 
(al-läm al-galt~a) is further compared with the relation between ~ and 
5, and ar-RäzI wonders why the two 15 are, in fact, not considered dis-
tinct phonemes, like ~ and 5: 

"And likewise the 5 is a consonant and the ~ is another, and the [linguists 1 
should say that the palatal 1 is a consonant, and the velarised 1 another, but 
they do not do so, although there is a difference." (wa-karJälika s-sin ~arf 
wa-~-~äd barf Jäbar fa-käna l-wägib Jayt;lan Jan yaqülü al-läm ar-raqtqa 

13 Because the velarised I occurs in the standard language in one word only, Roman 
does not consider it a productive allophone: "Le /Ij de /?aP.ähJ, s'agissant du nom de Dieu, 
s'~lique bien par une emphase rhHorique" (Roman 1983: I 321). 

4 Cf. Bravmann (1934:30). It seems, though, that musta'li and mufalJbam were ofren 
interchanged; SIbawayh uses mufabbam only once (cf. Troupeau 1976). 

15 Ar-Räzi continues this passage saying that giving more effort is a good deed, and 
compares it with Moses who was told to love his Lord with all his heart. In this case man 
has to pronounce the name of God with his entire tongue, which means that he does so 
with all his heart (Tafti"rI 104,4). 
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~arf wa-I-Iäm al-galt~a ~arf Jä1:Jar wa-Jinnahum mä fa ~alü gälika wa-Iä 
budd min al-farq, ar-RäzI Tafstr 1104,9.) 

All this does not answer the question why the velarised 1 is considered 
'elevated' (mustac'lin) rather than 'covered' (mutbaq), since, according 
to ar-Räzi, the difference is the position of the tongue, which is exactly 
how the covered consonants distinguished from the elevated conso-
nants. Ibn Sinä (d. 428/1037), indeed, applies the term mutbaqa, 
'covered', to the velarised 1 whose effect he compares with t 
(incidentally, he relates the t to t, rather than d, as prescribed in the 
other manuals): 

"There is a covered I which is related to the regular I in the same way the t 
is related to the t. It occurs frequently in the language of the Turks." (wa-
hähunä läm mutbaqa nisbatuhä Jilä l-läm al-ma ~rüfa nisba at-täJ Jilä t-
täJwa-takturufi luga at-Turk, Ibn SInä, JAsbäb 16,9.) 

This statement confirms that the original phonetic interpretation as it 
was given by al-IjalU (and perhaps later phoneticians and grammari-
ans)16 no longer reflected the phonetic reality anymore. It shall be seen 
in our discussion in 3.l.1 that t represents velarised tin the Turkic 
sources too. 

l.2 Allophones 

This section deals with the description of consonantal allophones that 
have no effect on the preceding and following vowels. It is important 
to note that the Arab grammarians themselves had no concept compa-
rable to our notions of 'phoneme' and 'allophone'. However, they did 
make a distinction between buruf Ja~liyya (basic consonants)-or 
bäli~a (IrtiSäf I 11), or al-buruf a~-~ibäb (Irtisäf 12,12; K. al- 'Ayn 
SI,14)-from which the buruf far~iyya (secondary consonants) are de-
rived, a concept which is similar. It shall be seen in 3.6.4 that the same 
or very similar principles and descriptions are used for Turkic conso-
nantal phonemes. 

1.2.1 Basic and secondary consonants 

Along with the base consonants (buruf )a~liyya), a number of allo-
phonic or secondary consonants (buruf far~iyya) is taken into account. 

16 In this respect it is possible that phoneticians after al-lJalil maintained his defini-
tions, al though they could not verify them with the speech examples at their disposal. As 
an example ofthis I refer again to m, which was considered 'covered' by al-lJalil, but not 
byIbnGinnL 
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The fact that they are considered branches, or derivations of the base 
consonants is clear from their name. A large number of the allophones 
mentioned above occur conditioned bya given phonetic environment 
which is for each case discussed in detail by Fleisch (1961). For the pre-
sent study it is not necessary to determine in detail the phonetic value 
of all allophones mentioned in Kitäb, Ibn Ginni's works (Si" and 
Ifa~ä)i~), and Irtisäf. Instead, I shall briefly discuss some of them in or-
der to give an impression of the way the terminology is applied. 

The ~urUffar~iyya are either 'approved', (musta~san), or 'inelegant' 
(mustaqbab), and they are described in detail in order to distinguish 
them from the basic consonants. It was necessary to discern between 
approved and non-aproved consonants, in order to determine which 
ones could be used while reciting the Queän (Si" I 46,8). However, 
) Abü I:Iayyän and Ibn Ginni do not agree on all points on which allo-
phones to approved for the recitation. 

Ibn Ginni mentions six approved allophones: 
1 [.tJ] 'the light ri (an-nün al-baftfa). In ) Abü I:Iayyän's Irtisäf this 

is the 'silent alleviated n' (nün säkina baftfa), "the resonance is 
a derivation from the n" (al-gunna far~ ~an an-nün, Irtisäf I 
8,4). This allophone of n especially occurs when the n precedes 
k and q (and some 13 other consonants; cf. Cantineau 1960: 
38). According to Ibn Ginni (Sirr I 48,3) the nün baftfa is pro-
duced on the bayäStm (sing. baysüm) which is usually inter-
preted as referring to the nasal cavity. 

2 'the alleviated hamza' (al-hamza al-mubaffafa).u 
3 'the velarised Jalil (Jalif at-taJbtm) 
4 'the palatalised Jalil ealif al-Jimäla)1s 
5 [cl 'the s that is as g' (as-Stn allafi ka-l-gtm) 
6 [z] velarised z-'the ~ that is as z' (a~-~äd allatt ka-l-zäy). By 

) Abü I:Iayyän described as '~ between ~ and z' (~äd bayna ~äd 
wa-zäy). 

) Abü I:Iayyän mentions three additional approved allophones: 
7 [z] 'the gthat is as i (@mka-zäy) 
8 'the s that is as z' (stn ka-zäy) 
9 m 'the velarised r (läm mufabbama). 

17 In Si" (I 48,8ff) Ibn Ginni equates this allophone of the hamza with hamza bayna 
bayna literally 'hamza between between' by which was meant a soft pronunciation of 
hamza (Cantineau 1960:77). In Irtisäf also a hamza musahhala 'softened hamza' is 
mentioned, although its phonetic value is difficult to interpret. 

IS It shoult be stressed that, in spite its association with a vowel, in Arabic theory JaUf 
is basically a consonant, and its velarisation and palatalisation should be understood as 
applied to a con sonant, not a vowel. 
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Ibn GinnI lists further eight disapproved variations which cannot be 
used during the recitation of the Qur'än and in poetry, viz., 

10 [cl 'the k that is between g and 1( (al-käf allafi bayna al-gim 
wa-l-käf), such as icrama Cü for igtama Cü 'they gathered'. 

11 [g] 'the g that is as f( (al-gim allati ka-I-käf), which ) Abü 
I;Iayyän describes as "they pronounce the [g] dose to k" 
(yuqarribüna [l-gim] min al-käf, IrtisäfI 8,13), e.g., in rakulfor 
ragul 'man'. 

12 [z] 'the g that is as t (al-gim allafi ka-s-sin) 
13 a velarised d 'the weak lj' (alj-ljäd alj-lja Va); 'approved' with 

SIbawayh. 
14 'the ~ that is as 5' (~-~äd allati ka-s-sin) 
15 'the t that is as t' (at-tä) allati ka-t-tä)) 
16 'the ~ that is as l' (a~-~ä) allatt ka-I-Iä)) 
17 'the b that is as m' (al-bä) allatt ka-I-mim). 

) Abü I;Iayyän (Irtisäf I 8-9) gives four additional disapproved allo-
phones, viz., 

18 [p] 'the b that is as f (al-bä) allatt ka-I-fä), IrtisäfI 9,5; also in 
Kitäb II 404), which is noted in the speech of the people of 
Furs, i.e. the Persians in, e.g., )i~bahän - )i~pahän 'Isfahan'. 

19 [tl ljäd da Va, i.e. velarised I-'they pronounce the 1 close to 
the if (fa-yuqarribüna aI-Iä)min alj-ljäd, IrtisäfI9,11). 

20 [g] The 'knotted q' (qäf maCqüda), 'the q between q and f( 

(qäfbayna qäfwa-käf), or 'the q as k' (al-qäfka-I-käf, IrtisäfI 
10,4). Also described by SIbawayh (Kitäb II 342) where he says 
that Persian [g] is as 'the consonant between k and { (al-bar! 
bayna l-käf wa-l-gim). A few lines further he adds "the 
[Persians ] sometimes replace [k] with q because of its doseness 
to it" (wa-rubbamä )abdalü al-qäfli-)annahä qariba minhä). 

Ibn SInä calls the latter allophone käf Carabiyya, referring by Carabiyya 
to the Bedouin dialects of the Arabian Peninsula (cf. Ibn SInä )Asbäb 
10; 14; Bravrnann 1934:121; 127). Note that none of the aforemen-
tioned allophones is marked in orthography.19 

1.2.2 Analysis of descriptive terminology used for allophones 

From the descriptions given above, it follows that the grammarians had 
three ways to describe allophones. In the first place they use words like 

19 Roman draws the conclusion that q had different realisations varying from [r] 
with a variant [g] in Sibawayh's time, via [g], with a variant [q] with Ibn al-cArabi (d. 
638/1240), down to the modem realisation [q], with a variant [g] (cf. Roman 1983:140). 
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ka 'like', secondly, bayna 'between'. The third possibility is the use of 
adjectives. 

With ka, it would appears at first sight that a resemblance, or even a 
simple replacement of consonants is intended. For example, the ex-
pression käfka-gim could simply mean that instead of [k] a [g] is pro-
nounced, the result of which, strictly speaking, does not have to be a 
sound. However, the fact that a new sound are intended is in some 
instances evidenced byalternative, more explicit phonetic descriptions, 
e.g., "The gas 5 is a branch of the pure f' (wa-gim ka-sin far' 'an al-
gim al-bäli$a, IrtisäfI9,1). 

The second term, bayna, is more precise in the sense that a new al-
lophone is described with features of two basic sounds. For example, 
the allophone defined as '$ between $ and i ($äd bayna $äd wa-zäy, 
) Abü I:Iayyän) can in this sense be interpreted as some kind of voiced 
$, or a velarised z, but not as an interchange of z for $. Ibn al-Qä~iQ. in 
his commentary on the Sä{ibiyya uses the term Jismäm, viz., 

"With this JiSmäm is meant the mingling of the sound of ~ with the sound 
of z, theyare combined and asound arises that is neither ~ nor z." (wa-l-
muräd bi-hä{}ä l-Jismäm balat ~awt a~-?äd bi-~awt az-zäy fa-yamtaz-
igäni fa-yatawalladu minhumä ~arf laysa bi-~äd wa-lä bi-zäy, Ibn al-
Qä~iJ:i [d.?] in his Commentary on the Säpbiyya apud Grünert 1912:236). 

Apart from so me non-technical terms, such as balat 'blend', and yam-
tazigu 'it is combined', Ibn al-Qä~iQ. uses the term JiSmäm with this 
meaning, although its basic use seems to be with vowels (see 1.4.2 and 
1.5.1.2). Another detail worth mentioning is that the term barfis used 
here in a sense that comes dose to 'sound'. 

The third way used for the description of allophones is the use of ad-
jectives. An example of this is ma 'qüda 'knotted' in [g], or mufabbam 
for 'velarised'. al 

al ) Abü l:Iayyän quotes SIräfi as saying: "As for the knotted qäf, SIräfi said ewe saw 
peoplewhopronounce qbetween qand k (end ofquote). [The 'knotted q'] is nowadays 
frequently used by the 'Arabs that live outside the cities, to such an extent that almost all 
'Arabs speak with a q, rather than with the pure q which is described in the books of the 
linguists .... " (wa-Jammä l-qäf al-ma <qüda fa-qäla s-Siräfi raJaynä man yatakallamu 
bi-l-qäfbaynahä wa-l-käf[end of quote] wa-hiya l-Jän gäliba fi lisän man yügadu fi 1-
bawädi min al- <arab battä lä yakädu <arabi yantuqu Jillä bi-l-qäf al-ma <qüda lä bi-l-
qäf al-bäli?a al-maw?üfa fi kutub an-nabwiyyin ... , IrtisäfI 9,15.) Interesting to note in 
this respect is that, according to the biographer Ibn' Aybak ~-$afadI, ) Abü l:Iayyän 
hirnself had this pronunciation of q: "His pronunciation is correct, the di alect of the 
Andalus, he knots the q elose to the k but pronounces it correctly when reciting the 
Qur'än." ( <ibäratuhu fQ?iba, luga al-Jandalus, ya <qudu al-qäf qariban min al-käf <alä 
Jannahu yanfuqu bihä fi l-qurJän fQ?ibatan, al-Wäfi, 268, 12-13.) 
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1.3 Substitution, transformation and assimilation 

In Arabic linguistic theory, the principle of substitution (badal) plays 
an important role in syntax, where elements are assigned a function 
because they can substitute others (Owens 1990:58ft), and in mor-
pho{no)logy, in which seemingly non-regular forms are explained by 
means of substitution of consonants (Bohas 1982:337ft). In Arabic 
phonology substitution is applied in instances where in western theory 
phonetic rules are used. In section 3.6. it shall be seen that in the de-
scription ofTurkic similar concepts are applied. 

1.3.1 Substitution eibdal) 

In Arabic phonology a given consonant is substituted by another when 
certain conditions are met. Although the grammarians recognise the 
conditions in which a given shift takes place, they explain the phe-
nomenon in phonological terms, not in terms of phonetic laws. 

In Mufa~~al (I 72ft), for example, az-ZamalJsarI mentions a number 
of consonantal phonemes that can substitute others. For example, s is 
substituted by ~ when it is preceded (or followed) by g, y, q, t, e.g., 
~alaya for salaya 'he changed [his] skin' (said of a snake) (Sirr I 
211,16ft). Similarly, the t is substituted by t when it is preceded by tor 
~, e.g., fa1;r~tu instead of fa1;ra~tu bi-rigli 'I examined my leg', i~tabara 
instead of i~tabara 'he was patient' and yabaffu for yaba{tu 'I hit' 
(SirrI 219,1lft). 

Here we see an apparent contradition in the prescribed value of a 
phoneme and its perceived value in actual speech. The neutral s is the 
counterpart of the emphatic ~, and the fact that they interchange in 
certain conditions makes sense. On the other hand, however, nowhere 
is ..::.. (t) regarded as related to J. (t) on the contrary, the communis 
opinio dictates that J. represent the emphatic counterpart of ~ (d). 
Therefore, the shift ..::.. t - J. t cannot be described in the same terms as 
s-~. Conversely, one could say, what would be needed here is a velarised 
t, which, it appears, has no official reflection in Arabic orthography. 
These examples and statements point to a discrep ancy between the 
prescribed value of a given phoneme/grapheme and its actual perceived 
phonetic value. We shall see that in the descriptions ofTurkic J. is used 
for a velarised t; cf. section 3. 

1.3.2 Transformation (qalb) 

Apart from its meaning of 'metathesis' of consonants, the term qalb 
has an an overlap in meaning with badal. Like badal, it refers to the 
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change of consonants. More specifically, qalb is used for changes in 
the root of the word, in which often, not always, one of the glides is 
involved (cf. Robakidze 1986). One such proces is the qalb of a me-
dium glide into hamza in the active participle, viz., */qa"will > Iqa")il/ 
'speaker', and * Iba"yici > Iba")iCI 'seIler'. In all other instances, it ap -
pears to be synonymous with badal. 

Another example of qalb (alluded to in az-Zaggägl's c[lal) is, e.g., 
the change of Iyl via 1"1 into Iw/, or elision of Iyl via 1"1, viz., 

Imu~tafay-u-nI The dedensional ending Iy-un/yinl is too heavy 

Imu~tafa-y-nI 
Imu~tafa-"-nI 

Imu~tafa-nl 

(isti[qäl), hence elision of lu! (and lit) 
change (qalb) of Iyl into 1"1. 
Two vowelless consonants cannot stand in a se-
quence (iltiqä)), therefore elision of 1"1. 
Result, re-spelt as !mu~tafa"/, pronounced [mu~taßl 
(also in Versteegh 1995:228). 

The origin of the discrepancy between qalb and badal, is perhaps that 
for qalb the interchanging consonants do not necessarily have the 
same point of articulation, whereas this argument often recurs for 
badal. 21 In the Turkic sources qalb is used as a synonym of badal. 

1.3.3 Assimilation ()idgäm) 

Another important feature is assimilation (idgäm). Two similar conso-
nants assimilate for alleviation (biffa): 

"The co-occurrence of two similar consonants is [consideredl heavy in 
their language, and therefore they aim at a kind of alleviation by means of 
assimilation." Ctaqula iltiqäJ al-mutagänisayni <alä Jalsinatihim fa-
<amadü bi-l-Jidgäm Jilä tJarb min al-1:J.iffa, Muf~?alI88,3.) 

The goal of assimilation is biffa 'lightness of speech', as opposed to tiql 
'heaviness'. It occurs in a sequence of two similar (mutagänisäni),or 
resembling consonants within a word. Resembling consonants are 
consonants whose places of articulation are dose (mutaqäribäni), for 
example, each one of t, d, t, ?'> d and t can assimilate with any other of 
these consonants (cf. Mufa~~aI194,18), e.g., ['arattal for )aradta 'you 
wanted', and i~~ahara for */i~tahara/ 'he became manifest'. In some 
instances, one could say a phenomenon can be covered by both )ibdäl 

21 Cf. Hegazi (1971:84) "Der Terminus qalb wird von Siräfi verwended solange der 
entstandene Laut in der Schrift des arabischen ein Zeichen hat, wie es bei der 
Emphatisierung der Fall ist." However, when the result cannot be reflected in orthogra-
phy, as-Siräfi: uses mutjära ca 'likeness'. Hegazi may be right as far as as-Sirafi (280/893-
368/979) is concerned, but not in a general sense, since we have seen that other authors 
use badal in those cases. 
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and )idgäm, e.g., the form [lJabattu], although it is not always repre-
sented in orthography. Assimilation also occurs between two words, 
when the first consonant in the sequence is unvocalised, and the sec-
ond is vocalised, e.g., [yagfillakum] for @ yag[ir lakum @ 'he is forgiv-
ing to you' (Qur'än 46/30). 

1.3.4 Orthographical representation of conditioned changes of conso-
nants 

Although the Arab grammarians were not interested in the ortho-
graphic reflection of allophonic sounds, and the Arabic script is essen-
tially phonological, phonetic and phonological changes are reflected in 
orthography in various ways. In some instances phonologically condi-
tioned changes are visible in orthography, e.g., the change of t into d 
after z in izdahara <* /)iztahara/ 'he flourished', or into t after .~ in 
i~tabara <*/)i~tabara/ 'he was patient'. On the other hand, though, 
other changes, such as -tu for tu in [fal:l~tu] 'I examined', assimilation 
of-dtuto -ttu in [)arattu] 'I wanted', and [~irät] for sirät, are not. In 
the same way, the velarised pronunciation of 1 and r is often not indi-
cated in orthography. 

In 3.3 it is shown that these and similar principles of substitution 
and assimilation also playa role in the way Turkic consonant assimila -
tion is perceived and reflected in orthography. 

1.4 The description oi vowels 

Since Turkic languages have an elaborate system with eight vowels that 
are subject to the principle of vowel harmony, it is important to de-
scribe the prevalent theories in Arabic linguistics with regard to vowels 
other than the three standard ones and vowel harmony. In this section, 
we shall try to determine the extent to which the grammarians per-
ceived vowels other than the three basic ones of Arabic, a, i, and u, and 
how these are described. In this section I shall also payattention to an-
other type ofvowels, Le. [ü]. 

As already discussed in some detail above in 1.1.1, in Arabic theory 
the quality of the vowels depends to a great extent on the surrounding 
consonants. Velar consonants cause a 'back' realisation of vowels, 
whereas palatal consonants have a 'fronting' effect. 

1.4.1 Basic vowels 

Arabic phonology recognises only three vowels (called ~arakät, literally 
'movements'): a (fatba), i (kasra) and u (tjamma), along with their 
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long realisations, ä, i and ü. In orthography, the short vowels are ex-
pressed by means of vowels signs whieh do not have the status of a 
consonant, and whieh are often omitted. The vowels have no inde-
pendent status, instead, they are tied to a consonant, whieh, then, is 
muta~arrik 'vocalised', literally 'moving'. Vocalised consonants are as-
signed adjectives reflecting the name of the vowel they take, viz., 
maftü~ 'vocalised with a', maksür 'vocalised with i' and tna4müm 
'vocalised with u'. 

In orthography, the lengthening of a vowel is indicated by means of 
one of the weak consonants, i.e. Jalif 1"1, Iyl or Iw/, respectively, pre-
ceded by the appropriate vowel sign. In this way, ä is expressed as la"/, i 
as liy/, and ü as luw/. In the word kätib lka"tibl 'scribe', for example, k 
is vocalised with a (maftü~), whereas Jalif 1"1 is not. JAlif, wand y re-
tain their status of consonant, they merely serve as an orthographie 
device to indicate lengthening (cf. also Ermers and Limpens 1995). 

1.4.2 Allophonical realisations of vowels 

The phonetic realisation of the three vowels depends on the preceding 
(and following) consonants. According to Ibn Ginni, three additional 
vowels should be posited with each pair of long and short vowels, <Je.. 
pending on the way they are coloured by the surrounding consonants. 
With neutral consonants, the vowels, especially a, are pronounced with 
'indination' (Jimäla). 

This means that a in varying degrees indines to [i], resulting in [ä], 
in other words, a 'fronting' of a towards [i] (cf. Kitäb 11 11 407; and ar-
Räzj Tafsir I lO3ff; Irtisäfl 238ff).22 In Ibn Ginni's terms a in lka"tibl 
[kä:tib] 'writer' is pronounced "between a and i", alternatively 
described as "a mixed with i" (al-fatba al-masüba bi-I-kasra, Sirr I 
52,4). 

) Abü I:Iayyän describes two types of Jimäla; one is Jimäla sadida 
'strong indination' (also called 'pure' [ma~4a] with Sibawayhi), "as if 
[the JalifJ has become another consonant, dose to the y" (kaJannahä 
~arräbar qarib min al-yäJ, Sibawayhi apud) Abü I:Iayyän, Irtisäfl 8,5), 
i.e. toward [e] or [i]. The second type is Jimäla mutawassifa 'medium 
inclination', i.e. toward [ä]. 

Incidentally, if the vowel sound is long, the Jalif, whieh is a conso-
nant, is considered to take over the quality of the fat~a, because the 
"Jaliffollows a" (täbiC'a li-I-fatba, Sirrl 52,8). 

22 In IrtiSäf, however, ) Abü I;Iayyän uses this term to indicate a pronunciation of u as 
[ü), in the case of !mag'uwr!'frightened' [mag'ü:r). 
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Although the term )imäla is used typically for the inclination of a to 
[i], in Irtisäfit also occurs for indicating a certain pronunciation of 
other vowels. An example is the realisation of u as [ü], e.g., Imag'uwrl 
[mag'ü:r] 'frightened'. This effect is said to be caused by the ("ayn, 
which is an 'elevated' consonant. ) Abu I:Iayyän quotes various opinions 
according to which "both the w and the preceding u have an inclina-
tion" (tumil al-wäw wa-tj-tjamma qablahä), or just "the u has an in-
clination, whereas the w has not" (tumil atj-tjamma lä al-wäw, Irtisäf I 
248,2). For this same phenomenon Ibn GinnI uses the term )ismäm, 
although he gives other examples, e.g., /siyra/ 'it was gone' [sü:ra], in 
which "the i is flavoured with an u" (fa-hädihi l-kasra al-musamma 
tjamman, ij~ä)i~ III 121,2), or "the i is flavoured with w" (tusammu 1-
kasra fi l-wäw, IrtisäfI 248,2). Conversely, the u can be flavoured with 
i too, e.g., [bü'tu] 'I was sold' for bu ("tu « *buyi'tu), [~üntum] 'you 
were defended' for ~untum « *~uwintum), and [südda] 'he was 
strengthened' for sudda « *sudida). In these cases [ü] for [u] is ac-
counted for by the influence of the phonologica11y reconstructed i 23 

In addition to )ismäm, Ibn GinnI applies masub too. For example, 
in Iqiyla/ 'it was said' (ija~ä)i~ III 120,9ff; also Sirr I 52,13), the i is 
"mixed with something from the u" (masuba bi-say) min atj-tjamma), 
hence [qü:la]. In this way, a mix of i with a yields [ä], u mixed with i 
results in [ü], whereas i nor u cannot be mixed with a. 

The concept of mixing of vowels recurs in the descriptions of Turkic 
which are dealt with in section 3.4.4. 

1.5 Long and short vowels 

Another important issue for this study is the status of the 'consonants 
of softness and prolongation' ~uruf al-lin wa-l-madd (cf. Bravrnann 
1934:13-14). To this category belong the glides i.e. Iwl (wäw),/yl (yä)), 
1"1 ealif), a11 of which are considered consonants in Arabic theory. The 
w and y can be vocalised like all other consonants, albeit not in all 
positions, whereas the )alif is never vocalised (cf. also Troupeau 
1989:34). In orthography, the signs representing the glides often de-
note lengthening of the three short vowels (~arakät), a, i, and u, re-
spectively. 

23 Cf. Grünert (1912:234-5); Wright (1986 [1896]: i 7l, 84 and 89); Kitäb II:260, 
361, 282; Bravrnann (1934:89-90); Cantineau (1960:101). An alternative term for 
Jismäm is Jisräb 'absorption': "the i has absorbed an u" easrabat al-kasra tjamman). 
The a cannot be absorbed byeither one of the other two vowels. 
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In the description of glides in Turkic (3.5) it shall be shown that 
they may have altogether different functions. Apart from non-mor-
phologicallengthening, they indicate velarisation, or serve as plene 
spelling of vowels. 

1.5.1 Lengthening and reduction: the status ofthe glides 

The distribution of long and short vowels is an important feature in 
Arabic morphology. In verbs, for instance, the quantity and quality of 
vowels are used to indicate the valency or the 'mood'. In some in-
stances a specific meaning is expressed by a long vowel. In Arabic 
phonology this is, however, described in terms of the insertion of a 
consonant, mor specifically a glide. Examples are, e.g., tjäraba 
leJa"raba! 'he fought (someone)', passive form tjüriba lQuwriba! 'he was 
fought', derived from the root IQ-r-bl 'to beat'. The active form ofthe 
verb has the morphological pattern, Ifa"<ala!, and the latter is set up ac-
cording to lfu"<ila!, whereas both are CVCCVCV. 

The Arab grammarians argue that in the case of Ig,a"raba! an Jali!_ 
which is considered a consonant-is inserted between the radicals of 
the root, and, subsequently, becomes part of the verb itself. This pro-
cedure is equal to the insertion of other consonants, such as tin, e.g., 
lifta<ala/. In these cases both Itl and 1"1 are considered zäJid 
'additional', and as such apart of the word (cf. Bohas 1982:168).24 
After the insertion of Jalif, the preceding consonant is vocalised with a, 
because a is of the same kind (gins) as Jalif. Likewise, lu"l becomes 
luw/, for u is of the same kind as w, and i matches y (baraka min gin-
sihä, Ija~äJi~ III 121,9). 

In Arabic morphology Jalif-unlike y and w-is never considered 
part of the root. Words that contain an Jalif are usually related to radi-
cal patterns with w or y, for which Jalif is substituted in certain circum-
stances. For instance, in the word bäb Iba"bunl 'door', the Jali! 1"1 
substitutes Iwl because for so me morphonological reasons Iwl cannot 
stand between two vowels, which is the case in * Ibawabun/. After sub-
stitution with Jalif and subsequent metathesis, then, the result is 
Iba"bun/. In these instances, Jali!may replace another glide in the root; 
it is never authentic itself. 

24 Bohas elsewhere (1982:393) remarks that the process of derivation is determined 
for each word separately. rather than in a general way according to patterns. 
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1.5.1.1 Lengthening 
In Arabie vowels can be lengthened for prosodie reasons, i.e. without 
morpho(no )logical necessity. This occurs, for example, in poetical con-
texts, in whieh lengthening may be necessary in order to match the 
metre (cf. Wright 1986 [1898]: ii 382). In such a case especially the 
vowels of declension are lengthened. 

This type of prosodie lengthening is called )isbä c, lit. 'saturation', or 
alternatively, ma{l (IJa~ä)i~ 121,8ff). For example, i (kasra) is mufba ca 
'saturated' or 'lengthened', which may be expressed orthographically by 
means of insertion of yä) (cf. Irtisäfl 9; also Sirr I 338,7; 11 630,8).2S 

Thus, the )alif, w and y " ... are the consonants of lengthening that 
arise from the preceding vowels" ( ... ~urüf al- )isbä C tawalladat can al-
~arakät allaH qablahä, Irtisäfl 423,10). In the case of morphonologi-
callengthening, the glide is inserted for a meaning, whereas with )isbä C 

it arises from the preceding vowel. In the latter case, therefore, it has 
no morphological function, and is not represented in the patterns. 
Below, in section 3.5, I shall show that in the grammars of Turkic 
)isbä C is not only used for indicating prosodie lengthening, but also ve-
larisation. 

1.5.1.2 Reduction 
The term )ismäm, literally 'flavouring', is applied by SIbawayh in the 
sense of the reduction of a long vowel or, in the case of a short vowel, 
ofleaving a slight fragrance of it (cf. Kitäb 11 283; also Irtisäfl 247,16f; 
Bravmann 1934: 82-89). ZamalJsari describes )ismäm as "joining of the 
lips after silencing" (t;lamm as-safatayni ba cd al-)iskän, Mufa~~al 
160,16), and it occurs especially with the nominative case (in u). Like 
)isbä c, 1Jmäm occurs for prosodie reasons onlY and is not indicated in 
orthography. 

Although Jismäm is basicallyapplied to vowels (discussed earlier in 
1.4.2), as noted in section 1.2.1, it is used for an allophonie pronunci-
ation of consonants too. In the Turkic sources 'ismäm is applied to 
both vowels and consonants with different meanings (see 3.1.2.2 and 
3.5). 

2S In Irtisäf, ) Abü I;Iayyän applies the term Jisbä C to a consonant other than a glide, i.e. 
k "And some of the [Arabs] lengthen the h when it is connected, and thus y originates, 
e.g., hidihi [for hä{lihi] 'this' [f.]." (wa-minhum man yusbi C al-häJa fi l-wa~l fa-
tatawalladu l-yä~ fa-taqul hidihi, Irtisäf I 407,16.) In these instances a type of vowel 
harrnony is involved too. 
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1.5.2 A concept of vowel harmony 

In Arabic linguistic theory some concept of vowel harmony existed, 
even though in Arabic it only occurs as a minor prosodic feature. A 
term used in this respect is )itbä', literally 'making follow'. )Itbä'basi-
cally means that one vowel is substituted with another in order to bet-
ter match the following vowel. This type of vowel harmony occurs in, 
e.g., al-~amd-i li-llähi or al-~amd-u ly-llähi instead of al-~amdu li-
llähi 'praise be to God', and )imrj)-in 'man', instead of )imt:H)-in (man-
GEN). The replacing vowel is called 'vowel of agreement' (~araka al-
)itbä '). The term )itbä' is of course semantically related to the term 
täbi~ 'following'. This term is used for the (consonant) )alif when it 
'folIows' the colouring of the a, which is also a type of vowel harmony 
(see discussion above 1.4.2).26 

Another term, tawäli I-muta~arrikät, which occurs in the descrip-
tions ofTurkic too (3.2.3), is used for a sequence ofvocalised conso-
nants. In Arabic morphology some sequences are permitted, whereas 
others, such as CVCVCVCV, are not. A non-aproved sequence occurs, 
for instance, with verbs of the past tense, such as tjarabtu 'I beat' and 
intalaqnä 'we left'. According to the Arab grammarians, these verbs 
consist of two parts, I<;laraba/ and /intalaqa/, and their sufflxed agents, 
the pronouns /tu/ '1', and /na"/ 'we', respectively. Normallythis would 
result in */c;larabatu/ and */intaIaqana"/, which, however, contain too 
many vowels in a row. In order to prevent this, the grammarians say, it 
is necessary to delete the vowel before the pronoun, viz., 

"With regard to ljarabtu and intalaqnä ... the deletion [of the vowel] is 
incidental because of their dislike of a sequence of four vocalised conso-
nants in a [construction] which resembles one word." eammä na~wa 
ljarabtu wa-intalaqnä ... !a-s-sukün fihi cärilj )awgabahu karähatuhum 
tawäli )arba C muta~arrikät fimä huwa ka-l-kalima al-wä~ida, ) Asmüni 
apudBohas 1982:44; cf. also Ij~ä)i~III 115,2; Si" I 220,14.) 

Note, however, that this does not apply to words as tjarabaka 'he hit 
you'. In these verbs a a similar sequence of four vowels occurs, this 
time fully accepted by the grammarians. The reason for this discrep-
ancy is is that tjarabtu is regarded as one word, in which the men -
tioned sequence is prohibited, whereas tjarabaka is considered two 

26 1"tbä C is also applied to consonants that are substituted as a sort of alliteration, e.g., 
ra)aytu l-walzd bn al-yazzd 'I saw al-Walid son of al-Yazid', in which the definite article, 
a~ is added to yazid in order to make it rhyme with al-walld ( )ASbäh 1 9,20 - 14; cf. also 
ij~ä)~ II 333,9; II 335,3/5; II 336,5; IrtisäfI400,5). 
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words, Le. ljaraba+ka 'he hit' + 'you' (for further explanation, cf. 
Bohas 1982: 133). 

2. TURKIC PHONEMES 

It is all but impossible to give a general picture of 'Turkie phonetics' of 
the Turkie languages that are deseribed in the sourees. They cover a 
broad range oflanguages in different periods of time. Furthermore, the 
historical phonetie eharaeteristics of the various Turkie languages are 
not known in detail. Nevertheless, it is possible to make some general 
statements on Turkie phonology, based on the data provided in the 
sources themselves. 

In linguistics often the term 'arehiphoneme' is used to refer to all 
different realisations of a eertain phoneme, vowels and eonsonants 
alike. Arehiphonemes are usually written in eapitals. In front words, 
for example, the arehiphoneme G (not to be taken for the symbol for 
velarised g [G]) is realised as [g] whereas in back words its realisation 
may be elose to [g]. In the same way, the arehiphoneme I is realised as 
[i]/[ ü] in front words, or as [1]/[ u] in back words. 

The present seetion provides mueh of the data on Turkie languages 
which is needed for the diseussion of Turkie phonemes in seetion 3. 
The main issues are an assessment of the number and quality of the 
eonsonants and vowels, the principles of Turkie vowel harmony and 
eonsonant assimilation. In modern Turkic linguistics the vowels are 
usually regarded as primary to eonsonants, in the sense that they affeet 
the pronunciation of the surrounding eonsonantal phonemes. This 
point of departure makes it unneeessary to posit separate velar or ve-
larised eonsonants, which play such an important role in Arabic the-
ory. 
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2.1 The consonants 

In Turkic the following consonantal phonemes occur: 

Labial Dental Denti-palatal Palatal 
Ib 7 d27 13 g28 15 g 
2p 8t 14 C 16 Z 
3v 9cj 175 
4 (f) 29 IOn 18y 
Sm llz 
6w 12 s 

Post-Palatal Velar Liquids 
19 g 7 q30 261 
20k 8g 27 r 
21 U 9 (I) Aspirant 

10 U 28h (After Clauson 1972:viii) 

Consonant assimilation is a very normal feature in many languages. It 
occurs in Turkic, too, and is especiallyevident in suffixes. The expres-
sion 'progressive consonant assimilation' is used for the conditioning 
of the first consonant of the suffIx in order to match the fmal conso-
nant of the word it is attached to. After voiced consonants the first 
consonant of the suffix is voiced. 

A good example is the marker for the past tense DI. Both D and I 
are archiphonemes, i.e. both are subject to conditioned changes; here 
only the changes of D- concern USo For example, in the verbs kir-ru 
[kir-di] 'he entered' and kal-di [kel-di] 'he came', D is realised as [d] 
because the last consonant of the verb is voiced. Similarly, it is voice-
less, i.e. [t], when the last consonant of the word is voiceless, e.g., tik-ti 
[tik-ti] 'he sewed', qäc-ti [qac-tY] 'he fled'. 

27 The phoneme cl occurs only in so-called a<Jaq-Ianguages. Turkic languages are di-
vided into two large groups. In the first group the word a<Jaq 'foot' is realised as a<Jaq 
(with variations ha<Jaq and azaq), whereas in the second group intervocalic [<J) has 
merged with [r), hence ayaq (cf. Dlwän 27,12). The Turkic language in Dlwän belongs 
to the group of a<Jaq, whereas allother sources describe ayaq-Ianguages (although in 
1"dräk there are occasional references to an a<Jaq lan guage). 

28 g occurs only after long vowels in Oguz languages as an allophonic realisation of C 
29 fand Z occur in loan words only. 
30 b occurs as an allophone of q, e.g., [yalJsi) 'good' for [yaqsi). 
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2.2 The vowel system 

Turlcic languages have nine vowels 10, ö, a, e, e31 i, 1, u, ü/. 32 A typical 
phenomenon in Turkic is that all originally Turkic words are either 
front or back. In 'front' words only the vowels lü, ö, e, i and el occur; 
in back words their counterparts lu, 0, a, and u. The ninth vowel, leI, 
has no real counterpart (although one could say that it shares a position 
with leI), and for this reason it stands outside the vowel system. $ince 
it is not of great importance for the discussion of vowel harmony, I 
shall not refer to it here, but discuss it in some detail in 3.1.6.5 and 
3.5.4.2). 

The distribution of vowels in Turkic follows a regular pattern; it is 
subject to the principles of vowel harmony. For Turkic, vowel harrnony 
is based on two parameters. The first parameter is the distinction be-
tween front and back vowels, the second is labial harmony, i.e. vowel 
harrnony of rounded vowels. 

2.2.1 Front and back vowels 

The primary principle of vowel harmony is the distinction between 
front and back vowels. 'Front' vowels are articulated relatively in the 
front part of the mouth, whereas the back vowels are articulated in the 
back part of the mouth. The front vowels li, Ü, e, öl have back coun-
terparts in /1, u, a and 0/. 

In this way, a corresponds with [e], [0] with [ö], [1] with [i], and [u] 
with [ü], respectively. The vowels [i, 1, u, ü] are pronounced relatively 
higher in the mouth than [e, a, 0, ö] (see scheme 1 on page 92). In a 
genuine Turkic word all vowels are either back or front, e.g., [yüzük] 

31 This closed e is posited in a number of publications (e.g. Nemeth, J. 'Zur Kenntniss 
des geschlossenen e im Türkischen' in Körösi Csoma Archivum 1939:515-31 and 
Clauson 1962:163), but it can also be explained as an allophonic realisation of [e) and 
[c:) after [y) (A.H. Nauta, p.c. 1995). Whatever the exact nature of the c10sed e, there are 
clear references to it in the Turkic sources and I postulate it here for that reason. 

32 Long vowels [0:, ö:, a:, e:, i:, 1:, u:, ü:) occur only in Turcomanian and Yakut Turkic 
vowels are open, and should be phonetically represented as [~,~, 0, c, i,l, u, 0). These 
comments are intended as very general indications with respect to the phonological 
system ofTurkic, since, again, each Turkic language has its own characteristic phonetic 
realisation of the respective phonemes. For example, Turkish Ö stands for a phonetic 
value that is very much different from ö in Kazakh (cf. Vajda 1994). For this and other 
reasons mentioned above, it is not possible to determine the exact phonetic qualities of 
the vowels occurring in the languages which are described in the sources; for the 
purposes of this studya rough transcription suffices. A note on transcription: in turcol-
ogy, front [e) is also often transcribed as [ä]. Here I shall only use [e] for sake of conve-
nience. 
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'ring', [besik] 'cradle', and [bali'q] 'fish', [boyun] 'neck', whereas the 
lower vowels typically only occur in non-final syllabies. 

The relative places of articulation of the eight vowels of Turkic are 
reflected in the following scheme : 

c ü ....... /' 
I , ....... 

backvowels 

U >, 

3/' p' 0 

e ö 

front vowels 

This same principle regarding vowel harmony also holds for suffixes, 
whieh implies that all suffixes have at least two forms: one which is 
used with front words and one for back words. 

2.2.3 Labial harmony 

The secondary principle of Turkic vowel harmony is labial harmony, 
whieh is based on the distinction between rounded and unrounded 
vowels. The terms 'rounded' and 'unrounded' refer to the position of 
the lips during the pronunciation. Thus, [i', a, i, e] are unrounded, and 
[u, 0, ü, ö] are rounded vowels. In the schematic representation above, 
the unrounded vowels are posited at the left side, and the rounded 
ones at the right. 

Labial harmony is a prosodie feature that occurs in suffixes (and 
partides) that contain a high vowel. Suffixes that are subject to this 
principle have four variants. In Oguz languages, for example, the par-
tide of interrogation has the forms Imi, mü, mi', mu/, depending on 
two parameters, i.e. whether the preceding vowel is front or back, and 
further whether it is rounded or unrounded. This is summarised as fol-
lows: 

back 
front 

unrounded 
mi" 
nn 

rounded 
mu 
mü 

Examples of this are [keldi mi] 'has he come?', [küldü mü] 'has he 
laughed?', [qaldi' mi'] 'has he stayed?', and [urdu mu] 'has he beaten?'. 
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In sufftxes containing a low vowe1, e.g., [a, e], only the principal 
distinction between back and front words is indicated, e.g. in the plu-
ral sufftx lAr, e.g., [bal'iq-Iar] 'fishes', [gül-Ier] 'roses', while the princi-
pIe of labial harmony is not observed. 33 In phonological terms the 
labial harmony is inhibited because the counterparts of [al and [e], i.e. 
[0] and [öl, as a rule do not occur in non-first syllabIes, and therefore 
never occur in suffixes. 

The diversity of the vowe1s in sufftxes is indicated by means of 
archiphonemes too. For example, mI (or mI4) implies that the particle 
of interrogation has four forms, whereas lAr (or lAr2) means that the 
plural suffix has two forms. In this way, a sufix that, combining both 
parameters, is subject to the rules of both vowel harmony and those of 
consonant assimilation, has eight different forms, viz., 

back 
front 

voiced 
roundedlunrounded 

du/ dl 
dü/ di 

voiceless 
roundedlunrounded 

tut tl 
tü / ti 

3. TURKIC PHONEMES AS DESCRIBED BY THE SOURCES 

In Section 1 of this chapter we dealt with the descriptions of con-
sonants and vowels in Arabic phonetic theory, and believe it has be-
come evident that the Arab grammarians did have instruments to de-
scribe allophones that occur in Classical Arabic, as weH in some dia-
lects. This section shows how theyapplied these instruments to Turkic. 

This section in addition discusses how regular features of Turkic, 
such as vowel harmony and consonant assimilation, are perceived by 
the Arab grammarians. Since in Arabic grammar a discussion on 
vowels involves one of consonants too, especially inasmuch they are 
related to matters of velarisation and palatalisation, the section on 
vowels deals in some detail with those issues as well. 

In the present section I have chosen for the following approach. 
Section 3.1 deals with descriptions between back and front words, 3.2 
with vowe1 harmony. Section 3.3 discusses with the question of how 
the distribution of velar and palatal suffixes is re1ated to velar(ised) and 
palatal(ised) words. Section 3.4 shows the phonetic qualities ofvowe1s 

33 As the saying goes, there is no rule without exception. In Qirgiz, for example, [0 1 
and [öl also occur in non-initial syllabies, e.g., [ölköl 'country' (whereas other Ianguages 
have [ülke]). In addition, the plural suffix has developed rounded vowels, hence [qoy-
lorl'sheep' >*qoy-Iar, and [ölkö-Iörl 'countries' >*ölkö-ler. 
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that cannot be described in terms of palatalisation and velarisation 
alone. Section 3.5 discusses the various functions of the glides. Finally, 
section 3.6 is dedicated to consonants and consonant assimilation. 

3.1 Vowels: front and back 

As shown in section 2, Turkic features a vowel harmony between front 
and back words. Oppositions between front and back words can in 
Arabic orthography be conveniently indicated by means of velar con-
sonants in back words, and with their palatal (or neutral) counterparts 
in front words. In instances in which a given consonant does not form 
a pair with another one, new solutions must be found in order to indi-
cate that it is pronounced in a non-standard way. 

Roughly, there are two methods for indicating a non-standard qual-
ity of neutral consonants. The first is the use of certain labels which 
stand for 'velarisation' or 'palatalisation'. The second method is 'to 
add' a feature of a second consonant that lacks in the basic consonant. 
Both methods are applied to Arabic consonants in order to indicate a 
non-standard pronunciation (cf. section 1.2). 

3.1.1 The opposition front vs. back 

The opposition of front and back words is reflected in Arabic script by 
means of the appropriate consonants. The Arabic consonants in as far 
as theyare used for Turkic may be divided into four groups. In the first 
group are q, g, t or ~, which occur only with back vowels. The second 
comprises one consonant, k, which typically occurs with front vowels. 
The third group contains the consonants ), b, c, d, f, g, m, n, 1), w, y, 
z, which, bascially neutral, depending on source, can occur with both 
front and back vowels. Finally, the fourth group contains rand 1 which 
occur with back vowels when preceded or followed by a/u (and there 
are indications that this hold for z too; cf. 3.4.3). 

The so-called elevated consonants typically indicate that the word 
must be pronounced with back vowels. The sources have different 
opinions as to which of those occur in Turkic, and, as we shall see, they 
disagree es pecially on the covered consonants. Most (except I;Iilya and 
Dtwän) though, accept t and ~, excluding q., ~ b and ~. 

A number of neutral/palatal consonants, i.e. ~, k, s, t, d, and z, is 
related to related to velar counterparts, represented by elevated conso-
nants, in the following manner, viz., 
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Velar Palatal 
(with back vowels) (with front vowels) 

1 t g t ~[g] 
2 J q ..:.l k 
3 if ~ ...r s (not in Diwänj occ. in Ifilya) 
4 .1 t .:;., t (not in Diwänj occ. in Ifilya) 
5 . d if . ~ d (in Qawänin and Durra) 
6 .1 ~ j z (in Durra only). 

The six pairs mentioned here, however, cannot all be based on the 
Arabic tradition. In fact there is only one, i.e. s - ~, that is related to 
Arabic concepts according to which, ~ without Jitbäq becomes s (see 
above 1.1.2). In Arabic theory, q is not regarded as a pendant of k 
Nevertheless, they may be linked as a matter of convenience or a new 
perception inasfar as Turkic is concerned. The same can be said for g -
~, with the important difference that ~ is considered an allophone in 
Arabic (and sometimes for Turkic too). 

The other pairs (i.e. 4, 5, 6) are more surprising in the light of Arabic 
linguistic thinking, and as such they convey much about the Arab 
grammarians' perception of certain Arabic emphatic phonemes. In 
Arabic theory, as we recall from section 1.1.2, d reportedly forms a pair 
with t, and g with :f. The stand-alone tj., has no neutral counterpart, 
and, conversely therefore, d has no emphatic variant. Although in 
Arabic a velarised z is recognised and described as an allophone, but 
never associated with the grapheme ~. 

It appears therefore that much of what the phoneticians wrote in 
their Arabic treatises was of a mere prescriptive nature which did not 
necessarily reflect everyday practice. One example occurs in their de-
scriptions of Arabic itself. If we recall faba~tu for fabastu, and i~tabara 
for i~tabara (cf. 1.3.1), in which phonological t is conditioned by ~ and 
changes into .1 . For this.1 is to be interpreted as a voiceless emphatic 
variant of trather than voiced (if indeed if is both voiceless and ve-
larised, that is). In the descriptions ofTurkic velarised [tl is the only 
sensible interpretation of .1. The remaining two interpretations of ~ 
and 4 are real innovations, and disclose features of everyday pronunci-
ation. 

The sources display four different levels of acceptance regarding em-
phatic consonants as representatives of velarised consonants. The first 
level is KäsgarI who does not accept any of the four emphatic conso-
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nants. 34 The second is represented by ) Abu I;Iayyän, Ibn Mul)ammad 
~älil) (along with, perhaps, Ibn al-Muhannä), and Bulga and Tu~fa's 
respective anonymous authors who use ~ and t. On the third level is 
Qawän"in who in addition 4- accepts a velarised d. The fourth and fmal 
level is represented by Durra, in whieh all emphatie consonants are 
used, including ~ as velarised z. 

Thus, whatever the prescribed pronunciation may have been, the 
emphatic consonants are used by the sources as presented in the 
scheme in order to mark a back pronunciation of the vowels, e.g., 
'altun [altun} 'gold', qul [qul} 'slave', tur- 'to stand up'. Only in Durra 
and Qawän"in 4- stands for a velarised d, e.g., 4-ün 'cloth' (Durra 12V2); 
4-u4-ag 'lip' (Qawän"in 60,14); in Durra ~ represents a velarised z, e.g., 
q~ [qoz/quz} 'nut' (6V 15). Words with palatal consonants and, there-
fore, a front pronunciation are, e.g., kal- [kel} 'to come', kuk [kök} 
'blue'. In all of the examples mentioned here, the choiee between a 
back or a front pronunciation can easily be inferred from the ortho-
graphie representation, with due consequences for the assignment of 
suffixes containing velar or palatal consonants (for whieh see 3.3). 

3.1.2 Instruments for indieating velarisation and palatalisation 

Thus in Arabie orthography a number of velar and palatal consonants 
form pairs, whieh can be used to indieate the distinction between a 
back and front pronunciation. Fourteen consonants, however, do not 
have a counterpart to form a pair with. These are " b, d, g, 1, m, n, r, 5, 

8, w, y, z (d and z having velarised counterparts in two sources only). 
Nevertheless, they do occur in back words, and therefore, their 

'velarised' pronunciation has to be indicated in some manner. A logi-
cal means is assigning a label for indieating that the consonant in ques-
tion does not have the default Arabie front pronunciation. In 
Qawän"in, 1dräk, Tu~fa, Targumän, Sugür and the Margin Grammar 
the term taflfim 'velarisation' (or mufabbam 'velarised') is applied, 
whereas D"iwän and Ifilya use )isbäC'; in Targumän masmüm is occa-
sionally found too. 35 In Durra a clear terminology lacks; the ve1arised 
consonants instead being marked with small signs whose exact mean-

34 KäSgarI's categorical rejection of all four elevated consonants can be understood in 
two ways. In the first place, he wanted to adhere to a dose transcription of the Uygur 
alphabet in which the emphatics do not occur. Second, according to his perception of 
Arabic emphatic conso nants he did not think that they could serve as velarised counter -
parts of neutral consonants. In other words, the Arabaic emphatic consonans possessed 
certain qualities that made them unsuitable for this purpose. Whatever KäsgarI's exact 
motivation, it is unlikely that he regarded the vowels ss primary. 

35 In the Velieddin MS of 1"drtik, mufabbam 'velarised' is abbreviated as ~ (1;). 
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ing remains obscure, or with doubling of the consonant, e.g., yyil [y1l] 
'year' (Durra 24r 14). The latter method is also used to indicate voice-
lessness (see 3.6.2.2). In these sources the term 'velarisation' stands 
opposed to tarqiq 'palatalisation' (or muraqqaq 'palatalised'), respec-
tive1y. Tarqiq is, of course, used much less often; it is applied in opposi-
tional pairs and on r and 1. 

In the manuscripts both terms are often abbreviated as mere mark-
ers scribbled above the words; a small i (m) usually stands for mu-
fabbam whereas J (q) represents muraqqaq (see further discussion on 
palatalisation in Section 3.1.6). The use ofthe respective terms regard-
ing velarisation and palatalisation are summarised as follows: 

Qaw, Idr, Targ, Tu1;l, Sud, MG 
Diwän, Ifilya 
Occasionally: Targ., Qaw. 

Velarisation 
tafbim 
'isbäC' 
Jismäm 

Palatalisation 
tarqiq 
Jismäm, Jimäla 

Examples of words labelled for velarisation are, e.g., )d raS] 'food' 
eldräk 14; MS 3v20; marker above s); )ant bir [ant] 'swear' (lit. 'give 
an oath'), "velarisation of the hamza" (bi-taJbim al-hamza, Qawänin 
77,8; also 74,8; in Jldräk 24 )ant); bus [bos] 'divorced' (1dräk 32); 
\>ul- [bol-] 'to be' eIdräk 126,9); rab for [yap] 'build!' (velarisation [of 
b?], Qawänin 75,11) and yay- [yay] 'to spread out' "velarised" (MG 
45Vrtlbm). :J6 

3.1.2.1 Ve1arised I m 
The velarised I occupies a special position among the non-standard 
Turkic phonemes, since it occurs as a well-accepted allophone in 
Classical Arabic; one could say that its position is dose to that of a 
phoneme in the Arabic tradition. The usual term is 've1arised l' (läm 
mufabbama, Targumän, Qawänin, Sugür, Ifilya), which serves as the 
terminologica1 base for coining other terms for ve1arised phonemes. 
The velarised I occurs, e.g., in )a!tiin-!ig 'with gold' and )at-!ig 'with a 
horse' (Ifilya 74,8).37 Its pronunciation is described as follows: 

"The Turk pronounces the Is mentioned here like the Arab pronounces 
the ls in the word for the Divine" [Le. Allah 'God']." (at-turk yantuqu bi-

:J6 Qawänin describes the Turkic negation suffix mA as "a ve1arised m vocalised with 
i' ( mim maftü~a mufabbama, Qawänin 13,9), in which an interpretation as cvelarised' 
is probably not correct, for it obviously occurs in front words too. Here mufabbam 
should perhaps be interpreted as clengthed' or Cstressed' (see discussion in 3.5.1) 

'51 In Rifat's edition these words are imperfect1yvocalised. 
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häg,ihi l-lämät al-mag,küra kamä yantuqu 1- <arabi bi-l-läm min laft.a al-
galäla ta <älä musammähä wa-galla, I;:lilya 77,5.) 

In SÜf/ür the velarised I is systematically indicated in orthography by 
means of three dots underneath the word, e.g., )a! [all 'take' - [el] 
'hand' (although in the MS here both Is have three dots underneath, 
5r50. 

3.1.2.2 Mixing and flavouring of eonsonants 
Apart from the above mentioned terminology, the sourees often use 
the eoneept of a eonsonant that is 'mixed' (maSüb) or 'flavoured of 
(muSamm) others for indicating velarisation (see diseussions 1.1.2). 
Both eoneepts are also used for Turkie in order to deseribe voiced and 
voiceless phonemes based on basic Arabic phonemes. For example, the 
velarised z is deseribed as " z mixed with ( (zäy maSüba ~ädan, 8,7) 38 or 
elliptically"mixed i' (zäy masüba, 10,4), and oecasionally also bi-l-
)ismäm, literally 'with flavouring' (75,9). 

This deseription of a velarised z is identieal with the one used in 
Arabic for the same or a similar allophone of ~ (see 1.2.1). Further, in 
Targumän and Durra the velarised d is deseribed as "d flavoured with 
(, e.g., )adim [ad'im] 'step' (ad-däl masmüma bi-t-tä), Targumän 
21,9). 

In the manuseripts the eoneept of 'mixture' is orthographically re-
fleeted by means of a small velar eonsonant seribbled above the basic 
one. In Tu~fa, for example, the initial s in ~äs- [W] 'to eome unex-
peetedly' (7V 12) is marked with a small $, in order to indicate a ve-
larised c. In Qawänin velarised z is in one instanee indicated with the 
eombination of ~, e.g., buZ~ 'destroy!' (75,9; MS 81'), but usually a 
full deseription is given. Further examples are qiz<Jir 'heat!', and 
bugazla 'kill!' (by eutting the throat) (Qawänin 75,4) ~, duwär 
[duwa:r 1 'wall' with a 4 seribbled underneath d (Durra 3'8). In Bulga 
the orthographie refleetion has beeome the base for the deseription it-
self, viz., "d with a superposed t, or a twith a superposed d; it is pro-
nouneed between [d and tl" (ad-däl fawqahä tä wa-t-tä fawqahä däl 
yuntaq bihä baynahumä, MS l r8). 

38 Ern. for ma.Süma in MS 8v• 

~ Throughout the edition of Qawänin, though, ~ is erroneously described as "z 
mixed with cJ" (zäy maSüba cJädan, 29,11), in print it is indicated in numerous instances 
with z4, e.g., )azg qal-41 'it was near' (literally 'little was left') (qäraba, 29,18). These 
rnust be attributed to rnis readings by a copyist or the printer. 
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3.1.3 Labelling of neutral consonants 

The use of velar consonants, for those sources that accept them as con-
sonants/phonemes, should make application of the labels mentioned 
in the previous section superfluous. Nevertheless, in some instances the 
basic consonant with a label is used instead. In these cases it is difficult 
to interpret the perceived qualitative difference between the velar and 
'velarised' variants-if any difference is intended. In tdräk mufabbam 
is used in the following instances where an emphatic consonant could 
have been used, viz., 

Neutral consonant with label 
'ati [ata] 'father' (marker above t) 
yat [yat] 'power' (tdräk 91) 
sibi [s'ipa] 'young donkey' (tdr. 51). 

Velar consonant 
'ati [ata] (tdräk 8; MS r3) 
yat [yat] 'stranger' (tdräk 94) 

An interesting case in point is the grapheme /'at!. In }Idräk it has three 
meanings, depending on the label. When marked for velarisation, i.e. 
[at], it means 'throw!', whereas when it is palatalised, i.e., [et] its 
meaning is 'meal' eldräk 7; MS r2; t marked in both instances). The 
marker for palatalisation is, in fact superfluous, but may be put here in 
order to stress the opposition. In Diwän it is labelled, probably for the 
same reason. But there is more to it. The back variant of this grapheme 
has a se co nd meaning, i.e. 'horse'. For the former, however, 'Abü 
J:Iayyän (14) uses the consonant one would expect in a back word all 
along, i.e. t. Qawänin (57,16), Diwän (29,10; 12; 52,6; 95,1) and 
Ifilya (87,8; 93,12) have yet other solutions. 40 The overall scheme is as 
follows: 

[at! et] Idräk I;Iilya Diwän Qawänin 

'shoot!' /'throw!' velarised no label t 
'horse' t velarised / t velarised t 
'meat' palatalised palatalised t 

Qawänin shows the expected orthographical signs, i.e., Vt in order to 
express the distinetion. The use of both velarised t and t in tdräk is 
difficult to explain; the phonetic difference between [at] 'horse' and 
[at] 'throw' is not clear, if there is any. Perhaps ) Abu I;Iayyän could not 
decide between the two alternatives he had, or, indeed, he heard differ-

40 In some Turkic languages there is a third meaning of this grapheme, 'name'; ) Abü 
I:Iayyän (9) gives the Oguz variant of this word which ends in -d. Qawäntn uses both -t 
and-4. 
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ent pronunciations. A second option is that the words without , and t 
were copied in this form from an older source that does not use velar 
consonants. 

For historical reasons a back pronunciation must be assumed for a 
number of words even though this is, or cannot be reflected ortho-
graphically, and markers are not used either. Examples are, e.g., )ac 
[ac] 'open' (~dräk 8); catir [taur] 'sunshade' (~dräk 41); sina-di [sIna] 
'he tested' (~dräk 54; elsewhere 112,13 ,-); mÜln [mum] 'candle' 
(Qawäni"n 64,8); sit.J-di [siIJ] 'he hid in the earth .. .' (~dräk 54); )uc-
[uc] 'fly' (~dräk 7; )uS Qawäni"n 78,8) and 'ut [ot] 'grass' (~dräk 7). 

There are very few examples of words that are marked for velarisa -
tion whose only vowel is i, and the phonetic value it represents is then 
difficult to interpret. In some instances, no doubt, [i] must be meant, 
whereas in others probably the stand -alone vowel [e] is intended. In 
~dräk there are a few examples of this, e.g., 

did-di [dld] 'to pluck (wool and cotton)' (~dräk 48; MS 14v8, initial 
d labelIed; EDT 450; cf. Targumän 36,20; Tubfa 37r 1) 

)ij [eI] 'town' eldräk 20; MS 5v2; marker above 1; EDT 122 "e-J") 
~in [en] 'breadth' (opposite of length) (Jldräk 23; MS 6v9; with 

hamza marked). 
In these instances the sources apparently posit [e] as a secondary reali-
sation ofi. Other descriptions of [e] are given in 3.1.6.5. 

3.1.4 The status of velarised consonants vis- a-vis their unlabelled 
counterparts 

Each of the sources used in this study gives a listing of the consonants 
of Turkic which are discussed in 3.6.1; with an appropiate modern 
term, the consonants in the listings could be described as 'phonemes'. 
Other phonemes than the basic ones that are included in the lists are 
typically indicated by means of labels. For example, in the instances 
mentioned above the term mufabbam is used to describe 'allophonical 
variants', rather than phonemes.41 

The status of these non-regular consonants in relation to the 
'regular' velar consonants is elucidated in Qawäni"n as folIows: 

"The consonants of elevation are seven [in number] and they are gathered 
in the [mnemonic sequence] q~ 1:J~ 4it. [However,] there is no ~ in this 
language and therefore it has only six [consonants of elevation]. The ve-

41 In l;lilya (72,4) a bä~ and zäy mufalJlJama (79,4) are mentioned, but in there they 
must be interpreted as [p] and [f], respectively, rather than velarised (see discussion in 
Section 3.6.2.1). 
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larised b, n and I resemble them; like this is every velarised consonant and 
so is the zthat is mixed with ~." (wa-~urüf al-isti(lä) sab(a yugmi(uhä 
qawluka q~ lJ~ ggt wa-hädihi l-luga laysa fthä ~ä) mu 1ama fa-takünu 
fthä sitta wa-sibhuhä al-bä) wa-n-nün wa-l-läm al-mufalJlJama wa-
kadälika kull ~arf mufaIJIJam wa-kadalika az-zäy al-masüba ~ädan, 
Qawänin 8,5-7.) 

Four comments to this statement are in place here. First, although the 
author compares the velarised b, n, 1 and the 'z that is mixed with ~' to 
the elevated consonants of Arabic, I am not quite sure that default 
conditioned velarisation is indeed a general principle for n to the same 
extent it is for r and 1. There is, however, some supporting evidence. 
Qawän"in itself specifies elsewhere that n in nädir bü [nedir bu] 'what 
is this' is palatalised ("with inclination of n" bi-)imäla an-nün, 16,9), 
which only makes sense ifback is the default pronunciation. Further-
more, n is mentioned in D"iwän and the Margin Grammar too as a 
velarised consonant (see 3.1.6.3). 

The second remark, in addition to the velar and velarised conso-
nants he mentions, the author of Qawän"in refers "to every velarised 
consonant" (kull barfmufabbam), which I interpret here as an indica-
tion that basically all neutral consonants can be labelIed as velarised. 

In the third place, Qawän"in is the only source to explicitly mention 
b, which, in fact, makes very little sense. Velarisation is, according to 
this quotation (see previous remark), a fairly productive feature that 
can be applied to all neutral consonants; in other words, there is no 
reason to particularly indicate this for b. On this ground, I tend to 
interpret bä) here as a copyist's or printer's error for rä). Together with 
with n and ~ r forms the category of the liquids (burüf dawlaqiyya) (see 
also 1.1.1) Indeed, Qawän"in is not the only source to refer to this 
allegedIy common feature of all three liquids, for similar descriptions 
are found in D"iwän and the Margin Grammar (cf. 3.1.6.3). 

In the fourth place, according to other data in Qawän"in, b is not a 
basic Turkic phoneme; it has a velarising effect only inasmuch it is an 
allophone of q, such as in )al).sam 'evening' and is described in terms 
of mixing (see discussion of Turkic allophones below in 3.6.4.1 and 
no. 21b in the appendix to this chapter). 

Another interesting point is that ~ is apparently not considered a 
mere velarised z; there seems more to it. In spite of his reservations for 
~, though, the author does accept the grapheme if, i.e. 4, for velarised 
d 
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3.1.5 Velarisation in ijilya and Diwan 

ijilya and Diwan occupy a special place among the sources, in the 
sense that they reject the existence of all, or a number of Arabic cov-
ered consonants, respectively. The opinions reflected in these works 
with regard to velarisation and palatalisation too differ considerably 
from the ones found in the other sources. 

3.1.5.1 Velar consonants in ijilya 
According to Ibn al-Muhannä, t and s can be substituted eibdal) with 
t and ~, respectively, viz., s/~igir 'cattle'; s/~ül)-ilit:J (lit.) 'your left 
hand') t/türum 'camel colt'; t/tay 'colt' (ijilya 79,8); )urt/ta 'middle' 
(90,12).42 In the rest of his work, though, Ibn al-Muhannä displays a 
preference for non-velar consonants in these same words (172,14; 
90,14; 172,4), which means that he does not use t and ~ in a regular 
way for indicating a back pronunciation. The other sources (except 
Diwan, which rejects all four 'covered consonants', cf. 3.1.5.3 and 
3.6.1.2) typicallydouse tand~ (cf. Qawanin 37,16; tdrak 111,8; MG 
52'1t; Targumiin 39,17; Tubfa 45f 8).43 

In a number of occasions in ijilya s and t co-occur with t, e.g., tut 
gn 'grasp!' (129,6), satin 'buy' (126,12), whereas in the other sources 
velar and neutral consonants typically do not occur together in the 
same stern. 

3.1.5.2 Ibn al-Muhannä's concept ofvelarisation 
Ibn al-Muhannä applies the term mufabbam to a small number of 
consonants only. He understands taflJ'im as a general term for 'stress' 
or 'emphasis', ofwhich velarisation is one possibility, viz., 

"The consonants that are emphasised like the 1s that resemble the pro-
nunciation of the Arabs in the uUerance 'the almighty God' are marked 
with f (....; )." (wa-mä käna min al-~urüf mufalJlJaman ka-I-Iämät al-
musäbiha li-nutq al- <arab bi-Iaft.a Jalläh ta <älä fa- <alämatuhu f, l;filya 
74,8.) 

The abbreviation f ....; recurs with other consonants that are labelled as 
mufabbam, e.g., tuy /tur/ (with marker above y) [toy] and buy Ibur/ 
[boy] (see for other use of mufabbam in ijilya 3.6.4.1). In ijilya velari-
sation is one of the features, apart from lengthening, that can be ex-
pressed by means of insertion of a glide, called tafbtm al-~urüf 

42 Some of these examples from ijilya are not fully vocalised. 
43 Interestingly, most of these words contain r or 1, so that there may be a relation 

with the default back interpretation of rand 1 as discussed in section 3.1.6.2). 
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'velarisation of the consonants'. Here Iwl serves as a marker of velarisa -
tion, viz., büy lbuY'{'f1 [boy] 'fenugreek' and tüy ItuY'{'f1 [toy] 'a large 
gathering'.44 Evidently, Ibn al-Muhannä here uses an orthographie 
device that is usually associated with lengthening for indicating velari-
sation.45 

3.1.5.3 Velarisation in Dtwän 
In Dtwän, KäsgarI, too, basically distinguishes between back and front 
words by means of the appropriate consonants (cf. examples in 3.6.2). 
Unlike the other sourees, though, KäsgarI categorically rejects all four 
'covered' consonants (along with the Arabie consonants ~ hand) for 
Turkic: 

"In none ofthe Turkic languages do you find!, nor any ofthe 'covered 
consonants' f, ~ ~ tj or the guttural consonants ~ h and ~" (wa-lä tügad fi 
lugät at-Turk bi-Jasrihä a!-!äJ wa-kadälika min ~urüf al-Jitbäq at-täJ 
wa-~-~äJ wa-~-~äd wa-tj-tjäd wa-kadälika min ~urüf al-~alq al-~äJ wa-
l-häJwa-l- <arn, Diwän 7,4-6.) 

The only velar consonants KäsgarI does accept are q and g. 
An important consequence of the rejection of all 'covered' conso-

nants is that more instances of back vowels must be indieated for a 
back pronunciation than is the case in the other sourees. For this pur-
pose KäsgarI has a set oflabels at his disposal, which is also described in 
detail by Dankoff and KeHy (1982: 56ff) and KeHy (1972). For ve-
larised words Käsgarl uses the terms JiSbä C" 'saturation' and musba ~ lit-
erally'saturated' (cf. 3.1.5.5). These terms stand opposed to JiSmäm 
'palatalisation' (cf. 3.1.6). In Dtwän JisbäC" is used 16 times, and 
JiSmäm 15. As a general reference, KäsgarI used "the word that con-
tains a k" (al-kalima allatt fihä käf), 'fine' (raktka)46 ,"inclining to the 

44 In two other instances the term tafbim does not relate to velarisation but to other 
qualities of the consonants. For example, with tafbim b is pronounced as [p], and z as 
[z], respectively. In Targumän tafbim is used for both velarisation and descriptions of 
voicelessness (3.6.2.1). 

45 Three other examples are in fact already interpreted as back because of the occur-
rence of g, and any marker would be superfluous. In those cases, though, a marker might 
serve for indicating that u is pronounced [0] or the like, e.g., biiidäy !bu~da"y/ 
[bogda:y] 'wheat'; biiirä !bu~ra"/ [bogra] 'camel stallion'; tüirä /tu'ligra"/ [togra] 
'signature'. In modern Turkic languages, however, there are no indications for [0] in 
these words. (In lfilya these same words recur as exam pies of 'dead g' [gayn mayyita), 
see Section 3.6.4.1). 

46 In Diwän the term rakik is further applied to the distinction between voiced, 'fine 
l( (käf rakika) [g] and voiceless 'firm k' (käf ~ulba) [k] (also for p, t, C and q, see dis-
cussion in Section 4.8). The same term is used to describe the way of speaking of certain 
tribes who speak with rikka (by Dankoff and Kelly translated as 'slurring'). 
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three vowels" (mumäIa )iIä I-barakät al-laläla, or simply mumäla 
(302,15; mumäl recurs in MG, cf. 3.4.1). In a similar way he differen-
tiates between velar "the word which contains q or g" (al-kaIima allati 
fihä qäFaw gayn) on the one hand, and "velarised" words (musba t:a fi 
I-laft) on the other. 

3.1.5.4 Back and front pairs in Diwän 
'Velarised' and 'palatalised' basica1ly serve to indicate the opposition 
between back and front words. In Diwän all graphemes that are la-
belled indeed form a so-ca1led minimal pair of which at least one 
member is marked (although the words themselves do not necessarily 
occur dose to each other in the text.) In some instances marking 
serves to distinguish between [u - 0] or [ü - ö]. 

There are three possible pairs. The first is that the default pronunica-
tion is front, therefore the word must be labelIed if a back pronucia-
tion is intended; secondly, the opposite, i.e. the default is back, the 
front pronunciation being labelIed. The third is that both members are 
labelIed for the respective pronunciations in order to indicate the 0p-

position, regardless of the default pronunciation, viz., 

Unlabelled 
)aba [epe] 'mother' 

)ug [üc] 'three' (29,17) 

taI] ItankJ [teu] 'peer' (599,15) 

Unlabelled 
turä qalqan [tora] 'shield' 
(542,10) 

Velarisation 
)at [at] 'horse' (29,10) 
tüs [tus] 'buckle' (497,11) 

Velarisation 
[apa] 'bear' (55,13; hamza ve-
larised) 
[uc] 'well-known town' (30,1; 
)alif velarised; EDT "u s: Turfan") . 
[tau] 'sieve' (600,2). 

Palatalisation 
[töre] 'front side of the house' 
(542,11) 

Palatalisation 
[et] 'meat' (29,12). 
[tü:s] 'breast' (497,10). 

However, the number of words KäsgarI labels in this manner is much 
smaller than one would deern necessary to cover all instances where 
confusion might occur, especially the number of verbs is very small. A 
plausible explanation for the relatively small number oflabelled verbs 
is that in Diwän all verbs are already marked in another way. Through-
out Diwän KäsgarI provides for each verbal entry its appropriate infi -
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nitive form, which is, obviously, mäk with front, and maq with back 
verbs, viz., ~ 
butur-mäk [bütür-] 'to heal' batur-maq 'to hide' (306,1) 
(305,15) 
tutus-mäk [tütüs-] 'to quarrel' tutus-maq 'to hold one another' 
(313,8) (313,6). 

According to principles he does not disclose-although in some in-
stances they are obviously related to the occurrence of certain conso-
nants in the stem-Käsgari gives the appropriate suffix for each verbal 
stern. In further references the velar s~ems are called qäfiyya i.e. 
'ending in q' (occasionally gayniyya, 'ending in g'), and palatal verbs 
are called käfiyya, i.e. 'ending in k'. These denominations either derive 
from the infinitive suffixes Käsgari assignes them, or from the general 
principle that words containing a q take velar suffixes, whereas those 
that have k get palatal suffixes (see further discussion in 3.3.2). 

In this way, it is left to the readership to infer that deverbal nouns 
and adjectives foHow the verb in the type of suffix, for no deverbal 
word appears to be labeHed for either palatalisation or velarisation (see 
listing in Dankoff and KeHy 1982:56-8).48 

3.1.5.5 Käsgari's use ofthe term JisbäC" 
As pointed out above in section 1.5.1.1, in Arabic morpho(no)logical 
terminology Jisbä C" means 'lengthening' for poetical reasons, such as 
the metre or rhyme. In other sources, such as Jldräk, it is used in this 
sense exclusively (see below Section 3.5.1). In Diwän JisbäC" is applied 
in the sense of lengthening only once, viz., musba C"a fi l-laf.z, literally 
"lengthened in the pronunciation" (284,12). This concerns a passage 
in which Käsgari explains that biradical words, such as Ibar-I 'to go', 
and Itur-I 'to stand' can be considered triradical if one also counts the 
weak consonant, y, wand Jalif, which are inserted when these verbs are 
pronounced with lengthening eisbäC"), Iba"r-I bär- and Ituwrl tür- (bi-
n-nutq C"inda I-Jisbä~ Diwän 284,4). (The opposite, reduction is possi-
ble too; cf. above 1.5.1.2).49 It is therefore evident that Käsgari was 
aware of the signification the term Jisbä C" had in Arabic linguistics, and 

.fJ Sometimes even a fonn mäkq (with both k and q) is given, interpreted by Dankoff 
and Kelly (1982:64) as an indication for velar-palatal alternation in the root. 

48 In Dankoff and Kelly's list of occurrences of )isbä r and )ismäm (l982:56ff) only 
one verb is labelIed. This does not concern the opposition back - front, but adescription 
of the vowel [01 instead of [u 1 in a back word. 

49 This passage also shows that Käsgari did not regard )ali! as a vowel, but as a con-
sonant that can be a part of the root of a word (although in practice )alif is never apart of 
the root in Arabic). 
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that he for some reason preferred to choose it for indicating 
'velarisation' , rather than another term he could have applied, such as 
taflfim. (In Diwän taf/Jim occurs once, 91,14). 

The word laft., 'pronunciation', immediately calls to mind its oppo-
site, taqdir, 'underlying structure'. The phrase in question means that 
the word is lengthened in pronunciation, for prosodie, rather than 
morpho(no )logical reasons. Thus Käsgarl quite correctly understands 
Jisbä~ and its opposite Jismäm (for whieh see 3.1.2 and 3.1.6.2) in their 
broadest sense as features that are reflected in pronunciation (or the 
surface structure) only, and which have no representation in the under-
lying structure (taqdir). In this argumentation, velarisation and 
palatalisation alike, may be understood as mere prosodie, secondary 
features. 

There is an obvious parallel with Ibn al-Muhannä's use ofthe glides 
in Ifilya (discussed above in 3.1.5.2). Among other features, Ibn al-
Muhannä uses marking with glides as an orthographie instrument to 
indicate velarisation. 50 As we have seen, the use of glides for non-
morpho(no)logieal reasons is called Jisbä~. It appears that Ibn al-
Muhannä uses this principle for indieating velarisation, although he 
does not use the term Jisbä~ in this respect. In KäsgarI's Diwän, how-
ever, it is only the term that is used, without involvement of the glides 
themselves. 51 

3.1.6 Palatality and palatalisation 

This section discusses the instances in which 'palatalisation' is used in 
the description of Turkic. As a rule, words without a velar consonant 
have adefault pronunciation with front vowels, based on concepts de-
rived from Arabie. For Arabie a palatal pronunciation implies a stan-
dard inclination of a towards räfe]. In the same way, Arabie u in neu-
tral words is not always palatal, Le. [ü], it may be neutral, [uJ, but 
never [0] (see discussian in 1.1.1 and 1.4.2). With regard to i, things 
are less evident, since the Arab grammarians da not explicitly describe 
a change in the quality of i with velar or ve1arised words. 

50 Ibn al-Muhannä once uses the term muSba r in the sense of 'emphasised' when de-
scribing g, where he writes that the people ofTurkastän pronounce the g "emphasised as 
it is" (musbara bi-~älihä) in words like tftirä Ituwgra"l 'signature' [tugra), büidäy 
!buwgda"yl 'wheat' [bugday), büirä Ibuwgra"l 'camel stallion' [bugra)-as opposed to 
other Turks who pronounce it as w (I;lilya 78,2; cf. Section 3.6.2 'dead g'). 

51 Unless, indeed, one considers the two examples given above !ba"rl and Ituwrl as 
examples of velarisation by means of insertion of a glide. 
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Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assurne for Turkic a certain 
colouring in velarised words, i.e. ['i]. However, in Turkic vowels can 
never be neutral, they have to be either front or back in view of the 
suffixes the stern is to take. 52 In this respect, in front words, u is gen-
erally interpreted as [ü], a as [e], and i as [i]. To mention some exam-
pIes with a, )amkak [emkek] 'hardship' (Diwän 68,1); dak-m [dek] 'he 
reached' (~dräk 49). In front words u is generally read [ü], e.g., )ucun 
[ücün] 'for' (Targumän 54,20); dus-ti [düs-] 'he fell' (~dräk 48) and 
)ictur-m [iCtür-] 'he made drink' (Diwän 116,16). 

3.l.6.1 Velar consonants labelled palatalised 
In two instances ) Abü l:Iayyän indicates that a velar consonant must 
be pronounced palatalised (muraqqaq), which appears contradictory, 
since he could have used the non-velar counterpart instead. In these 
cases the 'velarising' effect on the following vowel is probably perceived 
as too strong, viz., tuy-di [tuy] 'he feit'; tUY-8ft [tuysu] 'feeling' (~dräk 
67; MS 21 vI). The default pronunciation of these words then, may be 
[0]. (Note that here 8 is used rather than ~ ).53 

3.l.6.2 Palatalisation of r and 1: back is default 
The labels for palatalisation in question are especially often applied to 
words with r and 1. This is a general tendency in at least four sources 
(Diwän, Jldräk, the Margin Grammar and Qawäntn), which can easily 
be explained with the aid of rules from Arabic phonology as pointed 
out above in section l.l.4. 54 

There is abundant evidence for this in all sources mentioned above. 
W ords with adefault back pronunciation with out being marked are, 
e.g., )ari [ar'i] 'clean' (~dräk 10); bul-m [bul] 'he found' (Oguz) (~dräk 
36); bar 'existing' C>Idräk 29); när 'pomegranate' (Qawänin 63,8); 

52 That is, within the system of a given Turkic Ianguage the opposition must exist. In 
absolute phonetic terms it may weil be the case that in certain Turkic languages the 
opposition could more aptly be described as neutral-front, or neutral-back. 

53 There are two other explanations. The first is that 1 must not be pronounced 
palatalised, but rather like velarised d If this is the case, then 1 only serves to indicate 
velarisation of the initial consonant. Interpreted in this second way, the description 
yields [duy) and [duysu), which is dose to Oguz forms such as duy- in Turkish and 
modern Türkmen (cf. Hanser 1977:239). The second option is that the marker here is 
used for indicating an oppositional pair with [toy-) 'to be saturated', which is marked for 
velarisation (cf. M.1). 

54 As stated already in 3.1.4 and below in 3.1.6.2, there is as yet no convincing evidence 
that the same rule applies to the third liquid, n, although some sources make statements 
to this effect., There are indications that it holds to some extent for Turkic words with z 
preceded by u as weil, although this principle is, to my knowledge, not described in 
Arabic grammar itself; see discussion in section M.3. 
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)ulu-du [ulu] 'he howled' (said of dogs) eIdräk 20); yarat-ti 'he creat-
ed' eIdräk 93); yar-di 'to split' eIdräk 93); yllän [yUan] 'snake and 
viper' (Qawänin 62,9). 

Naturally, if a back pronunciation of alu elose to r and 1 is default, 
it is necessary to specifically indicate a front pronunciation with a la-
bel. This too can be exemplified with many examples, e.g., )al [el] 
'hand' (1dräk 20; MS 5r21; Sugür 5r 11 palatalised 1); )ala-di [eIe] 'he 
sieved' (1dräk 20; M S 5v l, 1 palatalised); yabar [yeber] 'send!' 
(Qawänin 74,12); tabra-t [tebret] 'move!' (Qawänin 77,10); (in the 
last two words "r fis] palatalised" [bi-rä) muraqqaqaJ). For Diwän this 
can be illustrated with two minimal pairs in which the default form has 
back vowels, whereas the front version has a label, namely 

Palatalised 
sar- [ser] 'be patient' (285,7) 

turii [töre] 'front(side) ofthe 
house' (542,11) 

Unlabelled 
[sar] 'to rebuke' (267,14 siir-) 
(285,8). 
[tura qalqan] 'shield' (542,10) 

3.l.6.3 Discussions ofl and r in the sources 
Apart from rather indirect elues such as the marking of consonants 
and words with abreviated labels, as has been shown above, the rule 
with regard to 1 and r is referred to quite explicitly in Diwän and in the 
Margin Grammar. KäsgarI notes that a given suffix has g when it is at-
tached to 'velarised' (muSba ('a) 'liquids' (~urüf ag-galäqa) (i.e. 1, rand 
n), and to words containing g, whereas the suffix contains k when it is 
attached to their palatal counterparts. He writes: 

"The g is attached in the case of the liquids that are velarised or [words 1 
that contain a g, and the kinthe opposite case." (tuzäd al-gayn ft ~urüf 
ag,-g,aläqa al-musba Ca )aw al-gayniyya wa-I-käf fi tJiddihä ... , Diwän 
582,5; Dankoff and KeIly 1984: 311.) 

In the Margin Grammar it is explained in quite similar terms that 
words with either velar consonants, or with 1, r or n receive a velar suf-
fix: 

"If the verb contains a q, t, 1]., ~, 4, " ~, then it is correct to use qil, and if it 
contains ... ,1, r or n, it is correct to use gu, and for [verbs thatl contain 
any other consonant you use kil. The first category of consonants are 
calIed consonants of elevation" (al-fiCI )in käna fthi min al-qäf wa-t-tä) 
wa-l-lJä) wa-~-~äd wa-tJ-tJäd wa-l- cayn wa-~-~ä) ~asuna fthi qil wa-)in 
käna fihi al-... ä) [?] wa-l-Iäm wa-r-rä) wa-n-nun ~asuna fthi gil wa-
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mä balä min häg,ihi l-~urüf kullihä ya~sun fihi kil wa-summiya l-)ülä 
~urüf al-isti ~lä), MG 44'lt in text.) 

I am not sure whether the rules that appIy to 1 and r equally holds for 
n, but there are at least three authors that assume that all three liquids 
share this conditioned pronunciation.55 Note however, that neither 
source mentions any conditioning by surrounding vowels. The inclu-
sion of a number of consonants that never occurs in Turkic (such as (' 
and ~) shows that this rule is basically an Arabic principle that is trans-
ferred to Turkic. Incidentally, it could be interesting to know which 
fourth consonant the anonymous author mentioned; unfortunately 
the manuscript is illegible at this point. A fair guess would be z (as zä), 
since there are indications that the rule of I and rapplies to z too. 

Furthermore, the application of the term )imäla to a consonant 
other than )alifor a, is interesting too (for which see 1.4.2). 

3.1.6.4 Counterexamples of 1 and r 
There are some counterexamples too. A few words are marked ve-
larised whereas this label seems redundant, considering the principle 
explained in the previous section, viz., 'ä1 /'a:lI [all 'trick, and blond 
horse' eldräk 20; MS 5r21, velarisation indicated above middle Jalif); 
~al [all 'take' (Qawanin 77,12; "velarisation of hamza and I"; also 
Su!Jür Srl1, velarised 1); baSar-ru [basar] 'to complete' (1drak 32; M S 
9v8, s marked velarised). In the case of [eI] 'hand' and [all 'trick' the 
markers may have been put there in order to stress the opposition be-
tween the two ways of pronunciation (see also Kelly 1972:183), espe-
cially when the words occur near to each other in the text, although, 
strictly speaking, the label for velarisation is redundant. 

In other instances, words known to be front remain unlabelled 
even though a label would be expected here, viz., buld! [böl] 'to re-
move' (1dräk 36; MS lOV18); dura [döre] 'a code oflaw and conduct' 
eldrak 48) and tar [ter] 'perspiration' eldrak 38). 

3.1.6.5 r and 1 preceded by i 
In accordance with the general rule in Arabic (see 1.1.4), the unla-
belled word with r or 1 preceded by i has default front vowels, which is 
also the general principle in all sources, viz., 'ir 'make disappear!' 
eldrak 10); birdi 'he gave' eIdrak 29; ijilya 73ff; however EDT 354 
"ber-") and bir 'one' (1drak 29). 

55 In section 3.1.4 I discuss in more detail a statement in Qawänin, with similar ref-
erences to this allegedly common feature of all three liquids. There is a similar reference 
in (All bn Sultän al-Qäri"s al-Mina~ al-fikriyya (22,37). 
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It is not quite clear how one should interpret i near an r and/or 1 
when they are marked for palatalisation or velarisation, of whieh there 
are a few examples in Jldräk. Possible interpretations are [e], or explicit 
back i,[I], viz., e.g., 

Palatalised: 
)ir [ir] 'feel bored!' 

[er] 'reach!' (1dräk 10; MS 3r2, r palatalised; EDT 194) 
)ir [Ir] 'song' (Jldräk 10; MS r22; r palatalised; EDT 192) 

Ve1arised: 
)il [eI] 'town, peace' eldräk 20; MS 5v2, 1 velarised; cf. 3.1.3). 

3.1.7 Summary 

In some instances words with neutral consonants must be interpreted 
as having a back pronunciation. There are clear indications that this 
holds mainly for nouns. The gramrnarians considered the marking of 
verbal sterns more important than nouns. As is briefly discussed in 
3.1.5.4, Diwän verbs are already marked for the opposition velar -
palatal by means of the attachment of the infmitive suffIx, and there-
fore in Diwän only nouns need to be labelIed for this opposition. 
Furthermore, the labelling mainly serves to distinguish between words 
that have the same orthographie representation (cf. Dankoff and Kelly 
1982:56-8). 

A similar situation holds for Targumän, whieh gives a list of verbal 
sterns to which either a velar or palatal suffIx is attached. In this way it 
is not necessary to specially indicate verbs. In both Diwän and 
Targumän, therefore, only a relatively small number of nouns (in 
Targumän only those with ~ and!) are labelIed for the opposition velar 
- palatal. In Jldräk and Qawänin there is no such division; in 1dräk 98 
entries of the word list are labelIed, only 28 of which are verbs, whereas 
in Qawänin almost all back words are marked by the occurrence of a 
velar consonant, making an additional label superfluous. In lfilya 
marking is very scarce, whieh is probably related to Ibn al-Muhannä's 
peculiar insights in the distribution of velar and palatal sufftxes (see 
discussion in Section 4.3). 

The principles on which the sources base the distribution of termi-
nology for indieating palatalisation and velarisation are summarised 
below in Table I: 
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1 

2a 
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Pronunciation of vowel when neighbouring 
consonant of the word has 

neighbouring vowel sign no label label 
consonant 'palatalised' 

front:k,~ 
a e 
i 
u ü 

neutral', b, In, n, w, y, §, C 
a e e 
i e 

label 
'velarised' 

ö 

a 
i/e 

u ü uJo 
2b s, t (always neutral in Dtwän, occasionally neutral in I;filya; 

palatal in other sourees; between brackets Dtwän/I;filya/1dräk) 
a e~)~) a 
i i (1) i/ e 
u ü/ö (u) (ü) u (0) 

3 r,l (perhaps also z), with u or a 

4a 

4b 

a a e 
e 

u u ü/ö 
back: ~ t (not in Dtwän, not structural in I;filya; 
also 4 in Qawanin, Durra; ~ in Durra) 

a a ? 
i 1 
u u 

q,g 
a a 
i 1 
u u ? 

Table I: The labels assigned to Turkic consonants 
and their implication for the pronunciation of vowels 

3.2. Vowel harmony 

Ve 
0 

0 

0 

0 

As briefly discussed above in 2.2, Turkic suffixes are subject to two 
types of vowe1 harmony. In the first place, there is the so-called 
twofold vowe1 harmony, according to which, for example, the 
archiphoneme A is realised as either [a] or [e]. This occurs, for instance, 
in the locative case DA [da - de], the dative case GA [ga - ge], and in the 
plural suffix lAr [lar - ler]. In the second place, there is the fourfold 
vowel harmony, in which the vowel in the suffix has four forms, 
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depending on whether the stern is back or front, and rounded or 
unrounded, e.g. the imperative suffix GIl, the past tense suffix DI and 
the interrogative suffix ml. 

The twofold vowel harmony can conveniently be described in terms 
of velarisation and palatalisation, whereas for the fourfold vowel har-
mony more detailed descriptions are needed. We shall see on which 
principles the distribution ofback and front suffixes is based. 

3.2.1 Twofold vowel harmony 

According to Arabie theory the palatal or velar character of a given suf-
fix evolves as a prosodie feature after elevated or depressed consonants. 
Vowel harmony thus is often correlated with a change of the conso-
nant, and I am inclined to believe that this change, especially if it can 
be represented in Arabie script, was the main, or perhaps the sole rea-
son, for the Arab authors to pay attention to this phenomenon. All 
sources (except I;Iilya) describe the distribution of the velar and palatal 
forms of the suffixes based on these principles. (For ample discussion 
of the attachment of suffixes that contain the twofold vowel harmony, 
he reader is referred to sections 3.3). 

In Turkic languages a change in the quality of the vowel must also 
be inferred when the sufftx does not undergo a change that can be 
made explicit in orthography. Usually, though, the fact that a in velar 
suffixes is pronounced [al and [el in palatal or palatalised words is not 
explicitly referred to in the sources, since they consider it a secondary 
feature. In this the following paragraphs my intentions is to show that 
velarity and palatality are nevertheless assumed even where this is not 
visible in orthography. Cases in point are !Ar, sA and DA. 56 

3.2.1.1 The plural sufftx!Ar 
Although not explicitly stated in the sources, there is evidence that the 
plural suffIx IAr follows the basic word in palatalisation and velarisa -
tion. The evidence consists of consonantal changes in the suffix, e.g., 
kisi-lar-~ person-PLUR-DAT 'to people' eIdräk 132,11). In view of 
the palatal dative suffix, the pronunciation of the plural suffIx must 
here be interpreted as front, i.e. [ler l. In a second example the plural 

56 Another instance of a suffIx whose twofold vowel harrnony is, as a rule, not 
recognised, is the negation sufftx mä, which is attached to verbal sterns. However, the 
author of Qawänln states that the negation suffIx is "a velarised m which is vocalised 
with a", ie. ma (or mä), (mIm maftüba mufa1}1}ama, Qawänln 13,9). This apparently 
holds for both velarised and palatal verbs indiscrirninately, since it is illustrated with a 
palatal verb, Le. kal-ma-dum 'I did not corne'. 
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suffix is realised back, viz., bu-n-Iar-guq this-n-PLUR-DIM 'those little 
[ones]' ()Idräk 105,14), which is inferred from the attachment of the 
diminutive suffix guq (1dräk 105,10). The suffix lar itself, however, is 
never explicitly described as either palatal or velar. 

3.2.1.2 The conditional suffix sA 
Another instance of a sufftx that does not change is the conditional 
sufftx sA. N ormally, the quality of the vowel varies according to the 
twofold vowel harmony, with front verbs it is [se], e.g., kai-sä [kelse] 
'ifhe comes' ()Idräk 152,22); kat-ar-sä [keterse] 'ifhe goes' (Qawänin 
20,6); kaI-ur sä [kelürse] 'ifhe comes' (MG 39'1t), and with back verbs 
[sa]. In the sources, though, it is invariably spelled sä, never *-~ä, with 
back and front verbs indiscriminately, even in the sources that in other 
cases express a velarised pronunciation by means of ~, viz., )a!-4u-m sä 
[aldumsa] 'if I have taken' (Qawänin 19,14); )al-ur-sä [alursa] 'if he 
takes' (Qawänin 20,6); !ur-di-sä [turdIsa] 'if he has stood up' (MG 
63Vrt); !ur-ur-sä [turursa] 'whenever he should stand up' (MG 
64Vtop/lt). 

It is difftcult to account for this discrepancy; there are two clues. 
First, for some reasons the distinction [~] - [s] is apparently perceived 
as less significant than the opposition [q] - [k], as it is posited in maq -
mako Second, there may have been certain spelling conventions in 
which ~ is never, or rarely, used in suffixes. 

3.2.1.3 The locative suffix DA 
In the same way the locative case DA is added to both velar and palatal 
words indiscriminately, e.g., !aJ)-dä [talJda] morning-LOC 'tomorrow' 
eldräk 126,23) )aw-dä [evde] house-LOC 'in the house' (1dräk 
137,21). There are no explicit references to a perceived difference in 
pronunciation. 

Only in Qawänin the quality of the d in back words is made explicit 
by means of the grapheme 4, e.g., sär-4ä town-LOC 'in the town' 
(Qawänin 41,8). In this way, the quality of a in the suffix can easily be 
inferred. In Qawänin suffixes with -D- (e.g., locative dä, ablative dan, 
and past tense di) have their own conditioned distribution (d-, t-, 4-
and t-). This is not the case in the other sources, in which d lacks alto-. . 
gether (see discussion below in 3.6). 

3.2.2 Fourfold vowel harmony 

In general, the sources do not refer in a systematic way to complete 
vowel harmony, which also includes labial vowel harmony. The present 
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section discusses instances of suffIxes, i.e. DI, GII and mI, for which 
most Turkic languages observe a complete, fourfold vowe1 harmony of 
the type sketched above in 2.2.3. 

3.2.2.1 The past tense suffix DI 
The first example is the past tense suffix DI: 

"The consonant of the past tense is a d vocalised with i, if the consonant 
before it is vocalised with i or a. It is vocalised with u if the consonant 
before it is vocalised with an u, e.g. tur-dü ['he stood up'], )uItur-dü ['he 
sat down'], bar-di ['he went'], and bir-di ['he gave']. In Oguz d is always 
vocalised with i." (~arf al-mät;lt huwa däl maksüra Jin käna mä qablahä 
maksüran Jaw maftü~an wa-mat;lmüma Jin käna mä qablahä mat;lmü-
man na~wa !urdü wa-Jul!urdü wa-bardi wa-birdi wa-ft t-turk-
mäniyya tuksar ad-däl mutlaqan, Jldräk 111,11.) 

) Abü l;Iayyän thus relates the quality of the vowel to the one in the fI-
nal syllable. This principle is the same as the one generally held in 
western studies ofTurkic. ) Abü l;Iayyän's comments can be formalised 
as follows: Ci(C)/Ca(C) ~ di, Cu(C) ~ du. Note however, that he 
does not give any clues in regard to front/back harmony. 

An interesting remark is that, apparently, the labial harmony is not 
applied in Oguz (KäsgarI makes a similar statement in Diwän 539). It 
is difficult to interpret this information. In most cases, ) Abu l;Iayyän's 
remarks on Oguz are confirmed by evidence from modern languages, 
which proves that they should be taken seriously. To my knowledge, 
however, the complete vowel harmony subsists in the past tense suffix 
of most Turkic languages, including Oguz languages such as Turkish 
and Turkmen (e.g., Hanser 1977:85).57 

3.2.2.2 The pausality suffix of the imperative, GII 
Further descriptions of the fourfold vowel harmony are found with the 
forms of the pausality suffix in the imperative form: 

"If the first consonant of the imperative form is vocalised with an u, then 
the penultimate consonant [sc. g I ~ in the suffix] is vocalised with an u 
too, except when there is an a in the verb. Examples of this are tur-gul 
['stand up'] kuI~uI ['laugh'] kustar-~ ['show'], )ur-guI ['beat']. If[the 
first consonant of the verb] is vocalised with an a or an i, then the penul-
timate consonant is vocalised with an i, except when there is an u in the 

57 In some languages groups, such as Kazakh (Qipeaq), the complete vowel harmony 
(i.e. induding labial harmony) in the interrogative suffix has become twofold: keldi me? 
'has he come?' qaradi' ma? 'has he looked?', for geldi mi? and bakti' mi?, respectively, in 
Turkish (Oguz). 
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verb. Examples of this are bar-gil and )mt_~."58 (wa-fi ~l al-~amr ~in 
käna ~awwaluhu matjmüman fa-mä qabla ~ä1:Jirihi matjmüm ~illä ~in 
wugidat ft I-ft ~l fa*a, mitäl gälika turgul kul ~ul kustar ~il 'urtul. wa-
~in känat maftü~an ~aw maksüran fa-mä qabla ~ä1:Jirihi maksür ~illä ~in 
wugidat ft I-ft~l tjamma mitäl gälika bargil, 'isit~il, ~Idräk 120,19ff; cf. 
also Qawänin 8,14; further descriptions in 1dräk 106,19.) 

Here ) Abü I:Iayyän gives a complicated set of ruIes, which are schema-
tised as folIows: 99 

C1UC2 or ClaC2u(~) or CliC2U(~) ~ guI/~ 
C1uC2a(C,) or C1a(C:,) or C1i(C:,) ~ ~ 

In) Abü I:Iayyän's reasoning not only the quality of vowel in the final 
syllable of the verb plays a roIe, but also that of other vowels in the 
verb, which, one is lead to think, complicates the rules more than 
necessary. 

3.2.2.3 The interrogative particle ml 
The third fourfold suffIx I discuss here is the interrogative particle ml. 
In the sources the complete vowel harmony is not always reflected in 
orthography, viz., sangar kal-di-mü Sangar come-3sglPAST-INT 'Has 
Sangar come?' (1dräk 131,8). Nevertheless, in one instance vowel 
harmony is referred to as "The base form is u, whereas i is [used] for 
vowel harmony." (wa-l-)~l atj-tjamm wa-l-kasr li-l-)itbä r, 1dräk 131,8; 
also 155,4; and MG 62rtop.) This statement serves for the reconstruc-
tion of an alternative, viz., *sangar kal-di-mi. 

Apparently, the form with u is regarded as basic, and, therefore, the 
alternation with i is considered a prosodie phenomenon. 

3.2.3 Terms for indicating vowel harmony 

As briefly pointed out in the previous section, the term ) Abü I:Iayyän 
applies is )itbä r, 'making follow' (also MG 60~m; 50'bm), which is also 
used in this sense in Arabic phonology (cf. 1.5.2).«J The term )itbä r 

implies that the optional vowel i has no morphological signillcance, it 
merely follows as areplacement of a basic vowel. ) Abü I:Iayyän uses in 
addition a second term, i.e. tawält I-barakät 'sequence of the vowels'. 

58 The k in ~ is explicitly described as 'Bedouin k' (lcäfbadawiyya, 1'dräk 120,17). 
99 According to Qawänln the form of the causative suffix is also determined by the 

preceding vowel: "The verb contains no u, therefore as a rule the d has an i» ( wa-laysa 
fihi {lamma fa-li-!Jälika buniyat ad-däl <alä l-kasr, Qawänln 68,13; also 67,14). 

«J 1'tbä<is further used to indicate a jingle, repetition of a word with change of the 
first consonant, like katlr baftr. KaSgari uses Jitbä< (or tab ~ also in this sense, e.g. 
äwürdi täwürdi 'he turned and turned' (Dlwän 310,2; also 217,12ft), thus using a 
meaningless word as a complement (cf. Dankoff and Kelly 1982:52). 
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He does so when he describes the insertion of a vowel, i.e. a, in the 
Oguz verb kal-mi-ya-san 'you will not come', because of "the se-
quence of the vowels" (li-tawäl"i I-barakät, )Idräk 130,21). In Qawänin 
a third term is used, i.e. murä~ä 'agreement', to account for the u in 
the suffix luq in yuq-Iuq 'poverty', e.g., "the 1 is here vocalised with an 
u for the agreement." (wa-l-läm marJmüma hunä li-murä~ä rJamma al-
yä~ Qawän"in 23,13). Qawän"in does not specify what type of agree-
ment is exactly meant.61 

3.2.4 Summary 

In this section I have deliberately selected three suffixes in whieh the 
sources for different reasons do not, or cannot reflect the twofold 
vowel harmony. It appears that the twofold vowel harmony, whieh is 
covered by the distinction back - front, is only signalled by the sources 
when it can be related to a change in the consonantal form of the suf-
fix. The fourfold, or complete vowel harmony, whieh indudes labial 
harmony, is only occasionally referred to as a prosodie feature, and ap-
pears not to be considered a structural phenomenon. 

3.3 The distribution o[ palatal and velar suffixes as a phenomenon 

The preceding sections have shown how the sources distinguish be-
tween front words on the one hand, and back words on the other, and 
that they only occasionally indieate vowel harmony. W ords that are 
not evidently either front or back are labelIed in order to make a clas-
sification possible. The question arises as to why exactly the grammari -
ans found it important to distinguish between these two types of 
words, and how do they relate the type of suffix to a given stern. 

In my opinion, this basie division between front and back words is 
related to the interest the grammarians had in indicating certain prin-
ciples to whieh they could relate the distribution of the various forms, 
rather than a genuine wish of describing the phonetic features of 
Turkic. This lack of interest in describing the quality of all vowels 
throughout has been evidenced in the preceding section with a suffix 
in whieh-in their view-morphological criteria do not playa role; i.e. 

61 Further, the short vowel preceding each one of the glides, u with w, i.e./uw/, a with 
Jalif, i.e. la"l and i with y, Le./iy/, is put because of munäsaba a 'relationship' with the 
glide in question; it is a ~araka tugänisuhä 'a vowel that is of the same kind' ( Qawänin 
44,8; 44,4). In the latter case, the vowels are said to be homogenie with the glides. In this 
sense these terms cannot be interpreted as expressing vowel harrnony. It is used in the 
same sense in IrtiSäfI 130,14f. 
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when the only difference is the pronunciation of the vowels (or aper-
ceived velarisation of the consonants), rather than a change of conso-
nants. These change are considered mere prosodic features which do 
not affect any consonants. In this subsection I intend to show to 
whieh principles the grammarians relate the distribution of front and 
back suffixes. The approaches in Diwän and Targumän are very similar, 
whereas it appears that Ibn al-Muhannä did not regard it as a coherent 
feature at all. 

3.3.1 Palatal and velar suffixes 

The basie division between palatal and velar suffices to account for the 
twofold forms of some suffixes as a prosodie feature, whieh can rela-
tively easily be reflected in Arabic script. Palatal words, or words 
marked as 'palatalised', typically have suffIXes with palatal consonants, 
e.g., kant-kä [kentkel 'to the town', and of course, velar or velarised 
words get velar suffIXes, and )arslan-gä [arslangal 'to the lion'. This 
principle is reflected in Qawänin, )Idräk and the Margin Grammar in 
quite similar terms. The following quotation is from the Margin 
Grammar: 

"To the particles of the genitive belongs the word gä, which has the 
meaning of'towards' that govems the genitive, and whose fonn varies ac-
cording to [the principles of] palatalisation and ve1arisation in the nouns, 
because the noun affects it." (wa-min ~urüf al-garr laft.a gä bi-ma <nä )ilä 
l-gärra wa-tabtalifu ~üratuhä <alä ~asab at-tarqiq wa-t-taJbim fi 1-
)asmä) li-)anna l-ism ya <malu fihtf>2 ... MG 58 top; also MG 36v in text; 
45vrtlbm.) 

In other words, suffIXes differ in form depending on whether they are 
attached to a velar(ised) word, or to a palatal(ised) word. With each dis-
cussion of a suffIX, its forms both for velar and palatal words are given. 

As a general reference, -1dräk, too, uses the terms 'the velarised 
word' (al-kalima al-mufa1:J1:Jama) and 'the palatalised word' (al-kalima 
al-muraqqaqa), respectively. For example, ~ is suffIXed instead of gä, 
when a consonant that is pronounced palatalised (barf tarqiq) precedes 
()Idräk 139,9). These terms stand for all types of velarity and palatality, 
regardless of whether the consonant is velar, such as q and g, or ve-
larised, such as 1 (105,6). The form of the infmitive suffIX varies accord-
ing to this principle too: 

62 In syntax <amila fi is the usual term to express governance. See further discussion 
in Chapters Four, Five and Six. 
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"The marker [for the verbal noun] is the attachment of maq to the im-
perative form of the verb if the preceding consonant is velarised, and mak 
ifthe preceding consonant is palatalised." «alämatuhu Jan yal~aqa Jäbir 
fi1 al-Jamr maq Jin käna qablahu mufabbam, wa-mak Jin käna qablahu 
muraqqaq, Jldräk 108,13.) 

These statements agree with the distributional rules for the suffix that 
indicates the noun of place (gak or gaq) as explained in Qawän'in: 

"The marker of the noun of place consists of adding the word gak or gaq 
to the stern of [a word]. The [word with] q is attached to words that con-
tains velarised consonants, and the [form with] k to other [words] than 
these." (ism al-makän <alämatuhu Jan tuzid <alä I-Juss63 laft.a gak Jaw 
gaq fa-l-qäf li-mä fthi al-~urüf al-mufabbama wa-l-käf li-mä siwä 4ä-
lika, Qawänin 25,11.) 

In Qawän'in, the category of velarised consonants (burUf mufablJama) 
is divided into three groups, viz., "a consonant of elevation, a velarised 
consonant, or a consonant that is flavoured" (barf isti<läJ Jaw barf mu-
fabbam Jaw masmüm,61 Qawän"in 22,13). The latter term refers to Z, 
the velarised z (see discussion in 3.1.2.2). The verbs that contains any 
of these consonants get a velar suffix, all other verbs take a palatal one. 

The respective authors of Qawan"in and the Margin Grammar refer 
to the distribution ofthese suffixes with the term "position" (mawt;li<), 
viz., "each ofthem on its position" (kull fi mawt;li%ii, 21,18; 41,21; 
42,14; 50,19; also MG 61'bm; 59rrt; 58'1t). Palatal suffixes, for exam-
pIe, occur in the "position of palatalisation" (mawt;li < at-tarq"iq, MG 
45'1t). 

3.3.2 D"iwan 

KäSgari's principles for the attachment of the velar and palatal variants 
of suffixes are based on similar principles as those mentioned in the 
previous section, viz., 

"The verbal noun is [construed] in one way in all verbs. To the [last] con-
sonant ofthe [verbal] stern an m, an Jalifand a q [i.e. mäq] are added in 
the case of words that contain q or g, or which have JiSbä < in pronuncia-
tion. The k fis used] instead of q in words [i.e. mäk] which contain k or 
which are palatal or which have Jimäla to the three vowels." (wa-l-m~
dar yakün <alä minwäl wä~id ft gami< al-Jafäl wa-huwa Jan yuzäd <alä 

63 The expression Juss is quite unusual; it rnust be understood as 'stern', unlike the 
Arabic term )~l which stands for the abstract notion 'underlying form'. 

61 Note that maSmüm is the participle passive of samma 'he flavoured', the first form 
of the verb, whereas )ismäm 'rnake flavour' represents the fourth form, a causative. 
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~arf al-J~l al-mim wa-l-Jalif wa-l-qäf fi l-kalima aUati fihä qäf Jaw gayn 
Jaw känat musba ~a fi l-laft.. wa-l-käf makän al-qäf fi l-kalima allati fihä 
käf Jaw känat rakika Jaw mumäla Jilä l-~arakät a!-!alä!a, Diwän 
284,lOff.) 

The most basic note KäSgari makes is that the velarised form of the 
suffix is used when the word contains a q (and/or g), and the 
palatalised form when it has a k. By extension, velarised and palatalised 
words are called al-kalima al-qäftyya (e.g., 482,6)-also occasionally 
al-kalima al-gayniyya-and al-käftyya (303,17), respectively.65 

These terms are often used to indicate the opposition between velar 
and palatal. A good example is the pausal suffix GIl (gil--qi1lkil) which 
is added to the imperative of the second person singular, viz., 

"[Most Turks] use ... the g with the I [i.e. gil] in the qäfword or the ve-
larised word, and the q with the I [i.e. qil] in the word whose last conso-
nant is a g; and [they use] the k with the I [i.e. kill in the käfword or the 
palatalised or the light word." eak!ar at-turk ta!f.kuru ... al-gayn wa-l-
läm fi l-kalima al-qäfiyya Jaw al-musba ~a wa-l-qäf wa-l-läm fi l-kalima 
aUati fi WJirihä gayn; wa-l-käf ma ~a l-läm fi l-kalima al-käfiyya Jaw al-
mumäla Jaw ar-rakika, Diwän 288,2ff.) 

The expressions al-kalima al-qäftyya and al-kalima al-käftyya are most 
likely related to the infinitive suffixes that are attached to the verbal 
stern; back words get the infinitive suffIx maq, front words mako In 
Arabic poetry the poem, especially the qa~"ida, is often named after the 
consonant that causes end rhyme, called ar-raw"i. A poem ending in I, 
then, is called lämiyya, or tä)iyya when it ends in t. Käsgari names the 
back and front verbs after the last, i.e. rhyming, consonant of the in-
finitive suffix that is attached, rather than the stern itself (cf. 3.1.5). 

Still, the distribution of the suffixes is, to my opinion, not satisfac-
torily accounted for in D"iwän. According to Käsgari, the suffix gil is 
attached to velarised verbs in general, and qil to words that end in g. 
This last statement does not agree with the principles of consonant as-
similation, according to which the voiced final -g shouId be followed 
by gil (see 3.6.3). 

3.3.3 Targumän 

Much like Käsgari, Targumän bases the distribution of verbal suffixes 
on his own extensive list of verbal sterns (33,8 - 44,10). In this list, he 
assigns each verbal stern one out of three forms of the pausality suffix 

65 The terms kafiyya, raktka and mumala reeur in MG (40Vrt) which is a literal eopy 
of DIwan (538,5). 
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GII (i.e. gil., qil and ~). The form of other verbal suffixes also depends 
on the form of the suffix that is attached to the stern in the list. The 
infinitive suffix mag, for example, occurs with verbal sterns that are 
assigned gil.: 

"y ou consider any imperative and if the [assigned) pausal form is like gn, 
you omit the word gn, then you attach the form mag to what precedes it 
[i.e. the stern), and thus [the cornbination ofthe stern and suffix) becornes 
a verbal noun." (fa- )innaka ta rtabir Ja)')' Jamr si)ta fa- Jin känat laft.a al-
istirä~a min gawät gil fa-tusqitu laft.a gil wa-tul~iqu bi-mä taqad-
damahä min al-Jamr laft.a mag fa-yakün ma~daran, Targumän 45,2ff; 
similar statement on 49,1.)66 

Similarly, if the pausal suffIx is qil, the infinitive is maq, and if it is kil, 
mak is attached. Needless to say that mag is, in fact, an allophonica1 
variant of maq, and it is not likely to be conditioned in the same way 
as GIl. In fact, -g is very unlikely to be conditioned at all, but rather an 
allophone of q which is used throughout by certain speakers ofTurkic. 
Indeed, the attachment of all verbal suffIxes is described in terms of 
the data in the same list. In this way, the choice of a given suffix is not 
to be inferred from the features of the verbal stern itself, but depends 
on a prescription by the author of Targumiin. 

3.3.4 Ifilya 

In Ifilya, Ibn al-Muhannä links the distribution of the velar and 
palatal suffixes to the first consonant of the word. With regard to the 
ending of the first person plural in -diq he states: 

"You add a q to the base ofthe verb [ie. stem+di), and vocalise the conso-
nant that precedes it [ie. d!t, marker ofthe past tense) with i, ifthe first 
consonant of the verb is q [ie. diq/tiq), or else k if the first consonant of 
the verb is k [Le. dik/tik)." eannaka tuzid barda Ja~l al-firl qäfan mak-
süran mä qablahä Jin käna Jawwal ~urüf al-fi rl qäfan, Jaw käfan Jin 
käna )awwal ~urüf al-firl käfan, I;Iilya 81,9f.) 

Ibn al-Muhannä attaches a number of examples to this statement, one 
of which, as a matter of fact, has neither q- nor k- in its stern, e.g., 

66 A similar reference to the pausality suffix is also found in MG 36'1t1bm, and on MG 

35'1t with regard to the attachment of qän, gän and kän for the active participle. These 
fragments no doubt derive from another copy of Targumän. I have not been able to verify 
whether the word list of the Margin Grammar (2' -3r) is set up in the same way, because 
it is extremely difficult to read. 
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qäz-diq 'we dug'; >m-diq67 'we descended'; kas-tik 'we cut'. Some of 
these verbs share the same back marker for the second person plural, 
i.e., -ngiz (in which ng is to be read as a velarised 1)) e.g., qäz-di-ng-iz 
[qazdü.JiZ] 'you dug', and, surprisingly, kas-ti-ng-iz [kestiIJiz] 'you cut'. 

In another instance (101,9) he uses the same criterion, Le. q or g for 
words or verbs whose first consonant is a q, and k for words or verbs 
beginning with k. In his listings, however, he gives many instances of 
words that do not match this criterion. One is inclined to conclude 
that this should not be taken too literally, in the sense that it also in-
cludes words which have a kor q at another place, or, perhaps, share 
other features with q and k. It appears that the mention of q and k is 
to be interpreted more generally as reference to front and back words, 
because a word containing q can only be back, and a word with k is per 
se front, much like the reference to q and k is used in Diwän (see 
3.3.2). 

In general, though, Ibn al-Muhannä does not regard the distribution 
of the respective suffixes as a coherent phenomenon that is subject to 
specific rules. For example, the suffix for the active participle (ism al-
färil), Ibn al-Muhannä writes, is gin which can be substituted by 
.pn,68 because of the closeness of their place of articulation ( li-taqärub 
mabragayhimä, IJilya 116, 17ff; similar statement on 127,3). The 
closeness of the place of articulation regards g vs. ~ rather than ei ther 
of them on the one hand, and the final consonant of the verbal stern 
on the other, as one would expect. Ibn al-Muhannä hirnself too seems 
to have been puzzled by the distribution of the suffixes. He quotes one 
ofhis sources who had asked the same question ofhis informants: 

"The compiler of Tu~fa al-Malik said: 'I asked the Turkic scholars why 
they in some instances use a g and an 1 [i.e. gi!] after the imperative form, 
and ~ and 1 [i.e.~] in others, e.g., )al-gi! 'take' bir ~ 'give' ... and [why] 
they do not use a ~ on the place of the g nor agon the place of a~ ... but 
they did not answer." (qäla ~ä~ib kitäb tu~fa al-malik saJaltu ~ulamäJ at-
turk lima lJa~~ü maw4i can min al-Jamr bi-I-gayn wa-I-Iäm fi JälJirihi 
wa-maw4i~an bi-l-käf wa-l-läm mitllJug )al-gil Ja~ti biT ~il ... wa-lä 
yasta~milüna maw4i~ al-gayn käfan wa-lä maw4i c al-käf gaynan ... fa-
lam yugibü bi-sal, ijilya 193,3ff.) 

67 In both instances q is marked with a small k on top of it, probably indicating a 
voiced g. According to Ibn al-Muhannä's description ofthis verb, it can only be inter-
preted as 'back'. In modern languages, however, the verb 'in- 'to descend' is usually 
'front'. 

68 Rifat emends mu[aqqala 'heavy' to mutaffä. 
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The apparent misunderstanding and mistaken application of the prin-
ciples of the distribution of the sufflxes, raises the question whether 
Ibn al-Muhannä indeed was a native speaker ofTurkic. 

3.3.5 Summary 

The conclusion of this expose is that all sources except Ifilya regard the 
distribution of the twofold forms of a sufflx as a phenomenon which is 
subject to certain rules. In most cases these rules are related to the 
principles of velarisation and palatalisation, and in this sense one could 
say that theyare conditioned by palatality or velarity of the stern. In 
two instances, Targumän and D'iwän, the reader is referred to intuitive, 
or non-argumented knowledge of the author which, however, results in 
a similar distribution. The sources, as a rule, describe an incomplete 
distribution of three sufflxes rather than four, and it seems that their 
interest concerned in the flrst place with describing instances of a con-
sonantal change. More about this will be said below in section 3.6.3 

3.4 Phonetic descriptions 0/ rounded vowels 

In the preceding sections it has been shown that the grammarians had 
instruments to describe velarisation and palatalisation. They use these 
tools for determining which type of suffix a given stern takes. With the 
same instruments the can describe six of the eight Turkic vowels. 
Nevertheless, they scarcely dedicate any words to the description of 
rounded vowels. Therefore, in front words it is often difficult to decide 
whether the grapheme u corresponds to [ü] or [öl, whereas in back 
words the choice between [u] and [0] is equally complex. However, the 
Arab grammarians did perceive these distinctions and occasionally in-
dicated them in orthography. 

3.4.1 [0] 

In some instances the velar consonants alone apparently are not suffi-
cient enough to indicate the sound of the vowel. In those cases the la-
bel 'velarised' is applied. With words containing u, the label 'velarised', 
then, indicates a pronunciation as [0], viz., 

tuy-ru [toy] 'he was saturated' eldräk 67; marker above the word; 
MS 2F24), "with t inclining to u, with velarisation" (mumäla at-tä) 
)ilä ljamm ma'a t-tafb'im, MG 42l'}t; cf. mumäla in D'iwän 3.1.5.3 and 
tuysu palatalisation marker in 3.1.6.1) 

qm [qoz] 'walnut' (with marker above q) (1dräk 71) 
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)ül PUwt) [ot] 'fire' (1dräk 15; MS 4r 14, marker up between wand 
t). 
The same can especially be illustrated with words containing 1 and r 
from all relevant sources. For example, the grapheme tül /tuwl/ may 
have different phonetic realisations, depending on the label. When la-
belled for velarisation, an interpretation as [tol] 'widow' is possible, al-
though not attested in modern Turkic languages (Diwän 501,11; 
Dankoff and Kelly 1984:216 "tiil"). When marked for palatalisation 
(here )imäla) the pronunciation must be [töl] 'litter' (Diwän 501,13; 
Dankoff and Kelly 1982:58/1984:216). 

Marked for velarisation are, e.g., 
)ul [01] 'he' (1dräk 20; MS 5v3, marker above 1) 
bül [bol] 'much' ()Idräk 36; MS lOv l5; marker above /wl) 
yu1 [yol] 'road' eldräk 97; MS 31 vI, marker above the word). 

The following minimal pairs of [u - 0] and [ü - ö] occur: 

Unlabelled 
qul [qul] 'slave' (1dräk 73) 
turum [turum] 'act of' 
standing (Diwän 200,1). 

Unlabelled 
)ulu- [ulu] 'to howl' 
(said of dogs) eldräk 20) 

Velarised 
)ür )at [or] '(ahorse) be-
tween sorrel and bay' (34,12) 

Unlabelled 

Ve1arised 
[qol] 'arm' (1dräk 73; Targ.19)/B 
[torum] 'a camel colt' (200,2) 

Unlabelled 
[olu]? 'to grow' ( )Idräk 20; MS 5v7 
(but see related word )ulü [ulu] 
'great' (MS 5v7; marker above 1). 

Palatalised 
[ör] 'the waist' (of a doak) (34,13) 

Palatalised 
tur [tor] 'snare or net to hunt [tör] 'front side ofthe house' 
birds or fish' (Diwän 495,13). (495,12) 

3.4.2 [ö] 

The label mufabbam is sometimes applied in instances in which a back 
pronunciation cannot be intended, because the marked consonant or 

/B In ~dräk, the label 'velarised' is also applied to a 'aq [aq] 'white' (al-)abyatf., )Idräk 
17; MS 4v 17; with marker above q; FDT 75 "a:k "), which is difficult to account for. 
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other consonants in the word can only be palatal, especially k. There 
are two explicit examples of this in Jldräk, viz., 

tusak [tösek] 'carpet' (velarised, marker above t; 1dräk 39; MS 
llV18) 

kun [kön] 'hide' (1dräk iü 39V 8) 
)ulkan [öl-gen] 'name of the absent', i.e. 'deceased' (ism al-gäJib, 

I;Iilya 74, 13ff). 
Other examples of this type must also be understood in this sense, al-
though the marker mufabbam is applied to a neutral consonant (but 
see 3.4.3 for a discussion ofz), viz., 

düz- [dö:z] 'to endure' eldräk 48; MS 14v19; marker above /wl) 
suz [söz] 'speech' (1dräk 52; MS 16r21; marker above word) 
suz-Ia- [sözle] 'to speak' (1dräk 52; MS 16r21; maker above /sl) 
)up [öp] 'to kiss' (1dräk 7; MS 2r 19, velarised and voiceless). 

In view of evidence from modern Turkic languages, in these instances 
the label is unlikely to refer to back vowels, and [ö] then is the only 
reasonable alternative. 

Because the default pronunciation of u preceding 1 is [u], rather 
than [ü], the word must be labelled if a front pronunciation is in-
tended, viz., 

)ul- [öl] 'to die' eldräk 20; MS 5v7, marker above /1/) 
)ula- [üle] 'to divide' ( Jldräk 20; MS 5v 1, markers above nt and /dI). 

The label 'palatalised' (muraqqaq) is applied in two instances to words 
containing u that have adefault front pronunciation. First, suz- 'to 
filter' which is simply pronounced as [süz] eldräk 52). Here, the 
marker may be put because of the default back pronunciation of u and 
a when they occur dose to z (see discussion in section 3.4.2). For the 
second word, )ub, there are indications from modern Turkic languages 
(for which cf. EDT 4) that it must be read [öl, viz., [öp] 'swallow, gulp 
down' (Jldräk 7; MS 2r 19, badly legible marker for palatality above 
hamza). 

3.4.3 Excursus: confusing labels-the case of z 

The sources sometimes assign contradictory labels. In one source a 
given grapheme word is marked palatalised or velarised, whereas it has 
no, or an contradictory label, in another. In Section 3.1.6 I show that 
a and u have adefault back pronunciation when they occur dose to 1 
and r. There are some indications that the same applies to some extent 
to words containing z (see also [süz-], discussed in 3.4.3.) A case in 
point would be the grapheme j.J'! (büz Ibuwzl), which in 1dräk to ex-
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presses three different meanings, i.e. 'ice', 'grey' and 'cloth', depending 
on a front or back pronunciation, and the quality of the vowel,7o 

1 'lee' 
In tdräk biiz (with palatalised b; MS 9r2) means 'ice' (tdräk 30), and 
according to the label, the pronunciation would have to be something 
like [büz]. However, [buz] is a very common word in several Turkic 
languages, and never found pronounced with front vowels (EDT 389 
too, could not interpret the label). 

Here, we might interpret the default interpretation of u before z as 
[0] or, in any case, as [u], and ) Abü l:layyän may have used the label 
'palatalised' to express the opposition with other instances in which he 
intends a different phonetical realisation (discusssed below). In Diwän, 
KäsgarIlabels büz 'ice' as "with velarisation"(bi-)isbä~ Diwän 496,8), 
which would points to adefault front pronunciation. 

2 'Grey' 
Another meaning of the same grapheme is 'grey' (said of a horse) 
(Diwän 496,5). In Diwän the word remains unmarked for this mean-
ing, whereas in tdräk it is labeled velarised (tdräk 30; MS 9r2). A third 
opinion complicates the matter even further; in Qawänin both words 
have merged in one single, unmarked pronunciation, i.e., '''cold', and 
'white' for cattle, mules and donkeys" ( Qawän'n, 58,5). Based on ) Abu 
l:layyän's system oflabelling I would suggest here [boz] , which is con-
firmed by data from modern Turkic languages. 

3 'Cotton cloth' 
There is a third word which is written with the same grapheme, i.e. büz 
'cloth' [böz]. In Diwän it is marked for palatalisation (Diwän 496,7), 
while it does not occur in Idräk and Qawänin. 

3.4.3.1 Summary of z 
Ideally, of course, the labels in all sources should indicate the same or a 
similar phonetic interpretation for one word. ladmit, however, that 
this point of view entails the danger of assigning a known or desired 
phonetic interpretation to a language in which the pronunciation of 
the word in question is doubtful. Nevertheless, it seems that the in 
tdräk the labels are used mere1y for expressing the opposition hetween 
the two words. In Diwän on the other hand they indicate adefault 

70 Reference to the meaning 'to destroy' is of no help in this discussion since it is 
realised as [boz-J in Oguz languages, and as [buz-J in others (EDT 388-9). 
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back interpretation. The confusion evolving from these data does not 
permit drawing more precise conclusions as to the application of the 
labels applied to this grapheme. There are supporting (but also some 
contradicting) examples in Diwän (discussed in Dankoff and Kelly 
1982:56). All these words recur on different places in ijilya where they 
remain unlabelled (184,5, 168,15, 167,9). 

The following scheme summarises the various opinions: 

Ibuwz/ Diwän 

1 'ice' 'velarised' 
2 'grey' unlabelled 
3 'cloth' 'palatalised' 

)Idräk Qawänin 

'palatalised' unlabelled 
'velarised' unlabelled 

3.4.4 Ibn al-Muhannä on rounded vowels 

ijilya Intended 
phoneticvalue 

unlabelled [buz] 
unlabelled [boz] 
unlabelled [böz] 

Ibn al-Muhannä is the only source to compare and discuss in detail 
five different pronunciations of one grapheme, ..:..--,1 ('üt /'uwt!) which 
he seems to have chosen as a specific illustrative example of several 
possible meanings depending on the pronunciations.71 In this section I 
give Ibn al-Muhannä's descriptions which are followed bya phonetic 
interpretion and argumentation. As a point of departure I suggest in-
terpreting the grapheme as neutral or back, rather than front. 

1 'to win in agame' 

"If you pronounce it as it is, its meaning is the imperative for the singular 
ofwinning in agame, like you say 'beat hirn'." ein talaffa~a bihä ~alä 
Jitläqihä käna ma ~nähä al-Jamr li-I-wä~id al-~ä4ir bi-l-galab fi l-qumär 
kamä taqulu iqmarhu.) 

This description speaks for itself: the vowel, reflected by /uw/, is to be 
pronounced 'as it is', or, in other words, as it would be in Arabic. This 
implies a lengthened, neutral vowel, hence [u:t] (EDT 38 "ut- "). 

2 'grass' 

"Without dear pronunciation of the w, its rneaning is the singular of 
'grass' or 'rnedicine' or qayd." (wa-Jin lam tatalaffa~ bi-I-wäw talaffu~an 
bayyinan käna ma ~nähä mufrada al-~as'is Jaw ad-dawäJ Jaw al-qayd.) 

71 He further refers to one ofhis sourees, Kitäb nädir ad-dahr calä luga mulk al- ca~r, 
in which the author discusses all instances of homophonous words (wa-qad dakara 
~ä~ib kitäb nädir ad-dahr calä luga mulk al- ca~r salan tämman min il]tiläf al-ma ~äni 
wa-ttifäq al-Iaft., Ifilya 78,13). 
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Here the pronunciation of I'uwl is not the regular one; Iwl must not 
be pronounced very clearly, which most likely implies that it does not 
indicate lengthening. Perhaps Iwl merely serves as an orthographical 
device to indicate velarisation, to which Ibn al-Muhannä nevertheless 
assigns a phonetic value. Such would not be a unique case, since in 
Arabic theory Jaliftoo is associated with a phonetic value, even though 
it is a mere orthographie device for indieating lengthening (cf. 1.1 
above). The result, then, would be an interpretation as lot] (cf. EDT 
34). 

3 'hole' 

<CIf the hamza is joined to the w with a kind of velarisation, then its 
meaning is 'the piercing of an ear' or 'the eye of a needle' or the like." (wa-
in wu~ilat al-hamza ma (a l-wäw bi-naw (in min taf1:fim käna ma (nähä 
taqb al-Judun Jaw taqb al-Jibra wa-sibhuhu.) 

In this case, it seems, Iwl is pronounced long, since the hamza is 
joined to it, while being velarised (taflfim) at the same time. However, 
the velarisation is not regular but of 'a certain kind' (naw C min), or 
perhaps it is just 'a bit ofvelarisation'. Therefore, I propose to interpret 
this as [ö:t]. 

There are two arguments against the reading [ü:t] as proposed in 
EDT (36), and an additional one that supports the interpretation I sug-
gest here. Firstly, the use of the word taflfim excludes a fun palatalisa-
tion (although, admittedly, it may stand for a general 'emphasis'). The 
se co nd argument is that if it were [ü:t], the description could have 
been much simpler. The argument in favor of my suggestion is that for 
at least one language [öt] is attested for this meaning (cf. EDT 36). 

4 'to burn the skin of an animal' 

<CIf you do not pronounce w and join the hamza to the t and slightly 
lengthen [the u ?], then its meaning is the imperative for the second per-
son singular 'to burn animals'." (wa-Jin lam tatalaffaJ? bi-l-wäw wa-
wu~ilat al-hamza bi-t-tä) bi-madd bafi! käna ma (nähä al- )amr li-l-
wä~id al-~ä4ir bi-)i~räq al-ganam.) 

In other words, the Iwl does not stand for a long vowel, for the vowel 
between hamza and t is only somewhat lengthened (madd bafif). 72 

72 In Arabic phonology the term wa~l is associated with the hamza al-wa~l, the 
prothetic hamza in, for example, the definite article /' alf. The hamza and the vowel a 
disappear, or merge, when /'al! is preceded by a word that ends in a vowel: I'al-kita"bu! -
wa-l-kitäbu. When I'alf is not preceded bya vowel, the hamza remains. 
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Here, it seems, Iwl again indicates velarisation, and I would interpret 
this as referring to a back vowel, probably lot] (or [o:t]). 

In spite of this description, the original verb is most likely [üt], al-
though it is often interpreted as [ot] because of a false association with 
[o:t] 'fire'. This false association is, it seems, also made by Ibn al-
Muhannä (cf. EDT 40). 

5 'gall' 

"If the U of the hamza gets a medium inclination towards i, then its 
meaning is 'gaH'." ein )amalta gamma al-hamza )ilä l-kasra )imäla 
mutawa~~ita käna ma (nähä al-marära.) 

Assuming that a 'full inclination' would result in [ü:t], 'a medium in-
clination' is probably best reflected with [ö]. Furthermore, Ibn al-
Muhannä does not mention lengthening, so I tend to interpret this as 
röt]. (EDT 35; see for )imäla applied to u above section l.4.2). 

In summary, the interpretations which I have suggested in the previous 
comments are the following: 1 'to win' [u:t], 2 'grass' lot], 3 'hole' 
[ö:t], 4 'to burn' lot], 5 'gall röt]. Thus Ibn al-Muhannä's descriptions 
show that it is possible to describe quite detailedly the phonetic quali-
ties of vowels with the use of Arabic phonetic terminology.73 (In 
Diwän too rounded vowels are described, for which I refer to Dankoff 
and Kelly 1982:56). 

3.4.5 Summary 

This subsection has dealt with two issues. The first is the description of 
rounded vowels. In this respect. The second issue is the question 
whether the rules for 1 and r also apply to z; I think the supporting evi-
dence is not entirely convincing as yet. 

In regard to the first point, I would like to make the following 
comments. In the first place it is important to note that the Arabic au-
thors indeed perceived-to a certain extent-differences between the 
rounded vowels. Second, it would have been strange indeed if they had 
had same concept of rounded vowels as ours. Considering their con-
cepts of vowels and consonants, they are not likely to have thought in 
terms of oppositional pairs, and high versus low vowels. Instead, they 

73 The various meanings of this grapheme are also discussed by Nawä'I in 
Mubiikama al-Lugatayni (cf. Devereux 1964:283). From Devereux's translation, how-
ever, it is difficult to get a dear view regarding Nawä'I's terminology used to describe 
[ül and [öl. 
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applied their concepts of terms of velarisation and palatalisation of 
consonants in these cases too. The data indicate that they posit the 
rounded vowels on a scale of velarisation and palatalisation, which runs 
from [0] to [ü].74 The appropriate vowel is produced when a certain 
measure of palatalisation or velarisation is assigned to the consonant. 75 

The continuum, in its ideal shape, can be envisualised as follows: 

consonant 
palatal/neutral 

velarised 

o u Ö 

velarisation velarisation 
(?/palatal) 

velarisation no label 

ü 

no label 
(Ipalatalisation) 

For example, velarisation of a velarised consonant results in [0], 
whereas a similar measure of velarisation to a palatal consonant yields 
[ö]. Conversely, palatalisation of a palatal consonant gives [ü]. Of 
course, the scheme does not account for labels that merely express an 
opposition. 

3.5 The status 01 the glides 

The status of the glides, Le. Jalif 1"/, y and w in the sources is not always 
easy to interpret. The glides are pronounced in various ways, and in 
some cases not at all. In a number of sources any reference lacks and 
one has guess as to whether the glide indicates vowellength or stands 
for plene writing only. When theyare added for lengthening C>isbä ") of 
a vowel, such as in poetry, the glides are not considered a basic part of 
the word, and therefore, as a rule not, or only occasionally expressed in 
orthography (see 1.5.1). This section does investigate vowellength in 
Turkic languages of which there are traces in modern Turkmen and 
Yakut; it merely discusses in a broad way the functions the sources 
assign to the glides in their descriptions ofTurkic. 

As said before, the sources indeed display various opinions on the 
status of the glides. In some (Ifilya, Dtwän, Tu~/a and-to some ex-
tent-Jldräk) principles of the Uygur alphabet shine through. In the 
Uygur alphabet there were no signs for short vowels, long vowel signs 
being used both for indicating long vowels and as plene writing of 
short vowels. 

74 It is important, though, not to be misguided by the labelling of oppositional pairs. 
75 Tbe idea of a scale is enhanced by data from KäSgari who rcmarks that a given word 

(which is known as having [öl) requires 'less samma' than another word which has [ü 1 
(Dankoff and Kelly 1982:56). 
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3.5.1 'Idräk, Ifilya, Qawänin and MG: gIides indicate prosodic 
lengthening 

In tdräk ) Abü I:Iayyän considers all occurrences in which the glides are 
used to indicate a lengthened vowel, prosodict lengthening, Le. Jisbä C", 

rather than a part of the root: 

"None of the three weak consonants [sc. )alif, wawand ya1 are ever part 
of the root in this language, theyarise from the lengthening of the vow-
els." (garni< ~urüf al-madd wa-l-lin a!-!ala!a la yakünu say minha )~lan 
fi hagihi l-luga )innama hiya nawase <an )isba < al-~arakat, )Idrak 
101,10; compare IrtiSafI 423)76 

In other words, ) Abü I:Iayyän means that unlike in Arabic, in Turkic 
the glides are never part of the root; instead they always serve to indi-
cate secondary lengthening eiSbä C"). In Qawänin and the Margin 
Grammar, too, the term )isbä C" is used in the sense of lengthening, viz., 
eisbäC" fafba [al-mim)). The lengthening is shown by means of inser-
tion of a glide, as in kalmäs lkalma"sl 'he will not come' (Qawänin 
14,2; similar statement in MG 62V top; 46IJt/ult). A similar opinion is 
reflected in Ifilya: 

"An )alifthat evolves from the lengthening of a ... " (wa-)aliftansa)u <an 
)isba<fatba, Ifilya 75.) 

Thus, it appears that most grammarians accept both long and short 
vowels for Turkic, long vowels occurring basically as a secondary, per-
haps marginal effect, Le. similar to the status of the lengthening of 
vowels in Arabic poetry. 

It is interesting to note that, although in Arabic linguistics the term 
'lengthening' eisbä C") it is sometimes refers to the consonant instead. 
For example, in the word )aqgä 'white' (used as the name of a coin) g 
is both vocalised with a (maftüba) and lengthened (musba C"a, M G 
34V!t): "the noun whose last consonant is vocalised with a and length-
ened" (al-ism al-maftüb al-Jäbir al-musbaC", MG 59Vrt). Similarily, the 
m (in the negation sufftx) is "lengthened with an Jalif' (al-mim al-
musbaC"a bi-I-Jalif, MG 6rtop). The last quote calls to mind Qawänin's 
description ofthe same suffIx, but there the author uses the term mu-
fabbam (mim maftüba mufabbama, Qawänin 13,9), which is to be in-
terpreted as 'lengthened', or-perhaps, 'emphasised' -rather than 'vel-
arised' (see also 3.1.2). 

76 1t will be shown in Chapters Five and Six that this point of view has consequences 
for the interpretation of some Turkic morphemes that are expressed by means of a glide. 
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3.5.2 Tu~f~ plene spelling as default 

Traces from the Uygur orthographica1 tradition are evident in Tu~fa 
too. The anonymous author formulates his concept of the glides as fol-
lows: 

"Know that there are no signs for short vowels and by the lack of it much 
confusion occurs. Thus, they set up a rule for all nouns, verbs and parti-
des alike in order to write without vocalisation and without confusion. 
[This rule] is that a is followed by )alif, i byy, and u byw." (i7am )anna 
l-luga t-turkiyya laysa fihä sakl wa-bi- radamihi yaqa ru l-)iltibäs fa-
garalü li-kuli min al-)asmä)wa-l-)afäl wa-l-1;zurüftJäbitan li-yaktubü {?] 
bi-gayr sakl wa-lä iltibäs, wa-hiya (sie] )anna I-fat1;za talthä )alif, wa-l-
kasra yä) wa-tJ-tJamma wäw, Tu1;zfa r9.) 

Indeed, in Tu~fa all vowe1s are indicated by means of )aIif, w and y, re-
spectively, while his plene orthography is observed in cases where the 
other sources have a short vowel, e.g., ~äqäl /~a"qa"1! 'beard', qänät 
/qa"na"t/ 'wing'. Initial hamza, for example, is followed by )alifto in-
dicate a, e.g., )ätä /)a"ta"/ 'father' eab); )änä /)a"na"/ 'mother'; )äq 
/)a"q/ 'white' (Tu~fa 3'llff). This plene writing may be re1ated to the 
Uygur script. 

Neverthe1ess, in a few instances a vowe1 is represented by a vowe1 
sign only, e.g., in )awrät /)awra"t/ 'woman', ~uwiiq /~uwuwq/ 'cold' 
(6V lO). This is probably related to the fact that otherwise these words 
would have contained a sequence of two )alifs and a /w/, i.e. * ..::..1.u l1 
I'a"wra"t/, or one of three /w/s, i.e., * .3.U>- /~uwwuwq/, respectively, 
which are unacceptable in Arabic phonology. 77 

3.5.3 The use of glides in Diwän 

Käsgari's principles with regard to the use of the glides are described in 
detail in Dankoff and Kelly (1982:67fO (and Kelly [1973]). Theyare 
right when they say that Käsgari at times is inconsistent in his use of a 
plene orthography. 

According to them, the instances in which Käsgari uses plene or-
thographyare summarised in four categories which I repeat here for 
sake of convenience: (1) anomalous plene orthography in the intro-
ductory pages, probably due to errors during copying; (2) inconsistent 
use ofthe glides for the vowel sign as in Uygur script; (3) secondary 
lengthening, or 'pausallengthening' in proverbs and verses, and in the 
rhyme position; (4) secondary lengthening which is to be interpreted as 

77 This plene writing of all vowels in Tu~fa is an important difference with ) Idräk, in 
spite of the structural resemblances of the two works. 
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indicating stress, especially occurring in two-word phrases, "where it 
points to stress on the root as against the general rule." Kelly (1973) 
gives a detailed account of the instances in which Käsgari makes state-
ments about vowellength and how these should be interpreted. One of 
the conc1usions Kelly reaches is that Käsgari understood that it is pos-
sible to express vowellength more accurately in Arabic script, as op-
posed to Uygur script, in which this is not possible. In other instances 
the glide indicates stress in the first syllable. At the same time, though, 
Käsgari's attitude with regard to the status ofthe glides could be called 
ambivalent. In some instances he accepts the glides as part of the root, 
in others he considers them additional and suggests deletion because a 
short pronunciation is "the most eloquent" (al-Jaft,ab). 

In Arabic grammar deletion of a glide as a basic consonant is only 
possible under certain conditions (cf. Bohas 1982:91ff). On 515,16-18 
(also in KeHy 1973:156) Käsgari says that it is possible in Turkic to 
delete the glides just as this is possible in Arabic. He exemplifies this 
with the verb zäna 'he decorated' yaz"inu 'he decorates', "then one 
forms the imperative by saying zin 'decorate!' ... " Ctumma yuJmar 
minhu fa-yuqäl zin ... , D'iwän 516,6). This argumentation only makes 
sense if we regard yaz'inu as the phonetic realisation of Iyaziynu/. In 
the case of the imperative form the medium Iy/, which is a part of the 
root Iz-y-n/, is omitted, leaving li/, hence /zin/. In other words, in 
Arabic theory the shift of yaz'inu-zin is not the shortening of a long 
vowel, since in this theory long vowels do not exist, but the elision of a 
consonant. In the same way, the pattern of qiil 'arm' is Iquwl/; after 
deletion of the glide Iw/, the pattern becomes Iqul/, realised phoneti-
cally with a short vowel. Depending on which form is regarded as pri-
mary, Iwl is either deleted from the root, or inserted. 

Käsgari makes a yet another statement in regard to words whose 
middle consonant is a glide. In these words, he writes, 

«the glides disappear when they are pronounced fast ... [T]he glide is 
elided in speech, not in writing." (wa-buruf al-lin yasqutu minhä cinda 
surCat an-nutq bihä ... fa- ... yunqasu minhä barf al-lin fi n-nutq duna 1-
kitäba, Diwän 493,13). 

Here KäsgarI says that even though a given word eontains a glide this 
does not necessarily indicate lengthening, for the glide can be elided in 
speech. In other words, shortening is the result of a prosodie process 
which is not always indicated by means of a short vowe1; thus the glides 
sometimes stand for plene writing of vowels rather than actuallength-
ening. 
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3.5.4 The functions of the glides in I;Iilya 

Ibn al-Muhannä developed a rather complicated system of abbrevia-
tions and markers which he used to indicate aspects of the vowels that 
cannot be reflected with the regular script. In this system, described on 
pp. 73ff., the glides play an important role. 

3.5.4.1 Labels ofthe glides, and the functions ofthe glides as markers 
As discussed in section 3.1.5.2 above, in Ibn al-Muhannä's orthogra-
phy the glides serve more functions than.lengthening alonej they occa-
sionally serve as markers for velarisation and as plene writing of vowels. 
When they are used in a non-regular way, Ibn al-Muhannä marks 
them with m (_). For example, in some words the occurrence of /w/ 
stand for plene writing of a vowel, not for vowellength. Examples are, 
e.g., bürgü /buwrguw/ 'trumpet' , in which the first /w/ is marked, 
hence [burgu] and )üs /)uYiSl [us] 'the one that' (alladi).78 

Similarly, Jalif is marked when it does not stand for vowellength, 
but indicates a vowel, much like 'the pausal h' (häJ al-Jistirä~a), Ibn al-
Muhannä writes, in Arabic words like farsiyyah 'Persian', in which fi-
nal h indicates a preceding short vowel a, rather than areal h 79 For 
Turkic this applies to yä /ya:/, [ya], 'bow'j mundä /munda:/ [munda] 
'here', )almä /)alma:/ [alma] 'apple', in all of which the Jalif is 
marked. 8J 

At best, Ibn al-Muhannä's system of marking and labelling can be 
characterised as quite confusingj it may wen be the case that he has 
mixed up the writing conventions he found in his own sources. 

3.5.4.2 Jlmäla applied to y 
In I;Iilya the terms Jimäla and Jismäm are applied to words whose de -
fault interpretation is already front. The labels, then, perhaps must be 
interpreted as indications for astronger inclination to [e] (or [eD than 
usual. For this type of Jimäla, Ibn al-Muhannä uses the abbreviation 
mc-which stands for mäla Jilä l-kasr, i.e. "inclining to j". Examples of 

78 Interestingly, Iwl remains unmarked when it is pronounced 'soft' (bafifa), i.e. "not 
extended" (lä musba Ca), which I tend to interpret as plene writing too. This is ex-
em~ified with the very same word, i.e. burgii Iburguwl 'trumpet' [burgu]. 

Another regular use in orthography is when Jali[ is added after ü luwl at the end of 
a word. In Arabic this occurs for instance in verbal forms conjugated for the third person 
plural past tense, e.g., ,4arabu ( ~.r"» 'they beat'. Ibn al-Muhannä does the same in 
Turkic too: bü 'this' (I.Y.) (cf. also Durra Ms 4r ~uw 'water I~-w-"I). 

8) The J alif and w remain unmarked when they are basic consonants of the word 
e~lI). This is, for exarnple, the case in qäm Iqa"m! 'soothsayer'. They remain, paradox-
ically, also unmarked when they indeed do indicate vowellength (musba Ca), e.g., kürär 
'he sees', yarär 'he matches'; 'üz I'uwz! 'master' [u:z] and 'ür I'uwrl 'beat!', [u:r]. 
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this are, e.g., man [men] '1', )at let] 'meat', bak [beg] 'chief (ijilya 
78,3). 

The same label is applied to y, which here indicates a long vowel 
(musbaC-a 76,11), furthermore, y is "flavoured of i" (musamma Jilä 1-
kasr). At this particular point Ibn al-Muhannä does not mention the 
quality of the vowel that precedes y, but a few lines further (76,14) he 
refers to it as i (see examples in listing below). 

Elsewhere (77,7) some of these words are mentioned again, albeit 
with yet another marker, i.e. m-l-~ (~), which also indicates Jimäla. 
Here the quality of the vowel represented by y is compared to that of y 
in four Persian words: 

1 "lengthened y", as in e.g., Str 'milk' and fir 'arrow'. 
2 "a light y with inclination to i" (yäJ bafifa bi-Jimäla al-kasr), as in 

e.g., sir 'lion' and sir 'garlie'. 81 
In eontrast to these instances of marked y, Ibn al-Muhannä (ijilya 

76) gives some words that remain unmarked, in which the pronuncia-
tion of y is 'clear' (bayyina ~ähira). When combined in one scheme, 
the following pairs become evident, viz., 

Labelled (~mäla) 
~ /'iySl [e:s]82 'eompanion' 
bir Ibiyr/ [be:r] 'give' 
kiS /kiy'S/ [kes] 'quiver'83 
biz Ibiyz/ [be:z] 'swelling'84 

Unlabelled 
fis] 'work' 
[bir] 'one' 
[kis] 'sable' 
[biz] 'cloth' (al-JiSfä[?], EDT 
"be:i') 
('we'; see also 77,2) 

81 These data are not entirely confirmed by Western interpretations of Persian. 
Steingass gives 'lion' as sher, the three other nouns with I. Meier (1981 :86-7) notes that 
in Arabic sources Kurdish e is marked with a special marker ("haken") above y, and 5 
with this marker above w. Further, "zur wiedergabe eines e im sudanesischen arabisch 
schreibt Yusuf Fa<;!l I:Iasan in seiner kritischen ausgabe von M\ll.lammad an-Nür b. 
I;)ayfalläh's Tabaqat fi !Ju~ü~ al-)awliya) wa-~-~ali~ln wa-l- <ulama) wa-s-su<ara) fi 5-

Südän, Chartum 1974, einen bogen unter den buchstaben vor dem y." And: "In manchen 
arabischen dialektaufnahmen wird das e mit den worten bi-)ima/at al-ya) angedeutet." 

82 With no further vocalisation of hamza. From an earlier statement (74,3) on this 
subject, however, it is evident that hamza must be vocalised with a. Other sources do not 
point at this specific pronunciation, e.g., )Idrak 14 'iS. 

83 In Diwan, too, two instances of [e] and [e] are described. The term used in this 
respect is bi-l-)imala, e.g., ~ 'quiver' (Diwan 498,6; EDT 752 "ke:f; Dankoff and Kelly 
"kes"); sayS 'surety' (Diwan 497,17; EDT 856 "SI:~"). 

84 Inanother instances [e:] is represented by )ali!, viz., büik Iba"sik! 'cradle' (Ifilya 
179,3; EDT 390). 
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3.6 Consonants 

The present section deals with two main issues. First, it shows which 
phonemes each source posits for Turkic. Secondly, it discusses in which 
terms they describe those phonemes that are not regular phonemes in 
Arabic are described. 

In the present section I shall not dea1 in great detail with velarisation 
and palatalisation, which are already amply discussed in the previous 
sections (3.1-3.5). Instead, I shall describe which consonantal phon-
emes are described in the sources, and which terminologica1 in-
struments are used in those descriptions. Furthermore, I shall attempt 
to assess the status of the phonemes the sources posit for Turkic. It 
shall be seen that there are three types of Arabic descriptions of Turkic 
phonemes. First a number ofbasic phonemes that also exist as such in 
Arabic. In a sense these could, therefore, be called phonemes. Second, 
there is a number of phonemes that are described as allophones of 
Arabic, sometimes for dialectal variants. The third type are phonemes 
that are entirely new. 

In regard to the front-back opposition, there is an important basic 
difference in approach between the Western analysis on the one hand, 
and the Arabic tradition in the other. In Western analysis the vowels 
are primary elements and thus affect the surrounding consonants, 
whereas in the Arabic tradition this is the other way around. Western 
scholars, for example, apart from only four velar consonants does not 
posit any velar or velarised consonants, such as [~l, [tl, [zl, m and [rl 
whereas these are so important in the Arabic analysis. 

It shall be seen in this section that all sources have a list of those 
Turkic consonantal phonemes they consider the basic ones, in addi tion 
to a number of secondary sounds, whose status comes dose to what in 
western theory are called allophones. The description of the con-
sonants falls into two parts, based on the approach the sources choose 
in their respective descriptions of Turkic phonemes. It shall be seen 
that the first group, which consists of Ifilya and Diwän, takes the 
Uygur alphabet as its basic list ofTurkic phonemes, whereas the second 
group bases itself on Arabic phonemes instead. 

3.6.1 The number and status of consonantal phonemes 

The sources display various opinions on the number of Turkic 
phonemes. Diwän gives 18 basic consonants, Suf!ür counts as manyas 
29, and even though the listing of basic phonemes in a particular 
source may be small initially, this number is usually extended with a 
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number of additional phonemes. The diffences between the sources in 
this respect are, as we shall see, related to their respective concepts of 
both Turkic and Arabic phonemes. 

The question arises what exactly the status of the basic and addi-
tional phonemes iso As a ru1e ofthurnb, I suggest considering all pho-
nemes that are explicitly mentioned in the basic listing as 'phonemes', 
and all those that are mentioned in passim as secondary or, with a 
modem term, 'allophones'. But, again, each source has different con-
cepts in this matter. 

The scheme in the appendix to this chapter (pp. 160-162) brings 
together all descriptions of Turkic phonemes and allophones that are 
mentioned in the sources, and serves as a reference. 

3.6.1.1 The numbers ofphonemes 
Five of our sources each give an elaborate listing of the basic consonan-
tal phonemes that occur in Turkic. The sources that provide such a list 
are Ifilya (82,4f.), Diwän (6,7ff), Qawänin (4,7ff), ~dräk (l01,2ff) 
and Tu~fa (2r ). In spite of this identical point of departure, there are 
considerable discrepancies in the numbers of consonants the sources 
posits for Turkish. The lowest number is 23, the highest 29. Four 
sources c1assify the consonants into 'basic' and 'secondary', while 
showing considerable differences as to the respective numbers of these 
subcategories. The secondary consonants are in all but one source (i.e. 
Diwän) phonemes that do not occur in Arabic. Accounts of secondary 
consonants are provided in Tu~fa, Ifilya, Diwän and Targumän 
(3,4ff), although the latter does not give an overall inventory (nor does 
Suf}ür85 4V I2;20). 

The consonants in the basic list are presented as such in various 
ways. KäsgarI and Tu~fa's anonymous author ca11s them sirnply 'basic' 
()~liyya, and )a~lan, respectively). The secondary consonants are ca11ed 
'derivational' (farCiyya) in Diwän, and 'repeated' (mukarrara)86 in 
Tu~fa. Qawänin, however, writes that the basic consonants occur in 
'orthography' (ft ~-~üra), and, along with six secondary ones, they are 
'in speech' (fi l-laft.). The following scheme surnmarises the data: 

85 In Sugür, Ibn Mul,tammad ~ä1i1} counts 29 Turkic consonants (4V 12;20), but he 
refrains from giving a detailed list, contenting himself with a description of the non -
Arabic phonemes instead. He further specifies (without giving examples) that some of 
these are 'used' (musta <mal) whereas others are 'avoided' (mahgilr fihi). 

86 Doubling of consonants as a means to indicate a non-standard pronunciation also a 
methodapplied in Durra (4.2.7). 
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Basic Secondary Total 
Tu~fa 19 e~lan) 4 (mukarrara) 2387 

Idräk 23 
Ifilya 19 4 23 
Diwän 18 ()~liyya) 7 (farCiyya) 25 
Qawänin 21 (fi ~-~üra) 6 27 (28) (fi l-laft.) 
Sudür 29 

In the overall scheme of Turkic phonemes in the appendix to this 
chapter, I have distinguished the basic (B) consonants from the 
secondary ones (S) by means of appropriate labels. 

In addition to these two categories of consonantal phonemes, all 
but two sources (i.e. Tu~fa, Sugür) list yet other consonants in passim. 
Those are either Arabic consonants which had not been included in 
the list of basic consonants, or full-fledged phonetic descriptions of 
different sounds. A number of these are additional or alternative defi-
nitions for some of the secondary phonemes. I have marked these P 
(for passim) in the overall scheme, in as far as they can be identified in 
the respective sources. The secondary phonemes are the following: 
Idräk [gl; Ifilya dead g, pausal h (orthographic device), velarised t, m 
and [nl; Diwän [gl and Cl; Qawänin [gl, C,l [rl, and [l].l (as allophone 
of [q]); Durra [g], and Targumän velarised d and velarised z, respec-
tively. 

3.6.1.2 Lists of absent phonemes 
Six of the sources give a list of Arabic phonemes of which they explic-
itly state that they do not occur in Turkic. Such lists are found in 
Qawänin (4,13), Targumän (2,12), Diwän (6,4), Bulga(MS 1'5), Ifilya 
(82-83) and Sugür (4r25), whereas they lack in )Idräk, Durra and 
Tu~fa. As expected, the sources are not unanimous as to which Arabic 
phonemes do not occur in Turkic, but there are enough points of 
agreement too. 

The listings display the following consonants/phonemes: 

87 I counted only 22 in Tul;!fa; the däl must have been omitted erroneously. 
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Qawän'in Targumän Sudur Ifilya D'iwän Bulga 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ! 
2 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
3 b 
4 d d 
5 ~ ~ 
6 tj tj tj tj tj 
7 t 
8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
9 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

10 f f 
11 h h 

Table I Absent consonants in Turkic according to the sources 

In 1dräk ) Abü I:Jayyän writes that any Arabic consonant other than 
the ones mentioned in his listing of Turkic consonants cannot be 
genuinely Turkic. He exemplifies this statement with some examples 
of Persian and Sogian loan words, which contain the non-Turkic fand 
b, e.g., farman 'decree', from Persian farmän, firisti-Iär 'angels', from 
färiste, and kulaf 'rose', from gülab, and Sogdian )absam 'evening' 
(EDT 96:). 

In 1dräk (9; 26) 4 is mentioned in passim as occuring in Bulgar. 
Although, as a rule, ~ayn does not occur in Turkic languages, induding 
loan words, it occurs in two instances in Qawän'in, viz., (adam 'man', 
(59,11; 53,10) and (awrat 'woman' (59,14), in which it is probably to 
be interpreted as a kind of velarised, or stressed hamza. The pair ~ - z 
in Durra is surprising, because according to the Arabic prescriptions, ~ 
forms a pair with 4. Durra's concept must be regarded as the reflection 
of a dialectal pronunciation. 

An interesting point is the question of the contradictive statements 
regarding ~ and tin Ifilya. Although explicitly given in the listing of 
Turkic phonemes, ~ is here mentioned again as a non-Turkic conso -
nant. There is no mention to this effect in regard of t (cf. 3.1). 

3.6.1.3 The Uygur alphabet as a base 
The respective lists of consonantal phonemes in D'iwän and Ifilya are 
based on the Uygur alphabet (cf. for example Kelly 1973). Käsgari in-
deed displays the Uygur alphabet and gives examples of how Turkic 
words are written in it, along with a transcription. His listing of eigh-
teen basic phonemes, therefore, is essentially transcription from the 
Uygur alphabet, which has consequences for the interpretation of some 
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signs. (This point is further discussed in 3.6.1.3). Ifilya's listing bears a 
clear relationship to the Uygur alphabet too, although it is apparently a 
more indirect one, and his listing of 23 consonants is quite different 
from Käsgari's. D"iwän (6,7ff) and Ifilya list the basic consonants of 
Turkic as follows (the sequence all but identical): 

D"iwän I Ifilya D"iwän D"iwän I Ifilya IfiZya 
1 I )alif -hamza 7..sY 13 '"':" b 19 if ~ 
2..;v If 8..J k 14 ~ C Ir, 20 .) d 
3·b L.~ Itg 9'='4 15 .J r 21 Ab 

4." W 10 im 16 J- S 22 . b L. ~ 

5.:; z 11 u n 17 ..::.. t l.J..t 23..::.. t 
6Jq 12 U'" s 18 J 1 

In his listing Käsgari does not mention d, although he uses it quite of-
ten in the course of his text. Apart from being used in the verbal end-
ing -di, d also occurs in verbal and nominal sterns. There are indica-
tions that in at least some of these d is not interchangable with 4. Fore 
instance, there is evidence for this assumption lies in the fact that in-
tervocalic -4- in D"iwän coincides with -y- in the so-called ayaq-branch 
ofmodern Turkiclanguages (viz. 'ayaq - 'a4aq 'foot', 45,1), whereas 
words with -d- apparently never change (viz. 'idis 'cup', 42,12).88 

Incidentally, there is also confusion in regard to d in Ibn al-
Muhannä's list, because of its occurrence on two places, i.e. on (9) and 
(20), and I tend to interpret the former as 4.89 

Finally, KäSgari's use of the term 'basic consonants' (burUr~liyya) 
presupposes a second category, name1y one of 'derived consonants' 
(burüf farCiyya). Indeed, Käsgari describes seven additional phonemes 
which he in concord with his earlier preferences derives from the Uygur 
alphabet. In his view, then, the 'Arabic I (tim Carabiyya), the regular 
[g] and the 'Arabic f (al-fä) al- Carabiyya) [f] are derivatives of [c] and 
[v], respective1y. There is one Arabic phoneme, i.e. [g], which has no 
representation in the Uygur script, and another two that cannot be 

88 Mr Hans Nugteren, p.c. November 3rd, 1997.1/ A copy of this description of basic 
and secondary consonants is given in the Margin Grammar (33'lt). Dankoff and Kelly 
(1982: 50f and 53ft) summarise the consonants occurring in the Turkic language of 
Dlwän as follows: /b, p, m; d, (j, t; n, !J; I, r; g, k, q; s, z, s, j, t, Z; f, h, X; y, w, vI. 

89 In another instance, indeed, d merges with cl (a1though this may be due to a copy-
ist's error), where Ibn a1-Muhannä discusses substitution of d by t. The editor Rifat 
gives the etymologically correct forms with cl in square brackets after each word 
(79,2ft). 
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expressed in either script, i.e. [z] and [g] (further discussion in section 
3.6.3.1). 

3.6.3.1 Transcription from the Uygur alphabet 
KäsgarI's basic approach to reflection the sound system of Turkic in 
Arabic script is that of a transcription from the Uygur alphabet, which 
he apparently considers quite suitable for Turkic. His transcription, in 
its turn, has to be reflected in the Latin alphabet for our purposes. 

There are two possibilities for the transcription of a given phoneme 
from the Uygur into the Arabic script. The fIrst is that the phoneme 
can be reflected in both, i.e. each script has an unambiguous sign for it, 
e.g., [s]. The second is that a non-Arabic is reflected in the Arabic 
script with a sign that in Arabic has a different phonetic value. This is, 
for example, the case for the phonemes [c] and [v], which KäSgari tran-
scribes with the regular Arabic signs for g and f, respectively. Problems 
occur if these Arabic signs are needed in the value they have in Arabic. 
Such a need in fact did occur. 

There are some foreign loan words in Turkic, Käsgari writes, which 
contain [f] and [g], for which the Uygur alphabet, as explained above, 
has no signs. In these instances the appropriate Uygur signs are marked 
by means of additional diacritica1 dots. Käsgari subsequently transfers 
this method to the Arabic script, inasfar as he uses it for Turkic. In this 
way, both ..J and ~ are marked with extra dots, which results in ..j and 
~ respectively. As a consequence, then, ..J and ~ should be interpreted 
as respectively [v], and [c]. However, I have to add immediately that in 
practice for [v] it is the other wayaround, probably because a copyist, 
or even KäsgarI hirnself found the system too confusing to apply 
throughout, and therefore, ..j seems to represent [v], rather than [f]. 

Dankoff and Kelly (1982:55) discuss in some detail the transcrip -
tion ofthese graphemes. Their conclusion in regard to [f/v] is that ..j is 
to be interpreted as [w], and -' as [v]. Their arguments are twofold. 
First, the Oguz (and New Persian?) pronunciation of -' is [v]. Second, 
the Sogdian grapheme for F was used to signify [w] or [ß]. Etymolo-
gically speaking, Dankoff and Kellyare probably right. However, what 
concerns us here is KäsgarI's perception ofTurkic phonemes and the 
way he described them in terms of Arabic phonetics, and therefore we 
should be careful in positing features of Turkic KäsgarI probably did 
not, or could not notice. In this respect, I believe there are strong argu-
ments in favour of interpreting ..j as [vJ, and -' as regular [w], all of 
them based on KäsgarI's text. The fIrst is that ..j is clearly described as 
'between Arabic f and b', which point at [v], rather than [w] (cf. 
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3.6.2.1). The second argument is that KäSgarI nowhere says that he uses 
.J for a pronunciation that is different from the standard Arabic one, 
while in other instances he is very accurate on this. (The standard 
Arabic pronunciation is, no doubt, [w].) The third argument combines 
the two first ones, and I put it in the form of a rhetorical question. 
Why would KäsgarI complicate matters and introduce a new symbol 
(..j ) for an existing phoneme, i.e. [w], for which he had an appropriate 
and non-ambiguous grapheme at his disposal? 

The problem of transcription plays no role in lfilya; Ibn al-
Muhannä lists 23 basic consonants, five more than KäsgarL The re-
spective basic lists differ on a few more points; Ibn al-Muhannä in-
cludes the following consonants which are absent from KäsgarI's: f, g t, 
~,d and h. Furthermore, there are differences in transcription from 
the Uygur, viz., (Diwän-lfilya) b - g, d - cj, t - t, v - fand c - g, 
whereas in lfilya [v] and [cl are described elsewhere (cf. 3.6.2.1). 

The different transciptions are of interest from two more general 
points of view too. First, they indicate that Ibn al-Muhannä had no 
first-hand knowledge of the Uygur script. If he had, he might have 
found out, as KäSgarI did before him, that there are only 18 basic signs. 
Secondly, the two variants show that there was no uniform transcrip-
tion for the basic signs of the Uygur script. For example, some may 
have transcribed the phoneme on no. 3 as t b, whereas others preferred 
t g; and no. 17 as t, rather than t. It appears that, as in the course of 
time scholarly knowledge of the Uygur script dwindled, transcriptions 
that initially had the status of alternatives (g,~, t.) were erroneously 
added to the basic list as phonemes in their own right. 

In lfilya too, the non-standard realisations have to be marked, and 
in Arabic script this is reflected by means of additional diacritical dots 
on the basic signs: 

"The marker of these consonants which distinguishes them in writing 
from the pure Arabic consonants consists of three dots under the conso-
nant concerned ... which indicate their emphasis." (wa- caläma hädihi 1-
burüf farqan baynahä wa-bayna ~arib al-bar[ al- Carabi fi 1-1:Jatt )anna 
tabta I-bar[ alladi hädä sa)nuhu taläta nuqat mutaffä ... tadullu Calä 
taflJimihi, Ifilya 73,2.) 

Indeed, for two non-Arabic phonemes, i.e., [p] and [cl, respectively 
Ibn al-Muhannä occasionally uses the signs 'v' and ~. A similar system, 
in which velarised 1 is marked with dots too, is used more extensively in 
Sugür (see 3.1.2.1 ). 
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3.6.1.4 The Arabic alphabet as a base 
As pointed out above in section 3.6.1.1, five sources give a listing of 
consonantal phonemes. Two of those, i.e. Diwän and Ifilya, take the 
Uygur alphabet as a starting point. The present subsection discusses the 
sources that take the Arabic alphabet as the point of departure without 
any reference to other scripts. These are Qawänin (4,7ff), Jldräk 
(lOI,2ff) and Tubfa (2r ). The remaining sources, i.e., Sugür, 
Targumän, Bulga and Durra, although they do not give any listings, 
provide descriptions of a number of Turkic consonants. These pho-
netic descriptions are given below in 3.6.2.1. Qawänin (4,7ff) counts 
28 consonants (but actually gives 27; S is erroneous1y 1eft out) that are 
used 'in speech' (fi l-laft), 21 of which are reflected 'in writing' (fi~
~üra), by which the author means that seven consonants do not have a 
unique grapheme in the Arabic script. By interpretation, then, the ones 
'in writing' must be [>, b, t, g, b, d, r, z, s, s, ~, <,i, t, g, q, k, 1, m, n, w, 
y], whereas the seven consonant that occur in speech only, are, viz., [p, 
e, l;, G, g, }, 1J]. Tubfa distinguishes between nineteen 'basic' (J~lan) 
and four 'repeated' (mukarrara) consonants. The basic consonants are 
[', b, t, g, d, r, z, s, s, ~, t, g, q, k, 1, m, n, w, y], the derived ones are [p, 
e, g, 1J]. The term 'repeated' too refers to a means of marking them in 
the Arabic script as non-standard (see 3.6.2.2). 

One would, again, assume that the use of the same alphabet, i.e. the 
same basic concept leads to very simi1ar perceptions of Turkic 
phonemes. This is, as we shal1 see in the following subsections, only 
partially true. 

3.6.2 Descriptions of non-Arabic phonemes 

Having sketched a general context in the preceding subsections, \\e 

now turn to the actual phonetic descriptions of Turkic consonantal 
phonemes as they are given in the sources. Descriptions of velarised 
consonants are not given here, since they have been amp1y dealt with 
in section 3.1.2. After the respective descriptions, this subsection con-
tains abrief excursus on how doub1ing is used as a marker of a non-
standard pronunciation, followed by a summary. 

Standard or regular Arabic consonants are, of course, not discussed, 
although theyare indicated too, opposing them to the non-regular 
pronunciation. The sources describe them as bäli~, ~arib (Ifilya 73,2), 
~abib (Diwän 26,17) al1 of them meaning 'pure', which are regular 
terms for describing the Arabic basic phonemes as opposed to the aHo-
phones (cf. 1.2). Käsgarl uses 'Arabic' ( C'arabiyya, 26,17), when refer-
ring to standard fand g, and 'firm' (~ulba) for the Arabic k (as opposed 
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to the 'fine' rakika for [v] and [g], respectively). This makes sense, 
since his point of reference is the Uygur script and the pronunciations 
he associates with that, rather than the Arabic (cf. 3.1.5.3). 

3.6.2.1 Non-Arabic consonantal phonemes in detail 
The present subsection deals with the actual phonetic descriptions of 
eleven specifically Turkic phonemes as theyare given in the sources. In 
addition there is m which is discussed above in 3.1.2.1, which makes a 
total of twelve. As we shall see, seven of the twelve phonemes, i.e., [p, 
c, g, ! z, IJ, z], are described in very similar terms as allophones that oc-
cur in Arabic. The remaining five phonemes, [n, v], the velarised g [G], 
the mixed h, and the 'dead g' are alien to the Arabic consonantal sys-
tem and are described in new terms. 

1 [p] 
The phoneme [p] is typically described as 'a blend' of two Arabic 
phonemes, [b] and [f], viz., 'the b that is mixed with the f (al-bäJ al-
maSüba bi-l-fä~ Tu~fa), or elliptically, 'the mixed b' (al-bäJ al-masüba, 
Jldräk). The same relation of this phoneme with b and fis posited in 
Qawäni"n, viz., 'the b that is mixed with the crackling f (al-bäJ al-
masüba bi-l-fäJ al-musansana). The term musansana is also used in 
Qawäni"n's description of [cl (see below). The concept of mixing, or 
flavouring recurs without any explication in Durra, where a small fis 
scribbled above b, e.g., )arba [arpa] 'badey' (Durra 6r9). The few oc-
currences of f in Qawäni"n therefore are to be interpreted as [p], for [f] 
is not listed as a Turkic consonant, viz., )arfa [arpa] 'badey' (63,12); 
saftalü [saptalu] 'peach' (63,8), and sifSaq [si'psaq] 'sparrow' (62,14). 
Finally, Suf}ür compares Turkic p to that in Persian, whose place of ar-
ticulation is "between the Arabic band f' e.g., pädisäh. 

Targumän and Ifilya use in this respect taftJi"m, viz., 'emphasised b 
between band f (al-bäJ al-mufalJlJama bayn al-bäJ wa-l-fäJ, 
Targumän 3,5). This 'emphasis of b' is in Ifilya further specified as "as 
ifyou pronounce [b] outsideyourlips" (ka-Jannaka tanfalJu bihä min 
lJärigas-safatayn). In tap-ti 'he found' (99,17) voicelessness is indi-
cated with doubling (viz., ~). (For further use of taftJi"m for in a 
voiceless phoneme, see below [c].) 

The phoneme [p] is described in Di"wän with an adjective, i.e. 'firm 
b' (bäJ ~ulba, Di"wän 6,15)-which is, along with [t, c, k], and [q] col-
lectively referred to as the 'consonants of firmness' (~urüf a~-~aläba, 
281,14; 266,4)-much like the equally voiceless [k] (käf ~ulba), a regu-
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lar Arabic phoneme. There is, however, no expression"" bäJ rak'ika for 
the regular, voiced b to complete match the pair. 

2 [v] 
Diwän and Ifilya are the only sources to posit a Turkic phoneme [v]. 
In Diwän it is narned 'fme f (fäJ rakika, Diwän 26,17), analoguous to 
'fme k' (see [g)), described more precisely as being "articulated between 
the points of articulation of the Arabic land the correct b" (bäriga 
bayna mabragay al-läJ al- '"arabiyya wa-l-bäJ a~-~abiba, 26,17), or sim-
ply "I between the two points of articulation" (bayn al-mabragayn, 
54,10; 544,12). Ibn al-Muhannä describes it as 'emphasised f (fäJ mu-
labbama), or, more detailedly, "/flavoured of w" (läJ musamma Jilä 1-
wäw). This phoneme, in Ifilya expressed by means of ..J, occurs, for 
example, in )iv [av] 'hunt', civ [eav] 'farne', saving [sevine] 'joy' 
(Ifilya 79,15). Based on our knowledge of Arabic phonetics in regard 
to [b] and [f], which both KäsgarI and Ibn al-Muhannä here use as 
their reference, this description exactly matches [v]. ~ 

According to Ibn al-Muhannä in these words [v] alternates with 
[w], viz., )äw, Cäw, sawing, a phenomenon which KäSgarI mentions as 
an option too: "every f that is articulated between the points of articu-
lation may be replaced by a w" ( kulI fä J bayna I-mabragayn la-Jinnahu 
yagüz mubädalatuhä bi-l-wäw, 54,10), whereas for the Oguz [w] is the 
standard pronunciation (27,1). 

3 'Dead g' 
Ibn al-Muhannä mentions a 'dead g' (gayn mayyita 74,10; 77,9f), 
which he also calls 'melting' (madäba). The 'dead g is in fact an allo-
phone of g, and realised as [w], and therefore in essence not a new 
phoneme, viz., 

"The pronunciation of [the 'dead'] gin the languages of the Turks in our 
realms is like the ws, and this is because the gis a guttural sound whereas 
the w is a labial sound. The place of articulation of both is inclining to-
ward the lips." (fa-n-nutq bi-hägihi l-gayn fi Jalsina t-turk fi Jar4inä ka-
Jannamä huwa bi-l-wäw wa-gälika li-Janna l-gayn ~arf~alqi wa-l-wäw 
~arf safawi, fa-l-ma1:Jrag baynahumä mäJil Jilä s-safa, l;lilya 77,17ff.) 

The 'dead g' occurs in words like, e.g., tü.irä Ituwgra"l 'signature' 
[tuwra], bü.idäy Ibuwgda"yl 'wheat' [buwday], and bü.irä Ibuwgra"l 
'he-camel' [buwra]. 

~ Rather than [wl as proposed by Dankoff and KeHy; for which see discussion in 
3.6.3.1. 
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The 'dead g' is described as a rather soft allophone of g. In fact, the 
description Ibn al-Muhannä gives calls to mind the realisation of the 
socalled "yumusak ge" in modern Turkish. This, indeed, may not be a 
coincidence, for there is other evidence too that points to a relation of 
the language in Ifilya with Azeri, or even Anatolian Turkish (see dis-
cussion in Chapter 2). Although the 'dead g' forms a terminological 
pair with the 'dead k' (käf mayyita) [gl, in pronunciation there is no 
obvious relationship. 

In the spirit of the Arabic tradition, in which badal typically is asso-
ciated with a common point of articulation of the consonants in 
question, Ibn al-Muhannä postulates that the 'dead g is articulated be-
tween g and w. 

4 [cl 
The sources typically describe the phoneme [cl in terms of a mixture of 
Arabic [sl and [gl, 'the gthat is mixed with the ! (al-gtm al-maSuba bi-
s-sin, Tu~fa, Qawänin )-also elliptically 'the mixed I (al-gim al-
maSuba, Jldräk)91_"gflavoured of s" (gim musamma Jilä Sin, Ifilya)-
or simplyas "g between sand {' (al-gim bayna s-sin wa-l-gim, Bulga 
MS 1 r9). The concept of mixing, or flavouring is evident in Durra two 
ways; the first of which is a small s scribbled above g, nacuk [necükl 
'how', and the second a small g written underneath s, e.g., biSiq 
[bleaql 'knife' (Durra lOV 6). See further discussion ofmethods oftran-
scription in Durra 4.2.7.92 

In both Ifilya and Targumän the term mufabbam is applied. In the 
the former it is simplyan 'emphasised { (gim mufabbama), whereas in 
the latter [cl is an 'emphasised g between g and r (al-gim al-mu-
fabbama bayn al-gim wa-s-sin), reflecting the concept of the blend of 
two consonants. According to Targumän, this phoneme "resembles 
the pronunciation of g by the Nabateans of Ba'albak" ( tusbih talaffu~ 
nabat biläd bacalbakk bi-l-gim, Targumän 3,8). The phoneme [cl oc-
curs, e.g., in bieaq 'knife' (86,6) and )ac 'open' (Ifilya 99,3). In 
Qawänin [cl is further described as a "crackling {' (gim musansana, 

91 In the manuscript p and c are indicated with g and b, each marked with a super-
posed 5 ("';), which stands for maSüb 'mixed'. To avoid confusion because of the defec-
tive Arabic script, 'Abü J:layyän states "In all [words] whose first consonant is a g, [the 
g] is mixed, except in pgä ['mother' (42)] and gumart ['generous' (46)]." (wa-gami< 
mä Jawwaluhu tim hiya fihi maSüba Jillä gigä wa-gumart faqat, 1dräk 47.) This means 
that in all instances, except in the two words mentioned, the grapheme g on word-initial 
position stands for [cl. 

92 In lfilya and Durra occasionally the grapheme ~ is used too, e.g., biCqaC [brcqac] 
'scissors' (Durra 9v13). 
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Qawänin 55,18). The term musansana may be a general reference to 
voicelessness, since it recurs in Qawänin' s description of [p]. Finally, 
5Uf/ür compares [cl to Persian c (see similar comparisons to Persian in 
below in 4.3.1.3). 

5 [g] 
The phoneme [g] is described as a 'knotted k' (al-käf al-ma ~qüda, 
Tubfa), a 'bedouin k' (käfbadawiyya, 'Idräk 106,18; Qawänin 50,19) 
or as a combination of both, i.e. 'the knotted bedouin k' (al-käf al-
badawiyya al-ma~qüda, Qawänin, Ifilya). Targumän writes "the tied q 
of the Arabs" (qäf al- ~arab al-ma ~qüda93, 40,18; also 21,16), which 
calls to mind its regular description in Arabic theory (cf. 1.2.1). Diwän 
specifies it as "k that is produced between the places of articulation of 
q and k" (al-käf al-mutawallida bayna malJragay al-qäf wa-I-käf, 
6,17), and, in short reference 'thin k' (käfrakika) (as opposed to 'hard 
k' (käf ~ulba J, i.e. voiceless Arabic k). 

In Ifilya (76-77) in addition the terms 'dead 1C käf mayyita, or 
'melting k', käf gä)iba are used. Examples of Ifilya's 'dead 1C are ~ 
[tirig] 'living', and sil~ [silig] 'clean' an-na~if, 77); b~ [beg] 'chief 
(75,12), ~ [gün] 'sun'. Finally, 5udür compares it to 'Persian k' (käf 
~agamiyya, 5ug.ür 19r20). 

6 Velarised g [G] 
Two sources posit a velarised voiced phoneme, which I would interpret 
as [G]. It is described as an" ~ayn that is [pronounced] between ~ and g" 
(al- ~ayn allafi bayna 1- cayn wa-l-gayn al-mu ~ama, Qawäntn, 4,9), or, 
in Targumän, "the g is resonant between g and k; its place of articula-
tion is from the nasal cavity" (fa-l-~äf... bayna al-gayn wa-I-käf 
mugannanatan wa-malJraguhä min al-lJaysüm, 3,9) 

7 Velarised z [z] 
Two sourees, Qawänin and Targumän, posit a velarised z, 'the z that is 
mixed with the ~' (az-zäy al-masüba bi-~-~äd, Qawänin 4,9 and various 
places), also found as an Arabic allophone. Examples are, e.g., yaz- to 
write', bugazIa- 'to kill' (Qawänin). In Targumän it is described in 
terms of an 'emphasised z' (zä) mufablJama), which "resembles the 
pronunciation of rJ by the Nabateans among the people of the ~acid" 
(tusbih talaffu~ nabat )ahl a~-~a~id bi-rJ-t}.äd, Targumän 3,9). This very 
same comparison with a dialectal pronunciation of rJ is also made in 
Ifilya, there representing z. 

93 Ern. for al-manquta 
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8 [z] 
Diwan and Ifilya posit a Turkic phoneme Z, which only occurs in loan 
words. It is pronounced "between the place of articulation of g and s" 
(bayna mabrag al-gim wa-s-S'in, Ifilya 77), or, more precisely, 'the z 
that is produced between the places of articulation of z and s' (az-zay 
al-mutawallida bayna mabragay az-zay wa-s-sin, Diwan 6,17). Ifilya 
further describes it as an 'emphasised z' (zay mufabbama, 77), which 
"resembles the pronunciation of tf, by the Nabateans among the people 
ofthe ~a<Id" (tusbih talaffu~ na bat Jahl a~-~aC'id bi-tf,-tf,ad) (This same 
description recurs in Targuman, there signifying velarised z). The Z oc-
curs, for instance, in 'aiün 'world'; 'adü 'jackal' and k~ 'a lock of 
hair' (Ifilya 79,5),94 generally considered Sogdian or Iranian borrow-
ings (cf. EDT). Although not specifically described in Targuman, it oc-
curs there once (32,1 täy )aiä 'maternal aunt' (with j). 

9 Palatal [lJ] 
The palatal I) is usually described as 'n of the nasal cavity' (an-nün al-
baysümiyya, Idriik, Qawanin, Tu~fa; al-~arf al-baysümi, Diwan 8,11) 
baysüm probably referring to the nasal cavity. A second term is 
'resonant n' (nün magnüna); e.g., 'move!' tabraIJ (Qawanin 77,11). In 
Targuman it is described as "there is some resonance in [the n]; its 
place of articulation (Le. the baysüm) [ranges] from the ceiling ofthe 
throat up till the end of the nose" (fiha sayJ min al-gunna wa-
mabraguha min saqf al-~alq Jila raJs al-Janf, Targuman 46,6), The I) 
occurs in, eg., Ciz-mä-I) [cYzmau] 'do not write' (pI). In Durra (2r6) we 
find the expression "soft TC' (kaf bafifa), which reminds of the nün 
baftfa in the descriptions in the Arabic sources (1.1). 

In the text of Qawanin [lJ] is indicated by means of an n and a su-
perposed k (Qawanin 27,14), while in Tu~fa, Durra and Ifilya's it is 
represented by the digraph InkJ, e.g., käl-di-I) Ika"ldiynkJ 'you came' 
(Tubfa 57r6), or a single n, viz., ltanriyl (Durra 2r6). In Ifilya the k 
and the n reportedly assimilate with eachother in speech, even though 
they remain fixed in orthography (al-batt). [lJ] is described as both a ~ 
assimilatingwith n in~, Le., [telJiz] 'sea', and, conversely, as n as-
similating with ~, e.g., sinkir [silJir] 'sinew' (75,1; cf. Cantineau 
1966:206). 

94 According to Ibn al-Muhannä z in these words alternates with i eadü - )ariü), s 
(kusäk- kuZäk),andg eagün- )aiÜD),respectively. 
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10 Velarised lJ [n] 
Two sources posit a velar variant of the lJ, here transcribed as !]. They 
probably did so because the palatal version is c10sely associated with k 
which is the palatal consonant par excellence and therefore cannot re-
fer to anything velar. Not surprisingly, therefore, they describe the ve-
larised lJ in terms of g, viz., !] 'nasalised g' (gayn magnüna, Qawänin 
29,6), or as "k of resonance that is produced between g and q and 
[between] n and q" (käf al-gun na al-mutawallida bayna I-gayn wa-I-
qäfwa-n-nün wa-I-qäf, Diwän 7,1). Examples are, e.g., )an1a-eJi Pagla-
diJ 'he understood' (Qawänin 29,6), and tanri ItagrV 'God' (Qawänin 
58,1; 74,5). 

) Abü l;Iayyän describes this ve1arised n in phonological terms, rather 
than in the phonetic qualities of the consonants: 

"As far as ~agä ['to you') is concerned, its base form is ~an-gä. The n was 
elided because of the frequency of its use; the base form is used less often." 
(wa-~agä Ja~luhu ~angä fa-~u{}ifat an-nun li-katra al-isti <mäl wa-
yaqillu sti<mäl al_J~~ "1dräk 127,2.) 

In 1dräk this rare instance of velarised I) is understood as a crasis of n 
and the dative suffix gä in the personal pro no uns man 'I' and san 
'you' (sg), producing [maija] and [5a1Ja], respective1y. In Idräk it is in 
these two instances reflected by means of a single g (127,2; 142,2). 

In I;Iilya, surprisingly, the 'dead' k (käf mayyita), apart from refer-
ring to palatal [g], can refer to a velar sound too, i.e., a ' k flavoured of 
g (käf musamma Jilä I-gayn, 77,4). Ibn al-Muhannä gives the following 
description, viz., 

"When there is a n before a 'dead' k of this kind, the k is pronounced 
flavoured of the g, and the sound becomes more nasalised." (wa-matä 
käna qabla mä hä{}ä sabiluhu min al-käfät al-mayyita nun nupqat bi-
hä(}ihi l-käfät musamma Jilä l-gayn fa-yakun ~-~awt bihä Jagann, lfilya 
77,14.) 

Examples are, e.g., )~ä [aija] 'to hirn', m~ä [mulJa] 'to this one', 
sa~ä [saija] 'to you', man~ä [maija] 'to me'. All these words are 
originally front, but shift to back in the dative case. 

11 "Mixed lJ." 
This phoneme, described in Qawänin only, is a fricative velar phone -
me, similar to but apparently not identical with Arabic b. It occurs in 
Turkic as an allophone of q only, within one language, or as a re-
placement of q throughout. In orthography occasionally reflected with 
:lJ. (as in )a:lJ.sä 'dirham', 57,21), this sound is described in varlous ways, 
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viz., 'q mixed with a i (qäf masüba bi-gayn mu cgama, 76,3), 'q be-
tween g and q, but which is doser to q' (qäfbayna l-gayn wa-I-qäfhiya 
Jaqrab Ji[ä l-qäf, 64,1). Two alternative descriptions are 'a q between q 
and b' (qäf bayna l-qäf wa-l-bäJ, 64,7), and 'h which they pronounce 
mixed with b' (yantiqüna bi-[l-hä] masüba bi-bä95 , 4,14). This sound 
occurs in, e.g., qalqän [lJallJan] 'shield', bardaq [bardal].] 'cup' and 
)alJsam 'evening' (lauer spelled with b). 

Although this phoneme is listed as a regular Turkic phoneme, the 
author evidently regards it as an allophone of q, which is evidenced by 
his comment that wherever b occurs, "the pure Turks pronounce [the 
word] with q" (wa-t-turk al-bulla~ yaqülünahu bi-I-qäf, Qawäntn 
62,20). In Targumän too b interchanges in one occasion with q, but 
still occurs in some loan words (cf. Houtsma 73). 

3.6.2.2 Doubling as a marker for a non-standard pronunciation 
In Durra no listing of consonants is provided, and the quality of the 
phonemes can only be determined by interpretation of the markers 
that are put below and above some consonants. Doubling is the main 
instrument to indicate a non-standard pronunciation. A voiceless 
pronunciation of otherewise voiced basic phonemes is indicated by 
doubling, e.g., gguwrngga [cümce] 'ladle' (lOV6) and )übb [öp] 'kiss' 
(20r9). Doubling as a means to indicate voicelessness may go back to 
an older tradition. Ibn SInä, for example, uses the term 'doubled 11 
(bäJ musaddada) for Persian p eAsbäb 16,15). In certain instances 
doubling indicates velarisation (see discussion in Section 3.6.1). Doub-
ling also serves to indicate a fricative pronunciation, e.g., käSsi [keCi] 
'goat' (7r15); ssüb [cöp] 'straw' (6r15; also 5V 15) (Tu~fa too refers to 
'doubling' for indicating non-standard phonemes, see 3.6.1.3). 

Doubling of voiceless consonants, on the other hand, indicates a 
voiced pronunciation, e.g., kkäl [gel] 'come' (20V lO; 21r12), kkiz [gez] 
'walk' (21 r12) and kkät [get] 'go' (20rl0). (These words may be Oguz 
which typically has voiced initial consonans). 

A second method used in Durra to mark non-Arabic phonemes is 
scribbling a small consonant above or underneath a regular Arabic 
phoneme, instances of which are discussed in [c] and [p]. 

3.6.2.4 Summary 
Out of the total of twelve phonemes whose descriptions are given 
above, seven [p, c, g, 1, z, 1], ~] are also described as allophones in 

95 Ern. for bä~ 
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Arabic.96 For these phonemes the sources give, as expected, much the 
same, or in any case very similar descriptions (cf. 1.2.1). The remaining 
five, i.e. [v], 'dead g', velarised [IJ], 'mixed [lJ]' and [G], are foreign in 
the sense that they do not occur as Arabic allophones. Of these, 'dead 
g' and 'mixed y' are recognised as allophones that can also expressed by 
means of a standard Arabic grapheme, or even more than one. The ve-
larised IJ, [G] and [v] are entirely new. One possible way to analyse the 
two former ones is to regard them as variants of [IJ] and [g]. The 
sources, nevertheless, instead relate them to basic Arabic consonants. 

For the Arab authors, there is a set ofbasic e~li) Arabic consonants 
each of which is associated with a given phonetic realisation. This pho-
netic realisation, much like our own defmitions, is described in terms 
ofthe position ofthe tongue in the mouth, vis-a-vis the tooth and the 
palate. (In fact, there are two definitions; first, a prescriptive one, and 
second the ones that are based on the actual dialectal pronunciation, 
such as 4 and f; see discussion in 3.1.1.) The choice of the Uygur al-
phabet does not lead to different descriptions of non-Arabic 
phonemes. Käsgari describes all foreign phonemes in terms of Arabic 
phonemes. 

As has been pointed out, in their descriptions ofnon-Arabic conso-
nantal phonemes, the sources take one basic Arabic phoneme to which 
a particular characteristic of a second (and, occasionallya third) basic 
phoneme is added. This can be done in terms of ablend, or by positing 
the new phoneme between two (or more) basic ones. The characteris-
tic of the added or blended second phoneme is often not named; the 
only terms used are taflfim (and tarqtq), tasansun and gunna. But in 
the majority of cases it is possible to do reconstruct the argumentation. 
For example, [p] consists of a (basic) [b] which is mixed with f. The as-
pect needed to derive [p] from [b] is 'voicelessness' (tasansun, lit. 
'crackling'), which is, in this case, supplied by f. An interpretation of 
the data is summarised below in table 11: 

96 Although velarisation of r is often implied, it is nowhere described as such. 
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In phonetic basic velari_ voice- voiced- nasality, sibil- friction 
vaIue 0011- sation Iessness ness reson- ant 

sonant ance 
(tafbim) (taIanIun) (gunna) 

2 p b f 
3 v f w 
7b velar. d 1 d t 

2 t d 
llb velar. Z Z s 
14 t g S 
15 Z Z S 
18a gl k + 

2 Q + 
18b [GI 1 k g 

2 k Q g n 
3 c g 

20a IJl k n 
2 n + 

20b velar. nl g n 
2 n g 

21b velar. g. 1 Q g 
2 q g. 
3 h g. 

Table 11 Schematic description of mixing of consonants 

3.6.3 Consonant assimilation 

Consonant assimilation is a progressive feature in Turkic languages. 
This implies that the shape of the sufftx changes depending on whether 
the fmal consonant of the verb or noun is voiced [+voiced] or voiceless 
[-voiced]. If it is voiceless, the initial consonant of the sufftx is too. 
Similarly, if the word ends in a vowel or a voiced consonant, the ftrst 
consonant of the sufftx is voiced. 

In Section 3.3 it is shown that most sources regard the distribution 
of palatal and velar suffIxes as a phenomenon. Because in the opinion 
of the Arab grammarians (palatal - velar) vowel harmony is explicitly 
correlated with the qualities of the consonants, the form of the suffIxes 
is influenced by both consonant assimilation and vowel harmony. One 
could say that to express both principles, ideally a type of extended 
consonant assimilation that matches two parameters is required. 
Palatal{ised) words ending in a voiceless consonant would get a suffIx 
with an initial voiceless palatal consonant, whereas the sufftx attached 
to a velar{ised) words ending in a voiced consonant would be both 
voiced and velar{ised). In this subseetion it is pointed out for the past 
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tense suffix DI that these principles are only partially observed by the 
Arab grammarians. (3.6.3 ) 

An important principle with regard to consonant assimilation in 
Arabic is Jibdäl 'substitution' (see Section 2.2). Although the term 
Jibdäl stands for a qualitative change in the pronunciation of a conso-
nant, e.g., [~] as [s], or [d] as [t] (which may occur phonetically condi-
tioned, or else as a dialectal variant), in Arabic grammar it is defined in 
phonological terms, and interpreted as substitution of one consonant 
byanother. 

In regard to Turkic the grammarians hold similar principles, and it 
shall be seen that in the discussion of the consonant assimilation the 
notions 'substitution' eibdäl) or 'transformation' (qalb) of one con-
sonant into the other play an important role. Research on Arabic lin-
guistic theory traditionally relates voiceless and voiceled to the terms 
mahmüsa and maghüra, respectively. Contrary to what one would ex-
pect, though, the sources do not use these terms at all in relation to 
consonant assimilation in Turkic. 

3.6.3.2 An instance of consonant assimilation: the past tense suffix 
-DI 

A very frequently occurring suffix which is subject to consonant assim-
ilation is the one used for the past tense DI (which in modern Turkic 
languages stands for di, d'i, dü, du and ti, t'i, tu and tü, respectively). 
After vowels and voiced consonants, DI is realised as [di], e.g., suzla-ru 
'he spoke', kir-ru 'he entered', while 

"this d is substituted by t because the place of articulation is dose. Y ou say 
täp-ti ['he found'], qäc-ti ['he flied'], sük-ti ['he tore apart'], siq-ti ['he 
squeezed'] and it changes into t in order to protection against heaviness in 
speech." (tubdal hä!/ihi d-däl täJan li-qurb al-ma1.Jrag taqül täbti wa-
qägti, wa-sükti wa-siqti wa-tudgam fi t-täJ ittiqäJan li-tiql al-kaläm, 
TuMa 52r 13.)97 

Although the rule appears to be sound and familiar, it is not entirely 
what one would have expected. The mabrag 'place of articulation' is 
this context does not signify the places of articulation of p, c, q and k 
on the one hand, and t on the other, are meant, since they cannot be 
considered quite dose, but most likely those of d and t. The phe-
nomenon, thus, is not brought in direct relation with the preceding 
consonant. 

97 In these verbs b is interpreted as p. 
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Käsgari's account, though, is quite to the point, and I quote him in 
full: 

"Know that the past tense is bound [to be indicated] by means of d and y 
[i.e. di] in all words. There is no exeption to [this rule] except that the d 
changes into t [i.e. ti] when it is accompanied by the consonants of finn-
ness because of the tightness of their place of articulation. The consonants 
of finnness in this language are four, the finn p, t, the finn c and the finn 
k ... The d is changed into t because ofthe finnness ofthe [respective] 
places of articulation of these consonants ... even though the base [of the 
suffix] is d, it is preferable to pronounce it as t." (wa- <lam bi-Janna 1-
mäf#t muqayyad bi-d-däl wa-l-yäJ fi gamt< l-Jafäl faqat lä yatagayyar 
<anhä Jillä Janna d-däl Jigä ?abibat burüf a?-?aläba tanqalibu täJan li-
siddat al-malJrag. wa-buTÜf a?-?aläba fi hägihi l-luga Jarba <a wa-hiya 1-
päJ a?-?ulba wa-t-tä' wa-l-gtm a?-?ulba, wa-l-käf a?-?ulba ... Jinnamä 
gu <ilat ad-däl täJan li-?aläbat malJärig hägihi l-buTÜf .. wa-l-Ja?l fihä d-
däl wa-n-nutq bi-t-täJ aJ?ab, Dtwän 281,14-16 and 282,4; similar state-
ment to this effect on 266,4.) 

Examples with which he illustrates his statement are, e.g., tap-ti [tep 1 
'to kick', tut-ti 'to hold', qac-ti 'to flee', baq-ti 'to look at'.<JtI It is of 
great significance that KäsgarI here intro duces a new category, i.e. the 
1;rurüf a~-~aläba, the 'voiee1ess consonants', rather than using the term 
mahmüsa whieh in Western studies is traditiona1ly translated as 
'voice1ess'. KäsgarI however does not mention [s, s1 and [q 1. 

Further three sources give no clues in regard to the principles of con-
sonant assimilation, in spite of mentioning it as a phenomenon. In 
1dräk (114,6), for example, > Abü I;Iayyän regards the different forms 
ofDI as substitution (Jibdäl) of consonants, Le. change of d into t and 
t, respective1y, Le. as a secondary prosodie feature, without explaining 
the underlying principles. Some examples given e1sewhere in 1dräk are 
>urt-ti 'he covered' (1dräk 110,18); kas-ti and bic-tiboth 'he cut' 
eldräk 109,10) (Examples with t are discussed below 3.6.3.3).99 In 

<JtI In another instance (Diwan 354,4ff) the alternation of the causative suffix DIr is 
noted, tal-tur- - tal-dur- 'make (sorneone) pierce (a wall)'. This instance of alternation 
is compared to the non-conditioned change of t- d in the Arabic verb qadara he decreed' 
- qatara 'he was miserly' (Qur'än 65/7 and 89/16). In regard to DIr, it seems that 
Kä~gari considers tur as the basic form of the causative suffix, and that he does not relate 
the change to phonetic conditions. Another likely explanation is that here is a difference 
between dialects; it may weil be that KMgari' s Ijäqäni Turkic did not observe consonant 
assimilation in this suffix. 

99 A similar alternation between the voiced and voiceless shapes of the suffix occurs 
in the causative suffix DIr, which in 1"drak is also considered an instance of substitution 
eibdal) of a base from -dur with a secondary form -tur: 'iSit-dur-ru vs 'mt-tur-di 'he 
made listen' (Jldrak 116, 19). 
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Sudür consonant assimilation is only very marginally observed; in 
some instances, when the verbal stern ends in t, consonant assimila-
tion is indicated with with a sadda (=-), which indicates that the d of 
the suffix assimilates with the preceding t, e.g., kat-di [ketti] 'he went'; 
)Hit-di [iSitti] 'he heard' (lQv_llr). In all other instances, the default 
-di is used. The same can be said of Ifilya in which the principles of 
consonant assimilation are observed only occasionally, e.g., )ac-di -
)ac-ti 'he opened'; baq-di - baq-ti 'he looked' (79,14). 

3.6.3.3 Extended consonant assimilation 
The extended consonant assimilation requires that astern ending in a 
voiceless consonant gets a voiceless suffix, while also agreeing in front 
and back quality (cf. 3.3.1). These two parameters yield four positions 
for the suffixes DI and GIl, respectively 

back 
front 

voiced 
ep/gil 
di l:pl 

voiceless 
pI qi1 
ti I kil1°O 

Al> far as GIl is concerned, none of the sources are all four of these ex-
plicitly described at the same time. Jldräk, for example, only has a basic 
set of two, i.e. a palatal and a velar form. In Qawäntn three are de-
scribed, two of which are attached to velar words. However, the form 
of the suffIx is related to the type of velar or velarised consonant that 
occurs in the word: 

"The corroboration [of the imperative] consists of the addition of the 
word qil, i.e. a q vocalised with i and a silent 1, if the verb contains one of 
the consonants of elevation. If it contains a consonant that resembles 
those, then change the q into a g [Le. gil] and if there is nothing of this 
[type] in the verb, then change the q into a ~101 [i.e. ~]." (wa-tawkiduhu 
bi-Jan yuzäd [sie] <alayhi laft.a qil wa-hiya qäf maksüra wa-läm säkina 
Jin käna ft l-fi<l barf min burüf al-isti<läJ. wa-Jin käna fthi barf min 
sibhihä fa-Jabdil al-qäf gaynan. wa-Jin lam yakun ft l-fi1 sal minhä fa-
Jabdil al-qäfkäfan, Qawänin 8,9f; similar statements on 11,21; 12,9; MG 
44'1t; 44~m; cf. 3.1.6.3.) 

100 In fact, the ideal suffix should have eight forms, depending on a third parameter, 
Le. [+1- rounded voweJ]-which is dealt with in section 3.3.2.2-viz., 

voiced voiceJess 
roundedlunrounded rounded!unrounded 

back gut 1 gn qull qll 
front kull kil kullkil 
101 Elsewhere in Qawä~jn described as [g]. 
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It is not c1ear to what extent the principle explained in the quotation 
really holds. One would rather say, as shown in the scheme above, that 
the attachment of gil or qil depends on whether the last consonant of 
the stern is voiced or voiceless, rather than on the occurrence of a ve-
larised consonant in the stern. 

But let us see where the text leads us to if we nevertheless interpret 
this statement as referring to the fmal consonant of the stern. Then, 
the author of Qawän'in in the first place says that all elevated conso-
nants-which for the Turkic in his concept cover ~, t, 4, q, b and g-
require qil. In the second place, gil foHows after "the consonants that 
resemble those"-which refers to at least, velarised r, 1, and Z, and, in 
practice any velarised neutral consonant, inc1uding velarised Jalif 1:/. 
The third rule coHects the rest; palatal words simply take kil. In regard 
to the first rule: inc1udes 4 and g that are both voiced and not likely to 
take a voiceless suffix. For the latter there is no mention of a possibility 
to choose between ~ [gil] and kil, and about conditions that could be 
phrased similar to those of g (discussion continued below). (A similar, 
incomplete tripartite division recurs in Tubfa [53V8] for the future 
tense suffix qay/gay versus kay.) In Jldräk, there are only two basic 
forms, Le. gil and kil. These incomplete representations occur in spite 
of the fact that [g] is weH described and listed as a basic consonant. 
Apparently, when it comes to sufftxes, the shift [k - g] is a mere 
prosodic feature, which cannot be reflected in orthography and there-
fore is not worthy of explicit mention. 

In regard to DI, depending on which set of emphatic consonants 
the respective sources take, most sources should be able to show at least 
three different suffixes in orthography. Only one, Le. the voiced ve-
larised position (which is only used in Qawän'in; cf. 3.6.3.4) should 
then be indicated with a label. 

On this position, indeed, gene rally (neutral) d is used, viz., )al-di 
[al] 'he took' (134,3); )ur-ul-di [urul-] 'he was beaten' (134,9) and tur-
di 'he stood up' (tdräk 121,17; with vowel harmony 111,13). In one 
instance, however, tdräk has t, Le., tur-tu-q 'we stood up' (153,20). As 
far as I could check, in no instance d is labeHed as 'velarised'. Only one 
source, Le. Qawän'in apparently observes the extended consonant as-
similation (discussed below in next subsection). 

In regard to the voiceless velarised position, ) Abü I:Iayyän writes, 

"The t is substituted by a t; they say tut-ti ['he held']; its base form is tut-
ti." (tubdal [at-tiiJ] tiiJan qiilü tuNi J~luhu tut-ti, ~driik 117,2.) 
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Further examples are baq-p.-m 'I looked' (139,11) and ~at-p.m 'Isold' 
(Jldräk 117,19). This form of eonsonant assimilation is also observed 
oecasionally in the ablative case ending DAn, where the base form 
ea~l) is d-; "d is substituted for t, and subsequently assimilates with 
[preceding] t." Jubdilat ad-däl täJan wa-Judgimat fi t-täJ, Jldräk 143,6.) 

Nevertheless, although we have seen that the appropriate instru-
ments are available, the principles of the extended eonsonant assimila-
tion are far from being systematica1ly observed in the sourees, even 
where this is possible in regard to the available orthographie tools. After 
the final voiceless eonsonant of a velarised verb sometimes - t oecurs on 
the voiceless velarised position, e.g., ~angis-ti 'he battled (with some-
one)" but more often -d, ~ang-di [sanc-] 'he stabbed' (ll1,3) and 
)aq-di [aq-] 'he flowed' (1"dräk 17), whieh is the 'base form' of the suf-
fix. 

3.6.3.4 A c10ser look at eonsonant assimilation in Qawäntn 
Only in Qawäntn the extended eonsonant assimilation is apparently 
strueturally and fully maintained in orthography. However, here the 
regular equivalents of the terms 'voiceless' and 'voiced' are not used ei-
ther. The distribution of the four markers of the past tense, i.e., ti, di, 
<Ji and p, runs aeeording to four rules that are summarised as follows, 
viz., 

1 Ifthe final eonsonant ofthe stern is an unvoca1ised b [p] t, g [cl, s, 
k, s or q, then the marker of the past tense is ti. Several examples of 
each instance are given, for example, tap-ti [tep-tij 'he kieked', 
)up-ti 'he kissed', baq-ti [baqu] 'he looked', buk-ti 'he bent'. 
Note that here b and gare to be interpreted as voiceless, sinee 
words cannot end in -b/-g. Furthermore, the eonsonants men-
tioned here are exaetly those which Käsgari calls burüf a~-~aläba, i.e. 
the eonsonants after which the suffix has t- (see above 3.6.3.2). 

2 If the final eonsonant is d, r, Z or I (non-velarised), n, y, or if the 
last eonsonant is voca1ised, the marker of the past tense is di. 102 

Examples, e.g., kir-di 'he entered' , kal-di 'he came', min-di 'to 
mount'. 

102 Here m is not listed, which rnay be an error. On the other hand, no examples with 
a verbal stern ending in -m are given, and the author of Qawänin rnay have assumed that 
there are no Turkic verbs ending in -m. In fact, of the few verbs ending in -m, Qawänin 
gives only one, i.e., kum 'bury!' (76,1). 
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Some of the verbs given, one with -d, e.g., 'izda-di 'he sought', and 
-y, viz., ya-di 'he ate' end in a vowel; for this reason they can hardly 
serve as appropriate exarnples. Furthermore, bar-di 'he went' and 
)ur-di 'he beat' are given here, although they are characterised as 
'velarised' elsewhere (22,15; 22,16; 8,16). In these instances one 
would therefore expect -41 instead. 

3 If the final consonant is z, r, ! (velarised), or g, then the marker of 
the past tense is 41. Some of the exarnples given are, e.g., raz-4i 'he 
wrote', 'al-di 'he took'. To these he adds w, exemplifying with yii-
41 lyuw-9V 'he washed'. 

4 If the final consonant of the verb is ~ or t, the marker of the past 
tense is ti, e.g., yut-p 'he swallowed', )~-ti 'he hung', and Qllf-p 
'he vornited'. 103 

Close examination of the rules themselves shows that they do not ac-
count for the occurrence of ti after neutral consonants, such as [p 1, [c 1 
and [51 in back words, such as -t in tap-p [tap-tI1 'he found' (10,10).104 
This is, however, acknowledged by the author, and he gives a partial 
solution: 

"The marker of the past tense in this word is t, even though the final con-
sonant of the verb is not one of [the consonants] 1 mentioned; [I refer to 
the first] t which is meant as ifit were the last consonant [ofthe stern]. 
[The t] is a consonant of elevation, the b is a single consonant, not vo-
calised; a single unvocalised consonant is not considered an insuperable 
border. Therefore a marker of the same kind [Le. a velarised consonant] 
is used according to the principle ofthe last [i.e. 4], with the intention of 
agreement and alleviation." (fa-~inna <aläma l-matjiy fthä tä~ wa-laysa 
~ä1.Jir a'-fie, sa/an mimmä g,akartu qultu [?] at-tä~ hunä bi-ma <nä al-
~ä1.Jir wa-hiya min ~urüf al-~isti <lä~ wa-l-bä~ ~arf wä~id säkin wa-laysa 
l-~arf al-wä~id as-säkin bi-~ägiz ~a~tn fa-g:;Ja bi-l- <aläma min ginsihä 
li-kawnihä ft ~ukm al-~ähir li-qa~d al-munäsaba wa-t-ta1.Jftf, Qawänin 
10,lOff.) 

In other words, the effect of the initial t reaches to the end of the 
word, without being hindered by b [p 1 and makes -ti acceptable. Even 
though he alludes to the velarising effect of the initial t, he does not re-
fer to the voicelessness of the final [p 1. Note, furthermore, that the au-

103 In neither one of these cases, the labial vowel harmony, [o/u - u 1 and [ö/ü - ü 1, is 
observed. 

104 The rules do not predict a voiced velarised suffix in back verbs ending in n or y 
either. 
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thor does not really amend his rules in order to give a more general and 
fuller eoverage of all possible sufftxes; he merely gives an addition, 
whieh has the appearance of an improvisation for a specific case. 

The four rules still do not aeeount for the ending of )an1a-4i 'he 
understood' (29,6) and other verbal sterns that end in a vowel. To 
complicate matters further, a number ofverbs that end in a vowel are 
separately inserted between the rules, e.g., )uqu-di 'he read' (9,14)105, 
tusa-di [töse] 'he spread out' (9,11), two of them are actually pre-
sented as regular exampies of verbs ending in -d, viz., )izda-di 'he 
sought' and )anda-di 'he called' (9,17), and one as a verb ending in -y, 
Le. ya-di 'he ate (10,1). 

In sum, even though the four rules eonstitute a fair starting point 
for the determination of the appropriate suffixes, they do not give a 
real insight into the underlying distributional principIes; i.e. they have 
no full explicative and predicative value. The indusion of verbs ending 
in voweis indicate that even Qawän'in's author in faet does not in all 
instanees reiate the form of the sufftx to the ftnal eonsonant of the 
verbal stern, nor does he its velarity or palatality take into aecount. 

3.6.3.5 Summary 
My eondusion with regard to eonsonant assimilation is that in the 
souree not all rules of the ideal extended eonsonant assimilation are 
observed. In one source, Le. Qawän'in, eonsonant assimilation is based 
on a set of four potential markers whose distribution does not-as one 
would expect-depend on general Arabic principies that are inter-
preted as equivalent to voieed - voiceless and palatal(ised) - velar(ised). 
Exeept Qawän'in, the sourees take di as the base form from which the 
others are derived. 

The sourees in general deviate from the Arabic praetice in the sense 
that, even though they are in most cases ineompiete, their reflections 
of Turkic are probably doser to the phonetic reality than written 
Arabic usually iso They take pains to express a prosodie feature which as 
a rule is only marginally observed in Arabic orthography. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The differenees between the sourees in their enumeration of basic, 
seeondary and tertiary eonsonants, the way they deseribed them de-
pends on two factors. The first is their factual pereeption of a given 

105 But cf. tin )uqu-t 'make read!' (69,10). 
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sound, and each author's subsequent choice of relating the new sound 
to his own concepts of the Arabic phonemes and allophones. The 
speech sounds one perceives as meaningful are, of course, related to 
one's concept ofwhat type of sounds are likely to be meaningful. The 
second is the importance or the status the author assigns to the 
phoneme. In other words, is a given sound considered a phoneme, i.e. 
a meaningful sound that has to be indicated throughout, or is it re-
garded it as a mere allophone that occurs as a prosodic feature, perhaps 
worthy of signalising and describing as an isolated phenomenon, but 
nothing more. 

In relation to these three factors we can say in the first place that 
the Arab authors did indeed perceive all meaningful phonemes of 
Turkic, vowels and consonants alike, and even describe sounds that are 
considered allophones in Western descriptions ofTurkic, e.g., [b). In 
this respect there are three types ofTurkic phonemes. The first type are 
those that are identical with existing Arabic sounds, e.g., [k, q, z, m, 
etc.]. Second, there are phonemes that can be described in terms of a 
non-standard, e.g., [p, c, g, z, !, r], or dialectal pronunciation of 
Arabic sounds, e.g. [4, ~]. This dass indudes neutral consonants that 
are labelIed in passing as 'velarised', e.g., hamza, d, t, etc .. The third 
type are foreign phonemes for which new descriptions have to be in-
vented, in terms of the basic Arabic phonemes, not as elaborations of 
the allophones. These phonemes and allophones are not necessarily 
identical with those posited for Turkic in Western analysis, such as [G] 
In relation to the second factor we can state that the status attributed 
to a given phoneme is determined by whether it can be correlated with 
an existing Arabic phoneme. This is evident in the only partial observa-
tion of most non-standard phonemes in the texts, e.g., [p, c, g], and 
the incomplete reflection of vowel harmony and consonant harmony 
in suffixes. 

Vowel harmony is reflected only in asmuchas it involves a change 
that can be expressed by choosing another consonant. Furthermore, it 
appears that the sources did not have areal concept ofvoiced vs voice-
less to which they could relate the distribution of the suffixes. In regard 
to the non-Arabic vowel phonemes, such as [ö, 0], it is evident that al-
though they were occasionally indicated by means of labels, they are 
not systematically described. 

The differences that arise as a result of taking the Uygur alphabet as 
basic (KäsgarI) on the one hand, and the Arabic alphabet on the other 
are obvious. However, the choice for the Arabic alphabet does not au-
tomatically lead to the same solutions for expressing certain Turkic 
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sounds. The authors apparently had various concepts of a number of 
Arabic phonemes, e.g., [4, ~l that do not match the prescriptions in 
the Arabic sources. Here they most likely base themselves on dialectal 
pronunciations instead. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CASES AND MARKERS 

INfRODUCTION 

This chapter is meant as an introduction to Chapters Five and Six and 
deals with two main subjects. In Section A it discusses the concept of 
case in Arabic linguistic theory, and, second, some typological charac-
teristics of case in Arabic and Turkic which may have formed the base 
for this concept. In addition, some preliminary statements are made in 
regard to the suitability of Arab grammarians' approach to language, 
especially as far as their their method of morphological segmentation 
concerned. 

In Section B this chapter gives an account of the way the sources 
apply the Arabic terms kalima and laf:?a to Turkic, and the various 
means for expressing synonymy between Turkic and Arabic. 

PART A 1. ~AIÄMA AND ~~RÄB 

In Tu~fa the author proclaims: "They [sc. the Turksl do not have any-
thing like )i~räb in their speech" (laysa fi kalämihim say min al-)i~räb, 
SOv13; another remark to this effect is found in Ibn Färis' Sähibt, 
161,12). If we accept )i~räb as the Arabic term for 'declensio~' or 
'case', this statement seems to contradict the communis opinio, for 
Turkic languages do have a system of case endings, at least in the 
Western understanding of case. How, then, can we explain this re-

mark? 
In this section we intend to show in detail how cases are defined by 

the Arab grammarians themselves, and point to the differences and 
similarities with the Western traditional conception of case. We shall 
elucidate some of the terms that play an important role in their discus-
sion of the Turkic case system and discuss especially the terms ~aläma 
'marker' and )i~räb 'declension'. These terms are closely connected, 
for, as we shall see, )i~räb is regarded as a coherent set of ~alämät. 

In Arabic treatises the term ~aläma 'marker' (pI. ~alämät) is applied 
to various morphemes, whose common characteristic is the fact that 
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they do not govern. I wish to stress that in this context the notion of 
governor should not be interpreted as being identical with that in 
Generative Linguistics, but rather as a similar notion (see Seetion 1.2 
for further discussion of C'ämil). 

Although the Arab grammarians themselves do not specify this as 
such, it is possible to discern two categories of C'alämät. In the first 
place there is a category of markers that indicate a change in the 
meaning of the word, without the presence of a governor (ämil) in ei-
ther the surface structure (laft.) or the underlying structure (taqdir). 
The second category comprises markers that are caused by a governor 
(ämil). This second category of markers coincides with the Arabic 
concept of )i C'räb. This is worked out in more detail below. 

1.1 Markers without a governor 

The first category of markers comprises elements that occur to indicate 
a certain meaning, without a governor (ämil) being implied. In other 
words, an C'aläma of this type is a marker for a certain meaning; it has 
an inherent semantic load. 

To this group, for example, belong the so-called tä) marbüta 'the 
connected f that serves to differentiate between feminine and mascu-
line adjectives and nouns. This t, or rather the suffix at, is added to a 
masculine adjective or a noun. The case ending of the word follows af-
ter the t. Thus, malik-un 'king' is changed into malik-at-un 'queen', 
gamil-un 'beautiful' (m) gamil-at-un 'beautiful' (f) and t;lärib-un '(the) 
beating one (mY vs. t;lärib-at-un '(the) beating one (f)'. The Arab 
grammarians call this t more specifically C'aläma at-ta)nit 'marker of 
the feminine' (Irtisäfl 293). 

Another C'aläma at-ta)nit, with the same status, is the tin the per-
feet verb, such as in (l). The verb t;laraba-t, therefore, contains an 
agent, albeit not the t, but one hidden in the verb itself: 

1 tJaraba-t zayd-an 

beat/PAST-f/3sg zayd-ACC 
'She beat Zayd.' 

Contrary to what one would expect, in Arabic theory the final t is not 
the agent (fäC'il) of the verb qäma-t in (1). The reason for this is the 
fact that an agent, e.g., hind can be inserted, viz., 

2 tJaraba-t 
beat/PAST -f/3sg 
'Hind beat Zayd.' 

hind-un 
hind-NOM 

zayd-an 
zayd-ACC 
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If the t represented the agent too, the verb would have two agents, i.e. 
hind and t, which is impossible. As a consequence, the t can merely 
have the status of an C'aliima. Because this t remains vowelless, it is 
called tiiJ siikina 'silent t'. SirbinI gives the following explanation: 

"The t is the marker of the feminine; the pronoun hidden in it [sc. the 
verb] with the implicit meaning of hiya ['she'] is an agent on the syntactic 
position of the rarbecause of the preceding verb and it does not exhibit 
declension" (at-tä) <aläma li-t-ta)nit wa-tj-tjamir al-mustatir fihi al-
muqaddar fihi bi-hiya Jä eil fi ma~all ar-rar bi-l-ji <I alla(li qablahu lä 
y~haru fihi )i'räb, Sirbini 162). 

In this case the agent ofthe verb q.araba-t is 'hidden', just like the pro-
noun ofthe agent is 'hidden' in q.araba zayd-an 'he hit Zayd'. In other 
words, the tin the verb q.araba-t 'she beat' is the C'aliima at-taJnit 
'marker of the feminine', but it is not the agent, for the agent of the 
sentence is mustatir, 'hidden', in the verb. For the Arab grammarians 
the fact that the tiiJ marbüta is added to nouns and the tiiJ at-taJnit to 
verbs is not significant. For them it is basicallya single morpheme that 
is applied to both verbs and nouns. 

The w in the verbal form katabü !katabuw!, on the other hand, is 
not an C'aliima but the agent (fii C'il) of the verb in sentences like 
q.arabü zayd-an 'they beat Zayd': 

" ... tjaraba 'struck', spelled with a after the tj, is a past tense verb, and ü 
[luw/] 'they' (m) is an agent on the syntactic position of rar through the 
preceding verb and does not exhibit declension." (fa-tjaraba bi-Ja* atj-
ljäd ji <I märf.in wa-I-wäw Jä <il fi ma1,lall rar bi-l-ji <I allagi qablahu lä 
y~haru fihi )i <räb, Sirbini 162.) 

The basic reason for this argumentation is that Arabic sentences typi-
cally start with averb. If the agent is a plural noun the verb agrees in 
gender, but not in number, e.g., q.araba l-mu C'allimüna zaydan 'the 
teachers beat Zayd', but not *q.arabü l-muC'allimüna zaydan. If the 
agent is a pronoun, the number of the agent is expressed in the verb, 
e.g., q.arabü zaydan 'they beat Zayd'. According to the Arabic theory, 
the final w in ! <;larabuw! q.arabü is the agent on the position of the 
nominative (rar), although it does not take the appropriate case end-
ing. 

Apart from the function of agent in some verbal forms, in no uns 
the wäw serves as the marker for the plural. In this case it is called 
C'aläma gam C' al-mugakkar as-sälim 'marker of the sound masculine 
plural'. An example is mu C'allim-üna !mu(allimuwna! 'teachers', plural 
of mu C'allim-un. In other syntactic functions, such as na~b and garr, 
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the Iwl is replaced by a Iy/, i.e. liy/, viz., mu'allimina Imu'allimiyna/. 
In the dual the )alif 1"1 has a similar function (Irtisäf I 252): 
mu'allimäni Imu'allima"ni/. In these forms, the wäw, )alifand yä), re-
spectively, apparently combine two functions simultaneously, name1y 
plural and dec1ension (see Section 1.2 for further discussion). 

1.2 Markers with a governor: >I'räb 

The second category of 'alämät comprises the endings that are caused 
bya governor. In Arabic grammar this system of endings is called 
)i'räb. 

1.2.1 The assignment of dec1ensional endings 

The endings of )i 'räb indicate the fact that the word is governed by an 
'ämil 'governor'. )I'räb becomes explicit in four endings: u, i, a and 
zero (gazm), the lack of any of these. N ouns and adjectives may get the 
endings u, i and a, and verbs mayend in u, a or zero. 1 

3 

4 

5 

The form and use of the endings of nouns is as folIows: 

zayd-un 
zayd-NOM 
'Zayd is kind.' 

kitäb-u 
book-NOM/DEF 
'Zayd's book.' 

tJarab-tu 
beat/P AST -I 
'I beat Zayd.' 

karim-u-n 
kind-NOM-lNDEF 

zayd-in 
zayd-GEN 

zayd-an 
zayd-ACC 

According to Western grammar the endings in zayd are equivalent 
with 'nominative', 'genitive', 'accusative', respective1y. 

Unlike the concept of case in western theory, t'räb is not limited 
to nouns only; it also occurs in verbs in a specific verbal form 
(mu4äri'), which mayend in u, a or gazm 'zero': 

6 ya-tJrib-u zayd-un 
he-beat/IMPF -IND zayd-NOM 
'Zayd beats.' 

1 In the analysis of Arab grammarians, the nunation, Le. final n in indefinite nouns, 
e.g. kitäb-u-n (book-NOM -INDEF), is no part of)i <räb itself. 
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kay 
so that 
'so that Zayd beats.' 

lam 
NEG 

'Zayd did not beat.' 

ya-tJrib-a 
he-beat/IMPF -SUB] 

ya-tJrib-0 
he-beat/IMPF -APOC 

zayd-un 
zayd-NOM 

zayd-un 
zayd-NOM 

167 

It is therefore difficult to find an English equivalent for JiC'räb that cov-
ers this broad range. With regard to nouns Ji C'räb is usually translated in 
Western studies of Arabie with 'declension', and in the case of verbs 
'mood' is often used. 

Adefinition of Ji C'räb is given by ) Abü I:Iayyän: 

"JICräb is a change at the last consonant of the word [because of a gover-
nor 1 which affects it, and the vowels are markers of Ji cräb and an indica-
tion of it." (al-JiCräb huwa tagytr ft Jäyir al-kalima ... [li- cämil] dayala 
calayhä nafsihä wa-l-~arakät calämät al-Ji cräb wa-daläJil calayhi, Irtisä! 
1413, 1l.) 

Western scholars equated these verbal endings with the Latin/Greek 
concepts of'mood': 'indicative', 'subjunctive' and 'apocopate', respec-
tively. 

A further main difference between the two conceptions is that in 
Western linguistic theory each of these forms has a different meaning, 
whereas the Arab grammarians concentrate on the morphological 
changes instead, the meaning residing in the particle that acts as a 
governor, thus causing the change. 

In spite of their importance for indicating governance, the endings 
of JiC'räb may be absent due to morphonological rules or in certain 
prosodie conditions. The word is supposed to show the effect of a 
governor, but does not do so. This does not imply a change in the re-
lations of governance, whieh can be shown in the taqdir, the underly-
ing level of the phrase. In the first place this includes nouns whose 
stern ends in one of the so-called 'weak' consonants, i.e. w and y. An 
example of this is the noun qätjin 'judge', having an ending in -in in 
both nominative and genitive (the accusative is 'regular': qätjiyan). 
According to Arabie grammar its morphological structure is Iqa"Qjyunl 
in the nominative, and Iqa"giyinl in genitive, respectively, showing a 
regular ending in both cases (for an elaborate analysis of the Arabic 
theory of morphology and phonology, see Bohas 1982). 

In the second place endings of Ji C'räb may be omitted under certain 
prosodie conditions. The Arab grammarians were weIl aware of this 
phenomenon which often occurs in normal speech, but is especially 
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frequent in poetry and readings ofthe Qur'än. Ibn Gimü, for exam-
pIe, gives two occasions in which such adeletion may occur; as a pausal 
form (waqf) and in connected speech (w~l): 

"With regard to the pausal form, one may pause on every fully inflected 
noun which has nunation in the case of both rar and garr, its Ji cräb and 
nunation are deleted ... if it is put in n~b the nunation is substituted by an 
Jalif[= äl." (fa-Jammä l-waqf, fa-kuli ism mutamakkin munawwan 
waqafta calayhi fi rarihi Jaw gaTrihi ~a!Jafta JiCräbahu wa-tanwina-
hu ... fa-Jin n~abta Jabdalta min tanwinihi Jalifan, Sirr $inäCa 518, 1Off; 
on this subject, see also Sirbini in Carter 1981:37.) 

In a pausal form, zayd-un and zayd-in change to zayd, whereas zayd-
an changes to zayd-ä (cf. Mufa~~alI62; Wright 1986 [1898] ii 368). 

This type of deletion, however, is no indication of gazm, for it con-
cerns the deletion of an element from the surface structure; the 
deleted element subsists in the underlying structure (taqmr). 
Moreover, unlike gazm in verbs, in these cases the absence of the 
ending of Ji cräb is not caused bya govemor. 

When JiCräb is omitted from the surface, or when words have an 
ending that does not show JiCräb, word order may take over its func-
tion of distinguishing between, for example, agent and direct object. 
Ibn Ginni describes this phenomenon: 

..... one may say 'Yal)yä hit Busrä', but a distinguishing declension is not 
found in it, and likewise in similar expressions. [The answer isl when 
something like this happens, viz., that the case is not visible in the surface 
realisation, speech is subjected to what takes over the function of declen-
sion, narnely preposing the agent and postponing the object." ( .. . fa-qad 
taqülu tjaraba ya~yä busrä, fa-lä tagidu hU1läka Ji cräban f~ilan wa-
ka!Jälika na~wahu. qUa: i!Jä ttafaqa mä hä!Jihi sabiluhu mimmä yabfi fi 
l-laft. ~äluhu, Jalzama l-kaläma min taqdim al-fä cil wa-ta1Jir al-marül 
mä yaqümu maqäm bayän al-Yräb, 1j~äJi~ I 35,7ff.) 

Ibn Ginni says here that the nouns ya~yä and buSrä both end in ä, and 
do not show the markers of declension, i.e., nominative for ya~yä and 
accusative for busrä, respectively. For phonological reasons the case 
endings of /ya1}.yayun/ and Ibusrayan/ are omitted, and they end in ä. 

The fact that the endings of Ji cräb may be omitted or fuse for 
phonological reasons does not lead to a change in the hierarchy of el-
ements within the phrase; the respective functions of the elements 
remain the same, even though the relations of govemance (amal) are 
not visible in the surface structure. 
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1.2.2 Governance 

The concepts of governance (amal) and governor (ämil) are indeed 
crucial for the understanding of .Ji c-räb. An c-ämil is any element, espe-
ciallya verb (fi c-l) or a particle (~arf, pI. ~urüj), that causes a morpholog-
ical effect on another word. In terms of Arabic theory, though, the 
resulting ending is not part of the word's morphological structure but 
is part of the domain of syntax (na~w). Some particles govern nouns 
only (e.g. bi 'with': bi-s-sayf-i 'with the sword', and .Jinna, a particle of 
topicalisation), whereas others only govern verbs (e.g., kay 'so that'). 
An example of a ~arf governing a noun and causing it to take the 
ending -a is .Jinna: 

9 .Jinna zayd-an 
TOP zayd-ACC 
'[topicalisation] Zayd is kind: 

kaTim-u-n 
kind-NOM -INDEF 

After bi the noun gets the ending -~ and after .Jinna it takes -a. A small 
number of ~urüf may govern both verbs and nouns, causing verbs (in 
the muejäri c- form) to take the ending -a instead of -u. An example of a 
verb governed by a ~arfis: 

10 [da <aw-tu zayd-a-n] 
zayd-ACC] [ calledlP AST -1 sg 

'I called Zayd to come.' 

11 lam ya-tjrib-e 
NEG he-beat/IMPF-APOC 
'Zayd did not beat.' 

kay 
so that 

if-.J ya-li' -a 
he-comel 
IMPF-SUBJ 

zayd-un (= 8) 

zayd-NOM 

The governor in question may be absent from the surface structure and 
reconstructed in the underlying structure (taqdir) only. An example of 
such a governor in taqdtr occurs in the case of the genitive construc-
tions. In early Arabic grammar (Sibawayh) it was accepted that nouns 
cOuld govern other nouns. Thus the ending -in in zayd-in (12a) was 
explained in terms of governance by the preceding noun, bayt-u 
'house': 

12a bayt-u 
house-NOM/DEF 
'Zayd's house' 

zayd-in 
zayd-GEN 

Later grammarians, however, had developed a different analysis of this 
construction. Rejecting the possibility of a noun governed by another 
noun, they posited a virtual particle in the underlying structure that 
acts as a governor on zayd. In this way they created a new syntactical 
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position of the genitive (garr). Thus, phrases of type (12a) are recon-
structed as folIows: 

12b baytun li- zayd-in 
hause for zayd-GEN 

The effect of the virtual particle 1i, namely the ending -in, is visible in 
surface structure. The reconstructed phrase (taqdir) does not have the 
status of a good or correct sentence; its only goal is to elucidate the 
governance relations within the sentence (for a brief sketch of the his-
torical development ofthis theory, see Owens 1990: 17).2 

An instance of an equally invisible and even abstract governor is the 
notion of ibtidäJ, 'the act ofbeginning'. This notion serves to account 
for the nominative case ofthe topic in nominal sentences, such as (3) 
zaydun karimun 'zayd is kind', and instances such as, e.g., zayd-un 
tjaraba ("amr-an, in which zaydun is regarded as the topic (mubtadaJ) 
and tjaraba ("amran as its predicate (ba bar) (cf., e.g., Ayoub 1991; cf. 
also Mosel 1975 on this term in Sibawayhi's Kitäb). 

Verbs may govern too. In the first place they govern the agent and, 
secondly a possible object. In this respect the fact that the verb pre-
cedes agent and object is of importance, since governance can be ex-
ercised in one direction only. In (13) the verb governs two elements, 
namely zayd and ("amr: 

13 tJaraba 
beat/PAST /3sg 
'Zayd beat (Amr' 

zayd-un 
zayd-NOM 

<amT-an 
(alm-ACC 

Theverbcauses zayd- to take -u(n) and '"amr- to take -a(n), inagree-
ment with their syntactic functions: zayd-un is the agent (fä ("i1) and 
("amr-an the direct object (mafu1 bihi) to the verb, although the end-
ings cannot be taken as direct references to their respective syntactic 
functions. 

1.2.3 JI("räb as an abstract notion 

In Irtisä!' Abü I;Iayyän refers to a discussion among the Arab grammar-
ians as to whether Ji ("räb is identica1 with the endings themselves, i.e. u, 
i, a and ~arJf, or whether it is a more abstract notion for which the 
endings serve as markers (Irtisäf I 413,7ft). In the former case the 
Ji ("räb is 1af:r-i (formal) and in the latter case he regards it as ma ("nam 
(abstract). In this view, the endings are mere indications ofthe abstract 
notions of Ji ("räb, i.e. of rar. garr, na~b and gazm. 

2 In the light of the opposition of semantic versus syntactic case, the Arabic genitive 
in (12a) could well be interpreted as a semantic. See discussion in section 2.3. 
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Versteegh (1985) analyses the views of Arab grammarians on this is-
sue based on the accounts of the grammarian cUkbarI (d. 616/1219). 
cUkbarI lists some arguments in favour of the opinion that Ji ~räb is an 
abstract, rather than a formal notion. The most important of these ar-
guments is the fact that "declension uses different means-vowels, 
consonants-to express identical meanings" (Versteegh 1985:153). In 
other words, since a particular 'meaning' -or rather function-may be 
conveyed in different ways, there is no correlation between an ending 
and a specific function (see discussion below on whether a consonant 
can be an indicator of Ji ~räb ). 

The grammarians in favour of the formal approach (lafti) hold that 
if declension is not visible in surface structure, there is no reference to 
the differences in the respective functions of the elements. This opin-
ion is exemplified with the sentence q.araba musä ~isä 'Müsä hit cIsä'. 
Here the agent and the object have no distinctive markers, which may 
lead to confusion. Therefore, the argument goes, the obvious conclu-
sion is that the endings are crucial for indicating the syntactic func -
tions of each element. 

Whatever the opinion of the grammarians with regard to the exact 
nature of J(räb, i.e. whether the term refers to the vowels themselves 
or to an abstract meaning, they agree that Ji~räb is caused by gover-
nance, and that the effect on the endings caused by governance de-
pends on the type of governor (see discussion in Section 2). 

With regard to Ji ~räb in plural and dual forms, the Arab grammari -
ans hold that the wäwin mu~allimuna Imucallim-uw-na! is the marker 
ofthe sound plural (cf. Section 1.2) when the word occupies the syn-
tactic function of rar (cf. I rtiSäf I 262 ff.). In the dual form, e.g. 
mu ~allimäni Imucallima"nil 'two teachers', the Jalif 1"1 has an equiva-
lent status. In other syntactic positions, sc. na~b and garr, the wäw 
and Jalif are replaced with a yäJ: mu ~allimina Imucallimiyna! in the 
plural, and mu ~allimayni Imucallim-ay-nil 'two teachers' in the dual, 
respectively. Thus it seems that wäw, yäJ and Jalifhave two functions: 
they serve as markers of the plural, respectively the dual, and indicate 
the case of the word in question. 

Nevertheless, the Arab grammarians could not accept the possibility 
of an element with that serves to convey more than one meaning. To 
put it in Versteegh's (1985:157) terms, they rejected the "concept of a 
muItifunctional linguistic element". In their works, therefore, the 
grammarians discuss the status of w, yand Jalif, and the question of 
whether a consonant, instead of a vowel (i.e. w, y, Jalij), may serve as a 
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'marker of Ji C'räb'. ) Abü I:Iayyän summarises the two opposing opin -
ions: 

"Al-ijalil and Sibawayh hold the opinion that the vowels of declension 
were implied in the Jalif, the wand the y ... The Kufans, Qutrub and 
Zaggägi and a group oflater [grammarians] maintain that these conso-
nants are identical with declension" (wa-gahaba 1-1)al.l wa-s.bawayh Jilä 
Janna ~arakät al- Ji C'räb muqaddara fi 1-Jalif wa-l-wäw wa-l-yäJ... wa-
gahaba l-küfiyün wa-qutrub wa-z-zaggäg. wa-täVa min al-
mutaJa1)1)irin Jilä Janna hä{lihi l-~urüf hiya l-Yräb nafsuhu, IrtisäfI 
264). 

In Manhag (9,20-21) ) Abü I:Iayyän takes sides with Sibawayh by saying 
that these consonants (i.e. w, y andJalif) are 'the consonants of dec1en-
sion' (~urüfal-J(räb) like the d in zayd. This implies that he regards 
the glides in question as equivalent to the last consonant of the word 
that 'carries' the JiC'räb, and, hence, that he does not consider them 
JiC'räb themselves (Manhag 7,21-22).3 However, the question as to 
whether there is Ji C'räb or not in these cases is not direct1y answered by 
) Abü I:Iayyän. Zamal].sari (MufaHal 9ff), on the other hand, holds a 
different opinion. He accepts the possibility of a ~arf (i.e. w, Jalif or y) 
taking the place of one of the vowels of Ji C'räb. 

In this section we have briefly summarised two discussions between 
Arab grammarians. The first discussion is about the exact nature of 
JiC'räb; whether it should be interpreted as a formal notion (laf~i) or as 
an abstract (maC'nawi) one. The second one deals with the question 
whether consonants can be interpreted as markers of JiC'räb, next to 
vowels. We also saw that, in spite of their disagreement in these mat -
ters, the Arab grammarians agree that the basic characteristic of Ji C'räb 
is that it is the result of governance of a word by another element. In 
the following section it is pointed out which functions are indicated by 
JiC'räb. 

2. THE FUNCTIONS OF JI 1MB 

This section discusses the functions of JiC'räb. The endings of JiC'räb as-
signed to the nouns and verbs themselves are no direct indications of 

3 ) Abü I:Iayyän attributes the remark about the ~arakät muqaddara 'virtual vowels' 
to al-'A(lam (= aS-Santamari, d. 47611083; Manhag 9,20-21; cf. also Versteegh 
1985:160). 
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their respective syntactic functions; rather they mark the position the 
word occupies in the syntactic structure of the sentence. 

2.1 JI~räb and the markers of syntactic position 

The function of Ji ~räb is to indicate the position of the word in the 
syntactic structure; i.e. to serve as an indication of the type of govemor 
that acts upon the word. A syntactic position (mawtji~) involves a cer-
tain kind of govemment. In other words, u (tjamma), for example, is 
not an indication of the fact that a certain noun is an agent in the 
sentence, it merely refers to the fact that the word in question occupies 
the syntactic position of rar. Because the word occupies this position, 
a tjamma is assigned to it. To put it in more general terms, the syntac-
tic position is assigned by govemors, and any word that occupies it is 
obliged to take the appropriate marker. In this respect, tjamma (u) is 
an ~aläma li-r-rar'marker for the rar (Sirblnl 46), fatba (a) is an 
~aläma li-n-na$b 'marker ofthe n~b' (SirbInI 60), al-kasra ~aläma li-l-
baJ4' kasra (i) is a marker for the baJ4 [= gaTT]' (SirbInI 72), and al-
bat}f yakunu ~aläma li-l-gazm 'deletion is a marker for the apocopate' 
(SirbInI 80). The terms rarand na$b are applied to verbs and nouns 
alike. 

Of course, not all words are capable of taking every position. Verbs, 
for instance, may not occupy the mawtji ~ of garr, which is usually 
marked by the ending i. 4 In order to receive the i, other than as a result 
of phonological processes, the word must be in the position of gaTT, 
which is assigned to the mutjäFilayhi 'possessor' in a construction of 
Ji4äfa 'annexation' only, and a verb cannot be a possessor (cf. ZaggägI, 
YJ4äb 108ff.). In the same way, the position of gazm 'apocopate' can-
not be assigned to nouns (cf. ZaggägI, Jltjäb 102ff.). 

According to the Arab grammarians, Ji~räb is basically e~l) a char-
acteristic of nouns, and a verb may have Ji ~räb insofar as it resembles a 
noun. 5 The type of nouns which a verb may resemble is more specifi-
cally the active participle (ism al-fä ~il). 

4 Some verbs do end in i, though, albeit for phonological reasons only, e.g. in con-
nected speech lam yaktub-i I-mu<allim-u 'the teacher has notwritten ',in which yaktub is 
ori~inally an apocopate. 

This resemblance concerns some functional resemblances, such as the ability of 
being specified by particles, the internal pattern of consonants and vowels (eaCCiC = 
the pattern ofboth the verbal form lyat:il! and the active participle lfa"cil!), and the fact 
that the active participle in some cases mayalternate places with the mut;läri' form of the 
verb (cf. Owens 1988:208 for more details). 
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'" the imperfective verb [i.e. mU/#iri f form] has a number of resem-
blances to the noun, which is basically inflectable6, and because of these 
resemblances it becomes inflectable as weH. (Owens 1988:207; cf. 66-8; 
Zaggägi, JItjä~ 77,3.) 

The property of having Jifräb is thus derived from nouns, and not in-
herent in verbs. 

In verbs the addition of Jirräb is limited to the mu4ärt form, ex-
cluding the mätji (past tense). The mutjär( ending in u expresses what 
in Western grammar is called the 'indicative mood' (cf. Wright 1986 
[1898] i 51 and 57), even though the term mutjäri f itself does not ex-
press a tense but rather an alleged morphological resemblance with 
nouns. The third person singular of this form follows the pattern ya-
Jal-u. The first two vowels may vary in connection with changes in 
meaning or with certain verbs, e.g. ya-ktub-u 'he writes' (for complete 
paradigms, see, e.g., Wright 1986 [1898]). For Arab grammarians the 
final vowel, u, is the ending of JiC"räb, and it may be substituted with a 
(fa*a), or disappear (gazm). 

In the way tjamma is a marker for rar-in both verbs and nouns-
rar, in its turn, is an indication of a certain function: 

"each of the rar. the na~b and the garr is a marker of a [specific] mean-
ing." (ar-ra, wa-n-na~b wa-l-garr wa-kullu wä~id minhä falam falä 
mafnan, Muf~~all0,19.) 

Note that ZamalJsarI does not refer to the realisation rar, na~b and 
garr may have in the surface structure of the sentence. Due to certain 
phonological rules and processes the original endings (u, i and a) may 
have undergone changes and may have practically disappeared from the 
surface structure. Therefore ZamalJsarI assigns functions to the abstract 
notions of Jirräb, rather than to their respective realisations on the sur-
face level. For nouns, according to Zamal].sarI, rat'" is the ralam al-
fä %yya 'marker of agency', na~b is the ralam al-marüliyya 'marker of 
objectivity', and garr is the ralam al-Jitjäfa 'marker of annexation' 
(Mufa~~all0,19ff). 

No such functional definitions are elaborated for verbs: 

"Mention of the types of Ji fräb of the mutjäri f, they are rar. na~b and 
gazm; these types are no markers of meanings like the types of Ji fräb of 
the noun ... " (dikr wugüh Jifräb al-mutjärr hiya r-ra, wa-n-n~b wa-l-
gazm wa-laysat hädihi l-wugüh bi-Ja fläm falä ma fänin ka-wuKüh Ji fräb 
al-ism ... , Muf~~al109,8ff.) 

6 As a translation of the term Ji <rab, in this book 'dedension' is preferred to 
'inflection', as opposed to Owens. 
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ZamalJsarI' s statements are summarised in the following schemes: 

nouns 
indicates 

tjamma ~ 

kasra ~ 

fa*a ~ 

verbs 
indicates 

tjamma ~ 

fatba ~ 

badf ~ 

rar 
garr 
na~b 

rar 
na~b 
gazm 

indicates 
~ fä~iliyya 

~ JitJäfa 
~ marüliyya 
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Thus the category of rar, for example, serves as a theoretical interme-
diate between tjamma and fä~iliyya. The advantages of this reasoning 
are obvious. The tjamma itself is not the exclusive indication of the 
agent-one of the main reasons, of course, is the fact that on surface 
level verbs, too, mayend in tjamma--and, hence, tjamma itself cannot 
serve as a marker for 'agency' (fä~iliyya). Simultaneously, in this way 
the broader notion of tjamma as an indication of rar in both nouns 
and verbs is preserved. In the case of nouns in verbal senten ces, ral is 
an indication of fä ~iliyya. In the same way garr indicates Jitjäfa, i.e. the 
fact of being possessor, and na~b is an indication of marüliyya, i.e. 
'objectivity'. 

As can be inferred from the schemes above, no similar set of func-
tions has been worked out for the declension of verbs. ZamalJsarI also 
gives a reason: " ... because the verb originally has no Ji~räb, for it [sc. 
Jträb] is [derived] from thenoun" ( ... li-Janna l-fi~lfi I-Ji~räb gayr J~tl 
bai huwa min al-ism, Mufa~~aI109,9). 

Since the Arab grammarians did not have a concept of 'mood', a 
further elaboration would have been complicated indeed. In fact, such 
a concept is not needed in their system. The so-called 'moods' of the 
verb, rar for 'indicative', na~b for 'subjunctive' and bad[ for the 
'apocopate', are in their views just different versions of one verbal 
form: mutJäri~ The respective endings change only when the verb is 
governed bya governor of a different type.? 

7 The Western concept of 'mood' presupposes a variation in semantic content of the 
respective verbal forms. Such a concept is absent from Arabic theory, which relates dif-
ferences to governance only. 
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This rather indirect relation between the 'vowels of )i"räb' (barakät 
al-)i C'räb) and the syntactic function of the nouns they occur on does 
not seem to have been the common opinion of a1l grammarians. Ibn 
as-Sarräg (d. 316/928), for example, equates the endings with the ab-
stract meaning they represent. This becomes evident from the fact that 
he applies the terms rar, na~b and garr to the endings themselves, 
rather than interpreting the endings as markers of rar, na~b and garr, 
viz., 

"1C'räb occurs with three vowels, u, a and i. When the u occurs and disap-
pears as )i C'räb on the last consonants of nouns and verbs, it is called rar. 
When the a is like this, it is called n~b, and when the i is like this, it is 
called baJ4 and garr." (wa-yakünu [1-Ji C'räb J bi-barakät talät: tjamm wa-
fatb wa-kasr fa-i(Jä känat atj-tjamma Ji C'räban tadbulu fi Jawäbir al-
JasmäJ wa-l-Jaräl wa-tazülu C'anhä summiyat raran, fa-Ji{}ä känat al-
fatba ka{}älika summiyat na~ban wa-Ji{}ä känat al-kasra ka{}älika 
summiyat baJ4an wa-garran ... , Ibn as-Sarräg V~ül 145,2-5.) 

The markers of declension are needed to express the various functions 
the word can fulfill in the sentence, regardless of its being a noun or a 
verb. The grammarian az-ZaggägI (d. 340/951) who lived in the same 
period as Ibn as-Sarräg, uses the term ma C'nä in this context: 

"Meanings alternate on the nouns, since they can be agent and object and 
possessor and possessed, and there are no indications of these meanings 
in their form and their structure; theyare homonymous [in all these 
functions 1; therefore, the vowels of the declension are used to denote 
these meanings." ein na I-JasmäJa lammä känat ta C'tawiruhä l-ma C'äni 
fa-takünu fä C'ila wa-mafüla wa-mutjäfa wa-mutjäf Jilayhä wa-lam 
takun fi ~uwarihä wa-Jabniyatihä Jadilla C'alä hMihi l-ma C'äni bai känat 
mustarika, gu C'ilat barakät al-Yräb fihä tunabbeu C'an hä{}ihi I-ma C'äni, 
az-Zaggägi J!tjäb 69,6.) 

Versteegh (forthcoming) lists among the applications of the term 
ma C'nä its use as a technical term meaning 'syntactic function'. When 
az-ZaggägI uses ma C'nä he does not refer to 'meanings', but rather to 
the syntactic functions ofthe noUll. For az-ZaggägI, it seems, the vow-
els of declension are directly related to a syntactic function, such as 
agent (fäC'il), object (marül) and possessor (mwJäFilayhi), the same 
functions mentioned by Zamal].sarI. This is no coincidence, for these 
functions are the only ones in which the type of declension is always 
predictable. With active verbs, an agent always has rar, an object takes 
na~b, and a possessor garr. 
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14 

tJaraba 
beatlPASf/3sg 
'Zayd beat 'Amr.' 

häg,ä 
this 

CASES AND MARKERS 

zayd-un 
zayd-NOM 

bayt-u 
house-NOM/DEF 

'This is Zayd' s house.' 

<amr-an 
'arnr-ACC 

zayd-in 
zayd-GEN 
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The agent, zaydun, and the object, C"amran are subjected to governance 
of the verb only. 

All other instances in which rar and na~b occur are compared to 
the governance of the verb on its agent and object. For (9), repeated 
below, the governance of the particle )inna is compared to that of a 
verb: 

9 Jinna zayd-an 
TOP zayd-ACC 
'[topicalisationl Zayd is kind'. 

karim-u-n 
kind-NOM -INDEF 

With regard to sentences of the type in (9), ZamalJsari compares the 
governance of the particle )inna to the relation between a verb on the 
one hand and its agent and object on the other, although )inna is not a 
verb (cf. MufaHal 14,20ff. and for further discussion cf. Owens 
1988:57 and 223). 

In this respect the references to agency (fä C"iliyya), objectivity 
(ma(üliyya) and annexation eifjäfa) must be understood in their 
broadest sense, rather than as references to semantic agents and ob-
jects (cf. Owens 1988:223; also 1990:120). Or, to put it in another 
way, the concept of syntactic function is correlated with that of syn-
tactic position assigned by governance, regardless of the semantic as-
sociations this governance relation brings about. The goal of this corre-
lation is, no doubt, to match the number of syntactic functions with 
that of syntactic positions. 

These findings confirm Owens' (1988:58) assumptions with regard 
to the question of whether an element is governed by function or by 
governing item. Although syntactic position and function are related 
to each other, and certain functions are associated with particular syn-
tactic positions and the appropriate case endings, the latter are basically 
assigned as a result of governance, not by their functions. 

Summarising the discussion of )i C"räb in this section, it appears that 
the functions of the terms rar, na~b, garr and gazm are threefold. In 
the first place they refer to an abstract (ma C"nawi) governance relation 
of a certain type: each type of governor has its own effect. Secondly, 
they denote the endings caused by these respective governors, and are 
thus equivalent to the declensional endings (u, i, a and (3). Further, 
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they refer to the syntactic function of the word, albeit in a very broad 
sense. 

2.2 Redundancy o!'i'räb? 

In the first sections of this chapter we have seen that the Arab gram-
marians assign a clearly defined function to each of the endings of 
)iC'rab. However, the main impression one gets is one of a set of end-
ings that do not themselves conveya meaning; the endings of )i C'rab as 
such do not automatically indicate certain syntactic functions (at least, 
not in a semantic sense). Furthermore, the respective functions of 
words could also-and sometimes even better-be derived from other 
characteristics, such as their place in the sentence or the construction. 
The fact that the endings of )i C'rab may be omitted for mere prosodie 
reasons sustains this impression. 

One grammarian, Qutrub (d. 206/821-2) a student of Sibawayh, 
advanced a theory on declension in which these arguments play an 
important role. He says: 

"If declension were applied to speech because of the difference between 
the meanings [= syntactic positions 1, then it would be necessary to have a 
declension for each meaning in order to indicate it." (law käna I-JiC'räb 
innamä dabala l-kaläm li-l-farq bayna I-ma C'äni la-wagaba Jan yaküna 
li-kulli ma C'nan )i C'räb yadullu C'alayhi ... Qutrub apud Zaggägi, Jlt!ä~ 
70,14ff.) 

Unfortunately, Qutrub argues, the same declensional ending serves to 
express several these meanings, and, moreover, the same meaning is 
sometimes conveyed by means of different )iC'rab: 

"There are very many similar examples of [wordsl whose declension is 
the same but that differ in meaning and [words 1 whose meaning is differ-
ent but that have the same declension." (wa-mitlu hädä kafir giddan 
mimmä ttafaqa Ji C'räbuhu wa-btalafa ma C'nähu wa-mimmä btalafa 
JiC'räbuhu wa-ttafaqa maC'nähu, Qutrub apud Zaggägi, 1t!ä~ 70,13.) 

Qutrub illustrates this with examples: la mal-a C'indaka and la mal-un 
C'indaka both meaning 'you do not have money'; in the former phrase 
mal is marked with -a (ACC) and in the latter with -u(n) (NOM), with-
out any substantial semantic difference. In other instances different 
meanings are covered by the same ending, in this case -an, e.g. ka-
)anna zayd-an 'as ifZayd' and laC'alla zayd-an 'perhaps Zayd'. Qutrub's 
conclusion is that no direct relation exists between the case endings 
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and a certain function, and that, as a consequence, JiCräb itself has no 
inherent function. 

This radical view, of course, is not shared by grammarians after 
Qutrub, including Zaggagi who discusses his theories at length. Their 
arguments refer to the fact that the endings indicate rar, garr and 
na~b, respectively. They maintain that there is a correlation between 
JiCräb (Le. rar, na~b and garr) and certain functions, such as agent 
(focil) and direct object (marül); when govemed by averb, the agent 
would take the ending -1m and the direct object -an eJtj.älJ 71,8ff.), 
and the possessor (mutj.äjJilayhi) takes -in when in a construction of 
annexation (see Section 2.1 above for a discussion). If Qutrub were 
right, they say, the agent would indiscriminately receive the vowels u, i, 
or a, which is not the case (for a discussion of Qutrub's views, see 
Versteegh 1981a). 

The discrepancy between the two views is obvious. While Qutrub 
draws attention to the fact that Ji cräb does not refer to the syntactic 
function of the word, the other grammarians argue that it indicates 
certain 'meanings' (ma cänt), Le. syntactic positions. 

2.3 Summary 

Summarising the data in the preceding sections, it seems that, in spite 
of the attempts of the later Arab grammarians to prove otherwise, it is 
only in a limited sense possible to speak of a correlation between ver-
bal and nominal endings and a certain syntactic function. 

The reason for this is in the first place the fact that the endings 
common to both verbs and nouns are difficult to collect under one 
single heading. pamma, for instance, is the reflection of the same 
'meaning' (maCnä), Le. ral, in both verbs and nouns. Ral, thus,oc-
curs in both verbs and nouns, although only for nouns does it serve in 
some instances as a label for a syntactic function, Le. agency 
(fäCUiyya). 

In other cases, however, one might assert that a syntactic position is 
not equivalent to a syntactic function. A topic and a predicate, for in-
stance, may have various endings, especially rar and na~b, denoting 
the govemance of an element, such as a particle or a verb of a special 
type. In this case the construction is compared with the govemance re-
1ation between a verb and its object and agent complements. 

It seems, therefore, that the endings of Ji cräb are conceived of as 
merely a set of markers of govemance. Their function is to indicate 
the fact that a word is govemed, referring to the type of govemor, 
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rather than real indicators of a specific syntactic function. The seman-
tic content of the combination of governed word and governor de-
pends on the governor rather than on Jträb. It shall be seen that the 
Arab grammarians' concepts of declension is probably closely related 
to typological characteristics of Arabic case. From this it follows that 
Ji ~räb is quite distinct from the first category of markers that convey 
an intrinsic meaning and do not indicate governance. 

3. TURKIC CASE ENDINGS 

The conclusion of the survey in the preceding sections is that, 
notwithstanding some instances in which case fuses with other func-
tions, such as plural and gender, Arab grammarians attempted to seg-
ment their speech into separate morphemes to each of which they as-
sign separate meanings. In this section I give a brief sketch of the case 
system of Turkic languages, and show whether an analysis in which the 
principle of segmentation plays an important role can be suitable for 
Turkic. 

Another matter are the typological characteristics of Turkic case. In 
order to find out how Turkic cases from a typologically point of view 
can be characterised, I carry out some simple tests. The findings are 
discussed in Seetion 4. 

3.1 Turkic case endings and their functions 

Most Turkic languages possess a clear-cut case system. From the earliest 
stages, i.e. the 8th century Runic inscriptions, they show aremarkable 
consistency in their common morphological structure, lasting up to 
modern times. Even between modern Turkic languages the similarities 
are still striking, considering their physical and temporal distances. 

As a the paradigm we here consider the declension of the noun 
sangar, based on data found in our sources. Once again it is empha-
sised that all forms are quoted in a direct basic transliteration from the 
Arabic texts. The paradigm presented here is the conventional one in 
Western analyses ofTurkic. 

sangar 
sangar-niI) 
sangar-gä 

NOM 
GEN 

DAT 

sangar-ni 
sangar-dä 
sangar-dan 

ACC 
LOC 
ABL 
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The forms of the case endings of most Turkic languages are subject to 
the principles of vowel harmonyand consonant assimilation (see brief 
ouiline below and Chapter Three). 

The nominative is typically assigned to the agent and topic/pre-
dicate: sangar kal-di 'Sangar came', and sangar kurklii-dur 'Sangar is 
good'. The genitive usually occurs in combination with the possessive 
suffix: 

15 bi nin8 'at-j9 
chief GEN horse-POSS/3sg 
'the chiefs horse' (Qawäntn). 

The genitive is also used as a predicate: bii qul sangar-niI)-dur 'this 
slave is Sangar's' (~dräk). 

The dative, locative and ablative cases convey meanings that in 
English are expressedby means of prepositional clauses: sangar-gi 
baqtim (Sangar-DAT) 'I looked at Sangar'j sangar 'aw-da (house-LOC) 
'Sangar is in the house' or 'at horne', sangar-dan kaldim 'I came from 
Sangar' . The ablative also serves to express the partitive: 

16 turk-tan bir 'ar 
Turks-ABL one man-NOM 
'a man from the Turks' or 'a Turk' (1dräk) 

After the n of possessive endings gi changes into -i: 

17 bir 'ar qat-i-n-ä 
a man vicinity-POSS/3sgl-n-DAT 
'toaman: 

A place may be more specified by means of an extra noun denoting a 
time or a place: 

18 'a-nilJ 
he[OBL]-GEN 
'behind him: 

ard-i-n-dä 
behind-POSS-n-LOC 

The place of da may be occupied by gi DAT and dan ABI., respectively. 

3.2 Typological characteristics ofTurkic case 

An important issue discussed by the Arab grammarians in regard to 
Arabic case endings is, as I have shown above, the fact that they may be 
omitted or fuse according to certain morphonological rules, without 
major consequences for the meaning of the phrase. Things are differ-

8 Although the author of Qawänin bad the instruments to distinguish between I) and 
n, he does not do so in the genitive case ending. 

9 After voweIs the possessive changes into -si: 'alA-si' his futher'. 
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ent in Turkic. In general, case endings cannot be omitted without dis-
tortion of the meaning, and deletion of dative, locative and ablative 
case makes the phrase ungrammatica1. In this section it shall be shown 
which Turkic cases may be omitted and in which conditions. 

For the dative case, for example, deletion yields the following result 
(the examples with asterisk are construed; those without are taken 
from 1dräk): 

I9a ['aqga-ni] bir-du-m 
[cain-ACC] give-PAST-Isg 
'I gave the cain ta Sangar.' 

The result is an ungrammatica1 phrase: 

I9b "raqga-ni] bir-du-m 
[cain-ACC] give-PAST-Isg 
*'1 gave the cain Sangar.' 

sangar-gä 
Sangar-DAT 

sangar 
Sangar-0 

Likewise, it is not possible to delete the locative and ablative case end-
ings: 

20a 

20b 

2Ia 

2Ib 

sangar 
Sangar/NOM 
'Sangar is in the hause.' 

*sangar 
Sangar/NOM 
*'Sangar fis] ahause.' 

'aw-dan 
hause-ABL 
'I came frarn the hause.' 

*'aw 
hause/0 
*'1 came hause.' 

'aw-dä 
hause-LOC 

)aw 

house 

kaI-di-rn 
carne-PAST-Isg 

kaI-di-rn 
corne-PAST-Isg 

The accusative case is an exception. The deletion of the accusative case 
ending probably denotes a change related to the degree of definiteness 
of the noun. The ending ni is used when adefinite object is in-
tended:10 

22 bäliq-m 
fish-ACC 
'I ate the fish'. 

ya-du-rn 
eat-PAST-Isg 

10 The Arab grammarians do not explicitly explain this, therefore the translations of 
the respective phrases may serve as indirect evidence for this assumption. 
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In (22) bäliq refers to a specific fish known by the second person. 
When the accusative case is omitted, the object refers must be under-
stood as a collective noun: 

23 'atmak 
breadlACC 
'eating bread'. 

yi-yü 
eat-KONV 

The object 'atmak refers to 'bread' in the most general sense. An in-
definite object is preceded by the indefinite artide bir 'one' or 'a': 

24 kur-du-m bir u,lü'ar 
see-PAST-lsg onela wise man 
'I saw a wise man.' 

It is also possible to combine the indefinite artide bir and the ac-
cusative suffix in one dause. In this case the object is not yet definite, 
but will be defined in a subsequent dause: 11 

25 bir 'ar-ni kur-du-m, ['ur-ul-mH qul-i] 
one man-ACC see-PAST-lsg [beat-PASS-PART slave-POSS] 
'I saw a man whose slave was beateno' 

There are two instances in the language material in tdräk in which the 
genitive case is omitted. In the first place so-called compound words: 

26 ,angH kun-i 
attackJNOM day-POSS 
'dayofthe attack' (1dräk 111,3). 

Another example is yuzum 'agä~-i 'grape vine' (Qawänin 59,3). The 
combination of the two nouns with the possessive ending, kun-i 'day' 
and 'agaS-i 'tree' refers to a general notion expressed by the com-
pound, comparable to compound words like 'apple tree' in English. 

Secondly, the genitive case is omitted-regularly, it seems-after 
proper names:12 

27 sangar 'ata-s-i tur-di 
Sangar-0 father-s-POSS/3sg stand up-PAST /3sg 
'Sangar's father stood upo' 

Many sources provide examples in which the genitive case is omitted 
after proper names, e.g. sangar kuz-i 'Sangar's eye' (Jldräk 146,10), 
and 'a1tinbugä 'ugI-i 'Altinbugä's son' (Qawänin 44,12), zayd 'at-i 

11 This explanation is to some extent tentative, for the issue has not yet been thor-
oughly investigated. The solution presented here was suggested for Turkish during a 
lively discussion at the IIIrd 'Turcologendag' on February 17th, 1995 (Utrecht, the 
Netherlands) 

U See discussion in Chapter Five. 
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'Zayd's horse' (I;Iilya 84,15ff.)13 but also with nouns perceived as 
proper names, such as tides sultan qul-i 'the sultan's slave' ( Qawänin 
44,10).14 The assumption that this is a general feature is further con-
firmed by information supplied in Qawänin (44,10) and the Margin 
Grammar (MG 59Vrt/ult), where the deletion of niI) is described as an 
option; all examples of omission concern proper names (there is also 
quite convincing evidence for this in )Idräk 120,1-4). On the other 
hand, especially in tdräk many examples contain proper names, i.e. 
sangar and sunqur. In summary, it appears that the languages de-
scribed in our sources share the same features with regard to the omis-
sion of the genitive case.15 

One could say that the elision of the ending either conveys a mean-
ing in itself (perhaps that of one semantic unit), or is conditioned by 
the type of noun it is attached to, i.e. proper names. In any case, in 
spite of the disappearance of the case ending, the meaning of the gen-
itive case itself is preserved by means of the possessive and the se-
quence, and therefore the 10ss is never complete. 

13 In Ifilya, all occurrences of a noun (i.e. proper names) without genitive marker 
(84-87) were 'corrected' by the editor Rif'at, who put a corrected form with the genitive 
between square brackets after each word: "Wherever I have indicated the words that are 
in my opinion not correct, I have put the correct form after that particular word with this 
sign [) ... " (Y anh~ oldugunu hüküm ettigim kelimenin dogrusunu gösterdimse, 
dogrusunu 0 kelimenin yanma [) ~u i~aretle ilave ettim, Ifilya 1). The assumption that 
niJ] is ornitted with proper names is further confirmed by numerous data found in 
QipG!q texts, for example the manual on archery Kitäb fi <nm an-NuSIäb (cf. Oztop~u 
(1990)). In this manual allomissions of niI] are related to either a so-called short geni-
tive, e.g., oq tämüri 'the arrow's iron' (38a), fahadat bannaql (39a) 'index finger', or, 
indeed, aproper name, e.g. )Abü Häfim-i Bävarm qatmda (14b) 'with )Abü Hä~im-i 
Bävardl', Bahräm-i Gür qavh (42b) 'Bahräm-i Gur's saying' (transcription by Oztop~u 
(1990)). 

14 In view of the absence of a coherent grammatical analysis of the Turkic language(s) 
of these sourees, including the remarks of the grammarians, I base this assumption on 
my own examination of the material in the sourees. Furthermore, comparison with 
similar cases in monolingual manuscripts in XIV-Century Qiptaq seems irrelevant here, 
at least before the linguistic relations between them are made more evident, since certain 
features may occur frequently in one language or dialect and be absent al together in the 
other. 

15 The possessive is almost never omitted; there is one instance in Ifilya (87,3): 
guläm-u )anta' slave you', viz., 

san-nil] 
YOU-GEN 

'your slave' 

qm 
slave 

san-nil] 
)anta 

qm 
guläm 

Omission of the possessive in this manner also occurs frequently in colloquial variants 
ofTurkic languages. 
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3.3 Exception to the rule 

The only exception to this pattern of regular changes in Turkic case is 
the accusative case. In a limited context, i.e. after a possessive, the suf-
fix -ni is reduced to -n: 16 

28 )ä§-i 

meal-POSS/3sg 
'his meal' 

Instead of )äs-i-ni, as the rules would demand, the accusative is 

29 )ü-i-n va-ru 
water-POSS/3sg-ACC eat-PAST /3sg 
'He ate his meal.' (MG) 

Even though the Turkic case endings are variable because of the above-
mentioned phonological changes, their forms are predictable througp.-
out (loan-words being the only exceptions). 

Because the suffixes do not fuse, even complex compound words 
are easily segmentable into morphemes: 

30 kur-kan-im-nig 
see-KONV/PAST -POSS/lsg-GEN 
'the slave of [the one] I saw.' (Idriik) 

qul-i 
slave-POSS/3sg 

Even in a sequence of several suffixes, all morphemes are easily recog-
nisable. We shall see that segmentability is an important element in 
Arabic theory. 

3.4 Case markers in front and back words 

In Chapter Three have given a survey of the phonemes of Turkic, and 
the way words are marked for a front or a back pronunciation. Our 
conclusion was that the Arab grammarians marked the words for either 
front or back in order to determine which type of suffix must be added 
to the word in question. Velar consonants indicate a back pronuncia-
tion, whereas neutral consonants indicate a front pronunciation. Back 
words get velar suffixes, and front words palatal ones. ) Aw 'house' is 
pronounced [ev] (front), and )aw 'game, hunt' [av] (back). In the case 
of the dative this is visible in the shape of the consonant: 'to the house' 
(house-DAT) is pronounced [evge], and 'to the game' (game-DAT) 
[avga]. In this ending the Arabic script represents, e.g., )aw-~ä vs. )aw-

16 The sources eldräk, Qawänin, MG) treat the different realisations of the ac-
cusative case as variants of the same morpheme. The deletion of final-i in the accusative 
is a feature of many Qiptaq languages (cf. discussion in Chapter Six. Further Tatar: 
Poppe 1963; Kazakh: SKJa 1962:166-7; Turkish: Lewis 1984: 41). 
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gä. After unvoiced 'back' consonants gä changes into qä, e.g., 
'ugmaq-qä 'into heaven', and after voiceless 'front' consonants it is 
kä, e.g., kant-kä 'to the town'. 

In order to get the cases for the plural, it suffices to add -lar to the 
stern. Thus 'aw-Iar [evler) 'houses' (house-PLUR!NOM), 'aw-Iar-niI) 
[evlernilJ (house-PLUR-GEN), 'aw-Iar-dä [evlerde) (house-PLUR-WC), 
but qul-Iar 'slaves' [qullar) (slave-PLURINOM) etc.17 

4. TYPOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES AND SIMlLARITIES 
OF TURKIC AND ARABIC CASE 

The present section briefly discusses the fmdings with regard to the 
functions of Arabic and Turkic case in the framework of modern lin-
guistic typology. It shall be seen that there are considerable differences 
from a typological point of view. For our argumentation these are im-
portant features, since we assurne that certain typological features of 
Arabic case formed the base for their linguistic theory. The two sec-
tions that follow discuss semantical and morphological typological 
matters and give some predictions as to the methods the Arab gram-
marians may apply to Turkic. 

4.1 Semantic typology: semantic versus syntactic case 

It is argued above (Section 1) that the basic function of Arabic case 
endings is to indicate governance; Arabic case in general is an indica-
tion to the type of governance, rather than a marker for a specific syn-
tactic function. As we have seen, other features such as word order in-
dicate the syntactic function of a word when the case is omitted or is 
not manifest due to morphonological reasons. In brief: it does not 
have an inherent semantic content. 

On the other hand, in Turkic languages there is a fundamental 
constraint against the ommission of case endings for it leads to serious 
distortion of the sentence. Only the accusative and genitive case may 
be omitted under certain restricted conditions. These are strong indi-
cations for typological differences between Turkic and Arabic case. 

Similar typological distinctions between cases are described for 
Russian by Babby (1986:198ff). In his view there are two types of cases, 
syntactic case and semantic case. Syntactic case is caused by gover-

17 In modern Kazakh the suffix -lar I-Ja: is also subjected to consonant assimilation, 
changing into -tar l-ter after voiceless consonants, and to -dar I-der after voiced conso-
nants, respectively; hence kisi-Ier 'men ' vs. köz-der ' eyes' and Qazaq-tar 'Kazakhs'. 
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nance by other syntactic elements, thus making the occurrence of a 
given case ending obligatory and, as a consequence, predictable (e.g. 
after prepositions or transitive verbs). In this way "[tlhe Syntactic Case 
makes no contribution to the sentence's semantic interpretation" 
(Babby 1986:199).18 The basic characteristic of semantic case, on the 
other hand, is that it does contribute to the sentence's semantic inter-
pretation and, therefore, cannot be omitted without distortion of the 
meaning of the sentence. The occurrence of a semantic case is not 
subjected to principles of governance, and, therefore, it is unpre-
dictable in terms of governance. 

Another aspect of syntactic case is that in languages in which it is 
realised morphologically, the case marker may not appear on surface 
level in certain conditions, or disappear altogether when the function 
of the noun is expressed in other ways, such as word order. Examples 
of this are the accusative case in Turkic which is not always expressed 
by means of a marker, and, to give a very different example, the now 
obsolete case endings in older stages of Standard Dutch (cf. Van der 
Wal 1992:141-2), respectively. Syntactic case can even be posited for 
languages with no morphological realisation of case, such as English. 
For those languages case is posited on a theoreticallevel only. 

Semantic case cannot be assigned on a theoreticallevel only because 
it "appears to be found only in languages in which case is realized by 
means of inflectional morphology" (Babby 1986:170). 

In the light of these distinction between semantic and syntactic 
cases, Arabic cases can be characterised as syntactic, Turkic cases-ex-
cept the accusative, which is basically syntactic, and the nominative, 
which is difficult to c1assify-as semantic. However, for our purposes 
not only the typological characteristics of Arabic case as such are im-
portant for the development of a linguistic concept, of equal signifi-
cance is the way these chacteristics are perceived by the Arab grammar-
ians, which is to be discussed in Chapters Five and Six. 

4.2 Morphological typology: segmentability 

An important point in Arabic argumentation is, as I have shown 
above, the segmentability of the elements of speech and the subse-

18 Babby (1991) subdivides syntactic case into lexical and configuational case, and 
semantic case into argument and adverbial case. It shall become clear in the course of 
this chapter that for our purposes the rather simple formal-syntactic distinction (as 
initally proposed in Babby's publications), and the assumption that some cases can be 
used in either way, is sufficient. 
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quent assignment of a specific meaning to each morpheme. For the 
grammatical descriptions of Turkic words a second aspect is of interest, 
i.e. the degree to which segmentation can be successful in a morpho-
logical analysis ofTurkic syntactic elements. 

In his suggestions for a morphological typology of languages, 
Comrie (1983:39ff.) discusses two 'indices'. The first, the index of syn-
thesis, refers to the number of morphemes per word. An isolating lan-
guage has few, whereas an agglutinating language may have many. The 
second index, which is on issue here, is the index of fusion. For this 
index Comrie takes agglutination of invariant suffixes to the stern as 
the norm. The index of fusion, then, is the deviation from this norm 
in the sense that suffixes may fuse with each other or with the stern. 
Agglutination stands for a high degree of segmentability and invari-
ance. Invariance refers to the ideal ofthe same morpheme always rep-
resenting the same meaning under all circumstances. Phonological 
rules of the language-such as in Turkic front and back words-that 
affect the form of a suffix are not considered violations of the princi-
pIe of invariance, because in practice they do not affect the predictabil-
ity of the form. Applying this theory to the Turkic examples given in 
Section 3, it is possible to conclude that, apart from the accusative, 
Turkic case endings are both segmentable and invariant.19 

In regard to the Arabic cases it is possible to conclude that although 
the declensional endings are both predictable and segmentable from 
the nouns and verbs to which they are attached, they fuse in many 
other instances. Wehave seen that the Arab grammarians, neverthe-
less, treat a1l case endings as if they were predictable and segmentable. 
For this they use the instrument of the underlying form. 20 

4.3 Predictions as to the Arab grammarians' 
interpretation ofTurkic case 

Based on these observations, it is possible to predict that Arab gram-
marians, with their inclination to segment the elements of their own 
speech-for which they for non-regular forms recur to the concept of 
underlying level-will indeed recognise the Turkic case endings as 

19 Comrie came to the same condusion with regard to Turkish. 
aJ It is important to stress that, although the AG dearly define the dedensional end-

ings as separate segments, they do not consider them part of the morphological structure 
of the words, for their occurrence depends entirely on the syntactic position of the word 
in question in a sentence. If there is no governance, there can be no case ending either. As 
a consequence, the dedensional endings belong to the domain of syntax (na~w) rather 
than morphology (ta~rif). 
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separate morphemes. As we have shown, Turkic languages are quite 
susceptible to this kind of analysis, perhaps even more than Arabic. In 
view of the differences between Arabic and Turkic in terms of syntac-
tic case versus semantic case, though, it is not likely that the Arab 
grammarians will regard Turkic case endings as equivalent to Arabic 
Ji~räb, except the accusative case. The discussion on the application of 
these principles is continued in Chapter Five. 

PART B 5. GENERAL TERMS FOR TURKIC WORDS AND MORPHEMES 

In this part of this chapter I give a short survey of the way Arab gram-
marians applied the terms kalima and laf:?a to Turkic elements of 
speech, and which terms they used to express synonymy between 
Arabic and Turkic linguistic elements. Abrief introduction of this 
kind seems appropriate before engaging in the detailed discussion pre-
sented in Chapters Five and Six. 

In the sources kalima and laf.za are applied to Turkic words and 
morphemes. In Arabic grammar kaIima is the general expression for 
(word', both noun and verb, whereas laf:?a means both (word' and 
(expression'. The sources display different methods in their application 
of the available terminology to words. In 1dräk and Targumän, for 
instance, the terms kalima (pI. kalim) and laf:?a are used, both of 
which may mean (word'. In this section I first discuss the instances in 
which these terms are used in the sources and then compare this with 
the analyses given by Levin (1986) and Owens (1988). 

5.1 Kalima 

The term kalima seems to be applied exelusively to nouns and verbs. 
Targumän, for example, discussing kim (who' in the sentence kim 
bardi (who went away?', states ceyou use it before the word" (wa-taJti 
bihä fi Jawwal al-kalima, 51,13). In this case kalima obviously refers to 
a verbal form. In the same way, other elements are ceused at the last 
consonant of the word" (fi Jäbir kulli kalima, 51,15). 

In 1dräk, kalima is used exelusively in the sense of (word', e.g. cewith 
the palatalised word" (ma ~a l-kalima al-muraqqaqa, 145,11), and 
cethey do not have a word that is synonymous with the conjunction 
wa ... " (lä kalima ~indahum turädifu wäw al- ~atf . .. 149,23); ceMorpho-
logy means knowledge of the rules of a word before its con junction 
with another word" (at-ta~rif ~ilm bi-Ja~käm al-kalima qabla tark'ibihä 
ma ~a kalima Jubrä, 101,2); and ceThe word consists of the consonants 
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of the alphabet" (wa-l-kalima näIi)a min burüf al-mu gam, 101,2), 
"the essence of the word" (nafs al-kalima, 136,1).21 Kalima is also 
found in the general introduction to )Idräk, again as a general term for 
'word': " ... the first is the meanings of all simple words, which is called 
'lexicology'." ( ... )abaduhä madlül mufradät al-kalim wa-yusammä 
'Um al-luga, )Idräk 5,10), "The word is an utterance, or rather what is 
intended by the utterance." ( wa-l-kalima qawl )aw manwiy ma ~ahu 
maw4ü~li-ma~nan, 101, 9.). The same holds for Diwän, in which 
kalima is applied to nouns and verbs, e.g., al-kalima ar-rakika "the 
palatalised word" (15,7; further numerous occurrences, e.g., 5,15; 26,1; 
204,6; 581,3).22 

5.2 Laf~ 

In Targumän and )Idräk the term lafta is used too, although they show 
differences in the way it is applied. Targumän, for instance, applies it 
to various kinds of elements, such as personal pronominal endings (siz 
'you (pl.)' [49,12]), pronominal endings in combination with a tem-
poral suffix (gä-bizFUT-'we' [48,9]), a temporal suffix alone (gäy FUT 
[48,3]), case endings (ni ACC [52,16]), the particle of interrogation 
(kim 'who' [51,13]). Moreover, lafta is also applied to various Arabic 
constructions and adverbs, viz., li-)agli 'for the sake of' (54,20), tumma 
'then' (56,4). 

In )Idräk lafta is used less frequently, and it is applied especially to 
elements other than nouns and verbs, nominal suffixes (liq, used to 
denote the purpose of a given object [108,14]), verbal suffixes (gali 
'since' [145,9]), and bar 'existent' (132,23). Lafza is also used in the 
introduction to )IdrälCs Turkic-Arabic word list as a general term for 
'word': "and I mention the Turkic word and then its equivalent in the 
Arabic language ... " (fa-)agkuru l-laf~a at-turkiyya wa-)utbi~uhä bi-
murädifihä min al-luga al- ~arabiyya, )Idräk 5,16). 

21 In this respect nafs al-kalima probably refers to the notion of ' stern' which is not 
identical with the theoretical Arabic notion )a~l' root' (for which see, e.g., Baalbaki 
1988). The expression nafs al-kalima is also fairly common in Dlwän (e.g. 411,13), 
whereas Qawänin uses )uss 'base' (25,11). These expressions and terms seem to refer to 
a notion of the shape a word before the attachment of suffixes. Although this in itself is a 
very interesting issue, it cannot be dealt with further in the framework of the present 

stu1r. 
Other syntactic elements are invariably called ~arf, e.g., vocative particle (~arf 

nidä)) qi (538,2); diminutive particle (~arf ta~gtr) qiyä (519,13) interrogative particle 
(~arf istifhäm) mü (539,1); particle with the meaning of 'if (~arf bi-ma <nä law) sä 
(526,2), I have not come across the word laft.a (cf. also Dankoff and Kelly 1985:273). 
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In Targumän and )Idräk alike laf~a is, as far as we could deduce 
from the material, not used for nouns and verbs in particular. In 
1dräk the term qawl 'utterance' is used more or less synonymously 
with laf~a. It is typically used to introduce Turkic senten ces and 
phrases, e.g. wa-qawluhum 'their utterance' or 'they say' (cf. )Idräk 
106,17; 107,15; 136,2). In TuMa the term C"aläma is applied indiscrim-
inately to all categories of words and morphemes. In Qawän"in (4,5; 
5,15; 6,1; 6,2; 53,16; 63,7) and Ifilya the distribution of kalima and 
lafta seems to be less strictly determined.23 Instead, lafta is applied to 
Turkic partides, nouns and verbs alike. In Qawän"in, for example, 
lafza is applied to verbs, e.g., yaz-4i 'he wrote' or 'he failed' (29,14), 
baSla-di 'he started' (30,7) and the combination )az4 qal-eJi 'little was 
left' (29,14; in context to be translated with 'almost' or 'near to'), the 
postpositions )usun 'for' (34,1) and dakin 'until' (42,10) and case 
endings. In Ifilya, lafta is used for verbal forms, e.g., bul-gay ('may be' 
[be-FUT] 99,10), )idi 'he was' (laf~a gämida mä4iya "an indedinable 
marker [for] the past tense", 99,8), postpositions, e.g., )ayruq 'except' 
(97,6), but also for Arabic words, such as ~alä 'prayer'. 

5.3 Summary 

Summarising, it appears that in )Idräk and Targumän, and also in the 
two instances in Ifilya, the term kalima is used exdusively for 'word', 
especially with regard to noun and verb, but also sometimes for 
(Arabic) particle. ) Abu l;Iayyäll's criterion for applying the term kalima 
may have been the question of whether or not the linguistic element 
can be used as an independent unit. The use of the term laf~a in 1dräk 
comes quite dose to the modern notion 'morpheme' (although there is 
one instance in which it seems to convey 'word' in a general sense). In 
his final summary of the particles (burüf), ) Abü l;Iayyän considers all 
Turkic oblique case endings (dä, dan, gä, nil)) particles of annexation 
(except the accusative ni), 'us (partide of attention), )awat ('yes', par-
tide of answer), and maqar (partide of exception). ) Abü l;Iayyän ap-
plies the criterion of independency to Turkic linguistic elements: "All 
of these are independent particles of meaning and [independent] 
words" (wa-hädihi kulluhä burüf ma C"änin mustaqilla [walkalimät, 
)Idräk 155,9). This statement, however, is in contradiction to what is 
stated elsewhere in 1dräk. For example, ma (verbal suffIx for nega-
tion), sun (suffIx for the imperative of the third person singular), sä 

23 Apart from two occurrences in ijilya (89,15) )a~l al-kalima 'the root ofthe word', 
and (102,1). 
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(suffix for conditional verbs), which are also included in the listing, are 
not considered independent elements. Moreover, he continues 

" ... As to what is added for one of the meanings that occur as part of the 
root of another word, e.g. the diminutive, the plural, the transitive, or the 
construction of a passive form, we do not intend to list it in this chapter, 
since it has already been mentioned ... " (wa- Jammä mä zida li-ma rnan 
min al-ma räni wa-hiya fi sina kalima Juarä kamä dalla ralä ta~jir Jaw 
al-gam r Jaw at-ta raddi Jaw binäJ li-I-mafül /24 fa-Iaysa maq~üdunä 
raddahu fi hägä l-bäb wa-qad taqaddama gikru gälika ... ) 

This quotation, too, is in contradiction to other statements, for in 
Turkic these meanings do not involve a change within the word. 
Therefore, our conclusion in regard to this passage is that it must be in-
terpreted as a reference to Arabic particles, since both statements do 
apply to Arabic. 

In the other sourees, laf~a is used for various types of Turkic and 
Arabic morphemes and words, or combinations of these. 

In regard to the term kalima this conclusion agrees to a great ex-
tent, albeit not fuHy, with Owens' (1988) findings. According to 
Owens (1988:110ff.) and Levin (1986) kalima refers to two different 
concepts. In the first place it refers to an "orthographie word consist-
ing of more than one morpheme" and, secondly, to amorpheme, al-
beit not all morphemes. 25 In the data we have examined, the term 
kalima never conveys the sense of morpheme; instead its use seems to 
be limited to those instances in which 'word' is intended. 26 The second 
term, laft.a, is not clearly defined and, as far as we know, little used in 
general works in Arabic linguistics. In his article, Levin (1986) shows 
that laft.a-as described by Ibn YacIs (d. 643/1245)-is a general term 
conveying our notion of'word', whereas kalima refers to morphemes: 

"[Ibn Ya(iSl distinguishes between two categories of laft.a: one category 
denotes 'a simple sense' (ma rnan mufrad) such as the sense of zaydun-
'Zayd', while the other category of laft.a is according to him murakkab--
'(denoting a) composite (sense),' as in the examples: al-ragulu-'the 
man' ... cjarabä 'both of them hit and cjarabü-'they hit' ... he believes 

M This passage is found in almost literally the same form in Qawänin (73; here it 
continues as folIows: " ... has been mentioned in the appropriate chapters fa-qad taqad-
dama gikruhä Jayrjan fi Jabwäbihä .... ) and MG (63 rtop), and maynot be an original part 
of ~dräk. The term sinb al-kalima recurs in Diwän (283,2). 

25 See Owens (1988) and Levin (1986) for further discussion, and Versteegh 
(1993:102-3) for a survey ofthe earliest use of kalima as a grammatical term in the 
sense of 'a lexical unit' or' word '. 

26 In Irtisäf, too, 'Abü I:Iayyän uses kalima exclusively in the sense of 'word', rather 
than morpheme. 
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that each of these forms is a laft.a consisting of two kalimas: the verb is a 
kalima, and each of the suffixes -ä [la"!] and -ü [luw!], contained in 
tjarabä and tjarabü respectively is a kalima, as it denotes the subject" 
(Levin 1986: 430). 

Laft.a is used in this general sense of 'word' or 'utterance' by Zama1].&ui 
in his definition of kalima: "A word is the utterance that indicates a 
simple sense [when put 1 in a syntactic position" (al-kalima hiya l-laft.a 
ad-dälla t:alä ma t:nan mufrad bi-l-watr, Mufa~~al 4,9, also quoted by 
Owens [1988:331]; cf. also JAsbäh III 3,16). In this sense the meaning 
of lafta seems to come dose to the meaning of the general term qawl 
'utterance' in ~dräk (see quotation above). 

In summary, although the term kalima may denote both 'word' and 
'morpheme' for later grammarians as far as Arabic is concerned, with 
regard to Turkic it is used almost exclusively in the sense of 
'independent unit'. Lafta is a term that is applied to both Turkic mor-
phemes, as wen as to words consisting of several morphemes. In ~dräk, 
in which both terms are used, kalima is applied to words, whereas laf?a 
is used exdusively for morphemes and not for words. 

In the preceding section we have shown that in the sources the 
terms like kalima and laf?a are applied to the Turkic linguistic ele-
ments in various ways. In ~dräk and Targumän there is a tendency to 
reserve kalima for nouns and verbs, and to apply laf?a to other ele-
ments that in Western grammar would be considered morphemes and 
case endings. In the other sources the term laf?a is used indiscrimi-
nately for all Turkie-and in some cases also Arabic--elements, i.e. 
both nouns and verbs on the one hand, and morphemes and combi-
nations ofwords on the other. 

Finally, interesting to note is that in most sources the terms fi1 
('verb') and ism ('noun') are applied quite naturally to Turkic verbs 
and nouns; this does not hold for Tubfa, in which the term t:aläma 
'marker' is used throughout. The Turkie verbs are usually given in the 
past tense, i.e. with the suffix -di (3sg), e.g. )ur-di 'he beat', which is 
the analogous form of the only verbal form in Arabic that shows the 
basic consonants of the verb, e.g. rJaraba 'he beat' f9.-r-b/. Within the 
Arabic system of dividing speech into three basic categories, one would 
expeet that all other elements that cannot be classified as verbs or 
nouns are characterised as particles (lJurüf). The sources (except 
Diwän) appear very cautious at this point, for they use the rather vague 
term 'word' (lafta) for syntaetic elements that cannot be understood 
as verbs or nouns. 
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6. SYNONYMY BETWEEN ARABIC AND TURKIC: PI AND DA 

In the sources the synonymy of Arabic and Turkic elements is ex-
pressed in various ways. In this section I give abrief survey of the terms 
they use, especially in connection with the Arabic partic1e fi and the 
Turkic locative ending -00. 

MA(NÄ 

Most sources contain statements of the type "dä has the meaning of 
fi" (bi-ma (nä fi, )Idräk 144,21; 154,2; 136,10; I;Iilya 98,6; MG 40'1t; 
55vrt/bm), and, more specifically, "dä has the meaning of fi that gov-
erns in the genitive" (bi-ma (nä fi al-gärra, MG 58rrt). Zl This term must 
probably be understood in the sense of having the same lexical 
meaning as fi, without any reference to any similarity in function (cf. 
Versteegh [forthcoming] for further discussion ofthe term ma(nä). 

MAQÄM 

In Targumän, 00 is said to "take the place of the Arabic fi" (dä taqümu 
maqäma fi 1- (arabiyya, 51,13). This expression, taqümu maqäma, is 
used in six similar instances (Targumän 50,6; 50,9; 50,11; 51,13; 
51,19; 52,2) and it is also found quite frequently in the Margin 
Grammar (MG 42~m; 44V rt; 47r ; 5or top; 56V top; 58V rt; 59rrt; 60'lt/ult) 
and Dlwän (54,14; 444,10; 540,4). 

According to Versteegh (1978:275), maqäm as a grammatical term 
means that "there is a specific context in which a word or an expres-
sion is normally used, but now it is replaced by another word or ex-
pression, which acts, as it were, on its behalf." In Arabic grammar the 
term maqäm is used in combination with the notion of ittisä(, mean-
ing both 'individual choice of the speaker' and 'flexibility of the Arabic 
language' (cf. Versteegh 1990:293). In a case of ittisä(, an element is 
deleted from a sentence, while its syntactic function is fulfIlled 
(yaqümu maqämahu)-temporarily-by another element. Obviously, 
words may only assurne the place of other words when they have the 
same capacities in terms of governance. Applied to 00, the term 
maqäm would imply that it has a meaning and a function similar to 
that of fi, but, at the same time, that it is not its exact equivalent. 

Zl In this survey I have listed only the terms that are applied to dä. 
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YANÜBU'AN 

I;Iilya gives the description "the d and Jali[ [sc. dä] substitute for the 
particle fi' (barfu fi wa-yanübu C'anhu däl wa-Jalif, 92,16); in Ifilya, the 
expression yanübu C'an is used quite frequently for other Arabic words 
and their equivalents in Turkic (cf. Ifilya 93,15; 93,14; cf. also MG 
64'lt). 

The expression yanübu C'an is also used when one Turkic element 
substitutes for another. This is for example the case for the possessive 
ending i, such as in )äs-i 'his food' (food- POSS/3sg). According to the 
Margin Grammar, in certain conditions i can be abbreviated to i, espe-
cially when a consonant folIows, such as in the accusative )as-i-ni 'his 
food' (food-POSS/3sg-ACC), "the i substitutes for the y that has the 
meaning of the third person in Arabie" (tanübu l-kasra C'an al-yäJ al-
lati bi-ma C'nä tJ.amtr al-gäJib fi l-luga 1- C'arabiyya, MG 55rt>m). 

In Arabie, the root /n-w-b/ conveys the sense of 'to substitute', or 
'to deputise' for someone who is absent. In Arabie grammar the ex-
pression näba C'an is, for example, applied in a discussion of the fact 
that some morphemes may fulfill the function ofthe tJ.amma (u) as a 
marker of the nominative without being declensional markers them-
selves. In some instances, e.g. the plural al-muC'allimüna /al-
mu'allimuwna/ 'the teachers', the Arab grammarians argue that the w 
"represents the u" (tanübu C'an atJ.-tJ.amma, SirblnI 46,6) in al-
mu C'allim-u 'the teacher'. Another instance in whieh the term 
yanübu-or a derivative form-is used concerns the form ofthe pas-
sive verb whose agent is not mentioned, e.g. tJ.uriba zayd-un 'Zayd was 
beaten'. According to the Arab grammarians, zaydun is not the agent 
of the verb, in spite of the nominative case ending, but rather its syn-
tactic replacement: yanübu al-fä C'il C'an al-mafül ("the agent represents 
the object") or al-fä C'il näJib C'an al-mafül ("the agent is the substitute 
of the object"). 28 The essence of this term, then, is that the deputy el-
ement fulfils the function of the one represented, albeit without as-
suming a full equivalent status (cf. also IJa~äJi~ 11 274ff.).29 

The meaning of the verb näba C'an, therefore, is here interpreted as 
'assuming, or representing the function of something whieh cannot 
stand at that particular position'. 'Position', in this context, can be in-

28 This term was introduced by Ibn Mälik (d. 672-311274), the original term being 
al-mafUl alladllam yusamma Ja <jluhu ( "the object whose agent is not mentioned") (cf. 
also Manhag 111,4ff. and Carter 1981:169). 

29 In ZamaIJsari's MuJ~~a~ yaqümu maqama is more or less equated with yanübu 
'"an in the example of passive verb: "the object fulfils its [sc. the agent's] place" (Ja-
~uqima I-mafülu maqamahu, MuJ~~aI116,4; also Sirbini 168,6). 
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terpreted as either syntactic or morpho(no )logical position. In this 
sense, the wäw fulfIls the function of tjamma, because the tjamma 
cannot stand at that particular morphological position in a word. 
Likewise, in the case of passive verbs, the agent cannot occupy that 
particular syntactic position and, therefore, it is represented by the ob-
ject. The difference with maqäm is that in the case of maqäm the ele-
ment represented could have occupied the position taken by the repre-
sentative. 

NAZIR 
In SUfJür the term n~ir (lit. 'peer') is used in various contexts that give 
little foundation for any condusions with regard to the status assigned 
to the Turkic equivalent: "and thus you apply it in the construction 
with fi whose peer is dah" ( wa-kadä ta ('mal fi l-ma~har at-tarkib bi-fi 
n~iruhu dah, Sudür 26V l ~). According to Versteegh (1993:70), na~ir 
is used as a technical term in early grammar "to indicate words with 
the same syntactic status because of a resemblance in form." In 
IJa~äJi~ (11 197,8f) na~ir is used in the sense of 'having the same pat-
tern', which does not necessarily imply an identical meaning or status. 
In 1dräk (142,8) na~ir is used to indicate a semantic similarity be-
tween two Arabic sentences: dafa ('tu d-dirhama Jilä sangara 'I handed 
the dirham to Sangar' is the n~ir of Ja ('taytu sangara d-dirhama 'I gave 
Sangar the dirham'. 

MURÄDIF 

Most sources agree that dä is a bar[. But the terminology is not always 
very specific about the kind ofQarf. In some cases it is simply regarded 
as 'identical' with fi, e.g. "the partide fi" barfu fi (MG 55vrtlbm). 

A more detailed term is "the partide that is synonymous with fi' 
(al-barfal-murädifli-fi, Jldräk 146,3; 136,5; 122,8; Qawänin 41,6; MG 
56rtop). The term murädif is also used for a literal interpretation of a 
Turkic sentence eldräk 132,12; 146,18). In one instance the expres-
sion is used conversely, in the sense that the Arabic partide "fi is syn-
onymous with da" (fi al-murädifli-dä, Tubfa 7r9). The term murädif 
is, with its related form mutarädif, the usual term for 'synonym' in 
lexicography (cf. Lane; also Versteegh 1993:153). In other works of 
) Abü I:Iayyän, however, the term murädif is limited to 'having the same 
meaning', perhaps induding the fact of belonging to the same dass, 
but explicitly exduding fuH similarity in distribution. In Irtisäf, for ex-

~ The term m~har is also frequently used in Si", e.g., I 329,9. 
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ample the locative (~rf) )irJ 'at the time, when' is discussed, and " bina 
['at the time'] is synonymous with it" (yurädifuhä bina), but its use, 
and, hence its function, is not equal, e.g. )irJ may follow bina, bin-)irJ 
'when', but not the other way around (Irtisäf II 234,6). To give an-
other example, in Manhag ) Abü l;:Iayyän discusses the locative ladun 
'at', and states 

"With regard to ladun, its equivalent is cinda and cinda 'at, with' may be 
used in its place, but ladun cannot be used in [Cinda'sl place." eammä 
ladun fa-Jinnahä turädifu cinda wa-ta~lu~u cinda makäna ladun wa-lä 
t~lu~u ladun makänahä, Manhag293,12.). 

This incomplete synonymy of partides is confirmed by Gully's (1994) 
findings. Gully states that "a partide could only replace another if the 
two meanings amounted to one, and if the meaning of the speech of 
which they were part was one, or, at least, could be traced back to that 
meaning." A linguistic element may be partially synonymous with 
another but not fully; in this way )ilä 'to' is only partially synonymous 
with battä 'until'. 





CHAPTER FIVE 

THE GENITIVE CASE (GARR) 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter deals with the instances in whieh a genitive case oecurs in 
Arabic and the way the construetions in which it appears are reflected 
into Turkie. 

In Chapter Four we have seen that the Arabic grammarians ae-
knowledged three types of governanee relations, expressing the syntac -
tic positions of rar, garr (or bafif),na$b and gazm, respectively. The 
syntaetic positions are indicated in the surface strueture by means of 
the declensional markers u, i and a. With respeet to nouns, all instan-
ces in which these governanee relations oeeur are redueed to three 
funetional categories; rar is related to agency (fiiC'iliyya), n~b to ob-
jectivity (marüliyya), and garr to annexation eitjiifa). The genitive 
case (gaTT), the subjeet of this ehapter, thus typically oeeurs because of 
annexation eitjiifa). The annexation eonstruetion is used to express a 
relation between two nouns. In the opinion of the later grammarians 
this construction of two nouns is possible only if a particle serves as 
the conneetive element. A special type of sueh a relation is the posses-
sive relation in which the particle does not oeeur in surface strueture. 
In this ehapter I shall also deal with the loeative (~rj). The locative is 
eonneeted with the genitive ease in two ways: in the first plaee because 
it is basically eonsidered a relation between two nouns; and seeondly, 
because the ~rf includes the meaning of a particle, i.e. fi 'in'. 

The present diseussion of the genitive ease will be a survey of the 
way the Arabic grammarians eonveyed Arabic particles and locatives 
into Turkie. We shall see that most Turkie case endings are regarded as 
equivalents of the Arabic particles, and make some assumptions as to 
the status the Arabic grammarians assigned to these equivalents in 
terms of government. In the first plaee, we shall see how the problem 
of two Arabic particles with the same equivalent in Turkie was solved. 
The third issue will be the analysis of one Arabic particle whieh in 
Turkie is equivalent to a sequenee of two elements. The final issue is 
the Turkie possessive eonstruetion and how it fits into Arabic theory. 
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Furthermore, in section 2.4.1, we shall discuss the Turkic equivalents 
of some Arabic annexation constructions and investigate how they fit 
into their theories of governance. 

As has been argued in Chapter Four, it is my hypothesis that the 
principal place )i rräb and government occupy in Arabic linguistic 
theory can be accounted for with the assumption that these concepts 
are essentially based on Arabic syntactic case. It shall be seen in the 
present chapter and in Chapter Six that only in one instance, the 
accusative, a Turkic case ending is in fact assigned a status similar to 
that of an Arabic case ending, whereas allother Turkic cases are 
considered equivalent to Arabic particles. In our line of argumentation 
this is hardly a coincidence, for the accusative is the only syntactic case 
ofTurkic. 

1. ANNEXATION AND PARTICLES IN ARABIC 

1.1 Annexation 

According to ) Abü J:Iayyän, 

"annexation is a connective relation between two nouns that invariably 
causes a genitive case in the second noun." (al-)itJäfa nisba bayna smayni 
taqayyudiyya tügibu li-tänihimä al-ga" )abadan, IrtisäfII 501,4; the same 
definition is found in Manhag263,7.) 

The first noun of a so-called annexation construction is called 'the 
annexed' (mUtj.äf) and the second 'the [noun] to which is annexed' 
(al-mUtj.äFilayhi). On the surface level the annexation is realised as in 
(1): 

1 bayt-u 

house-NOM/DEF 

'Zayd's house'. 

zayd-in 

zayd-GEN 

In the theories of the so-called later grammarians-among whom 
) Abü J:Iayyän is to be reckoned-the two nouns are typically con-
nected by means of a particle in the underlying structure, which causes 
the genitive case in the second word, viz. (2) 

2 bayt-u-n li-

house-nom-INDEF 
'A house to Zayd'. 

to 

zayd-in 

zayd-GEN 

With regard to the fact that a particle connects the two nouns, this 
type of particles is often called a 'particle of annexation' (~urüf al-
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Ji#fa). In this waya discussion of the genitive case is to a great extent 
equivalent to a discussion of the particles of annexation. In terms of 
governance relations, the particle li in (2) is the gärr, 'the [element] 
that governs in the genitive', and the governed noun (zaydin) is called 
magrur, 'the [element] governed in the genitive'. This partide accounts 
for the genitive case (garr), since-in the view of the later grammari -
ans-a noun cannot govern and, hence, cannot cause a case: "The 
basis of the governance of the genitive is because of the partide, not 
because of the nouns." (J~l ~amal al-garr Jinnamä huwa li-l-barf lä li-
I-Jasmä~ Manhag 265,6, see also discussion in Chapter Four). A noun 
may only govern insofar as it substitutes for a partide, 

"except that the Arabs limited the use of the particles of the genitive to cer-
tain syntactic positions and annexed nouns to each other, and the noun sub-
stitutes for the partide and exerts govemance, i.e. the genitive." ('illä Janna 
1- ~arab itJta?arat ~urüf al-garr fi mawätJi ~ wa-JatJäfat ba ~tJ al-JasmäJ Jilä 
ba ~tJ fa-näba l-ism al-mutJäf manäb al-~arf fa- ~amila wa-huwa I-garr, 
Manhag265,7-8.) 

1.2 The locative 

A special dass of nouns, the ~urüf(sg. ~arf, 'locative'), which can be 
annexed to other nouns, implicitly conveys the sense of a partide in 
the underlying structure, i.e. fi 'in'. The ~arf, also called mafül fihi 'the 
object in which', is one of the optional objects of the verb (see Chapter 
Six; cf. also Owens 1988:l31ff. and Mosel 1975:345ff.). The ~rfde
pends on a verb which conveys an action and which is visible in the 
surface structure (madkür), e.g. 

3 masä <amr-un 
walk/PAST /3sg (amr-NOM 
«Arnr walked in front of Zayd.' 

Jamäm-a 
front-ACC/DEF 

zayd-in 
zayd-GEN 

In (3), the verb maSä governs Jamäm-a in the accusative case (and 
~amr-un in the nominative). The verb mayalso be absent from the sur-
face structure, 

4a <amr-un 
(Amr-NOM 

<ind-a 
with-ACC/DEF 

«Amr is with Zayd' or <at Zayd's.' 

zayd-in 
zayd-GEN 

In that case the verb is implied in the underlying structure (muqad-
dar), which can be reconstructed as: 
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4b Camr-un 
'arnr-NOM 

käJin-u-n 
be/PART-
NOM-INDEF 

Cind-a 
with-ACC/DEF 

zayd-in 
zayd-GEN 

) Abü l:Iayyän defines the ~arf as folIows: 

« •• .'the object in which', or the locative, is [a noun] conveying a time or 
place [e.g. layl 'night', Jamäm 'front'] that is assigned the accusative by im-
plication of ft with respect to an action [occurring] in it." (al-mafül fthi 
wa-huwa ~-~arf wa-huwa mä nt~aba min waqtin Jaw makänin calä 
taqdir ft bi-ttiräd li-wäqiCin fthi, JrtiSäfII 225,2f.) 

In earIy Arabic linguistic theory, the partic1e should not appear in the 
surface structure, since in that case the noun would depend on the 
partic1e instead of on the verb, and, as a result, it would stop being an 
object. The noun där 'house', for instance, although denoting a place, 
is not considered a ~rf, because it does not contain the meaning of fi. 
For this reason it cannot serve as a direct dependent of the verb in this 
sense, viz., 

5a *galasa 
sit/PAST/3sg 

Camr-un 
'amr-NOM 

*"Amr sat Zayd's house.' 

där-a 
house-
ACC/DEF 

zayd-in 
zayd-GEN 

Instead, with nouns Iike där, fi must be used in the surface structure: 

Sb galasa camr-un fi där-i zayd-in 
sit/PAST/3sg 'arnr-NOM in house- zayd-GEN 

GEN/DEF 
"Amr sat in Zayd's house.' 

Later grammarians, such as az-ZamaQ.sarI and ) Abü I:Iayyän (Irtisäf 11 
253,7) distinguished two categories of Iocatives. First, a ~arf muvta~~ 
'specified locative' (~uruf muwaqqata 'temporary locatives' in 
ZamaQ.sarI, Muf~~aI25,15, which inc1udes nouns denoting a specified 
space or time (e.g. där 'house', masgid 'mosque', or süq 'market), and 
which can be used onIy with fi in the surface structure (see be10w 
Section 2.5.2; Owens 1988:136), and secondly, a ~arf mubham, denot-
ing an unspecified space or time (e.g. cinda, or valfa) and direct1y 
governed by the verb. 

Locatives of time, on the other hand, never require fi in the surface 
structure: qumtu l-yawma 'I stood up today' and sirtu yawman tawilan 
'I travelled a Iong day' (Irtisäf 226). The Iocatives of time, too, are di-
vided into muvt~~ and mubham. To the muvta~~ be1ongs, for exam-
pIe, the word sahr 'month', that can be annexed to the names of the 
months, e.g. gi)tu sahr-a rama{iän-i 'I came [in] the month [of] 
Rama{iän' (cf. IrtiSäf226,19). The ~arf mubham comprises nouns that 
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denote unspecified quantities of time, e.g. waqt, zamän, and ~n all 
meaning 'time', e.g. getu ~ina qiyämihi 'I came [at] the time he stood 
up'. 

Positing a partide in the underlying level, though, may lead to dif-
ferent effects on the surface level. In the locatives, the accusative is 
considered to 'contain' the meaning of the partide without showing 
any traces of governance thereof, for the accusative case is assumed to 
be caused by the verb (or by a verb in the underlying level), only the 
meaning of the partide being implied, not its governance. In other 
instances, especially in the possessive construction (see above Section 
1.1) the partide is posited in the underlying level because of the appar-
ent lack of a governor in the surface structure. This way of argumenta-
tion reveals an interesting paradox in the Arabic argumentation; the 
accusative in the locatives is assigned a semantic content, namely that 
of fi, which would make it a semantic case. At the same time, however, 
its appearance is accounted for in terms of governance, i.e. as syntactic 
case. 

2. TURKIC EQUIV ALENTS OF ARABIC P ARTICLES 

The status of a linguistic element is in the first place indicated by its 
assignment to one of the three main dasses: nouns, verbs and parti-
des. In this section it will be seen that the Turkic case endings and 
postpositions are basically equated to what in Western studies are con-
sidered partides. The status and governing capacities the grammarians 
assign to the Turkic elements varies according to their use in compari-
son to Arabic. 

I have selected five items which are expected to cause varying diffi-
culties in Arabic theory. The first case is fi 'in',which fmds an equiva-
lent in the Turkic locative case, which can be simply interpreted as a 
partide. The second is bi 'with', whose Turkic equivalent has several 
meanings, one of which is best expressed with the Arabic noun ma 'a 
'together with'. An important part of our discussion discussion of the 
Turkic equivalent deals with the question what the status of the Turkic 
element should be. Thirdly is )ilä, which basically means 'to', but can 
also be used in the sense of 'until'. In the former sense, it is reflected 
with simply with a Turkic ending; in the second sense, however, it is 
used in combination with a postposition. It is expected that the 
grammarians will have difficulties in assigning a status to the postposi-
tion. The fourth instance is the particle li 'for' and the possessive con-
struction. In the fifth and last place, I discuss the locative (~arj). We 
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shall see that an innovation of the later grarnmarians to indude con -
structions in which the partide fi 'in' (or its translation for that mat-
ter) is visible in surface structure is especially convenient for the analy-
sis of Turkic constructions. 

2.1 The case offi 

In this section we examine how the partide fi is translated into Turkic 
and which terminology is used to describe the status of the equivalent. 
In this framework we will not be able to exarnine all instances in 
which fi occurs, so the discussion will be limited to those cases in which 
it is equated with dä. Further analyses with fi are given in the 
discussion of the locative (below in Section 2.5.) 

The sources basically agree that fi is translated into Turkic as dä. 1 

This becomes implicitly evident from the translations of phrases that 
contain fi, e.g. )aw-dä is translated as fi l-bayt-i 'in the house' (MG 
58V rt). Apart from this rather implicit semantic relation with the 
Arabic partide fi, the sources also describe the status of dä in relation 
to fi. We have seen above that fi is a partide that serves to connect two 
nouns to each other, and as such it governs nouns and causes them to 
take the genitive case. In this respect, the assignment of the term ga" 
or bar[ garr to its Turkic equivalent, dä, and magrür to the noun it is 
connected to are important indications of its status. 

In western studies of Turkic, dä is generally considered a locative 
case ending whose form differs according to consonant assimilation 
)aw-dä 'in the house' - kant-tä 'in the town', while the pronunciation 
depends on whether the word is 'back', e.g., [taIJdaj 'in the morning' 
or 'front', e.g., [evde j 'in the house' (for further details regarding vowel 
and consonant assimilation the reader is referred to Chapter Three). 

l:fARF AL-)I1;>ÄFA 

In '1drak, dä, along with other Turkic equivalents of the Arabic parti-
des, is dassified as a 'partide of annexation' (bar[ al-)itjafa): "These 
are the partides of annexation that come at the end of the word, as we 
showed, unlike the particles of annexation in the Arabic languages" 
(wa-ha(}ihi burüf al- )i#fa ta)fi )abtran kama mattalna bi-bilaf burüf 
al-)itjafa fi l-lisan al- C'arabt, 145,18). The status of the Turkic partide 
as a governor is inferred only implicitly; the term burüf al-)itjafa refers 

1 In CC (80) da is translated into Latin as both 'ad'and 'in'. 
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to a syntactic function rather than to a syntactic position.2 In Chapter 
Four I pointed out that Jitjäfa is a syntactic function for which words 
are marked with the genitive case (garr). In practice, however, ~arf al-
JitJ.äfa refers to the same as ~arf garr, since annexation (Ji4äfa) always 
involves governance in the genitive case (garr). Therefore, its applica -
tion to Turkic ~urüf can be safely interpreted as a reference to their 
syntactic position. 

1;IARFGARR 

Although several sources (e.g. Qawänin 44-46) have the tenn ~arf garr, 
'partic1e of the genitive' or a c10sely related one, such as magrür 'noun 
governed in the genitive' in their chapter and section headings, these 
terms must be regarded basically as a reference to the Arabic partic1es 
rather than their Turkic counterparts. In addition, there are many in-
stances in which the terms gärr and ~arf garr are applied to the Turkic 
equivalent of the Arabic partic1e ft or the element it governs. 

In Qawänin, for example, da is explicitly termed both a ~arf garr 
and the synonym of ft: "da is the partic1e of the genitive which is syn-
onymous with ft" (wa-dä ~arf al-garr al-murädifbi-ft, 41,6; also: 36,6). 
Indeed, not only da but nearly all Turkic equivalents of Arabic ~urüf 
al-garr (as far as theyexist in Turkic, cf. Qawänin 41,2) are explicitly 
categorised as ~urüf garr. In one passage in Jldräk, ) Abü l:Iayyän, too, 
assigns the status of ~arf garr directly to a Turkic partic1e: "it is pennit-
ted to use another partic1e of the genitive than da" ( wa-yagüzu du1:Jül 
~arf garr gayr dä C"alayhä,136,5). In Tu~fa, too, the term ~arf garr 
serves as a reference to Turkic 'partic1es': " ... the partic1e of the genitive 
which is synonymous with ft in Arabic, which expresses the act of con-
taining, and this [partic1e] is da" ( ... ~arf al-garr al-murädif li-ft 
C"arabiyyatan allafi li-I-wiC"äJ wa-huwa dä, 66v3-5; also 7ZV9; also MG 
5srrt) 

The fact that in Turkic the ~urüf al-Jitjäfa follow the noun instead 
of preceding it does not seem to have disturbed the grammarians, al-
though in Arabic linguistics it is assumed that a governor always pre-
cedes the element it governs: 

2 In ~dräk, the ~urüf al-Jj4äfa are discussed under the heading al-qawl fi I-Jj4äfa 
(144,19, which is separated into two subdivisions, i.e. annexation with [144,19] and 
without particles [146,15]). This approach is quite unlike the one 'Abü l;iayyän applies 
in IrtiSäf(II 426) and Manhag (231), in both of which the ~urüf al-gaTT are treated in a 
separate chapter followed bya one on the Jj4äfa, although for Manhag this may have 
been determined by the structure ofIbn Mä!ik's ~lfiyya. 
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"These are the particles of annexation that come at the end [of the word 1, as 
we showed, unlike the particles of annexation in the Arabic language." (wa-
hägihi ~urüf al-)itf.äfa ta)ti )alJiran kamä man-alnä bi-lJiläf ~urüf al-)itf.äfa 
fi l-lisän al- carabi, )Idräk 145,18.) 

This is stated in a similar way in Qawänin: 

"It must be known that the governor of the genitive in this language is con-
nected to the last consonant ofthe governed [nounl in all circumstances, the 
opposite of the Arabic." (wa-l-yu <lam )awwalan )anna I-gärr fi hägihi 1-
luga )innamä yatta~ilu bi-magrürihi )älJiran fi l-)a~wäli kullihä <aks al-
Carabiyya, Qawänin 40,19.) 

In other words, the Turkic particle is the gärr and the noun that pre-
cedes is its magrür, whereas in Arabic the word in the genitive follows 
its particle. The discussion of the ft continues in Section 2.5. 

2.2 The case ofbi 

The second of the Arabic ~urüf al-garr I propose to discuss here is the 
particle bi cwith'. The basic function of bi is to denote instrurnentality 
(istiCäna): rJarabtuhu bi-s-sayf-i CI beat hirn with the sword'. Apart 
from this basic meaning, which will be the issue here, bi is used in vari-
ous other meanings, such as accompaniment (mu~ä~aba), e.g. 
[istaraytu l-farasa] bi-sargihi c[I bought the horse] along with its sad-
dle', compensation (muqäbala), [istaraytuhul bi-dirhamin C[I bought 
it] for a dirham', the oath (qasam), bi-llähi Cby God', etc. (cf. IrtiSäf 11 
426ff.). 

The Arabic grammarians found that the Turkic counterpart of bi in 
its sense of instrumentality is bilä which also serves as the translation 
of ma ca Ctogether with', which, in its turn, in Arabic is principally used 
to indicate accompaniment (i~ti{l;Iäb), e.g. gi)tu ma<a zayd-in cI came 
[together] with Zayd'. 

In western grammars ofTurkic, bilä (and its older variant birlä) is 
regarded as a postposition used for conveying the sense of both in-
strumentality and accompaniment. 

In ~dräk, bilä is used in the following sentences: 

6 qalam bilä yaz-du-m 

7 

pen with write-PAST-lsg 
'I wrote with the pen.' 

sangar bilä 
sangar with 
CI came together with Sangar.' 

kaI-di-m 
come-PAST-lsg 
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In combination with pronouns (except 3pl), hili is preceded hy the re-
spective genitive suffixes: 

8a man-im bilä 
I-GEN with 
'withme' 

8b biz-iI.J3 bilä 
we-GEN with 
'with us' 

Apart from the clear difference in meaning, in Arahic grammar there 
is also a categorial distinction hetween bi and ma 'a. Bi is, as we have 
seen, a ~arf garr, whereas ma 'a is a noun: "noun for the place or time 
of accompaniment" (ism li-makän al-i~#~~äb Jaw waqtihi, Irtisäf 11 
267,4ff. also 11 449). In this sense, ghu ma'a zaydin 'I came with 
Zayd' could also be translated as 'in Zayd's company' or 'at the time 
Zayd came'. In other words, ma'a is a noun used as a ?tlrf(locative). 
This status of ma 'a is usually demonstrated by its use in combination 
with a ~arfgarr, especially min 'from': min mari 'by me', and, further, 
its full inflection (i.e. with nunation) when used adverhially genä 
ma 'an ewe came together'. Both governance by a ~arf garr and fu11 in-
flection (with nunation) are typical characteristics of nouns. 

In this respect the Arabic grammarians are confronted with the 
problem of assigning a status to hili, which conveys two meanings that 
are associated with Arabic words belonging to a different category. The 
sources display two opinions. 

The first opinion is that hili, as an equivalent to b~ is primarily re-
garded as a ~arf garr. Furthermore, by extension, it may convey the 
meaning of ma 'a, albeit without assuming its status of a locative noun 
(?tlrf). This opinion is reflected in ) Abü I:Iayyän's Jldräk, where hili 
conveys "the meaning of both bi and ma 'a" (bi-ma 'nä al-bäJ wa-bi-
ma'nä ma'a, Jldräk 144,21); "I wrote with the pen" qalam. hili yaz-
dum, "I came with Sangar" sangar hili kaldim (katabtu bi-l-qalami, 
getu ma 'a sangar, Jldräk 145,17). ) Abü I:Iayyän' s opinion as to the sta-
tus of hili becomes explicit from his remark (after listing its use with 
the pronouns and their possessives): "bili has the meaning of ma'a as 
if it were a locative" (wa-bilä bi-ma 'nä ma 'a ka-Jannahä ?tlrf, Jldräk 
146,3). In other words, ) Abü I:Iayyän appears to he saying, in some 
instances hili has the meaning of a ~arf, although in reality it is not. In 

3 The fuct that the sources have different forms, due to differences in languages and 
dialects, e.g. man-iI) (lsg) or biz-im, miz-iI) (1 pI), etc. instead of the ones mentioned 
here, is not relevant to this discussion. 
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) Abül:Iayyän' s view, the major criterion for assigning to any Arabic el-
ement the status of a noun with the function of a ~rf is the question 
of whether fi is implied. This, for example, is the case with C'inda 'at, 
with' and Jamäm-a 'in front [of]'. For a Turkic ~rf) Abü l:Iayyän 
seems to apply the same criterion, i.e. whether the meaning of fi is 
implied, which involves its equivalent in Turkic, i.e. dä. In practice this 
means that the Turkic equivalent of an Arabic r.arf must have dä in 
the surface structure. 4 

..... the equivalent of 'in', which is dä, is not used with it, unlike qat which 
has the meaning 'with'." (wa-lä yaghulu "alayhä murädiffi lIagi huwa dii 
bi-1.Jiläf qaf bi-ma cnä cinda, 1dräk 146,2-3.) 

Abül:Iayyän probably relates this to the fact that in the Turkic equiva-
lents of many Arabic r.urüfthe 'particle' dä is used, e.g. fawqa 'above' 
)ustun dä, tabta )altindä 'underneath'. In other words, it seems that 
) Abül:Iayyän's main reason for not regarding bilä as a r.arfis the fact 
that it cannot be construed with dä, as opposed to other Turkic r-urüf. 

The second opinion is that bilä is equivalent to ma C'a, and is consid-
ered a noun with the function of a r.arf This opinion is evident in 
Qawän'in. First it is pointed out that bilä is used as a translation of bi 
(instrumental) in sentences like qilig bilä 'urdum t;larabtu bi-s-sayfi 'I 
beat with the sword'. Its use as an equivalent of maC'a (comitative) 
seems secondary, which is inferred from the use of the word Jayt;lan 
'too': .. the word bilä is also used with the meaning of maC'a, 'I came 
with the chief bi bilä kaldum (wa-tusta C'mal lafr.a bilä Jayt;lan bi-
maC'nä maC'a giJtu maC'a I-Jam'iri bi bilä kaldum, Qawän'in 41,9). In 
another passage, however, he seems to assign the primary meaning of 
maC'a to bilä .. theword bilä ... and its meaning is maC'a" (laf.za bilä ... 
wa-ma C'nähä ma C'a, Qawän'in 34,4). The most explicit statement with 
regard to the status of bilä is found in a discussion related to the 
equivalents of Arabic pronouns governed by bio According to the au-
thor of Qawän'in, in Turkic pronouns are not governed by bi: 

"I do not know in this language a pronoun that is govemed in the genitive 
by bi; instead, they use maca whose equivalent is bilä." (wa-.)ammä I-bä.) 
fa-lä .)a crifu fi hägihi l-luga 4amiran yugarr bi-l-bä.) wa-)innamä 
yagurrüna bi-ma ca wa-yurädifuhä bilä, Qawänin 45,11.) 

(This statement is followed by a listing of the Turkic pronouns in 
combination with bilä, e.g. ma C''i manim bilä 'with me', and ma C'ahu 

4 This holds as far as locatives of place are concemed. According to Arabic grammar 
locatives of time cannot be used with fi in surface structure. In Turkic many locatives of 
time (adverbs oftime) do not have dii. 
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)anin bilä 'with him', etc .. ) AlthOUgh the author seems to consider bilä 
as the equivalent of ma ca rather than bi, it is not dear whether he also 
assigns it the status of ~arf. The use of the general term laft.a 'word' for 
bilä gives no dues in this respect. In short, according to Qawänin the 
Arabic partide bi has no equivalent in Turkic. 

In Targumän, too, the primary meaning of bilä seems to be maca. 
The fact that the word (laft.a) ma ca is listed as an entry among other 
~urüf, e.g. al-wasat 'middle' (used in the sense 'between') and cinda 
'with', may serve as a first piece of evidence (Targumän 54,3-6). A sec-
ond indication may be the fact that in Targumän bilä, besides the ex-
pected combinations- ma caka 'with you' sanin bilä-is also used with 
dä: 

9 )a-nin bilä-si-n-dä 
her OBL]-GEN with-POSS -n5-LOC 
'with that one' (ma <a (}äka). 

Likewise, ma ca JuläJika 'with them' is )an-Iär bilä-Iär-i-n-dä, ma ci 
'with me' bila-rn dä and ma canä 'with us' bilä-rnuz dä.6 It is not dear 
whether bilä is assigned the status of ~if. 

Sugür's author Ibn MuJ:tammad ~ä1il:t seems to have a preference for 
ma ca as the main equivalent of bilah, his version of bilä, as weIl. 6 He 
refers to one of the other meanings of bi (i.e. mu~äbaba 'accompani-
ment'), and thus first equates bi and ma ca in Arabic before translating 
them into Turkic. In this way " ma ca and bi of accompaniment [are 1 
bilah" (maCa wa-bäJ al-mu~äbaba bilah, Sugür 26r2) are equivalent in 
meaning. Ibn MuQ.ammad ~ä1il:t uses the term n~ir. 

"and thus you apply it in the construction with ma <a whose peer is [both] 
bilah and lah." (wa-ka(}ä ta <mal ft l-ma?har at-tarkib bi-ma <a n~iruhu 
bilah wa-lah, Sudür26v7ff.) 

The fact that bilah is also the equivalent of bi seems of secondary im-
portance: "likewise, 'by me' is bilah" (wa-kadälika bi bilah, Sugür 
26V 9). 

In the other sources neither opinion is obvious. In MG, for instance, 
both meanings of bi are expressed. In one instance bilä (along with 
the older variant birlä) is, as expected, mentioned as the equivalent of 
bi (cf. MG 58Vrt). The author may have tried to solve the problem by 
discerning two dialectal variants ofbilä. To one of them, lah (which is 

5 This -11- is inserted as an intermediate consonant after possessive endings (3sg and 
3pl) when they are followed by cases. 

6 The orthographie differences in the reflection ofbilä (bilah, bilä, bilä) are due to 
different writing conventions. 
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probably Ottoman) he assigns the sense of bi and to the other bilah, 
that of ma ca, viz., banÜln-Iah bi 'by me' versus manÜln bilah ma ci 
'with me' (MG 59rt>m).7 

In Ifilya, both maca and bi are regarded as a barf, and, as a conse-
quence, they may have one single equivalent: "[As for] the particle 
ma ca and the added [particle] bi, the word bilä substitutes both of 
them in Turkic." (barf ma ca wa-l-bäJ az-zäJid wa-humä fi t-turkiyya 
yanübu canhumä laft.a bilä, Ifilya 93,1.) 

2.3 The case of>ilä 

This seetion discusses the way the meanings of Jilä and battä, and the 
notion 'until' are reflected in Turkic, and the analyses the Arabic 
grammarians give of the respective Turkic equivalents. 

2.3.1 JIlä meaning 'to' 

The Arabic particle Jilä is basically used to convey a motion or direc-
tion toward a place or until a point in time, e.g. dahabtu Jilä makkataB 
'I went to Mecca' and baqitu Jilä yawmi l-qiyämati 'I waited until the 
day oOudgement'. When used in this sense, Jilä is called barfal-in-
tiMJ• By extension Jilä is also used to express the end point of a mo -
tion (al-gäya), e.g. w~altu Jilä makkata 'I arrived at Mecca', especially 
when it is opposed to min, 'from' (IrtiSäf 11 449,16; 11 567,3; cf. 
Wright 1986 [1898] 11 144ff.; Gully 1994:41). In this last meaning, Jilä 
is synonyrnous with the particle battä, 'until', e.g. Jakaltu s-samakata 
battä raJsihä 'I ate the fish until its head', excluding the end point it-
self, Le. raJsihä, 'its head'. 

As in all Turkic languages, in the Turkic languages described in our 
sourees, too, the notion 'to' or 'towards' is conveyed by means of the 
dative case: 

9 bak-imiz lJuräsän qä bär-di 
chief-POSS/lpl Khoräsän-DAT go-PAST/3sg 
'Our chief went to Khoräsän' 
eamirunä masä Ji[ä buräsän, 1;lilya 92,5). 

7 MG (59"bm) also lists variOllS other meanings of bi (accompaniment, compensa-
tion, instrumentality, etc.) and their respective realisations in Turkic. In this respect, in-
terestingly, bi is equated with the JaJifl"l in Si 1r;."I-and other 'elements' ending in -i, 
some of which, in fact, consist of the final consonant of a word and a case ending (dative) 
- sattüm art-gä bi'tu bi-zäJidin 'I sold [itl with a profit'. 

A Makka belongs to a dass of nouns that do not get the ending i in the genitive case. 
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2.3.2 1lä meaning 'until' 

Turkic case endings usually denote a very general motion or place, and 
a specific meaning, such as 'until', is conveyed by means of a postposi-
tion after the case ending. (It will be seen that this postposition is not 
the same in all sources.) In tdräk the dative case is followed by the 
postposition daqin: 

1 0 makka-~ daqin yuri-di-m 
Mecca-DAT until, as faras walk-PAST-lsg 
'I walked as far as Mecca' (sirtu ~attä makkata, tdräk 145,12). 

The issue we deal with in this section is how the grammarians coped 
with the problem of assigning a status to a combination of two ele-
ments, i.e. ~ä and daqin, which serve to express a notion that in 
Arabic is conveyed by means of one word. 

The Turkic equivalent of Jilä is gä, viz., "to the particles of the geni-
tive belongs the word gä, with the meaning of 'towards' that governs 
the genitive" ( wa-min ~uruf al-garr laf.za gä bi-ma 'nä Jilä I-gärra, MG 
58 top). 9 In Qawänin (42,7), too, the first meaning of Jilä is kä or ga: 
11 ~är gä bar-du-m 

city-DAT go-PAST-Isg 
'I went to the city' (ru~tu Jilä I-madinati). 

12 kant kä kat-tu-m 
town-DAT go-PAST-Isg 
'I went to the town' (gahabtu Jilä I-baladi, Qawänin 42,7). 

In tdräk, though, in the introductory list of particles, it is not gä but 
daqin that is mentioned as the particle conveying the meaning ofboth 
Jilä and ~attä (144,21). Furthermore, elsewhere (145,15), in the anal-
ysis of (10), it is specified that gä and p indeed express the meaning 
of Jilä, but that they are used pleonastically together with daqin 
(ma 'nä kullin minhumä Jilä läkinnahä tusta 'mal murdifatan bi-daqin). 
In other words, in ) Abü l;Iayyin's opinion, the basic meaning of Jilä is 
conveyed by means of daqin, whereas gä has a merely complementary 
function. 

In Qawänin the addition of this element is also discussed, but it is 
assigned a different status: 

9 In the Margin Grammar and Diwan the meaning of the dative case ending 1di is 
described as "particle-Iocative with the function of'to'" (~arf ~rf bi-manzila Jilä, MG 
40Vrt; identical with Diwan 538,5). This expression is difficult to interpret since no 
choice is made between the terms ~arfand ~rf. 
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"and if [)ilä's] meaning is the reaching ofthe goal [i.e. 'until'], then add the 
word dakin to this marker" (wa- )in käna ma ~nähä intihä) al-gäya fa-zid 
~alä hägihi 1- ~aläma laft.a dakin, 42,10). 

This implies that ga expresses the basic meaning, and that dakin is 
added as a complementary element. 

2.3.3 Ibn al-Muhannä on 'until' 

A third solution for this problem is given in Ifilya (91,3), where taki 
(which reflects the same meaning as daqin and dakin in the other 
sources ) is regarded as an equivalent of the Arabic bar[ al-gäya (particle 
of the goal), Le. both battä and )ilä that express the goal (al-
gä)iyyatayni), e.g., 

13a täwuk Clräq-qä taki bär-miS 
so-and-so <Iräq-DAT until go-INFERl3sg 
'So-and-so went as far as <Iräq.' 

Underneath some of the Turkic words their respective equivalents in 
Arabic are (in Rif'at's edition) printed in a small font: 

13b täwuk Clräq qä taki bär-miS 
fulän ~attä masä 
so-and-so until walk-PAST /3sg 

However, Ibn al-Muhannä falls to describe the function and meaning 
of qä, and it seems that he regards qä takl as one single meaningful el-
ement. In addition, both Qawän'in and 1dräk note that gä may be 
added optionally after daqin, or dakin, resulting in the forms daqin-
gä and dakinga, respectively (e.g. )Idräk 145,14). In Ifilya a similar 
form, takingä, is given. 10 

In both Qawän'in and )Idräk dakin(gä) is analysed as a basic particle 
with an additional suffix (EDT 'equative suffix', see also Fundamenta 
I), although their opinions differ as to which of the two elements is 
used pleonastically. According to ) Abü l:Iayyän, ga is the complemen-
tary element, whereas in Qawän'in this is dakin. 

In Ifilya the analysis of takinga is quite different from the one shared 
by 1dräk, Qawän'in and, so to say, Clauson. In order to understand it 
fully, it is necessary to discuss briefly how, according to the Arabic 
grammarians, Arabic particles can be used with verbs, and, further the 
way the conjunction 'until' is conveyed in Turkic. 

10 EDT 477 and 484 distinguishes two postpositions. 
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I have already referred to the fact that Jilä is also used with the no-
tion 'until a certain time'. However, the partide Jilä cannot be fol-
lowed immediate1y by averb. The reason for this is, according to the 
Arab grammarians, the fact that a verb cannot occupy the syntactic 
position of the genitive, because this is a privilege of nouns only. This 
problem can be solved by means of a special kind of noun, the m~ dar, 
translated with either 'verbal noun' or 'infinitive'. The ma$dar, apart 
from reflecting the meaning of a verb and possessing some verbal 
features, behaves like any other noun. As such the m~dar may be sub-
jected to governance by means of a partide: Jilä mag';J-i zayd-in 'until 
Zayd's coming' or, 'until Zayd comes'. An alternative route, with a 
similar result, is the application of the partide Jan, which, by governing 
the verb in the subjunctive, serves as an intermediate between the par-
tide and the verb. The combination, then, behaves as a verbal noun 
(cf. ~$ül II 297,lff.): 

14 Jilä 

until 

Jan 
Jan 

'until Zayd comes'. 

yag;J-a 
comes-SUB] 

zayd-un 
zayd-NOM 

In Turkic the notion of the temporal 'until' is usually expressed by 
means of a suffix added to the stern of averb. The resulting verbal 
form is not finite; it must be preceded by a pronoun: 

15 [tur mÜD-däl man kal-kingä 
[standlIMP!2sg here-Loel I come-until 
'[You stayherel until I come' (~dräk 151,3; also IJilya 91,9). 

In the sources (i.e. Qawänin, ~dräk, Ifilya, MG) the suffix kinga (after 
velar sterns gmgä) is, with this meaning, regarded as one of the equiva-
lents of Jilä and ~attä. 

When this sufftx is added to the stern tak- 'to reach', the result is 
tak-kingä (tak-ingä in I;Iilya, 91,9f), a form quite similar to the one 
mentioned in Qawän'in and Jldräk. In fact ~dräk (150,20ff.) eventu-
ally derives daqin(gä)/dakin(gä) from the verb dak, 'to reach', to 
which -kingä is added, allowing deletion of one k for alleviation. 
Returning to I;Iilya, in the sentence 

16a bäliq yi-du-m bäS-i-n-ä takin-gä 
fish eat-PAST-lsg head-POSS-n-DAT until (POSTP) 
'I ate the fish until its head' eakaltu s-samakata ~attä raJsihä), 

Ibn al-Muhannä derives takingä direct1y from the verb dak, and, more 
importantly, he assigns it the status of averb. This is obvious in his 
word-by-word analysis (ta (nb) of (16a): 
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16b biliq 
samak 
fish 

2.3.4 Summary 

yi-du-m 
~akaltu 

Iate 
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bäS-i-n-ä 
~attä ra~sihi 

until its head 

takingä 
balagtu 
Ireached 

Summarising, both Qawänin and ~Idräk analyse the postposition dak-
ingä! daqingä in terms of a form dakin to which the optional suffix 
-gä may be added, in combination with -gä. The basic meaning of ~ilä 
'towards' is assigned to different elements, i.e. to daqin in >rdräk, and 
to -gä in Qawänin. In Ifilya takingä has the status of averb. 

This difference of opinion is related to the fact that in Arabic 
grammar a sequence of two partides that govern the genitive is unac-
ceptable. The reason for this is obvious: in such a case one of the par-
tides would be subjected to governance by the other, or both of them 
would govern the same noun, which is impossible. We have seen above 
that both gä and daqin(gä) are regarded as equivalents of Arabic par-
tides; in this respect the fact that they follow one another is basically 
impossible to explain in terms of Arabic grammar, and the analysis the 
two sources give is, in fact, contrary to the principles of Arabic linguis-
tic thinking. 

Ibn al-Muhannä's approach to the form of takingä in terms of a 
verbal form conveying the meaning of 'reached', seems much more in 
agreement with these principles. Ibn al-Muhannä regards the sequence 
-ä + takingä as one of a verb and apartide, which is, of course, quite 
possible. His analysis of qä taki, however, which he-implicitly-re-
gards as one element (cf. [13]), remains unexplained. 

2.4. The possessive construction 

A special case of the use of the particles of annexation is the possessive 
construction. It is special since in Arabic the partide is usually absent 
in the surface structure: it is an element the (later) grammarians posit 
between two nouns in the underlying structure of an )i4äfa construc-
tion. The reason for this is the apparent tendency in late Arabic 
grammar to reduce the number of governors. They did not, like their 
predecessors, accept the possibility of one noun governing another, 
hence causing the genitive case ending on the governed noun. Instead, 
they posited a barf gaTT in the underlying structure that is to account 
for the genitive case. 
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2.4.1 Li and the possessive construction 

The insertion a particle can also be explained in terms of semantic and 
syntactic case (cf. Chapter Four 4.1.1). For example, when the genitive 
occurs in the possessive construction bayt-u zayd-in 'Zayd's house', it 
could be interpreted as a semantic case (cf. Chapter Four 1.2.4). 

However, it seems that the later grammarians preferred to analyse it 
as a syntactic case, i.e. in terms of government, thus enhancing the 
predictability of both governing capacities and declensional endings 
and smoothening their argumentation. The particle they posit is usu-
ally li 'to', for example, the underlying structure of bayt-u zayd-in 
'Zayd's house' is, in their opinion, something like al-bayt-u li-zayd-in, 
with li as the governing particle (see discussion above). The particle 
may also be min 'from', if the genitive conveys a partitive meaning, e.g. 
tawb-u bazz-in 'a cloth [made] of silk' is rephrased as tawb-un min 
bazz-in. 

This principle in Arabic theory is explained clearly in the Margin 
Grammar, viz., 

"$unqur's slave' i.e. *'a slave to Sunqur'; 'that one's slave' i.e. *'a slave to that 
one' with the implied l~ 'whose slave', with [the underlying structurel *'to 
whom his slave'. Li is implied in the underlying structure." (mamlüku sun-
qurin '>ay *mamlükun li-sunqur wa-mamlüku g.a '>ay *mamlük li-g.a bi-l-
lam al-muqaddar '>ay mamlüku man bi-ma ~na li-man mamlükuhu bi-
taqdtr al-Iam, MG «rmd.) 

To put it in another way, the phrase mamlüku sunqura 'Sunqur's slave' 
is rephrased in the underlying structure as *mamlükun li-sunqur 'a slave 
to Sunqur', with the addition of the particle li. 

2.4.2 The possessive construction 

This seetion discusses how the grammarians explained the possessive 
construction in Turkic. It will be shown that the concept of a particle 
in the underlying structure is convenient for the analysis of Turkic 
possessive constructions too. 

In the sentence al-bayt-u li-zayd-in 'the house [belongs] to Zayd', 
the phrase li-zaydin 'to Zayd' is the predicate (babar) to the topic 
(mubtada») al-baytu 'the house'. Here the particle li cannot be omitted 
in the surface structure, for a phrase like, for example, * al-bayt-u zayd-
in, without the insertion of li, is regarded as non-grammatical. 
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In Turkic it is of course also possible to construct predicative sen-
tences of this type, but, unlike in Arabic, it suffices to put the predicate 
in the genitive 1 I: 

17 bü 'at zayd nil) [durur] 
this/NOM horse zayd GEN [CORR] 
cthis is Zayd's horse' (hä4ä l-farasu li-zaydin, Ifilya 93,4). 

The sources usually interpret nil) (with a variant -iI) in Oguz 
[turkmäniyya]) as the equivalent of lij it "has the meaning of' li 
eldräk, 145,4). For Qawänin the word (laft.a) nin conveys the mean-
ing of li for possession (milk) and the specification (al-ibti~~), which is 
the way the function of li in sentences of the type in (1) is described in 
Arabic grammar 

The status of this element nil) in (17) is described slightly differ-
ently in lfilya: 

"The last n [i.e. 1)] belongs to the same category as the redundant [particle] 
li" (fa-n-nün al-JalJira bi-manzila al-Iäm az-zäJid [sie], Ifilya 93,4). 

This statement is interesting in two respects. In the first place it says 
something about Ibn al-Muhannä's analytical approach to niI), in the 
sense that he segments it into two parts, Le. n + 1). This is possible in 
the Turkic language he describes, since in Oguz Turkic languages lJ 
alone represents the genitive case, i.e. zayd-iI]. In the second place it is 
of interest because of the application of the terms manzila and zä)ida 
in this context. The term manzila refers to the status of niI] compared 
to li in Arabic, and the term zäJid is used to specify the position of li in 
the Arabic sentence. 

In Arabic linguistic terminology the term zä)id is used to indicate 
elements that are inserted, and, as a result, exert governance, but 
without adding any extra meaning to the senten ce. For example, the 
partide li in tJarabtu li-zaydin CI beat [to] Zayd', does not cause un-
grammaticality of the sentence, but it does not contribute significantly 
to its meaning either (cf. Irtisäf 11 435, 4ff.j cf. also Versteegh 
1993:144-5 and 151 for this term in early grammatical terminology). 
As a result, the partide li forms no part of the underlying structure, 
since it is semantically redundant. Interestingly, according to Arabic 
theory the läm in the translation of example (17) is not considered 
zä)id, it is an essential part of the predicate of the sentence. In regard 
to the term manzila, Versteegh (1978: 264ff.) states 

11 The fact that in Turkic the word in the genitive can serve as a predicate rnay be in -
terpreted as yet another indication for the typology of its case. 
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<CIf a word A is said to be at the same manzila as a word B, it belongs to the 
same dass as word B ... it mayeven take over some of the functions ... of 
wordB". 

The same definition applies in the case of Ibn al-Muhannä's use of 
manzila. 

It seems that Ibn al-Muhannä compares niI) to li in two respects. In 
the first place both denote the sense of'property' (milk), and secondly, 
both ni1) and li are, at least in Ibn al-Muhannä's view optional, i.e. 
they may be deleted. This analysis of li probably relates to Ibn al-
Muhannä's variant interpretation of the same Turkic sentence else-
where (85,12), which we shall deal with below. 

2.4.3 The possessive ending 

In Turkic a noun can be marked for a possessive relation to a pronoun 
by adding the appropriate pronominal marker: 

18 )at-im 

horse-POSS 11 sg 
'myhorse'. 

Likewise, )at-b] 'your (sg.) horse'; )at-i 'his/her horse', )at-imiz 'our 
horse', )at-b]iz 'your (pI.) horse'. In the case of )at-Iari, two analyses-
or even three-are possible, viz., first )at-Iari 'their horse' and second 
)apar-i 'his horses'. In the first case 1ar is considered part of the refer-
ence to the possessor, which then must be plural (horse-their), whereas 
in the second it is considered part of to the possessed noun (horses-
his). A third possible interpretation for this form is that both possessor 
and possessed are plural, e.g., 'their horses' (horses-their), because the 
suffIx cannot appear twice in the same word for double plurality 
*)atlar-Iari (cf. also 1dräk 147,160. 

In order to stress (talc"id, Qawän"in 46,16) the possessive relation, 
the 'possessed' noun may be preceded by a personal pronoun which is 
marked for the genitive case, e.g. ban-im )at-im 'my horse', san-b] )at-
b] 'your horse', )a-niI) at-i 'his/ her horse', biz-im )atimiz ' our horse', 
siz-b] )at-b]iz 'your (pI.) horses' and )an-Iar-nb] )at-i or )at-Im 'their 
horse(s)'.12 The plural ending -Iar is inserted between the noun and 
the possessive ending, e.g. )at-Iär-im 'my horses'. Case endings follow 
after the possessive ending, e.g. san-ilJ qat-ilJ-dä (you-GEN side-
POSS/2sg-LOC) 'at your side'. 

12 The fonn banim, with b- and final -m is typically Oguz; the sources also display 
variants from other Turkic languages, e.g. maniIJ, 'allarnit), bizniIJ etc .. 
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In Turkic, two nouns can stand in a possessive relation for which 
both elements must be marked, the possessor with the genitive case, 
and the possessed with the possessive ending, respectively: 

19 bi-nil) 
chief-GEN 

)at-i 
horse-POSS/3sg 

'the chiefs horse' 

After vowels, an s is inserted between the word and the possessive 
marker, e.g. 

20 bi-nil) 
chief-GEN 
'the chiefs rnother' 

) - -ana-S-l 
rnother-s-POSS /3 sg 

In the following we shall discuss the status of the possessive ending, 
and the genitive case ending niI). Weshall see that the sources had no 
problem with assigning the status of pronoun to the possessive ending, 
except for the ending of the third person. Further, we shall find that 
niI) is generally regarded as equal to the particle 1i 'to'. 

The Turkic possessive endings are described in terms similar to the 
Arabic construction of annexation eitJäfa) to pronouns: 

"the annexed noun precedes the [nounl it is annexed to, analogous to the 
Arabic." (wa-taqaddama {l-mUl;läf} <alä l-mu4äFilayhi qiyäsa 1- <arabiyya, 
Qawänin 46,2). 

One would expect the suffixes to be analysed in a similar way. This as-
sumption, however, holds only partially. 

First of all, the Margin Grammar gives an analysis according to 
which the possessive endings are considered pronouns: 

"The pronoun for the first person is rn, and for the first person plural it is 
miz; for the second person it is 1], and for hirn and for the second person 
plural it is I]iz; for the third person it is a silent y, and for the third person 
plural it is liri." (at;l-t;lamir li-l-mutakallim m wa-lahu wa-li-man ma<ahu 
miz wa-l-li-mu1:Jätab tj wa-lahu wa-li-man ma <ahu tjiz wa-li-l-gä)ib y 
säkina wa-lahu wa-li-man ma <ahu läri, MG 59'1t1brn; also 59Vrt.) 

tdnik and Qawän"in give very similar analyses for the first and second 
persons (tdräk 118,15; 136,17). 

For the ending i (or i) of the third person, however, tdräk, Qawän"in 
and Ifi1ya supply less explicit information. Even though they state in 
several instances that it is attached "you vocalise it with an i" 
(taksiruhu), e.g. qul-i 'his slave' (mam1ükuhu, )Idräk 120,1t), nowhere 
is the status of this ending described. In fact, in some cases it is en-
tirely disregarded. ) Abü I:Jayyän, for example, writes with regard to 
qul-Iari tur-du-Iar 
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"i.e. 'their slaves stood up'.lar is attached to the singular ifyou annex to a 
singular [noun 1, and [its 1 r is vocalised with an i, this indicates the plural of 
the annexed; it mayalso indicate the plural of the ones to whom is annexed. 
This can be deduced from the context." eay mamälikuhum qämu fa-Iar 
tal~aqu I-mufrad fa-)igä )wjifa )ila mufrad wa-kusirat ar-rä) dalla gälika 
<alä gam< al-mwjäf wa-yadullu )ayq.an <alä gam< al-muq.äf )ilayhim wa-
yatabayyanu gälika min siyäq al-kaläm, 1dräk 147,17f.) 

From this statement it appears that he does not assign a distinctive 
meaning to i and hence, does not consider it a pronoun (q.amtr). 

In Tu~fa a parallel is seen with the endings of the Turkic imperfect 
tense in -di: "The marker of the third person is the silent y in nouns 
and verbs" ( f'aläma al-gä)ib yä) säkina fi I-JasmäJ wa-l-Jafäl, Tu~fa 
39V6). Indeed, the verbal endings are, apart from the first person plu-
ral, identical with the possessive endings in nouns: kildim 'I came', 
kildil) 'you (sg.) came', kildi 'he/she came'; kildik 'we came'; 
kildil)iz 'you (pI.) came'; kildilir 'they came'.13 However, because 
Tu~fa applies the term (aläma 'marker' indiscriminately to all words 
and morphemes, the status of these 'markers' remains unclear. 

In Ifilya (85,9) the possessive endings are considered markers too. 
For qiil-um 'my slave' guläm-tlbn al-Muhannä writes 

"the silent m is the marker of the annexation to the speaker himself' (wa-l-
mim as-säkina <aläma al-)iq.äfa )ilä nafsi I-mutakallim, Ifilya 86,1). 

According to Qawäntn (59,4) the y is a marker of annexation (aläma 
li-l-JifJ.äfa), rather than a pronoun. 1dräk assigns no function to the y 
exclusively. 

The reason for the apparent hesitance in 1dräk and Qawänin with 
regard to assigning the status of pronoun of the third person to i (or i) 
becomes more understandable when we recall what ) Abü I:Iayyän 
states in the first part of the grammatical section ofhis work: 

~'All three weak consonants [sc. )alif, wäwand ya1. .. arise from the length-
ening of the vowels." (gami< ~uruf al-madd wa-l-Iin at-talata ... )innama 
hiya nawase <an )isba< al-~arakat, 1dräk 101,10.) 

No meaning can be assigned to the glides, ) Abü I:Iayyän intends to say, 
they are secondary since they originate from the vowels. Assigning the 
status of pronoun to a vowel is impossible within the framework of 
Arabic grammar, which concentrates on consonants rather than 
vowels. In Arabic grammar the y can have the function of a pronoun, 
for instance, in gulämt Iguläm-iyl 'my slave', the y is the pronoun of 

13 In verbs like 'ur-sa-I] (beat- COND-2sg) 'if you beat' the 1], too, is called pronoun of 
the second person (tjamfr al-mu1:Jätab, ~dräk 146,20). 
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the first person. The preceding i merely follows the glide. In Chapter 
Four we showed that in Arabic grammar vowels can only serve as 
markers as the result of governance, and are never considered as gov-
erning elements themselves. 

This indeed seems to be the status assigned to ili in Qawänin, >Jdräk 
and Ifilya i.e. 'a marker of annexation', i.e. a sign that the word is in-
volved in an annexation construction. We shall discuss this in greater 
detail below. 

2.4.4 The intermediate s: various opinions 

We have already pointed to the fact that when the second word of the 
Turkic sequence ends in a vowel, it gets an intermediate s before the 
possessiveendingi, such as in 'anä-s-i 'his mother' (cf. above 20). In 
Arabic grammar the n can fulfil a similar function, e.g., rJ.araba-n-i 
/<Jaraba-n-iy/ 'he beat me', in which n is inserted between the final 
vowel of the verb, Le. a, and the i that precedes the pronoun y. In 
Arabic grammar this n is called nün al-wiqäya 'protective n'. It is not 
considered apart of the pronoun that is at the position of the object, 
since it does not appear after particles, e.g. li 'to me' and ma Ci 'with 
me', and when the pronoun is governed by an active participle rJ.ärib-i 
'the one who beats me' (cf. IrtisäfI 470,8ff.). In the Margin Grammar, 
for instance, the function of the Turkic intermediate s is compared to 
that of this Arabic n 

"You add to [the annexed element] an 5 vocalised with an i if its last conso-
nant is weak [i.e. if it ends in /iy/, /a"/ or /uwl], it is [likel the protective n in 
Arabic in verbs or in particles that resemble [verbs l, e.g. ejaraba-n-i 'he 
beat me' .... This is in nouns that end in an a with a lengthened vowel to 
which an Jalifis added, [which serves tol protect [the Jalij] against [contact 
with] the i." (tal~aq [al-muejäfl sinan maksüra Jin käna Jäljiruhu muCtallan 
wa-hiya nün al-wiqäya Carabiyyatan ft I-ficI Jaw al-~arf allagi JaSbahahu, 
na~wa ejarabani... läkinna hägä ft l-ism al-maftü~ al-Jäljir al-musba C al-
lagi la~iqathu al-Jalifwiqäyatan lahu min al-kasr, MG 59Vrt.) 

In the case of 'anä-s-i /)ana"-s-iy/ 'his mother', therefore, s is inserted 
to prevent the )alif /"/ from being directly followed by i, since )alif 
cannot be vocalised. 

A similar statement with regard to the s is found in Qawänin, viz., 

"The secret in this [i.e. the insertion of the s 1 is that the last consonant of the 
annexed noun is an Jalifand the marker of the annexation is the y, both of 
them weak consonants. Therefore they insert the s between them in order to 
prevent a sequence of two weak consonants to occur." (wa-s-sirr ft gälika 
Janna l-ism al-muejäf Jäljiruhu Jalif wa- caläma al-Jiejäfa yäJ wa-humä 
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lJarfä ~illa wa-)ad~alü as-sin baynahumä li-)allä yatawälä lJarfä ~illa, 
Qawänin 44,20f.) 

Here the intermediate i is not considered at all. 
In Diwän (536,13ff; copied in MG 39Vrt) the insertion of si is ac-

counted for with the same kind of phonological arguments. If the last 
consonant of a word is vocalised in annexation, in the way the 1 in 
)uguI 'son' is vocalised with an i, l)ugI-i/, only y is added instead of si, 
hence l>ugIiy/, schematised this is reflected as follows: 

a l'uguI/ ~ vocalisation I)ugw-i! ~ addition of Iyl = I'ugw-iyl 
In some cases the last consonant cannot be vocalised, for example if it 
is Jalif 1"1. Here Käsgari seems to presuppose the addition of two 1's, 
IYI-y/. Iftwo 1's (bi-yäJayni) were added after the Jalif, he says, one 
would get a sequence of three weak consonants, i.e. I"-YI-Y2/, viz., 
*/)ata"-YI-Y2/, which is impossible. The first Iyl/, then is replaced 
(uwwüjat) with Is/, resulting in I'ata"-s-iy / )atisi 'his father'. In a 
schematised way his wayargumentation can be represented as follows: 

b. Theoretical form *1>ata"-n-Y21 ~ replacement of !YII with Isl ~ 
l>ata"-s-iY21 = )atisi 
The argument oftwo y's seems also applicable to words that take a fi-
nal vowel, e.g., 

c. Theoreticalform */)ugul-YI-Y21 ~ deletion of Iy/ ~ I)ugw-y/ 
(insertion Ii!) ~ I'ugw-iy / = )ugIi 
There are still some problems, though. For example, it is not clear at 
which point exacdy the vowel/i! is inserted. For (c) this does not mat-
ter much, but in (b) we might get the sequence I"i!, which we wanted 
to avoid from the start. Therefore one is inclined to assume that in (b) 
Isl takes the vowel. In either case Iy 11 is either replaced or deleted 
Käsgari's argumentation with two Iy/s rather than one probably relates 
to the fact that in Arabic theory replacement of consonants is easier to 
explain than insertion.14 

14 In Diwän and MG the text runs as follows: "g is a particle of annexation which is 
attached to the last consonants of the nouns if the last consonant of the word is silent, hut 
if it is vocalised the y [alonel suffices to serve as its indicator. They say )atä (I'ata"!), i.e. 
'father. The )alif is silent, and if something is annexed to it they say )aniJ.J )atäsi 'his fa-
ther' and they say' and they say )anä (I'ana"!) 'mother'. The Jalifis silent too. It is not 
possible to say )aniJ:J *)atäyi with two ys, because in that case three weak consonants 
would stand in a sequence. The middle one is substituted with the s so that the speech 
becomes euphonious and its softness increases. The vocalised is, e.g., )ugw 'son', they 
say )ugIi, i.e. 'his son'. The s is not needed here, because the I is vocalised in the annexa-
tion .... " (si ~arf )i4äfa yal~aqu bi-Jawäbir al- Jasmä) )idä käna Jäbir al-kalima säkinan 
wa-Jidä käna muta~arrikan yaktafi bi-I-yäJ bayänuhu yuqäl Jatä wa-huwa I-Jab wa-I-
Jalif minhu säkina fa-Jidä Ju4ifa yuqal Janiv Jatäsi Jay Jabühu wa-yuqal Janä li-I-Jumm 
tumma yuqäl Jani1J Janäsi al-Jalif minhu säkina kadälika fa-Iam yumkin Jan yuqäl 
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Another account of the insertion of s is found in Ifilya (85,1ff): 

"If the last consonant of the annexed noun is a weak consonant, then add an s 
before this consonant, and vocalise the consonant before the s with an i" (fa-
)in käna )ä~ir al-mUfjäf bar[ <illa, fa-zid qabla I-bar[ al-mu <tall stnan 
maksüran mä qablahä). 

He illustrates this with the word qamgi Iqamg-iy/15 (whip'. If Isl is in-
serted between IgJ and Iy/, and subsequently IgJ is vocalised with lit, 
the result is qamg-is-i (his whip'. However, the same procedure does 
not hold for words like, e.g., yä lya"l (bow'. In this case insertion of s 
would result in */y-is-a"l, whereas the correct form is yä-si (his bow', 
which -with some other examples that all end in -ä- is nevertheless 
given by Ibn al-Muhannä. 

) Abü l:Iayyän, not accepting i (or i) as a pronoun, associates s with 
the (annexation' itself: 

"si is the indicator of the annexation to the third person, if the last 
consonant of the noun is vocalised" (wa-si daltl al- )itJäfa li-l-gä)ib )irjä 
käna )ä~ir al-ism mutabarrikan, )Idräk 147,5). 

Note that he uses the word dalil, 'marker, indicator', for s, instead of 
assigning a definite status. ) Abü l:Iayyän does not regard s and i as 
separate morphemes; in other instances the s is simply "for the annex-
ation" (li-l-)ifJ.äfa, )Idräk 147,13) or "attached for the annexation" 
(lälJiqa li-l-)itjäfa, )Idräk 152,2), hoth of which amount to the same 
thing. 

In TulJfa the same evasive terminology is used, it seems, with regard 
to this s. The principle of its attachment is described but its status re-
mains basically unexplained: "the s is added for the annexation" (wa-
tuzäd as-s"in li-l-)itjäfa, TulJfa 89v7, also 60V8). 

A case similar to that of the s is the insertion of another consonant, 
viz., n. This is put directly after the possessive ending of the third per-
son when it is followed by a locative or ablative case ending: 

21 )ard -i- n-dä 
space behind someone-
'behind him'. 

POSS/3sg- n-LOC 

'ani1} *'atäyi bi-yä)ayni li-)annahu käna yagtami<u fihä taläta )a~ruf min ~urüf al-lin 
fa- cuwwil;lat al-wäsita minhä bi-sln ~attä caduba al-laft. wa-rtafa ca l-lin wa-)ammä 1-
muta~arrik na~wa qawlihim '"P' li-I-ibn tumma yuqäl 'ani1} '"gli 'ay ibnuhu fa-lam 
yu~tag hähunä )ilä s-sln li-'anna l-läm qad ta~arrakat fi 1- )it;läfa ... Dlwän 536, 13ff = 
MG 39Vrt.) 

15 Cf. EDT 626. 
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To be sure, after the other possessive endings, no such n is inserted 
(22), and hence )ard-imiz-dä 'behind us' etc.: 

22 'ard- ig- dä 
space behind someone- POSS/2sg- LOC 
'behind YOll (sg.)'. 

This n (in 21) is described in Jldrakas folIows: 

"The pure n indicates annexation to the third person land the nasal n (i.e.1)) 
indicates the second person]." (fa-n-nün al-bäli~a tuJeir bi-l-Ji#fa li-l-
gäJib [wa-l-baysümiyya li-l-mubätib], 1dräk 136,18.) 

In these contexts we have understood the references to the i, s and n 
with the terms calama al-Jitjafa, 'marker for the annexation', or li-l-
JitJafa, 'for the annexation', as deliberately vague, rather than as im-
plicit indications for the annexation to the third person singular, and 
hence the acceptance of -i (ori) as a pronoun. 

2.4.5 The word sequence of the possessive construction 

The other important element in the Turkic possessive construction is 
the genitive case ending and the fact that, compared with Arabic, the 
elements stand in the reverse order. I first deal with the sequence of 
the elements, and continue with the ending niI.J. 

A striking difference between the Arabic and the Turkic possessive 
constructions is that the sequence of the elements involved is reversed, 
e.g. (19) bi-nil) )at-i (chief-GEN horse- POss) versus faras-u 1-Jam'ir-i 
(horse-NOM the chief-GEN). As has been shown above, this is not the 
case when possessive suffixes are added to a noun. In terms of Arabic 
theory this reverse sequence presents a problem, since in their view 
governance works in one direction only, i.e. from the beginning of the 
sentence towards the end, so that in principle the governance relations 
in the Turkic constructions would be the reverse of those in Arabic. 

All sources pay repeated attention to this point, e.g. "The element 
to which is annexed precedes the annexed in this language." (al-mutJaf 
Jilayhi yataqaddamu fi htidihi l-luga cala I-mUtjaf, Jldrak 146,16; also 
Ifilya 84,15f; MG 59'1tJbm; Qawan'in 44,2). In the example above bi is 
the mu(j.aFilayh~ and )at-i the muljaf, reverse in sequence, but analo-
gous to the analysis of the Arabic phrase faras-u I-Jam'ir-i (muljaf-
mutJaFilayhi). This remains without consequences for governance. 
The inverse sequence recurs in the case of the particles of the genitive, 
as has been shown above, and further, for example, with attributes 
(na Ct), like adjectives in which the adjective precedes the qualified 
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noun. The grammarians seem to aeeept this awkward sequenee in 
Turkie without mueh diseussion. 

2.4.6 Various interpretations of nb] 

We now eontinue the diseussion of the interpretations the sources give 
of the genitive case ending nb]. We have seen above that the grammar-
ians equated the ending nb] with the particle li when used in predica-
tive sentences, which in that case seems quite obvious, sinee li is typi-
cally used in predicative sentences of this type in Arabic. In regular 
genitive eonstruetions in Arabic things are different, since in the sur-
face strueture li does not appear. The grammarians are supported by 
their analysis of Arabic possessive eonstruetions in whieh they posit the 
particle li in the underlying strueture as a eonneetive element. 

) Abü l:Iayyän gives the following sentence: 

23a kim-nig qiil-i san 
who-GEN slave-POSS/3sg you-NOM 
'whose slave are you?' (gulamu man Janta, 1dräk 146,17). 

Furthermore, he gives a word-by-word analysis of (23a), which sheds 
light on the way the respeetive funetions of the Turkie words and 
morphemes are interpreted: 

23b kim-nig 
li-man 

qiil-i 
mamlüku-hu 

san 
)anta 

to whom his slave you 
In this analysis, it transpires that nb] is regarded as the equivalent of 
the particle li. 16 

) Abü l:Iayyän is not the only one to equate nb] with li, also in other 
sources this association is made, e.g., 

ce [The particle 1 li of annexation, i.e. nin is inserted to the noun to which is 
annexed" (wa-tadljulu läm al-JirJäfa calä l-murJäf Jilayhi wa-hiya nin, 
Qawänin 44,5; cf. similar statements in MG 59vrt/ult; 43~t; also called ~arf 
al-JirJäfa, Qawänin 73,2). 

In Tu~fa (89r3), the Margin Grammar (59Vrt), and Ifilya (85,9) the 
term C"aläma al-Ji4äfa is applied to niI]. In the case of Tu~fa this is not 
very significant, sinee it uses the term C"aläma for almost all Turkie 
nouns and morphemes. In Ifilya it appears to be eonneeted with Ibn 
al-Muhannä's view ofthe Arabic possessive eonstruetion. 

Let us now return to Ibn al-Muhannä's twofold interpretation of 
the element nit] in (17): bü 'at zayd nit] durur. One of his interpreta-

16 Also, the equivalent of qul-i is mamlüku-hu' his slave', but we concluded above 
thatthe yä)(i) is not explicitlyassigned the status of a pronoun. 
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tions is given above; Ibn al-Muhannä regards ni.J.J as the equivalent of 
the redundant particle li. This means that in his view both nig and li 
can be deleted from surface structure, which as a matter of fact does 
not agree with Arabic theory on this point. Ibn al-Muhannä's analysis 
(93,4) may be reconstructed as folIows: 

a) bii )at is equivalent to 
b) zaydni1) 
[c) the copula durur ] 

hä(j.ä I-farasu (this horse) 
li-zaydin (to zayd) 

This amounts to the same as the analyses in ~dräk and Qawänin on 
the one hand, and the Western analysis on the other. In another in-
stance (85,11), however, Ibn al-Muhannä translates this same Turkic 
sentence with hä(j.ä faras-u zayd-in 'this is Zayd's horse' (followed by a 
similar example, translated in the same way): 

a) bii is equivalent to 
b) )at 
c) zayd nig 
[d) the copula turur ] 

hä(}.ä (this) 
faras-u (horse-NOM) 
zayd-in (zayd- GEN) 

In the first sentence hä(j.ä I-farasu is the topic and li-zaydin the predi-
cate, whereas in the second häg.ä is the topic, and farasu zaydin the 
predicate. 

All this gives us reason to believe that Ibn al-Muhannä did not see 
any basic difference between the two Arabic senten ces. In fact, he 
states explicitly that he regards li as zä)id, Le. 'redundant', or 
'optional', and in this respect, he probably considers the two Arabic 
senten ces as variants that are equivalent to each other in meaning and 
construction. With this optionality of li he accounts for the fact that 
in Turkic ni.J.J is deleted in regular possessive constructions when con-
structed with proper names, e.g. zayd )aö 'Zayd's horse' (Ifilya 84,16). 
One could say that Ibn al-Muhannä regards the two sentences (i) häg.ä 
farasu zaydin and (ü) hä(j.ä I-farasu li-zaydin as equivalent, rather than 
viewing (ü) as the underlying structure of (i). 

This approach not only has consequences for his analysis of both 
Arabic sentences, but also for that of the Turkic phrase, and the ele-
ment ni1) in particular. 

2.4.7 Summary 

In the preceding sections I have tried to show that only one source di-
rect1y applies the status of pronoun (tJamtr) to the possessive ending i, 
whereas the other sources seem to be more hesitant in assigning any 
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major function to it. The reason for this is probably that, in the view 
of most authors, y is an extension eisbä C") of the vowel, and in Arabic 
grammar vowels cannot in principle assume the function and position 
of a pronoun. 

The term 'marker of annexation' ('"aläma al-)it;1äfa) also conjures 
up associations with two related terms in Arabic grammar, namely 
'marker of objectivity' ('"aläma al-mafüliyya) and 'marker of agency' 
('"aläma al-fäC"iliyya). In Chapter Four I showed that these terms are re-
lated to the abstract notions 'genitive' (garr), 'accusative' (na~b), and 
'nominative' (raf), respectively, linking each of them to a specific syn-
tactic function. In this respect, i, originally only the marker of the 
genitive case, is identified with the genitive case itself, and, by exten-
sion, it is also interpreted as a marker for the function of annexation 
()it;1äfa). 

In regard to the application of the term C"aläma al-)it;1äfa to the 
Turkic ending i, it should not be interpreted as a reference to the 
function of'grammaticallypossessed' (mut;1äf) and hence as an indica-
tor for govemance, but rather as a reference to a more general notion, 
namely the fact that the noun is involved in a possessive relation. 

The labels assigned to s and n-the second referred to in )Idräk-
which are not considered basic parts of the no uns, as they occur in 
limited morpho(no )logical contexts only, give some support to this 
idea. In ~dräk this s is called "indicator of the annexation" (dalil al-
)it;1äfa), which indicates the assumption that there are mor-
pho(no)logical reasons for its insertion, and the n "indicates [lit. 
'makes fee!'] the third person" (tusC"ir bi-l-)it;1äfa li-l-gä)ib). In neither 
case is there direct assignment of function, although the relation with 
the 'annexation' is indicated. As far as ~dräk and Qawänin are con-
cemed, no element is explicitly assigned the function of pronoun of 
the third person. 

The association of nil] with the Arabic particle li is made by all 
sources. They may have had two major reasons for this association. In 
the first place the application of niJ] in predicative sentences as a direct 
equivalent to li, and, secondly, the fact that li is posited in the underly-
ing structure of annexation constructions. In Ifilya, Ibn al-Muhannä 
does not differentiate between these different applications of li. He re-
gards the underlying structure as a variant of the sentence, considering 
li a redundant particle (zä)id) that can be deleted from the surface 
structure without distortion of the meaning. In both Ifilya and the 
Margin Grammar, nil] is called the 'marker of the annexation' 
('"aläma al-)it;1äfa). 
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2.5 The loeative 

The concept of ~if(locative) is related to three main themes in Arabic 
grammar. In the first place it is related to the notion of governance; 
more specifically the governance of optional objects by the verb. 
Secondly, it is connected to the principle of governance by the parti -
des of the genitive, especially fi, umher, the concept of annexation 
plays an important role. In our hypo thesis the Arabic ~aif is an in-
stance of semantic use of the accusative case. It shall be seen that in 
Turkic locatives the accusative plays no role at all (An introduction on 
Arabic locatives is given above in Section 1.2). 

2.5.1 Two types oflocatives 

In Arabic grammar the locative (~arf) is originally regarded as one of 
the optional objects to the verb, 'the object in which' (al-mafulfihi), 
with the partide fi implied in the underlying structure and absent in 
the surface structure. Later grammarians, however, also admitted the 
appearance of fi in the surface structure, introducing semantic argu-
ments for distinguishing a functional dass of ~uruf (see above 1.2). 
The locatives are typically divided into two dasses: the locative of time 
(~aifzamän), and the locative of place (~aifmakän). Qawänin gives 
the following general definition of a locative: 

«In Arabic [the locative] is as a rule expressed with [a noun that] regularly 
includes [the meaning] fi. In this language it is as a rule expressed with the 
wordfi, i.e. [da], which they compulsorily put after [the locative], whether 
the latter is of time or place." (wa-yu cabbiruna canhu fi 1- Carabiyya mä 
tatJammana fi bi-ttiräd wa-)ammä fi hä(jihi l-luga fa-huwa mä ~uri~a fihi 
bi-laft.a fi bi-ttiräd fa-)innahum yu~arri~una wuguban wa-yu)alJlJirilnahä 
)ay [dä] can a?-?arfzamänan käna )aw makänan, Qawänin, 34,11.) 

To start with the locative of time, however, Qawänin does not give any 
examples with dä to illustrate this statement. ) Abü l:Iayyän's descrip-
tion of the locatives of time too gives the impression that at least some 
ofthem are used without dä. For example, he gives the following loca-
tives of time: kunduz 'during daytime' (nahäran), tunlä 'at night' 
(laylan), kagä 'in the evening' (masä)an), qüSluq 'in the early morn-
ing' (tju~an), ta1)lä (with variant ta1)dä) 'in the morning' (~abä~an) 
eIdräk, 135; similar examples in mg 55V rt/bm). The exemplifying sen-
tences he gives are tunlä turdum 'I stood at night' and bukun sangar 
turmis d~ul 'Today Sangar is not standing', in which bukun means 
'today', and turdum )U1)-dä 'I stood up before' (qumtu qablu), ~unrä 
turdum 'I stood up later' (qumtu bacdan [sie]) eldräk, 136,6ff.). 
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Although the Turkic adverbs of the type kunduz and kaga, do not 
contain any suffix that conveys the meaning of fi17, the sources do not 
hesitate translating them with Arabic equivalents which carry the ac -
cusative case. 

The Arabic locatives of time, ba C'd and qabl are, like other nouns 
-but unlike most other locatives of time-annexed to nouns and 
pronouns, i.e. getu ba C'da-ka 'I came after you' and getu qabla-ka 'I 
came beforeyou'. In this sense, the locatives baC'da and qabla are an-
nexed (mut;läf) and the pronoun -ka 'you' is the noun that is annexed 
to (mut;läfJilayhi). 

In the Margin Grammar the phrase (a~r-dan burun 'before the 
evening prayer' in (24) is regarded as a regular annexation of a locative 
(burun) to a noun «~r): 

24 ca~r-dan burun kaI-di-m sagä 
evening prayer-abl before come-past-lsg you/dat 
'I came to you before the evening prayer' 
(giJtu Jilayka min qabli 1- C'~ri ... , mg 56rtop). 

25a kaI-di-m san-dan ~ul)-rä 
come-past-lsg you-abl after-Ioc? 
'I came after you' (getu ba C'daka). 

) Abü I:Iayyän must have realised that the construction of (25a) is quite 
different from the Arabic, and he gives an Arabic word-by-word anal-
ysis in which he paraphrases this sentence: 

25b kaI-di-m san-dan ~ul)-rä 
getu minka fi ba C'din 
I came from you in later 

In (25b) it is shown that rä in ~UlJrä is regarded as synonymous with 
dä, which, in its turn translates fi, and dan as a particle that governs 
san. The same holds for locatives like)ilkarü 'early' (qabla), in which 
)ilk means 'first' eawwal) and ru conveys the meaning of da, e.g. kal-
di-m san-dan ilkaru, meaning 'I came before you' (giJtu qablaka), 
and also for lä (al-läm) in tunlä 'at night' and taIJ1ä 'in the morning' 
(cf.1dräk 136,lOff.). 

When the words ~W) and )W) are not annexed to a pronoun, ) Abü 
I:Iayyän considers them locatives oftime, meaning 'after' and 'before', 
respectively. The same holds when the particle dä-or its equivalent-
is added: turdum )W)-dä qumtu qablu 'I stood up early' and ~W)-ri I 
~UIJ-dä turdum qumtu baC'du 'I stood up later'. When annexed to a 

17 Perhaps - duz couId be interpreted as a suffix, although, if so, it is certainly not 
productive. In EDT lrunduz is considered an early compound. 
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pronoun, they become locatives of place, ~UI)-i-n-dä samälan 'at the 
left' and 'ul)-i-n-da yaminan 'at the right', respectively (cf. >rdräk 
136,7; 25 'ul) al-yamtn 'right'; see discussion belOW}.18 

'Abü l:Iayyän's twofold interpretation of ~ul), depending on 
whether or not -da (or -ri) is attached, is only partially reflected by the 
etymological analyses provided in edt. The meanings edt (832) at-
tributes to "sol)"-his transcription of ~UI)-are: "SOl) originally per-
haps physically 'the end' or 'back' of something, but normally used of 
time, as an Adverb or Postposition 'afterwards, after' (w. AbI.} ... " 

Clauson' s remarks with regard to the respective etymologies of" <B) " 

and "&]", leave little room for 'Abü l:Iayyän's interpretation of 'UI). 
According to Clauson (edt 166) "<B)" means "left", whereas ce&] 
[meansl 'the front' of anything." Apparently) Abü l:Iayyän confused 
the two words, because of the similar form they have in Arabic script, 
or, perhaps their pronunciation had-for some reason-merged in the 
language he described. 

2.5.2 Later innovations in the concept 

In late Arabic theory the locative of place (~arf mubt~~) comprises all 
nouns that express a place (giha) in themselves, such as där 'house' and 
masgid 'mosque' (see above Section l.2). The verb is transitive to this 
type of locatives by means of the particle fi. If another particle is used, 
such as )ilä 'to', the construction is not considered a locative of place. 
) Abü l:Iayyän applies the same criterion to Turkic: 

"The locative of place is only used with the particle that is synonymous with 
fi, as long as it is a locative" (wa-~arf al-makän lä yusta <mal ~illä bi-l-~arf 
al-murädifli-fi mä däma ~arfan, )Idräk 136,4). 

Let us see now how this principle is applied. 
As explained above in 1.2, in Irtisäf) Abü l:Iayyän divides the Arabic 

locatives of place into two categories. The first category is formed by 
the 'specified locatives' (~urüf mubta~~a). This category oflocatives al-
ways involves the particle fi (or bi, in sofar as it is used to denote a 
locative) through which the verb governs the ~arf. The second category 
involves the 'unspecified locatives' (~urüf mubhama). These locatives 
belong to the so-called six orientations (al-gihät as-sitt, Qawäntn 35,6; 

18 The assumption that all these suffixes (i.e. - rä, -lä and - d.i) convey the meaning of 
-m, is dose to Clauson's opinion (EDT 144 and xl); he regards 'ilkarü as an 
"abbreviated directive form of ilk" (>*"ilkgerü:"), in which -gerü: is considered a di-
rective suffix, whereas ~U1Jrä can be interpreted as a combination of "sog 'end' ... 'later"' 
and the suffix" -ra: ... [thatl forms Loc[ativel Adv[erbsl" (832 and xl). Similarly, the 
ending -lä in the words tunlä and !&Jlä is considered an adverbial suffix. 
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mg 55vrtlbm; Tubfa 63r6; al-gäyätin Mufa$$a167,2ff.) and they typi-
cally occur annexed to a noun or pronoun (läzima "alä 1-Jiq.äfa, 
Mufa$$a138,12). 

The sources, especially mg and Qawän'in, list various words that can 
be used as locatives of the first category, along with their respective 
Turkic translations, i.e. )aw'house' (al-bayt), bazar 'market place' (as-
süq) and kant 'town' (al-balad). In this way the following locatives are 
construed: bazar-da 'on the market place' (fi s-süqi), kanta (for kant-
ta) 'in the town' (fi I-baladi); )aw-da 'in the house' (fi I-bayti, 
Qawän'in, 35,1,10; similar examples in mg 55vrtlbm). The verb gov-
erns the noun, which in Arabic is inferred from the accusative case 
ending in -a, e.g. umkut hädä I-bayt-a 'stay [in] this house!', the 
Turkic of this sentence is bu )aw-da )aklin 19 (mg 55vrt/bm), with da 
as the equivalent of the implied particle fi. 

For ) Abü I:Iayyän-and probably also for ZamalJsari-the concept 
of ~urüf al-makän further includes all other instances in which the 
particle fi is used or implied. This also holds for verbs that are typically 
used with fi, e.g. dabaltu I-mad'inata 'I entered the city' for dabaltu fi 
I-madtnati 'I entered into the city',20 even though semantically speak-
ing there is an important difference with other verbs. Verbs such as 
dabala 'he entered' express a movement or a direction, whereas this 
notion is absent in the 'regular' locative of place. For Turkic this has 
the consequence that with verbs that express a direction the dative case 
must be used instead of the locative case. 

The sources apply this extended concept of the ~arfto Turkic too. 
Therefore -gil-ka is not only considered the equivalent of fi, but-
analogous to -da-also a particle which is used for expressing the loca-
tive ofplace, viz., mg (56rtop): tala"tu l-qarata [ace] 'I went out [to] 
the castle' qal(a-ga siqtum, and dabaltu I-mad'inata [ace] 'I entered 
the city' sar-ga21 kirdim, bag-qa kir udbul fi l-karmi 'go into the vin-
yard!' (mg 40'lt). The fact that these phrases are still regarded as ~urüfis 
inferred from the following statements in the Margin Grammar, viz., 

"The locative of place is mostly only used with the particle that is synony-
mous with fi as long as it is a ~arf. .. " (~arf al-makän fi l-gälib lä yusta <mal 
Jillä bi-l-~arf al-murädiJ li-fi mä däma ~arfan, MG 56r top) 

19 Cf. TS (III 1399): "egIenmek ... 'beklemek, kalmak"','towait'. 
:!l ) Abu l;Iayyän mentions a discussion among grammarians who ascribe to Sibawayh 

the opinion that, e.g. sam' Syria' in dahabtu s-säma '1 went Syria' is a plrfbe cause it gets 
the aecusative after the deletion of Jilä, gahabtu Jilä s-Sämi '1 went to Syria', and other 
similar instanees. 

21 Short for Sahr' city' (Persian) . The vocalisation of the Turkie phrases in this pas-
sage is by interpretation. 
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and 

"qä is a particle of the locative with the meaning of fi' (qä ~arf ~rf bi-
macnäfi, mg40'lt). 

In the preceding sections (2.3), and in Chapter Four it is shown that 
according to Western grammar gä! qii is, of course, a dative rather than 
a locative case. In the same sections we have also pointed out that the 
Arabic grammarians were aware of the meaning of -gii, inasmuch as 
theyequated it with the partide Jilä 'to{wards)'. Nevertheless, they 
equate ft with this suffix as weIl. Weshall discuss this in greater detail 
below. 

The category of the 'unspecified' locatives of place indudes, e.g., 
)ust-un-dii i.e. 'above' (fawqa); )alt-in-dii i.e. 'underneath' (tabta); 
)un-in-dii i.e. 'at the right' (yaminan) and ~un-in-dii i.e. 'at the left' 
(samälan); )aln-in-dii i.e. 'in front of' eamäman); )ard-i-n-dii, i.e. 
'behind' (1:Jalfan) eldräk, 135). The annexation is shown in Qawänin 
(36,6) for qiitindii 'with you' or 'next to you' (indaka) and similar 
forms, e.g. qiitinizdii 'with you [pI].' ("indakum), qiit1iirindii 'with 
them' {"indahum):Zl 

"There is only one word for 'with', Le. qät, there is no other, and dä-or 
4ä-is the particle of the genitive; what stands between them are the pro-
nouns of the referents." (luga cinda muga"ada hiya qät lä gayra wa-dä Jaw 
f!,ä hiya ~arf al-ga" wa-mä baynahumä f!,amäJir yuJtä bihä li-man hiya 
lahu, Qawänin 36,6; a similar statement on mg 55vrtlbm.) 

In 1dräk, ) Abü I;Iayyän gives a similar analysis for )ard-i-n-dii 'behind' 
(also partially quoted above); 

"The n indicates the second person if it is nasal [i.e.1J], and the annexation if 
it is pure [Le. n]. These two can never be combined; they never say *)ard-in-
ig-dä with one of the two nüns being a nasalised nün and the other a pure 
nün. The pure nün expresses the [annexation to] the third person and the 
nasalised nün the [annexation to] the second person." (wa-hägihi n-nün ... 
Jin känat baysümiyya fa-hiya li-l-bitäb wa-Jin känat bäli~a fa-hiya li-l-
Ji#fa, lä yugma C baynahumä, fa-lä yuqäl *Jardini'1dä wa-takünu 
Ja~aduhumä baysümiyya wa-l-Jubrä bäli~a fa-n-nün al-bäli~a tuSCir bi-l-
Jit!äfa li-l-gäJib wa-l-baysümiyya li-l-mubätab, Jldräk 136,17ff.) 

In western grammar, forms like qiipiirindii and, e.g. )ardimizdii, and 
all other locatives of this type are analysed in a way that is very similar 
to the one prevalent in the sources: 

Zl Cf. Lewis 1984 [1967] for a survey of similar adverbs (193-205) and postposi-
tions (85-95) in Turkish. 
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26 qät-1iri-n-dä 
with-poss/3pl-n-loc 
'with them' 

CHAPTER FIVE 

In this analysis, qät is a noun denoting aspace next to or near some-
thing else.23 However, in contrast to the analysis in the sources, the n 
in qät-läri-n-dä is considered merely an intermediate between the 
possessive suffix -lari and the locative case dä, and does not serve as a 
pronoun. 

The same holds for the locative )ustW]dä 'above you', whose base 
form, ) Abü l;Iayyän says, is )ustun ('1dräk 135,19ff.; cf. also 13,6). He 
goes to some pains in explaining that, since the form )ustun-W]-dä is 
too heavy because of the two n' s, the basic n must be elided, thus re-
sulting in )ustul)-dä. In the Western analysis, however, 'ust is the 
base form, rather than )ustun. 

27 'ust-um-dä 
top-l sg -loc 
'above me' or 'on top of me' 

In this analysis "üst [means) upper surface, top" (edt 242). The word 
)ustun ) Abü l;Iayyän refers to is interpreted by Clauson as an adverb 
land as an adjective) "connoting motion onto or a situation on 
(something) ... liable to be confused with oblique cases of üst" (edt 
242). This confusion is caused by the insertion of n after the possessive 
u in dat, acc and abI. EIsewhere (edt 130), Clauson suggests that üstün 
is a form derived from üst. In other words, üstün cannot receive cases 
or pronominal endings, since it is itself an adverbial form.24 

In Ifilya, the Turkic locative is paraphrased in a word byword trans-
lation: 

"the meaning of'at, with' is qätindä, you say 'so-and-so has a horse' täwuk 
qät-i-n-dä 'at bar ['So and so has a horse'] its analysis in Arabic is 'so-and-
so with him in a horse existent'." (wa-ma cnä cinda qät-i-n-dti taqülu cinda 
fulänin farasun täwuk qätindä 'at bär ta cribuhu fulän cindahu fi faras 
mawtüd, I;filya 98,3.) 

This is schematically represented in (28): 

28 täwuk qätin dä 
fulän cindahu fi 
so-and-so with him in 

23 Foran etymologyof qatasanounct: FDT 593. 

'at 
faras 
horse 

bar 
mawgud 
existent 

24 In ~dräk (22) , Abü I:Iayyän gives a similar analysis oealpndä • undemeath', taking 
'alpn (at-ta1;t) as its base form, whereas this is probablyall. 
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In Arabic, when a ~arfis preceded by a particle that governs the geni-
tive, especially min, the ~arf stops being a locative because in those 
cases it acts as an ordinary noun, e.g. min qabli 'before' -lit. 'from be-
fore'.25 The reason for this is the fact that ft is not longer implied, for 
the new particle min takes its place. In terms of governance one could 
saythat qabl cannot simultaneously contain the meaning of one par-
ticle, i.e. fi, and be governed bya second one, i.e. min. 

In 1:dräk it is suggested that some locative words may be construed 
with a particle other than dä, although the resulting construction 
"stops being a locative" (fa-yabrugu can ~-~arfiyya). The example 
mentioned is Jadraka min balfika 'he caught up from behind you [sg.]' 
)ard-Ü) clan yat-ti (1:dräk 136,6). In the same way the literal equiva-
lent of min qablu in Turkic, burun-dan 'later', is dismissed as a loca-
tive of time, because it is construed with the equivalent of min, Le. 
dan (MG 56rtop; also Qawänin 36,18). 

2.5.3 Summary 

Summarising the findings with regard to the ~urüf, it is possible to say 
that in Arabic grammar the ~arf is primarily a noun conveying aspace 
or time, which denotes that the action of the verb takes place in it. 1he 
verb--which may be present in the underlying structure only-governs 
the locative, which, as a result, is conceived of as an object to the verb 
(m afü 1 fthi). With regard to the syntactic elements they regarded as 
locatives in Turkic, the Arabic grammarians made use of the fact that 
most of them can easily be identified as compounds of a noun and a 
locative marker, dä, which they equated with their particle ft. In this 
sense they apparently accepted the fact that fi may have various realisa-
tions, viz., rä, lä and rü, although these were in the first place regarded 
as synonymous with the Turkic particle dä, which in turn, is equivalent 
to the Arabic particle fi. In some instances, however, fi is translated by 
gä/~ä, the dative suffix. In other places gä/~ä is equated with the 
particles Jilä 'to( wards)' and li 'to', but this apparently did not dis turb 
them. 

The various realisations of ft also give some clues as to the way 
Turkic phrases and sentences were constructed, in other words, the 
Turkic sentences and phrases are translations from the Arabic. Arabic 
issues were taken as points of departure and their respective transla-
tions into Turkic were analysed. If it had been the other way around, 

25 Not alllocative nouns have a full declension. 
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the grammarians would have found that, for example, gä/~ä, has dif-
ferent translations in Arabic, i.e. )ilä and fi. 

It seems that the notion of ~arfin Arabic grammar, at least with the 
later grammarians, became related to the partide fi in a very mechani -
ca! way, regardless of its semantic interpretation. This was quite unlike 
the former conception of ~arf in which it was regarded as denoting a 
more or less fIXed place without the partide appearing in the surface 
structure. Especially interesting is that a semantic feature such as direc-
tionality apparently does not playa significant role. 

The analytic approach the Arabic grammarians applied to the Turkic 
locatives is in accordance with their approach to Arabic; they segment 
every word into morphemes. In some instances their condusions and 
analyses agree with western findings, in others the two approaches dif-
fer. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The main condusion with regard to the translation and subsequent 
analysis of instances in which in Arabic the genitive case occurs is that 
the sources do not equate the Arabic case endings which are part of the 
system of )iC'räb with Turkic, nor vice versa. Instead the Turkic mor-
phemes that are regarded as case endings in Western analysis are con-
sidered partides, analogous to the Arabic particles of the genitive. In 
one instance, though, the possessive ending in i liy/, they seem to 
come dose to a comparison with an Arabic case ending, in the sense 
that the y is considered a mere lengthening of i and cannot serve as a 
pronoun. In this way it only serves to indicate that the noun that ends 
in i is involved in an annexation construction. 

It is possible to drawanother condusion with regard to the relation 
of the Turkic and Arabic sentences. From the examples and the way 
they were analysed, it becomes obvious that the grammarians' primary 
material consisted of their usual Arabic sentences and phrases which 
they translated, subsequently discussing the translations. Turkic seems 
to be the original in very few cases. This is evident, for example, in the 
use of fi. In Arabic, fi can be applied with verbs that convey a rest, e.g., 
qäma fi l-bayt-i 'he stood up in the house' and verbs that express a 
movement, e.g., dabaltu fi l-madinat-i 'I entered into the city'. In 
Arabic grammar, the semantic difference between the two instances is 
not noted, and in both cases the construction with fi is considered a 
locative of place. Even when confronted with the different transla-
tions of fiin Turkic, -dä (LOe) -gä (DAT) in this respect, they make 
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no atternpts to generalise the rneanings of fi. The only case in which 
they do so is in the translations of ~attä and Jilä, which already share a 
cornrnon rneaning in Arabic, i.e. 'until'. 





CHAPTERSIX 

THE ACCUSATlVE CASE (NA$B) 

INTRODUCflON 

The aim of this chapter is to give an insight into the way Arabic gram-
marians applied their concepts of objects and transitivity to Turkic lan-
guages, special attention will be paid to the views of 'Abu l;Iayyän al-
) Andalusi. It further contains a brief analysis of Turkic object con-
structions and transitive and intransitive verbs as they occur in the 
sources. In the third section, it shall be seen how the Arabic grammari -
ans applied their theories to Turkic constructions and the role of their 
notions of object and transitivity. I refrain from engaging in a detailed 
discussion of transitivity in Arabic linguistics (for which cf. Owens 
1988 and 1990, Bobzin 1983, Levin 1979 and Taha 1995 1), but rather 
confine the discussion to an introduction. 

In this chapter I intend to point out that the Arab grammarians not 
only assigned the same lexical meaning of Arabic verbs to their Turkic 
equivalents, but also similar governing capacities. Although the objects 
the verb governs take certain markers, these do not always have the 
form the grammarians expected. This confrontation leads to inter-
esting observations where the Turkic verbs govern through the dative 
case, two objects, or the socalled 'optional objects'. 

The accusative case is of special importance, because it is the only 
syntactic case in Turkic. It shall be seen that the analyses given by the 
Arab authors is quite similar to the one given for Arabic. 

1. ARAB GRAMMARIANS ON TRANSITMTY VS. INTRANSITMTY 

The main goal Arab grammarians set themse1ves was to give an expla-
nation of the cases of dec1ension in the Arabic language. In this study 
it is argued that this approach is based on formal - syntactic rather than 

1 By the time I got the chance to studya copy of Zeinab Taha's most interesting dis-
sertation on the views of SIbawayh, al-Mubarrad and Ibn as-Sarräg on transitivity, this 
book was already in the final stage of preparation. Therefore the results of her research 
could not be included in this study. 
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semantic criteria (cf. Chapter Four 1). The Arabic scholars' views on 
objects and transitivity originate from their concern to account for the 
ending a in nouns. In Arabic linguistic theory, this ending is typically 
caused by the governance of verbs, or particles which are said to have a 
resemblance to verbs and are therefore entitled to govern like verbs. 2 

The verb, thus, governs two cases, nominative and accusative. As a 
result of this government, the noun on the syntactic position of the 
nominative (raf) gets u, and the noun on the position of the ac-
cusative (n~b) gets a. The function of agent (fä'il) position occurs on 
the syntactic position ofthe nominative (raf), and the object (mafül) 
occurs on that of the accusative (na~b). In Arabic grammar there are 
various types of objects, all of which receive the accusative case ending. 

One such object is the direct object (mafül bihi). The direct object 
can be assigned to a special dass ofverbs only, the Jafäl muta'addiya, 
roughly equivalent to 'transitive verbs'. The term muta 'addin is an el-
liptic expression for fi 'lun muta 'addin fä 'ilahu Jilä mafülin 'a verb that 
passes by its agent to an object' 3 (cf. Bobzin 1983:95). An example of a 
transitive verb with its mafül is, e.g., 

1 tjaraba 'amr-un 

hitlPAST/3sg 'Amr-NOM 
"Amr hit Zayd.' 

zayd-an 
Zayd-ACC 

Not only transitive verbs may govern objects, for some objects may be 
governed by both transitive and intransitive verbs alike. These are the 
so-called optional objects, which indude the absolute object (mafül 
mutlaq), the object of reason (mafüllahu), the concomitant object 
(mafül ma 'ahu), the locative, i.e. object that expresses the time or 
place in which an action takes place (mafül fihi or ~rf). 

2 qäma zayd-un qiyäm-a-n al-yawm-a )amäm-a-ka 

stand up zayd-NOM standing- today- front-
!PAST /3sg ACC-INDEF ACC/DEF ACC-you 

mafül mutlaq mafül fihi mafül fihi 

'Zayd stood up in front of you today' 
(literally: 'stood up a standing'). 

In (2), both al-yawma 'today' and Jamäma 'front' are locatives (a de-
tailed discussion of the locative is found in IrtisäfII 225ft), and qiyäm-

2Thesame holds for verb-like particles like ka-)anna 'as if, e.g. ka-)anna zayd-an 
'amr-un 'as ifZayd (ACC) [werel 'Amr (NOM)', which will not be discussedhere. 

3 For later Arabic grammarians this elliptic expression became the only name for 
transitive verbs. 
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an 'standing' is a verbal noun (m~dar), that occurs as an absolute 
object. 

The object of reason expresses the reason for which an action is 
carried out, e.g., 

3a te-tu-ka 4arb-a zayd-in 
come/PAST-lsg-you beat/INF-ACC/DEF zayd-GEN 
'I came to you to beat Zayd' (IrtiSäfIl 221; 223,14). 

This is paraphrased with 

3b fte-tu-ka] li-4arb-i zayd-in 
[I came to you] for-beat/INF-GEN /DEF zayd-GEN 

In the paraphrasis, introduced with )ay 'that is', the implied particle 1i 
'for, in order to' is shown in the surface structure. 

Other objects are the excepted (mustatnä), and the specification 
(tamyiz), and the circumstantial expression (bäl; in Owens [1988] 
translated as 'condition'), which denotes the condition of the agent 
(or object). The circumstantial expression may have the form of the 
active participle marked with the accusative case, caused by governance 
oftheverb: 

4 tä)a ratul-u-n 4ä~ik-a-n 

come/PAST /3sg man-NOM -INDEF laughing-ACC-INDEF 
'A man came laughing' (~dräk 138,17; cf. Owens 1988:85). 

1.1 Different types of government and direct objects 

Intransitive verbs, such as tä)a 'he came' and qäma 'he stood up', can-
not govern a direct object. However, in Arabic linguistics there are 
three ways for an otherwise intransitive verb to become fit for govern-
ing a direct object, all of which involve a so-called barf at-ta ~diya. The 
first case is the use of the intransitive verb with a particle that governs 
the genitive case (barf garr). The other cases involve a change in the 
pattern of the verbal stern: the doubling of the middle consonant of 
the verb and, thirdly, an initial hamza added to the stern of the verb 
(Mufa~~al115,8-20; also Owens 1988:175ff). In the first instance barf 
must be translated as 'particle', and in the other two as 'consonant'. 
The following discussion deals with the way a particle is used to make 
an intransitive verb transitive. 4 After that follow the remaining two 
options. 

4 According to Ibn GinnI, the particle may be considered a part of (ba <4 min) the verb, 
or of the noun. When a part of the noun, the verb becomes transitive; this pro cedure is 
similar to the doubling of the middle radical (takrir) or the prefigation of the hamza. 
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With regard to the first option, the ~arf garT, ) Abü l;Iayyän gives the 
following statement: 

"The intransitive verb may be implicitly connected to an object; it becomes 
especially transitive by means of a particle. .. e.g. 'I passed by Zayd' and 'I 
got angry with 'Amr', if the verb does not especially require [the particle], 
e.g. 'I went out to Zayd' ... the correct [opinion] is that it is called 
transitive." (wa-qad yu <allaqu l-läzim bi-mafulin bi-hi ma <nan fa-
yu <addi bi-~arf al-garT ma1:J~u~an ... na~wa marartu bi-zaydin wa-gatJibtu 
<alä <amrin ... fa-Jin käna l-fi<llä yaqtatjihi bi-1:J~u$ihi na~wa 1:Jaragtu Jilä 
zaydin wa-~-~a~i~ Jannahu yusammä muta <addiyan ... , IrtiSäfIII SO,llf.) 

In other words, ) Abü l;Iayyän's concept of transitivity (ta Cdiya), does 
not only indude transitive verbs that have a direct object, but it also 
comprises all transitive verbs that are made transitive by means of a 
partide, regardless of whether or not the verb is typically used with a 
partide, such as marartu bi-zaydin 'I passed by Zayd', or incidentally, 
e.g. baragtu )ilä zaydin 'I went out to Zayd'. 5 This opinion with regard 
to the direct object is also evident in Ibn Sarräg's >U~l (Il 65; see 
Owens 1988: 176 for further discussion). 

) Abü l;Iayyän's argument for considering these nouns 'direct ob-
jects' is that the partide may be elided exceptionally (sug,üdan) in po-
etry, regularly (it#rädan), or because of frequency of use (katra al-
isticmäl). Elision (~adf) means that the element disappears from the 
surface structure, but is still posited at the underlying level (taqdtr) (cf. 
on ~adfOwens 1988:186 and Carter 1991). After elision ofthe parti-
de, the verb governs the object directly which, as a result, adopts the 
accusative case. Exarnples are, e.g., dabaltu d-dära 'I entered the 
house', vs. dabaltu fi d-däri 'I entered into the house' and dahabtu 5-
säma instead of dahabtu )ilä s-sämi 'I went to Damascus'. This process 
of elision of the partide and the subsequent direct governance of the 
intransitive verb is called ittisä c, 'flexibility', and it is comparable with 
other instances in which an intransitive verb governs a direct object. In 
his artide Versteegh (1990), describes three instances of ittisä c in 
Sibawayh's Kitäb, two of which concern a change in the governance of 

When it is considered part of the verb, the combination of particle and noun is in the 
syntactic position of the accusative (käna ma <a mä garrahu fi maw/f.j < an-n~b), which 
can be illustrated with the accusative of <amr-an in marartu bi-zayd-in wa- <amr-an 'I 
passed Zayd and (Amr' in which zayd-GEN is govemed by the particle, and (Amr- ACJ:. by 
theverb (1:;l~J~ 1341,6ff). 

5 Contrary to Owens (1988:298 n 219), I believe that the Arabic grammarians 
(including Ibn Ginni 1:;l~äJi~ I: 106,10; 342) did not consider bi and other particles 
'marker[sJ of objectivity', because this term is reserved for the accusative case and, by 
extension, the accusative case ending (see Chapter Four). 
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averb, i.e., the use of optional objects such as the locative (?ßif) and 
the verbal noun (m~dar) as direct objects of averb. 

) Abü J:Iayyän assurnes an elision of the particle in the case of the 
transitive verbs Jabada 'he took' and raJä 'he saw', which, according to 
his opinion, may be used either with or without a particle. He bases this 
analysis on occurrences of these verbs with the particle in many in-
stances in the Qur'än (e.g. 43): 0 Ja-lam tara Jilä lladina baragü min 
diyärihim 0 'Did you not see the ones who went from their lands', in 
which raJä is transitive with the particle Jilä 'to'. A second example is 
(11 150) 0wa-Jabada bi-raJsi Jabihi 0 'And he took his brother's head', 
in which Jabada is transitive by means of the ~arf bi 'with'.6 Although 
the use of raJä and Jabada with the particle is, in fact, exceptional, the 
grammarians may have considered it more economical to posit a parti-
cle that may be elided and reappear in certain instances, than one that 
must be inserted (see 3.2.4 for the consequences ofthe implied particle 
in the analyses of Turkic objects). 7 

1.1.1 Two types of objects 

) Abü J:Iayyän makes a distinction between the two types of objects 
mentioned in the preceding section. The object that direct1y depends 
on the verb is called a 'proper object' (mafül ~ari~) and the object 
which is governed through a particle is called an 'improper object' 
(mafül gayr ~ari~). The object remains 'improper' even after elision of 
the particle, because the particle is still posited in the underlying struc-
ture (tdräk 121,22). Although the notions of mafül ~ari~ vs. mafül 
gayr ~ari~ seem to have been developed within the context of Arabic 
linguistics, the terms do not occur in Irtisäf and Manhag. 

In practice there is no difference in status between the direct object 
of a direct1y transitive verb and one that is transitive by means of an 
(elided) particle. According to Owens (1988: 298 n. 219) the grammar-
ian al-'Astaräbägi (d. 686/1286), too, accepted objects that were gov-
erned by a verb by means of a particle as direct objects. To my knowl-
edge, though, he did not use the terms 'proper object' (mafül bihi 
~ari/:lJ and 'improper object' (mafü bihi gayru ~ari~). 

6 I thank Monique Bernards for her kind help in finding these places in her copy of 01-
Bahr a1-Muhit. 

'7With th~particle, raJä conveys the meaning of admiration (tacaggub) (a1-Ba~r a1-
Mu~it 11,258, cf. Lisän a1- cArab XIV 299 bll and BayQ.awl Ta/sir I, 93). In the case of 
Jal)a4a b~ however, the particle bi does not seem to cause any fundamental difference in 
meaning. 
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The concept of mafül ~ar'ib versus mafül gayru ~ar'ib is linked to 
yet other characteristics that ) Abü J:Iayyän attributes to intransitive and 
directly transitive verbs. In Manhag (126,9-10), he describes the di-
rectly transitive verbs eafäl muta C'addiya) as strong (qawiya) and the 
intransitive verbs eafälläzima) as weak (tf,a C'ifa); only strong verbs are 
capable of governing a direct object, whereas weak verbs are not. 8 It is 
possible, though, to strengthen (taqwiya) a weak verb by means of a 
particle, as we have seen. 

1.1.2 The strengthening particle li 

Directly transitive verbs, such as tf,araba 'he hit', may also be followed 
by a particle, i.e. bar! garr li 'to', although in this case it does not imply 
that they are weak: 

5 tJarab-tu 
beat/P AST -1 s g 
'I beat Zayd.' 

li 
to 

zayd-in 
zayd-GEN 

Li is here regarded as a strengthening element (muqwiya) for the gov-
ernance (amal) of the governor (ämil). Unlike the particle used with 
weak verbs, in this case it is considered redundant (ziyäda), since the 
meaning of the sentence is not influenced by it (IrtisäJ 11 435,4; cf. 
also Carter [on ziyäda] 1981:435, and 51; 111). In Manhag (244, 20, 
24-5) ) Abü l:Iayyän mentions that this use of li is for expressing transi-
tivity (li-t-ta C'diya). Ibn Sidah (d. 458/1066) states that a characteristic 
of a redundant particle is that it is not implied in the underlying struc-
ture (taqd'ir), because the "meaning does not create a need for it" (wa-
I-ma C'nä lä yubwigu Jilayhi, al-Mu1:Ja~~a~ 72,24f). 

This use of the particle li is not comparable with li in the mafül 
lahu, 'the object of reason', which can be elided from the surface struc-
ture, but remains posited in the underlying structure of the sentence 
(cf. 3; see discussion below in 3.2.2). 

1.2 Adding transitivity to the verbal stem 

We return now to the two other possibilities for adding transitivity to 
the verbal stern. In the first case, tat! V' doubling', the middle conso -
nant of the verb is doubled; the verbal pattern Ja C'a/i/ula becomes 
Ja C'C'ala. 9 In the se co nd case the verb gets a supplementary hamza and 

8 In this particular context the doubling of the rniddle radical of the verbal stern is not 
explicitly rnentioned. 

9In Mufa??al (115,9) tatqil al-~asw, 'reduplication ofthe rniddle radical'. 
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adopts the pattern )aJala. For this option the term naql 'transfer' is 
used, an elliptic expression for naql al-~araka, i.e. the vowel shifts 
from Cl to the prothetic hamza (cf. Owens 1988:183). 

After either procedure the new verb is transitive to one or, when 
applied to a transitive verb, to two or even three objects. Thus, fari~tu 
'I rejoiced' and dahabtu 'I went' become farra~tu-hu 'I made him re-
joice', and )adhabtu-hu 'I made him go', respectively. From a transitive 
verb, e.g. kafala zayd-un ramr-an 'Zayd supported (Alnr', a new verb 
form is derived which is used with two objeets, e.g., 

6 )a-kfal-tu zayd-an ramr-an 

CAUS-support/PAST-lsg zayd-ACC (amr-ACC 
'I made Zayd support (Amr' (IrtiSäfIII 53,18). 

These newly formed verbs that already were transitive before th~ pro-
cess now have two object complements instead of one, both of which 
are equal in status. In other words, both zayd-an and ramr-an are di-
reet objeets to )akfaltu. 

Transitivity is also conveyed with the pattern istafala, although this 
pattern is mainly used to express adernanding or asking for, e.g. 
tjarabtu zayd-an 'I hit zayd' -istatjrabtu zayd-an ramr-an 'I wanted 
Zayd to hit (Amr' (Manhag 127,26; cf. also Wright 1986 [1896] 1:44). 

Although all bitransitive verbs, insofar as they have not been formed 
by a previous operation of transitivisation, may in theory become tri -
transitive, the procedure is limited to a few semantic entries only. It 
concerns basically those sterns that express a transfer of information or 
knowledge, )arlama 'he made known', and )abbara 'he informed' and 
the like. A second constraint is the fact that tritransitivity only occurs 
with the verbal pattern: )aJala: 

7 )a- 'lamtu zayd-an al-faras-a musarrag-a-n 
CAUS-know zayd-ACC ART-horse- saddled-ACC-INDEF 
/PAST /lsg ACC/DEF 
'I informed Zayd [that] the horse is saddled' 

It will be seen below (cf. 3.3.5) that the Turkic translation ofthis sen-
tence contains a part that is direct speech. With regard to the Arabic 
sentence (7), therefore, it is important to note that the second part, i.e. 
al-farasa musarragan, is dependent on the verb )a rlamtu , for which 
both elements are marked with the accusative case. This phrase cannot 
serve as direct speech, for in that case both elements should have been 
marked with the nominative case. 
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In this discussion we shall concentrate on verbs that are directly 
transitive to two objects and, further, discuss the exact status of the 
objects concemed in greater detail. 

1.3 Three types of bitransitive verbs 

) Abü l:Iayyän (IrtisäfIII 55) distinguishes three categories of this type 
ofbitransitive verbs. The first category he mentions concems verbs that 
are transitive to two objects: the verb is directly transitive to one of 
them, whereas it is transitive to the other one by means of a ~arf garr. 
For example, sammaytu zayd-an camr-an or sammaytu zayd-an bi-
camr-in 'I called Zayd 'Amr'. The bitransitive verbs of the two other 
categories are directly transitive to both objects, the difference between 
them being relationship between the two objects. In one dass of verbs 
the two objects do not refer to the same noun. This is the case with 
verbs of the type of Ja ctä 'he gave', and kasä 'he dothed', e.g., 

8 Ja Ctay-tu zayd-an 
give/PAST -1 sg zayd-ACC 

'I gave Zayd a dirham.' 

9 kasaw-tu <amr-an 

dress/PAST-lsg 'amr-ACC 
'I dressed 'Amr with a kaftan'. 

dirham-a-n 
dirham-ACC -INDEF 

gubbat-a-n 

kaftan-ACC -INDEF 

Zayd and 'Amr, obviously, are not identical with dirham and gubba, 
respectively. ZamalJsarI (Muf~~al 116,21) calls the objects of such 
verbs mafUläni mutagäyiräni, Le. 'two differing objects'. In ) Abü 
l:Iayyän's the verb is direct1y transitive (bi-nafsihi) to both of them, Le. 
without mediation of a partide: "[ the verb 1 is sometimes transitive by 
itselfto two [objectsl ... " (wa-[yata caddä l-fiClu] täratan Jilä itnayni ... 
bi-nafsihi ... , IrtiSäfIII 55,15.).10 
In -1dräk: ) Abü l:Iayyän gives a paraphrase of (8) 

"'I gave Sangar the dirham' i.e. 'to Sangar' . The giving actually occurs to the 
dirham and Sangar is the one to whom the dirham is handed. The equiva-
lent of this in Arabic is 'I handed the dirham to Zayd'. It is not permitted [to 

10 There are two alternative ways to look upon the objects dirham and gubba. The 
first is considering them both instrumentals, much like in Russian ya odaril ego rublan 
'I bestowed him with a rubel" or ya nakryl ego g ubb ~ 'I covered hirn with a gubba', in 
which these objects take the instrumental case ending. From this perspective, the second 
accusative is here used semantically. The second is regarding dirham a direct object, and 
zardan an indirect object (which is not possible for (9)), i.e. zard is the semantic case. 
Based on these scarce seems that considering zayd an an indirect object is essentialle 
inspired by Western Grammar, not an 'absolute analysis'. 
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sangarall fa-Jinna 1- ('i{äJ Jinnamä waqa ('a baqiqatan bi-d-dirham wa-
sangar huwa I-madJü (' Jilayhi ad-dirham wa-n~iruhu fi l-lisän al- <arabi 
dafa <tu d-dirhama Jilä zaydin wa-lä yagüzu * dafa <tu d-dirhama zaydan, 
~dräk 142,7f).12 

A semantic paraphrase is permitted with an alternative verb that con-
veys the same lexical meaning as )a C'taytu, i.e. dafa C'tu 'I handed'. This 
verb, however, is transitive to one of the objects with the partide )ilä 
'to', viz., 13 

10a dafa <-tu d-dirham-a 

hand/PASr-1sg ART-dirham-ACC/DEF 
'I handed the dirham to Zayd.' 

Jilä 

to 
zayd-in 
zayd-GEN 

The role of the two objects, both marked with the accusative in Arabic, 
is explained with the aid of a paraphrase; the governance of one of the 
objects (sangara) by the verb is expressed by means of li (li-sangara). 
We have seen that in Arabic linguistic theory the bar! li may be used as 
an extra element to strengthen the government of the transitive verb. 

In the case of dafa C'tu the partide cannot be deleted from the sur-
face structure, i.e. the verb cannot directly govern both objects. 

lOb *dafa<tu d-dirham-a zayd-an 

handipASr -1 sg ART -dirham-ACC/DEF zayd-ACC 
*'1 handed the dirham Zayd.' 

Another possible reason for giving both sentences is that on a semantic 
level zayd-an in (8) has the same function as li-zayd-in, in which li ex-
presses the meaning 'to', equivalent to )ilä, rather than serving as a 
strengthening element. However, the governance of the verb )a C'tä 'he 
gave' is unlikely to be paraphrased with a partide, because the verb )a C'tä 
onlyallows direct objects as complements. 

In the second dass ofbitransitive verbs, the two objects refer to the 
same noun, e.g., 

11 ~anan-tu zayd-an 

think/PAST-1sg zayd-ACC 

'I thought Zayd [to be lleaving'. 

1:Järig-a-n 

leaving-ACC -INDEF 

11 The noun sangar probably belongs to the dass of diptotic nouns that does not take 
the ending i in the genitive case, but a instead. Nouns of this dass do not have fi nal n ei-
ther: t;larabtu sangara 'I beat Sangar', instead of tjarabtu *sangar-an. 

12 This statement is given in the context of the Turkic sentence )aqga-ni bir-du-m 
sangar-gä. It is possible that li-sangar-a is a mere translation of the Turkic sangar-gä 
'to Sangar' and hence not a paraphrase ofthe Arabic (see discussion below in Section 
3.2). 

13 The term na~jr in this context signifies that (8) has the same lexical meaning as 
(lOa). 
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Verbs like ~anantu, basibtu 'I reckoned', calimtu 'I knew' belong to the 
category of verbs that are däbila calä I-mubtada) wa-l-babar, i.e. they 
are used with a nominal sentence consisting of a topic and a predicate, 
and govern both of them (see Owens 1988: 223ff. for a discussion on 
dabala as a technical term; cf. also Saad 1975). According to Arabic 
theory, (11) is derived from a nominal sentence (12) in which one of 
the objects is the topic and the other a predicate: 

12 zayd-un bärig-u-n 

zayd-NOM leaving-NOM -INDEF 
'Zayd is leaving'. 

In Irtisäf) Abü l:Iayyän states, « [the verb 1 may also [be transitive 1 to 
two [objectsl; their origin is the topic and the predicate." (wa-täratan 
(yata caddä l-fi cl] )ilä itnayni wa-)a~luhumä mubtada) wa-babar, Irtisäf 
111 55,15 and 56ff; cf. Manhag 90,3.)14 The verb governs the connec-
tion (nisba) between the topic and the predicate, not the nouns them-
selves, 

" ... the act originates from you and what is dependent on it is the relation 
between the two nouns, not the nouns [themselves]." ( ... )innamä I-ficI 
waqa ca minka wa-muta Calliquhu an-nisba llati bayn al-ismayni lä l-is-
mäni, 'Abü I:Iayyän in Manhag92,6). 

According to 'Abü l:Iayyän the semantic connection (cf. Owens 
1988:304; Carter 1981:135) between the two objects, the former topic 
and predicate, constitutes the link between the verb and its objects, 
rather than a sort of direct government of each individual object by the 
oneverb. 

One of the objects to ~anna, bärig-un, can be replaced with averb, 
e.g., 

13 ~anan-tu zayd-an ya-brug-u 

think/PAST-lsg zayd-ACC 3sg-1eave/PRES-IND 
'I thought Zayd [to be ]leaving.' 

The verbal form yabrugu stands on the syntactic position of the ac-
cusative because it is governed by the verb, but it does not take an ac-
cusative ending. 

This link between zayd and its predicate bärig / yabrugu is related 
to another difference between the classes of bitransitive verbs. In 
nominal sentences, e.g., zayd-un bärig-un 'Zayd is leaving', and )inna 

14 This category of verbs is also called )afäl al-qulüb 'verbs of the heart', for most of 
these verbs "signifyan act that takes place in the mind" (Wright 1986 [1898] 11:48); they 
rnayalso express doubt, an opinion or an act of learning. In many grammatical wodes the 
)afäl al-qulüb are treated in a separate chapter (Irtisä!, 1dräk). 
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zayd-an bärig-un '[topicalisation] Zayd is leaving', it is impossible to 
delete either the topic or the predicate. The same holds when both ele-
ments are governed bya verb, such as ~nna: 

14a *:?tlnantu zaydan 
*'1 thought Zayd.' 

14b *:?tlnantu bärigan/yabrugu 
*'1 thought leavinglleaves.' 

For Ja rtä 'he gave' and other verbs of the same dass, on the other hand, 
it is possible to elide either one of the objects 

ISa Ja (taytu zaydan 
'I gave [to 1 Zayd.' 

15b Ja (taytu dirhaman 
'I gave a dirham.' 

(Muf~~al1l8,1-7j also IrtiSäfIII 56-7j ~~ülI 78ffj Owens 1988:174 and 240). 

This indeed shows a basic difference between the two dasses of bitran-
sitive verbs. Arabic grammarians further developed a test to determine 
whether a given object is a direct object (mafül bihi) or an optional 
one (bäl, :?arf). The test consists of passivising the verb and seeing 
which one of the former objects takes the nominative. The noun that 
can take the nominative is a direct object. The passive voice of the verb 
is called 'the verb whose agent is not mentioned' (al-firl alladi lam 
yusammafäriluhu). In the view ofthe Arabic grammarians 'the object 
substitues for the agent' (al-mafül bihi yanübu ran al-färil, Ibn Mälik 
apud Manhag 111,4; see also Owens 1988: 180-5). 

16 rJaraba zayd-un (amr-an al-yawm-a 

beatiPAST /3sg Zayd-NOM 'Alm-ACC ART -day-ACC/DEF 
'Zayd beat 'Alm today.' 

When the agent is not mentioned, i.e. in the passive, the direct object 
takes its place, taking the nominative, while the optional object re-
mains in the accusative: 

17 rJuriba (amr-un 

beatiPAST/PASS/3sg 'amr-ACC 

"Alm was beaten today.' 

al-yawm-a 

ART -day-ACC/DEF 

The fact that the term 'object' (mafül) is maintained for the function 
of ramr in (17) indicates that the underlying case roles are what deter-
mines the construction and, hence, the case ending that is typically as-
signed to an agent (cf. also Owens 1988:57ff). 
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Optional objects cannot take the place of the agent of the passivised 
verb: 

18 *4uriba 

beat/PAST IPASS/3sg 
*'Today was beaten.' 

al-yawm-u 

ART-day-NOM/DEF 

ZamalJsari (Mufa~~al 117,1-3) applies this test to sentences with two 
objects. Only a direct object may take the nominative. Thus, in the 
passive sentence (8) becomes either 

19a ~u~tiya zayd-un dirham-a-n 

dirham-ACC-INDEF 

or 

19b 

give/PAST IPASS/3sg zayd-NOM 
'Zayd was given a dirham.' 

~u <tiya dirham-u-n 

give/PAST IPASS/3sg dirham-NOM -INDEF 
'A dirham was given [to] Zayd.' 

zayd-an 

zayd-ACC 

This time, both tests result in acceptable sentences and thus the two 
objects are direct objects. In ZamalJSari's view-and that of most other 
Arabic grammarians-both nouns in the passivised construction retain 
their function of object, since the relation with the act expressed by the 
verb does not change essentially. In regard to (19a) and (19b) 
Zamabsari mentions a preference for (l9a): 

"But the construction with the [element that] is the semantic agent is 
preferable, i.e. Zayd, for he is [the] recipient." eillä ~anna l-~isnäda ~ilä mä 
huwa ft 1-ma <nä fä <il ~absanu wa-huwa zaydun li-~annahu rätin, Muf~~al 
117,1-3; cf. Owens 1988:181 for a discussion ofthe term ~isnäd.) 

ZamalJsari has as similar preference for kusiya <amr-un gubbat-an 
'cAmr was dressed [in] a kaftan', in which t:amr serves as the agent of 
the passive verb, rather than kusiyat gubbat-un t:amr-an 'a kaftan was 
dressed on cAmr', because cAmr is "the one that is dressed" (muktasin). 
The reason for this preference is explained in terms of case roles, i.e. 
the nouns Zayd and cAmr are the ones that carry out the action of 
'receiving' and 'being dressed' -i.e. they are the agents-of the active 
verb that expressed the basic notion. ZamalJsari uses these terms to ex-
press a preference for a construction, and not to judge its grammatical-
ity. 

In this section we have seen that the main point in the analysis of the 
Arab grammarians is that they base their analysis of all objects on for-
mal-syntactic principles. In fact, in Arabic grammar all occurrences of 
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the accusative case are regarded as a result of governance by a verb or 
verb-like partides. The differences between the objects (direct object, 
locative, circumstantial expression), whose only common point is an 
ending in aare not explained semantically, but in terms of distribu-
tion. Regarding the two objects in (8), zaydan and dirhaman as equal 
elements, too, a morpho-syntactic approach is followed, rather than a 
semantic one, for it is solely based on the fact that both carry the ac-
cusative case ending. 

In Section 3 below it shall be shown how the Arab grammarians 
dealt with this and other issues related to the marking of objects in 
Turkic. 

2. OBJECTS AND TRANSITMTY IN TURKIC 

In this second section I give abrief survey of Turkic object construc-
tions. All Turkic languages have a set of endings, traditionally called 
cases, of which only the nominative case is unmarked. We shall con-
centrate here on the accusative and the dative cases as far as they occur 
in object constructions. 

2.1 The accusative case 

The accusative case is in the sources generally marked with ni or ni: 

20 )agas-ni )a!-4u-m 

stick-ACC take-PAST-lsg 
'I took the stick' (Qawänin 31,6). 

The accusative suffIx is also put after pronominal possessive suffIxes, 
e.g., 

21 qul-um-ni )ur-du-m 

slave-POSS/lsg-ACC beat-PAST -Isg 
'I beat my slave' eIdräk 147,14f). 

Likewise, qul-umuz-ni )ur-du-q ewe beat our slave', qul-Ul)-ni )ur-du-
1] 'you [sg.] beat your slave', etc. 

The accusative is generally omitted when the object 1S undeter-
mined, which is expressed by the use of the numeral bir 'one', e.g., 

22 bir )aqgä 

a/one coin 
'I gave a coin' eldräk 147,10). 

bir-di-m 
give-PAST-lsg 
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It may also be omitted when referring to a collective, e.g. )altun bir- 'to 
give gold' (~dräk 132,11). 

In one instance, namely when it occurs after the possessive ending 
of the third person singular, ni is reduced to n: l5 

23a )aS-i-n 

food-POSS/3sg-ACC 
'he ate his food' (MG 60Vrt). 

ya-di 

eat-PAST/3sg 

But this elision of the i apparently does not always take place, since we 
also find ni: 

23b )as-i-ni 

food-POSS/3sg-ACC 
'he ate his food' (MG 60Vrt). 

ya-di 

eat-PAST 13sg 

The elision of i seems to be arbitrary, that is to say, it follows no obvi-
ous rules. The occurrence of ni after a possessive may be a dialecta1 fea-
ture. 

2.2 The dative case 

Some verbs require the dative case, which is marked by the suffix GA 
([gaiqa] in 'back' words and [ke/ge], cf. Chapter Three-in 'front' 
words, depending on the rules of vowel harmony and consonant as-
similation. The dative case is typically used with verbs that express a 
movement or a direction, e.g., 

24 bay-kä baq-tu-m 
chief-DAT look-PAST -Isg 
'I looked at the chief (Qawänin 31,10). 

25 )av-gä öq-ti-m 

hunt-DAT go out-PAST-Isg 
'I went out hunting' (1dräk 145,14). 

Turkic verbs may be connected to two noun complements too. In this 
case the indirect object is always marked with the dative case: 

l5 This assumption is confirmed by many examples in the QipOlq text Kitäb fi <nm 
an-NuSsäb (cf. Oztopfi:U [1990]), in which both accusatives occur, e.g., bäfin chis head' 
(31a), kiri~in 'his bow' (32b) vs älini 'his hands' (38a) (transer. according to Oztopfi:U). 
There are also examples of this form of the accusative in Diwän (366,5) )sr at-i-n tur-
gur-di 'the man stopped his horse'. 
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26 )aqga-ni bir-du-m sangar-gä 

coin-ACC give-PAST-Isg Sangar-DAT 
'I gave Sangar the coin' eldräk 142,7). 

2.3 Verbal forms: Konverbs 

One of the complements may be a verbal form: 

27 sangar-ni Ciq-miS 

Sangar-ACC go out-PAST 

)uranla-di-m 

think-PAST -Isg 
'I thought Sangar had left' (1dräk 139,7). 

The first part of (27) is a subordinate sentence, for which in English 
usually the conjunction 'that' is commonly used, e.g., 'I thought that 
Sangar had left'. 

In (27), sangar-ni, however, is an object to )uranladim, and 
Ciqmis is a predicate to sangar. In Qawänin the accusative ending on 
the direct object is omitted in this construction, e.g., bar min-mis 
,ägin-di-m 'I reckoned [that] the chief was riding' (~asibtu I-Jamira 
räkiban, Qawänin 31,18). Instead of a past tense ending in mis, it is 
possible to use another tense, e.g., the 'aorist' in (A)r, which in the 
sources is used as the present tense, 16 e.g., bar-ni bin-ar )uranla-di-m 
'I thought the chief [was/is] riding' Y 

In the Turkic language( s) described in the sources, the suffix miS af-
ter the stern denotes the so-called inferential, which indicates that the 
speaker has not witnessed the action expressed by the verb. 18 (Jldräk 
106,2lf; MG 45rtop; Diwän 297,15), viz., 

28 )aybak tur-miS 
>aybak stand-INFER 
<) Aybak-apparently-has stood up', cis apparently standing.' 
('is surely standing', qäJimun yaqinan, 1dräk 107,1). 

16 (A)r stands for ir, Ir, ar, er, ur and ür. The vowel is omitted if the stern of the verb 
ends in a vowel. Further, (I)p- following-stands for ip, Yp, üp, up, the various forms 
ofboth suffixes may have, according to the vowel harmony. In the sources it is generally 
reflected as (i)b, or (u)b, because of the limitations of the Arabic script. 

17 A similar construction is possible in Turkish: "ben seni öldü biliyordum 'I was 
thinking you were dead' ('I was considering you <as> "he has died"')" (Lewis 1984, 274). 
It is not clear whether or not other tenses of the verb may be used in the lan guage( s) 
described in the sources. 

18 The feature described here is also typical of modern Oguz languages such as 
Turkish (Lewis 1984: 122) and Turkmen (Hanser 1977: 82; 115). In modern Qipatq 
(and other Turkic) languages this function is usually expressed by means of the verbal 
suffix gan/gen. 
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By extension, mis is also regarded as a general marker of the (active) 
participle in the past tense (~dräk 106,12), viz., 

29 kUß dug-mi~ 

sun be born-PAST 
'The sun has risen.' 

In) Abü I:Jayyän's terms (29) means 'the sun was rising in the past' (aS-
farns tä1i('a fimä matjä). In Ifilya (101,15), miS is basically regarded as 
the 'active participle' (ism al-fä('il), with no reference to temporal value 
(also in Diwän 298,30. 

In the language described in ~dräk and Tubfa the stern of the verb 
in (27) mayalso bear the ending of a so-called 'Konverb' or 'gerund' in 
(I)p, e.g., bi-ni giq-ib ~ä)n-di-m 'I reckoned the chief had gone out' 
(Tubfa 77V6). 'Konverb' and 'gerund' are terms used in Western 
grammars of Turkic languages for infinite verbal forms whose agent 
and tense must be deduced from the syntactical or semantic context. 
The conjugated verb typically follows at the end of the sentence. The 
converb in (I)p usually signifies that the action of the verb in (I)p pre-
cedes the action expressed by the conjugated verb. 19 In the Margin 
Grammar (53~m/lt; also 61 ~m) this function of (I)p is described in 
terms of resemblance in function to the connective particle in Arabic 
wa- 'and', e.g., 

30 kal-ib bar-di 
come-KONV go-PAST/3sg 
'He came and went away' (gä)a wa-rä~a, MG 53'bm/lt). 

Alternatively, the verb in (I)p is occasionally interpreted as expressing a 
simultaneity, and is analysed as the equivalent of an Arabic bäl, which 
takes the accusative, viz., 

31 yikir-ib suwla-di 

to be angry-KONV speak-PAST/3sg 
'He spoke angrily' (ta~addataga4bäna, Qawänin 38,1). 

In the language(s) of our sources the gerund in -( I)b is also used as a fi-
nite form. With this function, the verb in (I)p can also be used pred-
icatively, especially when followed by the corroborative element -DIr, 
e.g., 

19 In modem Qipeaq languages such as Tatar (Poppe 1963: 76; 102) and Kazakh 
(SKJa 318) this is still a main function ofthe suffix. 
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32 sangar tur-ub-tur 
sangar/NOM stand-KONV-CORR 
'Sangar is standing' (sangaru qä)imun, 1dräk 122,4). 

The predicative use in (I)p( -DIr) however, is perhaps limited to the 
third person singular. The fact that the form in (I)p( -DIr) may be used 
predicatively is for the Arabic grammarians an important argument for 
equating it with the function of the active participle in Arabic: qä)im 
'standing' (see discussion below). In this sense, its use is comparable to 
that of miS, which theyalso relate to the Arabic active participle. 
According to the Margin Grammar -b-tur is used by some speakers to 
express the past tense ( C"aläma al-mä{ii, MG 38rltj 38rtopj Qawänin 
11,7-8).:;!J (See for occurrences of these suffixes in other Turkic lan-
guages Fundamenta I; esp. Doerfer 1959:388 and Pritsak 1959:84 for 
Armeno-Qipeaq). 

The verb in (I)p, with an optional suffIx -An also serves to denote 
what is called in Araabic grammar the 'circumstantial expression' (bäl, 
)Idräk 137,9ff; also MG 54rrt/ultj 54'bm/ltj 54vlt/bmj Qawänin 37, 
14ff).21 The circumstantial expression denotes the condition of the 
agent (or the object) during the action expressed bythe verb, e.g., 

33 'ar 

manlNOM 

kal-ru 
come-PAST /3sg 

'The man came laughing' . 

2.4 Denominal and causative verbs 

kul-uban22 

laugh-KONV 

After this summary of object constructions and dative cases, we shall 
now give an account of the ways to derive verbs and construct 
causatives in Turkic. 

In Turkic verbs can be derived from some no uns by adding the suf-
ftxlä: 

kit 'lock' lät-lä 'to lock' 
tas 
bd 

'stone' 
'head' 

tas-Ia 
bd-Ia 

'to stone' 
'to start' 

:;!J The numerous instances in )Idräk in which Turkic verbs in mü (e.g., 112,13, 
117,19, 126,5ff; 131,18, 132,5, 137,20) or (I)b occur are translated into Arabic with an 
active participle (or vice versa), in some cases with indication of the past tense (cf. 
122,4f, 129,5; 137,1ff). 

21 'The nün expresses the intensification ofthe circumstantial expression, as ifyou 
repeat it» ( )Idräk 137,20). 

22 The 'Konverb' in (I)p-An is found in Crimean Tatar (Doerfer 1959: 386). 
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(cf. MG 38Vtop; also Qawanin 38,3ff; )Idrak 121,10; lfilya 125-6; 
Diwan 15,16ff.). 
In Turkic the notion of causative is conveyed by adding a suffIx to the 
verbal stern. The form of this suffix depends on whether the stern ends 
in a vowel or a consonant, and vowel harmony and consonant assimi -
lation (although these are not always expressed in our sources). 
Causativity is expressed by means of four types of suffIxes, i.e. -DIr, 
-Ir/Ar, -t, and -GIz/ zIr, of which DIr is probably the most frequent 
and productive, and therefore usua1ly regarded as the basic form, viz., 

)ul- 'to die' -)ul-dur- 'to kill' 
sawin- 'to rejoice'-sawin-dur- 'to make happy'. 23 

)isit- 'to hear'-)isit-tur- 'to make listen' eldrak 14; 116,19) 
In some verbs causativity is expressed by means of the suffix -Ir, viz., 

äq- 'to leave'-eiq-ar-di 'to make leave' (1drak 44) 
)ig- 'to drink' -)ig-ur-di 'to make drink' ()Idrak 110,3). 

The suffix may have various other forms, of which GIz and zIr occur in 
our sources (for these and other causative suffIxes in Turkic languages 
see further Fundamenta I): 

lur- 'to stand up'-lur-guz- 'to raise' 
kur- 'to see' -kur-kuz- 'to show' 
)am- 'suckle'-)am-zur- 'to make suckle'. 

When the stern ends in a vowel or r, -t must be used, e.g., 
yuru- 'to walk' -yuri-t- 'to rnake walk'24 

2.5 Causative verbs in syntax 

After a transitive verb has been equipped with a causative particle, it 
takes two objects, one of which is an indirect object. The direct object 
is marked with the accusative, the indirect object takes the dative case: 

34 'ul 'ani bak-kä qirga-t-ti 
he he-ACC chief-DAT be angry-CAUS-PAST /3sg 
'Hel incited the chief to be angry with him2' (Diwän 433,7). 

35 'ul maqa25 suz kizla-t-ti 
he I/DAT word hide-CAUS-PAST /3sg 
'He urged me to keep the words secret' (Diwän 437,12). 

23 Vowel harmony, e.g., (öldür), (sewindir) is not always, and mostly only partially 
reflected in Arabic script (cf. Chapter Three). 

24 For a comparative inventory of causative suffixes in Dlwän, l;lilya, )Idräk, Tu1)fa, 
Ta1,umän, BuIga,and Qawänln, see Caykovskaya (1981:52ff). 

maIJä is spelled Imanka"l in Dlwän. 
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When the verbal stern bil- 'to know' is equipped with the suffix dir, it 
means 'to make know' or 'to inform'. This verb, too, takes two objects, 
one of which takes the dative case, e.g., 

36 )ul maJ]ä )iS bil-tur-di 

he I/DAT matter know-CAUS-PAST/3sg 
'He informed me of the matter' (Diwän 354,17). 

The second object may be replaced with a verbal from, e.g., 

37 bi-~ bil-dir-du-m )ät )ayarla-n-ub-tur 
chief-DAT know-CAUS- horse saddle-PASS-

PAST-Isg KONV-CORR 
'I informed the chiefthe horse has been saddled' (l'dräk 129,5). 

The word order of (37) is rather puzzling, for in Turkic languages the 
verb is usually found at the end of the sentence, such as in (36). The 
sentence in (37) very much resembles the word order of the Arabic 
equivalent (see discussion below) and it cannot be ruled out that the 
wording of this sentence has undergone an influence of Arabic. This is 
discussed in greater detail below in Section 3.3.3. 

Another reason for the inverse word order may be the fact that the 
second part is direct speech. 26 In modern Turkic languages some form 
of de- 'to say' is usually placed between the direct speech part and the 
conjugated verb. This form of de- is di-y-e (say- KONV) in, for example, 
Turkish (cf. Lewis 1984: 175), and de-p (say-KONV) in Qazaq, a 
Qipeaq language, e.g., Bastyq-qa at jertte-l-gen de-p ait-ty-m 'I told the 
chief [DAT] "the horse [NOM] has been saddled" [saddle- PASS-PAST]'. 
Another way to separate the conjugated verb, bildirdum, from the di-
rect speech part is to change the word order. This inverse word order is 
also evident in yet another example in which direct speech is used 
without a separating element in a derivative form of de-, e.g., sangar 
)ayit-ti sunqur lur-mis 'Sangar said Sunqur is standing' (qäla sangaru 
sunquru qä)imun, )Idräk 154,14f). The second part ofthe Arabic equiv-
alent, Le. sunquru qä)imun 'Sunqur is standing' is also direct speech. 

After this expose of constructions in Turkic languages we shall see 
in the following section how they were interpreted by the Arabic 
grammarians. 

26 It is not clear to what extent sentences with indirect speech were possible in four-
teenth-century Qiptaq. No example is found in our sources. It is possible to have con-
structions with two object complements: the indirect object marked with a dative case 
and the direct object generally consisting of a nominalised verbal form (or a subject 
participle) marked with an accusative case ending. For Turkish it would result in asen-
tence like >tAt-m eyerle-n-digi-ni bey-e söyledim cI told the chiefthat the horse has been 
saddled' (cf. similar forms in Old Anatolian; Guzjev 1990:124). 
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3. ARAB GRAMMARIANS ON TURKIC OBJECT CONSTRUCTIONS 

The first part of this section deals with the analyses of Turkic sentences 
whose Arabic translations consist of a verb and an object, either with 
or without a ~arf garr. After that follows a discussion of constructions 
in which two or more objects are involved. 

3.1 The status of the Turkic marker of the accusative 

The five main sources (Ifilya, Tu~fa, Qawänin, MG and )Idräk) agree 
that the marker of the direct object is ni placed after the object: 

38 bitik-ni yaz-4u-m 

book-ACC write-PAST-lsg 
'I wrote the letter' (katabtu l-kitäba, Qawänin 31,7). 

"The marker [of the direct object] is an n vocalised with an i [fol-
lowing] immediately after the direct object' ( ralämatuhu nün maksüra 
raqib al-mafül bihi, Qawänin 31,1). In IfiZya ni is explicitly followed 
byy, resulting in !niy!: "You add to its [sc. the object] basic consonants 
an n vocalised with an i, and [you add] a y" (tuzid ralä ~urüfihi l-)~liya 
nünan maksüratan wa-yä)an, Ifilya 88,12-6), e.g., 

39 zayd-IÜ qilig bilä 
zayd-ACC sword with 
'I beat Zayd with the sword' (J:lilya 88,14). 

)ür-du-m 

beat-PAST-lsg 

The status of the ending ni (or apart of it, as we shall see below in 
3.1.1) is described in various terms: 

1. raläma al-mafüliyya 'marker ofthe objectivity' (1dräk 139,2). 
2. raläma al-mafül bihi 'marker of the direct object' (IfiZya 

88,16;Zl MG 551Jt/md). 
3. raläma an-n~b ft I-mafül bihi "marker of the accusative as far 

as the direct object is concerned" (MG 55rtop!rt). 
4. raläma an-na~b hädä ft I-mafül bihi a~-~ari~ "marker of the 

accusative as far as the proper object is concerned" (1dräk 
139,3).28 

5. raläma al-mafüliyya wa- raläma an-na~b )ayq.an 'both the 
marker of objectivity and the marker of the accusative' 
(Qawänin 31,2); "this [holds] if [the verb] is transitive by itself' 
(härJä )irJä käna l-fir[29 yata raddä bi-nafsihi, Qawänin 31,8). 

Zl In l;lilya (88,6) the term 'marker of agency' (aläma al-fä(iliyya) occurs too. 
28 In Tu~fa (77r l0) the term mafül bihi ~-~ari~ 'proper object' is used. 
29 Ern. for al-mafül 
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Before going into further detail in regard to these defmitions and de-
scriptions, it is useful to recall the Arabic theory concerning the end-
ings of declension ei rräb). In Chapter Four we saw that in Arabic 
grammar the ending ais basically regarded as a marker for the ac-
cusative (na~b), which, in its turn, is a marker for a function, i.e. the 
object (mafül). The term na~b is used for the ending a in nouns and 
verbs; it is the formal general term to describe all instances in which 
the ending a occurs, i.e. governance by verbs and particles. 

The term mafül, on the other hand, refers to the function of the 
noun in the sentence, i.e. the object of averb, including the optional 
objects. The term al-mafül bihi is reserved for those instances in which 
the verb directly governs the object, e.g., Ijarabtu zayd-an 'I beat Zayd'. 
It is also used in instances of flexibility of the language (ittisä r) for 
verbs that govern a direct object in some instances but are normally 
used with a particle, e.g., na~artu zayd-an 'Ilooked [at] Zayd' instead 
of n~artu )ilä zayd-in 'I looked at Zayd'. The expression al-mafül bihi 
~-~aTib 'the proper object' excludes all instances of governance of ob-
jects where a particle is involved. The functions (agent, object and ele-
ment to which is annexed) have no visible marker in the surface struc-
ture; their respective markers are the abstract notions of the syntactic 
position. In other words, the ending a itself is not the marker of objec-
tivity (matüliyya). We have seen in Chapter Four that in Arabic 
grammar the ending a was (at least by Ibn as-Sarrag) identified with 
the syntactic function ofthe noun it occurs on, i.e. 'accusative' (n~b). 
Only in this sense is it possible to understand a as a 'marker of objec-
tivity' (aläma al-mafüliyya). 

In regard to the terms used for the Turkic suffix ni, 'marker of ob-
jectivity' (aläma al-mafüliyya) in descriptions (1) and (4), or the like, 
is a general reference to the function of the noun in the sentence, the 
object in its most general sense. In most descriptions (2, 3,4) it is fur-
ther specified that ni is used for 'the direct object' (al-mafül bihi) or 
'the proper object' (al-mafül bihi a~-~arib, )Idräk), thus excluding 
other types of objects.1;Iilya and MG apply the term 'marker of the di-
rect object' (raläma al-mafül bihi). 

In Arabic grammar the term raläma al-mafül bihi does not exist, 
simply because the direct object has no exclusive marker. In this sense, 
it can be considered an innovation, albeit based on a development in 
Arabic grammar itself. The specification with regard to the direct object 
as opposed to another type of object is necessary since, as we shall see, 
in Turkic the marker of the object may vary according to its function. 
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The terms C"aläma an-n~b and C"aläma al-mafüliyya (1, 3,4, 5) are 
far less innovative; they combine the regular descriptions of accusative 
(n~b) and direct object (mafül bihi) in the same way as they are found 
in works on Arabic grammar. In these sources the specification for the 
direct object, in the other sources expressedwith the term mafül bihi 
which is lacking in Qawänin's first definition (5), is found in the addi-
tional statement. The use of the term 'accusative' (n~b) for Turkic fur-
ther refers to governance relations, i.e. governance of a verb on its ob-
ject. 

The use ofthe term mafül can be interpreted as a functional refer-
ence. The use of na~b, however, is of far greater significance: it is a 
formal term and therefore a clear indiation that ni is here perceived as 
a the marker of governance. 

A term which is also used in this context without being a technical 
term is dalil al-mafüliyya, 'indicator of objectivity', (1dräk 147,6;11; 
142,6 'indicates' [tadullu)}. Here is no reference to the Arabic declen-
sional system. (See 3.2.3 for an interpretation of the dative as marker 
ofthe object.) 

3.1.1 Morphological analyses of ni 

Before proceeding with the discussion of objects that are governed by a 
verb with implication of a particle, it may be interesting to pay atten-
tion to the various morphological analyses of ni in the Margin 
Grammar, Ifilya and .)Idräk. 

3.1.1.1 The Margin Grammar 
According to the analysis in the Margin Grammar, for instance, the 
object marker is the n alone, whereas the y (i.e. i) is added to express 
an additional meaning. The evidence lies in object markers that occur 
after a possessive suffix of the third person singular. We have seen that 
in those cases the final vowel can be deleted, e.g. 

40123a 'u-i-n ya-di 
food-3sg-ACC eat-PAST /3sg 
'he ate his food.' 

In the Margin Grammar the Arabic equivalent of this sentence is 

23a" )akala ta <iim-a-hu 

eat!PAST /3sg food-ACC/DEF-POSS/3sg 
'he ate his food' (MG 55'bm). 

But it is possible to have both the possessive suffix and ni: 
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41123b )aS-i-ni ra-di 
food-3sg-ACC eat-PAST 13sg 
'he ate his food.' 

In the Margin Grammar this difference is compared to the insertion of 
the ~arfli with transitive verbs in Arabic. Thus the Arabic equivalent of 
(41) is: 

23b" )akala 

eat!PAST 13sg 
'he ate bis food.' 

li 

to 

ta cäm-i-hi 

food-GEN IDEF-POSS/3sg 

In Arabic grammar, as is pointed out above in 1.1.2, a transitive verb 
may be followed by an additional partic1e li (läm zäJida), which serves 
as a strengthening element. This particle is not posited in the underly-
ing structure. In the Margin Grammar, the function ofy (i) in the ac-
cusative ending ni is compared to that of li in Arabic: 

"Y ou add a y at the end of the word which takes the place of li of transitivity 
in Arabie". (zidta yä)an fi )äbir al-kalima taqümu maqäm läm at-ta Cdiya 
fi 1- Carabiya, MG 60Vrt; also 55'bm.) 

The fact that the y may be omitted in this one occasion is taken as evi-
dence for its being a mere additional element (~arf zäJid), whose func-
tion is to strengthen the government of the verb. This point of view is 
also applied in other instances in which the suffix ni occurs (although 
in these cases i Iyl cannot be omitted): 

"If [miz 1 occurs on the syntactic position of an object, you ad ni to it ... and 
it only occurs with li of transitivity, you say )ät-imiz-ni min-di which 
means 'he rode our horse'." (fa- )in waqa Cat mawqi ca mafülin zidta fi 
)äbirihä laf~a ni ... wa-lä yakünu )illä fimä läm at-ta Cdiya, fa-taqülu 
Jäpmiznimindi)ay rakiba li-farasinä, MG 61 r top; also 60Vrt.) 

We summarise this statement as folIows. The Turkic sentence in (42) 

42 )ä!-imiz-ni 

horse-POSS/lpl-ACC 
'He rode our horse,' 

min-di 

ride-PAST 13sg 

has the following equivalent in Arabic: 

43 rakiba li faras-i-nä 

ride/PAST 13sg to horse-GEN IDEF-POSS I Ipl. 
This implies that in the Margin Grammar all instances in which ni oc-
curs are analysed as the object marker n on the one hand and a ~arf 
zäJid, Le. Iy/, on the other, which serves to strengthen the governance 
oftheverb. 
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3.1.1.2lfilya 
Another interesting morphological analysis of ni is found in lfilya, 
based on the suffixing of ni after the possessive ending of the first per-
son singular, e.g., 

44a )ät-im-ni )ar-dur-gay man 

horse-POSS/lsg-ACC be tired-CAUS-FUT I 
'I will exhaust my horse' eut%u farasz, I;lilya 132,14). 

According to Ibn al-Muhannä's analysis, in )ät-im-ni, )ät is the noun 
used for a 'horse' (ism al-faras), man means 'I' (bi-ma C"nä Janä), and 
the y is an addition for the object (ziyäda li-I-mafül). This analysis is 
schematised in (44b): 

44b )ät-man-i 
faras-)anä-ziyäda li-l-mafül 
horse-I-addition for the object 

In other words, the combination of the possessive suffix (i)m and the 
accusative case ending ni, both considered morphemes in Western 
analysis and in most of our sources, is segmented in the pronoun man 
and the accusative ending i liy/. Moreover, the y liyl is regarded as the 
distinctive marker of the object, instead of ni (although elsewhere 
[lfilya 88,15-6] it is stated that the n and the y together form the 
marker ofthe direct object). A possible explanation for the analysis in 
(44b) may be the fact that Ibn al-Muhannä regards the n and the y as 
separate morphemes, and in this way accounts for the occurrence of 
both markers. On the other hand, this is the only instance in which he 
gives this description of the accusative. 

Another point is that Ibn al-Muhannä's analysis involves consider-
able shifts and changes of vowels that are quite unlikely to have oc-
curred in real usage. The regular form is (a), whereas (b) is inferred 
from Ibn al-Muhannä's description: (a) )atimni -7 (b) *)atInani. His 
analysis involves the deletion of i before m, and the insertion of a 
vowel a between m and n. This focus on consonants is typical of 
Arabic linguistic thinking. Because of the imperfect vocalisation of the 
text, these differences in vocalisation are not shown in rufat's edition 
ofthe text. 

3.1.1.3 JIdräk 
The respective analyses in the Margin Grammar and lfilya are quite 
different from the one found in 1dräk. ) Abü I;Iayyän regards ni as a 
derivative form ofthe regular marker in i, with n as the basic marker of 
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the object (also -1dräk [147,6]), with a possibilityto de1ete i or the y (i). 
In this sense, i (or i) is not regarded as amorpherne: 

"I beat [like] Sangar's beating'. 'ur-du-m sangar urus-i-n ... But as to the 
ending in a n, which is attached here after the i of the annexation, its base 
form is 'ur-us-i-ni. ni is the marker of the accusative and i [indicates] the 
annexation for the pronoun of the third person ... Then you elide the y and 
leave the n unvocalised. It is permitted to pronounce the base form, so you 
say'urus-i-ni." <tjarabtu tjarba sangara 'urdum santar urusin ... wa-
hägä t-tanwtn al-lä~iqa hunä ba <d kasra al-:Jitjäfa :J~luhu 'urusini fa-ni 
<aläma an-n~b wa-l-kasra li-l-:Jitjäfa li-tjamtr al-gayba tumma ~agafta 
al-yä:J wa-:Jabqayta n-nün säkina wa-yagüzu n-nutq bi-l-:Ja~l fa-taqülu 
'urusini, 1dräk 135,3-5.) 

This coincides with ) Abu l:!ayyän's statement that, as a rule, the weak 
consonants ealif, wäw, yä)) arise from the lengthening of the vowels 
(nawäse ~an )isbä~ al-~arakät) and form no part of the root of the 
word (-1dräk 101,11-3). We have seen in Chapter Five 2.4.3 that this 
point of view also plays a role in his analysis of i, the possessive ending 
of the third person. 

3.1.2 Attachment ofthe accusative to the possessive ending 

When the possessive ending is attached to the noun, the Turkic ac-
cusative sufftx is added to the end of the compound, thus referring to 
the case of the combination, e.g. )ät-imiz-ni 'our horse (ACC)'. This 
sequence of the morphemes differs from the one in Arabic, in which 
the case ending precedes the possessive suffix: 

45 'ät-imiz-ni [min-di] 

46 

'He rode our horse.' 

[rakiba] 
ride/PAST /3sg 
'He rode our horse.' 

horse-POSS/lpl-ACC 

faras-a-nä 
horse-ACC/DEF-POSS/l pI 

ride-PAST/3sg 

In the Margin Grammar this leads to the following analysis: 

"If [miz] occurs in the place ofan object, you ad ni to it ... 'ät-imiz-nimin-
di30 which means 'he rode our horse'." (fa-:Jin waqa<at mawqi< mafülin 
zidta fi :Jä1:Jirihä laft.a ni ... fa-taqülu 'ä{imizni mindi :Jay raki ba li-faras-
inä, MG 61 rtop.) 

According to this statement, miz, the possessive suffix of the ftrst per-
son plural, stands on the place of the object (mafül). This analysis is 

30 This Turkic fragment in MG is imperfectly vocalised. 
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obviously based on Arabic grammatical theory in which each mor-
pheme is followed by the appropriate case ending. 31 From this perspec-
tive, faras 'horse' is marked for the accusative (n~b) with a, while it is 
followed by the pronoun nä 'our' (which stands in the position of the 
genitive [garr 1 because of the annexation). In Turkic the order of the 
morphemes is reversed and the marker of the object ni is attached to 
the pronominal ending miz, 'our'. This has lead the author of the 
Margin Grammar to the assumption that in Turkic the pronoun miz 
stands on the place of the object and is accordingly marked, rather 
than 'horse'. 

3.2 Transitivity by means of a l;tarf garr 

We have seen in the first section of this chapter that Arabic intransitive 
verbs eafälläzima) may become transitive to an object by means of a 
partide of the genitive (barf garr). This holds, for example, for the verb 
waqafa 'he stood still' which may be used with the partide li 'for';32 

47 waqaf-tu li s-sulpän-i 

stand still/PAST -1 sg for ART -sultan-GEN /DEF 
'I stood still for the sultan' (Qawänin 31,13). 

Note that this partide cannot be deleted from the surface structure. If 
the verb is transitive with li, in Turkic ga is used, viz., 

48 sultän- ga tur-du-m 
sultan DAT stand-PAST-Isg 
'I stood still for the sultan' (Qawänin 31,13) 

In Arabic some intransitive verbs are typically used with a partide (see 
also above lOa). The verb is regarded as transitive by means of this par-
tide. An example of such a verb is; 

49a na~ar-tu 

looklp AST -1 s g 
'I looked at the chief.' 

)ilä 

to 

l-)amir-i 

ART -chief-GEN /DEF 

In some instances the partide )ilä may be deleted from the surface 
structure, after which the object is assigned the accusative case ending, 
because the verb governs it directly. This process is called ittisä (' (or 

31 In those instances in which the case endings, Le. governance relations, are not evi -
dent in the surface structure, they are posited in the underlying structure, e.g. the ac-
cusative ending ais not visible in )atCabtu faras-i Ifaras-a-il (horse-Acc-my) 'I ex-
hausted my horse'. 

32 See for a full account of the meanings of li IrtisäfII 433-4. In Qawänin the expres-
sion waqafa li 'he stood still for' is considered an example of transitivity by means of a 
particle. It is discussed under the heading al-mafül bihi 'the direct object' (31). 
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tawassu ), 'flexibility', which is needed here, because an intransitive 
verb cannot normally govern a direet objeet, viz., 

49b n~ar-tu l-Jamir-a 

look/PAST-lsg ART-chief-ACC/DEF 
In our sourees, too, this possibility of governanee of a direet objeet by 
an intransitive verb is deseribed: 

"If it is [a verb] which is transitive by means of 'to', either overt or deleted, 
according to linguistic flexibility, then the marker [of the object] is the el-
ement gä or kä ... " (fa- Jin käna mimmä yata <addä bi-Jilä ma~an bihä33 

Jaw ma~güfatan <alä t-tawassu< fa- <älamatuhu laf:?a gä Jaw kä ... , 
Qawänin 31,8-10.) 

This implies that also in those cases where in Arabie there is no ~arf 
visible in surfaee structure, the Turkie uses gä/kä, the equivalent of the 
partic1e )ilä 'to', and that there is only one Turkie equivalent for both 
(49a) and (49b), Le. 

50 bay 

chief 
'I looked at the chief.' 

kä 
DAT 

baq-tu-m 

look-PAST -Isg 

3.2.1 The status of gä/kä 

From the quotation above it is diffieult to drawany eonc1usions regard-
ing the status of gä/kä; the use of the term <aläma points at an inter-
pretation as a marker of the objeet, albeit not very ex.plicitly. 

In TulJ/a, however, gä/ki is regarded unequivocally as a partic1e, 
rather than as a marker of the objeet: 

"If it is [a verb] which is transitive by means of'to' eilä) in the Arabic lan-
guage, whether it is stated or deleted, according to linguistic flexibility, 
they use the particle when nlä] is stated." (wa-Jigä käna ft 1- <arabiyya 
mimmä yata <addä bi-Jilä mantüqan bi-hä Jaw ma~düfa <alä t-tawassu< 
Jataw ft l-mantüq bihä bi-~arf al-garr, Tu~fa 77v8f.) 

The term 'marker of the irnproper objeet' for gä is not used in all in -
stanees in whieh the partic1e is elided in Arabic. Let us eonsider, for ex-
arnple, the case of a verb that is typically used with a partic1e, Le. fi or 
)ilä, dabala fi/Jilä 'he entered [into ]'. The verbal noun governs the ob-
jeet in the same way, viz., 

33 In )Idräk (139,10) mantüqan bihä 'uttered' is used instead of malfü:;an bihä 
'stated'. 
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51 Jiiman-tu li du1.Jül-i-n 
believel for entering-
PAST-Isg GEN'-INDEF 
'I believed in order to go to heaven.' 

Jilii 

to 

I-gannat-i 
ART-heaven-
GEN'/DEF 

The verbal noun can be plaeed in an annexation eonstruetion with the 
objeet when the original particle is de1eted, viz., 

52 Jiiman-tu li du1.Jül-i 
believel for entering-
PAST -Isg GEN' IDEF 
'I believed in order to go to heaven' (1driik 142,6). 

I-gannat-i 
ART-heaven-
GEN'/DEF 

Even though the noun al-ganna stands in an annexation eonstruetion 
with the verbal noun dubü~ al-ganna is regarded as the objeet to dubül 
(cf. IrtisäfIII 174; also Wright 1986 [1898] 11 57; 61). 

The verbal noun can exert governanee on the objeet when it is 
made independent from it. This is possible by means of the article or 
the annexation of the verbal noun to the pronoun of the agent, viz., 

53 Jiiman-tu li du1.Jül-i I-gannat-a 
believe/PAST-lsg for entering-POSS/lsg ART-heaven-ACC 

In (53) the verbal noun dubül-t governs al-ganna in the aeeusative, 
whereas in (52) it does not.34 

In tdräk (54a) is given as the Turkie equivalent of (52), viz., 

54a kirtun-du-m kir-mak-um 

believe-PAST -lsg enter-INF-POSS/lsg 
'I believed in order to go to heaven.' 

3.2.2 Two analyses of the verb and its objeet 

)ugun )ugmaq-qä 

for heaven-DAT 

In terms of Arabic linguisties there are two possible ways to analyse the 
relationship between kirmakum and )ugmaqqä. In the first place it is 
possible to eonsider )ugmaqqä the object of kirmakum, since it is de-
fined by the annexation to the pronoun of the first person (m). 
Further, there are other instanees where, aeeording to ) Abü I;Iayyän, 
gä/ qä serves to indicate the objeet (cf., for example, 50). This first op-
tion is refleeted in the word-by-word-analysis of (54a) whieh ) Abü 
I;Iayyän gives, viz., 

34 The particle can also be reinserted: Jämantu li-duQüll Jilä al-gannat-~ in which case 
the verbal noun governs through the particle. 
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kirtundum kinnak-um 
)ämantu dubül-i 

'ugun 
läm 

'ugmaq-
al-ganna 

qä 
tadullu 

265 

al- <illa <alä l-mafül 

I believed entering-lsg li of ART -heaven- indicates 

reason the object 
Here, qä is regarded as an element that indicates the object (tadullu 
calii I-mafül). Note that he does not use the term caliima 'marker'. 

The second analysis is to regard qä as the Turkic equivalent of the 
partide )ilii, which is an association made. by ) Abü I:Iayyän elsewhere 
(145,15; see also Chapter Four 3.3). In fact, the verb dabala-and 
therefore also the verbal noun dubül-is normally transitive by means 
of the partide )ilii. The partide is deleted from the surface structure of 
the Arabic sentence (52), but it remains in the underlying structure. In 
this sense, the Turkic phrase would reflect the underlying structure of 
the Arabic sentence. 

Both analyses are reflected in ) Abü I:Iayyän's interpretation of the 
status of qä, viz., 

"The q that is vocalised with a, .. indicates the object; qä-or gä-are used 
to indicate the meaning of 'to' whose meaning is the goal." (wa-I-qäJ al-
maftüba... tadullu <alä I-mafül wa-qä )aw ga )innamä takünu fima 
yus<iru bi-ma <nä )ilä ma <nähä al-täya, )Idräk 142,6.) 

It seems that there is indeed some confusion as to which status should 
be assigned to qä. ) Abü I:Iayyän uses rather vague descriptions as 
'indicates the object' (tadullu calii al-mafül) and 'indicates the mean-
ing of (yusCiru bi-ma cnä, lit. 'makes fee!'), rather than the term 
'marker' (aliima). From these rather vague descriptions one could 
condude that ) Abü I:Iayyän comes dose to perceiving it as a marker for 
an improper object (see 3.2.3 for a similar analysis of a dative case as a 
marker). 

A different analysis of GA is given for the object of 'uqsadi. In 
1driik it is translated with the Arabic verb )asbaha 'he resembled', a 
verb that governs its object directly in the accusative. In Turkic, though, 
the object of 'uqsadi is marked with gä, the dative, viz., 35 

55 sangar 'arslän-gä 'uqsa-r 

sangarINOM lion-DAT resemble-PRES/3sg 
'Sangar resembles a lion' (1dräk 128,3).36 

35 In Western terms, 'uqSa- govems its object in the dative case (EDT 97), 
36 In >rdräk (55) is given as the translation of ka-)anna sangara )asadun 'as if Sangar 

[werel alion', 
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In (55), "gä has the meaning of li that conveys [the meaning] of objec-
tivity" (bi-ma C'nä l-läm allati tu ~ti I-mafüliyya, Jldräk 128,3). Here 1i 
must be interpreted as the so-called (strengthening particle' whose 
most important characteristic is that it is redundant; the verb does not 
really need it in order to govern (see discussion above in l.l.2). 

3.2.3 The object of reason 

In the preceding section we have seen that after deletion of the particle 
1i when it denotes a cause or a reason, the verb direct1y governs the ob-
ject, (the object of reason' (mafül lahu) (cf. [3a)). For Turkic the 
sources give a similar construction: 

56a kal-du-m )ä§ 

come-PAST-Isg food 
(I came in order to eat the food' 
(getu li-)akl-i t-ta C'äm-i, Qawänin 33,16). 

ya-ma-kä37 

eat-INF-DAT 

In the analysis which is given of this sentence, yamak is the verbal 
noun (m~dar), and "the a in [the verbal noun] is the marker of objec-
tivity" (al-fatba allati fihi C'aläma al-mafüliyya), viz, 

56b kaldu-m )ä§ yamak-ä 
fi C'I mätf.i-fä C'il ism li-t-ta C'äm m~dar- C'aläma al-mafüliyya 
verb of-agent noun 'food' verbal noun-marker of 
past tense objectivity 

Of great significance here is that ä is regarded as a marker, rather than 
the equivalent of a particle, which also would have been possible. After 
all, in Arabic the meaning of the mafül lahu is by defmition para-
phrased by means of a particle. Possible reasons for this analysis are in 
the first place that weak consonants, such as Jalif, are only reluctantly 
interpreted as governing particles. Second, for Arab grammarians the 
link between ä and käl gä may not have been obvious (even though af-
ter possessive endings 3sg the dative is reduced to ä too). The same may 
have been true for the possibility that yama in itself may serve as a ver-
bal noun and as such be governed by particles. This analysis of ä is very 
similar to that of the dative in Turkic translations of Arabic sentences 
from which the particle is elided. In that instance too, there seems to 
be a preference for analysing the Turkic object as being directly gov-
erned rather than conveniently positing the elided particle. 

'5l In Western analysis this infinitive in mA is a so-called short infinitive, which can 
take the necessary case and possessive endings. 
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Furthermore, note that here not the term 'marker of the accusative' 
is used, but rather a 'marker of objectivity' (cf. 3.2.1-2; for further dis-
cussions of the object of reason with different examples 1dräk 141-2; 
MG 56Vrt; on the object marker see 3.1). 

3.2.4 Structurally deleted particles 

The opposite case-i.e. the deletion of a particle from the Arabic sen-
tence, while the particle in question remains absent from the Turkic 
construction-is possible too. It concerns those Arabic verbs that have 
a bar! in the underlying structure that only occasionally appears in the 
surface structure, e.g., Jabaga 'he took' (TuMa 77V lO), raJä 'he saw' 
(Tubfa 77v9; 1dräk, 139,11), and rakiba 'he mounted' (Tubfa 7rl0).38 
We have seen above in 1.1 that the Arabic verb Jabaga can be used 
with the bar! bi 'with' and, albeit with a more specific meaning, raJä 
with Jilä. 39 In this sense, we can reconstruct (57a) as the basic sentence 
of(57b): 

57a ra)aytu )ilä 

see/P AST -Is g to 

'I saw Sangar (with amazement).' 

sangar-a 
sangar-GEN 

After deletion of the particle, the verb directly governs the direct ob-
ject: 

57b ra)aytu 

see/PAST-Isg 

'I saw Sangar.' 

The Turkic equivalent ofboth sentences is: 

sangar-a 
sangar-ACC 

58 sangar-ni kur-du-m 

sangar-ACC see-PAST-Isg 
'I saw Sangar' (1dräk 139,11). 

In both 1dräk and Tubfa (58) is regarded as an example of deletion of 
the particle, and is therefore considered an exceptional instance of ni 
occurring in an 'improper object.' In the Turkic sentence, however, no 
particle is found. It appears that the attribution of Arabic governing 
capacities is given priority over areinterpretation ofTurkic material. 

38 Unfortunately, Tubfa only gives the Turkic translations of the Arabic verbs meant 
here. But since these translations are fairly consistent in comparison with those in the 
other sources, it seems safe to interprete kürdüm as a translation of ra)aytu 'I saw', 
mindim for rakibtu 'I mounted' and 'äldim for )abagtu 'I took'. 

39 The verb rakiba 'he rode' may be used with the particle <ala 'on', although some 
Arab grammarians consider this as a ~rf rather than a barf (IrtiSäfIl 451,10). 
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3.3 Transitivity by means o[ internal change, and bitransitive verbs 

The other way to make an intransitive verb transitive is a morphologi-
cal change, i.e. the addition of a morpheme to the verbal stern. We 
have pointed out above that this applies to both Arabic and Turkic. 

Because the morphological process of adding an element to the 
stern in order to gain an additional meaning is familiar to the Arabic 
grammarians, the sources deal quite briefly with this issue. In the first 
place, it is possible to derive a verb from a noun by means of the suffix 
li: kit 'lock' ~ kit-m 'to lock' (see above 2.4). 

3.3.1 Opinions on the denominal suffix li 

In Ifilya, Ibn al-Muhannä explicitly describes the views of the Arabic 
grammarians with regard to the derivation of verbs from nouns: 

"Know that, while according to the Kufans the Arabic verbal noun origi-
nates from the verb, and that the verb originates from the verbal noun, ac-
cording to the most famous of the Basran grammarians, in the Turkic lan-
guage some verbal nouns do not originate from the verb but from a noun 
or what resembles it." (wa- rzam )annahu lammä käna I-m~dar al- <arabi 
yansa)u <an al-fi <1 <alä ra)y al-kufiyyin wa-yansa)u al-fi rz <anhu <alä ra} aS-
sahtr min nu~ät al-ba~riyyin fa-fi l-luga t-turkiyya yansa)u ba <4 al-
ma~ädir lä <an al-fiel baI <an ism wa-mä käna sabilahu, ijilya 125,14-17; 
the same discussion is found in IrtisäfII 202,7ff; cf. also Bohas 1982:189ft) 

In some other sources, the suffix is said to serve )i cmäl or cama~ i.e. 
'governance'. The governance meant here is obviously not syntactic 
governance but some other kind of influence: 

"lä reflects governance ... the governance in it is that it changes40 its )alif 
[i.e. ä] in a y ... which you vocalise with an L" (tus<ir bi-l- camal ... fa-l-
<am al fihi )an taqliba )alifuhu yä)an ... wa-taksiruhä, Qawänin 38,3ff; 
similar statement in ->rdräk 121,10.) 

Indeed, unlike other sterns ending in a vowel, the stern of denominal 
verbs changes in the 'present tense' and the 'converb' in (I)b: suz 
'word' suz-li-y-ur 'he talks' eIdräk 121,l1)-suz-Ia-y-ib 'talking' 
(Qawäni"n 38,5; Jldräk 113,12). In Jldräk, however, these forms are also 
explicitly said to occur without y, viz., suz-li-r and baS-li-r. 

In the Margin Grammar li is related to the patterns tara and Jiräl 
that stand for references to the doubling of the second consonant of 
the root, and the addition of the hamza before the stern, respectively: 

«l Cf. Chapter Three 1.3.2 on qalb. 
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"Know that the 1 in all [these] positions is an expression for the particle of 
transitivity from the characteristic of [the pattern] V~äl .. .. " (wa- ~lam 
Janna l-läm fi gami~ al-mawä/ji ~ ~ibära ~an ~arf at-ta ~diya min miza al-
Jifäl ... , MG 38Vtop; cf. also Diwän 597,4.)41 

This supposed relation of lä with the Arabic patterns taftl and )ifäl is 
interesting. The Margin Grammar gives the following examples: 
qültiiq-Ia-d! 'he took (something) under his arm' ()abbata), qilig lad! 
'he hit with a sword' (sayyafa), läs-Ia-di 'he stoned' (baggara). In 
Arabic most roots may serve as a basis for a verb. In this sense the verbs 
)abbata, sayyafa and baggara can theoretically be derived from the 
roots l'-b-tJ, /s-y-f/ and /l).-g-r/, respectively. In practice, however, the 
meanings associated with these verbs in the Margin Grammar seem at 
best very rare, and perhaps even non-existent. The verb baggara, for 
instance, means 'he limited' rather than 'he stoned', and the meaning 
of'he hit with a sword' is better expressed with säfa (although it must 
be noted that the verbal form with a doubled middle consonant is also 
used to express an intensified action).42 The verb )abbata, too, does 
not exist in the given sense, the meaning 'he took under his arm', is 
expressed with ta)abbata. It seems that these and some other verbal 
forms given in the Margin Grammar are denominative verbs rather 
than derivations from the root itself (cf. also Bohas 1982:171). 

3.3.1.1 Excursus: Ibn al-Muhannä on denominal verbs 
In lfilya, Ibn al-Muhannä continues his discussion of denominal verbs 
with the description of a suffix to derive verbs from nouns. This suffix, 
though, is not lä but, instead, an unvocalised 1, viz., 

"The marker of this is a silent 1 after the basic consonants of the verb and 
before the marker of the verbal noun." (fa- ~alämatuhu läm säkina ba ~d 
~urüFa~l al-fi~l wa-qabla ~aläma al-m~dar, I;Iilya 125,16.) 

The 'marker of the verbal noun' is, of course, the suffix maq/ mak, 
which is attached to the stern. 

However, most examples Ibn al-Muhannä gives can be traced back 
to a compound of a noun and the verb )al-maq 'to take', e.g., )uring-
al-maq43 (ar-riswa) 'to take bribes', tusii-I-maq 'to benefit', for tusii 

41 It is also associated with the passive and reflexive forms of the verb: !ü-la-di 'he 
stoned' - !ü-Ia-n-di 'he was stoned' (ta~aggara); kitlädi 'he locked' - kit-la-n-di 'it was 
locked' eugliqa). 

42 In Lisän and Lane. In Dlwän (573,3) a paraphrasis is used instead for tä§-lä-di 
{laraba... bj-l-~jgärati 'he hit... with the stone' (cf. also Dlwän 586ff for many more 
Turkie verbs in -lä.). 

43 Contraryto EDT 234 "un:n~lamak". 
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al-maq (an-naf) lit. 'to take benefit', (cf.EDT:554), ~ät[i]n al-maq 
(as-sirä~ lfilya 126,1ff) 'to purchase', lit. 'to take as a buy'.44 These are, 
once more, examples in which Ibn al-Muhannä comes to surprising 
conclusions due to his interpretations of the vocalisation of the text. 

3.3.1.2 Particles of transitivity attached to verbal sterns 
The respective shapes of causative suffixes of Turkic are outlined in 2.4 
and 2.5. The suffixes are divided into four groups, DIr, Ir/Ar, and -t 
after vowels, and one fourth group of less common suffIxes, such as 
GIz, zIr and others. Most sources discuss the causative suff fixes quite 
briefly (tdräk 110,3ff; Qawänin 68,7ff). They are recognised as mor-
phemes that in function resemble certain Arabic particles and there-
fore are called 'particles of transitivity' (~urüf at-ta Cdiya, tdräk; 
Qawänin 68,6), 'Jafaltu [lsg.] for transitivity' eafaltu li-t-ta caddi, 
lfilya 130,13), 'particles that indicate transitivity' (~urüftadullu calä t-
ta Cdiya, MG 37'1t). The first denomination is exactly the one applied to 
the Arabic equivalents. 

The sources typically select one basic particle. In a number of in-
stances this is -dur, e.g., min-dur 'make mount!'. The choice for any 
of the other suffixes is made on different grounds; -t is usually associ-
ated with sterns that end in a vowel, but the other forms cause analyti -
cal problems. 

Most sources state that after vowels the suffIx is t: "If... the last 
consonant of the verb is vocalised, then add a silent t" ( wa-Jin käna ... 
Jäbir al-fi cl muta~arrikan fa-zid calayhi täJan säkina, Qawänin 69,9; 
similar statement in Jldräk 113,17), e.g., yuru-t 'make walk!'. 

The suffIx DIr is indeed regarded as the base form. From this it is 
possible to derive -Ar/-Ir, by means of deletion of -D, viz., )ig- 'to 
drink'-)ig-ur 'make [hirn] drink!', ciq- 'to leave'-ciq-ar 'make 
leave!', 

"They make verbs transitive with the r alone, and delete the preceding con-
sonant. This is heard in a limited number of words that have to be leamed 
by heart [in their language 1, and [these words 1 should not be taken as a ba-
sic rule." (wa-qad <addaw )afalan bi-r-ra) faqat wa-badaJü I-bar! alladi 
qablaha sumi <a dalika fi )alfa~ ma <duda tubfa~ wa-Ia yuqas <alayha, 
Qawanin 69,1-3.) 

In other words, dur is regarded as the basic form, from which in these 
verbs the d is deleted. In Arabic grammar, each consonant that is in-
serted into the basic root is considered a separate morpheme that adds 

44 Most of these words are imperfectly vocalised. 
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a meaning. In this concept it is not possible to have suffixes consisting 
of more than one consonant (less even to have suffIxes of different 
shapes that convey the same meaning). A good example is the dis-
agreement among Arab grammarians as to the status of Iw/, Iyl and 1"1 
in the regular plural and dual forms of the noun, the basis of which is 
that in Arabic theory each one of these cannot signify gender, number 
and case at the same time (cf. Chapter Four 1.2.3). 

For Turkic, the possibility of deleting -d must mean that it is basi-
cally superfluous, and that the meaning of the suffIx is carried by -r 
alone (but see following discussion), viz., 

"The t, the g and the k [of yet other suffixes] are not what causes the verbs 
to be transitive, but rather it is the r alone that does this." (ja-t-tä) wa-l-
gayn wa-l-käf hunna lasna bi-mu Caddiyät li-l-)afäl wa-)innamä 1-
mu Caddiya ar-rä) faqat, Diwän 366,10.) 

The fact that the two suffIxes mentioned above are considered the 
usual ways to add 'transitivity' to the verb, as opposed to others is evi-
dent in the Margin Grammar (38IJt). There is a fourth type of causative 
suffIxes, i.e. GIzlzIr which cannot be that easily derived from the basic 
suffIx. For this it is necessary to distinguish between 'basic rule' (qiyäsi) 
and 'practical usage' (samii Ci). 

The forms in -dur and -t are said to be qiyiisi 'analogous with the 
basic rule' whereas other sufftxes are said to be samiici 'depending on 
practical usage' (on qiyiis in Arabic grammar see Versteegh 1980). 
Examples of these verbs are, e.g., tur-guz 'raise!'; kur-kuz 'show!' and 
-zur, e.g., )am-zur 'suckle!'. The same distinction between basic rules 
and practical usage is also made in Qawiinin and )Idriik, viz., 

"A fewwords do not obey [the ruIes] we mentioned, their [forms] can be 
determined from what is heard." (qad lJaraga [sic!) cammä dakarnä )alf~ 
qalila giddan fa-sabiluhä s-samä~ Qawänin 69,12.) 

According to ) Abü I:Jayyän, who gives the same verbs, 

"it is allowed to use dur with these verbs. The use of dur is the rule." (wa-
yatüzu l-mage fi hädihi 1- )af äl bi-dur wa-huwa l-qiyäs, 1dräk 110,10.) 

He gives the following alternatives: tur-dur, kur-dur, tarn-dur and 
)am-dur. In this way he escapes from giving rules for either deriving 
the exceptional forms from the basic ones, or devising certain rules 
that would explain why certain verbs take an irregular suffIx. Although 
Qawiinin's opinion differs, he does not give further explanations either, 
viz., 
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"These forms are not heard otherwise, and other [forms] are not permitted 
[with these words]." (wa-hä(lihi 1-)alf4lam tusma< minhum )illä häka(lä 
fa-lä yagüzu fihä gayruhä, Qawänin 69,16; cf. also I;Iilya 131,11; on 
causatives with -z cf. Diwän 312.) 

We now return to Käsgari, who in addition to DIr, discerns an addi-
tional form, i.e. GAr (394,2). As we learned from the quotation above, 
he considers -r sufficient for conveying causativity. Instead of arguing 
that in certain circumstances D- is deleted, as the other sources do, 
Käsgari says the opposite, namely that -~ is basic, and that anY other, 
secondary accompanying consonant is inserted, viz., 

" ... the reason for the insertion of the t, g or k is for ease of pronunciation." 
( ... wa- <illa dubül at-tä) wa-l-gayn wa-l-käf li-suhüla taqa <u fi l-laft., 
Diwän 366,8ff.) 

A reason Käsgari mentions for the insertion of t, g or k (before for r) 
is, for example, an unacceptable sequence of three rs. Such a sequence 
may result when a transitivised verb is conjugated for the 'future tense' 
('aorist'), e.g. *siiwra-r-ur 'he will give water': 

"One of these rs would belong to the root, the second would be the r of 
transitivisation, and the third would be the r of the future tense." (yakünu 
)i~dä ar-rä)ät )a~liya wa-t-täniya yakünu rä) at-ta <diya wa-t-tälita 
takünu rä) al-istiqbäl, Diwän 366,ISf.) 

Therefore, it is necessary to insert an additional consonant to this 
stern, viz., siiw-gar-ur. 45 

Statements in Ifilya too point to a perception of d and r as distinct 
morphemes: "The d and the rare two markers of transitivity" (wa-d-
däl wa-r-rä) <'alämatä t-ta<'diya, Ifilya 132,14) or "two additions for 
transitivity" (zä)idä t-ta <'diya, 132,11-2), although Ibn al-Muhannä 
does not elaborate further on this. 

3.3.1.3 An unusual analysis of causative sentences in Diwän 
In his syntactic analysis of sentences with transitivised verbs, Käsgari 
exposes a view that differs from the usual one found in the works on 
Arabic grammar. Instead of assuming two objects to the newly formed 
verb, he posits two agents. 

The regular transitive verb expresses an 

45 For unclarified reasons the first r disappears. As an alternative one couId regard 
this procedure as an instance of change of r into g. Such an argumentation, though, is far 
from being likely because of the difference in status between the two consonants: r is ba-
sie whereas g is secondary, as it is associated with the suffix. 
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"action which originates from one agent to an object" (fi <I yansa~u min fä <il 
wä~id fa-yaqa <u <alä mafül ... ), 

viz., 

59 )ar bitik biti-di 

manlNOM book write-PAST/3sg 
'The man wrote a book' (kataba r-ragulu I-kitäba). 

When a transitivising particle is added, the result is the following, 

60 )ul )al)ar bitik biti-t-ti 

he/NOM he/DAT book wrlte-CAUS-PAST/3sg 
'hel made him2 write a book' eaktabahu l-kitäba}.46 

For these causative sentences KäsgarI gives the following analysis: 

" ... the verb has become transitive to one object from two agents." 
(yata <addä I-fi <I ~ilä mafül min fä <ilayni, Diwän 353,8; 13) 

One ofthe said agents is the one that orders eämir), in (60)ul 'he', 
and the other agent is the one that performs the action (mubäSir), 
)aI)ar 'hirn' (Diwän 366,2; also 15,14 en 445,3ff.). In this view, the 
only object in the sentence is bitik 'book'.47 

46 Diwän is the onIy source in which sentences containing a causative verb and two 
objects are given. 

47 There are a number of differences regarding the terminology between KäSgari's 
Diwän on the one hand, and the Iater sources on the other. The terms used in Diwän are 
quite different from the ones used in regular treatises on Arabic grammar and in the 
other descriptions of Turkic. Some of these terms dearIy stand outside the canonical 
(Basran) tradition (for arecent discussion of the Basran and the Kufan traditions, see 
Bemards 1993). The ones used here (sc. Jämir and mubäsir) are not the onlyexampies. 
The same holds for the terms used for the vowels, i.e. rar (280,2,7) for u, baf4 (280,2) 
for ~ and na~b (280,1) for a, which alternate with 4amm, kasr and fatJ.!, respectively, 
even within a word. In the Basran tradition, starting with SIbawayh, rar, ga" and n~b 
are used for the dedensional endings, whereas 4amm, kasr and fatJ:t are non-deden-
sional; the Kufan grammarian al-Farm' (d. 207/822) does not make this distinction in 
the same way (cf. Owens 1990:159; also Versteegh 1993:18). Al-Farrä)'s system is as 
folIows: 

dedensional non-dedensional 
u rar 4amma/rar 
a n~b fat~a/n~b 
i baf4 kasra/baf4 

The use of these terms in Diwän appears to stand very dose to the practice in the Kufan 
tradition. 
Further, the unusual term gäbir occurs quite often in Diwän in the sense of'future tense' 
(18,14; 280,6; 283,2,4,5; 284,6; 280,10ff) alternating with the regular term istiqbä~ or 
mutjäri< . In the instances mentioned here (which is far from being a full inventory of all 
occurrences) it occurs in the following combinations: <aläma ai-gäbir 'marker of the 
future tense', al-fi <I al-gäbir 'the verb of the future tense' and al-Jaräl al-gäbira 'the verbs 
of the future tense' (In one instance the diacritical dot on the garn is not legible because 
of the fatba, and one could read cäbir 'past tense' [18,14] instead, although this is un -
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The addition of -t is referred to as "a proces of transitivisation of 
intransitive verbs to two agents" (ta 'diya al-Jafäl al-läzima Jilä 
fä'ilayni, 121,1; cf. also 365,12 and 444,15; also 426,11 and 17). In 
practice this is correct; after transitivisation instead of one, two agents 
are involved, whereas the verb may still be intransitive, e.g. bat- 'to 
sink'-bat-ur- 'to cause to sink'. 

In his analysis, KäsgarI does not refer to the Arabic translation of 
the sentence, Jaktaba-hu l-kitäb-a, in which both -hu 'hirn' and al-
kitäb-a 'book' are marked as objects, and according to the canonical 
theory regarded as such. KäSgarI, instead gives an analysis which from a 
semantic perspective is possible too, but is not in accordance with the 
way the elements are marked. 

In summary, the grammarians regarded both -dur and - t after vowels 
as the basic 'particles of transitivity'. Furthermore, the other 'particles' 
are either derivatives from dur, e.g. r, or exceptional forms, e.g. guz 
and gur. In this respect their consensus is that r alone suffices to ex-
press the meaning of transitivity. 

In what follows other types of verbs are on issue, Le. verbs transitive 
to two and three objects, respectively. 

3.3.2 The first category ofbitransitive verbs: Ja 'tä 

As we have seen above in 1.3, in Arabic grammar there are two cate-
gories of verbs with two objects. The first category includes verbs whose 
objects do not refer to the same noun, e.g., Ja 'tä 'he gave' (cf. [8]), in 
which both objects take the accusative case. The second category in-
volves verbs whose objects do refer to the same noun, e.g. ~nna. With 
regard to the first category, according to Western analysis the indirect 
object in Turkic gets the dative case, and the direct object the ac-
cusative (cf. 2.2). As for Turkic sentences ofthe second category, one 
of the 'objects' may be a verbal form and as such never get a case end-
ing. 

As a starting point in the discussion we take the following remark 
in Qawäntn, viz., 

Iikely in the context.). Biesterfeidt (1990) notes that the term gäbir is noted in Ibn 
Färigun's Gawämi< al- <UZüm, together with some other unusuallinguistic terms. The 
term gäbir also often occurs in K. al- ~yn (cf. Talmon 1997). It is too earIy yet to draw 
any condusions, hut this scanty evidence seems to indicate that Diwän stands in the 
Kufan tradition, rather than in the Basran. 
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"Know that they never make the verb transitive by itself to two objects." 
(wa-1am ~annahum lä yu ~addüna l-fi ~la bi-nafsihi li-mafülayni ~abadan, 
Qawäntn 31,15; cf. also MG 55'1t/md.) 

In other words, according to the author of Qawänin, Turkic verbs 
never govern two objects direct1y. We have seen above that the notions 
'directly transitive' (muta'addin bi-naftihi) or 'proper object' (mafül 
bihi ~ari~) imp1y for Turkic that the object is marked with ni, whereas 
in Arabic, there is no exclusive marker for the direct object, since al1 
objects are indistinctive1y marked with a. The author of Qawänin 
probab1y comes to this statement because a Turkic verb can govern 
on1y one object in the accusative with ni at the time. 

In 1dräk the same phenomenon is recognised, albeit in 1ess explicit 
terms: 

"[The verbs] that are transitive to two objects in the language of the Arabs 
are, in this language, transitive to one of them with ni and to the other with 
gä or with ~ä." (wa-~ammä ftmä yata ~addä ft l-lisän al- ~arabt ~ilä ilnayni 
fa- ~innamä ta ~addä [sie1ft hädä l-lisäni bi-~a~adihimä bi-ni wa-li-l-
~äbar bi-gä wa-~ä ... , ~Idräk 139,3ff). 

This is exemp1ified by 

61 ~a ~taytu sangar-a 

give/PAST-lsg sangar-ACC 
'I gave Sangar a cloak.' 

tawb-a-n 

cloak-ACC-INDEF 

which is translated into Turkic as 

62 sangar-gä tÜll-ni 
sangar-DAT cloak-ACC 
'I gave Sangar the48 cloak.' 

bir-du-m 

give-PAST -lsg 

The criterion ) Abü J:Iayyän applies in the assignment of the respective 
markers is the sequence of the two objects: 

"In [the case of] the first [word] which is the first object in the Arabic lan-
guage, gä is attached to the base form, and ni [is attached] in [the case of] 
the second [word], which is a second object in the Arabic language, and the 
opposite is not permitted." (fa-tal~aqu ft l-~awwal allaot huwa mafül 
~awwal ft 1- ~arabi gä wa-ft Näni ~allaOt huwa tänin ft l-lisän al- ~arabi ni 
~alä 1_~~149 wa-lä yatüzu 1- ~aks, 1dräk 139,6-7.) 

48 In our discussion of this sentence we disregard the fact that the object is indefinite 
in Arabic, whereas it is probably definite in the Turkic phrase. 

49 In this context ~asl cannot be understood as reference to the theoretical notion of 
'root', which does not ~xist as such in Turkic, but something more like 'stern', or 'base 
form'. 
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Abü I:layyän's description is limited, for it only refers to the syntactic 
sequence of two objects, rather than their respective functions, and no 
explicit terminology is applied to describe the function of gi. 

Elsewhere in 1dräk, the status of gi is more explicitly described in 
the context of the passivised bitransitive verb Ja ~tä 'he gave', viz., 
Ju ~#ya sangar-u dirham-an 'Sangar was given a dirham' (19a). Note 
that in Arabic sangar is marked with the nominative case. For (19a) the 
following translation into Turkic is given: 

63 bir-il-w sangar-gä bir-aqgä 
give-PASS-PAST/3sg sangar-DAT one-coin 
'A coin was given to Sangar' (1dräk 134,12f). 

For (63) the relation of the respective objects and the verb are analysed 
as folIows: 

"[The verb] is transitive to the first object with the particle of annexation, 
which is gä, and the verb dominates the second object." (fa-ta <addä li-l-
)awwal bi-~arf al-)irJ,äfa alla!!i huwa gä, wa-tasallata l-fi7 <alä I-mafül at-
täni, )Idräk 134,13f.) 

It follows that here gi is explicitly assigned the status of a 'particle of 
annexation' (~arf al-Jiljäfa). In view of the fact that Ja ~tä 'he gave' is 
directly transitive to both objects, the term ~arf al-Ji#fa must be in-
terpreted as a reference to the strengthening particle li which can only 
be posited with transitive verbs. Any other interpretation, such as 
positing it as a translation of the particle Jila 'to', would violate the 
Arabic principle of direct governance of the verb Ja ~tä. 

This assumption is confirmed in Qawänin, where gi is described in 
a very similar way: 

"Ifthe second [object] ofthe two is not identical with the first one, YOll at-
tach to the first the marker of transitivity by means of l~ and [YOll attach] to 
the second one the marker of objectivity." (wa- )in käna t-täni minhumä 
gayra I-Jawwal Jal~aqta bi-l-)awwal <aläma t-ta<diya bi-l-läm wa-[biJ-t-
täni <aläma al-mafüliyya bihi, Qawänin 31,19; also very similar in MG 
55'1t1md.)50 

From this quotation it follows that, according to Qawäntn, too, gi in-
dicates that the object is governed by means of the strengthening par-
tide li that is posited in the underlying structure of aß transitive verbs. 51 

50 Although in MG (SSrtop/rt) both gä/kä and nI are called <aliima an-n~b fi l-mafül 
bihi in a general sense, this term is not applied in a specific context. 

51 It may be of importance to note that this statement follows shortly after abrief 
discussion of sentences of the type katabtu li-sunqura sunqur-gä y~-4u-m 'I wrote to 
Sunqur', in which the particle is used in the surface structure. 
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In practice, the two terms, caläma al-mafüliyya bihi and caläma 
at-ta Cdiya in Qawänin and the Margin Grammar, respectively, amount 
to the same. A verb that is transitive with the particle of transitivity is 
by definition transitive by itself, i.e., transitive to a direct object. The 
difference between the terms is that 'marker of transitivity' (aläma at-
ta Cdiya) refers to governance of the verb, rather than to the type of ob-
ject, and indicates the way the verb is transitive to the object. 

3.3.3 The second category ofbitransitive verbs, ~nna e.a 

We have now come to the second category ofbitransitive verbs, i.e. the 
verb whose both objects refer to the same noun. We have already seen 
above in 1.3 that this category mainly contains verbs that belong to the 
subclass ofthe Jafäl al-qulüb, i.e. :?anna 'he thought', basiba 'he reck-
oned' and calima 'he knew'. ) Abü I:Iayyän dedicates aseparate chapter 
in his Jldräk to the Turkic equivalents of these verbs, i.e. )uranla-di, 
~agm-di and bil-di, respectively ('1dräk 128-9), which he begins as fol-
lows: 

"As for )uranladi, its meaning is 'he thought' and in this language it is se-
mantically connected to two objects as in Arabic, even though in reality the 
connected element is the relation [between the two objects]." eamma 
Juranladi fa-ma cnähu ~anna wa-tata callaqu bi-mafülayni fi hä{lä l-lisän 
ka-l-lisän al- carabi wa-Jin käna fi l-~aqiqa Jinnamä mutaCalliquhä [siel 
an-nisba, Jldräk 128,12f.) 

With the last part of this statement) Abü I:Iayyän means that the con-
nection (ta Calluq) between the two objects and the verb is the fact that 
the two nouns together form a nominal sentence consisting of a topic 
and a predicate. 52 In Arabic both objects are governed by the verb, 
which is made explicit with the accusative case, viz., 

64 ~asib-tu 

reckonlP AST -1 s g 
'I reckoned Sangar leaving'. 

sangar-a 
sangar-ACC 

Ijärig-a-n 
leaving-ACC -INDEF 

In Turkic the objects to these verbs do not get the same marker: 

"You suffix ni to the first object and you leave the second [object] without 
[any marker], suffixing neither ni nor gä to it." (fa-tudljilu ni calä I-mafül 

52 This passage is identica1 with the statement from Manhag discussed above in 
Section 1.3, and [13]). The fact that it is the very same phrase can be interpreted as an 
indication of the fact that ) AM I:Iayyän saw no basic difference between the two languages 
in terms of govemment and, hence, underlying structures. 
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al-Jawwal wa-tuhmilu Häni fa-lä tudlJilu <alayhi ni wa-lä gä, 1dräk 
139,7.)53 

This can be exemplified with (65a) and (65b): 

65a sangar-ni Ciq-miS 

sangar-ACC leave-PAST 
'I reckoned Sangar leaving' (1dräk 139,7). 

~agan-du-m 

reckon-PAST -Isg 

65b bi-ni giq-ib ~ä)an-di-m 

chief-ACC leave-KONV reckon-PAST-lsg 
'I reckoned the chiefleaving' (basibtu I-JamiTa fäUCan, Tubfa 77'5). 

Qawiintn has a similar analysis: 

"If the verb is transitive to two objects in Arabic, and the second one of the 
two is identical with the first one, it is permiued, not obligatory, to attach 
the marker of the direct object to the first, without attaching any marker to 
the second [object]." (fa-Jigä käna l-fi<l yata<addä li-mafülayni fi 1-
<arabiyya wa-t-täni minhumä huwa I-Jawwalu fa-Jinnaka tulbiqu <aläma 
I-mafül bihi li-l-Jawwal minhumä gawäzan lä wugüban wa-tuhmilu t-täni 
min al- <aläma, Qawänin 31,15-8.) 

The point both sources make is that although the Turkic forms ending 
in mis and ib both serve as the equivalent of the Arabic participle (see 
discussion on suffixes in mIS and (I)p above), they do not get the 
marker of the direct object. Nevertheless, they are considered objects. 

3.3.4 Objects without apparent marker 

The apparent lack of any marker of declension in ib and miS (in 
65a/b) is accounted for in various ways. One is to assign to them the 
status of marker of the object, or a similar status. This is possible be-
cause of its association with the ~ii~ the circumstantial expression. The 
~iil is one of the optional objects to the verb and, hence, receives the 
accusative case, viz., 

"Know that the b in min-ib-an ['riding'] is the marker of the 
circumstantial expression ... , that is, the marker of the object." (fa- <lam 
Janna I-bäJ fi miniban <aläma al-bäl ... Jay <aläma al-mafü~ MG 54'1t/ult; 
similar association in 1dräk 129,21 and 137,lff.) 

In the early stages of the Arabic linguistic tradition, the Kufan gram-
marian al-Farrä' (d. 207/822) interpreted the accusative case ofthe se-
co nd object as a circumstantial expression (~iil) (cf. Irtisiif 56,4f; cf. 
Owens 1990 for Farrä"s theory on ~iil). Although this does not reflect 

53 From this it is possible to conclude that both ni and Sä are markers of the ob ject; 
see discussion in the previous section. 
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the opinion of most later grammarians, it is a theory which is possible 
within the framework of the Arabic linguistic tradition. Moreover, it is 
not in contradiction with their interpretation of the Turkic data. 

The second object of the sentence can also have the form of the 
'present tense', 

"[ni] is attached to the first object and you use the second [object] in the 
form of the imperfect tense." (tul~iqu ft l-mafül al-Jawwal wa-taJti bi-t-
tänt bi-~tga al-mUl!äri~ Jldräk 128,13.) 

An example of this is, e.g., 

66 bay-ni bin-ar54 

chief-ACC ride-PRES 
'I thought [that] the chief [was] riding.' 

67a ~anan-tu l-Jamtr-a 

think/PAST-lsg ART-chief-ACC/DEF 
'I thought the chief [was] riding.' 

)uranla-du-m 

think-PAST-lsg 

räkib-a-n 

riding-ACC-INDEF 

With the first object (al-maful al-Jawwal) ) Abü I:Iayyän obviously 
refers to bay-ni 'chief' and with the second (at-tänt) he means thever-
bal form, in this case bin-ar 'he rides'. The fact that the second object 
has the form of the mwJ.äri ~ 'imperfect tense' is no problem, since in 
Arabic, too, räkiban 'riding', the second object, can be replaced with 
the mwJ.äri (form of the same verb, without consequences for the 
meaning of the sentence, e.g., 

67b ~anan-tu l-Jamtr-a 

thinklPAST-lsg ART-chief-ACC/DEF 
'I thought the chief [was] riding.' 

ya-rkab-u 
3sg-ride/IMPF -IND 

The fact that the second object does not bear the accusative marker is 
of minor importance: it takes the form of the imperfect tense 55 which 
discharges it from taking case endings. On the underlying level, how-
ever, the verbal form bin-ar takes the syntactic place of the object, just 
like yarkabu in (67b). 

It is also interesting that both sources describe the two objects in 
term of 'first' and 'second'. Indeed, in Arabic theory the only way to 
distinguish syntactically between the two objects, sc. zaydan and 
bärigan, is their sequence. The reason for this is that, syntactically 
speaking, the objects are equal in status, both being governed by the 
same verb. The remarks ) Abü I:Iayyän makes with regard to the link 

54 In some Turkic languages verbs with In- have b- instead 
55 Both ~dräk and Qawänin give more examples of this dass of verbs but with dif-

ferent verbal forms, e.g. rnin-miS 'had ridden', rnin-ib 'rode'. 
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(muta <"alliq) between them refer to the connection between the for-
mer topic and predicate and not to the way the verb governs the ob -
jects. 

3.3.5 Tritransitive verbs 

We have seen in 1.2 that, according to the Arabic grammarians, some 
verbs can take three direct objects. In Arabic, all objects are marked 
with the accusative case (cf. above [7]), e.g., 

68 Ja_ clam-tu al-Jamir-a al-faras-a mulgam-a-n 

CAUS-know/ ART-chief- ART-horse- bridled-
PAST-lsg ACC/DEF ACC/DEF ACC-INDEF 
'I informed the chief [ that] the horse [has been] bridled' 
eIdräk 129,21). 

The grammarians assumed a similar relation between the verb and its 
three complements in the Turkic equivalents of the Arabic originals. 
Their discussions concern Turkic sentences of the type already men-
tioned above in (37), which is repeated below for the sake of conve-
nience: 

37 bi-~ bil-dir-du-m )ät )ayarla-n-ubtur 

chief-DAT know-CAUS-PAST-lsg horse saddle-PASS-PAST 
'I informed the chief"the horse has been saddled'" (~dräk 129,21) 

In Turkic, however, only bi 'chief gets a case ending: in our terms a da-
tive case. Although they are not marked as objects, ) Abü l:Iayyän con-
siders all Turkic equivalents of the Arabic objects as objects: 

"To the first object, [sc. bi] which was the agent before transitivity [i.e. be-
fore the verb was made transitive by addition of the suffix], is added the 
marker for the improper object ... As for the second object [sc. )at], it re-
mains without a marker of either the proper or the improper object. For the 
third object [sc. )ayarlanubtur] you use the form of the circumstantial ex-
pression ... " (tudbilu calä l-mafül al-Jawwal alladi käna fä cilan qabla n-
naql <"aläma al-mafüli gayri ~-~ari~ ... wa-tuhmilu Häni min <"aläma al-
mafül a~-~ari~ wa-min <"aläma gayr ~-~ari~ wa-taJti bi-Hälif6 bi-~iga al-
~äl ... , Jldräk 129,5-8). 

In short, according to ) Abü l:Iayyän, the sentence has three objects, li 
'chief, )ät 'horse' and )ayarlanubtur 'saddled'. The only object to get 
a marker is li, which takes ~ä, which, in its turn, is defined as the 
marker ofthe improper object. The ending in (I)btur is regarded as ex-
pressing the bäl, the circumstantial expression, in Arabic. The bäl is 

56 Ern. for a!-!äni 'second'. 
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governed by the verb too and is therefore assigned the accusative case, 
albeit not as a direct object complement but as an optional object (see 
discussion above in Section 1). The term 'form of the circumstantial 
expression' (~iga al-~al) probably suffices to associate it with an ac-
cusative case. 

In western terms, however, the second part of the Turkic sentence 
does not show a dependency relation; it is direct speech. More pre-
cisely, 'ayarlanubtur stands in a predicative relation to 'at, and there-
fore neither of them is marked with the accusative case. In Arabic tao, 
mulgaman is a predicate to al-farasa, but both of them are objects to 
the verbal form JaClamtu. 

In Tu~fa another version of this same sentence (cf. [37]) is given, 
e.g., 

69 bi-ni bil-dir-dl-m 

chief-ACC know-CAUS 

PAST-lsg 

'ä~-ni 

horse-ACC 

'iyärlä-n-ibtir 

saddle-PASS -P AST 

'I informed the chiefthe horse has been saddled' (Tubfa 70r lO). 

In this case, both bi and 'at are assigned the accusative case, which in 
Turkic is typically used for direct objects. In our terms this can be anal-
ysed in terms of the respective functions. In sentences of this type one 
expects one object to be marked with the dative case for the function 
ofindirect object (cf. [37]). In (69), however, these functions are not 
distinguished. For example, bi's function of indirect object is not evi-
dent here, and it is difficult to picture how it should be understood as a 
direct object of the verb bildir-. The other accusative case, )ät-ni, is 
suspect, too. In this part of the sentence that is direct speech there is 
only one instance in which the noun 'ät could get an accusative case, 
namely when it would depend on an active verb, such as 'iyärlä- 'to 
saddle', which is not the case here. 

In brief, it appears that the surface structure of the Arabic sentence 
(68) JaClam-tu al-Jamir-a al-faras-a mulgam-an, with three objects 
marked with an accusative case, shines through the Turkic sentence in 
(69). The differences between the examples given in 'Abü l;Iayyän's 
Jldrak and the one in TuMa can be shown in a more schematic way. 
Since the Arabic verb JaClamtu, 'I informed', may govern three direct 
objects in Arabic, these same capacities are assigned to its Turkic equiv-
alent, bildirdum, e.g., 
Ja clamtu al-Jamir-a al-faras-a musarrag-an 

verb obj. 1 na~b obj. 2 na~b obj. 3 na~b 
verb obj. 1 -~ä obj. 2 0 obj. 3 ~al 
verb obj. 1 -ni obj. 2 -ni obj. 3 (?) 

surface structure 
underlying structure 
Turkic sentence 1dräk 
Turkic sentence Tu~fa 
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) Abü I:layyän applies the underlying structure of Arabic to the Turkic 
sentence, without trying to impose markers from the Arabic surface 
structure on it: he accepts that on the surface level Turkic has a differ-
ent realisation than on the underlying level. Tubfa's author, on the 
other hand, sticks to the surface structure of the Arabic sentence, thus 
creating a Turkic translation that is probably ungrammatical. 

In D"iwän the only instances in which the verb biltur- occurs with 
two objects, one of them is marked with the dative case too, e.g., )ul 
maI]i (DAT) 'is bilturdi 'He informed me- DAT of the matter' ( t:arrafa-
n"i al-Jamr-a, D"iwän, 354,17; also 368,5: bilduz-).57 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this conduding section I present some general observations on the 
analysis of the Arab grammarians on governance in terms of semantic 
and syntactic case. Furthermore, I give a summary of the discussion on 
some terminological innovations made in order to describe the unfa-
miliar Turkic constructions. 

4.1 Analyses of different types of objects 

Theoretically speaking, the grammarians could have limited the as-
signment of the function of object to those nouns that actually bear 
the same object marker, as in Arabic. Instead, to some extent they 
seem to accept different types of object markers for Turkic. 

A possible interpretation may be that they were used to assigning 
the function of object (mafül) to no uns, even if they do not show the 
marker of the accusative (na~b). In Chapter Four it is shown that this 
occurs in Arabic, for instance, when the word ends in a glide, or when 
the case endings are omitted in pausal forms. In those cases the gover-
nance relations between the verb and its object(s) can be made explicit 
in the underlying structure of the phrase. The underlying structure of 
the Arabic sentence thus could serve for both Turkic and Arabic. 

A similar analysis would, indeed, do for instances where there is no 
marker at a1l (such as in )at in 37), but it does not cover the manifold 
realisations of the object marker. The fact that the terminology used to 
describe ni to a large extent resembles the terms applied to the Arabic 

57 According to EDT (334) the verb 'biltür- is typically used with two objects: '''to 
make (something Ace.) known (to someone Dat.)'." In EDTthe sentence in Tu~fa (69) is 
emended without further reference as "biye [siel bildirdim atm eyerleniptir". 
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marker of the object is, according to our hypothesis, no coincidence, 
because it is, in fact a syntactic case (cf. 3.1). 

In Chapter Four it was shown that the Arabic genitive case does not 
have a corresponding Turkic case that behaves in a similar way; in 
terms of our hypothesis the explanation is that the Turkic oblique cases 
cannot be explained as syntactic case. As we have seen in the present 
chapter, things are different for the accusative. In some instances, no-
tably the endings ni, and those of the ~äl (here -ib), these are particular 
markers, whose use, although unusual, is restricted to one type of ob-
ject complement. In this way, they can nonetheless still be related to 
governance of averb. 

The main problem constitutes gä, whose function as a governing 
element (as demonstrated in Chapter Five 2.3) is incompatible with 
that of mere marker it is supposed to have here. In Arabic linguistic ar-
gumentation semantic considerations as a rule are not allowed; there-
fore gä cannot simply be considered 'marker of the indirect object' 
(although ) Abü I:Iayyän appears to come dose to such an interpreta-
tion). 

Instead, the problem is partially succesfu1ly approached with the 
help of an (existing) subdivision of the object into 'pure' and 'non-
pure' objects in which the criterion is the use of a particle. In this way 
they attempt to solve it-as usual-by means of positing certain ele-
ments in the underlying structure. 

4.2 Innovations in terminology 

In this chapter we have seen that the Arabic grammarians applied their 
morphological principles to Turkic objects and verbs. With regard to 
verbs, they posited a number of morphemes that-in their view---add 
transitivity. These analyses lead to some interesting innovations in 
terminology. 

As to objects, they found that the two types of 'direct objects' they 
recognised in Arabic grammar are marked differently in Turkic. The 
morphemes that serve as object markers are called 'marker of the ac-
cusative' (aläma an-n~b) in some sources (MG, )Idräk Qawän'in). This 
is a term used in Arabic linguistics for the 'case ending' a. Another 
term, 'marker of objectivity' (aläma al-mafüliyya), was originally ap-
plied to express the function of words that occupy the syntactic posi-
tion ofthe 'accusative' (n~b), but was then associated with all nouns 
with the 'case' ending a. The Turkic ending ni is especiallyassociated 
with the 'accusative' (na~b), although the sources indicate that ni typi-
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cally oeeurs in those instanees in which the verb direet1y governs the 
objeet, i.e., without the implication of a particle. The use of the terms 
'marker of the direet objeet' ('"alama al-mafül bihi) or 'marker of the 
proper object' ('"alama al-mafül (bihi) ~-$aribJ in this respeet are in-
novations, sinee in Arabic the direet objeet has no exdusive marker. 

For the same reason the term 'marker of the improper objeet' 
('"alama al-mafülgayri $-$ari~) can be eonsidered innovative.1t is ap-
plied to the morpheme gä/~ä, and associated with objeets that are gov-
erned by means of a partide, whether this is implied or deleted. 

Inasfar Arabic theory does not permit an analysis as an underlying 
partide this analysis therefore seems to eome dose to the Western no-
tion of 'marker of indireet object'. This is even the case for -ä in the 
objeet of reason (cf. 3.2.3). 

It has beeome dear that the Arabic grammarians assigned the fune-
tions and governing capacities of Arabic verbs to their Turkie equiva-
lents. Verbs like tjaraba / )urdi 'he beat' are transitive to one objeet, 
Ja 'ta / birdi 'he gave', ~anna / ~agandi 'he thought' to two objeets, and 
Ja 'lama / bildirdi 'he informed' to three. In other words, the governing 
capacities of Arabic verbs are transferred to their Turkie equivalents. 

The morphemes to add transitivity-in our terms 'causativity'-to a 
verb, are called 'partides of transitivity' (~urüf at-ta 'diya), analogous to 
the Arabie partides and eonsonants that are used to indicate transitiv-
ity. In both languages this process can be deseribed in terms of the ad-
dition of a morpheme to the verbal stern. Even though eonstruetion of 
denominal verbs is basically impossible in Arabic linguistic theory, for 
this pro ces the same terminology is used. In this sense, then, the suffix 
-lä 'adds transitivity' or 'governanee' to a noun (cf. 2.3 and 3.3.1). 

The tendency to a morphological analysis leads the author of the 
Margin Grammar to separate ni into two morphemes, nasa marker of 
the objeet and y (i) as an optional strengthening element, equivalent 
to the Arabic partide li. This analysis is based on the fact that ni 
ehanges into n after possessive suffixes of the third person. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSIONS 

INTRODUCI10N 

In this study I have dealt with various of issues relating to Arabic gram-
matical analyis of Turkic. After a general outline in Chapter One, the 
sources were classified according to external and internal evidence in 
Chapter Two. It was established that there is not only internal evidence 
that links Jldräk to Tubfa, the connection between them is also evident 
from the way both works are organised, which is quite similar to that of 
) Abü I:Iayyän's Irtisäf. In this structure, the first division is into the 
domains of lexicology, morphology, and syntax. Allother grammars 
showa different division which is primarily organised according to the 
three elements of speech, no uns, verbs and particles. This division is 
the canonica1 organisation of Arabic grammar. 

In Chapter Three it is shown that the Arab grammarians systemati-
cally followed the principles of Arabic phonology and phonetics in as-
signing labels for velarisation and palatalisation to Turkic words. It was 
pointed out that these labels were assigned for morphologica1 reasons, 
rather than phonetic ones. The main criterion for the assignment of 
the labels is to determine which form of the suffix has to be attached to 
the word in question. An indication for this is the only partial coverage 
of the distinction between front and back suffixes, since sufftxes that 
do not contain any of the distinctive consonants are not indicated as 
either front or back. Turkic consonants and vowels that do not occur 
in Arabic are described with terms used for Arabic allophones. 

In Chapters Four, Five and Six, the most important conclusions are 
that Arabic case is predominantly syntactic whereas most Turkic cases 
are semantic. Furthermore, the Arab grammarians regarded the seman-
tic Turkic case endings basically as particles, although in some cases the 
function of some endings (especially ~ ga) merges with that of a 
marker. The hypothesis I propose is that the Arabic concept of case is 
based on this typologica1 feature. In this chapter more observations are 
advanced on the use and the development of a descriptive model based 
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on syntactic case, followed by some comments on the attribution and 
development oflinguistic concepts. 

1. TURKIC AND ARABIC 

The description of the application of the Arabic model on Turkic, 
forces one to think about the differences and agreements that may ex-
ist between the two languages. Here, various aspects come to one's 
mind, such as for example, definiteness, verbal forms (i.e. the manifold 
non-finite verbal forms ofTurkic), word order, etc .. 

1.1 Case and segmentability 

In Chapter Four 4.1.2, I briefly discussed the fact that segmentability is 
an important element in Arabic theory, although it is of course not ex-
clusively linked with syntactic case. Nevertheless, in order to develop a 
theory based on declension, the ability to distinguish a word from its 
ending is aprerequisite. At an early point in the development of Arabic 
linguistic thinking this important step must have been made. 

The grammarians based their theory on nouns both singular and 
with the socalled broken plurals and imperfect verbs, which take the 
three different endings, which they subsequently correlated with vari-
ous types of governance. In later morphological analyses they at-
tempted to account for instances of verbal and nominal endings that 
do not match the tripartite pattern. Most of these exceptions were as-
sociated with roots whose final consonant is a glide, for which the 
grammarians conceived a set of morphological rules with which they 
could expain the apparent lack of a declensional ending in the surface 
structure. Thus, with the help of the concept of 'underlying structure', 
the grammarians are nearlyalways able to reduce the numerous appar-
ent deviations from the rule to instances of a mere morphologically 
conditioned feature. 

In no instance the fourfold concept of declensional endings was 
given up, not even far the so-called regular forms of the plural and 
dual, which in fact, are highly irregular. The regular plurals have only 
two forms, i.e. the masculine nominal endings -üna NOM/ -ina 
GEN/ ACC, and the feminine -ätun NOM/-ätin GEN/ ACC, and the dual, 
viz. -änil-ayni GEN/ ACe. The opinions of the grammarians differed on 
how these and similar endings should be analysed in further detail 
(although they did agree on how to segment them). In particular, they 
were occupied with the status of /w/ and /y/ in /uwna/ and /iyna/, and 
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/"1 and Iyl in la"ni/ and layni/, respectively (see Chapter Four 1.1.1). 
The starting point in these discussions is the principle that each 
element represents only one meaning, according to which, for in-
stance, Iwl and Iyl cannot not express simultaneously number, case 
and gender.! 

These analyses are based upon and analoguous to those of singular 
nouns and broken plurals which are more easily to segment into word 
and declensional ending. 

1.2 Syntactic case and 'i'räb 

An appropriate point of departure for our study is the very base of 
Arabic grammatica1 theory, i.e. )i(räb. It seems reasonable to presup-
pose that the Arab grammarians applied it to Turkic in exact1y the 
same way as they used it for Arabic. This immediately conjures up the 
question 'what exact1y is )i(räb?'. The answer to this question not only 
has to be in accordance with definitions that do right to Arabic case 
and verbal endings itself, it is also to cover Arabic interpretations of 
Turkic case (and, perhaps verbal endings). Thus, there are three main 
points of attention. In the first place a precise definition of )i (räb in 
Arabic theory. Second, a study of the typologica1 features of Arabic de-
clension which are covered by )i (räb -i.e. Arabic case and verbal end-
ings- and, thirdly, a typologica1 analysis ofTurkic case. 

In the previous chapters of this study I pointed out that in Arabic 
grammar )i(räb is conceived as a set of markers that indicate gover-
nance by other linguistic elements. This definition itself not only 
matches Babby's description of syntactic case on a11 points, there is also 
evidence that Arabic case is, indeed, basically syntactic. The second 
type of case proposed by Babby is semantic case, which does not occur 
in Arabic (if we exclude the semantic use of the accusative). As for 
Turkic, out of its six cases, the genitive, dative, locative and ablative are 
semantic, whereas the accusative is syntactic. In both languages the 
nominative is difficult to classify as either semantic or syntactic, which 
may be a general typologica1 feature of the nominative. 

! Equally impossible, albeit for other reasons, is the assumption that the endings are 
mere lengthenings of their short pendants, i.e. -uni -in and -atunl-atin in the singular 
and broken plural forms of nouns. 
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1.3 Syntactic case as the base of the Arabic concept of)i'räb 

It is not unreasonable to postulate that the Arabic concept of JiCräb is 
based on a language which has exclusively syntactic case-and, inci-
dentally, verbal endings that can be accounted for in similar terms. 
(There are, however, some instances in which Arabic cases can be used 
semantically, see discussion be1ow.)2 For Arabic theory this means on 
the one hand that it has inherent difficulties in analysing semantic case 
in terms oeicräb, not only to inasfar as case is used semantically in 
Arabic (see the various types of optional objects, Chapter Six), but also 
semantic case in other languages. On the other hand, since the theory 
was especially deviced for analyses of syntactic case, Turkic syntactic 
case should be recognised without many difficulties. 

Although at first sight the picture appears somewhat blurred because 
of the differences between pure (mafül ~arib) and non-pure objects 
(mafülgayr ~ari~)-which, in fact, is a useful specification ofthe ob-
ject in the later Arabic linguistic tradition-only the Turkic accusative 
is, indeed, described in similar terms as the Arabic cases. 

The semantic cases of Turkic are quite straightforwardly considered 
equivalent to Arabic particles. Or, in different terms, it is impossible to 
incorporate Turkic semantic case in the concept of Ji'räb. Such an in-
terpretation is impossible, since there would then be no governor to 
account for their occurrence; the the endings of Ji 'räb are mere mark-
ers of governance, never governors themselves. 

The absence of a governor from the surface level is apparently more 
serious than that of a declensional marker. Markers can easily be omit-
ted from the surface level, or merge for (mor)phonological reasons, 
whereas without governors the whole structure becomes meaningless. It 
appears that governors are primary to markers (cf. az-ZaggägI in 'Ila~ 
Versteegh 1995:95ff.). 

1.4 Syntactic case and underlying structure 

As we have seen, traditional grammar is basically semantically oriented, 
whereas modern linguistic theories, such as the Government and 
Binding theory and Case Theory, tend to analyse case in syntactic 
terms. In the latter theories, syntactic relations between linguistic ele-
ments are described in terms of government on a theoretical level, 

2 It goes, of course, too far to claim that a theory based on a language with almost ex-
du sively syntactic case should inevitably develop a concept of case that only admits syn -
tactic case. 
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which determine the shape of the surface structure. Whether or not 
case endings in fact appear in the surface structure is, in this type of ar-
gumentation, of secondary importance. On this abstract level case is 
also posited for languages that do not have case in surface structure, 
such as, for example, English. One could say that the concept of an 
abstract level is a very useful, if not indispensible aspect of any theory 
that posits governance relations between syntactic elements. 

Similar statements can be made for Arabic theory. The concept of 
an underlying level, taqdir, permits the grammarians to posit gover-
nance relations between elements even though their effect might be 
not visible on the surface level. Whether or not the markers of gover-
nance appear in the surface structure can is discussed in less basic mor-
phonologica1 terms. The grammarians did differ in their opinions of, 
for example, which meanings are to be assigned to segments of certain 
verbal and nominal endings (see Capter Four 4.1.2, and 1.3 below), 
but as a rule they agreed on the basic concepts of four types of gover -
nance and how governance is indicated. 

When giving an analysis of those aspects in a foreign language the 
concept of an underlying structure is very useful too (although the Arab 
grammarians actually never claimed universal application of their 
model). With the underlying level one is able to account for unusual 
word sequences, awkward morphological forms and the absence of 
markers of governance without adapting the model to the new lan-
guage. It allows one to analyse the foreign syntax and morphology ac-
cording to a familiar model without having to seek recourse in weak ad 
hoc interpretations. There is no need to discuss or redefine matters 
such as governance and related subjects, because theyare already exten-
sively dealt with in regular grammatica1 treatises. For instance, it does 
not really matter which marker the object takes on the surface level, as 
long as it can be attributed to a type of governance that yields a similar 
distribution as the one attibuted to Arabic verbs. 

Indeed, only in instances in which the original model does not have 
any solutions, simply because they do not occur in the language on it is 
based, such as when a governing element or a marker of govenance ap-
pear on unexpected positions (or with averbs they pever occur with in 
Arabic), when two governors appear in a sequence, or when verbs ap-
parently have governing capacities Arabic verbs do not have, problems 
do arise. It is in the analyses of these aspects of Turkic that the sources 
give different solutions, and each of them is plausible within the Arabic 
model. 
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This procedure is not unlike what happens in modern linguistic the-
ory. Originally exelusive1y based on English, its general rules are con-
stantly adapted based on new data from languages that had not been 
analysed in this way before. The main difference between the two the-
ories are, of course, their respective goals. The aim of modern linguis-
tics is eventua1ly to build a theory with universal validity, whereas the 
Arabic grammarians did not have such aspirations. 

1.5 Semantic case and governance 

Thus ifwe accept that governance is the only way to account for mor-
phologica1 syntactic case, a theory which is based on this is likely to 
have a certain concept of governance. Even if the cases have no mor-
phologica1 realisation, such a theory may have its merits (although it is 
unable to satisfactorily account for semantic case; cf. Babby 1991:2 
n.3). Conversely, semantic concepts are oflittle use for analyis of syn-
tactic case. In this respect I refer to the attempts of Hje1mslev (1972), 
Lyons (1971) and Jakobson (in Waugh and Halle 1984) to describe 
case in general abstract semantic terms, e.g. 

Un cas, comme une forme linguistique en general, ne signifie pas 
plusieurs choses differentes; il signifie une chose, il porte une seule no-
tion abstraite dont on peut deduire les emplois concrets (Hjelmslev 
1972:85). 

and 

Although each case of the noun was given a label suggestive of at least 
one ofits principal semantic functions ( ... ), it was impossible to give a 
satisfactory general definition of case itself in semantic terms ... (Lyons 
1971:289). 

Western grammar developed models in order to show theoretica1links 
between these abstract notions, among which the semantic concept of 
'direction' was taken as a base. From this point of view the dative case 
expresses a movement toward the subject, an ablative a movement di-
rected from the subject, and a locative would convey a rest. The ideal 
was to link each theoretica1 case to a single meaning. Such an ideal, 
however, is difficult to achieve, since, as we have seen, not all cases can 
be satisfactorily explained in semantic terms.3 

3 Babby (1991:2) already refers to the different ways semantic case is used in lan-
guage; in addition I would suggest that in some languages semantic cases can be used 
syntactically, and vice versa, whereas this use may be restricted in others. 
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2. CONCEPTS 

It seems safe enough to assume that the concepts applied in the de-
scriptions of Turkic are exactly the ones developed in the Arabic lin-
guistic tradition. Indeed, there are no significant differences in struc-
ture and style from regular works on Arabic, and therefore, one should 
be careful in attributing special insights to their authors. 

2.1 Adoption o[ other concepts 

In previous studies Mal].müd al-Käsgari and Abü I:Iayyän al-'Andalusi, 
the compilers of D"iwän and Kitäb al-Jldräk, respectively, have been 
atributed other or better knowledge than that of their contemporaries. 
However, the sole scientific framework they and all other scholars 
knew was the Arabic tradition; it formed the very basis of their linguis-
tic insights and their only starting point to describe language. 4 Unlike 
the modern western scholar who can choose among a variety of models 
to apply in certain studies, and who is able to understand the pros and 
cons of a given approach, it is difficult to imagine Arabic grammarians 
such as Käsgari and Abü I:Iayyän pondering on the most suitable theo-
retical framework for the description of Turkic. True, they did had a 
profound knowledge of foreign languages and scripts, but this fact 
alone may not necessarily have brought them to abandon their schol-
arly concepts. In the case of Arabic linguistics this is even less likely be-
cause of the religious associations with linguistic studies. 5 

2.2 Development o[ new concepts 

Concepts of syntactic functions are only developed if there is a need to 
do so. For example, the concept 'indirect object' is not needed if both 
indirect and direct object are marked with the same marker, such as in 
Arabic. The marker of both objects can be accounted for by positing 
governance of the verb, affecting both of them in the same way. 
Different markers, though, are linked to a different function, such as u 
for the agent (fä(;il), and a for the object (mafül), respective1y. 

In Chapter Six we have shown that the Arabic grammarians found 
that in Turkic objects are marked differently, a fact that they relate to 

4 It goes without saying, however, that within the framework of Arabic linguistic each 
author could exert his creativity in the application of the instruments supplied. 

5 The question of whether or not the Arabic tradition as a whole was influenced by 
Greek or Syriac grammaticai thinking (for Greek influence see, e.g., Versteegh 1977) is 
yet another matter. 
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the way the objects are governed. Thus they related ni to the direct ob-
ject, and gä!~ä to the object that in Arabic is transitive by means of a 
partide. 6 In later Arabic theory these objects are distinguished too, even 
in cases in which the partide is absent from the surface structure. In 
some instances, as with the verb Ja 'tä 'he gave', though, gä!~ä marks 
the object without the possibility to refer to adeleted partide, and the 
combination of both notions brings them-at least ) Abü I:Iayyän-
very dose to positing a new kind of object, perhaps what in our system 
is called an 'indirect object'. One could say that that there is a 
beginning of a trend to extend the concept of object. The same can be 
said of the possessive ending, which is regarded as a mere marker of the 
possessive rather than a possessive pronoun. 

Notwithstanding all insights, it quite unlikely that ) Abü I:Iayyän 
applied these new concept to Arabic as well. In his view and that of all 
other scholars of his time, the descriptive model they used for Arabic 
was not in want of any modifications or new concepts: it already per-
fect1y suited its goals. 

2.3 A transferred concept of language varieties 

A common point in all sources is the reference to the Turkic language 
as turkiyya, which is often contrasted with other variants ofTurkic. 1he 
sources that were compiled during the Mamlük period (Qawänin, 
Jldräk, Tubfa, Targumän, Bulga) especially mention Oguz, which they 
call turkmäniyya, while the features of turkiyya itself seem to point at a 
Western Qipeaq language. In Sugür it is called al-Iuga at-turkiyya al-
'utmäniyya, and the same source refers to the language described by 
) Abü I:Iayyän as tatariyya. KäsgarI uses the term turkiyya too, but in re-
spect to bäqäniyya. All this is quite confusing: each author has his own 
preference. 

The attitude towards Turkic points to a preference for one di-
alectllanguage in particular which each author considers the 'real' 
Turkic. One could say that turkiyya has the status of a prestigious vari-
ant, and the attitude towards it is comparable to the approach to 
Classical Arabic in treatises on Arabic, which is, needless to say, held in 
very high esteem against less prestigious dialectal variants. In terms of 
concepts one could say that the concept of a 'pure', prestigious lan-
guage versus non-prestigious variants is applied to the linguistic situa-

6 The fact that verbs which govern by means of a particle in the later linguistic tradi-
tion are regarded as transitive is already an important extension of the concepts of 
transitivity and object. 
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tion of Turkic peoples (whether or not it is a genuinely reflection of 
the same is quite a different question). 

The sources indeed displayanormative attitude in which words and 
forms are given as 'correct' turkiyya. In Qawänin the preference for 
turkiyya is accompanied by severe warnings against the use of turk-
mäniyya (cf. Chapter Two 1.5). In many cases the subjective prefer-
ences of the compilers or those of their informants may have played a 
role in the decision of whether or not to assign to a given word or form 
the label turkiyya (and hence 'correct'). At least in one fourteenth cen-
tury source (~dräk), turkiyya in some instances refers to typica11y 
Qipeaq forms and to Oguz in others (although in general the Qipeaq 
forms seem to be preferred). In most cases words and forms explicitly 
labe1ed as either Qipeaq or Oguz can indeed be identified as such. 
Neverthe1ess, in spite of this seeming precision, it is not exactlY dear 
what the terms qibgäqiyya and turkmäniyya in reality stand for, and 
with which modern languages theyare re1ated. For this is necessary to 
develop a set of linguistic and lexical criteria to distinguish between 
Qipeaq and Oguz. 

3. THE COMPlLATION OF TURKIC GRAMMARS 

There is one issue which has not been dealt with so far, i.e. the motiva-
tion of each compiler for writing a grammar of Turkic. This subject is 
re1ated to two matters. First, the readership, and the way the grammars 
are conceived as didactical instruments, and, secondly, the interest in 
compiling manuals ofTurkic. 

3.1 The readership 

To start with the first point, Sugür is set up as a didactic instrument 
(cf. Chapter Two 1.7), and as such it stands in a tradition in which 
word lists of Ottoman, Arabic and Persian were especially developed 
for learners of those languages. With Diwän KäsgarI probably intended 
to show his fellow scholars that in many respects Turkic can compete 
with Arabic. In regard to the other sources, however, the intended goal 
can be deduced less easily. The grammatical treatises compiled in 
Mamlük times provide a complete means to learn a language (a word 
list, morphology [in ~dräkl and an elaborate discussion of syntax). 
Although the purposes for their compilation may to some extent have 
been didactic, this is not explicit in the structure of the works, which 
points in the first place to a profound scholarly interest. 
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In Chapter Two I pointed out that the manuals are set up like regu-
lar studies of Arabic grammar, dealing with issues that are familiar to 
the Arabic scholar. In this way, the grammars take features of Arabic as 
starting points, rather than giving a gradual introduction to the new 
language. The fact that the Arabic linguistic tradition itself was initi-
ated in reaction to mistakes committed by new (and old) members of 
the Islamic community does not automatically imply that special 
learners' grammars were also developed. On the contrary, one might 
say, the contents of Arabic linguistic manuals are usually quite compli-
cated and deal with highly abstract matters. The necessity ofhaving or 
developing a special didactic approach for second language learners 
probably did not exist as a concept in the minds of the compilers. 
Instead, they structured their grammars ofTurkic according to the fa-
miliar patterns of Arabic linguistic treatises, leaving basic complicated 
concepts, such as underlying structure and governance without any 
reference. Apart from the fact that the readership must have been suf-
ficiently acquainted with these issues, works of this type are indeed 
hardly the place to discuss or even elaborate new theories. Furthermore, 
it is hardly conceivable to envisage any need or intention on the part of 
the Arab grammarians to learn from descriptions of other languages in 
order to improve their descriptive model. 

3.2 The interest in Turkic 

With regard to the second point, for 5ugür and Diwän, again, reasons 
for compilation can be found in the historical context. Diwän was 
compiled at a time in which Turkic peoples played important political 
roles, while 5ug.ür dates from Ottoman times, in which Ottoman 
Turkish, which already had a flourishing literature, served as the main 
language of official communication. Furthermore, the Turkic gram-
mars that date from Mamlük times can easily be related to the ruling 
dass in Cairo, which was of Turkic origin and which was constantly 
strengthened with new young recruits from Central Asia. However, 
there were almost no direct relations between the arabophone popula -
tion which was largely illiterate, on the one hand, and the military aris-
tocracy on the other. Between these two layers in Mamlük society 
stood - more or less isolated as well- the dass of the c-ulamä) (see, 
for example, Haarmann 1988), which to a large extent consisted of de-
scendants of the Mamlüks. Children of Mamlük soldiers and Arab 
wornen were usually kept outside the military establishment. Neverthe-
less, they were given a good education, and, as a result, some of them 
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must have known both Turkic and Arabic at a high level. This situation 
itself did not immediately call for manuals of Turkic, but it does not 
seem too far-fetched to suppose that so me members of this dass of 
'ulamä) combined both the practical knowledge and theoretical 
linguistic background that were needed for the compilation of 
grammars ofTurkic.7 Scholarly interest shown by non-Turkic 'ulamä) 
may have been the main inducement to put down this knowledge in 
writing. It is interesting that this resulted in a 'boom' of grammars in 
the 13th and 14th centuries. 

One could release this study from the rather tight bonds of linguistics, 
put it in a more general context, and regard it as areport on the way 
descriptive tools or concepts are applied to other issues than they were 
originally developed for. Then its issue would become the degree of 
flexibility in people's concepts in a general sense, or rather how flexible 
people are when it comes to describing the habits of people with differ-
ent bellefs or cultural backgrounds. 8 In this respect one could concen-
trate on rellgious aspects, but also approach the matter from a sociolog-
ica1 perspective. 9 This leads to yet another question, namely to what 
extent people are aware that they perceive reality from within a certain 
framework. The description of foreign languages with a model that has 
been developed for another language is only one of the many possible 
approaches. 

7 In this context, the fact that ) Abü I:Iayyän, who was not ofTurkic origin, succeeded in 
mastering so many languages is even more surprising. 

8 For discussions ofthe religious practices ofJews as described by Muslim theolo-
gians, cf. Adang (1993). 

9 In this sense the accounts by Ibn ijaldün, Ibn Banüta, and al-Gäl:ti~ have already 
served as sources for alarge number ofWestern studies (to mention only some as a ref-
erence, art. Diu8lräfiyä byTaeschner in EI2; Miquel1967-88; Lewis 1990). 
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PARTTWO 

TRANSLATION OF 

) ABÜ I:IAYYÄN AL-) ANDALUSI'S 

KITÄB AL- )IDRÄK LI -LISÄN AL-)ATRÄK 





INTRODUCTION 

More than a decade ago, I reckoned it would be 'convenient' to have a 
Dutch translation of Kitäb al-Idräk. I intended to append the transla-
tion to the MA thesis which, at the time, I was preparing at the 
University ofNijmegen. After graduating, in the summer of 1988, it 
seemed an equally 'logical step' to start translating the text into English 
in anticipation of engaging in a Ph.D. research project on Arabic 
grammars of Turkic. Naturally, I had very much underestimated the 
effort this enterprise would demand. My Dutch translation turned out 
to be completely mistaken at many points, not to mention the 
numerous new problems of interpretation and translation of Arabic 
terminology which I was confronted with. 

Without any hesitation, I sent the first drafts of my work to my su-
pervisor, Kees Versteegh, then director ofthe Netherlands' Institute in 
Cairo, who must have been quite surprised to find them in his mail. He 
managed to find the time for writing detailed comments on virtually 
all aspects of the translation and sent them to me. Later on, when I 
was preparing my Ph.D. thesis, on more than one occasion Prof. 
Versteegh and I had the opportunity to discuss passages from Idräk 
again. 

Even though he always maintains that his students should not 
explicitly thank him for his advice, I nevertheless would like to express 
my gratitude for his help and encouragement without which it would 
have been impossible indeed to translate this complicated text. Any 
mistakes are, of course, my OWll. 

The present text has no further pretensions than to give a reliable and 
readable translation of )Abü J:Iayyän al-)Andalusi's Kitäb al-Idräk li-
Lisän al-)Aträk. Although Idräk also contains a large Turkic-Arabic vo-
cabulary, the present translation is limited to the second and third sec-
tions on morphology and syntax, respectively. Information about the 
author, )Abü J:Iayyän al-)Andalusi, and the context of al-)Idräkin the 
Arabic linguistic tradition is given in Part One of this book. 

In the translation references are given to two manuscripts and their 
edition by CaferogIu (1931). The first and most important manuscript 
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is the Velieddin ms 2896 (Beyazlt National Library, abbreviated VD), 
and the second is the istanbul Üniversitesi Halis Efendi ms 6597 
(Süleymaniyye Library, abbreviated iÜ). References to page numbers in 
Caferoglu's edition are not preceded byany abbreviation. I checked 
Caferoglu's edition against both manuscripts, and my conclusion is 
that apart from some minor points (such as occasionally omitted 
hamzas) it is a reliable reflection ofthe text as it appears in VD. 

In some respects, Kitäb al- )Idräk could be characterised as a rather 
dry but solid grammatical description of Turkic. There are almost no 
references to Arabic grammar, nor is there hardly any elaboration on 
the principles on which the author based his desscription. In fact, for a 
study of > Abü I:!ayyän's theories on grammar his Irtisäf, Manhag or 
even his ta/sir, al-Ba~r al-mu~it might be more appropriate choices. 
Nevertheless, I believe that the text in all its conciseness is as accurate 
as a fourteenth-century professional linguist in the Arabic tradition 
could write it; a grammar of a foreign language is not the place to 
discuss matters that relate to the describing model. The basis of the 
model is still Arabic, and any discussion of elaboration of the model 
should be related to that language. 

The present translation may of interest for arabists in order to have 
an insight into how exactly the Arabic linguistic model is applied to 
foreign words and morphemes. Turcologists may be pleasantly sur-
prised with the linguistic insights > Abü I:!ayyän displays as a non-native 
speaker in his descriptions, even though those are not necessarily iden-
tical with ours, and through them get a better understanding of four-
teenth-century Turkic. The translation mayenable generallinguists to 
more easily compare the Arabic descriptive model with other linguistic 
traditions. For more details on > Abü I:!ayyän's analyses of Turkic the 
reader is referred to the first part of this book. 

I have attempted to give translations for Arabic words and terminology 
that are as unified as possible. For example, 'equivalent' translates 
murädifbut also the verbs rädafa, and other derived forms. Likewise, 
'indicates', 'indicator' and the like are translations of daläla, däll or 
yadullu. In some instances, especially inasfar as more technical 
terminology is concerned, apt translations were difficult to find. For 
example, in Idräk the regular term used for 'present tense' is the 
mu4äri~. In many instances, though, > Abü I:!ayyän applies the term fi1 
al-~äl or, elliptically, al-~äl. Here confusion with the ~äl, here trans-
lated as 'circumstantial expression', is likely to occur. Therefore, wher-
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ever 'present tense' translates bäl, the original Arabic is given in a label 
in the text. i 

As translations of the Arabic terms used for the 'declensional' end-
ings I have chosen the terms 'accusative' for na~b and 'genitive' for 
garr. The term rar, nor the verbal pendants of these terms occur in the 
text. Furthermore, I choose to translate ~arf as 'locative' (folIowing 
Talmon 1997), although lamaware that this might add to the termi-
nological confusion.ii 

For a better comprehension of the text two further remarks may be 
appropriate. In the first place, the ) Abü l;Iayyän quite often states that 
a certain feature in verbs (such as, e.g., the addition of the Turkic pas-
sive suffix) is used in the present, future and past tenses alike. The rea-
son that he keeps repeating this point is that in Arabic this type of 
adaptations typically takes place inside the root of the verb rather than 
suffIxed to a verbal stern. Examples are, e.g., k-t-b 'the root write': 
kataba - kutiba - kätaba 'he wrote' - 'it was written' - 'he correspond-
ed', etc .. Accordingly, all tenses have conjugations in the present and 
imperative that differ according to the voice of the verb, e.g., yaktubu 
'he writes' - yuktabu 'it is being written' - yukätibu 'he is correspond-
ing'. Furthermore, the Arabic tradition does not have a concept of 
'stern', and hence the sometimes akward use of different terms (nafs 
al-kalima, )a~l al-kalima) by the author. Second, in some of his mor-
phological analyses ) Abü l;Iayyän applies other Arabic morphological 
principles. For example, whenever in so-called 'lengthened vowels' are 
involved, they must be understood as combinations of (i) fatba+)alif 
la"/, (ü) tjamma+wäw luw/, or (i) kasra+yäJ liy/, respectively.Only 
then expressions such as "as substitution of Jalifwith yäJ>' make sense. 

A different problem was to find apt translations of ethnonyms that 
refer to Turkic peoples, such as JAträk, Qibgäq and Turkmän. I chose to 
translate them with 'Turks', 'Qipeaq' and 'Oguz', respectively. Argu-
ments for the proposed translations here are given in Part One, Chap-
ter One. 
In the text additional information that might facilitate reading is given 
between brackets. For example, I have included the Arabic originals of 
all exemplifying phrases and sentences, and original Arabic technical 
terms are inserted where they appear first and in other instances where 
it may be useful to know which term is used. 

i At ZaggäSi's time (appr. 670 - appr. 350) the term fi<l al-Qäl was still controversial 
(cf. Versteegh, 1995: 145 and 207). 

ii Carter (1981) uses "space/time qualifier", Owens (1988, 1990) "circumstantial 
words" and Versteegh (1995) "adjunct". 
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The translation of the exemplifying sentences is based on the Arabic 
examples; where no Arabic version is given by the author, of if this is 
apparently incorrect, a direct translation from the Turkic is provided 
between rectangular brackets. For sake of convenience, Turkic mor-
phemes are separated from each other by means of a dot, except if they 
were already written separate in the Arabic text, in which case they are 
separated by aspace. The translation starts with ) Abü I:Iayyän's intro-
duction to the work and then continues with the part on morpholoyg 
and syntax. The fIrst part, the Turkic-Arabic word list is skipped. All 
chapters and paragraphs have been numbered in order to facilitate 
searching and reference. 
As pointed out above, there are three versions of the text, i.e. two 
manuscripts, i.e. the Veli ed-Din MS (VD) and the University of 
Istanbul MS (iÜ). The third is CaferogIu's edition based on both. The 
three versions re1ate to each other in the following manner: 

ed. CaferogIu ...... VD ...... iü 
11. Morphology ......................................................... 101 ...... 32v ...... 46v 

III. The rules to which the word is subject ................ 104 ...... 34r ...... sor 
1. The diminutive ..................................................... 105 ...... 34v ...... sor 
2. The reference ........................................................ 106 ...... 34v ...... sOv 
3. The plural ............................................................. 106 ...... 3sr ...... SIr 
4. The active participle .............................................. 106 ...... 3sr ...... SIr 
5. The intensive form ofthe active participle ........... 107 ...... 3sv ...... s2r 

6. The addition for the superlative ............................ 107 ...... 3sv ...... s2r 

7. The passive participle ............................................ 107 ...... 36r ...... s2v 

S. The verbal noun ................................................... lOS ...... 36r ...... s3r 

9. The noun ofplace ................................................ 109 ...... 36v ...... s4r 

10. The instrument .................................................. 109 ...... 36v ...... s4r 

11. The manner ........................................................ 109 ...... 37 ...... s4r 

12. The destination .................................................. 109 ...... 37 ...... s4v 

13. The particle oftransfer and transitivity .............. 110 ...... 37 ...... s4v 

14. The consonant of the passive-reflexive form ...... 110 ...... 3r ...... ssr 
15. The consonant ofthe medio-passive form ......... 110 ...... 3r ...... ssr 
16. The consonant of reciprocity ............................. 111 ...... 3 r ...... ssv 
17. The consonant of the imperfeet tense ............... 111 ...... 37v ...... ssv 
lS. The consonant ofthe past tense ........................ 111 ...... 3Sr ...... ssv 
IV ............................................................................. 111 ...... 3Sr ...... s6r 

19. Theaddition ....................................................... 111 ...... 3Sr ...... s6r 

20. The [phonologica1] substitution ......................... 116 ...... 4P ...... 61r 

21. The elision .......................................................... 117 ...... 42r ...... 61v 
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22. The transfer of the vowel .................................... 117 ...... 42r ...... 61 v 

23. The assimilation ................................................. 117 ...... 42r ...... 62r 

V 
24. The mIes of construction ................... ; ............... 117 ..... ,42r ...... 62r 

25. The undetermined and the determined word .... 118 ..... ,4ZV ...... 6ZV 
26. The verb .............................................................. 120 ...... 44r ...... 65r 

27. The topic and the predicate ................................ 122 ...... 45v ...... 66v 

28. The copulative verbs ........................................... 123 ...... 46r ...... 6r 
29. Chapter on kaskä and its sisters .......................... 127 ...... 48r ...... 70v 

30. Chapter on 'uranla·di, ~agm·di and bil·di ....... 128 ...... 48v ...... 72r 

31. The verb and the agent ....................................... 129 ...... 49' ...... 7ZV 
32. The negation in the verb .................................... 130 ...... 49V ...... 73v 

33. The interrogative ................................................ 131 ...... 50r ...... 74v 

34. The prohibition .................................................. 133 ...... 51v ...... 77 
35. The replacing agent ............................................ 133 ...... 51v ...... 77 

VI The verb's conditions with regard 
to optional parts of the sentence ........................ 134 ...... 52r ...... 78r 

36. The verbal noun ................................................. 134 ...... 52r ...... 78v 

37. The locative oftime ............................................ 135 ...... 52v ...... 78v 

38. The locative of place ........................................... 135 ...... 5ZV ...... 79' 
39. The circumstantial expression ............................ 137 ...... 53v ...... 80v 

40. The direct object ................................................. 139 ...... 55r ...... 82r 

41. Connection ofthe active participle 
to the direct object.. ........................................... 140 ...... 55v ...... 83r 

42. The connection of the pass. 
participle to the direct object ............................. 141 ...... 56r ...... 84r 
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44. The object ofreason ........................................... 141 ...... 56v ...... 84v 

45. The concomitant object ..................................... 142 ...... 57 ...... 85r 

46. The excepted ...................................................... 142 ...... 57 ...... 85v 

47. The specification ................................................ 143 ...... sr ...... 86r 

48. The competing regency ...................................... 144 ...... 58v ...... 87 
49. The annexation .................................................. 144 ...... 58v ...... 87 
50. The oath ............................................................. 146 ...... 59r ...... 88r 

51. The annexation without a particle ..................... 146 ...... 59v ...... 88v 

52. The appositions .................................................. 147 ...... 60v ...... 90r 

53. The conjunction ................................................. 149 ...... 60v ...... 92r 

54. The corroborative ............................................... 151 ...... 62v ...... 93r 

55. The [syntacticl substitution ................................ 151 ...... 63r ...... 94r 
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TRANSLATION OF 
KITÄB AL-IDRÄK U-uSÄN AL-JA1RÄK 

INTRODUCTION 

<5> In the name of God the merciful, the Compassionate, 

5 0 Lord, help us, Thou Respectable, 

The wise, dilligent and precise worker, the learned grammarian that 
sets example, 'Atir ad-Din 'Abü I:Iayyän Mul).ammad ibn Yüsuf ibn 
'Ali ibn Yüsuf ibn I:Iayyän al-'Andalusi the Säfi'ite, immigrant in the 
Land ofEgypt -may God protect it and cherish it- said: 

10 "Praise be to God Who is praised in alilanguages, Who is free from 
signs of imperfection, Who comprises the good and beneficience of all 
creatures, Who has endowed the world of man with reason. Prayer be 
upon him whom were given all elements of speech and revelation, who 
was sent to the nations with the best of religions, who was preferred 

15 above the rest of common people, kings and ghosts: Mul).ammad, the 
Guide to the path of delight. [Prayer be upon] his good kind, the first 
ones to be guided and to believe. May He be merciful with his compan-
ions, the supporters of the just and the suppressors of the unjust. 

The precise knowledge of every language is obtained by knowledge of 
20 three things: the first are the meanings of all simple words, which is 

called 'lexicology' (ilm al-luga). The second are the rules of those 
simple words before their construction, which is called 'morphology' 
(ilm at-t~rif). The third are the rules in case of a construction, which 
is called by those that speak about the Arabic language: 'syntax' (Um 

25 an-na~w ). 
I have already written and compiled a large number ofbooks on the 

science of the language of the Arabs: Kitäb at-Taqrib, Kitäb al-
Mubdi~ al-Mawfür, Gäya al-I~sän wa-Nukat al-I;Iisän, Kitäb at-
Tadrib and other scientific works that please the ear and honour the 

30 paper. 
The purpose of this book is to record a large part of the language of 

the Turks in lexicography, morphology and syntax. I registered this 
language consonant by consonant and arranged the lexicographical 
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part about according to the consonants of the alphabet in the Turkic 
language. In this book I first mention the Turkic word <6> and its 
equivalent (murädifihä) in the Arabic language. After this follow mor-
phology and syntax. 

5 What is in it of lexicography is taken from those I confide in with 
regard to the transfer [of knowledge]; I may have used a strange ar-
rangement and peculiar summarisations. As to what is in it of mor-
phology and syntax, I have not followed a [known] method but I ex-
tracted what was known latent by investigating and questioning. I 

10 reached with a nice attainment the best of goals and I gained with 
many questions the widest search and goal. 

I have harvested the sweet fruits ofheavenly inspiration from the or-
chards of this language. I extracted precious pearls from the width of 
knowing it, the objects of utmost desire. In this respect I reached my 

15 goal of compiling a book on this language; thus I attained a great succes 
in the competition [of compiling books on Turkic]. 

Therefore I entitled my book 'Book for the Comprehension of the 
Language of the )AträlC. 1 I put a sign for what is paIatalised (q), one for 
what is velarised (b), one for what is mixed (5). I also put a sign for 

20 what is transferred from the language ofthe Persians (t) and from that 
ofthe Oguz2 (turkmän) (t), i.e. what I found suitable for my book. 

I found disagreement among people talking in the language of the 
Turks in that they add or elide a consonant, or change a vowel in an -
other, vocalise a silent consonant or silence a vocalised consonant 

25 etcetera. Know that these are variants among them in this language, for 
much of this language has changed in these realms, du(! to the mingling 
with arabicised peoples and other foreigners. 

I divided my book into three parts: the first part deals with the lexi-
cology, the second part with morphology and the third part deals with 

30 with syntax." 

1 :>rdräk also means 'competition; the reaching or attainment of a goal'. 
2 In this translation, turkmän and related adjective turkmäni are translated as 'Oguz'. 

The use of'Turcoman' is too strongly associated with present-day Turkmen; this asso-
ciation was probably not intended by the author. 



<101> <VD 3ZV,I> 

11 MORPHOLOGY 

1. [Morphology (~rij) means] knowiedge of the rules of a word 
(kalima) before its conjunction (tarläb) with another word. 

5 2. The word consists of the consonants (~urüf) of the alphabet. In 
thislanguage (lisän)the alphabet has twenty-three consonants, i.e. the 
hamza, the pure (yäli~a) b, the mixed (maJüba) b, the t, the pure g, the 
mixed g, the d, the r, the z, the 5, the 5, the ~, the {, the g, the q, the 
pure k, the Bedouin k, (badawiyya) the " the m, the pure n, the post-

10 palatal n (yaysümiyya), the w and the y. If you fmd in a word another 
consonant than these, know that the word is not Turkic but trans-
ferred from [another] Ianguage into this, e.g. )a.bsam, farman, fir-
isti ·lär and kulaf and others. 

3. The word is an utterance (qawl), or rather what is intended by the 
15 utterance. The utterance is created (mawfjü') to indicate a meaning, 

namelya noun (ism), a verb (fi1) and a particle (~if). 
4. The noun is uniradical ea~ädJ), biradical (tunä-1), triradical 

C:tuläfi), tetraradical (rubä Ci) or pentaradical (Yumäsi). 
5. The uniradical noun is vocalised (muta~arrik) with u (tjamma), a 

W (fa*a) orwith i (kasra), e.g., ~ü. and yä and gI. The consonants (~urüf) 
following [the vocal signs] are a Iengthening eiSbä') and are no part of 
the root. All three weak consonants (~urüJ al-madd wa-l-lin) [sc. JaliJ, 
wand y] are like this; none of them is part of the root in this Ianguage 
(luga) ; they all arise from the lengthening of the vowels (Jisbä' al-

lS ~arakät). 
6. The biradical noun: logically (al-qisma al- 'aqliyya) there are 

twelve possibilities (qism), all ofwhich are used: Ja' like san3 andfi'like 
kim, fu' like yuz, Ja 'u like qapu, Ja 'a Iike )ara, Ja 'i like )ari, tu 'u like 
)urü., fi~ like bitt, Ju 'a like buga, fi'a like qi~ä, fi'u Iike bisü., tu 'i like 

30 tuJ.i.4 

7. The triradical noun: logically there are many possibilities, of which 
twenty-six are used: Ja 'llike )ard, fi 'llike ~irt, Ju 'llike kurt, Ja 'lä like 
bargä, Ja 'lä like ~agn:, Ja 'lü Iike qargu, Ja 'alä like yara~ä, Ja 'au Iike 

3 The method of using consonantal patterns is, of course, a basic point in Arabic lin-
guistic theory. The patterns can be reflected as follows (random examples): Ja< R1aR 2 / 

CAc,fi~RliR2R3/ clcc,fo<alüRluR~3U/ CUCACU fo~ul RluR2~uR4/ CUCCUC,etc. 
4 Note that the author, in agreement with his preceding remark, does not distinguish 

between the reflection of long and short vowels in the script. Instead, he used the same 
basic patterns. 
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tarazi, faC"alü like )ayakü <102> fiC"lä like sirkä, <VD 33r> fi"ltlike 
dirki, fi C"lü like )ingü, tu C"lä like )uzkä, tu "lü like kupru, tu "li like bukri, 
fuC"lü like )uyurü, tuC"alü like buqawu, fiC"alü like bil~ü, faC"allike 
)atak, fa C"il like )adik, fa C"ullike kazug, fu C"allike kuzak, fu C"ullike 

5 )uzum, fi C"illike kigit, fi C"allike kisan and fi C"ullike diluk. 
8. The tetraradical noun: logically there are many possibilities, of 

which twenty-three are used: fa C"lallike )atmak, tu C"lullike bursuq, fi C"lil 
like äbgiq, tu C"lallike )ugmaq, fi C"lallike bizkak, fi C"lullike kirbuk, fa C"lil 
like baltir, fa C"lullike taSqun, tu C"alul like )uragat, fa C"ilil like )anilik, 

10 fu C"alullike )uyanuq, fu C"ulallike )uyukan, fa C"alul like babaguk, 
fa C"alallike faragan, tu C"alillike bUfariq, fi C"alillike bilazik, fi C"alallike 
ciganaq, fi C"ilillike )isillik, fi C"illä like )isirgä, fi C"illi like )ikindi, fa C"illi 
like )alingi, fu C"ulIä like supur~ä, fa C"ullä like faqurga, fa C"allü like 
qaraldü, tu C"ullü like quburgü, tu C"ullilike quyungi, fa C"lilä like qatirgä, 

15 tu C"lalä like qurbagä, fa C"lali like sapsapi, fu C"lali like qulnagi, tu "lalü 
like qunrawü, fa C"lalü like damrakü, fa C"illlike sakird. 

9. The pentaradical noun: logically there are many possibilities, of 
which twenty-three are used: fa C"lalallike )arqataq, fu C"lalallike )urm-
agak, fi C"lalallike firtalan, fa C"lilillike yaltirik, fa C"lalullike eatlawuk, 

20 fa C"lalillike qaftaliq, fu C"lulullike müStuluq <103>, fa C"lulullike yal-
durum, fi C"lalallike bildaraq, <VD 33V> fa C"allallike )araslan, tu C"ullal 
like )ufurmaq, Ju C"ullullike )ugurguq, Ja C"ullallike )agudaq, Ja C"illal 
like )agingag, fu C"allillike yuzarlik,5 Ja C"illillike yagirliq, fu C"allullike 
cuwalduz, fiC"illallike sibildaq, fu C"ullillike tuqurgm, fa C"allullike 

25 tagarguq, fa C"lullä like qabturgä, Ja C"ulIulä like qamurfugä and 
fa C"allali like kasaltaki. 

10. They use nouns consisting of six consonants (sudäsi), although 
those are few, and some of them are in accordance with the following 
patterns: fi C"lillillike bildirgin, fa C"illilal like cagiltilaq, fa C"lillallike sal-

30 kingak, fi C"allalallike faringaqan, fi C"lullul like qilquyruq, fa C"ullulul 
like kamulduruk, tu C"lullallike )u1turqag. These are the nouns of six 
radicals that need to be studied6 and analysed (istiqäq) in order to dis-
cover whether they are compound (murakkaba) or simple (basita). 
Some of the words which are clearly7 compound, are qilquyruq, which 

35 is composed of qil which means 'hair' (ru-saC"r) and quyruq which 
means 'tail' (@anab), and faringiqan, which is a composition of fari 
which means 'yellow' ea~far) and ciqan 'yellow colour' (lawn )~far). 

5 Ern. frorn iü for buzarlik. 
6Iniü ~a#? 
7 ittar!aga prob. err. for itta4a~a 
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11. The verb is 1. uniradical, 2. biradical, 3. triradical and 4. tetra-
radical. 

12. The uniradical verb is vocalised with u or a or i. Examples of this 
are: yü and yä and yi8 its letters are lengthened (JiSbä~) just like we saw 

5 in the case of the uniradical nouns. 
13. The biradical verb: logically there are twelve possibilities, of which 

ten are used: fu ~ like )up, Ja ~ like ) at, fi ~ like )ig, fu ~u like )ulu, Ja ~a like 
baza, fici like bisi, fi ca like )ira, fu ci like Cuzi, fu ca like buda and Ja ci 
like dabi. 

10 14. The triradical verb: logically there are rnany possibilities, of which 
nineteen are used: Ja cllike tart, <VD 34r> ficI <104> like qirb, fu'llike 
)urt, Ja callike )aman, Ja cullike )anuq, Ja cil like tagil, Ju cullike 
supur, fi cillike kiris, fu callike cumal, fi callike qizar, Ja cla like ) aqsa, 
fi~lalike )iqsa,fuClalike bulga, Jaclilike barki, fuclilike bulqi, ficala 

15 like )~a, fi ~ila like )iki1a, fu cila like bunila and Ja cala like dapala. 
15. The tetraradical verb: logically there are rnany possibilities, of 

which fifteen examples are used: Ja'lullike ~abtur, Jaclillike ~~il, 
Ja clal like tabran, fu 'lul like qurtul, fu "LaI like )u~rat, Ja clula like 
cdtula, fu 'lila like mustila, fi ~lillike bildir, Ja clala like yagmala, 

20 Ja calla like bagdla, Ju culla like sumulda, fi cilla like qimilda, fu calla 
like )uyanIa, Ja ~illa like yarilga, Ja callallike Cakalan. 

16. Sornetirnes they use pentaradical verbs, although these are very 
few in nurnber. Sorne of thern are [constructedl according to the fol-
lowing patterns: Ja 'lalla like )aykanla, fi~lilla like tizkinla and Ja 'lulai 

25 like ~anqulan. 
17. We have set up (wazannä) these patterns eabniya) and applied 

thern to these examples in order to classify thern. It is necessary to 
study the structures of each of thern, so that the primary radicals (al-
~arf al-J~lt) rnay be distinguished frorn the augrnented radicals (zäJid). 

30 Only then can the primary radical be cornpared with the primary radi-
cal and the augmented radical with the augrnented radical. Perhaps we 
williearn this in what is to corne, with God' spermission. 

III THE RULES TO WHICH THE WORD IS SUBJECf 

1. The status of the simple words consists of two categories. One cate-
35 gory concerns the nouns and the other concerns the verbs. 

2. The first category contains the diminutive (t~gtr), the reference 
(nasab), the plural (al-garn C), the active participle (ism al-Jä Cil) and its 

8 Addition from W. 
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intensive form (al-mubälaga fihi), the addition for the superlative 
(ziyäda li-t-taftJ.il), the passive participle (ism al-mafül), the verbal 
noun (m~dar), the [noun of] place (al-makän), the instrument (Jäla), 
the manner (haya) and the destination (Ji'däd) <VD 34v>. 

5 3. The second category contains the particle of transitivity9 (~arf al-
fi1), the particle ofthe passive-reflexive form (mutäwa'a), the particle 
of the medio-passive form (ittibäd), the particle of reciprocity 
(muJäraka), the particle of the imperfect tense (mwjära'a) and the 
particle of the past tense (rruufi) <105>. 

10 1. Chapter on the diminutive 

1. The marker (aläma) for the diminutive (t~gir) is kinä in QipCäq, 
and in Oguz it is guq and guk. [The marker] is attached (tul~aqu) to 
the last consonant of the noun eäbir al-ism), in the singular (mufrada) 
as weIl as the plural (magmü'a), e.g. qulokinä and qulolarokinä and like 

15 caganoguq and kuguguk. Kinä is attached to the noun without 
addition (mu#aqan). 

2. But when guq and guk are attached to a biradica1 noun whose 
second consonant is silent (säkin), they may be followed by a 5, 

whereas in other cases they may not. You say qul guqas, )at guqas and 
20 )it gukas. Yä rneans 'bow' (al-qaws), as its diminutive form you say yä 

gugas. They change the q into a g. This is the usage (masmü'), hut it is 
not the rule (muqis). ) Az means 'little' (al-qalil). They may also use the 
diminutive forms )az guq and )aza guq 'very little' (qalil qalil). The 
last form is irregular in two respects. In the first place the 5 is not at-

25 tached. Secondly, the consonant before the marker (aläma) of the 
diminutive bears an a. The rule (qiyäs) would be )az guqas. There is no 
alternative to choosing either guq or guk. Guq is attached when the 
word is pronounced ve1arised (mufabbam) and guk when it is pro-
nounced palatalised (muraqqaq). 

30 3. The diminutive occurs in determined nouns easmäJ al-Ja 'läm), in 
undetermined nouns (an-nakirät) and in demonstrative pronouns 
easmäJ al-Jisära). 

4. In the case of bü ['this'] you say büokinä and in the case of 
)anolar you say )anolarokinä with the meaning of 'these little' ((}ayyä) 

35 and 'those little' euwaliyä), respectively. In oguz [the diminutive of 
the demonstrative pronoun is not used (lam yusma ')]. 10 You say 

9 In these cases is difficult to determine whether lJarf must bee understood as 
'particle' or as 'consonant'. 

10 Addition from iü (SOV9). 
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bu·n·guq, bu·n·guqas, bu·n·lar·guq and bu·n·lar·guqas; the q [in 
these words] may be changed into a g. 11 

5. The pronoun is not subject to the diminutive. 

2. Chapter on the reference 

5 1. The reference indicates either an occupation (~an C'a) or something 
else. 

2. When the reference indicates an occupation, you add gi to the last 
consonant of the noun. Thus you say )as'gi or 'cook' (tabba1:J) and 
ya·gi 'archer' (qawwäs). 

LO 3. When the reference indicates something other than an occupa-
tion, you add lug to the last consonant of the noun. Thus you say 
rUm·lug 'Byzantine' (rümt) and sim·lug 'Syrian' (sämi). The oguz 
change the g into a w 12 < 1 06>. In that case you say rum ·lu and 
sim·lu, respectively. The 1 in these words, namely lug and lu, often 

L 5 receives an ~ [resulting in lig and li, respectively]. 
4. <VD 35r> [The word] lug may also occur with the meaning of 

'owner' (d'i) or 'possessor' (~ä~ib). Thus you say for 'money-owner' (di 
mäl) maHug·dur i.e. 'money-owner' (gü mäl). Lug is both the marker 
for the reference and for the possessor (gi) with the meaning of 

W 'owner' (~ä~ib). The [element] to which it is linked (itt~ala) makes 
clear which one of the two meanings is meant. 

3. Chapter on the plural 

1. The marker for the plural is lar. The dual form in this language is a 
plural. Thus you say quHar ['slaves']. This is [also] applicable to two 

~5 persons. If you want to emphasise (ta~i~) that there are two men, you 
use the number that indicates (dälla) [their number]. This is yet to 
come in the [Chapter on] the Number (adad) [below Section 47.3a-
b]. You attach this marker to the verb as weIl-in accordance with 
what will be said in the [Chapter on] the Verb and the Agent [below 

W Section 31]-to indicate that the verb is connected with a plural 
eisnäd al-fi Cl Jilä I-gam C). The plural of the singular noun is formed like 
)at·lar ['horses'] and the plural of the collective noun (ism al-gam C) 
like baliq·lar ['fishes']. 

11 Notintü. 
12 The argumentation is as follows: flug! ~ nuwf. 
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4. Chapter on the active participle 

1. The marker for [the active participle] in the future tense (al-
mustaqbal) is dagi. Thus you say barga·miz )ul·dagi·biz ewe will all 
die' (kullunä mä)itun). Its marker for the past tense is mis. Thus you 

5 say kun dug·mis 'the sun was rising in the past' (aI-Iams täWa fimä 
maq.ä). Both markers are attached to the last consonant of the verb 
-which is the original root (al- )~l)- as an indication (daläla) of the 
agent in the two tenses (zamänayni). Ifyou want to negate the active 
participle, you add the particle of negation (~arf nafy) [sc. ma] before 

10 miS in the past tense and dagi in the future tense. Thus you say 
sangar tur·ma·dagi i.e. '[Sangar] is not standing' (gayru qäyim) or 
'the money' (al-mäl) qal·ma·mis·m. )I'm is attached to the last con-
sonant of miS i.e. 'the money was not remaining' (al-mäl käna gayra 
bäqin), i.e. 'it remained not' (mä baqiya). 

15 2. Sometimes gi is attached to the word as an indication of the per-
manence of the adjective (daläla C'alä luzum ~-~ifa) since it behaves 
like an occupation. Thus you say kil·agi [and] bar·agi 'who keeps 
coming' (däyim al-magi)) and 'who keeps going' (däyim ar-riwäM, re-
spectively. 

20 3. Their utterance biI'~ä means 'a wise man' (älim). This is a per-
manent adjective ($ifa läzima); the bedouin's k [~] (al-käf al-
badawiyya) is a substitute (badal) for gi. 

4. The last consonant of a word is either vocalised or silent. If it is 
vocalised, you add a y and you vocalise it with an i. You do this with the 

25 permanentadjective, e.g. curu·yi·gi ['rotting']. If [the last consonant 
ofthe root] is silent, you vocalise it with an i <VD 35v> ifthe preceding 
consonant is vocalised with either an a or an i, e.g. bar·i·gi ['going'] 
and bir·i·gi ['giving']. You vocalise the last consonant of the root with 
an u if the consonant before it is vocalised with an u, e.g. tur·u·gi 

30 ['standing'] and )ultur.u'gi ['sitting']. 
5. Mis is also attached as an indication of an adjective that is medi-

tated about (~ifa mubbar C'anhä) <107> when the speaker did not wit-
ness it personally but only heard of it. You say )aybak !Ur·mis i.e. cis 
surely standing' (qäyim yaqinan), even ifyou did not see him standing. 

35 This meaning is observed (mal~u~) in every adjective to which miS is 
attached and in every instance in which it is attached. If they say e.g. 
kun dug·mis 'the sun is rising' (aI-Iams täWa), this meaning is still 
preserved in its original sense e~l al-wafj.C'), even though it is used dif-
ferently here as a figure of speech (tariqa al-magäz). Its original mean-

40 ing is that it is used for what one knows but has not seen oneself. 
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5. Chapter on the intensive form of the active participle 

1. Y ou add kan to the last consonant of the verb when it is pro-
nounced palatalised, and gan when it is pronounced velarised. The 
consonant before the marker ends in a. Thus you say kal·a·kan 'often 

5 coming' (gayüJ) and bar·a·gan 'often going' (dahüb). When the pre-
ceding consonant is silent, the form does not belong to this chapter; its 
meaning becomes 'the one that did' (alladi Ja C'ala). This is yet to come, 
God willing, in the Chapter on the Relative [see below Section 25.11]. 

2. There is also a form kul·ag, with agas an alternative (iwalj) for 
lO the [combination of the] k with the n, i.e. 'much laughing' (tja~ük), the 

origin (ma1Jad) is the spoken language (samäC'), but the rule is 
kul·a·kan, which is used too. 

6. Chapter on the addition for the comparative 13 

1. The marker for the comparative (taßJil) is rak when the word is 
l5 pronounced palatalised and it is raq when the word is pronounced ~ 

1arised. The markers are attached to the permanent adjective, that is in 
the same category (manzila) as the occupation, being a pure noun, 
whether the last consonant of the noun carries gi or not. Examples of 
words ending in gi are bar·gi·raq 'more going' eaktar dahäban), and 

W bir·gi·rak 'more giving' eaktar JiC'täJan). 
2. Examples of a noun that does not carry gi on the last consonant 

are their utterances yik·rak 'better' (Jabyar);14 yik, meaning 'good' 
(bayr); yaman·raq-'meaner' easarr); yaman-'mean' (Sarr); 
b~·rak-'more knowing' eaC'lam); b~ä-'who knows' (älim) and 

l5 yawuz·raq-'worse' eaIarr). Yawuz means 'bad' (sarr); <VD 36r> this 
word is Oguz, for they say yawuz instead of yaman. 

7. Chapter on the passive participle 

1. The passive participle is formed from a passive verb only. Y ou say 
)ur·ul·di for 'he was beaten' (tjuriba) and bir·il·di for 'he was given' 

W eu~tiya). When you mean the passive participle, you elide the marker 
of the verb in the past tense and you put mis instead of it. <108> You 
add either a silent 1 or a n before it, according to the detailed explana -

13 In Arabic the fonn of the comparative is identical to the that of the superlative. The 
only difference is that the superlative is aways defined, e.g ~agtr 'smaII'; al-~~gar 'the 
smaller one' or 'the smallest one.' 

14 The comparative fonn of Qayr is Qayr, not ~aQyar. 
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tion that is to come in the Chapter on the Construction of a Verb to 
the Passive Participle [see below Section 35]. Thus you say sangar )uro 
ulomis 'i.e. is beaten' (mat;lrüb), and 'the coat is' (al-lawb) biroUomü 
'given' (mul;tan). [You also say] 'killed' (mumät).15 and dapalaonomis 

5 'killed' (maqrul). This is the case in the past tense. With regard to the 
future tense, you say )uroulodagi, biroUodagi, )uloduroulodagi and 
dapalaonodagi. 

2a Either a silent k with a palatalised word or a silent q with a ve-
larised word indicate the passive and the active participle. This is the 

10 case when it is a permanent adjective, although this is not the rule for 
each verb. What actua1ly occurs is )uzouk 'cut' (al-maft.ül) from )uz i.e. 
'split!' (V~il), and )agouq 'opened' (al-maftüb) from )ag i.e. 'open!' 
(Vtab). You say curuok 'rotten' (al-bält) which is derived from curiodi 
i.e. 'he rotted' (balä). 

15 2b. You may not apply this as a general rule; they do not say 
'Ourouk16 for 'beaten' (mat;lrüb) in the case of )urodi, nor *tur°uq for 
'standing' (qä)im) in the case ofturodi. 

2c. But [on the other hand] it is permitted to apply the general rule 
[s.c. the attachment of mis] to verbs whose passive participles mayalso 

20 be formed by means of a k or a q. So you say )uzoulomis 'cut' (al-
maft.ül) and )agoUomis 'opened' (al-maftüb). In the case of the active 
participle YOll say Curi·miS 'rotten' (al-hält); this is in the past tense. In 
the future tense you say curiodagi, which has already been mentioned 
in the Chapter on the active participle [see above Section 4]. 

25 8. Chapter on the verbal noun 

1. The marker [for the verbal noun] is the attachment of maq to the 
imperative form of the verb if the preceding consonant is velarised. 1he 
marker is mak if the preceding consonant is palatalised. It is permitted 
to add the form Hq to maq and the form Hk to mako It is also 

30 permitted to reduce [both markers] to a silent m. These three possibili-
ties are the basis of the analogy (muqis). < VD 36v> Y ou may say either 
kaIomak 'coming' (mate) or kaIomakolik or kaIoim. And, likewise, you 
may say baromaq 'going' (gahäb), baromaqoUq and baroim. The con-
sonant before the silent m is vocalised with an i. 

15 TIris apparently strange form, where maqtül would have seemed more plausible, 
contains all the features shown by 'uldurulmis: a causative in the construction of a pas -
sive rarticiple. 

1 One would expect 'uruq instead, since 'ur- is pronounced velarised. 
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2. Another marker for the verbal noun is a silent 5 attached to the 
final consonant ofthe verb [Le. verbal root]. This indicates the mean-
ing ofthe intensive form in the verbal noun. Thus you say )urous and 
tur°us. The final consonant of the verb is either voca1ised or silent. 

5 3. If the final consonant is voca1ised, you add a y with an i. So in the 
case of yiodi you say yioy-iS. If the final consonant is silent, and the 
consonant before it is voca1ised with an u, you give it an u, e.g. )urous 
and turous. [If the penultimate consonant is] voca1ised with an a, you 
give it an i, e.g. baqois and birois, 'look' (n~ar) and 'giving' ()iC'tä)), re-

10 spective1y. 
4. If you wish to give a noun the meaning of a verbal noun, you add 

liq or lik to the last consonant of the noun, in the same way you add it 
to the verbal noun. Thus you say bä1iqoliq in the case of bäliq ['fish'] ; 
this means 'being a fish' (samakiyya). And in the case of bay <109> 

15 ['chief] you say bay-lik which means 'principality' eam'iriyya). In the 
case ofyak you sayyakolik which means 'goodness' (1.Jayriyya). In the 
case of yuq you say [yuqoluq]17 which means 'lacking' (maC'dumiyya) 
and they use it to express 'poverty' (faqr). 

9. Chapter on the noun of place 

20 1. You add to the imperative form of the verb gak or gaq, adding an a 
before the added element. [The addition is] according to the rules of 
velarisation and palatalisation. Examples of this are kaloagak and 
turosagaq Le. 'place of arrival' (makän al-matt)) and 'place of stand-
ing' (makän al-qiyäm) respectively. This is the rule for each verb. In this 

25 language there is no noun of place derived from the verb.18 

10. Chapter on the instrument 

1. The instrument is indicated either by a k voca1ised with an u or a q 
voca1ised with an u. Por 'he cut' (qataC'a) you say kasoti. Por the in-
strument [constructed] from this verb you say kasokü. [Another form 

30 for] 'he cut' (qataC'a) is bigoü Por the instrument [constructed] from it 
you say bigoqü. Por 'he whetted' (sanna) you say bilaodi and for the 
instrument [constructed from it], which is the whetstone, you say 
bilao~. The k in bilao~ü is bedouin. And )al~,19 which is used for the 

17 Addition from iü. 
18 ) Abü I:Iayyän here means the derivation of a noun of place in the same way nouns 

are derived from roots in Arabic, e.g. madrasa 'place oflearning', derived from the root 
d-r-s 'to learn'. 

19 It is difficult to decide whether k here stands for ~ or k 
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instrument 'sieve' (munbal), fis derived] from )ala·di <VD 37r> i.e. 'he 
sieved' (nabala). Its base form is )ala'\Gi, analogous (mi:t1) to bila·\tii. 
but it was alleviated by silencing the k. Thus they say )al4. The first 
form [sc. '\Gi] is the rule (qiyäs) for those verbs from which an 

5 instrument is constructed. 

11. Chapter on the manner 

1. The manner (haYa) is indicated by a silent l Thus you say min·is 
i.e. 'manner of riding' (hala ar-ruküb) and )utur'us i.e. 'manner of 
sitting' (hayJa al-quC"üd). The consonant before the 5 receives an u if 

10 the consonant before it is vocalised with an u, e.g. )utur·us. But it re-
ceives an i if [the preceding consonant] is vocalised with either an i or 
an a, e.g. min·is and caHs, in agreement with what we said in the 
Chapter on the verbal noun [see above Seetion 8]. You say 
)utur·us·im )aybak )utur.us'i 'my manner of sitting is )aybak's' 

15 (qi'"dafl qi'"dat Jaybak).10 

12. Chapter on the destination 

1. The marker for the destination (JiC"däd))is either liq or lik. Thus you 
say tun·luq21 'what is meant for clothes' (al-mu C"add li-l-libäs); 
yama·liq 'a patch meant for mending' (ar-ruq"a al-mu"adda li-t-

20 tarqn <110> and bitHik i.e. 'what is meant for written things' (al-
mu C"add li-l-kitäb). In the Arabic language there exists no particular ex-
pression for this meaning. 

13. Chapter on the particle of transfer and transitivity 

1. [The particle of transfer and transitivity (bar! an-naql wa-t-ta C"diya)) 
25 is as follows.] The last consonant of a verb is either silent or vocalised. 

If it is silent, you add [the particle of transitivity] dur to its fmal 
consonant. Thus you say min'dur for 'make [hirn] mount' (Jarkib). If 
[the last consonant] is vocalised, you add a silent t. Thus you say yuri-t 
for 'make [hirn] walk' (maSSi). You say dapala·t for 'make [hirn] kill' 

30 eaqtil) and )uqi-t for 'make [him] read' eaqre). 
2. The particle of transitivity (bar! at-ta C"diya) is obligatory (yalzamu) 

in all categories eaqsäm) of the verb, i.e. the imperative -as in the 
examples above- the past tense, e.g. min·dur·di, the imperfeet tense, 

10 Ern. for VD 37'7 )abika 'your father'. 
21 The suffix liq here changes into luq, due to vowel assimilation. 
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e.g. min·dur·ur and the future tense, e.g. min·dur·kay. Sometimes 
the d is elided and only the r remains, but this is not the rule (lä 
yanqäs). You say for instance 'make [hirn] drink' easqi) )ig'ur and 
'make [him]leave' (Jabrig) Ciq·ar. But ciq·tur is the regular form. 

5 3. Sometirnes words are made transitive with something other than 
dur. The speakers say tur·guz for 'raise' eaqim) and kur·kuz for 
'show' earl). For 'drip' (naqqif) they say tam·zur and for 'suckle' 
ear4n they say )am·zur. You may also use dur with these verbs. <VD 
37'> The use of dur is the rule (qiyäs). Thus you saytur·dur, kur·dur, 

10 tam·dur and )am·dur. 

14. Chapter on the consonant of the passive-reflexive form 

1. The consonant of the passive-reflexive form (al-mutäwaCa) is a 
silent (säkina) 1. You say kas'di for 'he cut' (qata Ca) and kas·ll·di for 
'he was cut' (inqata Ca). You say )uz·dü for 'he split' (fa~ala) and for 'it 

15 was split' (inf~ala) you say )uz·ul·dü. 
2. If the verb consists of one consonant, e.g. 'he broke' (kasara) 

si·di, in the passive-reflexive form a silent n is used instead of a I. Thus 
for 'he was broken' (inkasara) you say si·n·di . 

15. Chapter on the consonant ofthe medio-passive form 

20 1. The consonant ofthe medio-passive form (ittibäd) is a silent n. You 
say yaHa·di 'he propped hirn up on a pillow' (wassadahu) and 
ya~ta'n'di 'he used it as a pillow' (tawassadahu) i.e. 'took it as a pil-
10w' (ittabadahu wisädatan). This is derived from their expression 
ya~tuq which means 'pillow' (wisäda). An equivalent (~iruhu) for 

25 this is )urtü 'covering' (al-gitäJ). When the speaker intends to say'he 
covered' (gattä) he says )urt·ti. And when he means 'he was covered' 
(tagattä), he says )urt·un·di. This is the rule in those words that accept 
medio-passivity. Yousaytun for 'coat' (tawb) and then you say tu-
nan'di 'he got dressed' (tatawwaba) i.e. 'he took a coat' (ittabada 

30 tawban), i.e. 'he dressed himself (iktasä) <111>. 

16. Chapter on the consonant of reciprocity 

1. The consonant of reciprocity (muSäraka) is a silent 5, like the 5 of 
the manner. You say )ur·di for 'he beat' (4araba) and )ur·us·di for 
'he fought' (ta4äraba). In case of 'he stabbed' (ta Cana) you say ~ang·di 

35 and for 'he battled [with someone]' (tatäCana) [you say] ~angis·ti. 
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Hence the expression ~angis kun'i 'day of the attack' (yawm at-ta C'än). 
In the imperfect tense you say )urus'ur and in the future tense 
)urus·Sä. If the verb is constructed for the passive form, the rule would 
demand that they say )urus·ul·di for 'he was attacked' (tutjüriba) or 

5 ~ang·us·ul·di for 'it was fought' (tutü C'ina), but neither one of these 
forms is actually used. 

17. Chapter on the consonant of the Imperfect Tense 

1. <VD 38r> The consonant of the imperfect tense (mut;läraC'a) is a 
silent r, like they say tur·ur i.e. 'he stands up' (yaqüm), kaI·ur i.e. 'he 

10 comes' (yall), ya·r i.e. 'he eats' (ya1cul) and si·r 'he breaks' (yaksir). 
2. One may also use yi·y·ur and si'Y'ur as if the [speakers] 

strengthen the verb with an extra radical, when it consists of only one. 
They would say YU'Y'ur 'he washes' (yagsil), but more often they say 
yu·r. 

15 18. Chapter on the consonant of the past tense 

1. The consonant of the past tense (rruufi) is a d that is vocalised with 
an i, if the preceding consonant is vocalised with an i or an a. 
[Furthermore, the consonant of the past tense] is vocalised with an u if 
the preceding consonant is vocalised with an u, e.g. tur·dü., )ultur·dü., 

20 bar·di and bir·di. In Oguz the d always receives an i. The d may be 
changed in a t or a t because their place of articulation is near that of 
the ds. 

IV 

This is a chapter in which the consonants of addition and their places 
25 are dealt with, and [further] the consonant of substitution, the elision, 

the transfer of the vowel and the assimilation. 

19. Chapter on the addition 

1. The elements indicating the addition (ziyäda) are divided into two 
categories (saYän). The first one is etymology (istiqäq) and the second 

30 one morphology (t~nf). Etymology means the deduction of the de-
rived form (farC') on the basis of the base form e~l). Morphology 
means the deduction of the base form from the derived form. This will 
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become clear <112> when the places of addition are explained. The 
consonants of addition are r, n, s, b, t, g, d, z, q, k, g, y, m, 5, land w. 

2a. A r is added to the verb in the case of the present tense (fi CZ ~äl 
al-muljäri'), like kaI·ur ['he comes'] and )al·ur ['he takes']. 

5 2b. The ris also added when a verb is derived from a noun e.g. [the 
noun] qaygü ['grief']. When you derive something from this noun, 
you say qaygur·di; balkü ['shine'] balkur·di; )aq ['white'] )ag·ar·di; 
qizil ['red'] qizar'di; ydil ['green'] ydar·di; kuk ['blue'] kuk·ar·di 
<VD 38V> and buz ['grey'] buz·ar·di. This is the general rule for the 

10 colours. 
2c. A r is added preceded bya I in the plural. In the case of )at 

['horse'] you say )at·1ar and in the case of )it ['dog'] you say )it·lar. Lar 
is also attached in the adaptation of the verb to the plural (nisba al-fi CZ 

)i[ä I-garn '), e.g. kaI·dHar ['they came']. 
15 2d A r is added with a kin rak and with a q in raq, as an indication 

ofthe superlative (däläla 'alä t-taffj.il), e.g. yak [vs. yik·rak] and ya-
man [vs. yaman·raq]. 

2e. A r is added preceded bya d. [Together they] form the particle 
dur which is used to express transitivity. [For example,] in the case of 

20 min·di ['he drove'] you say min·dur·di ['he let drive']. The d may be 
elided while the r remains; in the case of )ig ['drink'] you say >ig·ur 
['make drink']. Its base form, though, is )ig·dur. 

3a A silent n is added to express the medio-passive form (ittibä4~ 
In the case of ya~ta·di ['he took as a cushion'] you say ya~ta·n·di and 

25 in the case of )urNi ['he covered'] [you say] urt·un·di. 
3b. Anis added to the verb when it is constructed for the passive 

form (mä lam yusamma fä Ciluhu), according to the detailed informa-
tion that will be given in the appropriate chapter [see below Section 
35]. In the case ofyi·di ['he ate'] you say yi·n·di ['he was eaten'] and 

30 in the case of ~ina·di ['he tested'] you say ~ina·n·di ['he was tested']. 
The n is added likewise in the case of the passive participle (mafül) 
whose agent is not mentioned, e.g. ~ina·n·mis. 

3c. Anis added in the case ofthe plural (gam) of)ar ['man']; in the 
case of 'I saw sensible men' (ra)aytu rigälan Cuqalä)) you say )u~lü 

35 )aran·lar kur·du·m and similarly you say )a·n·lar )ar'an )u~lü·lar· 
dur. 

3d A silent n is added preceded by a k that is vocalised with an a [Le. 
kan]. This serves as an indication of the intensive form of the active 
participle (daläla 'alä I-mubälaga fi sm al-fä 'il). The n is also added 

40 preceded bya g [i.e. gan]. In that case you saykaI·akan and bar·agan. 
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An exception (Sag.tja) [to this rule] is kul·ag. The rule is kul·akan, 
which is also used (sumi C'a). 

3e. Anis added together with these two [sc. kan and gan] while the 
preceding consonant remains silent. This serves as an indication of 

5 both the active participle (ism al-fä C'il) and the passive participle (ism al-
mafül) in the meaning of the past tense used as a relative clause (bi-
maC'nä al-mat/.i maw~ülan). Thus you say kaI·kan and bar·gan 'the 
coming' (al-gät) and 'the going' (ag-rJähib), i.e. 'the one that came' 
(allarJi gäJa) and 'the one that went' (alla(Ji gahaba), respectively. You 

10 say dapala·n·kan, i.e. 'the one that was killed' (allagi qutila); 
'ur·ul·gan i.e. 'the one that was beaten' (alla(,Ji t/.uriba) <VD 39r> and 
bir·il·kan i.e. 'that was given' (alladi Ju C'tä) respective1y. 

3f. Anis added with an a, when it is preceded by a k vocalised with 
an i. This serves as an indication of the diminutive. Thus in the case of 

15 qul you sayqul·kinä and in the case of 'atyou say 'at·kinä. 
3g. In the circumstantial expression (/Jäl) a silent n is added pre-

ceded bya b vocalised with an a [sc. -b·an]. This will be dealt with in 
the Chapter on the circumstantial expression [see be10w Section 39]. 

3h. A silent n is added in the case of tuq~an ['ninety'] and saksan 
20 ['eighty']. The base forms e~l) [of these words] are tuquz ['nine'] and 

sakiz ['eight'], respective1y. <113> The n indicates multiplication 
(tat/.V)ofthenumberbytensince tuquz means 'nine' (tisC'a) and to-
gether with the n, it means 'ninety' (tisC'in). Sakiz means 'eight' 
(tamäniya); together with the n it means 'eighty' (tamänin). 

25 3i. Anis added in the case of ~ama~ ['obstinate'] when they want to 
derive a verb from it. They say ~ama~·na·di for 'he was obstinate' 

. (lagga), in order to differentiate between the noun and the verbal stern 
(fi1). 

4a A silent s is added after guq and guk, the markers for the 
30 diminutive in üguz, in every biradical noun whose second consonant 

is silent. You say qul·guqas ['little slave'] and 'it·gukas ['doggie']. 
4b. A s is added to the last consonant of an annexed noun [in the 

case of] a pronoun of the third person singular, when [the last conso-
nant] of the noun carries a vowel, like quga·s'i, 'ata.s'i, 'ulu·s'i and 

35 qari·s·i. 
4c. A s is added for the third person singular (gäJib) or plural 

(gäJibin) in the negative form of the verb of the present tense (al-~äl 
al-manft), e.g. kal·ma·s ['he will not come'] and kal·ma·s·lar. And 
also for the second person both in the singular (al-mubätab) and plural 

40 (al-mubätabin), e.g. kal·ma·s·san ['you [sg.] do not come'] and 
kaI·ma·s·siz ['you [pl.] do not come']; and for the first person both in 
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the singular (al-mutakallim) and plural (al-mutakallimin), e.g. 
kal·ma·s man ['I will not come'] and kal·ma·s biz ['we will not 
come']. 

4d. A doubled 5 (musaddada) is added and it is vocalised with an a 
5 preceded by a m vocalised with an i [i.e. missa]. An example of this is 

the use of kaikä when its predicate (babar) is not averb, e.g. kaikä 
sangar kul·ar·mis·sa i·ru ['If Sangar had only laughed'] and also 
kaika sangar )aw·da·mis·sa )i·ru ['If Sangar had only been at home'] 
and the equivalent (murädif) for 'if not' (law lä), like sangar 

10 d~ul'mis'sa sunqur tur·mii )i·di ['If it had not been for Sangar, 
Sunqur would have stood up']. 

Sa A silent b is added as a general rule (qiyäsan muttaridan) in the 
circumstantial expression (al-~äl), e.g. ~ur'ub ['asking']; kal-ib 
['coming'] and kir·ib ['entering']. 

15 The Jalif in la, which is added to the last consonant of the verb to 
indicate the governance (Camal), changes into a y. Thus you say 
suz·la·y-ub ['saying'] and )ag·la·y-ub ['weeping']. It is permitted to 
elide (~a4f) the Jalif, because of its clustering (iltiqäJ) with < VD 39V> 
the silent b. Thus you say suz·la·b and )ag·la·b.22 We already referred 

20 to the addition of the n [to this form] in the Section on the n [see 
above Section 19.3g and below Section 39]. 

Sb. A silent b is added, with repetition of the first consonant of the 
word, in the case of the colours. In the case of ~ari ['yellow'] you say 
~ab'~ari and in the case of qizil ['red'] you say qib·qizil. In the case of 

25 kuk ['blue'] you say kub·kuk. This indicates the intensive form of the 
adjective: 'violent yellow' (as-sadid a~-~ufra), 'violent red' (as-sadid al-
~umra) and 'violent blue' (aS-sadid az-zurqa) respectively. 

Sc. The b is sometimes substituted by a m, but this will be dealt with, 
God willing, in the Chapter on the consonants of Substitution [see be-

30 low Section 20]. 
6. A t is added as a general rule to indicate transitivity in those verbs, 

of which the last consonant carries a vowel. In the case of dapala 
['kill!'] you say dapala·t ['make kil1!'] and in the case of yuri ['walk!'] 
[you say] yurH ['make walk!']. 

35 7a An isolated gis added in the case of reference to an occupation 
(nasab Jilä ~-~anCa). You say )aS'gi ['cook'] and ya·gi ['archer'] as an 
indication of the permanence of the adjective (luzüm ~-~ifa), so that it 
becomes an occupation, e.g. bar·igi ['much going'] and kal·igi ['much 
coming']. The expression (qawluhum) bil·~ with a Bedouin k is an 

22 The argumentation can be represented as follows (" represents 'ali!J: !la"! -7 !layl; 
elision of I"! before b: !la"! -7 Mb! -7/lab!. 
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exception (sädd)j the rule is bil·gi and this has been dealt with in the 
Chapter on the Active Participle [see above Section 4]. 

7b. Exceptionally, ag is added in the case of kul·ag ['much laugh-
ing'] as an indication of the intensive form in the active participle. 

5 7c. A gis added together with a q and a k in guq and guk in the case 
of the diminutive which has been discussed earlier [see above 1]. 

7d With both consonants [sc. q and k] the gis used vocalised with 
an a, as a marker for the noun of place (ism al-makän), like <114> 
kal'agak ['place of coming'] and tur·ag·gaq ['place of standing'] . 

10 7e. A gvocalised with an i, is added preceded by a d vocalised with an 
a [i.e. -dagi]. [We discussed this] in the Chapter on the Active 
Participle in the future tense [see above Section 4.1]. Thus you say 
'ul·dap ['he will die']. 

7f. A gis added together with an a,lengthened (muSbat;a) byan Jalil 
15 in 'aq·gä, qarä·gä and ~arii'gä as an indication of the diminutive 

which also conveys tenderness (ta~btb). 
8a An isolated dis added, vocalised with an i or an u, as an indica-

tion of the past tense of the verb e.g. kal·di and tur·di. 
8b. A d is added together with another consonant as has been ex-

20 plained above in the paragraph about the addition [of the d]. It is added 
<VD 40r> preceding a g which is vocalised with an i as an indication of 
the active participle in the future tense [, i.e. dagij. 

8c. A dis added together with a silent r in dur which is used to ex-
press transitivity. Sometimes they change it into tur . 

25 8d When the d indicates the past tense, [it is substituted for either 
aj tor t in some cases, although this is not the rule. We claim that the 
base form is a d, because most ofwhat is used is with a d. It only occa-
sionally occurs with tor t. Frequency (al-kap-a) is an indication that 
something is the base form (al- Ji~äla) and rare occurrence (qilla) is an 

30 indication that something is the secondary form (al-Iart;iyya). 
9. A silent z is added together with either a g, a kor a r to express 

transitivity in exceptional cases, e.g. tur·guz ['make stand up'j, 
kur·kuz ['make see'], tarn· zur ['make drip'], and 'am·zur ['make 
suck'j. 

35 10a. The addition of the q has already been discussed in the case of 
guqandgaq. 

lOb. A q is added together with althat is vocalised with an i to indi-
cate the destination (al-Jit;däd), e.g. yamä·1iq ['patch for mending']. It 
serves also as an indication of the 'verbal noun' of the nouns (ma t;nä 

40 al-ma~dar min al-Jasmä)), like bäliq·liq and further as a corroborative 
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(talctdan) after the marker for the verbal noun, like bar·maq·liq 
['going']. 

IOe. A silent q is added preeeded by a m that is vocalised with an a, 
to serve as an indication of the verbal noun, e.g. bar·maq ['going]. 

5 IOd. A silent q is added oecasionally as an indication of the active 
participle, e.g .... 23 and also as an indication of the passive participle, 
e.g. )ag·uq ['open']. 

IOe. A q vocalised with an u is added to indicate the instrument, e.g. 
big·qü in the case of every verb that is pronouneed velarised (mufab-

10 1}am). 
11a A single kvocalised with an u is added as an indication for the 

instrument, e.g. kasa·kü and bila·~ü in eaeh word that is pronouneed 
palatalised (muraqqaq). In exeeptional cases it oeeurs silent, e.g. )ala·~ 

11 b. A silent k is added preceded by a m vocalised with an a to indi-
15 cate to the verbal noun, e.g. kal·mak. 

lle. A k is added preeeded by a 1 as a eorroborative of the verbal 
noun,like kal·mak·lik. It is also added to serve as an indication of the 
'verbal root' of the nouns, e.g. bar-lik, or as an indication of the desti-
nation, e.g. biti·lik. 

20 lId. A silent k is added preceded by ag that is vocalised with an u in 
guk to indicate the diminutive. 

11e. A silent k is added preceded by a g vocalised with an a in gak in 
the case of the noun of place. 

1lf. < VD 40v> A k vocalised with an a is added to indicate the in-
25 tensive form of the aetive participle [, e.g. in bil'~ 'wise']. 

llg. A k vocalised with an a is also added in the cases of kini and 
yak·rak, whieh already have been diseussed. 

11h. A k, vocalised with an u is added with the preceding eonsonant 
vocalised with an a to serve as a marker for a eolleetive of numbers (a/-

30 igtimä( fi 1- (adad) e.g. )ika·kÜ,24 )iga·kü, durd·a·kü, bis·a·kü, 
yida·kü, i.e. 'the eolleetion oftwo' (al-JiInäni al-mugtami(äni) <115>, 
'the eolleetion of three' (at-taläta al-mugtami(a); 'the eolleetion of 
four' (al-Jarba (a al-mugtami (a); 'the eolleetion of five' (al-bamsa al-
mugtami(a); 'the eolleetion of seven' (as-saba(a al-mugtami(a) respee-

35 tively. This form is not used with sakiz. The rule would demand 
saksa·kü. The k is also added in the case ofbira·kü. Its meaning is the 
singular par excellence (al-mufrad bi-gätihi), as if it were a eolleetive of 
singularity . 

23 The Turkic example expected here is rnissing. An example that would fit the 
description is 'uyan'uq 'awake'. 

24 Ern. for 'ilakuw. 
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lli. A k is added after the verb of the past tense, followed by gä [, 
hence kogä]. Between them [i.e. the verb and kogä] (mutawass#an) 
stands any pronoun that is implicitly (yastakinnu) attached to the verb. 
This construction indicates that the k is the equivalent (turädif) to the 

5 meaning 'whenever' (mahmä). The verb is preceded by tayma and this 
together gives the meaning of 'whenever' (kullamä), e.g. tayma 
kalduokogä25 )agirlagaoman ['Whenever I come, I show respect'] and 
sangar tayma kalduokogä )agirlagaoman ['Whenever Sangar comes, I 
show respect']. 

10 llj. A k is added together with a silent' las a corroborative element 
in the imperative form ofverb in the second person singular (ficI al-
Jamr li-I-mubätab), e.g. kalo.p1. and kulo.p1.. 

11k. A k is added in supuro kä, which is derived from supur. 
12a. A gis added exceptionally followed bya z in the case of [the 

15 partic1e of] transitivity, e.g. turogm. 
12b. A silent gis added together with a l, vocalised with an u as a 

reference to something else than an occupation. You saye.g. rüm ° lug . 
12c. A g, vocalised with an a, is added followed by a silent n [, hence 

gan] as an indication (daläla) of the intensive form of the active par-
20 ticiple, e.g. baroagan. It is also added as an indication of the active 

participle and the passive participle as relative c1auses (maw~ülayni), e.g. 
yaratogan and yaraldiogan. 

12d. A g, vocalised with an u, is added to indicate the meaning of 
the collective of the number. They say )altaogu and tuq~oagu 'the col-

25 lection of six' (as-sitta al-mugtama Ca) and 'the collection of nine' (at-
tis ca al-mugtama Ca). 

12e. A gis added together with a silent 1 as a corroborative element 
in the form of the imperative verb, <VD 41 r> in the second person 
singular, e.g. turogm and barogi!. 

30 l3a. Amis added with a silent 5 as an indication of the active par-
ticiple in the past tense [, i.e. miS]. 

l3b. Amis added in the case of yaUi ['seven'] and )alti ['six']; they 
would say yatmis ['seventy'] and )al!mis ['sixty'] as an indication of 
the multiplication [of the number] 26 by ten. 

35 l3c. The addition of the m has been treated above in the paragraph 
about maq and mak in the case of the verbal noun; it is permitted to 
reduce these to a silent m 

25 ) Abü I;Iayyän here in detail describes the form given in in, i.e. without n (as in VD 

kinlä). 
Addition from in. 
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14a. The addition of the 5 has already been dealt with. A silent 5 is 
added without any other consonant as an indication of the mutual ac-
tion (tafä~ul), as in )urousodi and sangoisoti. 

14b. A 5 is added to indicate the manner, e.g minois and )ulturous 
5 i.e. 'manner of riding' (hayJa ar-ruküb) and 'manner of sitting' (haya 

al-qu ~üd), respectively. 
14c. A 5 is added to indicate the intensive form of the verbal noun, 

e.g. )urous and [turouS]. 27 

ISa. The addition of the 1 with the q in liq, and with the kin lik, has 
10 already been discussed. 

15b. A 1 vocalised with an ais added to the last consonant of the 
noun ifyou want to form a verb from that noun, e.g. )utrukolaodi ['he 
lied']; )utolaodi ['he advised'] and suzolaodi ['he said']. This is a general 
rule. 

15 15c. A silent 1 is added as an indication that the verb is formed for 
the passive form (binäJ al-fi~lli-l-mafül), e.g. )uroulodi ['he was beat-
en'] and baroilodi [pass. form of'he went']. And also that it is formed 
for the passive participle, e.g. )uroulomis ['he was beaten']. And like-
wiseare <116> baroilomiS, )uroulodagi and baroilodagi. It [also] occurs 

20 in a relative participle when the perfect tense is meant, e.g. biroilokän 
and )uroul°sän i.e. 'who was given' (alla(}t Ju ~tä) and 'who was beaten' 
(alladt tjuriba), respectively. 

15d. A 1 is added to the number which is preceded by the indicator 
of collectivity. The 1 is added vocalised with an a [i.e. la]when it is pre-

25 ceded by a silent consonant. This only occurs in the case of the annex-
ation eitjäfa). If you annex to a third person, you attach the s to the 1 
[i.e. la·s·I]. Thus you say )ikaowolaosoi i.e. 'both of them' (kilähumä) 
and )ugoawolaosoi i.e. 'all three ofthem' (talätuhum). Ifyou annex to a 
second person, you say )ikaowolaol]uz i.e. 'both of you' (kiläkumä) and 

30 )ugoawolaol]uz i.e. 'the three ofyou' (talätatukumä). Ifyou annex to a 
first person, you say )ikaowolaomuz 'both of us' (kilänä) and 
)ugoawolaomuz <VD 41v> 'the three of us' (talätatunä) respectively. 
Y ou use it in this way up to sakiz. We shall see whether it is used in the 
cases of sakiz ['eight'] and )un ['ten'], and whether it is attached to 

35 sakiz and to )un with the meaning 'a ten' (uIra). [We shall also see] 
whether this is used (yuqäl) in the case of the compound number 
(murakkab), the related number (al-ma~tüj), the hundred and the 
thousand. 

ZJ Taken from iü (60v l) as em. oC'ulprrus in VD. 
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16a. A w vocalised with an u is added if the preceding consonant is 
vocalised with an a. It serves as an indieation to the collective of the 
number. They say )ik·aw·u 'collective of two', etc.] )ug·aw·u, 
durd·aw·a [sie], bd·aw·u, )alt·aw·u, yad·aw·u and tuqu~·aw·u. It 

5 is not used in the case of sakiz ['eight']; the rule would demand 
[saks·awü].28 The w is added also in the case of bir·awu·wu; its 
meaning is the perfect singular (al-munfarid bi-dätihi). The indieation 
of the collective of the numbers is not used with )un or with any 
numberhigher [thanit]. [In thosecases] no w, k,or g[isadded].29 

10 16b. A w is added in the case of eatla·wu·k ['hazelnut'], since it is 
taken from eatla·di i.e. 'he made a cracking sound' (~awwata bi-
farqa(a). 

20. Chapter on the [Phonological] Substitution 

1. The [phonological] substitution (badal) is rare in this language and 
15 the letters it occurs with are few, i.e. hamza, q, s, cl, ~ t, b and z. 

2. The hamza is substituted by a b; they say )abbäq ['violent white']; 
its base form is )ab·)aq. The hamza is substituted for a b and assimi -
lates with the b. 

3. The q is substituted by a g; they say )agar·di, its base form is 
20 )aqar·di because )aq means 'white' (al-)abyat;l). They say buz·gus, its 

base form is buz·qus i.e. 'white bird' [lit. 'grey bird']. 
4. The 5 is substituted bya §, they say )utu~iz.~ 
5. The d is substituted bya t, they say )iSit·tur·di ['he made listen']; 

its base form is )isit·dur·di. 
25 6. [The ~ is substituted by a s, they say bdmaq ['shoe']; its base form 

is b~maq ].31 

7a The t is substituted for a cl, they say damur ['iron']; its base form 
being tamur. They say dutun ['tobacco'], the base form of whieh is 
tutun. They say diz ['knee']; its base form is tiz. <117> They say dakä 

30 ['he-goat']; its base form is tW. They say dalü ['mad']; its base form is 
talü. They saydilkü ['fox']; its base form is tilkü and as for diltaq 
['reason'], its base form is <VD 42r> tiltaq. 

7b. The t is substituted bya f; they say tuNi ['he held']; its base form 
istuNi. 

28 Instead of VD saksakuw, ) Abü I:Iayyän in fact describes the form given here. The 
final -uJ -8 in all forms can be explained as a possessive suffix. 

29 Ern. of <ayn. 
~ iü (61 V4) is not fullyvocalised either: )~uz. 
31 Addition from iü 61 v 4. 
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9. The bis substituted by a m. They say kum·kuk ['violent blue'], 
whereas its base form is kub·kuk, and they say yam·ydil ['violent 
green']; its base form is yab·ydil. 

10. The z is substituted by a $, they say tuq~an ['ninety']; its base 
5 form is tuqzan. 

21. Chapter on the elision 

1. Elision (J:!a4j) is rare in this language and it is not a general rule 
(yattarid). The consonants that may be elided are: d, y, r, hamza and q. 

2. The dis elided from 'ig·dur ['make drink']; kag·dur ['make 
10 pass'] and qayt·dur ['to turn back']. They say 'ig·ur, kag·ur and 

qayt·ur, respectively. 
3. The y is elided from 'aykir ['to twist']; they say 'akir . 
4. The r is elided from birli ['with']; they say bili. 
5. The hamza is elided from 'us which is used to call attention (at-

15 tanbih). They say simdi whereas its base form is 'imdi; the hamza's 
vowel (baraka) [in the word] 'imdi [sc. i] is transferred (nuqilat) to the 
silent consonant that precedes it, i.e. the 5 [sc. in 'us] and then the 
hamza is elided. 

6. The q is elided from ~igqan ['mouse']; they say ~igan. 

20 22. Chapter on the transfer of the vowel 

[There is no text here] 

23. Chapter on the assimilation 

1. Assimilation eidgäm) [occurs] both within the word (kalima) and 
between two words. Within one word it is very rare; it is only preserved 

25 in 'alli which means 'fifty' (al-bamsin), and in ~~i, which means 'a 
plate of iron or stone' (a$-$afib min badid wa-bagar) and other materi -
als. 



V [Syntax] 

24. Chapter on the rules of construction 

1. Speech is an utterance which indicates a syntactical relation (qawl 
dall C'ala nisba Jisnadiyya). Its categories are the request (talab), the 

5 predicate (babar ) and the originative sentence (JinJaJ). 
la The request is arequest to do something or to refrain from 

something. An example of the first is bar-gu 'go!' (idhab) and an ex-
ample of the second is bar-mi 'don't gof' (la tadhab). 

Ib. An example of the predicate is ~angar tur-mus '~angar is 
10 standing' (~angar qaJim). 

lc. An example of the originative sentence is ~at-tim 'I have sold' 
(biC'tu). <118> 

2. <VD 42V> Speech (al-kaliim) is divided into two sentences; a 
nominal sentence (gumla ismiyya) and a verbal sentence (gumla 

15 ji1iyya). 
2a The nominal [sentence] is a compound of a topic and a predi-

cate. The copulative verbs (an-nawiisib) originate from [the nominal 
sentence]; these are )i-di and its sisters; kaSki and its sisters; and 
~agan-di and its two sisters. 

20 2b. The verbal sentence consists of a verb and an agent. The sen-
tence that consists of a verb and an object whose agent is not men-
tioned originates from this. 

3. The introduction 32 consists of the division of the noun into the 
undetermined word and the determined word on the one hand, and 

25 the division of the verb into the imperative form, the past tense, the 
imperfect tense and other forms [on the other]. 

25. Chapter on the undetermined and the determined word 

1. Tbe undetermined word (na/ära) is a word that is used for a general 
reference (ma wutjiC'a sayiC'an). It is divided into two divisions: a simple 

30 word (mufrad al-Iaft.) and a compound one (murakkab). 
2. Tbe simple word is like )ar ['man'] and )at ['horse']. 

32 Instead of at-taqaddum, Caferoglu proposes li-nuqaddim. We prefer reading as 
wa-t-taqdim. 
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3. The compound word may either consist of two nouns, like dawä 
qm33 for 'ostrich' (na'äm), or of more than two, e.g. qabarguq lü 
bagä34 for 'turtle' (sulabfä); as opposed to undetermined words in the 
language of the Arabs, in which compound words basically do not ex-

5 ist. 35 

4. The determined word is a word that is used for a special reference 
(mä WUf# 'a bä$$an): the personal pronoun (mwJmar) , the proper name 
(alam), the demonstrative pronoun (ism Jisära), the relative (maw$ül) 
and what is annexed to any of these (mwJäf). 

10 5. The personal pronoun occurs independently (munfQ$il) and suf-
fixed (muttQ$il). 

6. The independent pronoun for the singular of the first person is 
man and the plural of the first person biz. Its base form is miz with a 
m, to which lar may be attached to emphasise the plurality. The inde-

15 pendent form for the second person singular is san and the plural of 
the second person siz. All of man, miz, san and siz occur both obliga-
torily (umdatan) and optionally ifa41atan). The independent forms 
for the third person singular are )ul and )un, and for the plural of the 
third person it is )an·lar. 36 Its base form is )al·lar, but the [first] 1 is 

20 substituted bya n. The hamza is vocalised with a a, because of the a of 
the 1 in lar. They do not take the silent n into account, since it is sepa-
rative (bägiza) rather than firm (l:laftn) because it carries no vowel. It is 
pronounced in its base form, when the first 1 is elided; in that case they 
say )u·lar. In Oguz they [usually] say bu·lar, substituting the hamza 

25 [in )u·lar] bya b. 
7. The suffixed noun of the first person singular <VD 43r> to which 

something is annexed, is a silent m, e.g. qul·um 'my slave' (guliimi). 
For the second person singular to which something is annexed it is a 
silent post-palatal n (nün säkina baysümiyya), e.g. qul'uI) 'your [sg.] 

30 slave' (gulämuka). [In the case of] the plural of the second person to 
which something is annexed, it is the same n, [i.e. the post-palatal n] 
together with a z, like in qul'uI)uZ 'your [pl.] slave' (guliimukum). The 

33 Namely dawä 'carne1' and qu.§ 'bird'. 
34 Namely qabarguq 'blister', lü 'owner', and bagä 'toad'. In the author's view lü is 

the equivalent ofthe Arabic {iI, which is a noun (cf. 3.3. and 43.3.). 
35 Al-I;IadltI (1966:182), quoting from the Cairo Ms (?), in addition has the follow-

ing line : wa-laysa fi t-turkiyya Jadii mitlu alli-t-tar<nf"Turkic does not have a particle 
like the the definite particle al." 

36 , Abü I;Iayyän here clearly describes the form 'anIar. In the printed text, however, it 
is spelled as 'un1ar. This difference may be due to a misreading by the copyist or by 
CaferogIu. 
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way in which these personal pronouns are used will be dealt with-God 
willing-in numerous chapters to come. 

8. The name is what is complete1y identical with its nominatum 
(musammähu). It may be either simple, like Sunqur ['falcon'] or a 

5 compound of two nouns, like 'Aq·bugä ['white buH'], or of a noun 
and averb, like 'Ay-dug·dj [lit.: 'the mo on has arisen']. [It mayalso 
bel improvised (murtagai), like Qaläwün, or taken (manqüI) either 
from a noun, like Lägm ['falcon'], or from averb, like Buk·ti ['he 
bent'] and Sang·ar ['he stabs']. 37 

10 9. The demonstrative pronoun for a simple noun that is nearby is 
bU, with the meaning of'this' (dä), and for the simple noun that is far 
away fit is] 'ul, for 'that' (däka). This expression is identical with that 
of the personal pronoun with the meaning 'he' (huwa), which has been 
mentioned previously in the Section on the suffixed pronouns (al-

lS mUtjmarät) [see above Seetion 25.6]. For the nearbyplural it is bu·lär; 
and for the far away 'an·lar. We have already mentioned that 'an·lar 
is used for the plural of the third person of the pronouns. It has come 
to mean both <119> a pronoun with the meaning 'they' (hum) and a 
demonstrative pronoun with the meaning of'those' (JuläJika). 

20 10. To the locative demonstrative pronouns belong bun·dä mean-
ing 'here' (hunä) and 'an·dä meaning 'there' (hunäka). 

11. The relative has three expressions (Jalf~), depending on the rela-
tive clause, as it [sc. the relative clause] can be either a locative (puf) or 
a sentence (gumla). 

25 12. If the relative clause is a locative, the relative is a k vocalised with 
an i [sc. ki]. An example ofthis is bü 'aw·dä·ki·niI.J qul·j·dur 'this is 
the slave of the one in the house' (hädä gulämu I-Iadi fi d-däri) and bU 
'aw·dä·ki·lär·nÜ] qul·j·dur 'this is the slave of the ones in the house' 
(hädä gulämu I-Iadina fi d-däri). 

30 13. If [the relative clause] is a sentence, it can be either nominal or 
verbal. 

14. <VD 43v> If it is nominal, the singular relative is 'ul kim 
quga·s·j kurk·lü·dur 'aw·dä·dur, 'the one whose master is good is in 
the house' (alladi sayyiduhu basan fi d-däri); and the plural [form] is 

37 These names are probably not randomly chosen. They may refer to eontempo raries 
of Abü I:Iayyän, e.g., Sul~n Qaläwün, al-Malik al-Man~ür, Mamlük ruler of Turkie 
origin (r. 67811279-68911290); Sul~n Lägin, al-Malik al-Man~ür I:Iusäm ad-Din, slave 
of Qalawün's (d. 69811299), Probably Sangar ad-DawädärI (d. 69911299-1300) cf. 
Haarmann 1988:97ff.). It is more diflicult to determine who the name Sunqur may refer 
to; Sunqur al-BursuqI, Qäsim ad-Dawla (d. 507/1113) may be a candidate, al though he 
can hardly be eonsidered a contemporary of' Abü I:Iayyän's (cf. also Part One, n note 32). 
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)an·lar kim quHar·i38 kurk·lu·dur )aw·dä·dur ['those whose slaves 
are good are in the house']. 

15. If it is verbal, it can be either in the past tense or in the future 
tense. 

5 16. If it is in the past tense, the relative is gan, which is attached to 
the last consonant of the verb when it is pronounced ve1arised. It is 
kan when [the last consonant ofthe verb] is pronounced palatalised. 
You say kur·du·m san'i )ur·gan·i 'I saw the one that hit you [sg.]', 
yarat·gan 'the one that created' (allagi balaqa); and kaI·kin 'the one 

10 that came' (allagi gaJa).1t is permitted to'use a verb in the past tense 
after )ul kim lethe one that'] and )an·lär kim lethe ones that'], e.g. 
)an·lär kim tur·di-lär )aw·dä 'the ones that stood up are in the house' 
(allagina qamu ft d-dari). 

17. If [the relative clause] is in the future tense, the relative is )ul kim 
15 and )an·lär kim, which depends on the meaning you intend. The 

condition of the relative is that it is either a predicative sentence, a 
locative or a word in the genitive case. Examples of this have been 
shown previously. 

18. When the relative is a k vocalised with an i, the relative clause can 
20 only be a locative or a word in the genitive case (magruran). It is 

necessary to place the relative clause before [kilo In the case of other 
relatives [than ki], the relative clause must follow, whether it is asen-
tence or something else. One example of a sentence has already been 
given. Examples of the genitive particle (ga") and a word in the geni-

25 tive case (magrur) are )an·lar kim )aw·da·dur kurk·lu lar·dur 'the 
ones in the house are good' (allagina ft d-dari ~isan) and )an lar kim 
)al'nil] dä·dur b~'lar dur 'the ones in front ofyou [sg.] are chiefs' 
(allagina Jamamaka JumaraJ).~ It is possible to separate (taft.il) )ul·kim 
and )an·lar·kim from their relative clauses with the object. For 

30 instance, you say )ii1 kim sangar·ni )ur·di kal·di 'the one that hit 
Sangar came' (allagi rJaraba sangar gaJa). 

19. The conditional sentence may occur (taqn as a clause to the 
relative. Thus you say kal·di)ul kim kur·sa·1] saw·ka·san 'the one you 
[sg.] would love if you saw [him] came' (gaJa llagi Jin <VD 44r> raJayta 

35 Ja~babta). Sä is the conditional particle eada aS-sart) and the 1') is the 
pronoun of the second person. 

20. The annexed (mut/.iif). The annexation sometimes occurs with a 
personal pronoun, e.g. qul·um, qul·umuz, qul·ul], qul·UlJuZ qul·i 

38 Ern. for qullar. 
39 In these phrases dä is considered the equivalent of fi. a particle that govems the 

genitive case. 
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and qul·lar·i, <120> This will be dealt with in the Chapter on the an-
nexation [see below Section 51]. The last consonant of a word you 
annex to a third person is necessarily either silent, in which case you 
vocalise it with an i, as in qul'i 'his slave' (mamlükuhu), or vocalised, in 

5 which case a 5, vocalised with an i, is attached to it, as in qugä,s'i, 
qari·s'i and )ulwa·s'i 'his master' (sayyiduhu), 'his grandfather' 
(agmuhu) and 'his lord' ("~imuhu), respectively. Sometimes you an-
nex something to a proper name, like sunqur qul'i ['Sunqur's slave'], 
or to something which is demonstrated, like bu·nUl] qul'i ['this one's 

10 slave'], or to a relative: kim·niI) qul'i ['whose slave']. The manner of 
the annexation will be treated later-God willing. 

21. In this language there is no partic1e to determine the undeter-
mined word as in Arabic; however, when the noun is considered to be 
understood by the interlocutors, they confine themselves to mention-

15 ing it as an undetermined noun, trusting the understanding of the in-
terlocutors. They do not use )ul before it. The prevalent custom in 
their language is that they use the expression for both the personal 
pronoun of the third person and the demonstrative pronoun, which is 
)ul. [For example,] when there is an agreement about a fish between 

20 you and a second person, you say with the meaning 'the fish is moist' 
(as-samak fari) )ul baluq yaS·dur and with the meaning 'the fishes are 
moist' (al-Jasmäk tanya) you say )ul baliq·lär yaS·dur. It is permitted 
to say yaS·lär·dur. 

26. Chapter on the verb 

25 1. The verb is divided into three categories: the imperative form, the 
past tense and the imperfect tense. 

2. The imperative form is the base form. The past tense, the imper-
fect tense, the active participle, the verbal noun, the action, the noun 
of place, and the instrument are all separate branches and they a11 ~ 

30 rive from the imperative form. The imperative form is intended for ei-
ther a third person, a second person or a first person. 

3. If the imperative is intended for a third person it must <VD 44v> 
contain the consonants of the imperative, like sangar kal'sun 'Sangar 
must come' (sangar li-yage) and in the case of the plural of the third 

35 person, like sangar kal·sun·lär 'they must come' (li-yagiJü). Sun40 is 
the partic1e of the imperative, the equivalent (M?ir) to the 1 of the im-
perative in Arabic [cf. the preceding examples]. 

«l In CaferogIu's edition the final consonant is a käfwith three dots. tü reads SUD. 
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4. If it is used for a second person, it is either singular or not. If it is 
singular, the most correct use is the imperative ofthe verb without any 
addition. But it is permitted to add gu or ~, with a Bedouin k, as a 
pausal form. If the word is pronounced velarised, you use gi1; if it is 

5 pronounced palatalised, you use ~il. The use of velarisation and 
palatalisation is determined by what is actually heard. We already 
analysed this in 'The Book of the Verbs' (Kitäb al-Jafäl) that we 
compiled about this language. If the first consonant of the imperative 
form is vocalised with an u, then the penultimate consonant [sc. g 

10 resp. ~] is vocalised with an u too, except if there is a a in the verb. 
Examples of this are tur·gul, kul ~, kustar ~ and )ur·gut ['stand 
up!', 'laugh!', 'show it!' and 'hit!']. If [the final consonant] is vocalised 
with an a or an ~ [then] the penultimate consonant <121> is vocalised 
with an ~ except if there is a u in the verb. Examples of this are bar·gu 

15 ['go!'] 41 )isit·~ ['listen'], and tak·tur·gu ['make plant!']. 42 

5. If the imperative is not a singular, you add a single n; thus you say 
tm·W]. If you wish, you may add a z. The z reflects a feeling of respect 
(ta ?;,m), e.g. you say tur·W]·uz; the z is the remainder (baqiya) of siz. 
It is permitted to use siz, you say tm·W]·siz. Siz is used as a corrobora-

20 tive form. 
6. If it is for a first person, it is either singular or not. If it is singular, 

you say bar·gä·y-im and kal·kä·y-im 'I must go' (li-Jadhaba) and 'I 
must come' (li-JagiJa). If it is not singular, you say bar·gä·lim and 
kal·kä·lim 'we must go' (li-nadhaba) and 'we must come' (li-nagiJa). 

25 The imperative of the first person singular is very rare in Arabic but in 
this language it is very frequent. 

7. As for the past tense and the imperfect tense, in the part about 
the morphology <VD 45 l > we have already discussed their special fea-
tures and their distinctive markers. The consonant that precedes the r, 

30 which is a marker for the imperfeet tense, is either vocalised or silent. If 
it is vocalised, you add the rand the vowel undergoes no change. If it is 
silent, you vocalise [the consonant before the r] with either an u or an 
a [, hence art ur]. The criterion is the actual use, as we have explained 
in The Book 01 the Verbs. 

35 8. This is the case as far as the verbs that do not end in 1ä43 are con-
cemed, which serves to indicate govemance e(mäl), since in that case 

41 Ern. for gaI. 
42 Surprisingly, this front verb has a back suffix. This must be a rnistake. 
43 As explained by Abü l;Iayyän, Turkic verbs ending in lä are usually derived from 

nouns. In Standard Arabic the derivation of verbs from nouns rare1y occurs, since most 
verbs can be related to a verbal root. 
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the Jalifchanges into a yvocalised with an u. You say suz·lä·yur ['he 
speaks'] and baS·lä·yur ['he begins']. It is permitted to elided the y. In 
that case you say suz·lä·r and baHä·r, [although] the base form 
[includes] the y.44 

5 9. As to the future tense that is used as a predicate,45 if it is pro-
nounced velarised its partide is ag vocalised with an a, e.g. tur·gä 'he 
will stand up' (sa-yaqümu). If it is pronounced palatalised, its partide is 
a k vocalised with an a,like kaHcä 'he will come' (sayage). We shall 
-God willing- discuss the verbs in the Chapter on the Verb and its 

10 Agent [see below Section 32] as far as affirmation eitbät), negation 
(nafy), interrogative (istifhäm) and prohibition (nahy) are concemed. 

10. The verbs are also divided into inflected verbs (mut~arrifa) and 
non-inflected verbs (gämida). 

11. The inflected verb is [the verb] of which the form differs accord-
15 ing to the difference in tense (zamän), like tur ['stand up!'], tur·ur 

['he stands up'], tur·gä ['he will stand up'] and tur·ru ['he stood up']. 
12. The non-inflected verb is the verb that has only one form, like 

)i·di with the meaning 'he was' (käna). Neither the imperative form 
nor the imperfect tense of this verb is used. If it means 'he sent' 

20 (Jarsala), it is inflected and an imperative form of it may be used.,In 
that case they say )i·bu·ni46 'send this' earsal härJä). So )i·ru] 47 has 
both the meaning of 'he was' (käna) and the meaning of 'he sent' 
earsala). And in the same way da~ul, with the meaning 'he is not' 
(laysa), is not inflected in their speech (kaläm). This will -God will-

25 ing- be explained in the Chapter on )i·di and its Sisters [see below 
Section 28]. 

13. [The verbs are] also divided into intransitive and transitive verbs. 
The intransitive verb, for example, is tur. The transitive [verb] is di-
vided into two divisions: transitive to <122> a proper object (mafül 

30 ~anb) and transitive to an improper object (mafül gayr ~anb). The 
transitive [verb] is [further] divided into transitive to one object, <VD 

45v> transitive to two objects and transitive to three objects; we will 
dea1 with this later. 

44 See above n. 21. 
45 To be distinguished from the active participle for the future dagi. 
46 Initial d has probably been elided from this word, the original form being 

lid· bu· niyl 
47 Ern. for VD i-cji. 
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27. Chapter on the topic and the predicate 

1. First you mention the topic (mubtada)) and you put the predicate 
(lJabar) after it. Thus you say sangar tur·ub·tur 'Sangar is standing' 
(sangar qäyim) and sangar tur·tagi·dur 'Sangar will be standing to-

S morrow' (sangar qäyim gaddan). It is also permitted to say tur·ub· 
an·tur or tur·mis·dur. If the predicate is compared with the topic, 
you say sangar >arslän ·dur Le. 'Sangar is a lion' (sangar )asadun). 

2. If [the predicate] is a locative of place (:r-arf makän) you say 
sangar >aw·da·dur 'Sangar is in the house' (sangar fi d-däri), and 

LO sangar >ard·iJ]·da·dur 'Sangar is behind you [sg.]' (sangar lJalfaka). 
The locative of place can only occur with the partide that is equivalent 
(murädif) to 'in' (fi), in the sense of containing something, namely dä. 

3. If [the predicate] is a locative of time (:r-arf zamän), in some cases 
the partide [that expresses the sense] of containing something (~arf al-

LS wi(ä)) does not occur, such as ~angis bu·kun·dur 'the fight is today' 
(at-ta(än al-yawma) and qunuq·luq bu·dun·dur 'the visit is tonight' 
(atJ-tJiyäfa al-Iayla). In other cases, the partide [that expresses the 
sense] of containing something does occur,48 like ~angis taJ]·da·dur 
i.e. 'the fight is tomorrow' (at-ta(än gaddan). In all these [sentences] 

W dur is used as a corroborative element. It is customary to use this cor-
roborative element and not to elide it. 

4. If the predicate is a sentence, you say sangar >ata.s'i tur·di Le. 
'Sangar's father is standing' eabü sangar qäyim) and sangar >ata.s'i 
tur·ub·tur 'Sangar's father is standing' eabü sangar qäyim). It is per-

lS mitted to elide the predicate because it is implied by the meaning [of 
the sentence]. They say >armagan, meaning qani Le. 'the present, 
where fis it]' (al-hadtya )ayna). 

5. If the predicate is an interrogative noun, it is permitted in this 
language to put it either at the beginning or at the end of the sentence, 

30 and this is the principle. Thus you say sangar qani ['where is Sangar?'] 
and qani sangar. 

6. Similarly, if the topic is a noun, it is permitted to put it before or 
after the predicate. You say kim·dur >aw·dä 'who is in the house' (man 
fi d-däri) and >aw·da kim·dur 'in the house is who' (fi d-däri man). 16 

35 7. Ifthe topic is a conditional noun (ism sart), it is necessary to put 
it at the head. Thus you say kim tur·sä tur·gä·man >a·niJ] bilä 
'whoever will stand up, I'll stand up with hirn' <VD 46r> (man yaqum 

48 Mä ya)fi bj-l-~aifem. of mä lä ya)fi bj-l-~aif. 
16 The Arabic sentence is not as ungrammatica1 as its English translation may seem. 
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Jaqum ma'ahu). Kim is used both as an interrogative [noun] (istifhäm) 
and as a [noun of] condition (SarI) 

8. If the topic is a relative, you say )ul kim tur-di tur·du-m )a-niI:J 
bilä 'I stood up with the one that stood up' (allagf qäma qumtu 

5 ma 'ahu). It is not permitted to put this topic at the end. )Ul kim carne 
to mean 'the one that' (allagi) and )ä-lär kim 'the ones that' 
(allagina). This has alreadybeen treated in [the Chapter on] the rela-
tive [see above Section Section 25.11]. The topic of a nominal c1ause 
may have more than one predicate. Y ou mention the predicates one 

10 after the other and you put dur at the end. <123> 

28. Chapter on the copulative verbs 

1. [The copulative verbs (an-nawäsib)] are )i-di and its sisters. )I-di 
conveys the meaning 'he was' (käna), and lJul-di means 'he becarne' 
(~ära); tuna·di means 'he spent the night' (bäta). D~ul means 'he is 

15 not' (laysa)-this is with the Bedouin k. For the meaning of nearness 
in time you use yaz-di in the sense of 'he was about to' (käda) and 
bd-la-di with the meanings 'he started' eansaJa) and 'he began' 
(ibtadaJa). 

2. As for )i-di, you say sangar )urii-tur-ur )i-di with the meaning 
20 'Sangar was standing' (sangar käna qäyiman). It is permitted to SI}' 

)urii-tur-mis )i·di. The meaning of )urü is 'upright' (munt~ib) and 
tur-ur is a verb with the form of the present tense (fi'l ~äli). The 
meaning of turomis is 'standing' (qäyim). It is also permitted to say 
sangar tur·mis )i·di, but in the sentences mentioned here )urü is 

25 used, since tur-mis means both 'he stood' (waqafa) and 'he stood up' 
(qäma). Iftheywant to make dear [that its meaning is] 'he stood up' 
(qäma), )urü is used with tur-mis, which is an indication of being 
upright (inti~äb). This is how they use turaq·iI) qani 'where is your [sg.] 
place of standing up' eayna maqämuka) and 'your [sg.] standing-place' 

30 (mawqifuka). Ifyou mean 'I was standing' (kuntu qäyiman), you say 
)uru·tur-ur )i·di·m and )urü-tur-miS )i·du-rn; 'you [sg.] were 
standing' (kunta qäyiman) )i-di-I) with the post-palatal n; 'they were 
standing' (känü qäyimin) )urü tur·ur-lär )i·di and )urii tur-mis )i-di 
'you [pl.] were standing' (kuntum qäyimin) )urii tur-rnis )i-di-I)iz. The 

35 personal pronoun of the second person is attached to the verb [i.e. 
)idoiI)]; the marker of the plural is not attached to the predicate, except 
[in the case of] the third person (bi-biläf al-gayba). The marker of the 
plural <VD 46V> is attached to the predicate and not to the verb. The 
verb remains as it is in the third person singular. 
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3a If the predicate is an interrogative noun, you say sangar qaydä 
'idi with the meaning ['where was Sangar'].50 

3b. . .. the difference was dealt with in what we said about the singu-
1ar noun. For 'when did you [sg.] become <124a> wise' (matä #rta 

5 C"äliman) you say qagan l;>u1-du-1) b~ä and [for] '[when] did you [sg.] 
become wise' ([matä] #rtum C"ulamä)) you say qagan l;>u1-du-l)uZ 
bil-~ä-Iar. And it is permitted [to say] b~a-Iar qagan l;>u1-du-l)uz 
['When did you [p1.] become wise'] and also what is similar to it. With 
the meaning 'where did you [sg.] become' eayna ~irta) you say qaydä 

10 l;>u1-du-I).51 It is not permitted [to say] l;>u1-du-1) qay-dä. <125a> 
4. With the meaning 'who became the one that was standing up' 

[you say] (man ~ära I-qä)im) kim l;>u1-di tur-gän and it is permitted to 
say tur-gän kim-l;>u1-di. For 'who became the ones that were standing 
up' (man ~ärü al-qäyimin) you say tur-gän-Iar kim l;>u1-di-lär. The 

15 marker ofthe plural is attached to the verb, unlike 'i-di, to which it is 
not attached. 

5. For 'whoever become the standing one, I will love him' (man ~ära 
l-qäyim )ubibbuhu) you say kim l;>u1-sä 52 tur-gan saw-ka-man 'äni. 
Kim means 'who' (man), l;>ül is the verb and sä is the consonant of the 

20 particle of condition eadä as-sartJ. They do not have a noun that in-
cludes the meaning of the particle of condition. When they mean the 
condition they use the conditional particle, attaching it to the verb, 
putting it after it. It is preceded by the noun. Tur-gan means 'the 
standing one' (al-qäyim) and saw-kä is the verb of the pure future 

25 tense (fi C"I al-mustaqbal al-bäli~). In this construction the past tense by 
which the future tense is intended is not used, as it is in Arabic.!n Man 
is the pronoun ofthe verb (tjamir al-fiC"l) in 'I will love him' and 'ä-ni 
is the pronoun of the direct object (tjamir al-mafül) in 'I will love him' 
tubibbuhu). 

30 6. In the case of the plural you say kim-Iar l;>ül-sa-Iar tur-gan-Iar 
saw-ka-man 'an-Iar-ni ['whoever be the standing ones, I will love 
them'] and with the meaning 'the people got leaving' (an-näs ~ärü 
bärigzn) you say kisHar ciq-miHar l;>ül-di lar. It is permitted [to say] 

~ After comparison with iü these paragraphs (which are here numbered 3-14) in VD 
should be re-arranged as follows: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 3a-b, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. The text in iü 
(Caferoglu 124,11-125,5), indeed, has this sequence and therefore appears more 
coherent. The difference between the two texts is probably due to a copyist's 
rnisElacement of one fo lio of the authograph. 

I In his attempt to adhere to a consistent translation of 1?uldUIJ , Abü l:Iayyän may not 
be right in this case. The meaning of the Turkic sentence is rather 'where were you [sg.]'. 

52 Ern. for bil· sa. 
!n Em al-murä bihi for al-muräd bihi. 
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\>ul·di lar Ciq·miSolar kisilar. 54 'He becarne' (~ära) is mostly used in 
connection with generic nouns easmä) al-)agnäs) and with attributes 
that are used in the same way (~ifät) but not in combination with lUl-

stahle attributes (~ifät mu 'ärat!a). Analogy determines what is permit -
5 ted. 

7. With regard to the use of tuna·di; for 'Sangar spent the night 
laughing' (bäta sangar t!ä~ikan) you say <VD 47r> sangar kul'i 
tuna'di and for 'where did you [sg.] spend the night' eayna bitta) you 
say qan·di tuna·di·IJ. The status (J:zukm) of tuna'di is exactly the 

10 same as the status of \>ul·m. 
8. D~ul is a word that conveys both the meaning cis not' (laysa) 

and the meaning of the negation mä. If you mean 'Sangar is not leav-
ing' (laysa sangar bärigan), you say sangar ciq·mis d~ul with this 
meaning and for 'people are not leaving' (an-näs laysü bärigin) you say 

15 kisiolar ciq·mis d~ul·lar. For 'I am not leaving' (las tu bärigan) you 
say ciq·mis ~ul man. For ewe are not leaving' (lasnä bärigin) you say 
ciq·miSolar d~·biz. If d~ul means 'he is not' (laysa), you attach 
the marker of the plural which is attached to the verbs. If d~ul means 
'not' (mä), it is not attached. For 'you [sg.] are not leaving' (lasta 

20 bärigan) you say [ ... ]. 
9. For 'where was Sangar' eayna käna sangar) you say sangar qaydi 

)i·di and qaydi )i·di·1] for 'where were you [sg.]' eayna kunta). It is 
not permitted to put qaydah [sic] after the verb. For 'when was the 
fight' (matä käna t-ta)änu) you say ~angis qagan )i·di. The verb may 

25 not precede qagan <126>. Neither sangar nor sangis in the two pre-
ceding examples may be put after the verb. Thus you say qaydi )i·di 
sangar ['where was Sangar'] and qagan )i·di ~angis ['when was the 
fight']. The same applies to those constructions that resemble these 
two. 

30 10. For 'who was the standing one' (man käna l-qä)im) you say 
tur·gan kim )i·di. It is permitted to say kim )i·di tur·gan, which 
means 'who was the one that stood up' (man käna lla4i qäma). For 
'who were the standing ones' (man känü l-qä)imin) you say tur·gan·lar 
kim )i·di·lar. It is permitted to say kim·lar )i·di·lar tm·gan·lar. In the 

35 case of 'the people were leaving' (an-näs känü qäyimin) you say 
ciq·miSolar )i·di kisHar; it is permitted to say kisHar Ciq·miSolar 
)i·di·lar. 

11. Ifyou negate )i·di and then affirm it, for 'Sangar was nothing 
but standing' (mä käna sangar )illä qäyiman) you would say sangar 

54 Ern. for kiSki. 
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d~ulodi makar tur°mis. The base form is with )iodi, i.e. 'he didn't be' 
(laysa käna) with the meaning of 'he was not' (mä käna). It will be 
shown Iater that d~ul can be used in two ways. Y ou say for 'Sangar 
will not be but standing' (mä yakünu santar '>illä qäyiman)55 sangar 

5 9ulomaogä makar turomis. <VD 47v> In this construction 'he does not 
become' (mä ya~"iru) [sc. 9ulomaoga] is used for 'he is not' (mä 
yakünu) , because )i odi has no imperfect tense. 

12. 9ulodi is pronounced with velarisation of the b. For 'Sangar be-
came wise' (~ära santar ~äliman) you say sangar b~ 9ulodi. It is also 

10 permitted to say 9ulodi b~ä sangar . 9ulodi may be put at the begin-
ning [of the sentence], at the end or in the middle, unlike )i odi, since 
its predicate does not co me at the end [of the sentence], e.g. *)iodi 
)um turur. )Iodi must always be sufflxed to the noun, for exampie 
kim )iodi turogan ['who was the one that stood up'] or to the predicate, 

15 e.g. )urü turur )iodi ['he was standing upright']. For 'you [sg.] became 
wise' (~irta ~äliman) you say b~ä 9uloduol] and for 'I became wise' 
(~irtu ~äliman) you say b~ä 9uloduom. It is also permitted to say 
9uloduom b~. 

13. A distinction is made with respect to a generic noun used as a 
20 predicate, Iike 'judge' (al-qät;lt) or 'chief (al-'>am"ir) or 'minister' (al-

waz"ir). In that case they allow it to be put either at the beginning or at 
the end. However, if the predicate is an unstable adjective (~ifa ~ärit;la), 
Iike 'standing' (al-qäyim) or 'sitting' (al-qä~id), in their speech it is al-
most soiely preserved with the adjective preceding the verb. Thus you 

25 say tur°ur9uloduol] ['you [sg.] were standingup']. The same applies to 
adjectives like 'black' (al-'>aswad), 'bIue' (al-'>azraq) and 'Iong' (af-
fawil) and the Iike, which may stand at both the beginning and at the 
end, unlike unstable adjectives. 

14. With the meaning 'you [pl.] became wise' (~irtum ~ulamä'» you 
30 say 9ul·duol]uZ b~aolar. With the meaning 'you [pl.] became stand-

ing up' (~irtum qäyim"in) you say turourolar 9uloduol]uz.56 According 
to ... 

15 .... ciqomis d~ulosan ['you [sg.] are not Ieaving'], and for 'you 
[pl.] are not Ieaving' (lastum bärig"in) ciqomiHar d~ulolarosiz and 

35 ciqomiHar d~ulosiz and ciqomis da~ulosiz. [These two sentences] 
both mean the same, i.e. that the meaning of d~ul can be both 'he is 
not' (laysa) and 'not' (mä). As a ruIe, neither the predicate nor the 
preceding noun is put after d~ul. Likewise, the predicate does not 
precede the noun. 

55 This sentence conveys the meaning of the future tense as intended by Abü I;Iayyän. 
56 Here some text is missing. 
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16. Ifyou wish to affirm the predicate of d~ul, you say for 'Sangar 
is onlya chief (laysa sangar Jillä Jamiran)57 sangar d~ul·dur makar 
b~. Makar, which has the meaning of 'except' (Jilla), is taken from 
the Persian and is used by the Oguz. With the meaning <VD 4Sf > 'I 

5 [will] not come to you [sg.] but tomorrow' (Janä mä Jätika Jillä gadd-
an) you say man kal·ma·s·man sa·gä makar taJ)·dä. <127> KaI is the 
verb, and mä is the particle of negation; the s is put there for the 
negation of the present tense (al-~äl al-manft) and man means 'I'. 1he 
literal meaning of kal·ma·s is 'comes not I' (mä yagiJu Janä), which is 

10 a manner of expressing 'I do not come' (mä JagiJu) in Arabic. As far as 
~agä ['to you'] is concerned, its base form is ~an·gä from which the n 
was elided because of the frequency of its use; the base form is used less 
often. Gä has the meaning of 'for' (al-läm) and 'to' eilä). Makar 
means 'except' (Jillä), as has been said already, taI) means 'morrow' 

15 (al-gad) and dä 'in' (ft). 
17. Yaz·di has the meaning of'he was about to' (käda) and bdla·di 

has the meaning of 'he started [to]' eansaJa). Thus for 'Sangar was 
about to stand up' (sangar käda yaqümu) you say sangar tur·a yaz·di 
and for 'Sangar is about to stand up' (sangar yakädu yaqümu) you say 

20 sangar tur·a yaz·ar. For 'Sangar started to stand up' (sangar JansaJa 
yaqümu) you say sangar tur·ä bdla·di. The predicate in these sen-
tences [sc. tur·ä], only occurs in the form of the circumstantial ex-
pression (/:zäl). It does not occur with the form ofthe imperfect tense, 
nor the past tense. Moreover, tur·ä cannot precede sangar. The base 

25 meaning ofyaz·di is 'he made an error' eabtaJa), but it is used for 'he 
was about to' (käda) and it may also have the meaning of 'he wrote' 
(kataba). 

29. Chapter on kaSkä and its sisters 58 

1. The meaning of kdkä is 'would that' (layta). It [sc. kaskä]is syn-
30 onymous (murädif) with it [sc. layta], being taken from the Persian. 

You say 'would that Sangar [were] laughing' (layta sangar 4ä~ikan) 
kaskä sangar kul·ar·mis·sä yi·di. Kdkä has the meaning 'would 
that'; kul·ar means 'he laughs' (ya4~aku), [expressing] the meaning 
'laughing' (4ä~ik). Mis·sa is a word that emphasises (tuJakkid) the 

35 meaning of kaSkä and it is not permitted to elide it. Yi·di has the 

57 Lit: 'Sangar is not but a chief. 
58 The sisters of Wkä musst be understood as a references to its Arabic equivalent, 

Le. layta 'perhaps' which, along with some other particles govern the noun in the 
accusative case. 
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meaning 'he was' (käna), its hamza [sc. in )i·di] was substituted for a y. 
Its meaning is 'would that Sangar laughed' (layta sangar #bikan). You 
say kaskä sangar )aw·da·mis·sa ya·di with the meaning 'would that 
Sangar were at horne' (layta käna sangar fi d-däri). If the predicate of 

5 'would that' (layta) is averb, then mis·sa is not attached to it. You say 
with the meaning 'would that Zayd left' (layta zaydan yabrugu) kaskä 
zayd ciq·sä·y-di [Lit.: 'would that Zayd had left']. Sä conveys the 
meaning of 'if (law), its literal meaning (ma Cnä) is <VD 48v> 'would 
that Zayd if he was [he] left' (layta zaydan law käna baraga). ~ 

10 2. Kim has the meaning of an interrogative, the conditional noun, 
and a relative that follows )ul. [Kim] occurs literally with the meaning 
'so that' (kay), the rules of which will be dealt with later, and with the 
meaning of 'that' vocalised with an a eanna al-maftüba). You say for 'I 
learned that Sangar was laughing' (alimtu Janna sangar q.äbik)(l) 

15 bil·du·m kim sangar kul·ar·dur. You say with the meaning 'know 
that your [sg.] master is Sangar' ei ('lam Janna sayyidaka sangar) bil·~ 
kim quga·1) sangar·dur. In these exarnples kim conveys the meaning 
of'that' eanna) vocalised with an a. 

3. As far as the meanings of 'perhaps' (la Calla) and 'as if (kaJanna) 
20 are concerned, there exists no partide in this language that expresses it. 

This [meaning] is expressed by a verb; [in that case] you say 'may be 
Sangar comes' (la ('alla sangar gäJa) <128> 1;>uI·gä kim sangar kal kay. 
1;>uI·gä means 'he becomes' (y~tru); kim is an affirmative partide to 
the meaning 'he becomes' (ya~tru) and kaI·kay means 'he comes' 

25 (yaflu). 
4. The meaning 'as if (kaJanna) is expressed with the form (~ga) 

)uqsa·r which means 'he looks like' (yuSbih). Thus you say 'as ifSangar 
were a lion' (kaJanna sangara Jasad) sangar )arslän gä )uqsa·r [lit. 
'Sangar resembles a lion']. Gä has the meaning of the läm [i.e. the par-

30 tide li] that conveys [the meaning of] objectivity (mafüliyya). It is not 
perrnitted to put I]ul·gä at the end in the preceding exarnple but it is 
perrnitted to say)uqsa·r sangar )arslän·gä and )uqsa·r )arslän·gä 
sangar. )Uqsa·r remains averb, even when it means 'as if (kaJanna) 
and the same goes for its conjugations(at-t~arruffihä), unlike I]ul·gä 

35 kim; for [this word] indudes (q.amanat) the meaning 'may be' (lacalla) 
and it is not conjugated (lam yut~arraf fihä). 

5. There are two words (kalimatayn) that convey the meaning 'as if 
(kaJanna), [namely] kibi and layin, which literally mean 'image' (milZ). 

~ All these verbs are reflected in the Turkic sentence too, but only ydi indicates the 
pasttense. 

(l) The Arabic sentence means cis laughing' , rather than 'was laughing' 
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Thus you say sangar )arsIän bild'dur daki61 , sangar )arslan daqin 
dur62 [and] sangar )arslan Iayin·dur Le. 'Sangar is Iike the lion' 
(sangar millu l-Jasadi). It is permitted to elide dur from the two ex-
ampies. Kibi and daqi must be placed at the end of the sentence be-

5 cause of the [principIe] of annexation in the Turkic Ianguage (al-lisän 
at-turkt) .63 

30. Chapter on )uranIa·di, ~agm·di and bil· di 

1. As for )uranIa'di, its meaning is 'he thought' (~nna) and in this 
Ianguage it is semantically connected (tata~allaqu) to two objects like 

10 in Arabic, even though in realitythe connected element (muta~alliq) is 
the relation (nisba) [between the two objects]. You say barni 
)uranIa·du·rn tur·ur with the meaning 'I thought the chief [to bel 
standing' (~anantu l-Jamira qäJiman) and you say barni bin·ar 
)uranIa·du·rn with the meaning 'I thought the chief [to bel riding' 

15 (~nantu l-Jamira räkiban). [Ni]64 is attached to the first object and }'Ou 
use the second object in the form (~iga) of the imperfect tense. It is 
permitted <VD 49r> to put )uranIa·du·rn after the two [words], and 
this is the most correct. OnIy in a few cases is it permitted to put it in 
the middle. It is rarely put at the beginning. Who speaks thus is known 

20 as a novice (dabtl) in this language. 
2. As to ~agm·di-the Oguz say ~an·di instead-its meaning is 'he 

reckoned' (~asiba). Its principies are the rules (~ukm) of )uranla·di. 
3. As to bil·di, its meaning is 'he knew' (alima). Its rules are the 

rules of ~agm·di and )uranla·di. It is also used transitive to one ob-
25 ject. <129> In that case you say sangar·ni65 bil·du·rn, Le. 'I knew 

Sangar' (ariftu sangara). Kim with the meaning 'that' (Janna) and the 
[words that] depend on it take the position oftwo objects ... 66 These 
verbs necessarily either precede or follow. 67 If they precede, they are 
connected to the sentence that begins with kirn with the meaning 

30 'that' eanna). Thus you say )uranIa·r man kim bay )aw·da·dur 'I 
think that the chiefis in the house' e~unnu Janna l-Jamira!i d-däri). 

61 Ern. of dibidur . 
& ) Abü l;layyän here extend the meaning of daaqin; it is not likely to be a copyis!'s 

mistake for layin. 
63 That is, in the case of daqi, but not in the case of layin, which is just a suffix. 
64 Addition by the translator; not present in either one of the Mss. 
65 Ern. of sangar bildum. 
66 The connection between these sentences is grammatically incorrect. 
67 The meaning of this sentence remains unclear because some words are missing. 
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If they follow, theyare transitive to two objects, as we have explained 
previously. 

4. It is permitted to attach the particle of transitivity eadät an-naql) 
to bil·di. In that case it becomes connected (mutaC'alliqa) to three ob-

5 jects. [Thus for 'I informed the chief that the horse [had been] 
brindled' ea C'lamtu al-am'ira al-farasa mulgaman) you say bi' ~a 
bil·dir·du·m )at )ayar la·n·ub·tur].68 To the first object, [sc. bi] which 
was the agent before transitivisation, is added the marker for the 
improper object and that is the one to which [the verb] is 

LO [semantically] connected (yutawa~~alu) with )i[ä ['to'] in the language 
of the Arabs (lisän al- C'arab). As for the se co nd object [sc. )at], you' 
omit (tuhmil) any marker, either of the proper or the improper object. 
Forthethirdel object [sc. )ayarlan·ub·tur] you use the form of the 
circumstantial expression and because of this the b, which [serves to 

L 5 express] the circumstantial expression, is added to it. The base form of 
tur is dur, which serves to indicate the corroborative. It is permitted to 
put either the verb before the three [other words] or the three other 
words before the verb. 

31. Chapter on the verb and the agent 

W la The most correct is the overt noun (al-ism ~-:fähir ) preceding the 
verb. This does not belong to this chapter, but forms [part] of the 
Chapter on the Topic and the Predicate [see above Section 27]. Thus 
yousay sangar kal·di ['Sangar came']. 

Ib. It is permitted to put [the overt noun] at the end, saying kaI·di 
~5 sangar. This does not belong to this [that?] chapter. Ifyou construct 

()asnadta) a verb in the past tense [according] to an overt singular 
noun that precedes it, you say sangar kaI·di and sangar·lar kal·dHar 
for the plural. In the case of the imperfect tense you say sangar kaI·ur, 
for the plural you say sangar·lar kaI·ur·lar. In the future tense you say 

~O sangar kal·kay. KaI'i is oguz and [in the case of the plural they say] 70 

kal· kar lar and in Oguz kal'a ·lar. It is permitted both to elide the y in 
kal·kay, and to leave it. The pronoun ofthe third person in all these 
examples is implicit; the attached lar is the marker of the plural, not a 
pronoun. 

68 Addition from iü. 
el Both manuscripts and CaferogIu's edition read täni 'second', which must be an 

error. 
70 Addition from iü. 
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2. If you adapt the verb to a second person in the past tense, you say 
kal·di·1) i.e. 'you [sg.] came' (gi)ta) and kal·di·l)iz i.e. 'you [pt] came' 
(getum). It is permitted to say kal·di·l)iz·Iar, with the marker of the 
plural for reason of esteem (tafbtman) and respect (ta~tman). In the 

5 case ofthe presenttense (1;uü) <VD 49v> [you say] kaI·ur·san i.e. 'you 
[sg.] come' (tageu) and in the case of the plural kaI·ur·siz. It is per-
mitted to say kaI·ur·siz·Iar. In the future tense [you say] kaI·kay-san 
and kaI·ka·san. In Oguz [you say] kaI·ä·sin. In the plural [you say] 
kal·kay-siz. It is permitted to say kal·kay-siz·Iar. <130> The silent n 

10 [sc. 1)] and I)iz are two suffixed pronouns, whereas san and siz are two 
independent pronouns, considering the fact that they both occur as a 
topic. 

3. Ifyou construct easnadta) the verb in the past tense with a first 
person you say kaI·du·m and kaI·du·man. In the case of the plural 

15 [you say] kal·du·k, kal·du·k·Iar, kal·du·biz and kaI·du·miz -with 
the b substituted eibdäl) for a m. In the case of the present tense (1;zäI) 
you say kaI·ur·man, and kaI·ur·um in Oguz. In the case of the plural 
[you say] either kal·ur·biz or miz. It is permitted to attach Iar to both 
of them. In the case of the future tense you say kaI·ka·man, and 

20 kaI·am in Dguz. Its base form is kal·ä·man, but the n is elided and the 
m becomes silent. [Thus] 71 two silent consonants accumulate: namely 
the )alif and the m. The )alifis elided because of the accumulation of 
two silent consonants. 72 In the case af the plural [you say] käl·ka·biz 
and miz according to [the rules of that language] and in Oguz [you say] 

25 kalä·wuz, by substituting the b for a w voca1ised with an u. man and 
miz are two independent pronauns, it is obvious that they both occur 
as topics. 

4. As far as the constructian of an imperative verb [to aperson] is 
concerned, it was already discussed in the Chapter on the Verb [see 

30 above Section 26]. Ta the meanings that are attached to the verb be-
lang the negation the interrogative, the prohibition. All of this is sub-
ject to rules that we-God willing-shall discuss. 

32. Chapter on the negation in the verb 

1. [The particle of the negation in the verb] is am voca1ised with an a, 
35 [placed] after the verbal root (nafs al-fi~l). In the pasttense you say 

71 Addition from iü. 
72 The argumentation can be schematically summarised as folIows: kaI·i·man: base 

form Ikah"manl elision of an ~ lkal·a"ml elision of )alif ~ lkal·am!. 
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sangar kal·ma·di ['Sangar did not come'] rand in the plural]73 
sangar·lar kal·ma·dHar lethe Sangars did not come']. In the present 
tense (1JäI) you say sangar kal·ma·s ['Sangar doesn't come'] and 
kal·ma·s·lar in the plural. In the future tense [you say] kal·ma·kay 

5 and in the plural you say sangar kal·ma·karlar lethe Sangars will not 
come']. This is the case as far as the third person is concerned. 

2. As to the second person, in the past tense of the singular you say 
kal·ma·di·1) and kaI·ma·di·l)iz of the plural. In the present tense 
(J:zäl) [you say] kal·mas·san and in the plural kaI·mas·siz·lar 

10 kal·mas·lar·siz. In the future tense [you say] kal·ma·kay·san. In 
Oguz [you say] kaI·mi·yä·sin. Its base form in their language is in the 
affirmative form: kal·a·san. Before the attachment of san, the base 
form in [their language] was kaI·ä. When theyattach san to the verb 
they elide the ) alif [sc. ) ä]. When they negate [the verb], they insert the 

15 particle [sc. mä] between the last consonant of the verb and 
[between)74 the particle of the future tense, which is the )alif, as if the 
)alif were the base form instead of a ys, because its base form is 
kaI·kay. The k was elided in the language of the Oguz. The y was 
changed into an )alif, that they elided in the affirmative form. They put 

20 the )alifto its [sc. the verb's] base form, instead of the y, so that the 
negative form and the affirmative form are different. They vocalise it 
with an a because of the sequence of the vowels (li-tawäli al-
~arakät).76 In the plural [you say] kal·ma·karsiz. 

3. As for <131> the first person, you say kal·ma·du·m and in the 
~5 case of the plural biz kal·ma·du·k <v D 50r > and biz·lar 

kal·ma·du·k·lar. In the present tense (1JäI) [you say] kal·ma·s·man 
and in the plural kal·ma·s biz. In the future tense [you say] 
kal·ma·kay man and in the plural kal·ma·karbiz. 

33. Chapter on the interrogative 

30 1. The marker eadä) of the interrogative may either be a particle or a 
noun. 

2. If it is a particle, the interrogative may either refer to a verbal sen-
tence or a nominal sentence. 

73 Addition from iü. 
74 Addition from iü. 
75 wa-ka)anna al-)a# falifl badalan <an al-yä): em. of wa-känat al-)~l [)alif} ... in 

CaferogIu's edition makes Iittle sense. )Alifis an addition from iü. 
76 In Arabic Iinguistic argumentation )alifis aIways understood as a consonant. The 

argumentation deals with the affirmative form, rather than the negation. It can be sum-
marised as folIows: basic form Ikalkayl ~ !kaIayl ~ !kaIa"l. 
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3. If it refers to a verbal sentence, and this is what is meant in this 
chapter, the verb can be in the third person, the second person or the 
first person. 

4. If it is a verb in the third person, the partic1e is always put after the 
5 verb, regardless of whether it is in the past tense, the imperfect tense or 

the future tense and whether the verb is adapted to a singu1ar or a 
plural. For 'Sangar, did he come' (sangar hal gäJa) you say sangar 
kaIodiomii, with the m vocalised with an u or an i. The base form is u, 
and i is used for vowe1 harmony (li-l- Jitbä 'J You say sangarolar 

10 kaIodiolaromii ['did the Sangars come'] [and for 'Sangar, does he come' 
(sangar hal yageu) you say sangar kaloiromii].7' In the case of the 
future tense, you say kaIokaomii and sangarolar kaIoka laromii. 

5. If it is [a verb in the] second person, you say san kalodiol)omii 
['did you come'] in the past tense, with a post-palatal n. The n does 

15 not assimilate with the partic1e of interrogation. In the plural [you say] 
kalodiol)izomii; in the present tense (f:zäl) kalouromuosan and in the 
plural kalouromuosuz. In the future tense [you say] kalokaomuosan 
and in the plural kalokaomuosuz. 

6. If it is [a verb in the] first person, in the past tense you say 
20 kaIodiomomii; the m in kalodiom assimilates with the partic1e of inter-

rogation. In the plural [you say] kaloduokomii; and in the present tense 
(f:zäl) [you say] kalouromuoman and kalouromuoniz in the plural. 78 In 
the future tense [you say] kalokaomuoman and kalokaomuoniz in the 
plural. 79 

25 7. Ifyou ask a question about a negative verb and al1 [forms] ofthe 
imperative, the negation or the prohibition [ ... ].80 If the interrogative11I 

refers to an object, in this language the principle is to put the object at 
the beginning, but it is permitted to put it at the end, unlike the Arabic 
language as far as the interrogation is concerned, since it is not 

30 permitted to put the object at the end. <VD 50v> 
8. But as for the imperative and the prohibition, in their case the 

base rule is to put [the object] at the end, but is permitted to put it at 
the beginning. 

9. If [the interrogative] refers to a nominal sentence, the partic1e is 
35 attached to its last [word]. Thus you say 'is the sun rising' (Ja s-sams 

täli"a) kun dugomus miodur. 

77 Additon from iü. 
78 Prob. err. for kaI'ur'mu' biz or the Iike. 
79 Prob. err. for kal· ka'mu' biz or the Iike. 
80 This passage is difficult to interpret; some words are missing. 
81 fa-l-istifhäm em. for wa-l-istijhäm. 
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10. Ifthe marker is a noun, it can either refer to a singular or a plu-
ral [form]. If it refers to a singular, you say qay-dä-dur sangar for 
'where is Sangar' eayna sangar), qagan-dur ~angii for 'when is the 
fight' (matä al-qitäl) and kim-dur sangar [for] 'who is Sangar' (man 

5 sangar) and nä-dur bU [for] 'what is this' eayyu say hägä). <132> It 
is permitted to put the interrogative noun after the singular [word]. 

11. If [the interrogative] refers to a sentence, [it is] either a verbal or 
a nominal sentence. 

12. If [the interrogative] refers to a verbal sentence, you say qagan 
10 ya-di-I) for 'when did you [sg.] eat' (matä Jakalta); and qay-dä 

ya-di-I) for 'where did you [sg.] eat' eayna Jakalta); and for nä ya-di-I) 
'what did you [sg.] eat' (mä Jakalta); and kim-ni )ur-du-I) for 'whom 
did you [sg.] beat' (man ljarabta). It is obligatory to put the interroga-
tive noun at the beginning. Nä is more commonly used than kim, be-

lS cause nä is being used for rational and nonrational entities alike, and 
kim is especially [used] (mub~~) for rational entities. 

13. If [the interrogative] refers to a nominal sentence (gumla is-
miyya), you say qagan kun-dug-mii dur for 'when is the sun rising' 
(matä s-sams täliC'a), and qay-dä kun-dug-mii dur [for] 'where is the 

20 sun rising' (Jayna s-sams täliC'a). After nä, nor after kim, a nominal 
sentence can follow. 

14. One the nouns of interrogation is nagä, which is a question 
about a number with the meaning 'how many' (kam) in Arabic. When 
[the speaker] means 'how many did you [sg.] beat' (kam ljarabta), he 

25 says naga )ur-du-I) [in which] naga must precede. For 'how manyare 
your [sg.] slaves' (kam mamälikuka), he says quHar-il) naga-dur. 82 In 
this example naga-dur qul-Iar-il) is permitted. Ifyou use a specifica-
tion (tamyiz), it is put in the middle. Thus you say naga kiii )ur-du-I) 
for 'how many men did you [sg.] beat' (kam ragulan ljarabta) and 

30 nagakisi-lar )ur-du-I) [for] 'how many men did you [sg.] beat' (kam 
rigälan ljarabta). It is specified both in the singular and in the plural. 

15. There is also a predicative (babariyya) naga that conveys the 
meaning ofthe valuation (istiktär). This can only be understood in the 
context (qanna) of their speech: sultan naga san-il)-kibi kiii-1ar-~ 

35 )altun bir-ma-di. <VD SIr> Its literal meaning (murädif) is 'the sultän 
how many like you [sg.] people gold gave not' (as-sultän kam mitluka 
Junäsan ad-dahab mä Ja C'tä). Naga has the meaning of 'many' (kafir); 
san-il)-kibi [has the meaning of] 'like you [sg.]', kiiHar [means] 
'people', and ~a is the marker of objectivity (aläma al-mafüliyya). 

82 Ern. for qulIlarin. 
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Bir·ma·di has the meaning 'did not give it' (mä Ja rtähu), and although 
it looks (~ura) like a negation, its meaning is affirmative eitbät). The 
meaning is 'The sultan has given gold to many [people ]like you [sg.]' 
(kafirun mitluka as-su1tänu Ja rtähu ag-gahaba). 

5 16. Qac has the same meaning as the interrogative naga, it is used in 
questions, and rules are identical to those of naga, except for the fact 
that it requires mention of the specification. You say qac kaz )ur·du·I) 
'how many times did you [sg.] beat' (kam marra eJarabta), when you 
pose a question about averb, e.g., qac qul·UI) bar 'how many slaves are 

10 to you [sg.] existent' (kam mamlük laka mawgüd). And ras for] bar, its 
meaning is 'existing' (mawgüd). When qac precedes the noun, you put 
the particle bar after the noun. If you put [qac] at the end [of the 
sentence], you say qul·UI) qag·tur, without using the particle (laft.a) 
bar; !ur is used as a corroborative [form]. 

15 17. One ofthe interrogative nouns is naguk, which is used to pose a 
question about the manner (kayfiyya) with the meaning of 'how' 
(kayfa). Thus you say naguk tur·du·1] for 'how did you [sg.] stand up' 
(kayfa qumta), and sangar naguk tur for 'how is Sangar' (kayfa 
sangar). It is obligatory to have it precede the verb, not the noUll; e.g. 

20 sangar naguk tur·mis dur 'how is Sangar standing' (kayfa sangar 
qäJim). In the language ofthe Oguz it nata is used with the meaning of 
'how'. Its rules are the same as those of naguk. 

18. You saynaluk for 'why' (lima); in Oguz [they say] nisa and nä 
)ugun for 'what for' (li-Jayyi sayJin) and na·dan for 'from what' 

25 (mimmä). You say <133> naluk tur·du·I) ['What for did you [sg.] 
stand up'], nisa tur·du·l], na )ugun tur·du·I) and na·dan tur·du·l]. 

19. You say na kurku·lii: kisi dur for 'Sangar, what a good man he is' 
(sangar mä Ja~sanahu ragulan). Na has the meaning of 'what' (mä) 
and 'which' (Ja}YU). Kurku·lii: [means] 'good' (~asan), kisi [means] 

30 'man' einsän), whereas dur is a corroborative element. And [in the 
case of] 'what an ugly man he is' (mä Jaqba~ahu ragulan) [you say] nä 
yaman )ar·dur. This is not the exact equivalent of what we said, but it 
conveys its meaning. It is equivalent to the Arabic expressions: 'what a 
beautiful man Zayd is' eayyu ~asanin zaydun) and 'what an ugly man 

35 (Amr is' eayyu qab'i~ ramr). In reality they do not intend a question 
but they use [this] to express surprise (mabrag at-ta raggub), as in their 
expression 'what a man Zayd is' (Jayyu ragulin zaydun), or 'he is re-
spectable' (huwa ra~'im), e.g. sangar na )uzun )ar·dur [means] 
'Sangar, what a tall man he is' (sangar Jayyu tawtlu ragulin). <VD 52r> 

40 When you mean 'which [thing] is your [sg.] letter' eayyu sayJin 
kitäbuka), you say na nasa na·dur biti·I). Na means 'which' eayy), 
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nasä 'thing' (Ial); the second nä is a corroborative element and so is 
dur, whereas biti-l] means 'your [sg.] letter' (kitäbuka). It is permitted 
to put biti-l] at the beginning and it is also permitted to say nä nasä 
na-dur bü [lit.: 'what thing, what is this']. It is also permitted to put 

5 bU, which has the meaning of'that' ((}ä), at the beginning. 

34. Chapter on the prohibition 

1. [The particle of the prohibition] is a m vocalised with an a, like the 
particle of negation. But the depending verb has the future tense, un-
like the negation, which is inserted into the past tense, the future tense 

10 and the present tense (~äl). Ifyou construct a prohibition for a verb 
that is constructed for a third person, you say sangar kal-ma-sun for, 
'Sangar must not come' (lä yagi) sangar) and sangar-lar kal-ma-
sun-Iar in the plural. 

2. And for a verb that is constructed for a second person, you say 
15 san kal-mä for 'do not come' (lä tagi)). Baylik has [already] dealt with 

the meaning of this. It is permitted [to say] bar-mä -mä 'do not go' (Iä 
taru~) rand] )ultur-mä-mä 'do not sit down' (lä taq'"ud), rand] 
yat-mä-mä 'do not sleep' (lä tanam). This has a contemptuous con-
notation (i~tiqär), with the meaning of 'woe unto you' (waylaka). In 

20 the plural [you say] siz kal-ma-l]iz, and it is permitted [to say] siz 
kal-ma-l]iz-siz. 

3. For a verb that is constructed for a first person, you say 
kal-ma-kä-y-im for 'I will not come' (lä )age) and kal-ma-kä-lim for 
'let us not come' (lä nagi)). 

25 35. Chapter on the replacing agent 

1. For the construction of the verb in the passive participle (an-nä)ib 
'"an al-fä'"il) one uses either a silent 1 or a silent n, according to the 
following explanation. [As apremisse] we say that the verb is either 
uniradical or biradical or something else. 

30 2a If [the verb] is uniradical or biradical, and its second consonant 
is either vocalised or a silent I, or if [the verb ends in] lä, which serves 
govemance ('"amal), [in all these cases] the addition (al-mazid) is a 
silent n 

2b. [Past tense] Thus if you construct ya-di Le. 'he ate' eakala) for 
35 the passive form, you say ya-n-di i.e. 'he was eaten' eukila); yu-di 'he 

washed' (gasala)-yu-n-di; si-di 'he broke' (kasara) - si-n-di 'he was 
broken' (kusira); ~ina-di 'he tested' (garraba)-~ina-n-di 'he was test-
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ed' (gurriba); dusa·di <134> 'he spread out' (faraIa)-dusa·n·di i.e. 
'he was spread out' (furisa); dapala·di ['he killed']-dapala·n·di 'he 
was killed' (qutila).fß 

3. [Present tense] For 'he is being eaten' (yuJkal) you say ya·n·ur; 
5 'he is being washed' (yugsalu)-yu·n·ur; 'he is being broken' 

(yukassaru)-si·n·ur; 'he is being tested' (yugarrabu)-~ina'n'ur; 'he 
is being killed' (yuqtalu)-dapala·n·ur; <VD 52r> 'he must be eaten' 
(li-yu1:al)-ya·n·sun; 'he must be washed' (li-yugsal)-yu·n·sun; 'he 
must be broken' (li-yukassar)-si·n·sun; 'he must be tested' (la-

10 yugarrab)-~ina·n·sun. In the case of 'al·di meaning 'he took' 
eabada) you say'al·in·di i.e. 'he was taken' eubida); ~al·di 'he sent' 
earsala)-~al·in·di i.e. 'he was sent' eursala). 

4. But if the verb is biradical with a silent second consonant -not 
an 1- or something else [?], you add an I. Thus in the case of 'ur·di, 

15 with the meaning of'he beat' (c!araba); ifyou construct it for the pas-
sive form, you say 'ur·ul·di 'he was beaten' (c!uriba); 'he is being beat-
en' (yuc!rabu)-'ur·ul·ur; for 'he must be beaten' (la-YUtjrab) you say 
'ur·ul·sun; and in the case of'he will be beaten' (sa-yucJrabu) you say 
'ur·ul·gä. The addition of the 1 and the n is a general rule in these 

20 cases, no matter whether it concerns the past tense, the imperfect 
tense or the imperative. 

5a If the agent is not mentioned, one of five things may take its 
place (qäma maqämahu) [sc. in the sequence of the sentence, not 
functionally] : 

25 Sb. The object. For 'the meal was eaten' eukila at-ta 'äm) you say 
'äs ya·n·di or ya·n·di 'äs. 

Sc. The verbal noun: you say e.g. 'the beat was beaten' (cJuriba acJ-
cJarabu) 'ur·maq 'ur·ul·di. 

5d The locative of time, bu kun 'ur·ul·di ['he was beaten today']. 
30 Se. The locative ofplace, 'ard·iI.J dä 'ur·ul·di i.e. 'he was beaten be-

hind you [sg.]' (balafaka c!uriba) and 'aln·il) dä 'ur·ul·di i.e. 'he was 
beaten in front ofyou [sg.]' (qaddämaka c!uriba). 

5f. The genitive particle and the word in the genitive case: you say 
e.g. 'it was taken from Sangar' (Jubida min sangar) sangar dan 

35 'al·in·di. 
6. In case the verb has two objects, the verb may belong to those 

whose first object is not identical with the second. In that case you say 
bir·il·di sangar·gä bir·aqgä for 'Sangar was given a dirham' (Ju~tiya 
sangaru dirhaman). [The verb] is transitive (ta 'addä) to the first object 

fß Here ) Abü l:Iayyän does not rnention abiradical stern ending in 1; for the present 
tense he gives 'al 'to take'. 
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with the partic1e of annexation, which is gä, and the verb dominates 
(tasallata C"alä)84 the second object. Wherever you put it, at the be-
ginning or at the end, it is always correct. Neither ~aganodi nor 
bilodurodi are actually constmed in the passive. 

5 VI CHAPTER ON THE VERB'S REQUIREMENTS 
WITH REGARD TO OPTIONAL PARTS OF THE SENTENCE 

1. These are the verbal noun, the locative of time, the locative of place, 
the circumstantial expression, the direct object, the object of reason, 
the concomitant object and the excepted [elements 1. And as to the 

10 specification, its mIes will be treated after the discussion of the excep-
tion. 

36. Chapter on the verbal noun 

1. You say yiyiS85 yaoduorn for 'I ate food' eakaltu aklan). Theyhave 
the verbal noun (m~dar) preceding the verb and they say < VD sr> 

15 )urus )uroduorn, )urornaq )uroduorn, turous turoduorn. Theyalso use 
turornaq [instead of turous 1. The 5 indicates the meaning of intensity 
(mubälaga) <135> to the verbal noun. This has been treated in the 
part on morphology (t~rif). 

2. The verbal noun is divided into two categories: unspecified 
20 (mubham) , which has been discussed, and specified (mubta§~). 

3. It is either specified by an adjective, you say e.g. 'I beat a harsh 
beat' (cJarabtu cJarban 5adtdan) qati )urornaq )uroduorn, or by annexa-
tion, e.g. 'I beat Sangar's beat' (cJarabtu cJarba sangar) )uroduorn 
sangar )urousoion. It is permitted to use )urornaq. But as to the ending 

25 in an (tanwtn), which is attached here after the i of the annexation, its 
base form is )urousoioni. Ni is the marker of the accusative (n~b) and 
the i [sc. after 51 [indicates] the annexation to the personal pronoun of 
the third person. Then you elide the y and leave the silent n. It is 
permitted to pronounce (nutq) the base form, so you say )urous-ioni 

30 37. Chapter on the locative of time 

1. The locative of time (~arf az-zamän) consists of two categories 
(qismän): unspecified (mubham) and specified (mubt~~). 

84 Frorn 10 em. of yusa1Iitu-
85 Ern. for biyii. 
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2. Examples ofthe unspecified locative are e.g. kunduz i.e. 'in day-
time' (nahäran); tun·lä i.e. 'at night' (laylan); taIJ·1ä or taIJ·dä i.e. 'in 
the morning' (~abä~an); kagä i.e. 'in the evening' (masäJan); quiluq 
i.e. 'in the forenoon' (r!u~n); kindin i.e. 'in the late afternoon' 

5 (~an); dustä i.e. 'at noon' (~uhran);in oguz they say )uylä 'at 
noon' (~uhran). 

3. The specified locative of time is the word to which any one of 
these locatives is annexed, or which is described [with an adjective]. 
The verb dominates (yatasallatu C'alä) these locatives, whether it is 

10 transitive or intransitive. You saytun·lä tur·du·rn ['I stood at night'] 
in the case of the intransitive verb and tun·lä )ur·du·rn sangar·ni ['I 
beat Sangar at night'] in the transitive verb. It is permitted that the 
verb precedes the locative or that it comes after it, whether the verb is 
conjugated (mut~arrif), as in our example, or not conjugated. Thus 

15 you say bü kun sangar tur·rnis d~ul ['today Sangar is not standing'] 
and sangar tur·rnis d~ul bü·kun. 

38. Chapter on the locative of place 

1. To the [locative of place] (~arf al-makän) belong )ust·un·dä i.e. 
'above' (fawqa); )alt-in·dä i.e. 'underneath' (ta~ta); )UIJ·in·dä i.e. 'at 

20 the right' (yaminan) and ~UI]·in·dä i.e. 'at the left' (samälan); 
)a1n·in·dä i.e. 'in front of eamäman)j )ard·in·dä <VD 53r> i.e. 
'behind' (balafan). And also qadi·IJ·dä i.e. 'in front of you [sg.]' 
(tilqäJaka) and yan·iIJ·dä i.e. 'next to you [sg.]' (~idäJaka). Some of 
these locatives are used as an annexed element only [sc. annexed to a 

25 pronoun], therefore this is exemplified with the n that reflects the 
pronominal form of the second person. 

2. The base form of )ust·ul)·dä is )ustun·iI)·dä, because the first n 
is abasie consonant of the word, the second n is the n of the second 
person to which it is annexed. It is permitted to <136> elide one of the 

30 two ns in order to alleviate (tabfifan). It is dear that the elided one is 
the first from the root of the word (naft al-kalima), because the second 
n is inserted to indicate a meaning. Their utterance )ust·urn·dä, 'on 
me' (alayya), shows that it is definitely the first n which has been 
elided. They elide the first n because the m indicates the first person. 

35 They never say *)ustun·um·dä with both the n rand the m]. After he 
had spoken about the permanence of the n, the compiler of this book 
said 'al-mawlä Täg ad-Din informed me of this'. 

3. The locative of place is only used with the particle that is equiva-
lent to 'in' (fi) [sc. dä], as long as it is a locative. It is permitted to use 
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another partic1e (barf garr ) than da, although in that case it stops being 
a locative. [For example,] you would say )ard·Ü) dan yaHi i.e. 'he 
caught up from behind you [sg.]' eadraka min balfika) -)ard·Ü) may 
be replaced by )W)'W) meaning 'before' (qabla) or by ~W)'W) with the 

5 meaning of 'after' (ba ~da). In these two cases the annexation is not 
obligatory because they express a locative of time rather than a locative 
of place. Thus you say tur·du·m )uI)·dä 'I stood up before' (qumtu 
qablu). Burun too means 'before' (qablu). It is permitted to say 
~uI)'rä tur·du·m, with a r, or ~uI)'dä with a d, e.g. 'I stood up later' 

10 (qumtu ba~dan). The rand the 1 in the examples tun·lä ['at night'], 
tag·lä ['in the morning'] and ~uI)'rä ['later'], respectively, both ex-
press the meaning of the d [sc. the partic1e da], which, [in its turn] 
corresponds to 'in' (fi) in Arabic. 

4. Ifyou wish to annex [to a pronoun], as in the expression 'I came 
15 after you [sg.]' (getu ba~daka), you say kahli·m san·dan ~W)·rä. This 

means literally 'I came from you [sg.] in later' (giJtu minka fi ba ~din). 
For the example 'I came before you [sg.]' (giJtu qablaka) you may say 
either kal·di·m san'dan burun or kal·di·m san·dan )ilk'arii86 or 
kal·di·m san' dan )uydin. )I1k means 'first' eawwal). The r, in )ilk· 

20 arii, which is voca1ised with an u, has the meaning of da, which is an 
equivalent of'in' (fi). <VD 53v> 

5. On these locatives may depend both intransitive and transitive 
verbs and conjugated and non-conjugated verbs, like on the locative of 
time (bäl ~arfu z-zamän). Thus you say )ard·iI)·dä sangar tur·mis 

25 d~ul ['Sangar is not standing behind you [sg.]'] and sangar tur'mis 
d~ul )ard·iI)·dä. 

6. The locatives of place only occur especially with the annexation. 
The n, which has already been mentioned, indicates the second person 
if it is nasalised [sc. y], whereas [it indicates] the annexation if it is 

30 pure (bäl~a) [sc. n]. These two can never be combined; they never say 
*)ard·iniI)·dä with one of the two ns being a nasalised n and the other 
a pure n. [The reason is that] the pure n expresses [annexation to] the 
third person and the nasaHsed n [annexation to] the second person. 

7. If you annex to a first person, you use either the personal pro-
35 noun of the first person singular or plural, as you do in other combina-

tions eidäfät). Thus you say )ard·im·dä i.e. 'behind me' (yalafi); 
)ard·imiz·dä i.e. 'behind us' (yalfanä) and )ard·in·dä i.e. 'behind 
him' (Yalfahu). You may use it for both the second and the third per-
son since it is explained by the preceding pronoun. In the case of the 

86 Ern. for sanu. 
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seeond person you say san·iI) 'ard·iI)·dä ['behind you [sg.]'] and in 
the case of the third person you say 'a'niI) 'ard·in·dä ['behind him']; 
and you say 'an·lar·nil) 'ard·in·dä for 'behind them' (balfahum) 
<137>. 

5 39. Chapter on the eircumstantial expression 

la The cireumstantial expression (1;ui1) is indicated by either a W or an 
Jalif, which are added to the end of the word. Thus you say yiiri kaI·u 
i.e. 'walk eoming' eimsi gäJiyan) and yiiri ~ur'ä Le. 'go asking' (sir 
säJilan). 

10 Ib. If you intend to eonstruet (binäJ) a cireumstantial expression 
from averb, you first look at the imperative form (fi1 al-Jamr). 

le. Ifthe final eonsonant [ofthe stern] is silent, then in the imper-
feet tense it must be vocalised with either an a, viz., kul'ar-in whieh 
caseyou attaeh an Jalif[to the stern]; thus you say, for example kul·ä 

15 kaI·di i.e. 'he came laughing' (gäJa 4ä~ikan), or with an u, viz., kaI·ur. 
In the latter case you attaeh a w to the imperative form; you say for ex-
ample kaI·u, Le. 'eoming' (gäJiyan). ~ 

Id If [in the imperative form the final eonsonant] is vocalised with 
anyvowel, you put a yvocalised with an u after it. Thus you say yu·y·u 

20 Le. 'washing' (gäsilan); ya·Y'u Le. 'eating' (Jäkilan); 'agla'Y'u i.e. 
'erying' (bäkiyan); yuri'Y'u Le. 'walking' (mäSiyan). 

2. The general rule is to allow attaehment of a silent binall these 
instanees. The preeeding eonsonant [Le. the last eonsonant of the 
verb] is vocalised with an u <VD 54r> if the penultimate eonsonant is 

25 vocalised with an u. Thus you say ~ur·ub. [The last eonsonant of the 
verb] is vocalised with an i if [the penultimate eonsonant] is vocalised 
with an a or an i, in that case you say kal·ib and kir·ib, and if [the 
penultimate eonsonant] is silent --exeept for the Jalif in lä, whieh re-
mains silent-you say yakir·ib 88 'mad' (gtujbän). [Finally,] as to verbs 

30 that end in lä whieh serves governanee, the Jalif [of lä = /la"!] is re-
plaeed by a y vocalised with an u. Thus you say suz·la·Y'ub i.e. 
'speaking' (mutakalliman) and 'ag·la'Y'ub 'erying' (bäkiyan). You may 
elide the y,1B in which case you say suz·la·b. 

3. Sometimes a silent n is attaehed to the b. In those cases the b it-
35 self is voealised with an a. Thus you say kul·ub·an ['Iaughing'], 

trJ I.e. lkuIJ -7 lkul+"1 addition of a: /kaI-an I; !kalI -7 /kaI+wl addition of u: /kaI-uwl 
88 ) Abü I;Iayyän's description here would point to the form yakrib instead, which is 

not likely. 
IB Ern.of Jalif. 
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~ur'ub'an ['asking'] and kir·ib·an ['entering']. The n expresses the in-
tensification of the circumstantial expression, as if you repeat it. Y ou 
may strengthen the circumstantial expression by repeating its form. 
Thus you say kal·ü kal·ü. It is not permiUed to pluralise the circum-

5 stantial expression: it always remains singu1ar, whether the referent of 
the circumstantial expression is singular, dual or plural. Thus it is not 
permiUed to say*kal·ü·lar, nor *~ur·ä·lar or *kaHb·lar. 

4. Transfer (intiqäl) and derivation (iStiqäq) belong to the condition 
of the circumstantial expression but oo1y in those cases where they are 

10 possible. Thus you say sangar kal·di bugdäy 'al)·luh \>ul·ub·un for 
'Sangar came [being] brown' (gäJa sangar Jasmar). Bugday means 
'wheat' (qamb); 'al) means 'colour' (lawn); lü has the meaning 
'possessor' ({)ü); \>ul·ub·un means 'becoming' (~äJiran). For 'Sangar 
came [being]long' (gäJa sangar tawilan) you say sangar kal·di 'uzun 

15 \>ul·ub·an and for 'he came laughing' (gäJa t;lä~ikan) [you say] kal·di 
kulä and also kul'ub'an or kul·ub. For 'crying' (bäkiyan) you say 
'agla·y-ü, 'agla·y-ub·an or 'agla-y-ub. For 'this Sangar is standing' 
(hä{}ä sangar qäJim) you say bü sangar tur· tur·ub·an'Xl or tur·ub or 
tur·ü. tur·mis may onIy be used as a predicate and not as a circum-

20 stantial expression. 
5. For 'Sangar was beaten in the house' (tJuriba sangar fi d-där) you 

say-in case that he was in the house-sangar 'ur·ul·di 'aw·dä. For 
'in front of you [sg.]' eamämaka) you say 'aln·il)·dä. For 'Sangar 
came, the sun [being] rising' (gäJa sangar wa-s-sams tali C"a) you say 

25 sangar kal·di kun·dug·mis yi·di, <138> i.e. 'the sun was rising' 
(känat aS-samsu tä1i Ca). For 'Sangar came, his face [being] reddening' 
(gäJa sangar wa-waghuhu mu~mirr) you say sangar kal·di YUZ'i qizil 
l;>ul·ub·an. You mayalso say YUZ'U qizil and by this the circumstantial 
expression is meant. <VD 54V> It is also permiued to say qizar·mis 

30 yuz·lü 'having a reddening face' ({)ü wagh mu~mirr). You use ar even 
though the base form is a 1 [sc. in qizil 'red']. But when you derive [a 
verb] from it, you sayqiz·ar·di, changing the 1 into a r. Likewise they 
say ~arg·ar·di if something becomes yellow, 'ag·ardi if somethings 
becomes white, changing the q [in 'aq] into a g. They say qara·r·di if 

35 something becomes dark and kuk·ar·di if something becomes blue. 
They sayyas·ar·di if something becomes green and buz·ar·di if some-
thing becomes dust-grey. If the nominal sentence is negative --e.g. 
'Sangar came the sun [being] not rising' (gäJa sangar wa-mä aS-sams 

'Xl One would expect turuban instead. 
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täIiCa)- you may say kun·dug·ma·miS yidi or kun·dug·ma·duq 
yi·di or YUZ'i qizar·ma·mis yi·di or qizar·ma·duq yi·di. 

6. For 'Sangar came laughing' (gäJa sangar ya4baku) you say sangar 
kal·di kul·ar. For 'Sangar, whose father laughs, came' (gäJa sangar 

5 ya41:zaku Jabühu) you say )ata.s'i kul·ar. For 'Sangar came and he had 
laughed' (gäJa sangar wa-qad 4abika) you say sangar kaI·di kul·di. For 
'and he had cried' (qad bakä) you say )agIa·di. For 'and his father had 
cried' (wa-qad bakä Jabühu) you say )ata.s'i )ag!a·di. For 'and he does 
not laugh' (mä ya4baku) you say kul·ma·s. For 'he had not laughed' 

10 (mä tjabika) you say kul·ma·di. In the negative form of sangar kaI·di 
kulä, you say sangar kaI'di kul·ma·din or kul·ma·yin. This means 
'Sangar came not laughing' (sangar gäJa gayru 4äbik). In the case of 
the negative form of )at'ni min·du·m )ayarla·b ['I saddled the horse 
and mounted'] you use )ayarIa·ma·din or )ayarla·ma·yin. The use of 

15 ma·yin with a y is QipCäq. 
7. If the circumstantial expression is connected with a direct object, 

you say )atmak yi.yü with the meaning 'eating bread' eäkiIan Qubzan), 
and for 'riding a horse' (räkiban farasan) you say )at bin·ü. You may 
also use bin·ib·an,91 bin·ib, yi'Y'ib or yi'Y'ib·an. It is permitted to use 

20 any of these. 
8. It is permitted to place the circumstantial expression before the 

single verb or [before ] a verb together with a noun, which is the most 
eloquent, whether the circumstantial expression is a senten ce, a single 
word, a locative or a noun governed by a particle of the genitive, and 

25 whether it is a negation or an affirmation. 
9. The circumstantial expression is subject to the rules for either the 

undetermined words or the determined words. 
10. The determination is as in the examples we have shown. As for 

the [use ofthe circumstantial expression] with an undetermined word: 
30 for 'a man came laughing' (gäJa raguIun 4äbikan) you say )ar kaI·di 

kul·ä. It is permitted to say kul·ub·an, and also kul'ub, according to 
our previous remarks. 

11a. If the referent of the circumstantial expression is a relative, the 
circumstantial expression does not precede it. <VD 55r> For 'the one 

35 that beats came laughing' (gäJa {l-4äribu {läbikan) you say )ur·gan 
kaI·di kuI·ä. You may also say kul·ä kaI·di )ur·gan but not kul·ä 
)ur·gan kaI·di. But it is permitted to say kaI·di kul·ä )ur·gan. 

llb. Ifthe relative is )ulkim, you say )ulkim )ur·dikul·äkal·di. For 
'the one that beat came laughing' (gäJa I-lag! {laraba {läbikan) you may 

91 The first consonant of this word is illegible. 
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say kal-di kuIä, e.g. kaI-di kul-ä )ul kim )ur-di or kul-ä kal-di-kim 
)ur-di. It is not permitted to separate the relative from its clause, nei-
ther with the circumstantial expression nor with the verb. For 'the one 
in the house came laughing' (gäJa I-lad' fi l-bayti tJäbikan) you may say 

5 )aw-da-ki kuI-ä kal-di, kal-di kuI-ä )aw-da-ki or kuI-ä kaI-di 
)aw-da-ki. <139> 

40. Chapter on the direct object 

1. The [direct] object can either be fully nominal (~ir) orpronomi-
nal (mwJ.mar). 

10 2. If the object is fully nominal, in the case of the example 'I ate the 
fish' eakaltu as-samaka) you would say bäliq-ni ya-du-m. Ni is the 
marker of the accusative as far as the proper object (al- mafül bihi ~
~arib) is concerned. 

3a [The verbs] that are transitive to two objects in the language of 
15 the Arabs are, in this language, transitive to one of them with ni, and 

to the other with gä or with ttä. Thus you say sangar-gä tii-ni92 
bir-du-m for 'I gave Sangar a cloak' (Ja Ctaytu sangara tawban). In the 
case of the first [word] which is the first object in the Arabic language 
gä is attached to the base form (alä I-J~l), and ni [is attached] in [the 

20 case of] the second [word], which is a second [object] in the Arabic 
language, and the opposite is not permitted.93 

3b. For 'I reckoned Sangar [to bel leaving' (basibtu sangara bärigan) 
you say sangar-ni ciq-miS sagan-du-m. You suffix ni to the first ob-
ject and leave the second one without [any marker], suffIxing neither 

25 ni nor gä to it. You suffix ttä instead of gä when a palatalised conso-
nant precedes. An example of this is bay-~ tu-ni birdu-m ['I gave the 
cloak to the chief]. 

4. If it is [a verb] which is transitive with 'to' eilä) in the Arabic lan-
guage, whether it is stated or deleted, according to linguistic licence 

30 (tawassu C), they use gä or ~ in accordance with the preceding remarks 
about the velarisation and palatalisation. An example of this is 
sangar-ni kur-du-m i.e. 'I saw Sangar' and sangar-ga baq-ti-m 'I 
looked at Sangar' (na:?artu Jilä sangar) <VD 55v> and bay-ttä 
bar-du-m i.e. 'I went to the chief (dahabtu Jilä I-Jam'ri). It is permit-

92 In tuni one ofthe two n's appears to be missing (cf. also 41.S fo~ sanand man). 
93 This same important passage appears slightly differently in IÜ (SrS-6): "YOll 

attach Sä to the second [word] which is the first object in the Arabic language. And YOll 

attach IÜ to the first [word], which is a second [object] in the Arabic language." 
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ted to put the object at the end in all of these cases, although putting it 
at the beginning is the most correct and the most frequent. 

5. If [the object] is pronominal, you say )ur·dirnani for 'he beat me' 
(lJ.arabani). Its base form is )ur·di rnan·ni. You delete the first n 

5 because of the clustering of two similar consonants. We say that it is 
the first [n] that is deleted, because the se co nd one is used together 
with the y to indicate a meaning, namely objectivity (mafüliyya). For 
'he beat us' (q.arabanä) you say )ur·dibiz·ni. For 'he beat you [sg.]' 
(q.arabaka) you say )ur·di san·i. Its base form is san·ni with gemina-

10 tion [ofthe n]. About san·ni we can say the same as [we did] about 
rnan·ni. [For] 'he beat you [p1.]' (q.arabakum) [you say] )ur·di siz·ni 
You say )ur·di )a·ni for 'he beat hirn' (q.arabahu) and you say )ur·di 
)an·lar·ni for 'he beat them' (q.arabahum). In all of these cases it is 
permitted to put the object at the beginning, since it is an independent 

15 pronoun in their language. 
6. If both the agent and the object are pronominalised, you say 

ya·du·rn )a·ni for 'I ate it' eakaltuhu) and you say bir·du·rn )a·ni for 
'I gave it' ea C:taytuhu). For 'Sangar, I gave hirn the cloak' (santar 
Ja C:taytuhu al-lawb) you say sangar bir·du·rn tun·i )an·gä. 

20 7. If the object is an interrogative noun, you say for 'whom did you 
[sg.] beat' (man q.arabta) kim·ni )ur·du·l]; the most frequent usage is 
to put it at the beginning. 

8. If [the object] is a conditional noun, you say kim·ni )ur·sag 
)ur·ga·rnan for 'whomever you [sg.] beat, I will beat hirn' (man 

25 taq.rubhu Jaq.rubhu) and <140> it is obligatory to put the object at the 
beginning, because it is a conditional noun. 

9. If it is a relative-as in 'I saw the one I beat with you [sg.]' 
(raJaytu allagi q.arabtu C:indaka)-you say )ul kirn )ur·du·rn san·il] 
qati·l]·dä kur·du·rn. As for )ul, it means 'he' (huwa) and kim means 

30 'who' (man); their combination expresses the meaning 'the one that' 
(allagi). )Ur·du·rn means 'I beat' (q.arabtu) and san·il] qati·l]·dä 
means 'with you [sg.]' (indaka). The object is govemed by (yutasallat 
C:alayhi) the verb and it is connected to it (yata C:allaq bihi) as we have 
demonstrated. [The same goes for] the active participle, the passive 

35 participle and the verbal noun. 
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41. Chapter on the connection of the active 
participle with the direct object or the fully nominal agent 

359 

1. You say sangar )ur·dagi·dur sunqur·ni for 'Sangar is beating 
Sunqur tomorrow' (sangaru 4ärib sunqura gadan). 94 It is permitted [to 

5 say] sangar sunqur'ni )ur'dagi·dur , )ur·dagi·dur sangar sunqur'ni 
or <VD 56r> )ur·dagi·dur sunqur·ni sangar. This is also permitted in 
the past tense, Le. when mis is attached. [The active participle in the 
past tense] is connected to the direct object in the same way as it is 
connected in the future tense. All of these constructions are permitted. 

10 Y ou also attach mis tur in other constructions. 
2. In the case of [the verbs that are] transitive to two [objects], e.g. 

in 'Sangar is giving Sunqur a cloak' (sangaru mu ~tin sunqura lawban), 
you say sangar bir·dagi·dur sunqur·gä tun·ni. It is permitted to put 
it either at the beginning or at the end in the abovementioned con-

15 structions. You say sangar ~agan·dagi·dur sunqur'ni )urU·tur·mis 
for 'Sangar is thinking Sunqur is standing' (sangaru ~ännun sunqura 
qäJiman) or just tur·mis without )urii. For 'Sangar is repeatedly beat-
ing Sunqur' (sangaru 4arüb sunqur), you say in the intensive form 
sangar )ur·agan·dur sunqur·ni. It is permitted to use the construc-

20 tions that were mentioned in the [Chapter on] the Active Participle 
[see above Section 4]. 

3. If you connect the active participle to the fully nominal agent (al-
fä cil ~-~ähir), you say sangar )ata.s'i !Ur·mis for 'Sangar, his father is 
standing' (sangaru qäJim Jabühu). You say bü YUZ'i kurk·u·lü dur for 

25 'this one's face is beautiful' (hä@ä basanu [waghuhu)95). You say kuz'i 
surma·lü·dur for 'Sangar, his eye is dyed black' (sangaru kabilu 
Caynuhu) and bum'i )uzun dur for 'his nose is long' (tawil JanjUhu). 
The difference between )uzun and surma'lü is that )uzun is basically 
a descriptive [word], whereas surmä means 'antimony' (al-Jilmid) 

30 which is basically not adescription. Therefore lü is attached to it, which 
has the meaning of 'possessor' (@ü) and this is used as adescriptor 
(~ifa bihi). [The case of] kurk is similar, having the meaning 'beauty' 
(busn). It is originally not an adjective, but when they com bine it with 
lü, with the meaning of'possessor of (@ü), it is used as adescriptor. lii 

35 becomes a conjunctive word (wu~la) for descriptions of generic nouns, 
comparable to expressions in the language of the Arabs such as 
'possessor of water' (@ü mäJ) and 'possessor of gold' (@ü @ahab) and so 
forth. <141> They do not say *)uzun lü, as they do not say *'owner of 

94 'Tomorrow' is not explicitly stated in the Turkic phrase. 
95 Ern. of VD waghika. 
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long' (dü tawil) in the Arabiclanguage. The equivalent (murädif) of 
'beautiful' a,asan), a real adjective, is kukgak dur, except that it has 
the connotation of affection and beauty with regard to children. 

42. Chapter on the conneetion of the passive participle 
5 to the direct objeet 

1. In the case of the equivalent (murädif) of 'I sawa man whose slave 
was beaten' (raJaytu ragulan matJrüban mamlükuhu) you say bir )aroni 
kuroduom )uroulomis quH. It is permitted [to say] kuroduom bir 
)aroni )uroulomis quloi. The adjective cannot precede <VD 56v> the 

10 described [noun], therefore they do not say *)uroulomis quloi )aroni 
kuroduom nor *bir )aroni )uroulomiS quloi kuroduom. The verb can 
only be placed in the middle or preceding the direct objeet, but the ad-
jective always follows the described [noun]. For 'I sawa man whose fa-
ther was given a dirham' (raJaytu ragulan mu ctan Jabühu dirhaman) 

15 you say bir )aroni kuroduom biroi1omis )ataosoionoä bir )aqgä, in 
agreement with these constructions. 

43. Chapter on the connection of the verbal noun to the direct objeet 

1. For 'Sangar's beating [ofJ Sunqur is harsh' (tJarbu sangara sunqura 
saäJdun) you say sangar )uromaq laqoi or )uromaqoi sunquroni qäp 

20 dur. It is permitted to say sunquroni sangar )uromaqoi qäpodur or 
sangar )uromaqoi sunquroni qätiodur. All of this is permitted. The di-
reet objeet precedes the verbal noun either with its agent or without it, 
unlike [the verbal noun] in the Arabiclanguage. This is because the 
marker of objectivity appears in the objeet. For 'I liked Sangar's beating 

25 Sunqur' ea~babtu tJarba sangar sunqur) you say sawodiom sangar 
)uromaqoni sunquroni. It is permitted [to say] sangar )uromaqoni 
sunquroni sawodiom and sangar )urmaqoni sawodiom sunquroni. It is 
not permitted [to say] sangar sawodiom )uromaqoni sunquroni nor 
sunquroni sawodiom sangar )uromaqoni. 

30 44. Chapter on the object of reason 

1. [The object ofreason (al-mafüllahu) is, e.g.,] for 'I came to you 
[sg.] [out ofJ love' (gi)tuka ma~abbatan) you say sanoi sawomako 
imodan kalodiom. The meaning of kalodiom is 'I came' (getu); sawo 
makoimodan means 'from my love' (min ma~abbati). The meaning of 
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sanoi is 'to you [sg.]' (laka).96 It is permitted to put the verb at the 
beginning or at the end in this case, whether <142> the motive and the 
object depend from the same agent, as we showed in the examples, or 
from two [different] agents. Thus, for 'I came to you [sg.] out offear 

5 of evil from Sangar' (giJtuka bawfa sangarin as-sarra) you say kaIodiom 
sagä sangar yamanodan qurqomaqoin dan. Its analysis is kaIodiom 'I 
came' (getu) and ~agä 'to you [sg.]'97 (laka) and yamanodan 'from 
evil' (min sarrin) and qurqomaqoin dan 'from fear of hirn' (min 
bawfihi). 

10 2. If it [sc. the object] is not related to the motive r'illa), as in 'I be-
lieved in order to enter heaven' (Jämantu li-dubül al-ganna), <VD 57r> 
you say kirtunoduom kiromakoum 'ugun 'ugmaqoqä. [And as for] 
kirtunoduom, it means 'I believed' eämantu); kiromakoum [means] 
'myentering' (dubült); 'ugun [means] the [partide] li that expresses a 

15 motive, 'ugmaqoä means 'to heaven' (li-l-ganna). 'Ugmaq means 
'heaven' (al-ganna); the q that is voca1ised with a and with which the q 
of 'ugmaq is assimilated indicates the object. And as to qä or gä, they 
form a way to express the meaning 'to' eilä), namely the goal, while ni 
expresses the proper object. This is why we say 'aqgaoni biroduom 

20 sangarogä, meaning 'I gave Sangar the dirham' ea 'taytu ad-dirhama 
sangara) i.e. 'to Sangar' (li-sangar). The giving actually occurred to the 
dirham and Sangar is the one to whom the dirham is handed. The 
equivalent (~iruhu) of this in Arabic is 'I handed the dirham to Zayd' 
(dafa 'tu ad-dirhama Jilä zaydin). It is not permitted [to say] 'I handed 

25 the dirham Zayd' (dafa 'tu ad-dirhama zaydan). 
3. Kim also denotes the motivation with the meaning of 'in order 

to' (kay). You say 'andaodiom sanoi kim 'äs yaokäosan 'I called you 
[sg.] so that you eatthe meal' (da'awtuka kay ta1<ula t-ta'äma). This is 
the most correct, viz. that the partide of motivation follows the noun, 

30 although it mayalso follow the verb. Thus you say kim yaokä san 'äs 
and you may [add] sanoi 'andaodiom. 

45. Chapter on the concomitant object 

1. [The concomitant object (al-mafül ma'ahu) is, e.g.,] 'I sat next to 
the column' (galastu wa-s-säriya) you say 'ulturoduom dirak bilä. 

96 It is interesting to note that according to western interpretation, sani is the object 
of sawmakimdan rather than ofkaldim. 'To you' (laka) as such does not explicitly occur 
in this sentence. 

97 This must be understood as a paraphrase of the direct object with l~ rather than a 
direction. 
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dirak is 'a column' (as-säriya) i.e. 'a pillar' (amüd). [As for] bili, its 
meaning is 'with' (ma ~a). The concomitant object is only used in 
combination with an explanatory word that is the equivalent of 'with' 
(ma~a), namely bili (m~arra~an). Likewise, the object of reason is 

5 always used with the equivalent (murädif) of the particle 'from' which 
denotes the reason (min as-sabbabiyya), as we mentioned in the 
preceding chapter [see above Seetion 44]. Here it is permitted to put 
the verb either at the beginning or at the end. 

46. Chapter on the excepted 

10 1. [The exception (al-mustatnä) is, e.g.,] For 'the people stood up, 
except Sangar' (qäma n-näs )illä sangar) you say kisHar tm°diolar 
maqar sangar. It is not permitted to put maqar sangar before 
turodiolar nor before kisHar. 

2. In the case of the exception that is made devoid [of govemance] 
15 (mufarraK), you say for 'none stood up except Sangar' (mä qäma)illä 

sangar) turomaodi maqar sangar; and for 'none stands up except 
Sangar' (mä yaqum )illä sangar) turoma o gay maqar sangar . 'I did not 
eat except the loaf (mä )akaltu )illä l-bubza) <VD 57"> yaomaoduom 
maqar )atmak. It is permitted to say)atmakoni. 

20 3. The exception occurs both uninterrupted (mut~~al), devoid [of 
governance], as in the examples given, and interrupted (munqati? 
<143> Thus you say for 'I saw people except a horse' ()ab~artu n-näsa 
)illä farasan) kisHaroni kuroduom maqar )at. 98 It is not permitted to 

·put the excepted [noun] between the verb and the word from which 
25 the exception is made (al-mustatnä minhu). So it is not permitted to 

say kisHar maqar sangar turodiolar. 
4. An exception may also be made with what is the equivalent of 

'other' (gayran), i.e. )uzki and )ayruq. Thus you say kisHar turodHar 
sangarodan )uzki ['people stood up except Sangar'] and sangarodan 

30 )ayruq. Dan means 'from' (min), as if one wishes to say 'another from 
Sangar' (gayr min sangar). It is permitted to put sangarodan )uzki 
and sangarodan )ayruq either before the verb, or the word from which 
the exception is made, or the verb that is devoid [of gover nance]. It 
also occurs in the interrupted exception. In that case you say kisiolar 

35 kuroduom )atotan )uzki ['I saw people except a horse'] or )atotan 
)ayruq. The base form [of )atotan] is )atodan. The dis substituted for 
a t which subsequently assimilates with the [preceding] t. Y ou may put 

98 This sentence is probably a calque of the Arabic. 
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the excepted [word] at the beginning in the interrupted exception, in 
the same way as this is permitted in the uninterrupted exception. 

5. Ifthe exception is made from a nominal sentence, like 'the peo-
pIe are your [sg.] brethren except Sangar' (an-nas Jibwatuka Jilla 

5 sangar), you say kisi·lar qarindaHar·iI.J·dur maqar sangar. It is not 
permitted to put maqar sangar at the beginning, as we have men-
tioned already. 

6. If you make an exception with a noun, you say sangar·dan 'uzkä 
and sangar·dan )ayruq. It is permitted to put it both at the beginning 

10 and at the end as we mentioned in [the Section on] the Verbal 
Sentence [see above Section 24.2b]. 

47. Chapter on the specification 

l. In the language of the JAtrak there is no transferred specification 
(tamyiz manqül), for they use it with the base form. 99 Thus they say 

15 'Sangar's spirit was good' (tabat nafsu sangar) kUIJI-i yaqsi l]ul·di. 
KUIJI·i means 'his heart' (qalbuhu), yaqsi means 'good' (tayyiban) and 
l]ul·di means 'he became' (~ara). There is no transferred specification 
derived from the object either. So they say for 'I planted the earth with 
trees' (garastu I-Jart!a sagaran)1oo dik·tu·m )agag yir·da ['I planted 

20 trees in the earth'], in accordance with the base form. 
2. As to the non-transferred specification (gayr al-manqül), it 

[consists of] the countable (al-muqaddarat), and those are the nuniber 
(adad), the volume (muläl), the weight (mawzün) and the length 
(mamsü~). 

25 3a The number. You say )ug·ar kal·di for 'three men came' (gaJa 
talatatu rigalin). Its base form is )ug )ar. )Ug is 'three' (talatatu) and 
)ar is 'man' (ragul). It is only used in combination with the singular. 
You say <VD 58r> bir·ar 'one man' (ragul wa~id) and )iki )ar, 'two 
men' (ragulani), up to ten. Ifyou say 'eleven [men] came' (gaJa Ja~ad 

30 C'aIar) [theysay] )unbir·arkal·di land 'twelvemencame'] )un·iki)ar 
kaI·di. Its base form is )un )iki and )un )ug, up to nineteen. [They also 
say] 'twenty men' (isrüna ragulan) yikirmi-y-ar; 'twenty one' (wa~id 
wa- C'isrüna) )ikirmi·bir·ar; 'twenty two' eitnani wa- C'isrüna) )ikirmi· 
y-iki )ar, and 'thirty men' (talatüna ragulan) )utuz·ar. Its base form is 

35 )utuz )ar up to a hundred. Thus you say yuz·ar kal·di i.e. 'a hundred 

99 What ) Abü l:Iayyän means to say here is that sentences of the type täba sangar 
nafsan, literally 'Sangar was good in spirit', in which sangar is the subject and nafs takes 
the accusative case, do not occur in Turkic. 

100 Probablyacalque of garastu s-sagara fi I-Jart#'! planted the tree in the soll'. 
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men came' (miJa ragulin gäJa) and 'two hundred men' (meatä ragulin) 
)iki·yuz·ar; 'three hundred men' )ug·yuz )ar; 'four hundred' durt yuz 
)ar up to a thousand. Thus you say min)ar [Ca thousand men']; 'two 
thousand' ealfäni) )00 min )ar; 'ten thousand men' )un min )ar. 

5 <144> 
3b. In the remaining countable objects the specification only occurs 

in the singular. If you construct an active participle from the singular 
number, you say)iIki·ngi 'the first of the sequence' (al-Jawwal al-rnu-
rattab), it means that a second follows after it. )iki·ngi means 'the 

10 second' (at-täni); )ug·ungi 'the third' (at-tälit); durd·ungi lethe 
fourth'] bd·ingi lethe fifth'] alp·ngi lethe sixth'] yadi·ngi lethe seven-
th'] sakis·ingi lethe eighth'] tuq~·ingi lethe ninth'] and )un·ingi lethe 
tenth']. The same goes for the compound number (al- cadad al-mu-
rakkab) in the Arabiclanguage. You say)un bir·ingi ['eleventh'] and 

15 )un )iki·ngi ['twelfth'] up to twenty. Thus you say yikirmi·ngi as if 
[the speaker] said 'twentieth' (al- CäSirün) although this is never ex-
pressed that way in Arabic. Similar to this is the status of the rest of the 
groups of ten after it, up to a hundred. Thus you say yuz·ingi. What 
comes after a hundred is not actually used. Derivations of the numbers 

20 are not used. When they wish to utter this meaning, they repeat the 
numeral while adding a n. Thus you say bir·in bir·in ['one by one'] 
)iki·n )iki·n ['two by two'] up to )un ['ten']. [And] thus you say )un·in 
)un·in i.e. 'ten by ten' (aSara Casara). In [the Chapter on] the conso-
nants of Addition [cf. above Section 19.1lh] we have already treated 

25 the attachment of the marker of collectivity (and I refrain from repeat-
ing it here). 

3c. The volume. For 'I have one Jirdabb 101 of wheat' (indt Jardabbu 
qambin) you say bir )irdab bugday bar qat·im·dä [literally 'near me']. 

3d The weight. For 'I have one ratlI02 of oil' (indt ratz zaytan) you 
30 say bir batman yag·bar qat·im·dä. 

3e. The length. For 'I have a cubit of cloth' rindt @.irä c tawban) you 
say bir qari tun bar qat·im·dä. With the meaning of 'I have a foot of 
ground' (indt sibr Jart!an) you say bir qaris yar bar qat·im·dä. 

4. <VD 58v> In all ofthese examples the specification does not pre-
35 cede what is specified by it. It is permitted to put the equivalent 

(murädif) of the specification at the beginning and to put the specifica-
tion after it as weIl. Thus you say )ar )ug·ar kal·di ['men, three men 

101 One )irdabb equals appr. 1981. 
102 One ratz equals appr. 3.2 kg. 
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carne'], its meaning is 'of the men, three men carne' (min ar-rigäl gäJa 
lalälatu rigälin) .103 

48. Chapter on the competing regency 

1. Sometimes two verbs are connected to one or more nouns. 1he 
5 noun may stand at the beginning or at the end. Thus, for 'I beat, 

abused and stabbed Sangar' (t;larabtu wa-satamtu wa-ta 'antu sang ara), 
you say )ur·du·m s~·du·m ~ang·du·m sangar·ni. You may put 
sangar·ni either before, or between any of the verbs. 

49. Chapter on the annexation 

10 1. The annexation (Jit;läfa) occurs with particles and without particles. 
2. The particles of the annexation are dan with the meaning 'from' 

(min) or 'off (an); dä with the meaning 'in' (fi); daqin with the 
meaning 'to' eilä) and 'unti!' (battä); bilä with the meanings 'with' 
(al-bäJ) and 'together with' (ma 'a). 

15 3. They do not have an equivalent (murädif) particle to the k of 
<145> comparison, but they use either a noun, like kibi or daki, or a 
verb, like )uqsa·r, with the meaning 'he looks like' (yuSbihu). This verb 
is [pronounced] with a q and some of those who do not speak this lan-
guage correctly change it into a !J. The past tense of )uqsa·r is )uqsa·di 

20 with the meaning 'he resembled' eaIbaha). 
4. The particle of the oath is )ugun. 
5. 'On' (alä) is expressed with the equivalent (murädif) 'on top of 

(fawqa). So they say for 'Sangar [sits] on the horse' (sangar 'alä 1-
farasi) )at )usti·n·dä·dur sangar . 

25 6. Nil;) has the meaning 'of (al-läm). You say for 'whose are you 
[sg.]' eanta li-man) san kim·nil;)·san and for 'this is Sangar's' (hädä Ii-
sangar) bü sangar nil) dur. In the language of the Oguz [they say] 
sangar·il;) dur with the post-palatal n104 alone and with deletion of the 
first n. 

30 7. Barü is used in combination with [words denoting] time in the 
same wayas 'since' (mundu) is used in the Arabic language. For 'I have 
not seen hirn since yesterday' (mä raJaytuhu mundu Jamsi) you say 
dun·ä kun·dan barn kur·ma·du·m. Dunä 105 is 'yesterday' eamsi); 

103 This is not entirely correct, since 'ot' is not reflected in the Turkic sentence; the 
correct translation should rather be 'men, three men came'. 

104 The text reads käf aaysümiyya 'Bedouin ~, which must be an error for nÜtl 

aaysümiyya. 
105 The ä in dunä, probably to be read [düne], is inserted for phonological reasons. 
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kun is 'day' (yawm); dan is 'from' (min); barü is 'since' (mundu))106 
[and] kuromaoduom means 'I did not notice' (mä )ab~artu). 

8. The particle gali, too, is used with the meaning 'since' (mundu). 
Thus you say man barogali i.e. 'since I went' (mundu dahabtu) and 

5 <VD 59r> also tur°gali 'since I sat down' (mundu qumtu).1°7 
9. For 'I came out of the house' (getu min al-bayti) you say )awodan 

kalodiom; 'I was in the house' (kuntu ft l-bayti) )awoda )ioduom; 'I 
walked until the house' (sirtu )ilä l-bayti) )awo~ daqin yuriodiom. ) Aw 
is 'the house' (al-bayt), ~a is used with the word that is pronounced 

10 palatalised and ga is used with the word that is pronounced ve1arised. 
The meaning of both of them is 'to' eilä) but they are [also] used 
pleonastically (murdifa) to daqin. 108 'I walked to Mecca' (sirtu battä 
makka) makkao~ daqin yuriodiom. For 'from this side to this side the 
ground is yours [sg.]' (min hädä t-taraf battä hädä t-taraf al-)ardu 

15 laka) they say bü )ugodan bü )ugoga daqin ga yir sanoiI] dur and they 
say sanoiI] dur with deletion of one of the two ns.109 Ga may be dele-
ted [from daqin ga]. 

10. 'I went out hunting' (baragtu )ilä ~-~aydi) )avoga ciqotuom. Ga 
has the meaning 'to' eilä), as we showed and the meaning of the läm 

20 of motivation [i.e. the particle li]. Thus, for 'I stood up for Sangar' 
(qumtu li-sangar) you say sangar ga turoduom or you say sangar 
)ugun turoduom i.e. 'for Sangar's sake' (li-)agli sangar). 

11. daqin is derived from dakodi i.e. 'he reached' (balaga) and 'he 
arrived' (wa~ala). 

25 12. [You say for] 'I wrote with the pen' (katabtu bi-I-qalami) qaIam 
hila yazoduom or bitiodiom or äzodiom. [And for] 'I came together 
with Sangar' (getu ma ca sangar) sangar hila kaIodi °m. 

13. These are the particles of annexation that come at the end [of 
the word], as we showed, unlike the particles of annexation in the 

30 Arabic language: they can be used with nouns and examples of their 
use with overt nouns have been given. 

14. As far as the fact that they are used with suffixed personal pro-
nouns is concerned: you say for 'from me' (minnt) man odan; 'from us' 
(minnä) bizodan; 'from you [sg.]' (minka) sanodan; 'from you [pl.]' 

35 (minkum) sizodan; <146> 'from hirn' (minhu) )anodan; land for] 
'from them' (minhum) )anolar dan. 

106 Alternative reading from iü. 
107 Ern. for mundu qa<adtu. 
108 In Western analysis this would rather be the other wayaround, Le. daqin being a 

pleonasm to Sä. 
109 This would implicate something like sannin dur. 
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15. And [you say for] 'together with me' (ma("i) manoimobilä; 
'together with us' (ma ("anä) bizoÜ)obilä; 'together with you [sg.]' 
(ma("aka) sanoÜ)obilä; 'together with you [pl.]' (ma("akum) sizoÜ)obilä; 
'together with hirn' (ma("ahu) )aonil)°bilä; land for] 'together with 

5 them' (ma("ahum) )anolaronil) bilä. bilä has the meaning 'together 
with' (ma("a) as ifit were a locative. The equivalent (murädif) of 'in' 
(fi), which is dä, is not used with it, unlike qap with the meaning 'at' 
(inda). 

50. Chapter on the oath 

10 1. When they swear, they say for 'I have sworn I shall not go' (~alaftu 
mä Jarü~u) )antoisotiom baromaogaoman <VD 59v> if they mean is a 
future tense. Baromasoman serves to negate the present tense (/:Jäl). 
For 'I did not go' (mä ru~tu) you say baromaodiom. With the meaning 
'I swear, I shall not go' eanä ~älif mä Jarü~)110 [they say] )ant )igomiso 

15 man baromaogaoman. 
2. )Ugun is [used] for the motivation and by this the oath in the fu-

ture is meant. You say sangar baS°i )ugun, sangar kuzoi )ugun and 
sangar gänoi )ugun i.e. 'for his head's sake' (li-Jagli raJsihi), 'for his 
eye's sake' (li-Jagli ("aynihi) and 'for his soul's sake' (li-Jagli rü~ihi) 

20 baromaogaoman.111 
3. All of these expressions are used as oaths, instead of [real?] oaths 

(mawäqi(" al-qasam). The sentence to which the oath is sworn [comes] 
after [the oathJ, whether it is affirmative or negative. It may also pre-
cede, thus you say sangar kuzoi )ugun sunqur barodagiodur ['hy the 

25 eye of Sangar, Sunqur will come'] and sunqur barodagiodur sangar 
kuzoi )ugun. 

4. Baylik wrote in his book: 'In our lands we do not use any of these 
oaths, hut one bends one's forefinger, as one does in the case of the 
number seventy in the counting system of the Copts, without the nail 

30 of the thumb touching it. Then one says bü )ant ['this oath'] " .. .I did 
not do such-and-such and I did not commit it". One hardly breaks his 
oath. Its meaning is: if [the oath] is broken, one will go on living like 
this, with one's back bent.' 

110 LiteraIly: 'I am swearing, I will not go'. 
111 This is the verbal complement that was ommited in the three preceding examples. 
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51. Chapter on the annexation without a particle 

1. The element to which is annexed precedes the annexed in this lan-
guage. Thus for 'Sangar' s slave stood up' (qäma gulämu sangar) you say 
sangar qul·i tm·di. It is permitted to put tur·di at the beginning. 

5 2. Something has already been said about the annexation in the 
Chapter on the Determined Word [see above Seetion 25.4]. Ifyou an-
nex [a word] to an interrogative noun in the Arabic language you say 
'whose slave are you' (gulämu man Janta). With the same meaning in 
this language [you say] kim·nig qul·i·san. Its literal meaning is 'to 

10 whom his slave [are] you' (li-man mamlükuhu Janta). And for 'whose 
slave you [sg.] may beat, I will beat' (gulämu man taq.rub Jaq.rub) [you 
say] kim·nÜ] qul·in )ur·sag )ur·Sa·man. sä is the particle of condi-
tion and the post-palatal n is the pronounof the second person. Its base 
form is )ur·ur·saI) because )ur·ur is the imperfect tense and one of 

15 the two rs is e1ided to alleviate. For 'the slave of the one in the house is 
standing' (gulämu I-lad; fi d-däri qäJim) [you say] )awda ki·nÜ] qul·i 
tur·mis dur <VD 60r> and kur·kan·im·nig qul·i tur·mis dur for 'the 
slave of [the one] I saw is standing' (gulämu I-lad; raJaytuhu qäJim) 
<147> and 'the slave of the one I noticed is standing' (gulämu I-lad; 

20 Jab~artuhu qäJim) )ul kim kur·du·m )a·ni qul·i tur·mis dur. 
3. In this language 'some [of]' (ba 'q.) and 'all' (kull) be10ng to the 

nouns that in the Arabic language are annexed both formally (!aft.an) 
and semantically (ma 'nan), or else semantically but not formally. The 
equivalent (murädif) of 'some [of]' (ba 'q.u) in this language is bir 

25 )angä.lts base form is bir with the meaning 'one' (wä1;lid) and )angä 
with the meaning 'like this' (mitlu dälika) and these two words express 
the meaning of the partitive. If you say in Arabic 'I ate some of the 
fish' eakaltu ba 'q.a s-samaki), in this language with the same meaning, 
you say yi·du·m bäliq·nÜ] bir·anga·s·i·n. Si is the indicator (dalil) of 

30 the annexation to the third person if the last consonant of the noun is 
vocalised. The n is the indicator of objectivity ((dal;l al-mafüliyya). 

4. The equivalents (murädif) of'all' (kull) in this language are tayma 
and bargä. Theyare annexed either to an undetermined noun or to a 
determined noun. 

35 5. Iftheyareannexed to an undetermined noun, with the meaning 
'do not eat all of the fish' (lä ta1:ul kulla samakin) you say tayma 
bäliq·ni ya·mä. And for 'do not eat the whole fish' (lä ta1:ul kulla s-
samaki) [you say] bäliq·ni barga·s+n ya·mä. Tayma is only used as a 
general statement about individual nouns ('umüm al-Jafräd;). Barga is 

40 only used as a general statement about collective nouns ('umüm aS-
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sumülj): the difference between the two constructions is clear. Tayma 
is QipCäq; in Oguz you say dakmi. You say for 'I gave each man a 
dirham' eaC'taytu kulla ragulin dirhaman) dakmi )ar'~i bir )aqgi 
bir·di·m;~, which is attached to it, is the indicator of objectivity and 

5 dakmi forms a composite with what follows it: bir and )ar. For this 
[reason] the marker of the object appears at the end of the composite. 
For 'I took all of it' eabadtu al-kulla) [You say] barga·s·i·ni )al·du·m. 
'All of it' (kullahu) means barga·sa·ni; the 5 [indicates] the annexa-
tion and the n the objectivity. 

10 6. If you annex to a pronoun, you annex either to a first, or a sec-
ond or a third person. 

7. If you annex to a first person, you say qul·um tur·di ['my slave 
stood up'] and qul·um·ni )ur·du·m ['I beat my slave']; qul·umuz 
tur·di and qul·umuz·ni )ur·du·q. [If you annex] to a second person, 

15 you say qul·ul) tur·di, qul·ul)·ni )ur·du·1) and qul·Ul)uz[·ni] 
)ur·du·l)uz. [If you annex] to a third person, you say qul'i tm·di, 
qul·u·ni )ur·du·m ['I beat his slave'] and quHar·i tur·du·lar Le. 
'their slaves stood up' (mamiiltkuhum qiimü). Lar is attached to the 
singular if you annex to a singular; [its] r is vocalised with an i. This in-

20 dicates <VD 60v> the plural of the annexed; it may also indicate the 
plural ofthe ones to whom is annexed (al-mUl!ii!)ilayhim). This can be 
deduced from the context (siyiiq al-kaliim). With the meaning 'Sangar, 
his slaves are standing' (sangar mamiilikuhu qii)imün), you say sangar 
ni1] qul·lar·i tur·miHar dur. If you [mean] 'the Sangars, their slaves 

25 are standing' (as-saniigir mamiilikuhum qii)imün), you say sangar·lar 
ni1] qul·lar·i tur·miHardur. 

52. Chapter on the appositions 

1. The attribute precedes the qualified noun if it is singular. For 'I saw a 
wise man' eab~artu ragulan C'iiqilan) you say kur·du·m bir )u,lii )ar 

30 <148> and bir tur'miS)ar for 'a standing man' (ragulan qii)iman); 
and )00 )u,lii )ar kur·du·m for '[I saw] two wise men' (ragulayni 
C'iiqilayni). They satisfy themselves with putting the adjective in the dual 
form [and do not need] the dual form of the described noun. 

2. And for 'wise men' (rigiilan C'uqalii)) [you say] )u,lii )ar·an·lar. 
35 Its base form is )ar·lar, but they add a n. to it. Let us study the motive 

for the addition of the n. In the case of )at you say just )at·lar and in 
the case of quljust qul·lar. They satisfy themselves with putting the 
described noun in the plural and [and do not need] the plural of the 
adjective, i.e. )u,lu. If the adjective is singular and the described noun 
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is not mentioned, the plural is attached to it. Thus you say )u~lü-Iar 
kur-du-m i.e. 'I saw the sage' (raJaytu al- CuqaläJ). They may use )aran 
and with this the plural is meant. So they say )an-Iar )ar-an 
)u~lü -lar-dur i.e. 'theyare the wise men' (hum ar-rigäl al- CuqaläJ). For 

5 'I saw two standing men' (raJaytu ragulayni qäJimayni) they say )00 
tur-mis )ar kur-du-m and '[I saw] standing men' (rigälan qäJimin) 
tur-mis )ar-an-Iar kur-du-m. They suffice with the plural of the de-
scribed noun and [refrain from using] the plural of the adjective. You 
do not pluralise, except when the described noun is deleted or when it 

10 is used as a predicate, as in kisi-lar tur-mis-Iar. 
3. If a noun in the genitive case occurs as an attribute to an unde-

termined word, you say for 'I visited a man from the Turks' (dalJaltu 
calä ragulin min at-Turk) kir-di-m bir)ar qat+n-ä turk tan. Its base 
form is qat-i-n-Sä, but [Sä] is elided although it is permitted to use it. 

15 Its [literal] meaning is 'I entered to with a man from the Turks' 
(dalJaltu Jilä cinda ragulin min at-Turk.).ll2 Tan is in fact identical with 
dan and it expresses the meaning 'from' (min). 

4. If a locative occurs as attribute to an undetermined noun, you say 
for 'I visited a man at yours [sg.]' (dalJaltu Jilä ragulin cindaka) 

20 kir-di-m bir)ar qat-in-Sä. Its base form is 'to with a man' eilä cinda 
ragulin). Ifyou mean 'I visited the chief (dalJaltu Jilä I-Jamiri) you do 
not use qat-in-Sä <VD 6P> since it is deleted in their language. Thus 
you say kir-di-m bar~. 

5. If a verbal sentence occurs as an attribute, with the meaning 'a 
25 man stood up whom I loved' (qäma ragulun Jabbabtuhu) you say 

tm-di bir )ar kim saw-du-m )a-ni. Kim ties the sentence that occurs as 
an attribute to the described words that precede it, e.g. 'a man stood up 
whom I love' (qäma ragulun Jubibbuhu) tm-di bir)ar kim saw-ar man 
)a-ni. 

30 6. If a nominal sentence occurs as an attribute, for 'a man stood up 
whose father is going' (qäma ragulun Jabühu dähibun) you say tm-di 
bir )ar kim )ata-s-i kit-mH taro Kim links the sentence that occurs as 
an attribute with the described [element]. 

7. If a conditional sentence occurs as an attribute, for 'a man stood 
35 up, ifyou [sg.] see hirn you will love him' (qäma ragulun Jin raJaytahu 

Jabbabtahu), you say tur-di bir )ar kim kur-ar-saJ] saw ka-san. Kim 
links the conditional sentence that occurs as an attribute, with the de-
scribed [element]. It is not permitted to put the noun in the genitive 
case at the beginning, nor the locative, nor the conditional sentence, 

112 The Arabic original is grammatically correct, since 'inda 'with', a :?arf, may be 
preceded by a bar! gaTT 
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nor any other element when it occurs as an attribute to what is de-
scribed; you must put it at the end, as you do in the Arabic language. 

8. Ifthe attribute is either a derived or a non-derived noun, it needs 
special analysis a part of which has been dealt with; the rest is yet to be 

5 discussed in the description of the determined nouns. 
9. If more than one attribute is used, theyare put at the beginning 

since <149> single adjectives must also be placed at the beginning. 
Thus, for 'I saw Sangar the wise, kind writer' (ra)aytu sangara al-kätiba 
al- ~älima al-karima) you say gurnart b~ä bitikgi sangar-ni kur-

10 du-rn. 
10. Know that there are five kinds of determined nouns, as we men-

tioned in the Chapter on the Determined and Undetermined Nouns: 
the suffixed pronoun, the proper name, the indicated word, the relative 
and the noun that is annexed to any one of these [see above Section 

15 25]. 
11. As for the suffixed pronoun, it cannot be described and you do 

not describe with it. As for the proper name, you do not describe it and 
you do not describe with it; but you may describe with a demonstrative 
pronoun, a relative or an annexed noun. 

20 12. An example of a description with the demonstrative pronoun 
with the meaning 'I saw this Sangar' (ra)aytu sangara hägä) you say 
kur-du-rn sangar-ni )usbü.. ll3 The most correct usage is )usbü. san-
gar-ni kur-du-rn, in other words, the demonstrative pronoun pre-
cedes. 

25 13. An example of a description with the relative for 'I saw Sangar 
who stood up' (ra.)aytu sangara allalJi qäma) you say kur-du-rn san-
gar-ni )u1 kim lur-dü.. 114 <VD 6P> The attribute does not precede 
here. Ifyou mean 'I saw Sangar the corning [one]' (ra)aytu sangar al-
gä)i)a) you say kur-du-rn sangar-ni kaI-kan-ni. It is also permitted to 

30 say kur-du-rn kaI-kan-ni sangar-ni. The first [sentence] is according 
[to the rules of] the attribute (~ifa) and in the second [sentence] it be-
haves like an apposition (badal). For 'I saw Sangar who is in the house' 
(ra)aytu sangara allagi ft d-dari) you say kur-du-rn )aw-da-ki san-
gar-ni, according to the [rules of] the substitution. It is permitted to 

35 say kur-du-rn sangar-ni )aw-da-ki, according to [the rules of] the 
attribute (~ifa). 

14. An example of the description with the annexed [nounJ, you say 
with the meaning 'I saw Sangar, your [sg.] slave' (ra)aytu sangara 

113 Although the Arabic version of this sentence is grammatically correct, the 
~maticality of the Turkic sentence is disputable. 

114idem. 
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gulämaka) kur·du·m qul·W) sangar·ni. This is the usage with the at-
tribute put at the beginning. You say for 'I saw Sangar, Sunqur's slave' 
(raJaytu sangara mamlüka sunqurin) sunqur qul·u·ni sangar·ni kur 
·du·m. It is permitted to say sangar·ni sunqur qul·u'ni kur·du·m. 

5 15. An example of the description of the indicated noun is 'I saw 
this wise man' (raJaytu hädä 1- ~älima) kur·du·m )uSbii b~·ni. The 
description stands at the end and the marker of the object appears in 
it. It is permitted [to say] )uSbu·nib~·ni, as if it were used as an ap-
position (badal). The former is used according to the [basic] construc-

10 tion (giha at-tarkib). Because of this the marker of the object only ap-
pears in the adjective. 

16. An example of the description of the relative. With the meaning 
of 'I saw the kind coming one' (raJaytu al-gäJiya al-karima) you say 
kur·du·m kaI·kan·ni gumart·ni. It is permitted to say kur·du·m 

15 gumart·ni kaI·kan·ni. And with the meaning 'I saw the coming one, 
this one' you say (raJaytu l-gä~ hädä) kur·du·m kaI·kan·ni 
)usbu'ni. 115 

17. An example of the description of the noun.annexed noun. For 
'I saw Sangar's slave, Sunqur's brother' you say (raJaytu mamlüka 

20 sangarin Jabä sunqurin) sang ar quI·u·ni sunqur qarindaS'i 
kur·du·m, but it is more correct to say sunqur qarindaS·i sangar 
qul·u'ni kur·du·m. 

53. Chapter on the conjunction 

1. You say for 'Sangar and Sunqur stood up' (qäma sangaru wa-sun-
25 quru) sangar sunqur tur·du·Iar. It is permitted [to say] tur·du·Iar 

sangar sunqur. They do not have a word that is literally equivalent 
(turädif) to the conjunction 'and' (wäw al- ~atf). They use the two 
nouns, the one following the other <150> without any link. 

2. You say for 'Sangar stood up and Sunqur' (qäma sangar fa-sun-
30 qur) or 'and then Sunqur' (tumma sunqur) sangar tur·di )an·dan 

sunqur. ) An· dan expresses the notion of sequence without regard to 
the [distance in] time. It is used instead of 'and' (al-fäJ) and ethen' 
(tumma). No particle in their tongue has the special function of either 
particle, but they use )an·dan for the common meaning (al-qadr al-

35 mustarik baynahimä) ofboth of them. 
3. <VD 62r> With the meaning 'the people, even Sangar are standing 

up' (an-näs battä sangar qäJimüna) you say kisi·Iar tur·miHar dur 

115 These appear to be appositions rather than adjectives. 
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sangar taqi tur·mis dur [Lit.: 'the people are standing, Sangar is 
standing too']. Taqi expresses the meaning of'even' (~attä), but it is 
not its equivalent (murädif), for its real meaning is 'too' (Jaytjan) which 
inc1udes 'even' (~attä). 

5 4. For 'Sangar or Sunqur stood up' (qäma santar Jaw sunqur qäma) 
you say sangar mii tur·di yä sunqur. This is the way they use it, the 
partic1e yä being the equivalent (murädif) of 'or' eaw). For 'did Sangar 
stand up or Sunqur did stand up' ea qäma santar Jam sunqur) you say 
sangar mii tur·di yä sunqur [Lit.: 'did Sangar stand up or did 

10 Sunqur']. Theysay [also] sangar mii tur·di yuq sä sunqur. This ex-
pression has come to mean 'did Sangar stand up, or did Sunqur' (Ja 
qäma santar Jam sunqur). 

5. Yuq is originally a noun with the meaning 'lack' (ma C'düm).116 
This is proved by the fact that it is possible to annex to it. With the 

15 meaning 'poor' (faqtr) they say yuq·lii 'possessor oflack' (dü maC'düm). 
Annexation is one of the characteristics of nouns. [But] yuq came also 
to be used as the negating [partic1e] mii. As for sä, its meaning is 'if 
ein), as if [the speaker literally] says 'did Sangar stand up, no ifSunqur' 
ea qäma santar lii Jin sunqur. [Sä] corresponds to the meaning 'if 

20 Sunqur' ein sunqur).117 
6. You say for 'Sangar stood up, not Sunqur' (qiima santar lii sun-

qur) sangar tur·di sunqur tur·ma·di [lit.: 'Sangar stood up, Sunqur 
did not stand up']. They do not have an equivalent (murädif) for our 
expression 'not Sunqur' (lii sunqur). For the meaning 'Sangar stood 

25 up-not so, it was Sunqur' (qiima santar baI sunqur) you say sangar 
tur·di yuq sunqur tur·di. For 'Sangar did not stand up but Sunqur 
[did]' (mii qiima santar läkin sunqur) you say sangar tur·ma·di )awat 
sunqur tur·di [lit.: 'Sangar did not stand up, yes Sunqur stood up']. 
And for 'either Sangar, or Sunqur stood up' (qiima Jimmä santar wa-

30 Jimmii sunqur) you say yä sangar tur·di yä sunqur tur·di as I said in 
the case of'or' eaw). 

7. For 'I stood up and you' (qumtu Janii wa-Janta) you say man 
tur·du·m san taqi tur·du·lJ. Taqi reflects the meaning of the con-
junction for the plural and it reflects the meaning 'until' of comprise-

35 ment (~attii bi-t-tatjmtn), according to the preceding remarks. For 'I 

116 ma cdüm, in fact, is a passive participle meaning 'lost, gone'. 
117 The author here refers to the Turkic sentence in the preceding paragraph: sangar 

mü pu-·di yuq sä sunqur. Note that he does not consider sä a part of the verb (which 
here perhaps should be reconstructed as yuq ". i·sä 'not be- COND' = 'if this is not'), but 
rather an independent partieIe, the equivalent of the Arabic conditional parti eies law and 
)jn. 
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stood up and Sangar' (qumtu Janä wa-sangar) you say man tm·du·m 
sangar taqi tur·di and sangar tur·di san taqi tur·du·1) for 'Sangar 
stood up and you' (qäma sangar wa-Janta). 

8. For 'I stood up and then you [did]' (qumtu Janä tumma Janta) 
5 yousay man tur·du·m )an·dan san. And for 'you stood up and [then] 

I [did]' (qumta tumma Janä) or san tur·du·1) )an·dan man ['You 
stood up and then I did']. <VD 6r> For 'you stood up and then Sangar 
[did]' you say san tur·du·1) )an·dan sangar. For 'I ate the fish up to 
its head' eakaltu as-samaka battä raJsihä) you say bäliq·ni yidu·m 

10 baHn gä daqin gä, from which it is permitted to elide gä. 
9. Gin·gä and ~·gä are equivalents (turädij) of 'until' (battä). 

They are attached to the last [consonant] of the verb. Gin·gä is at-
tached to velarised words and Fn·gä to palatalised words. As for the 
expression dakin·gä <151>, its base form is dak kin·gä. One of the 

15 two ks assimilates with the other and is deleted with the purpose of al-
leviation. The past tense of dak is dak·di meaning 'he reached' 
(balaga). If gin·gä or Fn·gä is joined to the [second] verb, the verb 
has the form of the imperative, but the meaning is the future. For 
'stand here, until I come' (qum hunä battä JagtJu Janä) you say tur 

20 mundä man kal·~·gä, as if the speaker said 'until come I' (battä 
Jage Janä). With the meaning 'you stood until I came' (qumta Janta 
1;attä gttu Janä) they say tur·du·1) san man kal·Fn·Sä; ~in·Sä and 
gm·Sä are attached to the verb. 

54. Chapter on the corroborative 

25 1. The corroborative (ta1ctd) may be expressed formally (laft.t); in that 
case it consists in the repetition of the word ei ~äda al-latz) itself. It 
occurs with single words and sentences. 

2. In the case of single words, it occurs with a noun e.g. sangar 
sangar tur·di ['Sangar Sangar stood up'], with a verb sangar tur·di 

30 tur·di ['Sangar stood up, stood up'] and with a particle, e.g. )awat 
)awat ['yes, yes']. Ifthe particle is connected to some [element], it is 
repeated together with it. Thus you say )aw·dä )aw·dä tur·du·m ['I 
stood up in the house, in the house']. When [it is used] in a sentence 
you say sangar tur·di sangar tur·di ['Sangar stood up, Sangar stood 

35 up']. 
3. The corroborative may also be expressed semantically (ma~nawt). 

Sometimes it occurs with verbal no uns and sometimes with the re-
stricting nouns ealfä~ mab~üra). 
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4. Examples of its expression by a verbal noun are turoduom 
turomaq ['I stood a standing up'] and yaoduom yaomak ['I ate a 
mea!']. 

5. In the case of the restricting nouns, the eorroborative may be used 
5 to emphasise the agent. The verb originates from it and not from 

something else. For 'Sangar himself stood up' (qäma sangar nafsuhu) 
you say sangar turodi )uzoi. It is also permitted to say )uzoi bili. The 
meaning ofbili in this eonstruetion is 'together with' (ma ("a), as if they 
say 'together with himself (ma ("a nafsihi) i.e. 'with himself (bi-nafsihi). 

10 Bili is also used with the meaning ofthe b, as ifthe speaker says 'he 
stood up with himself (qäma bi-nafsihi). But they do not build 
affirmative sentenees with the equivalent (murädif) of 'eye' (al- ("ayn), 
so they do not say *sangar turodi kuzoi [lit. 'Sangar, his eye stood up'] 
nor *kuzoi bili [lit. 'with his eye']. 118 

15 6. Expressions that indicate inclusion with the meaning 'all' (kull) 
are bargi and qamug. For 'the people all stood up' (qäma an-näsu 
kulluhum) you say kisiolar turodHar bargaolar and also bargaolarou. 
<VD 63r> You may also say qamugolar or qamugolaroi i.e. 'all' (al-
gami("u) or 'all of them' (gami("uhum), respeetively. For 'all of this gold 

20 was seized' (hägä g-gahabu kulluhu qubit;la) you say bü )altun 
bargaosoi )aloanodi.)Aloanodi [sie; for )alin-] means 'was taken' 
(Jubida) and with this [word] you express the meaning 'was seized' 
( qubit;la) . 

7. It is always permitted to emphasise an undetermined word, 
25 whether it is divisible (mutagaziya) or indivisible (gayr mutagaziya). 

For 'I ate a whole loaf (Jakaltu ragifan kullahu) you say yioduom bir 
)atmakoni bargaosoioni. Ni may be elided from the first word [viz. 
)atmakni]. An example of an in divisible word is: 'a man stood up 
himself (qäma ragulun nafsuhu) turodi bir )ar )uzoi and )uzoi bili. It is 

30 obligatory to put the emphasising element after the eonfirmed ele-
ment, as it is in the Arabic language. 

55. Chapter on the [syntactical] substitution 

1. The [syntaetical] substitution (badal) is divided into totum pro toto 
(kuli min kuli), pars pro toto (ba ("4 min kuli) and eomprehensive 

35 (iStimäl) .119 

118 The Turkic kuzi and kuzi bilä are calques of the Arabic expressions Caynuhu 'his 
eye', and bi- caynihi, respectively. The latter means 'with his eye' and, as an idiomatic 
expression, 'by himself. 

119 Cf. Owens 1988: 324 'inclusive'. 
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2. In the case of the first you say 'Sangar, your [sg.] brother stood up' 
(qäma sangar Javüka) <152> tur·di sangar qarindäS·iI.J. 

3. In the case of the second you say 'I ate the loaf half (Jakaltu r-
ragifa ni~fahu) yi·du·m bir >atmak biguq'ni and [you mayalso use] 

5 yäru·s·ni. Yiru means 'a half (as-siqq). The s is is attached to indicate 
the annexation [sc. to a third person] when the last consonant is 
vocalised: ni indicates objectivity and the marker of the object appears 
in the second noun and not in the first. 

4. In the case of the third you say 'Sangar, his beating made me hap-
10 py' (sarrant sangar fjarbuhu) saw·in·dur·di man'i sangar >ur·maq·i 

and 'his knowledge' (ilmuhu) bil·maq·i. This example may serve as a 
rule according to which you say saw·in·du·m sangar·dan >ur·maq 
dan ['I was happy with Sangar, with [his] beating']. The JAträk also use 
saw·in·du·m sangar >ur·maq-i-dan which means 'I was pleased with 

15 Sangar's beating' (surirtu min fjarbi sangar). This concludes the 
Chapter on the Syntactical Substitution. 

5. It seems that the substitution of the comprehensive is not used in 
their language so that it would be necessary to pay special attention to 
it. 

20 56. Chapter on the condition 

1. [Chapter on the condition (sart)] and what is connected to it, as far 
as the rules of the equivalents of 'if not' (law lä), 'if (law), 'when' 
(lammä), and 'whenever' (kullamä) are concemed. 

2. The particle of condition is sä. This is its basic function (al-
25 mawfjü (' lahu Ja~lan). If it corresponds to the conditional 'if ein) it is a 

condition in the future tense. If it expresses what was going to occur 
because of the occurrence of something else, then it is the equivalent of 
the hypothetical 'if (law). In that case it is a condition in the past 
tense. An example of [the condition in] the future tense is 'if Sangar 

30 stands up, Sunqur will stand up' ein qäma sangar qäma sunqur) 
sangar tur·sä sunqur tur·gay. The apodosis (gawäb) may be put at 
the beginning, e.g. sunqur tur·gay sangar tur·sä. <VD 63v> The verb 
and the particle of condition are never separated (lä yuftal). The ap0-

dosis only occurs in the phonetic form of the future tense (laft. al-mus-
35 taqbal); the conditional sentence only occurs in the phonetic form of 

the imperative (laft. al-Jamr). By this we do not mean a real imperative; 
the phonetic form of the imperative is basically used instead of the 
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phonetic form of the future tense and its apodosis. Thus you say 'if 
Zayd stands up, 'Amr stands up' ein qäma zayd qäma 'amr). 120 

3. If the verb in the conditional senten ce is negated, you say 
turomaosä sunqur ['if Sunqur does not stand up']. So you insert the 

5 particle of negation before the particle of condition. 
4. If the verb agrees with the pronoun of a first person, you say 

turosaom )urogay-man i.e. 'if I stand up, I will beat' ein qumtu 
tJarabtu); or with a second person you say turosaolJ )urogay-san i.e. 'if 
you [sg.] stand up, you will beat' ein qumta tJarabta). 

10 5. If the apodosis (gawäb) is a nominal sentence, you say for 'if 
Sangar stands up, Sunqur will be standing' ein qäma sangar fa-sunqur 
qä)im) sangar dah turodi )iosä sunqur turomis dur ['If Sangar had 
stood up too, Sunqur is standing up']. Sä is the particle of condition. )i 
indicates the meaning 'he was' (käna). The corresponding meaning is 

15 'ifhe was stood up' ein käna qäma). This construction occurs in the 
conditional sentence, if the apodosis is a nominal sentence. 

6. [Sä] may be used if the verb is negated. In that case you say 
sangar turosä sunqur turomaogay ['if Sangar stands up, Sunqur will 
not stand up']. 

20 7. [Sä] may also be used if the verb is an imperative, for 'if Sangar 
comes beat hirn' ein gä)a sangar fa-)itJrabhu) you say sangar kaIosä 
)urogi! )aoni. You mayalso say )ur )aoni. 

8. You may use [sä] if the verb is a prohibition. You say kaIosä 
)uromaogi! )aoni ['ifhe comes, do not beat him'] and )uroma )aoni. Gil 

25 is used with the prohibition, the same way it is used with the impera-
tive. Thus you say yaomaopl i.e. 'do not eat' (lä ta1ul), the same way 
as you say <153> yio~ i.e. 'eat' (kul). 

9a As an example of sä as an equivalent of the hypothetical 'if 
(law) in the past tense, [you may say] 'if Sangar had stood up, Sunqur 

30 would have stood up' (law qäma sangar qäma sunqur) you say 
[sangar)121 turomis misosä sunqur turomis di. 122 The base form of di 
is )iodi with the meaning 'he was' (käna). The vowel [sc. i of )iodi] was 

120 The author intends to point out that the conditional suffix sä is attached directly 
to the stern which is best visible if the verb has the shape of the imperative form. In the 
Arabic tradition, however, there is no concept of'stem'. Furthermore, in his view the 
verb has no inflection, since he considers sä equivalent to the Arabic partide of condi -
tion, rather than a verbal ending. 

121 Alternative from iü as emendation for sunqur . 
122 missä is a grammatical element unknown to me. It may be the suffix mi~ assimi-

lated with sä but this explanation would not satisfactorily account for the form turmiA 
missä where one would have to assurne two subsequent occurrences of mB (cf. also 
Caykovskaya 1981: 102). 
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transferred to the silent consonant before it [SC. the s in mis] that 
indicates the active participle. The [overall] meaning has become 'he 
was standing' (käna qäJiman) in the apodosis, therefore the speaker 
sayS!ur·mis·di. Tur·mis is the predicate to )i·di. As for the condi-

5 tional sentence, it consists of [the words] sangar tur·mis, in which 
tur·mis means 'standing' (qäJim). Furthermore, sä is the particle of 
condition to which mis can be added. 

9b. In this case [the first] s assimilates with the [second] sand thus 
results <VD 64V> mis·sä. Mis is then added [to tur·mis] and thus the 

10 whole comes to mean 'if Sangar had stood up, Sunqur would have. 
stood up' (law qäma sangar qäma sunqur). Mis is used as an extra el-
ement (taCliq) in the past tense. For 'if Sangar beat, Sunqur [would] 
beat' (law tjaraba sangar tjaraba sunqur) you say sangar )ur·mis 
mis·sä sunqur )ur·mis-i-di. 

15 10. Thus are the rules ofthis chapter. With these two constructions 
the condition in the future and past tense is specified. For 'ifyou [sg.] 
had stood up, I would have stood up' (law qumta qumtu) you say 
tur·mis mis'sa )i·di·1) tur·mis·di·m [Properly: 'if you had been 
standing, I would have been standing'], and for 'ifI had stood up, you 

20 [sg.] would have stood up' (law qumtu qumta) you say tur·mis mis·sä 
)'di 'X)'di l' 'm tur'ml~ l' '1). 

11. For 'ifyou [sg.] stand up, I will stand up' ein qumta qumtu) you 
say tur·sa·1) tur·ga·man; for 'if I stand up, we will stand up' ein 
Jaqum naqum) you say tur'sa'm tur·ga· biz123; for 'if you [pl.] stand 

25 up, we will stand up' ein taqumu naqum) tur·sa·l)iz tur·ga·biz. 
12a. For 'whomever you [sg.] beat, I will beat' (man tatjrib Jatjrib) 

you say kim·ni )ar·sa·1) )ur·ga·man. They use the particle of condi-
tion and the noun in one construction. In the Arabic language the 
meaning of the particle of condition is included in the noun [i.e. man 

30 'whomever']. In this language, however, the meaning of the condition 
is separated from the noun and is expressed explicitly with a particle. 

12b. For 'whenever you [sg.] visit me, I will honour you' (kullamä 
giJtani Jakramtuka) you say tayma kal·du·k·ul)·gä )agirla·ga·man 
san·ni. Tayma reflects the meaning 'all' (kuU) and kaI·du means 'he 

35 came' (gäJa). The kin kal·du·k·UI)·gä is an addition (zäJida), whereas 
the n [sc. 1)] indicates the second person. The m of the first person may 
be used on the same place. Thus for 'whenever I come' (kullamä getu) 
you say kaI·du·ku·m·gä; 'whenever you [pl.] come' (kullamä getum) 
kaI·du·kul)uZ gä; 'whenever they come' (kullamä gäJu) kaI·du·k· 

123 Reconstruction for tur·sa·I) tur·ga·san . 
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lar-in-ga; 'whenever he comes' (kullamä gäJa) kal-du-k-ga and kaI-du 
k-muz-ga [sie] 'wheneverwe come' (kullamägenä). The [pronominal] 
markers ('alämät) were placed between the k and [Si] 124 and their 
combination conveys the expression for 'whatever' (mahmä) in Arabie. 

5 If you use tayma with this, it becomes to mean 'whenever' (kullamä), 
as if the speaker says 'whatever whenever' (mahmä kullamä). 

13. You say sangar tur-igaq sunqur tur-di with the meaning 'when 
Sangar stood up, Sunqur stood up' (lammä qäma sangar qäma sunqur). 
[Giq] 125 means 'at the time' (lJina). And for 'when I stood up, Sangar 

10 stood up' (lammä qumtu qäma sangar) you say man tur-igaq sangar 
tur-di land for 'when Sangar stood up, I stood up' (lammä qäma 
sangar qumtu) you say sangar tur-igaq tur-du-mJi26 and for 'when 
you [pl.] stood up, we stood up' (lammä qumtum qumnä) you say siz 
tur-igaq tur-tu-q. Or you say [biz 127] tur-tu-q. 

15 14. <154> And for 'when they stood up, we stood up' (lammä qämü 
qumnä) you say <VD 64r> 'an-lar tur-igaq tur-tu-q; for 'when he 
stood up, we stood up' (lammä qäma qumnä) you say 'ul tur-igaq 
tur-du-q. 

15. You say quyas bat-p-gi-n-da kal-ka-man. [The element] da in-
20 dicates 'in' (fi), gin indicates 'at the moment' (waqta) and gin-da is 

equivalent to 'when' eidä). They use quyd, i.e. 'bearns of the sun' 
(su~ä~ as-sams) for 'the sun' (as-sams). Its meaning is 'I shall come to 
you [sg.] when the sun sets' eagiJuka Jig.ä gäbat as-sams). You say 
quyd ciq-p-gin-da 128 kal-ka-man i.e. 'I shall come to you [sg.] when 

25 the sun goes away' eagiJuka Jig.ä baragat aS-sams).129 
16. For 'if it had not been for Sangar, Sunqur would have stood up' 

(law lä sangar qäma sunqur) you say sangar dqul mis-sa sunqur 
tur-mis+di and for 'if it had not been for me, Sangar would have 
stood up' (law lä Janä qäma sangar) you say man dqul mis-sa-m 

30 sangar tur-mis+di. Its base form is mis-sa 'i-di-m; but 'i-di was 
elided and the pronoun has remained as a reference to the elided ele-
ment. The most correct form is the use of the base form without eli-
sion. 

17. For 'if it had not been for us, Sangar would have stood up' (law 
35 lä nabnu qäma sangar) you say biz dqul mis-sa y+du-k sangar 

124 Addition from iü. 
125 Addition from iÜ. 
126 Addition from iÜ. 
127 Ern. iü of VD ... 
128Ern.iüofVD J.üqpgindi. 
129 In fact, 'to you' is not explicitly stated in the Turkic sentence. 
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tur·miS·i di; 'if it had not been for you [sg.]' (law lä Janta)-san 
d4ul mis·sa y-i-du·I); 'if it had not been for you [pl.]' (law lä 
Jantum)-siz d4ul missa yidigiz; 130 'if it had not been for him' (law 
lä huwa)-)ul d4ul mis·sa y-i-di; 'if it had not been for them' (law lä 

5 hum)-)an·lar d4ul mis·sa )i·dHar. 
18. The pronouns from which depends the particle [that expresses] 

the negation (al-imtinä ~) of existence precede [i.e. lä]. The outcome of 
the study of mis·sä is that sä is the particle of condition. 

57. Chapter on the quotation 

10 1. [The quotation (al-~ikäya) is, e.g.,] 'Sangar said Sunqur is standing' 
(qäla sangar sunqur qäJim), you say sangar )ayit·ti sunqur tur·mis. 
Y ou quote with the equivalent of what is said. In the imperfect tense 
[theyuse] )ayd·ur, which form is )ayit·ur. l3l [In this verb] the t is 
substituted for a d; the i together with the y is regarded as too heavy, 

15 because of the change of i into u; the whole therefore is alleviated by 
silencing the y. 132 

2. The equivalent of 'he said' (qäla) is di·di in Oguz, viz., nä·di·di 
'what did he say' (Jayya sal qäla). In the imperfect tense [they say] 
di·r, i.e., the d vocalised with an i. 

20 VII 

58. Chapter on the particles 

1. The particles have already been mentioned here and there in the 
preceding chapters about the rules [of their application]. <VD 65r> We 
will collect them in this section (f~l). 

25 2. We mention <155> the particle of answer (~arf al-gawäb), which 
is )awat, with the meaning 'yes' (na~am), andyuq meaning 'no' (lä). 
We have already mentioned that yuq is a noun, for which we also have 
given our arguments; it means 'lack' (ma ~düm), even though it is used 
with the meaning of 'no'. It is suitable for both the meaning 'no' (lä) 

30 and the meaning 'lack' (ma~düm). 
3. The particle of negation is a m, vocalised with an a [i.e. ma]. 

130 Ern. of biz dakul missa y-i-du· k. 
131 Ern. from iü for VD >ayitt·ur. 
132 The argumentation can be schematically summarised as follows: >ayit·ur --7 

>ayid-ur --7 >ayd·ur. 
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4. The particle of prohibition is a m too, vocalised with an a [Le. 
mal. 

5. The particle of interrogation is a m vocalised with an u, it may be 
vocalised with an i because of the vowel harmony (li-I-Jitbä C) [Le. 

5 mulm]. 
6. The particles of the imperative are sun, yim and lim.133 

7. The particles of the annexation are dan, dä, kä and birlä. They 
also use bilä and nit:J . 

8. The particles of conjunction are 'an-dan and yä. 
10 9. The particle of exception is maqar. 

10. The particle of attention is 'uso 
1l. The particle of condition is sä. 
12. The particle ofboth the verbal noun and motivation is kim. Kiln 

has the meanings of a conditional noun, an interrogative noun, a re1a-
15 tive and a particle ofthe verbal noun, with the meaning 'that' eanna) 

and the meaning of a particle of motivation with the meaning 'so that' 
(kay). 

13. The particle ofwishing (~arf at-tamannä)is kaskä. 
14. All ofthese are independent particles and [independent] words. 

20 15. As to what is added for one of the meanings that occur as part of 
the root of another word, e.g. the diminutive, the plural, the transitive, 
or the construction of a passive form, we do not intend to list it in this 
chapter; since it has already been mentioned. 

25 What we intended to put in this book has been completed. Praise be 
to God alone, His blessings be upon our prophet Mu1;tammad, his de-

scendants and his companions and may 
He grant him salvation. 134 

This book was finished on Monday the fifteenth of the venerable 
30 month of Sa cbän in the year seven hundred and thirty five, 135 rnay God 

make it end happily. 

133 For the third and first person singular and the first person plural, respectively. 
134 iü reads: 'Praise be to God, He is rny Measure. I am the servant of the Alrnighty 

God Al].rnad bn 'Urnar aS-Säfi'j rnay God be kind to hirn, the representative in the re-
spectable governrnent of the protected city of Lä<Jaqiya, on the fourth of ciumädt al-~ülä 
ofthe rnonths ofthe year eight hundred and five [lNovernber 30th, 1402). Praise be to 
God alone and His blessings be upon Mul)ammad, the prophet of rnercy and leader of the 
nation, on his descendants and his cornpanions, rnay God grant hirn salvation. Our 
Measure is God. - The End'. 

135 This agrees with April 10th, 1335. 
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This copy was manufactured based on the author' s own manuscript. 
He had written in the epilogue: ([This book] was finished in the night 
that had started with the morning ofThursday, the thirtieth ofthe glo-
rious month Ramatjän, in the year seven hundred and twelve, 136 at the 

5 Madrasa of al-Malik ~-~älil:t in the land ofEgypt. Its compiler, > Abü 
l:Iayyän Mul:tammad bn Yüsufbn 'All bn Yüsuf ibn l:Iayyän an-NafazI 

al-> Andalusi, inhabitant of the land ofEgypt, may God protect it, 
wrote it down with his own hand.' 

136 Ramac;län 30th, 712 (February 6th, 1313) happened to be a Monday. Ramac;län 
30th, 711 (February 20th, 1312), indeed, was a Wednesday. It may be more than a coin-
cidence that the autograph is said to be finished directIyafter the Casting. 



APPENDIX ONE 

VERBAL AND NOMINAL PARADIGMS AND SUFFIXES 
BASED ON DATA FOUND IN KITAB AL-)IDRÄK. 

VERBAL PARADIGMS 

The following overviews provide the verbal and rnorphological forms as 
they are encountered in the grarnrnatical parts of Kitäb al-)Idräk. 
Wherever possibIe, forrns were given for both front and back verbal 
sterns, exernplified with the sterns kal- and tur-, respectiveIy, and 
separated by a slash /. 

Present Tense 
1a sg kal·ur-rnan 
1b kal·ur·um (Oguz) 
2sg 
3 sg kaI·ur 
1 pI kal·ur·biz 
2 pI kal·ur·siz, -siz·Iar 
3 pI kaI·ur·Iar 

Present Tense Interrogative 
1 sg kaI·ur·rnu·rnan 

2 sg kaI·ur·rnu·san 
3 sg kaI·ir-rnü 
1 pI kal·ur·rnu"biz 
2 pI kal"ur"rnu"suz 
3 pI 

Present Tense in sterns ending in -Iä Present Tense Conditional 
and rnonosyllabic verbs ending in a vowel (loccurrence) 
3 sg suz·Iä·r - suz·Iä"yur; si"r - si·y"ur 2 sg kur-ar"sa"lJ 

Present tense Negated 
1 sg kal"rna·s·rnan 
2 sg kal"rna"s"san 
3 sg kal"rna·s 
1 pI kal"rna"s biz 
2 pI kal·rna"s"siz; -Iar·siz; -siz·Iar 
3 pI kal·rna"s"Iar 
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Past Tense 
1 sg kalodiom, -duom; -duoman 
2 sg kalo dio lJ 
3 sg kalodi:; kaIodu I turodü, -di: 
1 pI kaIoduok, -olar -omiz, -biz lturotuoq 
2 pI kaloditJiz, -dioIJizolar 
3 pI kaIodiolarl turodiolär 

Past Tense Negated 
1 sg kalomaoduom 
2 sg kalomaodioIJ 
3 sg kalomaodI 
1 pI kalomaoduok, maodukolar 
2 pI kalomaodioIJiz 
3 pI kalomaodi:olar 

Future Tense 
1 sg kalokaoman I turogaoman 
2 sg kalokaosan, kay-san I turogaosan 
3 sg kalokä, kalokay I turogä, turogay 
1 pI kälokaobiz I turogaobiz 
2 pI kalokay-siz; -sizolar 
3 pI kaIokay-Iar 

Future Tense Interrogative 
1 sg kalokaomuoman 

2 sg kaloka°muosan 

3 sg kalokaomü 
1 pI kalokaomuobiz 
2 pI kalokaomuosuz 
3 pI kaIokaoIaromü 

Past Interrogative 
1 sg kalodiomomü 
2 sg kalodiolJomü 
3 sg kalodiomü 
1 pI kaloduokomü 
2 pI kalodioIJizomü 
3 pI kalodiolaromü 

Future Tense Negated 
1 sg kalomaokay man 
2 sg kaloma ° kay-san 
3 sg kalomaokay 
1 pI kalomaokay-biz 
2 pI kal'maokay-siz 
3 pI kalomaokay-Iar 

Future tense (Oguz) 
1 sg kal°aom 

(>kaIoaoman) 
2 sg kaloäosin 

(neg.: -mioyäosin) 
3 sg kaloä 
1 pI kaloäowuz 
2 pI 
3 pI kaIoaoIar 
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Imperative 
I sg kal· kä'yim 
2 sg kal'~1! ~ur; ~ur'gul 

3 sg kal'sun 
I pI kal·kälim (Oguz?) 
2 pI I ~ur'UlJ, -UlJ'uz; -UlJ'siz 
3 pI kal'sun'Iär 

Conditional Verbs 
I sg ~ur'sa'm 

2 sg ~ur'sa'n, ur'sa'lJ 
3 sg ~ursä (negated: ~f'ma'sä) 
I pI 
2 pI ~uf'salJiz 
3 pI bül'sa'Iar 

Prohibition 
Isg kal'ma'käyim 
2sg kal'mä I 

bar'mä'mä 1 

3sg kal'ma'sun 
Ipl kal'ma'kälim 
2pI kal'ma'lJiz, -ma'siz 
3pI kal'ma'sun'Iar 

Finite 'Konverbial' Form: 
'whenever I come' or 
'each time I come' 
I sg kal'duk'um'gä 

(Oguz?) 
2 sg kal'duk'UlJ'gä 
3 sg kal'duk'gä (sie) 
I pI kal'duk'umuz'gä 
2 pI kal'duk'UlJuz'gä 
3 pI kal'duk'Iar'in'gä 

1 2sg with extra mä has a contemptuous connotation, with the rneaning of 'woe unto 
you' (waylaka). EDT 765b "here you are". 'Abü I:Iayyän gives three examples, all of thern 
on back verbal sterns, 'ultur-, yah bar-. 



Pronouns 
1 sg man 
2sg san 
3 sg )ül 

NOMINAL AND VERBAL SUFFIXES 

Possessive Endings 
1 sg -(I)m quloum 
2 sg -(I)IJ quloUl) 

1 pI mizlbiz or miz1arlbizlar 
2 pI siz 

3 sg -(s)1 quloi/ 'ata°si 
1 pI -mlz quloumuz 
2 pI -lJlz quloUl)uz 

3 pI )alärl'anlar ('ular, bular 
marked Oguz) 

3 pI -IArI qulolaroi 

I Suffixes attached to nominal sterns 

Plural Suffix 
-!Ar 
-n 

Comparative 
-rAK 

Relative 

'anlar 105; baliqlar 106. 

)aranlar 148. 

comparative suffix; birgrrak 108; bargiraq 108 yaman-
raq 107. 

-ki relative suffix 'awdäk:inh.J 119; 

See also verbal suffix -GAn 

Case Endings 
-nllJ 

-IIJ 
-GA 
-A 
-01 
-n 
-DA 
-DAn 

Numerals 
-(A)GI 
-(A)wl 

genitive bäliqniI) 147. 

genitive Oguz variant sangariI:J 145. 

dative 'avgä 145; bayp 139. 

dative after possessive ending 3sg 'atasinä 141. 

accusative bäliqni 139. 

accusative after possessive ending 3sg. birangasin 147. 

Iocative 'awdä 119. 

ablative )awdan 145; (assimilated 'attan 143) 

collective bisakft 114, 'altagu 115. 

collective )ikawu 115 Final vowel probably possessive 



-In 
-lA-

-(I)ngl 

-mlS 
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suffIx. EDT 364a. 
distributive birin birin 144. 
in collective nouns with 3sg poss suff. 'ugawl8l)iz <the 
three of you', 'ikalasi <both of them', etc .. According 
to ) Abü l;Iayyän used with possessive suffIxes. Not used 
with numerals above sakiz <eight'. EDT 25b derives it 
from a Mongolian collective suffIx. 
ordinal numeral suffIx durdungi 144, baSingil44. 
occurs in the Turkic words for <sixty' and <seventy' and 
is therefore associated with <the multiplication by ten' 
'altmis 115. 

Denominal Verbs 
-Ar- denominal in colours 'agardi 112. 
-lA- denominal verb suff. bagaSla- 104; utru1da- 115 
-nA- ? unknown, only in famas-nadi 113, there is an ob-

Miscelleaneous: 
1. -(A)gIK 
2. -GlKAs 

3.-GA 
4. -KlnA 

-gI 
-lAyln 
l.-lIK 
2. 
3a 
3b. -lI/-IIh 
4a. -lIK 
4b. -ll 

vious relationship to famaf. 

diminutive turkmäni variant 'azaguq 105; 'azguq 105. 
diminutive 'at guqas 105. 
idem 'angi 147; 'aqgi 114. 

idem. 'atkini 112, apparently also suffIxed to pro-
nouns and plurals: 'anlarkini 105. 
occupation 'aSgI 113. 
Equational suffIx 'arslan layin 128. 
rank or possession baylik 109. 
purpose or destination bitilik 110; tunIuq 109. 
characteristic or equipment mallug 106. 
idem; probably turkmänivariant: '8l)luh 137 
relational suffIx rümlug 105; 

idem. turkmänivariant rümlü 105. 

II Suffixes attached to verbal sterns 

Imperative 
-Gll 

Adjectives 
-(I)K 

attached to 2 sg 'urgil 152. 

with semantic passive connotation 'aguq 107. 
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Instruments 
-G 
-GI 

Nouns 
-AgA!< 
-AI< 

-Ag! 
-KA 
-wlK 

Verbal suffixes 
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instrument )al~ 109. 

idem. )al~ü 109; bigqü 109. 

indicates a place kalagak 109. 

idem turaq 123. 

indicates permanence of adjective bar-ag! 106 

indicates a characteristic or occupation b~ 106. 

? there is one single occurrence of this suffix, which 
Abü I:Iayyän relates to a verbal stern gatIawuk 116. 

a. causative suffixes: 
-Ar causative suffix giqar- 110, kagur- 117. 

-DIr idem. bildir- 104; kagdur- 117, giqtur- 110. 

-zlr- idem. )amzur- 110. 

-GIz idem. turguz- 110. 

-t- causative suffix after stern ending in vowel dapalat-
110; yurit- 110. 

b. passive, reflexive and reciprocity: 
-(1)5 suffix of reciprocity ~angis- 111. 

-n- passive suffix kasil- 110; biril- 107. 

1. -n- passive/reflexive suffix )ayar lan- 129; dapalan- 107. 

2. -n- medio-passive form )alin- 151 ya~tan- 110. 

Gerunds 
a. non-finite 
-A 

-GAlI 
-KM 
-GincA 
-(y)U 
-mAdln 
-mAyln 
-(y)(I)p 

-(y)lpAn 

a certain state or condition while the action is taking 
placekulä 137. 

'since' bargali 145. 

repeated action (one occurrence: kaldukgä 115). 

indicates a parrallel action ~gä 151. 

idem. kalü 137; )aglayü 137. 

without ... )ayarlamadin 138. 

idem. Qipeaq variant )ayarlamayin 138. 

expresses a simultaneity or state )agIab 113; )ayarlab 
138; )aglayub 113. 

idem. )aglayuban 137; biniban 138. 



-IptIr 

b. finite 2 

-AGAn 
-(y)IgI 
-DAgI 
-(i)gAK 

1.-GAn 

2. -GAn 

-DIKImgA 

-DIGIndA 

Infinitive Forms 
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past tense >ayarlanubtur 129. 

indicates an intensive active participle baragan 107. 

permanence of adj. part.birigi 106; ki1agi 106. 

future participle bardagi- 146. 

According to ) Abü I:Iayyän this suffix indicates a 
simultaneity, or a parallel action; it probably also 
expresses an intention to carry out the action; tur1gaq 
154. 

indicates the active participle past tense bargan 112, 

dapalankan 112. 

used for relative phrases in transitive verbs 
kurkanimniI) 146. 

expresses repeated action, conjugated. kaldukumga 
153, etc. see verbal paradigms 
consists of -DIK+poss( +n)+LOC the typica11y Oguz 
variant of 1. -GAn; battiginda 154. 

-m infinitive, also used as verbal noun for one instance of 
the action barim 108 

-mAK 

-mAKlIK 

infinitive. barmaq 114; (can be used with possessive 
suffixes sawmakimdan 141). 

idem, renders the infinitive more abstract barmaqliq 
114. 

-(y)ß infmitive, also used as verbal noun for one instance of 
the action yiyis 134. 

Tenses (see also verbal paradigms ) 
-Ir present tense bdlir 121; binar 128, >alur 112. 

-DI past tense (Oguz always DI) >agIadi 138; bigti 109, 

-GA 
-yIr 

-mIssA 

>aldum 147. 

future tense see paradigmata. 
present tense when stern ends in li suzlayur 121, or 
of monosyllabic verbs ending in a vowel siyur 111 

untraced suffix >awdimissa 113; cf. Durra 20'"12 (ed. 

Zaj~czkowski 80 bus missa) 

2 These gerunds are finite in the sense that they can be followed by a pronoun, or 
possessive. 
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-mB 
-mByldI 
-mAdIKyldI 
-mAGA 
-mAs 

Corroborative 
-DIr 
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dubitative; inferential dapalanmis 107, dugmtd 106. 

past perfect dugmis yidi 137. 

past perfeet negated dugmaduq yidi 183. 

future tense negated lsg barmagaman 146. 

Present Tense Negated kalmas 113. 

corroborative element 122. 



APPENDIX 1WO 

LIST OF TURKIC WORDS 

The following list is meant in the first place to serve as a reference list 
ofTurkic words that occur in the grammatical parts of Kitäb al-idräk 
li-lisän al-Aträk (ed. Caferoglu 101-154). 

A further reason for listing these words is the fact that they thusfar 
have hardly been included in turcological studies on the 14th century 
Mamlük sources, as most manuals and dictionaries only refer to the 
listing ofTurkic in the lexicographical part (ed. CaferogIu 1931:1-100). 
However, the material in the gammatical part provides many addi-
tionallexical items, including some whose meaning and etymology I 
have not been able to determine in the available sources. I have aimed 
at completeness as far as the occurrences and Iod of the entries is 
concerned, although for a given form only one place is dted. 

In the material was found a large number of words with b-, d- and 
-8-, most of which cannot be of Qipeaq origin and probably are of 
Oguz provenance, e.g., bunila-, dilkü, dapi-, durd4ü. Typically 
Oguz is also the verb grunal-. 

In first instance reference was made to Abü l:layyän's word list 
(abbreviated as WL; in Caferoglu pp. 1-100). Further, I have attempted 
to verify all words in Clauson' s (1972) EDT; in those cases wher it does 
not give suffident information other sources were consulted, i.e., 
Codex Comanicus (CC), Doerfer 1976, Räsänen (Räs.), Sewortian 
(Sew.). Oguz/Ottoman material was verified in: Derleme Sözlügü 
(DS), Redhouse (Redh.), Steuerwald (1972) (Steuerw.), Tarama 
Sözlügü (TS), and Söz Derleme Dergisi (SDD). Occasional Persian 
loan-words were verfied in Steingass. 

The transcription system used here is explained in Part One, 
Chapter One of this book. All entrances are listed according to their 
respective sterns. If a noun or verbal stern as such occurs in the text, 
the translation is immediately followed by the respective page number 
in CaferogIu's edition. References to derivational forms are given only 
once with indication of the page number on which they occur first. 
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)abbäq intensive white 116; WL 
1. 

)adik shoe, boot 102; with -d-
apparently a typically Og. 
word; in WL 8 'aduk is turk-
mäni and 'atik turki. 

)ag- to open; 'ag 108. 
'agil- to be opened; 'agilmiS 108. 
)aguq open 107. 
)agag tree 143. 
'agar- to become white, grey WL 

16; 'agardI 112. 
)agingag ladder 103. 
)agirla- to honour, respect; 

)agirlagaman 115. 
)agla- to weep; )aglab 113; )ag-

ladI 138; 'agIayub 11 3; 'agIa-
yuban 137; 'agIayü 137. 

)agudaq? 103; see )ugurguq. 
)absam evening 101; alternates 

with )aqsam. 
) akir- to twist; ) akir 117. 
)al- to take; )alur 112; )aldum 

147. 
)ala- to sift; )aladI 109. 
)alak sieve 109; )alakü 109. 
)ala~- to take for o~eself; )alindI 

151. 
)älär they' 122; see )an. 
)alin forehead; )alniIJdä 137; )al-

niIJdädur 119. 
)alingI? 102; perh. EDT: "ilin~ü 

'recreation'" or else )allingi 
'fiftieth'. 

) alli fifty 117. 
)alt bottom; 'altindä 135. 
)altagü all six 115; )altawu 116. 

)alti six 115. 
)altmgI sixth 144. 
)altmis sixty 115. 
)altun gold 132. 
)aman- to suff er pain, tireness 

WL 23; )aman 104. 
)amdur- to make suck, nurse; 

)amdur 110. see )amzur-. 
)amzur- to make suck; )amzur 

110. 
)an- "stern for the oblique cases 

of 01..." (EDT) )andä 119; )an-
larkinä 105; )anlarnI 139; )an-
larnil] 146; )anlar 105; )aniIJ 
122; )aniIJbilä 146; )anlar dan 
146; )angä 139; )anI 147; )änI 
125; )andan 146. 

)anda- to call; )andadim 142. 
)angä al1 147; birangasin 147. 
)anilik rouge, red cosmetic 102; 

WL 24. 
)ant oath 146; )antistim 146; WL 

24. 
)anuq ready 104. 
)al) complexion cheek 137. The 

combination ofbugday 'anluh 
must be Og., because ofbug-
day; cf. Ott. bugday enlü (DS; 
TTSI 119;11 173;III 114; IV 
128). 

) al) 1 uh having a certain com-
plexion 137; see )au. 

'aq white 112. 
)aqar- see 'agar; )aqardi 116. 
)aqbugä prop. name, comp. of 

)aq 'white' and bugä 'bull'; 
118. 
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)aqgä little coin 114; WL 17; 
Doerfer: 506; 'aqganI 142. 

)aqsa- to caress WL 17 'aqsa 104. 
)ar man 112· 'ardur 133· 'arkä , '. 

147; 'arnIl41. 
'ara between 10 1; WL 11. 
)aran men properlypl., also used 

as sg. 112; 'aranlar 112. 
)araslan lion 103. 
)ard back, backside 101; 'ardb.J-

dadur 122; 'ardindä 135; 'ardiu 
dan 135; 'ardimdä 136; 'ardi-
mizdä 136; 'ardiudä 136. 

)ar- see 'ur-. 
)ari bee 101; cf. WL 10: 'arü. 
)armagan gift 122; EDT: a Pers. 

loan-word in early Og .. 
)arqataq ? 102; WL 11: 'arqa1äq 

'scull with a long nose'? (gam-
gamä mutäwala al-büz). 

)arslän 122; see 'araslan. 
)äs food 142. 
)ügi cook 105; 'aSgt 113. 
)at flesh, meat 118; also 'at. 
)at horse 112· 'ät 129· 'atl~ 106· . '.'. , 

'atkinä 112; 'attan 143. 
)at- ·to throw; 'at ·103. 
)at guqas little horse 105; -t is 

not indicated as back, inferred 
from the velar suff. WL 15. 

)ata father 'atasl 113· 'atasinä . '. '. 
141. 

)atak skirt; edge 101. 
)atmak bread 102; 'atmakni 142. 
)av game; hunting WL 25; 'av 

'velarised'. 'avgä 145. 
)aw tent, house 145; 'awdämissa 

113; 'awdadur 119; 'awdä 119; 
'awdädur 119; 'awdäkilärni.t.J 
119; 'awdäkinilJ 119; 'awdakI 
138· 'awdan 145· 'awkä 145· , , A , 

'awda kinilJ 146. 
)awat yes 150. 
)ayakii rib 101; WL 27. 

)ayanla- ?perhaps variant of 
'uyanla 

)ayarla- to saddle; 'ayarlab 138; 
'ayarlamadin 138; 'ayarlama-
yin 138. 

)ayarlan- to be saddled; 'ayar 
lanubtur 129. 

)aybak 108; prop. name comp. 
of'ay 'mo on' and bak 'chief. 

)aydugdI 118; prop. name 
comp. of'ayand dugdi. 

)ayit- to make speake; 'ayittI 
154. 

)ayittur- to make speak 154; cf. 
'aydur-. 

)aykanla- see 'ayanla and 
'uyan1a. 'aykanla 104. 

)aykir- to twist see 'akir. 
)ayruq different; other 143. 
)az few 105; 'azaguq 105; 'azguq 

105. 
baltir calf of the leg 102. 
babaguk eye-apple 102; WL 28: 

babaguk Jinsän al- C'ayn 'person 
oftheeye'. 

bagä frog 118. 
bagdla- to give; bagaSla 104. 
bak chief 126; WL 35 baklardur 

i19; bIkä 129. • 
baliq fish; baliqlar 106; bäliqliq 

114; bäliqnI 139; bäliqnilJ 147; 
baluq 120; WL 36: baliq. 

balkur- to appear; balkurru 112. 
balkii sign 112. 
baq- to look at; baqtim 139. 
baqiS look, glance 108. 
bar there is 132; WL 29. 
bar- to go, to leave; baragt 106; 

baragan 108; barru 111; bargan 
112; barigI 113; barmaq 114; 
barmaqliq 114; bargil 115; bar-
mä 117; bargälim 121; ~
yim 121; bardum 139; bargalI 
145; bardagidur 146; barmas-
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man 146; barmadim 146; 00r-
magaman 146. 

barga all; bargä 101; bargamiz 
106; bargasini 147; bargalar 
1 5 1; bargalaru 151; bargasini 
151; bargasi 151. 

bargrraq more going 108 
barki- ?to be strong WL 30; WL 

34: barki 104. 
barii since 145. 
ba! head; baSi 146; baSin gä 150. 
basawu each five 116; see biSam 
ba!ingi fifth 144. 
bdla- to begin; baSlär 121; baS-

1äyur 121; baSladi 127. 
ba!maq shoe 116; WL 31. 
bat- to sink; (sun) to set; baW-

gindä 154. 
batman a unit ofweigth 144. 
bay chief 108; see baJ0>ak; bayni 

128; ~ 139. 
baylik the rank or pos sessions of 

a baJ0>ay 109. 
baza- to ornament; baza 103. 
bild variant ofkibi 
bigqü knife 109. 
biguq half; biguqni 152. 
big- to cut; bigti 109. 
bil- to know; bil 127; bildi 128; 

bildum 129; bilmaqi 152; (sie). 
bilä with 122; see birlä. 
bila- to sharpen; biladi 109. 
biIakü whetstone 102; WL 35. 
b~ bracelet 102. 
bildaraq ?leaf 103; WL 35; Bulga: 

"yäbüldüräk 3,11 . .. feuillage' 
(col1.)." EDT: yapuldurak. 

bildirgin quall 103; Ace. to WL 36 
this form is Og., the Qip. form 
heing buyurgun. 

bildir- to inform; bildir 104; 
Transer. as in iü; bildirdum 
129. 

b~ wise man 106. 

bin- to mount; binar 128; binib 
138; biniban 138; binü 138; see 
also min-. 

bir one 141; birin birin 144. 
bir- to give; birigI 106; birgIrak 

108; birdi 111; birdum 139; 
birdagidur 140; birmadi 132. 

birakü single 115; Sew.; TS 
biregli; birawuwu 116. 

biril- to be given; barildi 115; 
barildagi 1 1 6; barilmiS 116; 
birildi 1 07; birildagi 107; bir-
ilmis 107; birilkan 112; biril-
kän 116. 

biringi first 144. 
biriS act of giving 108; act of giv-

ing. 
birlä together with 117 (see bilä) 
bisü ? education 101; WL 2 7 

Cayanü) derives it from bisla-
'to raise'; also WL 31: bislbisü 
both back. 

bisam all five 114. 
biSi- ? 103; see yisi- . 
biti anything written, book, let-

ter 101; bitÜJ 133. 
bin- write; bitidim 145. 
bitikgi scrihe 149; Doerfer 718. 
bitilik something to be written 

on 110; bitilik 114. 
biyis ? 134 perhaps yiyiS, see yi-. 
biz \\e 113; bizÜJbilä 146; bizdan 

145; bizni 139. 
bizkak cold fever 102; WL 31. 
bii this 105; bükinä 105; bular 

11 8; bulär 118; bundä 119; 
bunguq 105; bunguqas 105; 
>ibuni 1 2 1; bunlarguq 105; 
bunlarguqas 105; bunUij 120. 

buda- to prune a tree; buda 103; 
Although the Ar. orth. indi-
cates that buda- is a front 
word, it is prob. back. Initial 
d- points to Og .. 
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bugä bulll01. 
bugdäy wheat 137; bugday 137; 

WL 33- 4 bugday but buydayas 
Qip.; mod. Qipc. lang.-Tat. 
boday; Nogai/Kklpk biday; 
BaSk. bi'yday; KaraimI Kumyk 
buday; Kaz. biyday-bugday is 
prob. Og .. cf. Sew. 232-3. 

buk- to bend; Bukt! 118; prop. 
name. 

bukri bent 102. 
bulga- to stir 104. 
bulqi- ? to shine WL 36: balqidI; 

Sewortian: "balql" bulqi 104. 
bunila- ?to reproach cf. W L 36; 

bunila- with b- is a typically 
Ott. form; bunila 104. 

buqawu handcuff 102; buqawu 
not on WL 33 (EDT) but on WL 
34. 

burni 140; see burun. 
bursuq badger 102; WL 29. 
burun nose, in certain con-

structions also 'in front'; 
'before' 136. 

b~ariq ?dust, haze 102; WL 32; 
Steuerw. "pusartk neblig". 

buzar- to become grey (?1;>-); 
buzardI 112; buzardI 138 

buzgus ?grey bird, probably ger-
falcon 116; WL 31. 

bul- to become; to be; buldl 123; 
• 1;>uldI 143; 1;>üldIlar li5; 1;>uldW] 

124; 1;>ülsalar 125; 1;>uluban 137; 
1;>ulubun 137. 

1;>uz grey 112; WL 30. 
cagan ?falcon WL 43; eaganguq 

105. 
eagiltilaq ?drydirt 103; WL 44'; 

DS. But Doerfer 1095 
"Kinder spielzeug". 

cakalan- ?to heal slowly WL 44; 
Cakalan 104; . 

Calis ?fight 109; Bulga 6,10. 

castula- ?to spy WL 43; CaStula 
104. 

eatla- ?to make a cracking sound 
WL 42; eatladI 116. 

catlawuk (hazel)nut 102; see 
eatla-. TS "~tlagu~"; Doerfer 
(1069) "latläqül 'die Früchte 
des Mastix-Baumes'.". 

Ci? 101; WL 41: Cl 'fat milk ra1:Jm 
(?)'; probably EDT: "~ig 
'moist,"', where WL Cl is not 
given but cik on WL 44. 

äbgiq sparrow 1 02; W L 41; 
Doerfer 1146; Bulga: "Cypeaq 
11,12" . 

ciganaq elbow 102; in iü with g; 
WL 44; Räs.: "eykanak". 

ciq- to go out; ciqtum 145; 
Ciqtigindä 154. 

äqar- to bring out 'to bring out, 
send out'." ciqar 110. 

äqtur- to bring out; Ciqtur 110. 
ciz- to scratch; to draw; cizdim 

145. 
eumal- to squat on one's heels 

WL 46. Steuerw. "~ömel- sich 
hinkauern (nach orientalischer 
Sitte auf den Fersen)"; Cumal 
104. 

Curi- to decay WL 43; 121. CuridI 
107; CurimiS 107; Curidagi 107. 

curuk rotten 107; Doerfer 1078. 
curuyigi decaying 106; cf. curi-
Cuzi- ? ~öj - ~öz? Cuzi 103. 
cuwalduz ?packing needle 103; 

WL45. 
dabi- ?to dry up dapi 103; per-

haps DS "depimek a slightly 
moist object, to begin to dry 
up"; exists in several forms; in 
Og. usually t-Id- (Az. tepi-); 
Ttü./Ott. d-, in Qip.languages 
(Tat/Kaz) forms with k- pre-
vail. 
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dah too 152. 
dak- to reach; dak 1 5 1; dakdi 

145; dakinga 150. 
dakä he-goat 117. 
daki until like 145; (see also 

daqin). 
dakmä until 147; see tayma. 
dalii mad 117. 
damrakii a skin disease 102. 
damur iron 116. 
dapala- to kill WL 47; d- perh. 

indication for Og. provenance. 
Bulga 11 51; Redh. tepele-; da-
pala 104. 

dapalan- to be killed; dapalan-
dagI 107; dapalankan 112; da-
palanmis 107. 

dapalat- to make kill; dapalat 
110. 

daqin until like 128; altern. for 
daqI, which, in its turn, may 
be an emphatic form of daki; 
cf. Kaz. -day; daqin gä 145. 

dawäqus ostrich 118; compound 
of dawä 'camel' and qus 'bird'; 
WL 51. 

dakul is not 122; dakulmissä 113. 
mk- to plant; diktu~ 143. 
dilkii fox 117. 
dlltaq ?reason 117; CC: "syltov" 

Räs. "siltä". 
dlluk hole 102; in iü Ms. daluk. 
dirak column 142. 
dirki portable table 102. 
diz knee 116. 
di- to say acc. to AI:I this is Og.; 

recurs on WL 48; didi 154. 
dug- to be born; dugmus 106; 

dugmuSmidur 131. 
dun night; yesterday; budundur 

122. 
dunä yesterday 145; see tun. 
durdakii all four 114; durdawa 

116. 

durdungi fourth 144. 
durt four 143. 
dus midday 135. 
dusa- to spread out; duSa 133. 
dusan- to be spread out; duSan 

135. 
dutun smoke 116. 
farman order 1 0 1; em. for 

Caferoglu farmaz. 
firiSti angel Telegdi 1938: 309; 

firistilär 10 l. 
gm soul; gänI 146. 
gumart generous 149; Redh. 735. 
'i- 1 to be; )idI 118; )idilJ 123; 

)iditJiz 123; )idum 145. 
)i- 2 to send; )idi 12l. 
'ibunI 121; see )i- 2. Note b- for 

m-. 
'ig- to drink; )ig 103; )igmisman 

146. 
'igakii all three 114; i- perhaps a 

scribal error for u-. 
'igdur- to make drink; )igdur 

117. 
'igur- to make drink Og. forms 

in -ur, Qip. languages: Tat. 
x Kaz ·xkiz ) .• \...er-; . I:> -; 19ur 110. 

'ikakii both 114; see also )igakii, 
durdakii, biSakii )altagii and 
yidakii; >-!kawlasI 1 1 6; >-!kawu 
116; )ikawkauuz 116. 

)~a- to file, polish 104; WL 18; 
Räs. ykyla 86. 

'ikawkamuz both of us 116; see 
>-!kakii. 

'iki two; )ikiyuzar 143. 
'ikila- Perh. to do something 

twice; )ikila 104. 
)ikin )ikin two by two 144; see 

)iki. 
'ikindi afternoon (prayer) 102. 
'ikingi second 144. 
'i!k first 136. 
'ilkarii forwards; before 136. 
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)ilkingi first 144; see 'ilk. 
)imdi now 117. 
)ingo pearll02. 
)iqsa- ?to creak WL 17; 'iqsa 104. 
)ira- to rock WL 11; 'im 103. 
)irdab measure 144. 
)isittur- to make hear; 'iSitturdi 

116. 
)iSit- to hear; 'isit:l.$il121. 
)isillik warmth 102; WL 13. 
)isirgä earring 102; WL 13; Räs. 

syrga; Salar s'rg~ WYugur 
srrqa 

)it dog 112; )it gukas 105; )itgukas 
113; 'itlar 112. 

kacä night 135. 
kagdur- to make pass; kagdur 

117. 
kagur- to make pass; kagur 117. 
kal- to come; kalagak 109; kala-

kan 1 0 8; kalalar 129; kalam 
130; kalaman 130; kalasan 130; 
kalä 129; kaläsin 129; kaläwuz 
130; kaldilar 112; kaldilarmü 
131; kaldim 141; kaldimmü 
131; kaldimü 131; kaldiIJ 129; 
kaldi1]iz 129; kaldiIJizlar 129; 
kaldiI.Jizmü 131; kaldiI.Jmü 131; 
kaldu 153; kaldukgä 153; kal-
duklarin gä 1 5 3; kaldukumgä 
153; kalkumuzgä 153; kalduk-
UlJuz gä 153; kaldubiz 130; kal-
duk 1 3 0; kaldukgä 115; kal-
duklar 130; kaldukmü 131; kal-
duku1]gä 153; kaldum 130; kal-
duman 130; kaldumiz 130; kal-
di 114; kaldi kulä 137; kalib 
113; kaligi 113; kalirmü 13 1 ; 
kalkalarmü 1 3 1; kalkaman 
130; kalkaman 154; kalkaman 
1 54; kalkamuniz 131; kalka-
musan 131; kalkamusuz 131; 
kalkamü 1 3 1; kalkan 112; 
kalkasan 129; kalkay 129. kal-

kaylar 129; kalkaysan 129; kal-
kaysiz 1 2 9; kal kaysizJar 129; 
kalkä 121; kalkälim 121; kal-
käyim 121; kall.Pl115; kallpngä 
151; kalmadi1] 130; kalmadi1]iz 
130; kalmaduk 131; kalmaduk-
lar 131; kalmadum 131; kalma-
di 130; kalmadilar 130; kalmak 
114; kalmakay 130; kalmakay 
man 131; kalmakaybiz 131; 
kalmakaylar 130; kalmakaysan 
130; kalmakaysiz 130; kalmak-
lik 114; kalmas 113; kalmas biz 
131; kalmaslar 113; kalmaslar-
siz 130; kalmasman 131; kal-
massan 113; kalmassiz 113; 
kalmassizlar 1 3 0; kalmiyäsin 
130; kalsä 152; kalsun 120; kal-
sun1är 120; kalub 138; kalur 
111; kalurbiz 130; kalurlar 129; 
kaI urman 1 3 0; kalurmuniz 
131; kalurmusan 131; kalur-
musuz 131; kalursiz 129; kal-
ursizJar 129; kalü 137; kälkabiz 
130. 

kamulduruk strap of a saddle 
103; ce 151 comuldruc. 

kas- to cut; kasti 109; kasdi 110. 
kasakü knife 114; see kaskü. 
kasaltaki lizard, gecko 103; WL 

82. 
kasil- to be cut; kasildi 110. 
kaskü knife 109. 
kaskä would that 113 (Pers.); WL 

82. 
kaz time 132 (Pers.); WL 81. 
kazug patrol 102; WL 82: kuzug 

'patrol'. 
kibi mould; like 128. 
kigit crossing place 1 02; WL 7 9 

kacut; most Og. lang. have a 
form ending in -tl-d (Az. 
kecid; Ttü geCit/d), whereas in 
Qip. lang. -v/-ü seems com-
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mon (Tat. kicü; Kum. geCiv; 
N ogai kesüv). There are also 
forms in -k (tag. kecik; Tuv. 
keZig). 

kilagi corning 106; see kal-. 
kim 1 who 101; WL 84 kirndur 

131; kirnniIJ 120; kirnn:i: 132. 
kim2 that, who (relative) 142. 
kind in afternoon afternoon 

prayer 135; see >ikindin. 
kir- to enter; kirib 113; kiriban 

13 7; kirrnakurn 142. 
kirbuk eyelash 102; WL 80. 
kiriS- to penetrate; kiris 104. 
kirtun- to believe; kirtundum 

142. Cf. Diwän (DK 18). Ap-
parently not in Qip. Ianguages. 
Redh. kirtin-; TTS 1471 11 460 
IV 524). 

kiSan leg irons for a horse 102; in 
mo s t Q i P . languages 
Tat./Kom. kisen; Kaz. kisen. 

km man; person 132; kisilar 132; 
kiSi1ar~ 132; kisi1arni 143. 

kubkuk intensive blue 113; see 
kul<. 

kuguguk small 1 05; WL 70; 
Doerfer 1621. 

kuk sky; blue 112. 
kukar- to become blue; kukardI 

112. 
kukgak small 141; Doerfer 1664. 
kul- to Iaugh; kulub 137; kul-

akan 112; kular 137; kularrniSSa 
113; kulä 125; kulä kaldi 137; 
kulkil 115; kulmadin 138; kul-
madi 138; kulmas 1 3 8; kul-
mayin 138; Alternative form 
of kulmadin; kuluban 137; 
kuluban 138; kul kul 120. 

kulaf rose water 101; WL 83; 
Telegdi 1938:315. Per. comp. 
of gül 'rose' and ab 'water. 

kulag ?laughing 107; Derived 

from kul-. Tat. külec. 
kumkuk intensive blue 117; see 

kubkuk. 
kun sun; day 106; kundan 145; 

kundugmaduq yidI 138; kun-
dugmarniS yidi 138; kundug-
rniS dur 132; bukundur 122. 

kunduz daytirne 135. 
kuprii bridge 102; WL 78: kupru 

'bridge; n Og. 'balance'. 
kur- to see; kurdum 112; kursaIJ 

119; kurkanirnniIJ 147. 
kurdur- to make see; to show; 

kurdur 110; . 
kurk shape; beauty 140; . 
kurkulii beautiful 133; kurklüdur 

119; kurkulü dur 140. 
kurkuz- to make see; to show; 

kurkuz 110. 
kurt a kind of tree 101; WL 81. 
kustar- ?to show causative form 

ofkör-se- to want to see espe-
cially in West Og. (Ttü/Az). 
kustar 1p1120. 

kuz eye; kuzi: 140. 
kuzak ?great-eyed 102; WL 81; iü 

(37V I4) kuzuk; not in Tat. 
kw:Jul heart; in WL 85 with -IJ, 

three dots underneath the nün. 
(absent in iü 39V6); kuulI 143. 

Lägm properly falcon used as a 
prop. name; 118; Doerfer 
(1728) "läCin 'Wanderfalke'.". 

makar/maqar except 126; cf. 
Steing. Bulga 15,10/11. The 
use of this word in the Turkic 
sentences in Idräk matches the 
Pers. m aga r. In Tur., though, 
it seems to yield grarnrnatically 
incorrect phrases. 

Makka Mecca; Makkal.$ä 145. 
mallug equipped with, owner of 

mäl, cattle; rnallugdur 106. 
man I 113; mandan 145; rnan-
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imbilä 146; mani 139. 
maqar except 142; see makar . 
min a thousand 143. 
min- to make mount see bin-; 

mindum 138; mindi 112. 
mindir- to make mount; mindir 

110; mindurdi 110; mindurkay 
UO. 

1 minis way of mounting 109. 
mis 153; per. assimilation of miS 

with the cond. particle sä; see 
Caykovskaya 1981 missä idi:o 
153; missä 153. 

miz \\e 130. 
mustila- to bring a good mes-

sage WL 88; Doerfer 1737; 
müStila 104. 

mustuluq good news; gift for 
bringing good news 1 02; WL 
88; Doerfer 1737. 

nä what? 1 32; nädur 1 32; nä 
ugun 133. 

nacä how many? 132; WL 89: 
naCä. (mixed); naCädur 132. 

nacuk how? 132 WL 89: nacuk. 
(mixed). 

nadan why 132. 
naluk wh}'? 132; WL 90, especia1ly 

Qip .. 
nasä thing 133; WL 90. 
natä how? 132; WL 90; Ace. to 

AI:I especially Og.; EDT points 
to Ott. nete. 

niSä why? 132; WL 90; Ace. to AI:I 
Og. equivalent for for naluk. 

qäp hard; qäti dur 141. 
qabarguqlü equipped with a 

blister or a carapace 118. 
qabturgä? 103; WL 67: qubturSä 

a~-~awlaqu ? 
qagan when? 124; qagandur 131. 
qal- to remain; qalmamisdi 106. 
qalam pen 145; Ar. qalam. 
qamug all 151; EDT "Middle 

Pers. (hamäg)"; qamugIar 151; 
qamugIari 151. 

qamur~ugä ant 103; most likely 
not Og., since in those lan-
guage qannga or the like is 
tised 

qani where? 122; see qay. 
qapu door, gate 101; WL 68. 
qarägä goose 114; WL 70; onlyas 

qaragä qäz al-lagälag; Bulga: 
~'qaraZa qaz ... 'oie noirätre'." 
but Redh. "Somewhat black". 

qaraldü shadow or silhouette of 
a person 102; WL 70; TTS IV 
karaltl 'shadow'; but Doerfer 
karanu (2270). 

qarar- to become black; qarardi 
138. 

qargü WL 70: qargli 'Pers. spear'; 
but EDT: "a watchtower". 

qari 1 old; qarisl 113. 
qari 2 cubit 144; probably not 

Og. (but cf. Tkm, where it has 
a different meaning). 

qarindd brother; sister; qarin-
däSiJJ 1 5 2; qarindaSlariJJdur 
143. 

qariS aspan 144. 
qarsi opposite place; qarsi:odä 

135. 
q~taIiq mussel 102; WL 72. 
qati side 146; qatinä 148; qat-

imdä 144; qatingä 148; qatiJJdä 
140. Although listed in tdräk 
with -i, in view of the poss. 
endings 3sg. it takes, it must 
end in -t (as in EDT). 

qaprSä a gale 102; Doerfer 1437. 
WL 73: qaprgä ru-sin," WL 70 
qirbat also Stni? Bulga" qatur-
gan, qäturgan 10,1." 

qay which?; what?; qaydä is for-
med by adding the loc. suff. 
dä. qaydä 124; qaydädur 131. 
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qaygu sorrow, grief 112. 
qaygur- to be grieved; qaygurdi 

112. 
qaytur- to turn back (tr.); qay-

tur 117. 
qac how many? 132; WL 69. 
qibqizil intensive red 113; see 

qizil also kumkuk, kubkuk etc. 
qil ahair 103. 
qilquyruq woodgrouse 103; WL 

74; Bulga 12,4. Noun comp. of 
qil 'hair' and quyruq 'tail', Le. 
an animal, a bird, named after 
its hairlike tail. 

qimilda- ?to shiver WL 75; qim-
ilda 104. Redh. 1473. Perhaps 
conn. with EDT kamll- to be 
struck down. 

qirlr to shear WL 71 qirpdi 
(mixed) and WL 70 qirqdi; qirb 
104. 

q~ short 101; WL 72. 
qizar- to become red; qizar 104; 

qizardi 1 1 2; qizarmadiq yidi 
1 3 8; qizarmamiS yidi 138; 
qiza:rmiS 138. 

qizi1 red 112. 
quburgu owl 102. 
quga old man; master WL 69; 

qugau 127; qugasi 113. 
qul slave 1 0 5; qul guqas 105; 

qulguqas 113; qulin 146; quli 
119; qulidur 119; qulisan 146; 
qulkinä 105; qullar 106; qullari 
147; qullari 119; qulllariIJ 132; 
qulum 118; qulumni 147; qul-
umuz 119; qulumuzni 147; 
quluni 147; quluIJ 118; qul-
U1Jni 147; qulU1JUZ 118. 

qulnap in foal 102. 
qunrawii bell 102; -IJ- based on 

EDT. 
qunuqluq visit 122. 
qurbagä frog; toad 102. 

qurq- to fear; qurqmaqin dan 
142 note spelling with nuna-
tion instead of -no 

qurtul- to be saved WL 70; ququJ. 
104. 

qusluq early morning 135 prob-
ablya typically Og. word. 

quyd beams ofthe sun 154. 
quyruq tail103. 
quyunp ?goldsmith 102; WL 77. 
riimlug inhabitant of Rüm; 

Greek 105; rümlü 106 (Og.). 
saga to you 142; see san. 
sakisinp eigthth 144. 
sakiz eight 113. 
saksan eighty 112. 
salkingak?swing 103; WL 53. 

Ttü. salmcak. 
san you [sg] 101; sandan 145; 

sani 141; saniIJbilä 146; san-
iIJkibi 132; sani 119; sanudan 
136. 

sangar 106; prop. name, deriv. 
from the verb 'to pier ce' . 
Sangar is also the name of a 
famous Selgüq (Og.) ruler. cf. 
Part One, Chapter 2 n. 37. see 
~g-. sangar gä 145; sangar lar 
niIJ 147; sangar 153; sangargä 
142; sangariIJ dur 145; sangarni 
119. 

sangiS- to stab one another see 
~gis-; sangiSti 115. 

saw- to love; sawdim 141; saw-
kaman 1 25; sawkasan 119; 
sawkä 125; sawmakimdan 141. 

sawindur- to make happy; 
sawindurdi 152. 

sawin- to be glad, happy; sawin-
dum 152. 

si- to break (Tr.); sidi 110; sir 
111; siyur 111. 

sibildaq ?a hairless animal 103; 
WL 51. 
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sin- to break (intr.); sindI 1l0. 
sirkä vinegar; nit 102; WL 52. 
siz you pI. 113; sizdan 145; 

sizit.Jbilä 146; siznI 139. 
suk- to curse, to stab W L 53; 
;~dum 144. 

sultän sovereign 132. 
sumulda- ?to dear one's throat 

WL 53; sumulda 104. 

sunqur falcon 113; Doerfer 1273 
sonqur. In Idräk used as a 
prop. name; sunqurgä 140; 
sunqurnI 140. 

supur- to sweep; WL 51; Doerfer 
N 102 = 2047; also supurkä. 
supur lO4. 

supurp broom 102; cf. supur-. 
surmä something rubbed; an-

timony 140. 
surmalü equipped with surmä; 

surma1üdur 140. 
suzla- to speak; suzlab 113; su-

zladI 115; suzlayub 113; suzlär 
121; suz1äyur 121. 

~ab~ari intensive yellow 1l3; see 
sari. 

~abtur- to lead astray; ~abtur 
lO4. 

~agä to you 126; see san. 
~agan- to think see sagin-; 
~dagidur 140; ~agandI 118. 

~agin- to think see ~agan-. 
~dI 128. 

~agn: hindquarters of a horse 
lOl; WL 58. 

~al- to send 134. 
~alin- to be sent 134. 
~ama~ obstinacy 1 1 3; W L 60. 

Occurs in W Qazaq dialects (S. 
Omarbekov, p.c. Feb 1996, 
and in NYugur - H. Nugteren 
p.c. Oct 1997). 

~ama~nadi ?to be obstinate 113; 
see:~~. 

~an- to reckon; ~andI 128; Og. 
form of sagin-. 

~ang- to pierce; sangdum 144; 
~gdI 111. 

~angis fight; combat 125; ~angiS 
kunI 111; Bulga 6,8. 

~angis- to stab one another; 
~gisti 111. 

~anqulan- ? to attack by surprise 
WL 60; ~qulan 104. 

~aqurga a tick lO2. 
~aragan ?a kind of plant 102. 
~argar- to become yellow; 

~gardI 138. 
~ari yellow 113. 
~aringaqan locust lO3; WL 57. 
sarsil- ?to be wricked WL 57; 
. ~~il lO4. Redh. 1154. 
~arügä ? 114; This may be iden-

tical with ~gaqan q. v. 
~at- to sell; ~ttim 117. 
~igqan mouse; rat 117. 
~ina- to test; ~inadI 112. 
~inan- to be tested 112; ~inan-

miS 112. 
sirt ?back 101; but: WL 57: sirt 
. 'hill and in Qip. ploughshar~'. 
~irtalan ? hyena 1 02; WL 57; 

Bulga 10,14". 
~un left WL 59; WL 60; ~unindä 

135. 
~unrä later 136; WL: 60. 
~unUl) later l36. 
~ur- to ask; to suck WL 57; surä 

l37; ~ 1l3; ~uruban 137. 
~ü water 101. 
sakird worker 102; Pers. WL 55; 

cf. Telegdi. 
sämlug from säm; the Levant 

105; Sämlü 106 (Og). 
sapsapi? 102; WL 54: SapSapI al-

mundaliq 'loose matter'. Lane: 
indalaqa 'to become loose; fall 
out'. 
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simdi now 117; see >imdi 
tabran- to move (intr.); tabran 

104. 
takä he-goat 117; see dakä. 
taktur- to make sew; to make 

plant; takturgil 121. The back 
suff. cannot be explained. 

talü mad 117; see dalü. 
tamur iron 116; see damur. 
taqi and; also 150. 
tayma every 115. 
tiIkü fox 117; see dilkü. 
tiltaq reason 117; see diltaq. 
tiz knee 116; see diz. 
tizkinla- perh. to brindle a horse 

also WL 38; tizkinla 104. 
tun night; tunlä 136; Bulga dünlä 

13,12. 
tuna- to spend the night; tunadI 

123. 
tuqu~awu all nine 1 1 6; see 

tuquz. 
tutun smoke 116; see dutun. 
? tagarguq knapsack 103; cf. WL 

64. 
? tagil- to disperse WL 64; tagil 

104. 
tamdur- to eause to drip see 

tamzur-; tamdur 110. 
!amzur- to cause to drip; tam-

zur 110; see tamdur-; tamzur 
110. 

!an dawn; tandadur 122; tandä 
126 (final y read as ii); tanlä 
136. 

!arazi scales 101. 
!art- to weigh; tart 103. 
!asqun overflowing 102; WL 63. 
tuli hall; full 10 1. 
tun cloak; garment 110; tüni 

139; tunni 140. 
!unan- to dress oneself; tunandI 

110. 
!unluq something prepared for 

clothes 109; but: Bulga 6,13 
"solde, gages". 

!uq~a8ü all nine 115; see tuquz. 
tuq~an ninety 112. 
tuq~ingi ninth 144. 
!uqurgin a game cf. 103; WL 65: 

tuqurgm 'a game like chess ... ". 
TS "tokureun ... Agame that 
is played with nine stones on a 
board with twenty four reet-
angular fields". 

tuquz nine 113. 
tuqzan ninety 117; see tuq~ . 
turaq stopping place; turaqiu 

123. 
turdur- make stop; turdur 110. 
turguz- to make stop; to lift; 

turguz 110. 
!Urugi stopping 106; see tur-. 
turus (manner of) standing 108. 
tur- to stand; tur 121; tur miS lar 

dur 147; tur munda 151; tur 
turnban 137; turdilär 119; tu-
raggaq 1 1 4; turdü 1 1 1; turdI 
114; turgabiz 1 53; turgagaq 
109; turgall145; turgaman 153; 
turgasan 153; ~ 152; turga 
121; turgäman 122; tursan 125; 
turgänlar 125; turgul-- 115; tur-
madagJ: 106; turmadi 150; tur-
magay 142; turmaq 151; tur-
masä 152; turmiS 108; turmiS 
missä 153; turmis missä idim 
153; turmisdur 122; turmiSidI 
154; tursä 122; tursan 152; tur-
saniz 153; turtagidur 122; tur-
tuq 153; turn 137; turub 137; 
turnbantur 122; turubtur 122; 
111; turuu 121; tUfU:lJsiz 121; 
turuJJuz 121; turnr. 

tut- to hold; tutti 117. 
)u~ 1 three 143.·· 
>ug 2 end; >ugdan 145; >ugga 145. 
)ugawkam uz all three of us 116; 
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)ugawkauuz 1 1 6; )ugawlasi 
116; )ugawu 116. 

)ugmaq paradise cf. WL 8 ; 

)ugmaqä 142; )ugmaqqä 142. 
)Ugun for; for the sake of 133; . 
)ugungI third 144; 
)ugurguq spindel whorl 103; WL 

16. 
)ukrat- to teach; n WL 19; )ukrat 

A • 

104. 
)UIj right; )unindä 135. 
)ul that; he, she, it 118; )ular 118. 
)iil 119; see )ul. 
)ul- to die cf. W L 20; )uldagibiz 

106; )uldagi 114. 
)uldur- to kill; )ulduruldagi 107; 

)uldurulmiS 107. 
)uItur- to sit; )ulturdü 111; )ul-
~dum 142; )uliurugI 106. 

)ulturqag a place to sit: chair 
103; WL 21; SDD: "oturgac;: a 
hair" c . 

)ulturus manner of sitting 115; 
see )ultur-. 

)u!u great; elder cf. WL 20; )u!usi 
113; )u!wasi [siel 120. 

)ulu- to howl; )ulu 103. 
)un 1 ten 116; WL 23; )unin unin 

144. 
)un 2 front; )undä 136. 
)uningI tenth 144. 
)unUIj his 136; see )an. 
)up- to kiss; )up 103. 
)uqit- to make read; )uqit 110. 
)uqsa- to resemble; to caress; 

)uqSadi 145; )uqSar 145. 
)ur- to hit, strike; )arsau 153; 

)unlagidur 140; )uragandur 
140; )urdum 140; )urduu 132; 
)urduq 147; )urgaman 139; )ur-
gani 119; )urgaysan 152; )urgil 
152; )urgul 120; )urmaq laqi 
141; )urmaqi 14 1; )urmaqni 
141; )ursau 139; )ur 152. 

)uragat ?woman 1 02; W L 25: 
)awrat. 

)iiranIa":' see )uranIa-. 
)uranIa- to think, suppose WL 

12; TS 'oranlamak; )uranladi 
128; )uranladum 128; )uranlar-
man 129; )uranladum 128. 

)urmagak ?spider 102; but: WL 
10: )urmagak 'acid cheese'. 

)urt- to cover; )urt 1 04; )urtti 
110. 

)urtii cover; blanket 110. 
)urtun- to cover oneself; 

)urtundi 110. 
)urii 1 storage pit 101. 
)urii 2 up 123; )urüturmiS 123; 

)urüturur 123. 
)urul- ·to be hit, struck; )uruldagi 

107; )uruldi 107; )urulgan 112; 
)urulgän 116; )urulmiS 107. 

)urus fight 108; )uruSnl 135. 
)urus- to hit one another, fight; 

)urusdi 1 1 1; )urusgä 111; 
)uruSur 111. 

)ust upper surface; )ustindädur 
145; )ustumda 136; )ustundä 
135; )ustuudä 135. 

'usbii '(just) this'; comp. of the 
particle Jus, used to call atten-
tion' and bü this 149; WL 14; 
Eckmann (1966: 114). 

)u~Iii equipped with Jus intelli -
gence, hence intelligent 112; 
)usIülardur 112. 

)u~u~- to fart cf. W L 15; )~ur
maq 103. 

)utla- ?to advise; )utladi 115; For 
the meaning "to graze" (as 8 
)utla-) one would expect a 
backform. 

)utrukla- to Iy WL 8; Bulga 11 64; 
)utrukladi 115. 

)utur- to sit cf. )ultur-; )uturuS 
't09; )uturusim i09; )U~i 
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109. 
)utu~iz ? 1 16; In Ms. orig. 

)~usiz, but this form is un-
likely, since Turkic does not 
knowthe sound~. WL 14: )utü 
'in tuqsubä it means 'island' 
and others say )atrag'; Bulga: 
"atuv 5,5". Hence perh. 'with-
out an island'. Caferoglu: )at-
siz, i.e. 'horseless' 149. 

)utuz thirty 143. 
)uyanla- to restrain taking into 

account the pattern fu ~alla 
that is treated here, the correct 
vocalisation must be )uyanla 
rather than )ayanla (conf. in 
iÜ). WL 26; )uyanla 104. 

)uyanuq awake 102; WL 26; TS 
"uyanuk informed". 

)uydin before 136. 
)uylä noon 135; Bulga (13,13) 

" äjlän". 
)uyukan ? 102. 
)uyurü valley 102; cf. WL 27. 
)uz seIf; )uzi 15l. 
)uz- to tear, to break; )uz 108; 

)uzdü llO. 
)uzkä other 102. 
)uzuk tom, broken 108. 
)uzul- to be torn, broken; 

)uzuldü 110; )uzulmis 108. 
)uzum grape 102. 
)uzun long 133; )uzun dur 140. 
yä 1 bow 101; yä gugas 105. 
yä 2 exclamation; or 150. 
yägi bowrnaker, archer 105. 
yäru half 152; yärusni 152. 
yä- to eat; yä 103; yadilJ 132; 

yadum 139; yakä san 142; ya-
madum 142; yamak 151; ya-
makil 152;yamä 147;yar 111; 
yayü 137; yidum 147; yidi 108; 
yikil153; yüb 138; yiyiban 138; 
yiyiS 108; yiyur 111; yiyü 138. 

yabyasil intensive green 117; see 
yamyaSil. 

yadawu all seven 116; see yi-
dakü. 

yadingi seventh 144. 
yag oil, grease, fat; yagbar 144. 
yagirlik saddle-felt 103; deriv. 

from yaglr 'shoulder'; Doerfer 
1877. 

yagmala- to robb W L 95; 
Doerfer 1874; yagmala 104. 

yak good, better 109. 
yakir- to be angry WL 96; iü 

suggests in W L 9 6; ycOOidi 
rather than yakirdi, which is 
not fullyvoca1ised; yakirib 137. 

yaklik superiority 109. 
yakrak better ll4; Doerfer 1879. 
yaldurum glass, lightning 103; 

WL. 
yaltirik 102; in iü; em. for 

biltirik; Bulga: "jüldiräk 3,15 ... 
'graines du roseau'." 

yamaliq what is meant for 
mending 109; yamäliq 114. cf 
Doerfer 1895; yamäq. 

yaman bad; yamandan 142; ya-
manraq 108. 

yamydil intensive green 117; 
seeyaSil. 

yan side yanil)dä 135; . 
yan- to be eaten; yandi 133. 
yaqsi good, nice 143; Doerfer 

1869. 
yar ground, place 144; yir 145; 

yirdä 143; see also yir. 
yaraldigan creation pass. part. 

of yarat- (WL 93) 'the created, 
or creation; yaraldigan 115. 

yara~ä bat 101; Doerfer 1836; 
yara~a is typically Og. (Az./ 
Ott.! Tkm); Sewortian IV 140. 

yaratgan creator; God 115; WL 
93. Doerfer 1843. Common 
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Qip. form yargarul-. 
yarilga- (God) to forgive; yarilga 

104. 
y~~i flat 117. 
ya~tan- to prop oneself up on a 

pillow; ~tandi 110. 
ya~ta- to prop on a pillow; 
~tadi 110. 

ya~tuq pillow 110. 
yaS moist; yaSdur 120; YaSlärdur 

120. 
YaSar- to become green, moist; 

ya§ardi 112. 
yaiil geen 112. 
yat- to be sufficient; yatti 136. 
yatmis seventy 115. 
yatti seven 115. 
yawuz bad 107. 
yaz- 1 to be about to; yazdi 123. 
yaz- 2 to write; yazdi 127; yaz-

dum 145. 
yi- to eat see yä-. 
yidakü a11 seven 114. 
yik good 108; see yak. 
yikirmi twenty; yikirmi ar 143; 

'ikirmibir ar 143; 'ikirmi iki 
143. 

yikinningI twentieth 144. 
yikrak better 108; see yakrak. 
yin- to be eaten Pass. form of 

yl-; yindi 112. 
yir ground, place see yar . 
yis(i)- to shine; biSi could not be 

found nor in the alternative 
spelling, suggested in iü, i.e. 
bisi. Hence it may rather be a 
scribal error for yiSi, 'to shine.' 
WL 94 yisidi 'he shone'. 

yiyis verbal noun of 'to eat' 108. 
yü- to wash; yü 103; yudi 133; 

yur 111; yuyü 137; yuyur 111. 
yuq there is no ... , no 109; yuq sä 

150. 
yuqluq poverty 109. 
yun- to wash oneself; yundi 133. 
yuri- to walk; yuridim 145; 

yuriyü 137; yfui 137. 
yurit- to make walk; yurit 110. 
yuz 1 hundred 101; yuzar 143; 

yuz 143; WL 93. 
yuz 2 face WL 93: yuzi 140; yuzu 

138; ywi 138. 
yuzarlik 1 03; EDT: "the plant 

rue, Peganon harmala" tran-
scr. matches iü. 

yuzingi hundredth 144. 
yuzlü having a ... face 138. 





ABBREVIATIONS 

ABL ablative INT interrogative 
ACC accusative KONV Konverb 
AOR aorist lt left 
APOC apocopate m masculine 
ART article md middle 
bm bottom MG Margin Grammar 
CAUS causative NOM nominative 
COND conditional NEG negation 
CONJ conjunctive OBL oblique 
CORR corroborative PART participle 
DAT dative PASS passive 
DEF definite PAST past tense 
DIM diminutive pVPLUR plural 
f feminine POSS possessive 
GEN genitive POSTP postposition 
IMP imperative PRES present tense 
IMPF imperfeet rt right 
IND indicative sg singular 
INDEF indefinite SUBJ subjunctive 
INF infinitive TOP topicalisation 
INFER inferential 
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governance 10f. 167-81 187f. 
195 199201 203 205 207 
213f. 216 220 223f. 226f. 233 
238ff. 245 249 257ff. 263f. 
268 276f. 282f. 287-92 295 1 
321 333 349 354 
devoid of - 362 
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theories of - 200 
- of a verb by means of a 
particle 241 
direct - of the object 265 
govern 6 164 169f. 201 214 
237ff. 245f. 257 263 266275 
282 
governed 6 40 166 169 176 
178 180f. 20lf. 205f. 208 214 
220233238241 246f. 258 
266 277 280f. 284 293 I 356 
358 
governing element 10 11 220 
283290 
governor 6 11 164 166-71 173 
176 178 180 181 203ff. 214 
242289 

imperative 32 34 111 113 118f. 
125f. 131 154 192 
- form 113 117120131 

imperfect tense (see also tense) 
316318328 332ff. 339f. 
342f. 346 350 354 368 380 
consonant of - 318 
particle of - 310 

inclination 189 (ofvowels) 71 
83f. 100 105 127 133 
full-127 
medium-127 

index 
- offusion 189 
- of synthesis 189 

indicative 167 175 176 
indicator of objectivity 258 
inferential 251 
infinitive 103 104 109 116 118 

119213 
innovation in terminology 204 

230 257 282ff. 
instrument 71 105 148 189294 

I 315 

interrogation 49 9lf. 111 114 
191 

interrogation 
particle of - 346381 

interrogative 334 341 344ff. 348 
- noun 335 337 358 368 381 

intransitive 237ff. 242 262f. 268 
274 
intransitivity 2371 334352 
353 

invariance of morphemes 189 
Kafa 38 
lexicographical works 38 52 
linguistic 263 
- principles 53 
locative (object in whichlTurkic 

case) 10 39 48 110 112 182f. 
195 198f. 201-4 207 223 227f. 
230-34238241 249288291 
- of place 227 230f. 235 1 
335350ff. 
- of time 227f. 233 I 335 
350f. 353 
specified - of time 352 
unspecified - of time 202f. 
2301- 352 

Marnlük times 15 
manner (as a term) 316 
marker 310 

- of objectivity 175 226 256f. 
266276284 
- of the accusative 256 266 
284 
- ofthe feminine 164 165 
- of the object 256ff. 260 
262 263 278 279 283 285 
- of the plural 34 165 

medio-passive form 310 317 319 
metalanguage 4 
metathesis 80 85 
Mongolian 20 213243 
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mood (see declensional endings) 
12 167 175f. 

morpheme 165 189 192ff. 261 
262 268 271 284 
segmentability of -s 163 181 
186 188f. 234 287 
predictability of -s 177 186 
188f. 215 

morphology 167 188 190286 
290294 

nasal cavity 77 146 
negation, negative lOff. 34 130 

192 I 334 338 344 346 348 
356367380 
particle of - 312340349377 
380 

nominative 86 165ff. 170 182 
188196201226238243 
247ff. 276 288 

nominaturn 330 
non-standard manner 69 
noun Ilf. 29f. 30 32 34 48ff. 

104 109 116f. 119 130 150 
164-9 167ff. 172f. 175ff. 181-
85 188ff. 192 194 199-204 
207 213f. 217ff. 222-8 230 
232ff. 238f. 240f. 244f. 246ff. 
250 257 260f. 263ff. 268ff. 
274277 28lf. 284ff. 291 I 
307 309ff. 315 328 335 345 
347356 
annexed - 200ff. 218f. 
220ff. 224f. 228ff. 257 
- of place 117 I 372 
derived - 371 
non-derived - 371 
collective - 368 
compound of two - 328 330 
conditional- 335 341 358 
described - 369 
determined - 310328368 

divisible - 375 
generic - 338f. 359 
hexaradical- 308 
indicated - 372 
individual- 368 
indivisible - 375 
interrogative - 336 347 
overt - 343 366 
overt singular - 343 
pentaradical- 308 
- ofplace 315 322f. 332 
pure-313 
qualified - 369 
restricting - 374 
simple-328 
singular - 337 
tetraradical- 308 
undetermined - 310 328 356 
368370 

oath 
particle of - 365 367 

object 2 49 170f. 177f. 180 183f. 
191 234 237f. 240f. 243 246f. 
249 251 253 255 256-65 273 
275276-84 289f. 292f. I 331 
342346350358 
concomitant - 238 I 351 362 
direct - 11 168 170 180238 
239-51 254 256ff. 260 263 
267 275 277f. 280 281ff. 
292f. 
improper - 24H. 263 265 
267 280f. 284 
non-pure - 289 
- in which (see also locative) 
20H.227 
- directly governed 266 
-marker 267 
- of reason 238f. 242 266f. 
284 
- of structurally deleted 
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particle 267 
- without apparent marker 
278 
optional- 201 227 237f. 241 
248 257 278 289 
proper - 241f. 257 275 284 
two differing -s 244 
countable - 364 
direct - 337351 356f. 359 
360 
improper - 334 343 
marker of - 372 376 
proper - 334 361 
- of reason 351 
- whose agent is not 
mentioned 328 

objectivity 176 178 199265266 
1341 358 376 
indicator of - 368 
marker of - 347 360 
indicator of - 369 

occupation 311ff. 321 324 
original sense 312 
orthography 78 80 82ff. 86 93 95 

97 111 114 121 128 130ff. 
147f. 154f. 158 
orthographie device 72 83 102 
126 136 
orthographie reflection 82 

pair 
minimal-103 107 122 
oppositional- 96 128 

palatalisation see palatal 
consonants 

participle 251 278 
active - 34 49 81 120 173 
220239 252f. I 314320 323f. 
332 358f. 364 378 
active - in the future tense 
322 
active - in the past tense 324 

intensive form of the active -
309 319 322ff. 
passive - 310313 314319 
320 323 324 325 349 358 
relative - 325 

particle 2 11 49 91f. 114 167 
169f. 178 180 191f. 196-206 
208210-16218 224f. 227 
229ff. 233f. 239ff. 244f. 
257ff. 262-70 273 276f. 283f. 
293 
additional- 259 
Arabie - 193 195 197 199f. 
203ff. 209f. 213f. 227 234f. 
270 284f. 289 
causative - 254 
connective - 252 
instrumentality 206 
- of annexation 201 204 276 
- of attention 192 1381 
- of the genitive 49 205 232 
262 
- of transitivity 269 277 
- of wishing 381 
strengthening - 242 245 259 
265285 
verb-like - 49 

passive 247f. 
- form 85 193 I 318f. 325 
349f. 381 
- verb 196f. 248 
--reflexive 310 317 

past tense 22 34 87 Illff. 119 
151f. 155f. 165 175 192 194 
251253266 1312314316 
320322324328 331f. 337 
340 343f. 346 349f. 359 365 
374376ff. 
marker for - 89 
imperfect -219279 
consonant of - 318 
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marker for - 312 313 
partide of - 310 346 

pattern 1948 51 53 73 85 90 
131 175 186 197239 242f. 
269 287 I 308f. 
consonant - 50 

pentaradical 307 
perceptions 67141 
Persian 17 20 25 32f. 35 36f. 

43f. 78 133 137 140 142 145 
148294 I 306340 
-Turkish dictionary 36f. 
- grammar in Arabic 36 

phoneme 2 9 14 68f. 75f. 88 80 
92 94 96 100 134f. 139f. 136-
46 148f. 158 186 
prescribed value of - 68 94 
80 137 159 
prescribed value vs. perceived 
phonetic value 80 

phonetic 
phonetics 67ff. 75 140 143 
286 (cf. eh. III) 
-laws80 
- reality 76 158 

plural 17f. 48 92 11 Off. 119f. 
165f. 171 181 187 193 196 
217ff. 261 271 287 I 309f. 
319f. 329f. 332 337 343f. 
345ff. 349 353 355 369 373 
381 
marker of - 311 336ff. 
broken - 48 287f. 
- for reason of esteem 344 
- of the adjective 369 
- of the eolleetive noun 311 

point of articulation see 
articulation 

possessive 182 184ff. 196 199f. 
203f. 214f. 217ff. 223ff. 232f. 
235 249f. 258 260f. 266285 

293 
postposition 2 11 203 206 211 

214229 
predicate 48 49 I 321 328 334ff. 

339f. 341 355 370 378 
present tense 34 251268279 

319 344ff. 349 
form of-336 
negation of - 320 340 367 

pronoun 39 87 147165 208 213 
217ff. 222f. 226-30232235 
260ff. 264293 I 311 320324 
331 343 368f. 377 379f. 
independent - 329 344 358 
demonstrative - 310 329f. 
332371 
personal- 329ff. 336 351 
353 
suffIxed personal- 329f. 344 
366371 
- of the verb 337 

pronunciation 
back - 95 99 10lf. 106f. 109 
122ff. 
Bedouin - 307 
front - 95 103 107 123f. 
mixed-307 
neutral- 71 75 80 125 
pure-307 

proper name 14 48 184f. 226 I 
329 

prosodie 
- features 87 91 111f. 116 
153f. 158 
- eonditions 11167 

prothetie hamza 243 
Queän 6977 
radical ( see also root basic 

eonsonants) 1951 85 180 
augmented - 309 
primary - 309 
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rare occurrence 322 
reciprocity 310 317 
reference 309 311 321 324379 

general- 102 116 145257 I 
328 
special- 329 

relative 4891 I 329f. 336 341 
356358371 381 
- in the future tense 331 
- in the past tense 331 
singular - 330 
- clause 320 324 330f. 

resonance 77 
root 5051 73 81 85f. 129 131 

193 196 261 269 271f. I 307 
rule 29 41 68 92 105 107f. 121 

128 130 135 137 152 154 158 
186 227 261 271f. 283 287 
290 I 310 317 
general- 108 131 291 I 314 

sernantic 
- criteria 238 
-level 245 

sentence 
norninal- 170246277 I 328 
345ff. 355 363 377 
subordinate - 251 
verbal- 176 I 328 345 347 
370 
conditional- 331370 

septiradical 19 
sequence 364 
singular 192351118 125f. 175 

192219223250252258260 
287f. I 310f. 320324329333 
336 346f. 353 355 363f. 369 
perfect - 323 326 

speakers: pure - 31 
specification 216 239 257f.8 289 

I 347f. 351 364 
non-transferred - 363 

transferred - 363 
types of-: 

length 363 
number 363 
volume363 
weight363 

speech: direct - 243255281 I 
stern: verbal- 104 109 118f. 

120 239 242 253f. 268 270 
284 

structure of gramrnars 151730 
323439 47ff. 51 52 

substitution 49 69f. 73 80 82 85 
87 151 153 155168 175 196 I 
312 318 326 329 341 344 362 
371 375f. 380 

suffix 10 89 92 104 107 109-21 
130 147 150-7 164 182 184 
186 189 191ff. 212ff. 217 228 
231f. 234 249ff. 253f. 257 
258ff. 268ff. 278 280 285f. 
causative - 254 270f. 
distribution of front and back 
-es 116120 

surface structure 11105164 
168-71 175 199 201ff. 208 
214f. 224f. 227 234 239f. 242 
245257 262f. 265267 281f. 
287290293 

synonym 81197 205 
syntactic 

- function 165 170f. 173 
177-81 187 195205226257 
292 
- position 165 171 173 178-
80 194 197 199 201 205 213 
238246257259284 

tetraradical 307 309 
topic 5 9 48 I 328 335f. 344 
totum 

pars pro toto 375 
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totum pro toto 375 
transfer (phon.) 243 
transformation (phonol.) 80 
transitive 49 188 193 230237-41 

243-46 254 256 259 262f. 265 
268 271 273-78 280 284 293 I 
317 350 352 381 
- to one object 342 
- to two objects 343 357 359 
- with a particle 357 
- to three objects 343 
directly- 241242244275 
276 
- by itse1f to two objects 244 
- to one object 273 

transitivisation 243 272 274 I 
343 

transitivity 237f. 240 242f. 249 
259 262 268 270 272ff. 276 
280284 I 319 32lf. 324 
particle of - 310 316 343 

triradical19 51 104 I 307309 
Turkic 

- case ending 181 186 189f. 
199 200 203 211 286 
- origin of authors 22f. 31 33 
42295 

Turkic language lf. 4f. 7 12ff. 17 
21 2325 27f. 31ff. 39f 42f. 45 
47f. 50f. 53 54 67f. 82 88 90 
102 111 113 122ff. 128 137( 
150f. 216 251 268293 I 305 
307342 
) Abü I:Iayyän's - 38 
Crirnean Tatar 28 39 
Cagatay 353744 
Ijaqäm-Turkic 13 
Karairn 28 
Karaeay-BallJar 28 
Karakalpak 28 
Kazakh 228 

Nogai28 
Oguz 7 13 20 27f. 30ff. 39 42 
91 106 113 115 140 143 149 
216293f. I 306 310f. 313 318 
320329 340 342ff. 348 352 
365369380 
Ottoman 13 337ff. 
Qipeaq 7 13 15 27f. 32 39f. 
253255293294 I 310356 
369' 
Runic inscriptions 12 
Tatar 1 3 13 16f. 24 28 33 44 
38 
Turkic -s 163 181f. 187190 
210 216 237 249 252ff. 
'Turkestanian' 23 
Turkish 113 135 144255295 
Turkmen 113 128 
Yakut128 

Turks 20 23ff. 31 42 76 118 144 
148 163 182 I 305f. 370 

underlying structure 10 19 105 
164 168f. 200f. 214ff. 224 
226f. 234 24lf. 259 265ff. 
282f. 287 289f. 295 

undetermined 249 
uniradical19 I 307 309 349 
usage 310 
utterance 307 
velarisation see velarised 

consonants 
verb 4 1922 29f. 39f. 48ff. 85 

87ff. 103f. 104 107 112ff. 117 
119( 127 131 150 154ff. 
action of - 234 252 
bitransitive - 243-47 268 274 
276f. 
denominal- 268f. 284 I 319 
directly transitive - 266 
infinite - 252 
passive - 319 
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tritransitive - 243 
- of the heart 49 

verbal noun 270 I 310 314f. 323 
350f. 360 374 381 
intensive form of - 315 325 
marker of - 323 
- of nouns 322 

vowels 
lengthening of - 307 
- harmony 346 381 
transfer of - 318355 
back - 71 90f. 93f. 102 107 
123 127 
basic-83114 
eolouring of - 87 106 
flavouring of - 97142 144 
front -s 9 68 90f. 93f. 105 
108 124 
lengthening of -s 219 235 
261 
low and high - 91 
plene spelling of - 85 128ff. 
132 

rounded - 68 90ff. 111 121 
125 127f. 
seeondary lengthening of-
129 131 
Turkie - 68 106 121 
unrounded - 68 91 f. 111 
- length 7 14 128 131 132 
-lengthening 83 85f. 10lf. 
104 126ff. 129 132 
- signs 129 
vowelless 81165 

vowel harmony 9 67ff. 82 87f. 
90ff. 110-5 151 155 158( 182 
250253 
labial harmony 90ff. 113 115 

word 
simple -s 191 I 309 
-by-word translation 7 214 
224229264 

word lists organised by semantie 
categories 22 30 32 39 

word order 2 168 187f. 255 287 
inverse - 255 



B. INDEX OF ARABIC TERMS 

'adä 345 
- aS-saq 331337 
- an-naql 343 

'adad 311 363 
igtirnä' fi 1- 323 
al-- al-murakkab 364 

'ahmala: tuhmal343 
'a1}.ädi 307 
'äla 310 
'aläma 101 117 141 157 163ff. 

166f. 173 192 194 212 219 
221 223 225ff. 253 256263 
265269272 276-81 2841310 
379 
- al-mafül bihi 256f. 284 
- al-mafüliyya 226 256f. 266 
276f.284 1347 
- an-na~b 256f. 261 284 
-li-t-ta'nlt 165 
-al-garn' 34 
-al-nafy34 
'alam 175 1329 

'amal, 'i'mäl12 116 168f. 201 
242268 1321 333 349 
'ämil 164 166f. 169 242 

'amr 3234 114 117 119 120 125 
126282 
fiel al-li-l-mul.J.ätab 324 

'anna al-maftü~a 341 
'arabI 

al-ta' al-'arabiyya 139143 
gIm 'arabiyya 139 

'äri4 74 87 
'a~l 23 76 114 118f. 129 136 139 

141 147 149 152 155 173201 
246256261 269272 1312 

318320357 
'aläl-276 
- al-wa4' 312 
'i~äla 322 
~urüf'~liyya 70 

badal, 'ibdä180f. 27 73 101 144 
151153 155 1312 371f. 375 
(phon) 326 344 

badawi 307 
käfbadawiyya 145 312 

ba'4 min kull375 
bas1t 308 
binä' (pI. 'abniya) 18 177 193 1 

354309 
- al-fi'l li-l-mafül 325 

dal.J.n 342 
dälla 194 1 311 

tadullu 141 258265270 
daln (pI. dalä'il) 31 167222 
2261368 
- al-mafüliyya 258 1 368 
daläla 312 324 
- 'alä t-taf4U 319 

4amana 341 
4amlr 165 196 218f. 226 261 

- al-fi'1337 
- al-mafül 337 

gawät 

- at-taläta 19 
- al-'arba'a 19 

fa41a 329 
far' 76f. 79 136 139 318 

far'iyya 322 
fiel (pI. 'afäl) 19 22 24 30 32 40 

49f. 107 114 117 119 154 157 
118 130 152 165 169 176f. 
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194 219f. 238 240 242 244 
246f. 256 262 266 268ff. 272-
6 278 1 307 320 
-gämid 192 
-qawiya242 
- qulüb 49 277 
taqwiya al- 242 
- al-'amr 354 
ßCil 

al- ~-~ir 359 
f~1380 

lä yuf~al 376 
gamC 17f. 193 1 309 319 

nisba al-ficI 'ilä - 319 
magmüCa310 

gämid334 
gärr 331 
gawäb 376f. 
gins 85157 
gwrua330 

- ficliyya 328 
- ismiyya 328 347 

gä'ib 123 196 218f. 222f. 226 
2321320 

gayn 
- mayyita 143 
kalima gayniyya 104 107 118 

gunna 18 77 146f. 150 
magnüna 146f. 

hay'a 310316 
l},agf 170 173 1762401321 

(phon.) 327 
l},ägiza329 
l},äl 239 247 252f. 278f. 281ff. 1 

344ff. 349 367 
(present tense) al- al-manfi 
320340 
ficl- al-mu<;läric 319 
ficIl},äli 336 

l},äl (other meanings) 354 320f. 
340 

- ~fu z-zamän 353 
l},araka 85 87 243 1 327 
l},arf (p1.l},urüf) 19 30 50 74ff. 

76ff. 83f. 100ff. 107f. 113 
116ff. 119 129flf. 131 141 143 
146 152 154 156f. 169 172 
19lf. 194 197 201 204f. 
210ff. 219f. 222 225 230ff. 
239ff. 245 259 263 267 269ff. 
276284 
-'agwafl9 
-'~li 309 
- al-fiCI 310 
- garr 12 42 204 205 207 215 
239f. 242 244 256 262 1353 
-al-gawäb 380 
- nafy 312 
-näqi~ 19 
- al-l},alq 102 144 
-Safawi144 
- taCdiya 2392691316 
- at-tamannä 381 
- al-wicä' 335 
l},urüf al-madd wa-l-lin 19 1 
307 
l},urüf Samsiyya 14 
l},urüf ~ulba 142f. 145 152 
l},urüf ~-~äba 143152156 
l},urüf farCiyya 
- mustal},sana 77 
- mustaqb$ 77 

l;taSw 19 
l},~in 157329 
l},attä (bi-t-taQmin) 373 
hikä 380 . ya 
l},ukm 157 338 342 
babar 1702152461321 328335 

babariyya 347 
bafif 

nün-a77 
nÜllsäkina-a77 
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hamza mul].affafa 77 
yä) -a 133 

biffa 81 
bäli~ 32 76 79 142 223 232 1 307 

353 
baysümi 701462232321307 

nÜfl säkina baysÜffiiyya 329 
bumäsi307 
)i'däd 310 322 
)i4äfa 173 175 176 178 199ff. 

204ff. 214 218f. 221ff. 225ff. 
230 232 261 276 1 325 353 

mu<;läf 173 177 180 200f. 218f. 
220ff. 224ff. 228 

)idgäm 8lf. 152 327 
~tiqär 349 
'illa 22lf. 265 272 1 361 
'ilm 

- al-Iuga 25 191 1 305 
- an-na1}.w 25 305 
-at-~rif25 305 

iltiqä) 81 321 
)imäla 71 75 83f. 96 100 103 

108 117f. 12lf. 127 133 134 
)alifal-77 

imtinä' 380 
)insä) 328 

intiqäl355 
)i'räb 2 6 11 14 163 164-81 190 

200 235 257 288f. 
ism 1430 116 123 129 168 175f. 

194201 207 220f. 260 266 
2681307 
- al-fli'il34 120 173252 1 
309320 
al-mubälaga fi - al-fli'il31O 
319 
- al-makän 117310322 
)ä1}ir al- 222 
-al-game 311 
- )isära 310 329 

- al-maf'ül310 320 
- san; 335 
-~-~r343 
)asmä) al-)agnäs 338 
)asmä) al-)a'Iäm 310 

)isnäd 248 1 343f. 
- al-fi'I )ilä I-gam' 311 

istakanna: yastakinnu 324 
istifhäm 334 336 
istiktär 347 
isti'Iä) 71 100 108 117 154 157 

musta'Iin 75f. 
istitnä) 

mustatnä 239 
istitqäl81 
)isbä' 86 95 102ff. 107 133 117f. 

124 128f. 226 307 309 
- al-l}.arakät 129219261 307 
muSba'a322 

)ismäm 79 84 86 96 97 102 105 
133 
maSmüm 95 117 
musamm 84 97 133 143f. 147 
148 

istimäl375 
iStiqäq 308 318 355 
)itbä' 87 114 1 346 381 
i~ala 311 
ittibäg 310 317 319 
ittisä' 195 240 257 262 

tawassu' 262f. 
)itbät 334 348 
itliräd: yanand 327 
'iwa<;l 313 
kaf 

- mayyita 144f. 147 
käfiyya 104 118 

al-kalima al- 118 
kaläm 32 152 328 334 
kalima 31 87 102f. 116 118 307 

327342 
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katra 322 
kitäba 51 131 273 
kull min kull 375 
laf? 103ff. 118 136 141 271ff. 1 

330 
laf~ ('alfii~) 264297 101 
116f. 119 154 259 261 263 1 
348 
)al~ ma1;l~üra 374 
- al-mustaqbal376 
- al-)amr 376 
mal~ bihä 263 
talaffu~ 125f. 145f. 

la1;liqa: tull.laqu 310 
läm 

- galI~ 7576 
al- al-mutawassita 75 
-mugall~75 
-mutbaqa 76 
-raqlqa 75 

lazima: yalzamu 316 
läzim: kasra -a 74 

%mä lam yusamma fii'iluhu 319 
lisän (pI. )alsina) 2024 27 72 75 

277 
- al- 'arab 25 42 275ff. 1 307 
343 
al- at-turkt 32 342 
)alsina t-turk 144 

luga 23 25 27f. 30-5 39f. 45 50 
76 100 129f. 152 268 293 1 
307 

maQI 310 318 
mafül 259ff. 265 273 275 276ff. 

280ff. 284 292 1 319 
- bihi ~-~arIl.l357 
- gayr ~arIl.l289 1 334 
- lahu 266 1 360 
-ma'ahu 361 
- ~arIl.l289 1 334 
mafüliyya 341358 

maghür 71 151 
magrur 201 204ff. 1 331 
mahmüs 71 151f. 
ma1;lall 165 
ma)bag 313 
mabrag 70 143f. 145f. 151 152 
mall.lü~ 312 
mamsü}.l363 
ma'nä 116 125ff. 157 177 179f. 

195f. 207f. 211f. 215 231 233 
242248260265277 

manzila 216f. 1 313 
maqäm 168 195 197259 
ma'qüda 78f. 145 
ma~dar 34 118213 239 241266 

268f. 1 310 351 
- min al-)asmä) 322 

maSüb 83f. 97 100 142 144 146 
148 1 307 

matJ 86 
ma'tüf325 
mawQi' 117 120 173 
mawQü' 191 
mawqi' 259 261 
maw~ül 324 329 

al-maQI maw~ülan 320 
mawzüo363 
mazld (see also ziyäda) 349 
min as-sabbabiyya 362 
mit! 316 
mubälaga 351 
mubham 202f. 1 351 
mubtada) 170215246 1 335 
mUQäf 329331 
muQära'a 310318 
mu<;imar 329 330 357 
mufabbam (see also tafbIm) 79 

95f. 98ff. 117 122f. 129 145 1 
310323 

mufrad 125 193f. 2191 (see also 
munfarid) 310 
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al- bi-Qätihi 323 
-al-~328 

mu\}ätab 218 232 1 320 
mu\}~~ 202 230 1 347 351 
mukil363 
muqaddarät 363 
munäsaba 157 
munf~i1329 
munfarid (see also mufrad) 

- bi-Qätihi 326 
munqatiC 362 
muqis (see also qiyäs) 314 
muräcä 115 
murädif 191 197205208 230f. 1 

306321 335340347 360 362 
364f. 367f. 373 375 
turädif324 372 374 

murakkab 193 1 325 308 328 
muraqqaq 96106 117 123 1310 

323 
murtagal330 
musammä 330 
mustaqbal312 

ficI al- al-Q.äli~ 337 
mustatnä 362 

al- minhu 362 
mu~ar~362 
mUSaddada 148 1 321 
musäraka 310 317 
musbaca see 'isbäc 

mutagazin 375 
gayr-375 

mu~arrik 83 307 
mutakallim 25 31 321 
mutasaffil 71 
mu~arrif 334 352 
mutawallid 145ff. 
mutawassit 324 
mu~~i1 329 362 
mutäwaca 310 317 
mutlaq 113 310 

nafs 
- al-fiCI 344 
- al-kalima 352 

nafy 334 
nal].w 24 49 
nahy 34334 
nä'ib can al-fiici1349 
nakira 310328 
naqala: nuqi1at 327 

manqül330 
gayr-363 

nasab (cf. also nisba) 309 
- 'i1ä ~_~ca 321 

n~b 12 262 282ff. 1 351 
näsi': nawäsi' 129219261 
nawäsiQ. 328 336 
na?ir 317332361 
nisba 35 76 277 1 342 

- 'isnädiyya 320 
nutq 97 101 104 131 144 152 

261 1351 
qäf 

kalima qäfiyya 104 118 
qalb 80f. 151 
qäma maqämahu 350 
qarina347 
qawl 307 328 321 
qism (pI. 'aqsäm) 40 1 307 316 

351 
al-qisma al-Caqliyya 307 

qiyäs 27lf 1310 316f. 
- muttarid 321 
lä yanqäs 317 
muqis 310 

rakika 102 118 142f. 145 
rubäci 307 
säkin 154 157261 269f. 1310 

317 
samäca, samäc 271 1 313 

sumica 2711310320 
masmüc 310 
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siyäq al-kaläm 369 
sudäsi 308 
~al:tIl]. 142f. 
~an'a 311 
~ari1}. 14lf. 275 280f. 284 
~ifa 338 

luzüm ~- 312321 
-läzima 312 
- mul].bar 'anhä 312 
- mu'ärac;la 338 

~iga 279281 1 341 342 
~üra 136141 1 348 
sagQa 320 322 
sart 336 376 
ta'diya 259 270 272ff. 276f. 284 

ta'addä 263 273 275f. 278 1 
350 

ta'aggub 
mal].rag at- 348 

ta'alluq 277 1 342f 358 
muta'alliq 30 277 280 
tata'allaqu 277 
ta'liq 378 

tac;l'if 320 
taia'ul325 
tafc;lll 313 
taf~ll 331 
tafQim (see also mufal].l].am) 75 

77 95f. 101 105 116 121 126 
142f. 150 
taflJiman (non techn.) 344 

ta1}.bib 322 
tal].fif (see also l].afif) 352 
ta)kidan 323 
tal~ see laf~ 
tanwin 261 
taqdir 12 105 290 
tafc;lil17 
tamyiz 347 

-manqül363 

tanbih 327 
tan~i~ 311 
tanwin 351 
tarkib 25 48 307 
tartib: murattab 364 
tasallata 351 352 358 
~arruf341 

1am yu~arraf 341 
t~gir 17 309f. 
~rif22 321307318351 
tawäli 87114 115 

- al-1}.arakät 345 
tawassu' 357 
taw~~ul: yuta~~u 343 
ta'~im 333 344 
tu)akkid 341 
turkmän306 
talab 328 
tariqaal-magäz 312 
!uläty 51 307 
!unä'I307 
'umdatan 329 
'umÜffi (sg. 'ämm) 

- al-)afräd 368 
- aS-sumül 368 

w~afa: wu~ifa bihi 359 
wazana: wazannä 309 
wuc;li'a 
mä-l].ä~~329 
mä - Säyi'an 328 

mawc;lü' 307 
al-mawc;lü' lahu )~lan 376 

zamän 312 334 
ziyäda2601318 

-li-t-tafc;lU 4347310 
zä)id 852592731309378 

~hir 357 
~f12 391330 

- al-makän 335 
- az-zamän 351f. 
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